
ENCLOSURE 2
.,SUMMARY EXPLANATION En

This submittal includes the transmittal letter and five enclosures. The enclosures
include a table of contents (Enclosure1i),'this executive summary (Enclosure 2),
documentation of state and local government officials agreements -(Enclosure 3),
detailed justifications-for each emergency action level (EAL) (Enclosure,4), and
electronic copies of enclosures, references, -and supporting information (Enclosure 5).

The Site Emergency Plan for the Palisades Nuclear Plant (PNP) currently uses the
NUREG-0654 EAL scheme. Nuclear Management Company, LLC (NMC) requests
approval to change the existing scheme for PNP to that described in NEI 99-01,
Revision 4, "Methodology for Development of Emergency Action Levels," January 2003,
as endorsed by the Nuclear Regulatory 'Commission (NRC) in Regulatory Guide 1.101,
"Emergency Planning and PreparednessxforiNuclear Power Reactors," Revision 4,
July 2003.

In accordance with 10 CFR 50, Appendix E, state and local government officials
reviewed the EAL change's, including areas where conversion from NUREG-0654 to
NEI 99-01, Revision 4, resulted in a higher or lower classification for a specific event.
The following' state and local government officials' agreement is contained in
Enclosure 3:

Anthony Katarsky,- Michigan State Police, Emergency Management Division
Alain Svilpe, Office of Domestic Preparedness, VanBuren-County
Michael Bradley, Emergency Preparedness, Berrien County
Scott Corbin, Emergency Preparedness, Allegan County

*The detailed supporting information for the proposed EAL changes is'contained in
Enclosure 4. There are four attachmentswithin Enclosure 4. Attachment I contains a
red-line, highlighted copy of the Technical-B'asis Document. This document includes
the pertinent information to describe each EAL '(category, description, basis, etc). The
red-line and highlighted areas indicate changes made to the information contained in
NEI 99-01, Revision 4, in order to develo'p 'site-specific EALs. Attachment 2'contains a
clean copy of the Technical Basis Document. Attachment 3 contains the detailed
justification matrix. This matrix provides 'the cross-reference comparing the current
NEI 99-01, Revision 4 EALs, to the proposed EALs, mode'applicability, and specific-
identification and discussion of differences and deviations. Attachment 4 contains the
Emergency Plan changes, as depicted on wall charts.

The Technical Basis Document, justification matrix, and supporting reference material
are contained on compact disks in Enclosure 5

Summary of Matrices

The matrices contain justifications for-site-specific information, differences and
deviations identified in the initiating conditions, EAL thresholds, and basis documents.
The matrices are divided into sections following the format of the Technical Basis
Document. --A section identifying generic differences is'at thelfrontbof the document.
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Overview of Deviations

1) PNP's reactor vessel level monitoring system (RVLMS) design is unable to detect
levels that specifically match the NEI levels. Based on the indications available,
PNP has applied the NEI methodology to allow indications for each level of
classification. However, the levels that can be detected result in conservative
classification calls. This affects EALs CA1.1, CA2.1, CS1.1, CS1.2, CS2.1, CS2.2,
CG1.2, FPB FC PL#4, FPB CMT PL#3.

2) The NEI guidance for RA1.2 is a release that exceeds 200 times the ODCM.
Application of 200 times the ODCM Limit for the Radioactive Gaseous Effluent
Monitors (RGEM) listed in RA1.2 (RIA-2326 and RIA-2327) results in a value that
exceeds the offsite dose limits specified for RS1.1. Therefore, if the 200 times
ODCM limit were used, an Alert would never be declared since the SAE threshold
would already be exceeded. To maintain intervals between classifications and
declare the Alert at an appropriate level, PNP selected limits for these monitors,
which are less than 200 times the ODCM Limits.

3) The basis for SU4 references use of the failed fuel monitor to provide indication of
fuel clad integrity. The failed fuel monitor at PNP has been abandoned-in-place,
and therefore, an alternate method of detection has been developed for SU4.1.

Overview of Differences

Significant differences identified in the matrices include the following:

1) EALs associated with plant equipment not on site were eliminated. This difference
is primarily associated with offsite perimeter monitoring and real time dose
assessment. This affects EALs RU1.4, RU1.5, RA1.4, RA1.5, RS1.3, and RG1.3.

2) PNP uses two indications for reactor vessel inventory indication (containment sump
OR primary system drain tank). The OR statement was used instead of the NEI
wording "and" because there would not be spontaneous indication in both locations.
This affects EALs CU2.2, CA1.2, CA2.2, CS1.1, CS1.2, and CG1.1.

3) PNP used bus indication in the classification for loss of offsite power. The PNP
wording focuses the classification on the loss of offsite power capability to the
essential buses. This affects EALs CU3.1, CA3.1, SU1.1, SS1.1, and SG1.1.

4) PNP is a CE plant and does not use critical safety function status trees (CSFSTs).
Therefore, in accordance with the guidance in NEI 99-01, Revision 4, PNP does not
have EALs for critical safety function status under the fuel cladding, primary coolant
system, and containment barriers in the fission product barrier matrix.
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Minor differences identified in the matrices'include the following:

Additional minor wording changes have- been identified in the generic differences
section, as well as in the justification section, for the applicable EAL. These differences
do-not alter the meaning or' intent of the EALs.

In summary, this submittal provides the basis and justification for changing the PNP
EAL scheme from the NUREG-0654 requirements to the NEI 99-01 requirements, and
demonstrates compliance with 10 CFR 50.54(q).
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-ENCLOSURE 3

STATE AND LOCAL-GOVERNMENT OFFICIAL
AGREEMENT DOCUMENTATION

32 Pages Follow



GOVERNMENTAL AGENCY REVIEWS
NEI-99-01 SUBMITAL FOR PALISADES

Palisades Emergency Planning section conducted a review/discussion of the proposed
changes to the emergency action levels (EALs) for the Palisades Nuclear Plant on October 6,
2004. The following personnel attended this review/discussion and agree with the proposed
change to NEI-99-01 rev.4 based EALs.

State of Michigan, Emergency Management Division

Signed: Date ,76< ,Date:_ _ _

Date: /0/ 0/et I

Date: /A 7- 6#4

Berrien County Emergency Management

11� I � 0-. (�. J(Signed: Date: /'!� - & - e. -1
Sine Date:_______I~ ~.- S A;'' :'-



Major Differences-in New EALs

BIG PICTURE

* NRC endorsed the new EAL scheme in NEI 99-01, Rev. 4 via Reg. Guide 1.101, Rev. 4, July
:. . I. Re .4;Jl~2003

- New IC/EAL Scheme added generic:

o Shutdown and Refueling IC/EALs

o ISFSIIC/EALs

. New generic approach to Fission Product Barrier IC/EALs

- The PNP EALs are divided into five broad groups:

o EAL Group C - EALs that are related to system or equipment malfunctions :for cold -
shutdown.

o EAL Group S - EALs that are related to system or equipment malfunctions for all other
modes

o EAL Group R -:EALs that are radiological in nature

o EAL Group H - EALs that are related to exte'rnal hazards such as security events,-fires
or natural events

-o EAL Group E - EALs associated with the Independent Spent Fuel Storage Installation
(ISFSI)

o EAL Group F - EALs that are related to 'loss or challenge of one or more fission
product barriers

- New IC/EAL Scheme is plant operating Mode Specific (Symptom Based)

o 'Power Operation -- critical and >5% power.

o Startup '- critical and <5% pow'er.

o Hot Standby - Reactor Coolant Tavg >300°F.

o -Hot Shutdown - Reactor Coolant 300°F > Tavg > 200°F

.o Cold Shutdown -Reactor Coolant Tavg <200°F

o Refueling -- One or more reactor vessel head closure bolts less than fully tensioned.

* Current EALs are presented as Categories-.-,

o Example: Category- Engineered Safety Features



Major Differences in New EALs

.:REVIEW-OF ICS/EALS,

Current EALs Not in New Scheme

. Safety Injection initiated and discharged to vessel. UE

. Failure of a safety or relief valve in a safety related system to close following reduction of
applicable pressure. UE

* Main Steam Line/Main Feedwater Line break outside Containment which is isolated by Main
Steam isolation signal (manually or auto).' 'UE

. Main Steam Line/Main Feedwater Line break inside or outside Containment which is not
isolated., ALERT

, Any@ 'challenge to Over-Pressure Protection System (LTOP). UE

* Pressurizer code safety valve operation. 'UE

* Steam line break with >1 Ogpm primary to secondary leak rate. ALERT (but may be classified-
under FPB)

' Rapid gross failure of one Steam Generator tubes with loss of offsite power. ALERT

- Fission Product Barrier Table
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Ab normal Ra'dlL'e Ve Ra dM Efue nt

IC, Any UNPLANNED Release of Gaseous'or, Liquid Radio'activity~ On ooecorsodn
IC to the Environment that Exceeds Two Times the~ Offsite Dosecteoy oI
Rl Calculation Man6ual (ODCM) Specifications for 60 Minute's or,,

Lon'ger

Valid readingq on effluent monit hnor RIA-1 049 "Liquid Ra'dwaste, Releases LIE Short-term radiological; Current EAL scheme would
effluent ODCM limits classify at lower threshold.

RUI. ischage Moitor"that exceeds two times the ala'rmn setpointecddNwshmeibadonoe
establ.Ishdbyacurrent radioactivity discharge permit for 60 crteia
minutes or longer

VALID reading on one or more of the following radiation monitors Releases UE Short-term radiological Current EAL scheme would
that ecds the reading son for 60 minutes or logr effluent ODCM limits casf tlwrtrsod
Stack Normal Range Monitor exceeded. New scheeis ae nds
(RIA-2326)F 3.E5cmcriteria.

R~ 2S/G BIowdownMionitorL
- (RIA-0707) 2 igh Alarm"

Srvice Water oio
'(RIA-0833),"' 2 X High'Alarm' -

Turbine Bldg. Sumrhps Mon itor
(RIAL" 2 X 2 X g'h A larm_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

Conirmd smpe aalyisforgasou orliqidrelase - Releases UE Significant solid or liquid. -New EAL gives a specific value
indicates concentrations or release rates, with a release - - - wsesilotsd etitd -fr eess(XOC)

RUl1.3 duration of 60 minutes or longer, in excess of two times thearswihtetndofie
fsite Dose Calculation Manuail (ODCM) limit reeae

, i.. i .1 . 1�. .

I; :,o
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, FPB/FD 'One to on corresponding
Unexpected Rise in Plant Radiation cg to IC

VALID indication of uncontrolled water level lowering LESS ' FPB/FD ALERT Fuel New EAL provides more
.; ; ; THAN 647 ft el. in the reactor refueling cavity, spent fuel pool, damage/handling accident specific guidance.' i
'or fuel transfer canal with all irradiated fuel assemblies with release of radioactivity to
remaining covered by water Containment or Fuel Handling

'AND Building.
UNPLANNED VALID Area Radiation Monitor reading rise on

'any of the following:
RU2.1 !Vent Monitor Fuel Handling Area (RIA-5712)-

Spent Fuel Pool Area Radiation Monitors (RIA-5709 or RIA-
231)

Refueling Containment High Radiation (CHR) Monitors (RIA-
2316 or RIA-2317)

Any UNPLANNED VALID Area Radiation Monitor reading rises, Radiation ALERT Radiation levels or New EAL provides more
by a'factor of 1000 over normal* levels. ; ,-,j Levels' airborne contamination 'specifc guidance.

indicates severe
RU2.2 *Normal levels cain be 'considered as the highest reading in the' d gradation in co trol of

past twenty-four hours excluding the'current peak value.N, 'radioactive materials.

Releases 'Releases" is the main
''iC Any' UNPLAN NED Release of Gaseous or Liquid Ra doactivity None categr fo thi Curnt

:to the Environment that Exceeds 200 Times the Offsite Dose , L schemeg does no't directly
RA1 ' Calculation Manual '(ODCM) Specifications for 15 Minutes or , a rae at *00" the

Longer: ' ' 6,. ,, , ' ''1 ' ' ' ,' -- se limit.

,VALID'reading 'on 'effluent monitor RiA-1049 "Liquid Radwaste Releases :ALERT Radiological effluent Current EAL scheme would
> 10 imesthe DCM lassify at lowe'r threshold:

Rxl .1 Discharge Monitor"' that exceeds 200 times the alarm setpoint instantneos ree rate New cschem is based t ondose
established by'a current radioactivity discharge permit for 15
minutes or longer. , limit., criteria.
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RA1.2

VALID reading on one or more of the following radiation monitors
that exceeds the reading shown for 15 minutes or longer:
Stack Normal Range Monitor
(RIA-2326) 1;3E+6 cpm .
Stack High Range Monitor;
(RIA-2327) 1.5 mRem/hr'''
S/G Blowdown Monitor-
(RIA-0707) 200 X High-Alarm
Service Water Monitor
(RIA-0833) 200 X High Alarm .

,Turbine Bldg. Sumps Monitor .: :,
(RIA-521 1) 200 X High Alarm

Releases: Ad ALERT Radiological effluent
> 10 times the ODCM -.
instantaneous release rate
limit. I . I

Current EAL scheme would
classify at lower threshold.
INew scheme is based on dose
criteria. ' '

Confirmed sample analysis for gaseous or liquid release None No corresponding EAL in
R- indicates concentrations or release rates, with a release'' existing scheme'
R: -* '.duration of.15 minutes or longer, in excess'of 200 times ODCM

limit. ,;:______:-:______________i_;___________________.... .' ' ....... <; ; , : .sk,..,<

IC D~anage to rradiated Fuel O f Lb~s's6f Watei Level that H as 'or> F BF n o n orsodn
DWl Resultin the Uncoveng of Irradiated Ful O sde the i

~RA2 nReactor es e l 'se' ", ' ' ' ' '' ' ''" ' ''

A VALID'alarm or. reading on one or more: of the following FPB/FD ALERT.Fuel, New EAL provides more
radiation monitors: ' daa ge/handlin accident specific guidance.

i . . , . , I . ~ `o ' ,.. . .. . r . _ . . : _ I . . , , _ , I . .. I ...

'Vent Monitor Fuel Handling Area: ' with release of radioactivity to
RIA-5712 1E+4cpm Containment or Fuel Handling

RA2.1 Spent Fuel Pool Area Radiation Monitors RIA-5709 or RIA-2313 Building.,
15 mR/hr

Refueling Containment High Radiation (CHR) Monitors.
RIA-2316 or RIA-2317 .:80 mR/hr above background,

.FPB/FD SAE Major damage to, Cold shutdown EALs are also
Water level less than 614 feet elevation for ' ' irradiated fuel in Containment used in classifying this event.

the eact rre ueli g ' or Fuel Handling Building.
RA2.2 cavity, spent fuel pool and fuel transfer canal that will result in- (eg, lr objec dages

;.. fuel uncovering. ( , . ;;' - E ':: :. eg, large ojcdamages:fuel uncovering. . : ' . " -, ' , .Efuel or w ater loss below fuel
... .. , ., .. _.;. - ' ._ , _le v e l ) -
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Release of Radioactive Material or Rises in Radiation Revels Nn ocrepnigELi
IC ,Withn te Facility That ImpedesOeaino ytm xsigshm

R3 Required to Maintain'Safe Operations or to Establish or,.
4Maintain Cold Shu'tdown'

~VALID radiation monitor readings GREATER THAN.15 mRlhr in None No corresponding EAL in~
areas requiring continuous occupanc tmianpltsfey.existing schemre'
functions:

RA3. I
Control Room (RIA-2310):
OR'
Central Alarm Station (RIA-2304) _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

Any rVALID radiation monitor reading GREATER THAN 3 R/hr None *No corresponding EAL in.
in areas requiring infrequent access to maintain plant safety existing scheme
functionis (Table H-1).

1A32. -TABLE H-1,SAFE SHUTDOWN BUILDINGS

. !Au'xiliary Building -

~,~TurbinieBidn
Screenhous-e
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IC Offsite Dose Resulting froma anatualor lmminent Rel6easeses ,of One to one corresponding
RS Gaseous Radioactivity Exceed 100 egor, t o, I4C.RS1 .mRerm Thyroid CDE for the Actual or Projected Duration of the

Releas

dose assessment Releases SAE Effluent monitors detect Current EAL scheme wouldNOTE: If dsasemntresults are available at the time ofleescrepnigt 50 laifatowrhehld
'declaration, the classification'should be based on RS1.2 e corespo ass a owerteshold.
: instead of RS.1.While necessary declarations should not be mrem/hr TEDE for % hour or New scheme is based on dose
delayed awaiting'results, the dose assessment should be > 500 mrem/hr.TEDE for 2 :criteria.
.initiated' completed in order to determine if the classification minutes (or 5 times these
should be subsequently escalated. levels to the Adult Thyroid

CDE) at the site boundary forVALID reading on one or more of the following radiation a t theteoundar
monitors that exceeds or is expected to exceed the reading adversemeteologclconditions.T7hes'e levels are
shown for,15'minutes orlonger:' projected based on other.:

. ,.',,:. 8.-:.,.;; ... t,: <f .. ;;:-.,. . : .... <., . .. ,,Plant parameters (e~g,:'-.-.,.
Stack High Range onitor radiation level in Containment'RS.1RagerloitrePan prametr (egR (RIA-2327); 5.2 mRem/hr''' witheakrate appopriate
Main Steam Line Monitors, existing Containment" K'.
(RIA-2323/RIA-2324)1.70E+3 cpm pressure)`or are m"easu~red'in'.
Stack, Highi Rang~e Effluent Monitor' the ienvions EPA Protective',
(RIA-2328)# ',.64mRemhr A'ction Guidelines (see
Atmospheric Dump Valve High Range Effluent Monitors: ' Emergency Implementing
(RIA-2328) #..57mReml/hr Procedure EI-6.13,.

"Protective'Action
Recommendations for.
OCffsite Populations") are
projected to be exceeded

__________outside the site boundary."
Dose assessment u sing actual meteorology indicates doses Releases See Above See Above

RS1.2' GREATER THAN 100 mRem TEDE or 500 mRemCDE at or
beyond the site boundary.':

Field survey results indicate closed window dose rates Releases See Above See Above
exceeding 100 mRem/hr expected to continue for more than :'
one hour at or beyond thesite boundary.'

R81. 'OR:

Analyses of field survey samples indicate thyroid CDE of 500:'
mRem for one hour of inhalation, at or beyond the site
boundary

, I ;, f � I � ,
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.I C. 'Offsite Dose Resulting from an Actual or Immin ent Re leases ' R leases One to one corresponding
'GaseousRadioactivitya xceeds 1000 mRem TEDE'or 5000' ."categor toIC

RG1 mRem Thyroid CDE for the Actual or Projected Duration of the
Release Using Actual Meteorology

NOTE: If dose assessment results are available at the time of' Releases GE Effluent monitors detect - Current EAL scheme would
declaration, the classification should be based on RG1.2 levels corresponding to 1 classify at lower threshold.
instead of RG1.1.While necessary declarations should not be rem/hr TEDE or 5 rem/hr New scheme is based on dose
delayed awaiting results, the dose assessment should be Adult Thyroid CDE Rate at. criteria.
initiated'/ completed in' order to determine if the classification the site boundary under
should be subsequently escalated. ' actual meteorological,

conditions. These levels are
VALID reading on any of the following radiation monitors that projected based on other

R exceeds or is expected to exceed the reading shown for 15 Plant parameters (eg,
. minutes or longer. radiation levels in'

Containment with leak rate'Stack High Range Monitor-aporaefreitn
-> (RIA-2327) ' i52 nRem'/hr,,: .- ;Kf',.'... appropriate fo eitin '(RI-237), 52 ~emhrContanment pressure) or are

MainStem Lne oniorsmeasured in thieenvirons.:
(RIA-23231RI1-2324)1.70E+4 cpm
Stack High Range Effluent Monitor.''
(RIA-2328)#.': 6.4 mRem/hra` ''.:
Atmospheric Dump Valve High Range Effluent Monitors;

____(RiA-228 # 5.7 mRem/hr

Dose assessment using actual meteorology indicates doses Releases See above See Above
RG1.2 GREATER THAN 1000 mRem TEDE or 5000 mRemr thyroid

CDE at or beyond the site boundary'

Field survey results indicate closed window dose rates Releases See above See Above
exceeding 1000 mRem/hr expected to continue for more than
. nehour, at or beyond site boundary.i

RG1.3 OR'

Analyses of field survey samples indicate thyroid CDEof 5000'
mRem for one hour of inhalation, at or beyond site boundary,'
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_Cold Shutdown/Refuelinq *, ,: j. .

Unidentified or pressure boundary leakage GREATER THAN
,l0gpm.

PCS Integrity
I - 4~ ..

CUi.1;

UE PCS leak rate in excess
of Technical Specifications,
but < 50 gpm '
Or
Primary to secon'dary leakage
rate exceedsTechnical
Specifications limits of 432
gallons per day primary to
secondary LEAKAGE through
anv nnec Qrz, hkt -< rn innm :

Current EAL scheme would
classify at lower threshold.
'New EAL is based on severity
of event.

I i I 1� .1 1
, -Ij I I � , r

. , , i

CU1.2. identified leakage GREATER THAN 25 gpm. PCS Integrity' See Above See Above
IC UNP ANNED L~s~ ~~FPB/ D~ *~; ~ The'toone correspond in .~

RNPAct N E sD eLbs d Pd dl t-d' ~.. L y ytoI

UNPLANNED PCS level lowering below reactor'vessei flange FPB/FD . ALERT Fuel' . . , . .. Current EAL scheme would
for GREATER THAN OR EQUAL TO 15 minutes. Adamage/handling accident classify at lower threshold.-CU21; - 'with release of radioactivity to New EAL is based on s'everity

Containment or Fuel Handling of event. Was ALERT will be
_ _ _ _ _ __-_ __;_" _ _ _ -__ _ -__ _ _ ,- _' _ _ _ _ _ _'-, _ _,_ _B u ild in g . U E .

' Loss of reactor vessel inventory as'indicated by unexplained FPB/FD See Above See Above
Containment Sump level rise or Primary System Drain' Tank
level rise.

CU2.2.-
AND

Reactor Vessel level cannot be monitored.. ,, , ,. , o ., ., ,,,r.e .

1 1 . 1 . ; � I. II " e7 . - . 1,
, - I h� - - ' r i ,. 11I . .I 1. ' L
.. 7 , , . r . - �i I I .. . : , I I I

� : o'l :11,�� - ., , i " - ,%. , : � V . I , q-

I ; . , . o k q ,L I r. I
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-,.Plnt owr, el ' <One'to-one corresponding~,t~,' ~~,~

Loss of all offsite power to Vital 2400 VAC busses 1 C and Plant Power - UE Loss of offsite AC power . New scheme would not classify
CU3.1. 1 for GREATERTHAN15 minutes.' Electrical t"loss of emergency onsite'

,AND ., UE Loss of A m rgency
.:-,At least 1 emergencygeneratois supplying p ower to each .AC power

, o Vital 2400 VAC bu.ses CadnPwLof__A power New schem would not classi
6W6' t AC * .we

~~C UPANNlEDs e'fireny ee ri supyn Engineredeach

in teRatrVseal ,6 2400 b' st

An UNPLANNED event results in PCS temperature exceeding Engineered UE Complete loss of any New. EALs are more
CU4.1. the Technical Speciflcation cold shutdown temp limitof200°F, Safety functions needed for cold, riptiv

Features shutdown. descripti,,v

Loss of all PCS terperatur and Reator Vessel level Engineered See above 'See aboveCU4.2.3 indication for GREATER THAN 15'rmihutes' , Safey,;n;*- , ,.; '
n L'4I tFeatures '.?" *

P~1'.2 :'BIFDY~! 2i', y One to '!,;o 'o ' "W one cotresp;on ding'T;i.
I C PB/F;-,cat egr to'

~ Fe diig~ D e-g'ra~dati6h fi~f7A ! . .: 1m1Z: 41
Coolant'sample activity GREATER THAN 40 pCi/gm dose. FPB/FD UE Primary Coolant lodine-', Higher limit is based on plant
equivalent l-131 indicating fuel clad degradation.' 131 dose concentration analysis, and 72 hours was

equivalent > 1OpCi/gm for removed.
morethan 72 hrs -

CU5.1. , , ALERT Primary Coolant
lodine 131 dose
concentration equivalent '
>-32;Ci/gm OR > 5% total'

_______ _____________________________________________________failed fuel. _______________
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.!.! ;... 9 - - .>1!'...
C,.,

,

,�11'� C061,,:,"I

b X = , 1 1;1i , i . -,II I,UAC

-

.. , I -':

CU6A1.'

Loss of all Table'C-1 onsite communications capability affecting
the ability to perform routine operations.

Comm. Loss

I
UE Significant loss of offsite
communication capability.' '
Loss of the Emergency
Notification System (ENS),
and'all other phones including
satellite phones, that could be
used to make notifications to
Van Buren County, the State
of Michigan and the NRC.

Only one EAL in the current
scheme. We could classify
some events under the new
scheme as UEs that'would not
have been classified at all
under the current scheme'

Il

CU6Z2 Loiss of all-Tabie C-2 offsite communications capability 8
... I . . . : I : -

Dove.;i; See above

1� - � _,�,"k,I0�h IC' �'Ir�Z�"., .1* " , �
If44�oOlj0,;�n
U,�-',"CU7,`��4'

�

UI D o fo RE E
H. ... 1 5-. m-. ..

1-

1 1, � , 1 . � 4
�� i1 � �j :. '!
. ;- , . r

I 11 k 1�,

I CU7.1.

UNPLANNED Loss of Vital DCpo'wer to re'quired DC busses 0 '
based on LESS THAN 105 VDC bus voltage indications.

:AND
Failure to restore power to at least one required DC bus within
15 minutes from the time of loss' :

Plant Power -
Electrical t:

.; . I , : I .
., , -1. . ' I,..
. I. ;, ..I! ..

ALERT Loss of all onsil
power for le'ss than 15
minutes.''L;'' 'i r i

SAE Loss of all vital onsite
DC power for more than 15
minutes, AND Plant not in
crnri Qhtdtrinumn

Current scneme would classif
at lower threshold without
regard to plant status. New
scheme takes into account
plant at cold shutdown and it
takes longer for events to
affect the public. ;

. L I .I e I

I4 IC None",`- ~ , ~No correspondin'g category in,§

Nod cors o dn EALi
CUB 1 An UNPLANNED sustained positive startup rate observed on None exiNo corresponding EAL innuclear instrumentation i

. ,- , h . 7 - .
I . 7 : , ., , , I .

, , I ., . , ., , I
. . . .: 1 ,, , � .I

.r I I I I, , , L L �I I

- . 1 7 � , , I ,

I ; i I . . I . I ,

I , 'I . . � : : . ,
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#10 16s9-6f PCS IhvePt/FD , , r R ;,One to one corresponding

*. . ,** ., 7* oso C netr sidctd yRatrVse ES None N correspnin ALiC~l 1. HAN 17 t. e. eistig shem

- Loss of PCS inve'ntory as indicated by unexpainredse LPESSS ajramgetocurrentschemen would clsify

Containm -e ieir t'ent Sump0 or Primary System Drain Tank ILel rieirdiaited fuel in Containment at lower threshold witoutADor Fuel Handling Building-. readt lntts. NewRe'actor Vess'el level cannot be monitored for GREATER THAN (eg, large object damages scheme takes into account'CA1.2.' 15 minutes fuel'or water loss below fuel plant at cold shutdown 'and it
[ evel) takes longer for events to___________________________________________ __________affect the public.t

Los ofRecto Vese ine~tryas n~catd b Rectr . Nne~* no orrespondngdinCA2. 7VeselLESSTHA 61 ft.el.- eistig shemLossof eacor Vsse inentoy a inicatd b unxplaned FPBFD SE Mjordamae t Curentschme ouldclasifContainment Sump o Pimae-ntr~y, SytmDanTnee ieiraitdfe nCnanet atloer thrsod ihu
AND r Fue Handing Bildin. regrdstonlant status.New

LsofReactor Vessel leelcnvntotybe monditor bnepanedfrRATRTHN (PDSEg lajrgeojc damages. Crrn scheme takesdintosaccountCA.2 1 mntes Sur fuelSf kl orradwater loss belowntfuele plant aerthcoldshutdown and t
Vesel evl cnnt b mnitre f GEATR HAN level)ag taes longer for eventsnto

affect the public.
A3-l'ctgryt" Los ofAlOfiPwadLsso l nieA oe o Plant Power~,, One t onecorresponding I* ,<

iD. 6Eetrica nieA oe oesta at lgowrtheolwiou

CA3. s200fAClobusstpwrtbt-ia20,Absslad ln oes. ALER Loss oof ofsite AND plarrnt atcl hutdownd candsityANDletria nsite Apower for moelaes longeresford evets to

Failure to 'restore power to at least one Vital 2400 VAC bus, than 15 m'i nutle s. qi affect the public.within'15 minutes fro the time of los's of both o~ffsite and ~onsite7
AC power. . ._

I I � I ..

. I ., . I
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ICU I idto aitan`Fel `4 ,*,:~ ,,One to~one corresponding~,,~.<;,in the R 2~~~~~thIr"'" at>'dd F del-~;~'~ aegrytoI0.W~ It AW. 7-SS'. ,4 1m1
With CONTAINMENT CLOSUREand PCS integrity o 'FPB/FD GE Loss of 2 of 3 fission Current scheme would classifyestablished an UNPLANNED event results in PCS temperature product barriers with potential at lower threshold withoutexceeding the Technical Specification cold shutdown 'loss of third fission product regard to plant status. NewCA4.I.. barrier (eg, loss of Primary., scheme takes into accounttemperature- lim-it of 0... Coolant integ'rity, clad failure plant atcold shutdown and itand high potential for loss' of takes longer for events to

________________________________ _______ otainment).' affect the pu blic..'With CONTAINMENT CLOSURE established and PCS integrity FPB/FD GE Loss of 2 of 3 fission Current scheme would classifynot established or PCS inventory reduced an U NPLANNED product barriers with potential at lower threshold without'event results in PCS temperature exceeding the Technical loss of third fission product regard to'plant status.: NewSpecification 'cold shutdown temperature limit of 200 F for barrier (eg, loss of Primary. scheme takes'into account.CA4.2. GREATER THAN 20 minutes , Coolant integrity, clad failure, plant at cold shutdown and itCA4.2" :I:--and high potential for loss of takes longer for events to.'.:.Note if a PCS heat removal systemnis in operation within this C, affect e .ublic.time fram ndPS temperatuei en eue hnti
EALisnotaplplicable"
An UNPLANNED vent results in PCS temperature exceeding . :FPB/FD .- < :GE Loss of 2 of 3 fission Current scheme would classifythe Technical Specification cold shutdown temperature limit of product barriers with potential. at lower threshold without2000F for GREATER THAN 60 minutes' or results in an PCS . loss of third fission product regard to plant status. NewCA43. pressure rise of GREATER THAN 10 psig': barrier (eg, loss of Primary . scheme takes into account. of GREATER m .:Coolant integrity,: clad failure, i plant at cold shutdown and it'Note: if a PCS heat removal system is in operation within this: and high potential for loss'of takes longer for events totime frame and PCS temperature is being reduced then this: Continme). ' .affect the public.,
EAL is not applicable'.I':

~~~L:o~ss 'o~f Re"a-cto'~r ,V~essel Inventory'Affe'cting Core'Decay Heat~~ FP/F.i n to;crrsonig7f
With CONTAINMENT CLOSURE not FPB/FD ,GE Loss of 2 of 3 fission Current scheme would classify,W'- : . ith CN . U__. _ inot established:. ' product barriers with potential at lower'threshold withouta. Reactor Vessel inventory as indicated by Reactor Vessel: loss of third fission product :regard to' plant status. New.level LESS THAN ;616 f. .6 in.el. barrier (eg, loss of Primary scheme takes into accouCS1A. :.. Coolant integrity,.clad failure, plant'at'cold shutdown and itb. Reactor Vessel level cannot be monitored for GREATER and high poten'tial for loss ofi takes longer for events toTHAN 30 minuteswith'a loss of ReactorVessel inventory as Containment): affect the public.:indicated by unexplained Containment Sump or Primary

*__'i__ SystemDrainTank level ris e' ___;_.__'.___.;:__;::_-;..

I I I . I I . .I
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With CONTAINMENT CLOSURE established:,; :. FPB/FD GE Loss of 2 of 3 fission Current scheme would classifya. Reactor Vessel inventory as indicated by Reactor Vessel product barriers with potential at lower threshold withoutlevel LESS THAN 614 ft. 0 in. el. loss of third fission product regard to plant status., New
OR barrier (eg, loss of Primary scheme takes into accountb. Reactor Vessel level cannot be monitored for GREATER Coolant integrity, clad failure plant at cold shutdown and itCSI.2. THAN 30 minutes with'a loss of Reactor Vessel inventory and high potential for loss of takes longer for events to

as indicated by either: Containment). affect the public.'
:Unexplained Containmenit Sump or Primary System Drain
Tank level rise " i X'., 

.

* Erratic Source Range Monitor Indication'
~I>Ls fR~~~sg n~tiAf6igCr ea dt FPB/FD ' : ~ ~ 7y;~~net n corresponding ::j
R e o a a a i it i h I r d at d F eRht e ''4i'~ K 4'' jle ~ y o I ~ j ~

With CONTAINMENT CLOSURE not establishedJ FPB/FD, GE Loss of 2 of 3 fission Current scheme would classifya. ReactorVessel inventory as indicated by Reactor Vessel product barriers with potentiala lowerthreshold without
level LESS THAN 616 ft. 6 in. loss of third fission product' regard to pladntstatus. New

OR'. barrier(e, oss:of Pimary schemeta, , l into account
CS2.1' b. Reactor Vessel level cannot be monitored with indication of 'Co'olant integrity, clad failure, plant atcold shutdown' anrd itcore uncovery as evidenced by one or more' of the following:, ' i 'and high potenrtial for loss of takes longer for events to

, Containment High Rang-e Radiation Monitor reading ' . Containment). , affect the publi
GREATER THAN10 R/hr:',

; Erratic Source Range Monitor Indication i'
With CONTAINMENT CLOSURE established -.FPB/FD. ; GE Loss of 2 of 3 fission - Current scheme would classifya. Reactor Vessel inventory as indicated by Reactor Vessel' product barriers with potential at lower threshold without -i-level LESS THAN 614 ft. 0 in. el. loss of third fission product regard to plant status New

OR ' . barrier (eg, loss of Primary scheme takes into accountCS2.2. b. Re ctor Vessel level cannot be monitored with indication of : Coolant integrity, clad failure, 'plant at cold shutdown and itcore uncovery as evidenced by anly of the following: .''and high potential for loss of, ae lne foevnst
* Containment High Range Radiation Monitor reading ' Containment).. '' affect the public. ,

;GREATERTHAN.10 R/hr '
* ErraticSource Range Monitorlndication ';;_'_:_'_-,,,_:,_i'_-__;___a,_____:_____:,_'_'_'___',

� , I , r i .: I I � � . I - I , - ; ,,,, ,

I , II , ; : : ..
I I I . . I o : I ,
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~5 l~ ~ Loss~f R r V'~ntr~Afe~ingFu~ CIddin : PBID ¶ ~ ~~~Y&> One to one corresponding
nteg-rityi'With Contanlrri6nt Challenged and IrradiatedFuiel in,,,- t~A¶~; 7 ~tgt-yo IC ,~

>~~ h eactor~V'~e GK'KwwJ .

Reactor vessel level:, . FPB/FD GE Loss of 2 of 3 fission Current scheme would classify
a. LESS THAN 614 ft. 0 in. for GREATER THAN 30 minutes product barriers with potential.' at lower threshold without

ORV- loss of third fission product' regard to plant status. New
b.g. cannot be monitored with indication of core uncovery for barrier (eg, loss of Primary scheme takes into account
GREATER THAN 30 minutes as evidenced by any of the Coolant integrity, clad failure, plant at cold shutdown and it
following and high potential for loss of takes longer for events to. Containment High Range Radiation Monitor reading Containment). . affect the public.

fin GREATER THAN 10 R/hr
X Erratic Source Range'Mionitor indication '

CG 1.1 *. Loss of Reactor Vessel iniventory as indicated by,;
unexplained Containment Sump or Primary System Drain
'Tank level rise

AND
Indication of CONTAINMENT challenged as indicated by one,

,'or more of the following:' '.
onita~in-m-en't hyd~rogecoenrto G EAE THAN OR

EQUAL TO 3%Y,,1
* Containment pressure above 55 psig.
*__CONTAINMENT CLOSURE not established _ ___'"'-____;_yi __ ;____
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Hazards' ^,;,

6i:talan D'tr bOne to one corresponinNatural and Desuctiv Pe na Affeti
H~ RTECTED,.AREA.,, Phenoenon . category to ;

Earthquake felt in plant as indicated by Natural Any earthquake felt in-Plant Same
Phenomenon

HU1 ,Report by Plant Personnel to on duty Control Room Personnel
:AND'
Fluctuation in plant tank levels

HUi.2 Report by plant personnel of tornado or high winds GREATER Natural Tornado onsite ,Wind speed is based on plant
THAN 100 mph striking within PROTECTED AREA boundary. Phenomenon design.

Hazards- UIE Aircraft crash onsite or New EAL includes all vehicles.
General unusual aircraft activity over

Vehicle crash into'plant stru'ctures or systems within facility which could affectHU1Z. Plant operations..PROTECTED AREA boundary. UE Near oraons train

derailment whichcould
:E ;- .. ,. . , .. - :.- .- -.- ,, a t P t'o:,tib:

W sJ 2 _n | _s __ _ __ Z __ '_ S 'o L' 'H A_ _ |_ 4g X __ __ _| !. .era i n, fi

HU1.4.
report Dy plant personnel of an unanticipated EXPLOSION'
within PROTECTED AREA boundary 'resulting in VISIBLE'
DAMAGE to permanent structure or equipment. - ^, ',, '' ,

Hazards-
'General

.: L. i-

ALIRT Known explosion
damage to facility affecting "
plant operation. ,' ,

New EAL would classify event
Vas UE instead of ALERT.: '

I - % . I . .; I . , .:

:, . , * .. , ,, ,, 7, . - S . Q

r- I_ __II_ _ _ _ _ I_ I_ _ _ _ I

Report of turbine failure' resulting in casing penetration or
damage to turbine or generator seals:'. ,: i, , I

I f , 1 , , . -I I , I , , - I ,, I . "

_ _ _ _ ._ . _ . . _ . . .. _,,

secondary,
Side -

,UE Turbine rotating
component failure ;

New EAL would classify event
as UE instead of ALERT. ,

: ,:, : ,. I, - .. :

ALERT Turbine failure':'
^n.irbn -- rin - - ~ reinIJII'I ' ' I %1C1 ~iH ,a3II iy 1JP IULdLILIVJI I I j _______________I_____________________

% , I
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Uncontrolled flooding in the following areas of the 'plant that has Natural UE Abnormal water levels Similar classifications.
the potential to affect safety related equipment needed for the Phenomenon including flood or low water or.
current operating mode: seiche.,',
* Emergency Diesel Generator Rooms

HU1.6 * ,Engineered Safeguards Rooms
* Auxiliary Feedwater Pump Room'
* Switchgear Room 1C
* Screen House'.
* Component Cooling Water Pump Room' ' - ' , '' ,
High lake level: ultimate heat sink level GREATER THAN 590 ft Natural UE Abnormal water levels Similar classifications.

:el. affecting the PROTECTED AREA.' Phenomenon including flood or low water or
HUi.7' OR seiche.

'Lowlae level: ultimate heat sink level LESS THAN OR EQUAL
TO 572 ft 0 in. el.affecting the PROTECTED'AREA.'

IC FIRE Within 'PROTECTED 'AREA Bo`Unft1iry- No't Exti-g-ishe F Fire ,;' One to one corePn~g
V,,,ithin',~1l5Miniuites~'ofDete6"c~tion %'N K"',< ~-' ta~ cegortoI'

"FIRE in buildings or areas contiguous'to any of the following Fire Fire within the Plant lasting Current system'uses 10:,'
Table H-i areas not extinguished within'15 minutes of control' .' more than 10 ' , minutes instead of 15 and the
room notification or. verification of a control room alarm: ' minutes. ' building are defined instead of

:within thefPlant". Some
, 1 ' events we would currently

Table H-I Plant VITAL Areas J classify would be non-events.
HU2.1

* Containment Structure'
- Auxiliary' Buildin

Turbine Building''
; Screenhouse .

. . Z . Hazards- ' New EALadded under this]C. ,.
ee .Tj I xic or, Flammable Gases Deemed Detrimrental to, Ge -: '

' rHU3 m' Normal Operation ofthe Plant., '

Report or detection of toxic or flammable gases'that has or Hazards- UE Near or onsite toxic or Similar classifications.
HU3.1. could 'enter the site' area boundary in amounts that can affect General flammable gas which could' .-

, NORMAL PLANT OPERATIONS. ' affect Plant operation.

HU3.2 Report by Local, County or State Officials for evacuation or None ' No corresponding EAL in
____sheltering ofsite perso nnel based on an offsite event.'eisig chm

r i I I I .- : � , 2 , , , . I - , : ! : � : e 7 s : � , ,, ; ,
, , . . . . I I . . I , I 1� I I q I I I I , . I I

I I I I I I I .I . . : ,

. I � " I � I : , , : 4 , , , ,

- : jI . . I I 1� 1. , 't I r I I
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, IC' I'

HU4
b- -I,-%1

Confirmed Security Event Which Indicates a Potential
Degradation':inthe Level of.Safety: of the Plant.

_ * . | S _ _ ... _ . . ,

! Hazards---!
General"; --:
, Security
'R y i 44~e0.!s ,S',y \. .V

4, 44 4

.Two of the current categories.- .;:
apply to this IC. * 4SA'>';

a 3,, 9 ts ,S it~ t ,i; 4r,;iw1S i 9 ni

.... ... ..

: X -:

:: -: i,:
, ,..: :

; { ' {

! : . ; . .
' t: i ,>:

: ' ' ;,:

; '", 0'"''
..-. ". '.''.

.HU4.1
,.; . :.
. .,; . .

Security Shift Leader reports ANY of the following:
* Suspected sabotage device discovered within the plant

Protected Area
* Suspected'sabotage device discovered outside the

Protected Area'or in the plant switchyard:i
. Confirmed tampering with safety-related equipment
* A hostage situation that disrupts normal plant operations
* Civil disturbance or strike which disrupts normal plant'

operations
. Internal'disturbance that is not a short lived'or that is not a

harmless outburst involving ANY individuals within the
ProtectedArea

* Malevolent use'of a vehicle 'outside the Protected Area
which disrupts'normal plant operations

Hazards-
General.

UE Aircraft crash onsite or
unusual aircraft activity over
facility which could affect':
Plant operation.
UE Near or onsite train'
derailment which could
affect Plant operation',-_,
UE Near or onsite explosion.
which could affect Plant
operation.

assifications.

Security UE Credible Security threat or
attempted entry or attempted,
sabotage..:

q �, e ,I

' r �'i I � ;., I . I 4 ., ,, . A
I � . i; o ,, ': ,,

I I � ;� % , i , 1 !," �� �,4��

:Credible'Secuity Thra :if,"L0\A 1Ser . Security , li ;: UE Credible Security threat or Similar classifications.' i
.HU4.2' . attempte entryor 'attempte d -

IC . ''.4., . 4.,:,,., :. ,, j~ ,'j , , . M isc ellaneous One to o corresponding
Other d'enditi6ns EkistifigWhich iitheJu'di6rof the t . ca egory, o '

:U ' Emergency Dire o,,KW arra%;nt D eclaraition of a U E. :; ;, .' .;.' 2 .. , .... ,. .4 4, A:,-, . ",' , .-:S

.Other conditions'exist which in' the judgment of the Emergency Miscellaneous UE Plant conditions exist that Similar classifications.
Director indicate that events are in process or have'occurred warrant increased awareness

HU 1 which indicate a potential degradation of the level of safety of on the part of the Plant staff
the plant. No releases of radioactive material requiring offsite . or state and/or local
response or monitoring are expected uriless further degradation authorities, OR involve other.
of safety systemrns'o 'curs'.,. than normal shutdown.

IC,', ' 4 ' Two of th 'current categoriesi',,,-,
N a u aI n D est u tivei P h eno mhe na A ff ectin g the'P lanit V ITA L he o en n., 4 4 .~ -.,.I`l 't t is C

H~~ l A R E A . ~~~H a z a r d -' 4i-~4

2 ~ ~ ~ G en eral 4-

Seismic event GREATER THAN 01g Operating BasisNarl A T A
Earthquake (OBE) as indicated by seismicinstrumentation Phenomenon 'exceeds perting base

analysis .e r h u k u f c
HA:.1 'i,;'acceleration levels of0.1G,

but not greater than 0.2G; no
damage to equipment.s
requ ired frsafe shutdown.L
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SAE Any earthquake that,
exceeds safe shutdown
earthquake surface

.____'_,_'_.._::,_,j_-:.,.;_-._'.'_:'._.________.,_____ _._,:'::_____ acceleration levels or 0.2G.
Tornado or high winds GREATER THAN 100 mph within' Natural ;ALERT Tornado striking
PROTECTED AREA boundary and resulting in VISIBLE Phenomenon facility.
DAMAGE to 'any'of the'following 'plant structures / equipment
(Table H-2) or Control Room indication of degraded SAE Tornado or sustained
performanceof those systems. winds in excess of design,

'level; ie, of sufficient;L TbeH-2 VITAL AREASISafe Shutdown Equipment'mgiuet cuedmg
HAi.2 | Containment Structure :to equipment an'd structures

needed to 'safely shut down
* Auiliry uilingthe Plant..

. Turbine Building

. Screenhouse
* Safety Injection Refueling Water.Tank; .
* Condensate Storage Tank , - -.

Vehicle crash within PROTECTED AREA boundary and Hazards- SAE Aircraft crash affecting New EALs do not have the ,
resulting in ViSIBLE DAMAGE to any oflthe following plant. Ge era' ital structures by impact or cold shutdown criteria and

; HAi.3 ' structures or equipment therein or control indication of fire AND Plant not in cold would classify the event as an
degraded performanceof those-systems: (Table H-2) : shutdon. A i o t SAE

uinless safe ty systems are
_ ,,; , . ; .,.:':'' affected.

Turbine failure-generated missiles result in any VISIBLE Hazards- SAE Severe damage to Current EAL was intended to
DAMAGE to or penetration of any of the following plant areas:- General equipment required for safe cover turbine-generated. .HA1.4 (Table H-2) shutdown from missiles or missiles. What was a SAE,

explosion would be an ALERT unless
._________-_-___,____,_'_,____'_:_'_':_'_._.___.,_,_,,-'__.___'_'_i_'_'____'_._:_._safetyfetsafeytsysteseaaefafected
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Uncontrolled flooding in following areas of the plant that results Natural ; ALERT Flood, low water, or
in degraded safety system performance as indicated in the Phenomenon; seiche near design basis:
control room or that creates industrial safety hazards (e.g.,' - '
electric shock) that precludes access necessary to operate or . SAE Food, low water, or
monitorsafetyequipment:' ' seiche greater than design

HA1.5 * Emergency Diesel Generator Rooms levels OR failure of protection
*Engineered ~Safeguards; Rooms.oia eqimenta lowe

; Auxiliary Feedwater Pump Room levels.
. Switchgear Room C
- Screen House
0* Component Cooling Water Pump Room'.Thef0- : 0x f Naua ALER Flood,, low :: :t

The following occurrences within PROTECTED'AREA Natural ALERT Flood, low water, or
boundary and resulting in VISIBLE DAMAGE to plant structures Phenomenon seiche near design basis.
containing equipment necessary for safe shutdown, or has
caused damage as evidenced by control room indication of SAE Flood, low water,' or

HA1.6 'degraded performance of those systems., seiche greater than design
levels OR failure of protection

High'lake le'vel: ultimate heat sink level above 594 ft el. of Vital equipment at lower
OR , levels- -s. '

Lowlake level: ultimate heat sink level lowers to'569ft el. "

0 0X~~"O6'rabMv9>t$ i~>Jnli ty"P6 ,Fi 2li290WS
H2 FIRE or EXPLOSIoN Affecti ng the, OeaIlt oPlnt Saft Fie ~- n ooecorresponding

< Sy'st-e ms Requ~iredto Estabis orMitanSf Shutdown: :'- ,~~+ category toI.6
FIRE or EXPLOSION in an y, of the following areas (Table H-2): :Fire ALERT Fire potentially- Some events we wouldafcting safety systemns currentycasf as poentiallyTablet-2tVTAL AEASIfafeaSutdow

Table' H-2 VITAL AREAS/ Safe Shutd'wn Equip ' e affecting safety system" could
* Containment Structure , SAE Fire compromising the (if the fire is extinguished in
. Auxiliary Building function of safety systems. lessthan 15 minutes)could be
*Turbine Building, a non-event.

HA2.1 *Screenhouse',
H Safety Injection Refueling Water Tank 'Current scheme could cl'assify
.* Conde'nsateStorageTankevents as a SAE Which the"j

AND new schere would class an.
Affected systemparam'ter indications show degraded AERT.
performance or plantpronleorVIBLDA GEo
permanent structures or eguiprrient'within'the'specified area:.: , , _ .' e to one corresponding

I Releaseofi orFambl ae Wtin or, Contiguous to,-.- 6`sHaithrOnetonecorespodinga VITAL..AREA.Whih JeohtdopnaNrAdi-z'e' HO-2 ration of ris'thm ay General - ' e of u'onrle t ' c r y aC =
HA. Required ,.,,,.to .aintain r at .i.o M-in.tain , , ,, , , , : -, ,, ,

Saf Shut :,do . -. -.

H . Report or detection of toxic gases within or ot to a Safe Hazars ;'. - ALERT Entry into facility'' Some events we would.
____Shutdown/VlTALAREA (Table H2 in concentain ha a eraa -2 - enioS of ucnrolled toxic curr~ntly classif sAET
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result in an atmosphere IMMEDIATELY DANGEROUS TO LIFE
AND HEALTH (IDLH).

Table H-2 VITAL ;
AREAS! Safe

Sh'utdown
Equipment

* Containment
'' Structurei' -
*Auxiliary Build'ing
* urbine Building

'Screenhouse
' Safety lnjection
Refueling Water
Tank

. Condensate:
''_'____________.5Storage Tank

r .

or flammable gas.,; ..

SAE Entry of uncontrolled
flammable gas' into Vital
areas OR entry of
uncontrolled toxic gas into
Vital areas that constitute a'
safety problem

could be UEs or non-events.

Some events we would'
currently classify as SAEs
would be ALERTs, UEs or non-
events.

. .
I. 4

Report or detection of gases in concentration greater than the Hazards/r See above See above

HA3.2 - LOWER FLAMMABILITY LIMIT within '-orcontiguous to a Safe Generali -,
______ ShutdownNITAL4AREA (Table"H-2). _' _,_____,___ j'i

SId
_ HA~4i

Z X�

..Cdnffrmed S6cUrityU(nt hd'PIW PROTECTE

Security~ One to one correspondinge-. ku

ctegor to C <

HA4' 1'
w.

,0 .,. I

INTRUSION into the plant PROTECTED AREA by a HOSTILE
:FORCE.

ALERT Security threat exists
that results in adversaries
commandeering an area of
the Plant, but not control over
'shutdown capability or of any
Vital areas.

Similar classifications. .

3 1� I , , i.
. 7 - . . I

, I I , , I

I � 1

I I r I 'r 1 .- : - : ,

I I 1 - " , .

, 1 r : , t p %.i ; t
I I t I I 1 � i ,
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HA4.2

Credible Security Threat of "HIGH" Severity
OR

Security Shift Leader reports any of the following: ;
* Sabotage device discovered in the plant Protected Area
* Standoff attack on the protected area by a hostile force (1.6.,
Sniper)

* ANY Security event of increasing severity that persists for
GREATER THAN'30 min.:

o Credible'bomb threats ,,,
o Extortion

-o Suspicious Fire or Explosion,,,
o Significant Security System Hardware Failure:

6o Loss of Guard Post Contact

Security. bee ABUVE~ Similar classifications.
,. I ..II . , r n : : , q

I . : I: . :

. .1 I I 1 . 1 1 . � " I -1 . . .1 1 . 1 1 . � i ) . I -, i . . I 1 1 :.. I - . . . - -- - --

';vi a i5''''Evacuati S One to one corresponding
~ ~ ' ,C o ntro l R o m 6 u t H ' '6 1FH A 5 $! X , n s e e ,, i ia e . w.,+ 

k $ ' c a e g r :!t o I C
Evacuation ALERT Evacuation of Control, No change

nt aRoom anticipatdo eqieHA5 1 I Entr into ONP-25.2, ."Alternate Safe Shutdown" for control w c of shutdownroom evacuation. s tems st ablished .;I"h dat local
stations.

IC ''Other, Conditions^ Existin'gWhch" in thteJudgm'et 'of the' Miscellaneous 2 : One to one correspondingErmegency Director!Warrant'Declaration-of n Alert :-. ., fi .c ctegoryto IC

Other conditions exist which in the judgment of the Emergency Miscellaneous ALERT Plant conditions exist Similar classifications.Director indicate that events are in process or have occurred that warrant precautionary,which involve actual or likely potential substantial degradation activation of Technical''HA6.1 of the level of safety'of the plant. Any releases are expected to Support Center and placing
be limited to sm'mall fractions of the EPA Protective Action Emergency Operations
Guideline exposure levels.-' Facility and other emergency

-__,- ,,__': ' , personnel on standby. ___- ___ _______,_____;__

A~ A ~ -~SecuityA; A, ~ AA O ne to one corresponding '

..- Ht I (i

- Security , SAE Physical attack on the Similar classifications.!
Plant involving immi-inent--A.S-,.1 INTRUSION into the plant VITAL AREA by a HOSTILE o ofvihge ControlHS1.1 FRE ,--:-,, occupancy'ofthe'Control;' --FORCEIM'i. A .; Room, auxiliary shutdown ''

,panels, or'other Vital areas. ,

, , I. I I I i
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HS1 2 Shift Security Leader reports confirmed sabotage discovered in None No corresponding EAL in
_ a VITAL AREA. existing sch eme

"I. C atio , Evacuation ne'to one corresponding:.6hr Ro v~ua'inHa's Bee6n Inhitiateddand Plant Control; .~ i.-~~~,.~'.~~- cteg to IC

Control room evacuation has been initiated. ,., Evacuation SAE Evacuation of Control No change:
- . Room and control of

HS2.1 ' AND shutdown systems no
Control of the plant cannot be established per ONP 25.2,: . established at local stations
Alte rnate Safe Shutdown within 15 minutes . within 15 minutes.
' Other' Co'niditior's' Existing, Wh ih' ii th eJdgment of the Miscellaneous9 One to one corresponding;E :,

-"mn'rgency Dire6ctor Warr'ant Decla~ratio'n of Site"Ara.j:< category oI
.H3 nergeency. ,'; =; . C Xu. , * ?

Other conditions exist'which in the judgment of the Emergency Miscellaneous SAE Plant conditions warrant ;Similar classifications,
Director indicate'that events are in process or, have occurred the'activation of State and
which involve actual or, likely major failures of plant functions County Emergency. :

S3.! needed for protection of the public Any releases are not' - Operations Centers and -
expected to result in exposure levels which exceed EPA :'':, monitoring teams or a
Protective 'Action Guideline expnosu're levels beyond thetsite ' precautiona notification to
boundaryi the public near thesite.

IC - ...... Security. n j ' , O t one corresponding
ecuit E Ret , of t ctegoryto

' A HOSTILE FORCE has taken control of plant equipment such Security GE Physical attack on the: Similar classifications.
that plant personnel are unable to operate equipment required r Plant has resulted in
to maintain'safety functions -as indicated by loss 6f physical' . , . unauthorized personnel%:,
control of EITHER occupying the Control Room, -

HG1.'1 'A'VITAL AREA such that operation of equipment required for or any other Vital areas.
safe shutdown is lost
:OR
.Spentfuelpoo coolingdsystems i imminentfuel amagei , .'i' '' .'

: ., likely (e.g., freshly off-loaded reactor core in thepool). ' ' .

I 71 �, . I. .. � I : I , I 1� .. .:. _ . . , , . '7

I � I , .I i I I - , .
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Oth s xising Whic in te u dgment of t .'Miscell - O t on correspondinEmegen'y2ifecto Warn Dkeclaration, of Geea -.- W 2..; :y' <-;~ ;i. ,/ " caegr to :;,.iC w
HG2 Emerenc. '. - ' . : ': .- ';'''9 X'C '" 'OtereCohditionsE ' Eiti'g"' Which-'in'the -Jud iet" of th'i"'0!SX' ' .Miselaneous- > ,,.g f

';; E egb ''cyjiretorarrant'DeciarationrfGenehral ',,'-¢g? X0

Other conditions'exist which in'the judgment of the Emergency' Miscellaneous GE Conditions exist that Similar classifications,
:. Directorindicate thatevents'are in process orhave occurred . . make release of large
which involve 'actual or imininent'substantial core degradation -','. amounts of radioactivity in a

'HG2;1: .o'r melting with potential for loss of containment integrity., short time possible (eg, ay
Releases can be reasohably expected to exceed EPA core melt situation).
Protective Action Guideline exposure levels offsite for more

- than the imediate site area.,
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S F, S .I f., :
ISFS V-1. 11f. ,-: :' ,'.

I I 1 - a ,
; " i: .

11 , 4 I I I

iE JEA, ,
~ Dy uel IS~lldeenentSpnt OeIo one corres Ponding;~J

1S St4 aag o odd ak OFNEET ONAR toaeFuel Stor-agein'~Ia11tio ctegry" to, IC ,

Natural phenomena events affecting a loaded cask Dry Fuel, UE;. . Old EAL was based on results
- . CONFINEMENT BOUNDARY as indicated by VISIBLE , ' Storage Incident involving a loaded, of event and new is based on

DAMAGE:' fuel storage cask - OUTSIDE the event. TThere is potential
* earthquake the Auxiliary Building.' for events to' be classified as '

EU1.1 : tornado Radiation level - 1'rem/hr at', UEs under the new'scheme'
: flood 1 ft from a Dry Fuel Storage which would have not been
* seiche Cask.': be'en'classified under the

,'.'___ ' '':'.i lightning - c r e .
Accident conditions affecting a' loaded cask CONFINEMENT Dry Fuel UE, Only one EAL under the
BOUNDARY as indicated by.VISIBLE DAMAGE: Storage,: Incident involving a loaded currents.scheme.' The new

,- tipped o,,r or droppe cak -fuel storage cask - SED one is more descriptive.
{ .,~:.. *tipped over or dropped cask !, -;;,,; ,,,, ' ''' i ' ononbaedn:S.' :opin ion based on

* Cask bunal . directobservation that ,EU1.2,
* ir .containrmentri/shielding of at"

Dry Fuel Storage Cask has
* explosion ', , been degraded due to an

operational event (cask drop,
miSsile impac, etc).

Any condition in the opinion of the Emergency Director that Dry Fuel See above Similar to the current scheme.
EUi.3 indicates loss 'of loaded fuelstorage cask CONFINEMENT, Storage

BOUNDARY..
e hereoisnoseparategroup " One to one co .

i Confirm-ed Security ,EVent,&ith p6te~ntiaildoss'of leVela6f safet of >, frsctiy ,dethnw, ca6tegory to~ IC1, f

`4W fi:lgggE21,, thNSS tR'~~' ~ i ELshnie ~'½c

Security Event as determined from PNP Security And ' , Security UE Specific security threat to Dry
Safeguards Contingency Plan and reported by the Security ' ' . Credible Security threat or Fuel Storage in new scheme
Shift Leader. ' ttempted'entry or attempted 'was covered in Security'

EU2.1 " ' sabotage: Security alarms categoryJin old scheme.:.,
ORobser ation'AND
activatioi o'f Safeguards

___ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ _ _ ___ ___ ___ C ontingency" Procedures'.
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ys sem MalJfunction- ' iS ', ''I "'t M .4..;;;,

aic Lossof All Offsite Power to Essential Busses for GREATER Plnt Power One to one corresponding
THN1 intes Elwectricalent Xc dtegorv to I

;u ' ,:gJ ~ ~~¢ siJ4 t', <.-. X w0A< j

Loss of all offsite power to both Vital 2400 VAC busses 1 C and Plant Power - UE Loss of offsite AC power. New EAL is more detailed, but
I D for GREATER THAN 15 minutes. Electrical what was an Alert would be an

AND UE Loss of emergency onsite ' UE.: If both diesels or offsit
SU1 1 At least 1 eniergency'diesel generator is supplying power to AC power. power is available, no.

each Vital 2400 VAC bus. ' classification would be made
ALERT Loss of offsite AND under the new scheme.:
onsite AC power for less than'
;15 minutes .____________D

:iiabilitM to eir Engineered One to one corresponding 7"Sure hutdown, WihnTcnlSafety ~ctgr oI ~ ~~~&~

*' fSpeciication" Lits Feu .''

Pl;,. ant'isnot bruh- torequiredoperatingmode ithin Technical Engineered,.. UE New. EAL scheme contains.
:SU2.1'." Specifications LCO Action StatemertTime' Safet Inability to reach a required more desciptiv

or: Ind;j .icatlion :! in ' the Cqto Room for' GR'EATE THA 1:-5 Anunitos .i'' '.te l "' ,

tXr r| "wihi T nh6'ntn n$ Z X

SU3 i . c Minutes'', ; ,

. UNPLANNED loss of most or all annunciators or indicators Alarms/ ALERT New EAL is more detailed, but
associated with safety systems for GREATER THAN 15 Annunciators. Loss of most or all alarms - what was an Alert would be an

'minutesonthe following: . (annunciators) in UE.:
*7 EC0/2-eatrCs Control Room.
. EC-03/13 - Safety Injection/Containment Cooling & Isolation

systems /Ventilation
. . EC-04 -Electrical.i;

*EC-06-RPS:
**EC-08 Service Water/C'omponent Cooling

. EC-11 (Rear) Rad Monitors
* EC-1IA (Front) -Control Room HVAC /Reactor'Vessel

._:___._- Level / Core Exit Thermocouples. , r

'I

1. I

It:
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R]CBFD- , One to one corresponig
Fue Cld4 jcategory. toI

FPB/FD, UE Primary Coolant Iodine Lower threshold for new EALs
131 dose cocentration correspond to plant analysis
equivalent> 1.Opigfo and risk tjigMfro the public.
more than 72 hrs.

SU4 Coola nt sam ple activityGREATER THAN 40 PCilgm doseequivalent l-131indicatin'g fuel clad degradation .ALERTPrmyColn

Iodine-131 dose
concentration equivalent
>~32pCi/gm OR > 5toal

_____________failed fuel.
,,~PCS Integrity,-j, One to one corresponding

PCS Integrity 'UE PCS leak rate in excess.-,, Higher limit is based on risk to:of Technical Specificatins the publicadpntaayss
- but'<50gpm.

S OrSU. ndniidor piresue boundar leakag GETRTHAN rmr to'secondary leakage'
logm. rae eceds Technic~al:'

Specifications limits of 432
gallons per dypiayt
secondary LEAKAGE through:
any one SG but < 50 pm. ___________

SU5.2' lderlitified leaka'g`e GRE;ATER THAAN 2 p PCS Integrity, See Above Dfeetae t.Ietfe
____________and unidentified leakage.,

ICLs 4Comm.- Ls ,."W5j.»'..*<<:neo ecorres pondingUNPANND of All Onsi e or fsite Communications ''-~

Loss 'of all Table C-I onsite comnmunications'capability~ affecting Comm. Loss UE Signifilcant loss of offsite. Only one EAL in the currenttopromruine operations .communication capability,' scheme.: We cudcasf
th blt oss ofteEegny ome events tinder the new;SU6. 1.' Notification System (ENS) scheme as UlEs that would not,,and all other plihones including have been classified at all

saelit ponsthat could be unde r the currentshm
usd to mknotifcations t

Van Buren County, the State
___________ f Michigarn and the NRC.

11 . ; T
" 4, , I . r

: , 1 . .
I . I

. , � I : � i I
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SU6.2. Loss of all Table C-2 offsite communications capability affecting Comm. Loss See above See above
the ability to perform routine operations

Ic : Engineered One'to one corresponding'~~. c a e , . , , I .,..,:.. ; :. :.: .:.: .. ..

I Snadvertent Crificalit;'. 7' ' ' ; ; 4.' 'i Saty ' cg t ' ,
SlJ8 '; ,Features 4~ -

A'n UNPLANNED sustained positive startup rate observed on None Nocorresponding E inSU8  nuciearinsting scheme.

o = Engineered Oneo one corresponding;

lndication(s)exist that a Reactor Protection System setpoint Engineered ALERT Similar EALs.
was exceeded'AND RPS automatic trip'did O ccur AND Safety Failure of the Reactor
A successfu trip curredfrom: ' Features Protection System to initiate'.

,SA2.1 - EC-02 Reactor.Trip pushbutton OR ... , -:Ft and complete Xa trip AND the;

*>[;~ EC-06 Reactor;Trip pushbutton OR >;; ^ ..;- Rect' is; not sub?? crtia -i"i,;4
. ; Reactor tripe fr an ATWS trip signal. , -

A I o'r l ''netoone corresp1 ndng

-IC aUNPLANNED LosNo MoSaut orAl aftyctipdd NOsT cc 4 AnNu D'atafnty Falr ofth R co

or. IndcaioiidCntolRom it Ethre1)a IGIFIANrAnucitosA:ND caegrytoIC.."

iSA4, TRANSIENT in Progress, or (2) Compensatory Non'-Alarming , . .' t.3 .. ! : ; .. . . , + . ' X

Indicato'rsare .at. ia td R -'' . 0,

* .,,. : .. UNPLANNED loss of most or all annunciators or indicators .; Alarms/ !.,'.'. .SAE ' .:. ', :f': . New EAL is more detailed, but-
. . ,. 'associated with safety: systems for'GREATER THAN 15: Annunciators' Loss of most or all alarms '.:;what was a SAE would be' an',

t ..'0minutes on thefo owirng:'. ,: ,, .. ., (/;fK ,;. E , .,-: .- ;0'!annunciators) in 'A , , ,lert..,:-'--
.,,* EC 02/12'-~ Reactor/PCPs.-'-:.i''''::''. -;,... Control Room AND Plant': .-,.f

solation systems.Ventilation- orin progress.. t '. .

*EC-4 6 Electrripa p~sbut9' O

;.; . '' EC 06 RPS . ' .. ,.** EC-08 oSev icerWater/ComponentCooing '. '

.. ,EC1iA'(Fron t)i Control Room HVACReacor.Vessel

IC , . ~ . Le e I Cor Exit Th r o o p e IND ," -, : ,, ,' <,, , -1 ;, ,, ,,, + ,, . ,, ,, ;- ,; ;, ,,,. . ., I ,;rri n i ors......................category,................t6....1.Level/EiCore ExitaThermocouples AND C

J Either ofthe following: (aorb): :.:;.-. ',' . ,- ;' ,,,-: .'
.. a. ASIGNIFICANTTRANSIENT is in progress.OR '
UNb. CompensEt os on-alari indiationrs are unavailable ' ' is mr de.tai.ed, but
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Acpwrcpbility t' ~snt~ ussrdcdt ige' N orsponding, EAL ia power sourceo greae ,tha 15 m uh that ', '' ", N;o: existing s'he;dditional single, ail'r ',w ould rsult in sta ion . : b.l.ckou

AC power capability to VITAL! 2400 VAC busses 1 C and I D, None , No corresponding EAL in
reduced to only one of the following sources for GREATER 'existing scheme. Current EAL
THAN 15 minutes would classify event as a SAE.

Safeguard Transformer 1-1
SA5.1. Start Up Transformer-1-2

,1-1 Emergency Diesel Generator
* 1-2 Emergency Diesel Generator

¶ AND
Any additional single failure will result in station blackout. ;,,: ,_,_''.,, , ,,,,,';__,,_I,.

* Lo'ss of All'Offsi ePber and Loss"'of All Onwsite 'A Power o Plant Power- One to one correspondi
Essetal:Busses *letrca " catgr toI C,'

Loss of all offsite power to VITAL 2400 VAC buses,1 C and 1 D. Plant Power -;, SAE Loss of offsite AND.- Similar EALs. S
AND ' Electricalt onsite'AC power or more

FaiL ofaUemer cy genera ors to suppl power o' th' an,15 inut es
SS. -VITAL 2400 VAC buses. - -

SAND-
Failure to restore power to at least one VITAL 2400 VAC bus
within 15 m inutes from 'the' time of loss of both offsite and

,onsite AC powe r. _'' '-,, -,.: 'i_
Failr~ f Ractr Potetio Sytei~ lntrui~etat~n~ EnineredOne to one corresponding'

Reactore Potection Systemt~ Sy-etpoinst Ha hBentEcedd nd FatrenraManual Scram WasSNOTaSuccessful ¶~. N ` - -

: ,,Indication(s) exist that automatic and manual trip were NOT 'Engineered ; SAE Transient requiring ;,Similar EALs. New EAL addssuccessful in reducing power to LESSTHAN 2.5%.'' Safety operation of shutdown the 25%" power level
SS2.. ; Pr :. ion y- t' Has Features systems withfailuretotrip,, ,- , ,,:,-'I,'(continued power generation,-,,

. d, , automatc .' I '-butnocoredamage'
Saf Immediately evident). -- . the" . powe le ,,:el
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PPl i%' .One to one correspondingE category to' IC

Loss'of all vital DC power based on LESS THAN 105 VDC on Plant Power - ALERT Loss of all onsite DC ALERT classification is not
i:> DC buses No. 1, ED-I10 and No.2,' ED-20 for GREATER THAN 'ElectricalH;' power for less thanl 15' ; included. '

, .,r,,','1 5 minutes. m '''V-'';'S; inutes. R.! ;i\

SS3.1.' ' l Vital DC pow SAEeLoss of all vitalTonsite

DCpower for more than '15';: in, de-
minutes,ANDPlantnotin

1cl s hutdoesw
Comp~te ass f Het ReovalCapailitsSafty Kacatgoryto I Kte

Engineered Complete loss of any function New EAL is more descriptive.
S4.1: Loss of corecooling and heat sink. Safety ' ' n'eeded for hot shutdown.

. _ __ / ~ ~ '',,,1!%'','';-,j-'e;'t's'ts.rsf" 't''8;'' ,,'' Feature's'

ICEngiAeared,/.,-.---''--One to one- corresponding

Io GFI Ta Annunca tegory to IC 7

Losoeote or eal fl anucaosasscate withy aet ytesAars AE uretEA oldhv

; ,on the following: ; .. :'f'::'''':; ,'.,.' -,- Annunciators ..:Loss of mnost'or all alarms .: .declared a SAE before these';.EC02/12-Reactor/PCPs . . (annunciators)in - conditions were met. .
S EC-03/13 - Safetynjection/Containment Cooling Control Room AND Plant

-AamP., &' IsolaionosystmsrieVenilation ransientinitiate

., C . : Elecrcl' or in pro grss.

*ok ECA8n-SericeWatr/CmpoentCooinSS6.: . C-li(Rea)-Ra Mo itors e

,; ~~~. : ;;:*EC-1iA (Front)'- Control Room HVAC /Reactor: $ : : ;:-, :..0 :.0:.:

lSIGNIFICANT TRANSIE TiNT proTress, - ' Poe: ": ;.

Compensatory non-alarming indications are unavaila bet

'Indicationsneededaton onitorthedabiity toshut od wnthe

EC:' ' &atrmi2tit'crcoe~ananhpiayoln. -............ . .............. -''-'.:; ,:, -ecorP~ , .:, ... nnunciato....s.. in co ;;tio

rsea intor, , a maintainr Injetoecold ntain te pmary coolanit., : : .: Pla

__ _ _ s s eoit c, n la it ain cont ai m e tin a tare u av i ab e.ent___ __ _ _initiated _ __ _ __ _ _ __ _ __ __ _ __ _ __ _
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Plant POnerto one correspond ing.r-onged Wss of AIIOftsfitePowe'r and Pro ongedLoss fllo Eecricaory t
.SG Onsite AC Power to Esseintial; B uses. '-s

Loss of all offsite power to Vital 2400 VAC buses 1 Cand 1D. . Plant Power - GE Loss of offsite and onsite Classifies at SAE. If FPBs are
AND i ND total loss of threatened would go to FPB

Failure of both ermergency. diesel generators to supply auxiliary feedwater makeup Table.
powerto Vital 2400 VAC buses. capability for greater than 2'|'

AND - hours.:,
Either of the following: (a or b)

.SG1., a. Restoration of at least one Vital 2400 VAC bus within 4hous is Lhpt likely.

OR
b. Continuing degradation of core cooling based on'

Fission Product Barrier nionitoring as indicated by_::,-.
_______ Averagq' of qualified CETs GREATER THAN 700 F

e' re . Failureof theReactr Protection;antEngneered npiete a "'" .EnOnntoroneorrespondingICS'ia~dM~ul ytmt oilt aft t ategory t 1:Atoritoatic S wis NO S sfu an .'

.: " .- :' .Eihe of th flo ig ': (aor b)' Ss i i-, ; - , - Aln TZ, , , C n e st ytm --- , , ;

o an aixChalenge to the ibilit eatO dr, *Features- J 'r* e r ,,SG2 There is a idct by Aveag ol
Cool ~the, C~ore.,.. 'N~

Indications) exist that automatic and manual trip were NOTI~, Engineered,- GE 'New EAL give more descriptivesuccessu irducing' po6wer to LESS THAN2 25%.c Safet Tra~n'sient in itia te dI byloss-of em orcasfiain
iAND Features Feedwater and

ihrof the following6: (a or b), Condensate Syse
a.~ Indications) exists tat te core cooling is extr~emeily .(principal heat removal,,,.

SG2.1. challenged as idcated by Aerage of qualified CETs, system), followed by failure of
GREATER THAN 1200 'F. ,. * Auxiliary Feedwater

OR System for an extended
' b. ndication(s)'exists that heat removal is'extremely period. Core melting

challenged 'as indicated by Core'and PCS heat removal ' possible in several hours.
,_______ ,;safety function status acceptance c riteria cannot be' met. i___j;_'_'_ih_-_,_;
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ACRONYMS.

ACAlternating ~Curre nt
ATWS Anticipated Tranisient Without Scram

:'CCW Component Cooliing-a Waer;
'CDE -:Com-mitte'dDose' Euivalent

CEComb Ustio Engineering,
CRCode of Federal Regulations

~CMT Containmen
CSF ,Critical Safety Function.

DC Direct Current
DRDecay Hea~t Removal,

'DOT Department of Trasprttio
EArmrgny Acins Leve

:ECCS ~Emergency Core Cooli ng" System
ECL -Emergncy.Classification Level
EOF Emnergency Oiperations Fa cilIity:

:EOP` ~Emiergency.Operating .Procedure
:.-EPA -Environmental Pr otection AgenCy

El Emergecy Implementing Procedure
EPRI ElectricP Pwer Research' Intitutel
ES ngineered Safeguards Feature

FEMA -Federal Emeirgency Management Agency
FSAR Final Safety Analysis Repor

~GE -'Generial Eegny
HPS! High Pressur Safety Injection

-IC, Initiating Coditio
IDHImmediately Dangerous -6Life'adHat

IPE niiulPatExamrina6ti6nof Exernal Events (Generic Ltte 8-20)
ISFSI Independent'Spent Fue S'torag-e -Installation
LCO Limiting Condition -of Operation_
~LER Licensee Event Report:

LFL: ~ .Lower:Flammnability.Limit
LOALo6ss of Coolant Accident~
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LPSI Low Pressure Safety Injection'.

: MSIV Main'Steam Isolation Valve. '

.mRem milliRem

Mw Megawatt

NEI Nuclear Energy' Institute'

N, -NESP National Environmental Studies Project,

NRC Nuclear Regulatory.Conmmission

NSSS Nuclear Steam Supply:. System

' -NUMARC Nuclear Management'and Resources-Council

OBE Operating Basis Earthquake-

: :ODCM Offsite Dose Calculation Manual
PCS Primary Coolant System

PNP -: 'Palisades Nuclear Plant

PPC Palisades Plant Compuer- t

.PRA/PSA Probabilistic Risk Assessment /-Probabilistic Safety Assessment'

PSIG Pounds per Square Inch Gauge-'

PWR Pressurized Water Reactor.'.-':-

R -Rem

-RG Regulatory Guide

RPS Reactor Protection' System

RPV Reactor Pressure Vessel -'

RVLMS Reactor Vessel Level Monitoring System

''SAE -'Site Area Emergency

SG - - -- Steam Generator:

.SI SZafety Injection
:-'SRO Senior Reactor Operator

--SSE -- :.Safe ShutdownEarthquake

SWS Service Water System'

.'-TEDE Total Effective DoseEquivalent

TOAF Top ofActive Fuel

TSC Technical Support Center- ,

UE Notification Of Unusual Evnt-
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1.0 -.PURPOSE

This document provides the detailed set'of Emergency Action Levels'(EALs) applicable to
the Palisades Nuclear Plant (PNP)'ard the assciated Technical Bases using the EAL

-- development methodology'found in NEI 99-01"Revision 4 [Ref. 2.1]. '

The primary tool for determining the'emergency classification ievel is the Emergency
-Action Level Matrix. Personnel responsible'forim'plementation of El-I, Emergency

'Classification and Actions [Ref. 2.2], ahd the EAL- Matrix [Ref. 2.3] may use this
document as a technical reference and an aid in EAL interpretation: -

The user of the'EAL Matrix may .(but required) to consult the EAL'Technical Basis
' Document in order to obtain additional information concerning the EALs under..'

classification consideration. -

I 2.0 REFERENCES

2.1 NEI 99-01 Revisions 4, "Methodology for Development of Emergency Action
Levels" . - -

2.2 El-EI-,"Emergency Classification-and actions"-

2.3 Emergency Action Level Matrix

2.4 PNP Technical Specifications Table 1.1-I

: '-2.5 GOP-14,"ShutdownCoolingOperations" Attachment I -Terms and Definitions.

2.6 FSAR Figure 1-1, PlantAreaPlan

2.7. PNPSite Emergency Plan

''-:---3.0 . DISCUSSION;:.

3.1 .-.Background

EALs are the plant-specific indications, conditions or instrument-readings that are utilized'
.":to classify emergency conditions defined inthe PNP Emergency Plan [Ref.-2.7]. t - -

In 1992, the NRC endorsed NUMARC/NESP-007 "Methodology for Development of
'--EmergencyAction Levels" as an alternativetto 'NUREG 0654'EAL guidance.

: NEI 99-01: (NUMARC/NESP-007)Revision 4represents the most recently NRC endorsed
methodolo'gyper'RG 1.101 Rev 4,."Emergency Planning ;and Preparedness'for.Nuclear:
Power Reactors'." Enhancements over earlier revisions included:

Enclosure 4: EAL Detailed Information;3: ----



: Consolidating the system malfunction initiating conditions and example emergency
action levelswhich address'conditions'that may be postulated to occur during plant
shutdown conditions.

* Addressing initiating conditions and.example emergency actionklevels that fully
address conditions that may be postulated to occur at permanently Defueled

'-' :.'Stations and Independent Spent Fuel Storage Installations.

. -Sirnplifying the fission product barrier EAL threshold for a Site Area Emergency.

UsingNEI 99-01 Rev. 4, PNP conducted'an EAL implementation upgrade project that
-produced the EALs discussed herein. .While 'the-upgraded EALs are site-specific, an

objective of the project was to ensureto'the extent possible EAL conformity'and
consiste'ncy between' the NMC'plantsites.'

3.2 Key.Definitions in EAL Methodology. -

T0- .'-he follo ing'definiti nsapply to the-generic EALmethodology:'
* -.... 4t,- ;.. .........................................-.- =; .- .......... X,-* X.:. ..............g..................X

-. 'EMERGENCY CLASS: One of a minimum set of names or titles, established by the
Nuclear RegulatoryCommission(NRC), for grouping of normal nuclear power plant

:conditions according to (1) their relative radiological seriousness, and (2) the time
sensitive onsite and off site radiological emergency preparedness actions necessary to
respond to such conditions. The existing radiological emergency classes,, in ascending
order of seriousness,are called: : -,

- Notification of Unusuai Event'(UE).,- -. ' 0

* Alert:

- Site Area Emergency (SAE)'

* General Emergency(GE)

Section 3.4 provides further discussion" of the emergency classes.

.: 'AINITIATING CONDITION (IC):0ne6of a predetermined subset'of nuclear power plant
con'ditions-whe'n either the potential exists for a radiological emergency, or.such an..,
emergency has occurred.

- An.IC is an emergency condition, 'which sets it apart from the broad class of
0- :-conditions that may or may not havethe potential toescalate into a radiological-

.emergency.:-

: It can be a continuous,' easurable function that is outside technical specifications,
.such as elevated PCSitemperature orfalling reactor coolant level asymptom).

- It also encompasses occurrences such as FIRE (an'event) or reactor coolant pipe
failure (an event ora barrier breach).
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- ,EMERGENCY ACTION LEVEL (EAL): A pre determined, site-specific, observable:
-threshold for a plant Initiatinrg Condition'that places the plant in a given emergency class.,-=,

-'An~ EAL can be: an' instrument reading;an equipment status indicator; a measurable
parameter (onsite or offsite); a discrete, observable event; results of analyses; entry into

.,us or a - ~ hc .i .. X. 2 f it-X=,..-specific emergency operating procedures;or another phenomenon which, if it occurs,:
indicates entry into a particularer'ergen'cyclass.

; There are times whenman EAL'wI bea threshold point on a measurable contnuous
function, such as a primary system coolant leak that has exceeded technical
specifications.

i At other times, theEAL-and the'IC will coincide, both identified by a discrete event-
that placestheplant ina particular emergencyclass.

3.3 Recognition Categories:-

-Cs and EALs are grouped in one of several categories. This classification scheme
incorporates symptom-based, event-based, and barrier-based ICs and EALs.:

-'R' Abnormal Rad Levels/Radiological Effuent

- C - Cold Shutdown t Refueling System Malfunction--

'* E - Independent Spent Fuei Storage installationr (ISFSI)

i F - Fission Product Barrier Degradation

H - Hazards' -

- S - System Malfunction ;

Some recognition categories are further divided into one or more subcategories deperiding
i.-'-o'n the'typ'es and number of plant conditions 'that dictate emergency classifications.=An

' EAL m'ay or may not exist for each subcategory'at all four classification levels."Similarly,
-_,more than one EAL may exist for-a subcategory in a given emergency classification when -

'appropriat (i.e., no EAL at the GE ievelbut three EALs atthe UE level).

3.4 EmergencyrClass Descriptions

There are three considerations related to the emergency classes. These are:

* The potential impact on radiological safety, either as now known or as can be
reasonably, projected.

- How far the plant is beyond-its predefined design, safety and operating envelopes.

Wheth'er'or not con'ditons that threaten health are'expected to be confined to'within
-the site boundary.
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CThe ls deal explicitly with radiological safety affect by escalating from levels
-corresponding 'to releases within regulatory imits to releases beyond EPA Protective
:Action Guideline'(PAG) piume exposure levels.

-. NOTIFICATION OF UNUSUAL EVENT: Events are in processor have occurred which'-
indicate a potential degradation' 'of the'levei 'of safety of the 'plant. No releases of -
radioactive material requiring offsite response or monitoring are expected unless further
degradation of safety systems occurs..

e --a f -de -0 ,--fX adto of th -ev
-Potential degradation of the level'of safety of the plant is indicated primarily by
exceeding plant technical spe'cificatio'n Limiting Condition of Operatiorn (LCO)

0-allowable action statement time for achieving required mode change.

* Precursors of more serious events may be included because precursors represent
-a potential degradation in the level of safety of the plant.,,"
'Mno reeae -of raf .oa v- --.- Minor, releases of radioactive materials -are included. In this emergency class,
-however, releases do not require monitoring or offsite response (e g., dose
consequences of less than 10 millirer). :

,ALERT: Events are in process or have occurred which involve an actual or potential
-substantial degradation of the level of safety of the plant. Any releases 'are expected to be
-limited to small fractions of the'EPA PAG exposure levels.

SITE AREA EMERGENCY: Events are in process or have occurred which involve actual'
or likely major failures of plant functions needed for protection of the public. Any releases

--are not expected to result'in exposure'levels,-which exceed EPA PAG exposure levels
beyon the site boundary. ;

* The discriminator (threshold) between Site Area Emergency and General
:Emergency is whether or not the EPA PAG plume exposure levels are expected to
be exceeded outsidethe site'boundary.

. This threshold, in addition to dynamic doseassessment consideratins discussed
in the EAL guidelines, clearly addresses NRC and offsite emergency response
agency concerns as to timely declaration of a'General Emergency.

GENERAL EMERGENCY: Events are in process orhave occu'rred which involve actual or,
'imminent substantial core 'de-gradation or melting with 'potential for. oss of containment

- integrity.' Releases can be reasonably expected to1exceed EPA PAG exposure'levels
offsite for, more than the immediate sitearea.

* The bottomIline for the General Emergency is whether-evacuation or sheltering of
the general public is'indicated based on EPA' PAGsand, therefore', should be
interpreted to include radionuclide'release regardless of cause.

* To better assure timely notification,-EALs in'this category are primarily expressed in :
''terms of plant fun'ction statu with secondaryreiiance-on dose projection. In terms
of fission product bariers, lossof two barriers with loss or potential loss of the third
barrier constitutes a General Em gency
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3.5 OperatingMode Applicability

Technical Specifications [Ref. 2.4] provides definitions for the foilowing operating modes:

1 PowerOperations -

Keff GREATER THAN'OR EQUAL TO 0.99 and rated thermal power'GREATER
'THAN 5% -

2 Startup

-Keff GREATER THAN OR EQUAL-TO 0.99 and rated thermal-power is LESS THAN
OR EQUALTO 5% -

3 Hot Standby -

Keff LESS THAN 0.99 average primary coolant temperature (Tave)-GREATER
THAN OR EQUAL'TO 300°F

A f IIL I II'f.JYiA In

Keff LESS THAN 0.99 -and avera'ge primary coolant temperature (Tave) LESS
'- THAN 3000F and GREATER THAN 200°F with all reactor vessel head closure bolts'

fully'tensioned

; :5 Cold Shutdown

K6ff LESS THAN 0.99 and average primary coolant'temperature (Tave) LESS
'THAN OR EQUALTO 200°F with all reactor vessel head closure bolts fully
tensioned

- -~;A I J? f l l - - --- E ; S- - - -- - -- --- : ::.- . W- A-- --
- :-: s

. - . . . .

-- . . . . -

une or more reactor vessel nea -closure DOlnS less tnan fully tensione -,*- -

In additio'nto the Technical Specification operating modes, NEI 99-0 '[Ref. 1] defines the
ifollowing additional mode: - ., ~~- --, ''~~".,, ,"':-' ': 0.'--'X'~ -- ':,

rv r ; 0-- -* is>E*-; i

All reactor fuel removed from Reactor Vessel (full core off load during refueling or
-extended outage)

The plant operating mode that exists at the-time that the event occurs (prior to any
protective 'system or'operator action isLinitiated in response to the condition) should be.
compared to the'mode applicability of the EALs. if a lower or higher'plant operating mode

:is reached before the emergencY classification.is made, the declaration shall be based on
the mode that existed at the time the event occurred.

Recognition categories are associated with the-operating modes listed in the'following
- matrix:
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- ARecognition Categ°ry

Mode' R .C E F H -S

1-Power X X X X
Operations

2 -Startup X - X . X X

3-Hot- X X X X
Standby

4 -Hot-, -X X X
Shutdown'

5--Cold X X X
Shutdown

6- Refueling:- ':X '."' -X' '' -' ' - -- X X X-

D -Defueled - X X X

_N/A X

-3.6 Fission' Product Barriers

Many of the EALs derived from the NEI methodology are fission product barrier based.
That is, the conditions that define the EALs are based upon loss of or potential loss :to one
:hormore of the three fission 'product barrie'rs. "Loss" and "potential loss" 'signify the relative
damage and threat'ofdamage'to the barrier'."Loss" means the barrier'no longer assures:
containment of radioactive materialsa and"potential loss" means imminent loss of the
b, ,,t-tarrier. -..

-The primary fission product barriersare:

-- '-* :Fuel Claddinq (FC): Zirconium tubes'which house the ceramic uranium oxide
p'.'ellets along with the end plugs=.which are welded into-each end of the fuel rods
comprise the FC barrier.

* Primary Coolant System (PCS): The reactor vessel shell, vessel head, vessel
nozzles'and penetrations and all primary systems directly connected to the reactor
vessel up to the first contain'ment isolation valve comiprise the PCS barrier.

-e se : .i I -. a rr .-. = . - X. . ... -=; : ; -i : .. (. - .-. d . .- . ..- : ..

., Containment (CMT): The vpor containment structure and all isolation ves
required to maintain containment integrity under accident conditionscomnprise the

.Containment barrier.
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; o Fi ioiX i - ;j -I:3.7 - Emergency Classification Based on Fission Product Barrier Degradation

The following criteria are the bases for event classification related to fission 'product barrier
Iossor challenge::: -

, Notification of Unusual Event-

Any loss or any potential loss of Containment

Any loss or any potential loss of'either Fuel Cladding or PCS

. Site Area Emerqency:-

.-.-- Loss or potential loss of any two barriers

-General Emergency:

Loss of any two barriers and loss or potentbal loss of third barrier

3.8 EAL Relationship to Emergency Operatin'g Procedures (EOPs)'

.Where possible, the EALs 'have been made consistent with and utilize the conditions
defined in the PNP EOPs. While the 'symptos that drive operator actions specified'in the[
EOPs are not indicative of all possible'conditions which warrant emergency classification,

-they do define the symptoms, inde-pendent of initiating 'even'ts;-for which reactor'plant:
safety and/or fission product barrier'integrity are threatened.:Where these symptoms are
-clearly representative'of one6of the'NEI:Initiating Conditions,,they''h'ave been utilized as an'':
EAL. This bpermits rapid classification of emergency situations-basedaon''/pla'nt conditions
without the need for additional evaluation or event diagnosis., Although some of the EALs
-.presented hereare based onconditions defined in the EOPs, classificationof:
-emergencies-using'these EALs is not dependent upon-EOP entry or e xecutiom The EALs
can be utilized independently or in`conjunctiofi with the EOPs.

3.9 Symptom Based vs. Event Based Approach

To the 'extent possible, the EALs are symptom based. That is, the action level is defined
by values of key-plant operating parameters'that identify emergency or..potential

--.emergency conditions.:This approach is appropriate because it allows the full scope of
variations'in the types of events to be classified as emergencies. But, apurelysymptom -
based approach is not sufficient to'address all events for which emerge'ncy classification is
appropriate&. Particular events to whichno predetermined sy'mptoms can be ascribed have

- also beenlutilized as'EALs since they may be indicative of potentially more serious
-conditions not yetfu~lly realized.

Category R - Abnormal Rad Levels/Radiological Effluent and Category F - Fission Product:
Barrier Degradation are primarily symptom-based. The symptoms are indicative of actual.-'
-or poteritial degradation of either fission' product barriers or personnel safety.'
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Other categories tend to be event-based. For example, System Malfunctions are abnormal
and emergency events associated with vital plant system failures, while Hazards are those
non-plant system related events that have affected or may affect plant safety.

3.10 Treatment of Emergency Class Upgrading

The emergency class is based on the highest EAL-reached. For example, two Alerts'
remain in the Alert category. Or, an Alert and a Site Area Emergency is a Site Area
Emergency.-

-3.11 Emergency Class Downgradingd,

-Another important aspect of usable EAL guidance is the consideration of what to do when
-,the risk posed by an emergency is clearly decreasing.

It is recommended that a combination approach be'taken involving recovery from General
Emergencies and some DSite Area Emergerncies and termination from UEs, --Alerts, and

i certain Site Area Emergencies causing rno long-term plant damage. Downgrading to lower
emergency classes adds notifications but may have merit under certain circumstances.

3.12 -Classifying Transient Events

,-, - 'For some events, the condition may be-corrected before a declaration has been made.-
'-'---'For example~,an emergency classification is warranted when automatic and manual

- 'actions taken within the control room do not 'result in a required reactor trip. However, it is
- likely that actions taken outside of the' control room will be successful, probably before the'

-Emergency Director classifies the event. The key consideration in this situation is to
"determine whether or not further piant damage-occurred while the corrective actions were -
being taken. In some situations, this can be readily'determined, in other situations, further
analyses (e.g., coolant sampling, may be necessary).

in general, observe the following guidance: Classify the event as indicated and terminate
the emergency once assessment shows that there were no consequences from the event
and other termination criteria are met. For example, a momentary event, such as an''
ATWS or an earthquake, requires declaration even though the condition may have been
--resolved bythe time the declaration is made i

. An ATWS represents a failure of a front line safety system (RPS) designed to:
protect the health and safety-of the public.,

' The affect of an earthquake on plant equipment and structures may not-be readily
apparent until investigations are conducted.

There nmay be cases in which a plant condition that exceeded:an EAL'threshold was not
recognized at the time of occurrence, but is identified well after the condition has occurred
(e.g., as a result of routine log or record review) and the condition no longer exists. In.
these cases, an emergency should not be declared. Reporting requirements of 10 CFR
50.72 are applicable and the guidance of NUREG-1 022,:- Rev. 1, ,Section 3 should be
applied.
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3.13 Imminent EAL Thresholds

Although the majority of the EALs provide very specific thresholds, the Emergency
Director' must reain alert to events or conditions thai lead to the conclusion that -
exceeding the EAL threshold is imminent.f, in the judgment of the Emergency Director,
an imminent situation is at hand, the classification should be made as if the threshold has
been-exceeded. While this is particularly prudent at the higher emerge'ncy classes (as the
early classification may provide for more effective implementation of protective measures),
it is nonetheless applicable to all emergency classes. Explicit EALs, specifying use of
Emergency Director judgment, are given in the Hazards, ISESI and Fission Product Barrier
-Degradation categories.

4.0 TECHNICAL BASES INFORMATION

-4.1 Recognition Category Organization '

The-technical bases of the EALs are'provided under Recognition Categories R, C, E, F,-H
and S of this document. A table summarizing the Initiating Conditions introduces each'-
category. The tables provide an overview of how the ICs are related under each :
emergency class. ICs within each category are listed according to classification(as-
applicable) in the following order: Notification of Unusual Event, Alert, Site Area
Emergency, and GeneralEmergency.

For Recognition Category F, Table F-0 defines the emergency classifications associated
with barrier loss and potential loss. Table F-1 lists the thresholds associated with the loss

- 'and potential loss of each fission product'barrie'r. The presentation method shown for
'Table F- was chosen to clearly show the synergism among the EALs and to support
-more accurate dynamic assessments., Basis discussion of the thresholds immediately
follows Table F-1.

4.2 Initiating Condition Structure,

-Cs in Recognition Categories R, C, E, H and S are structured in the following manner:

* Recognition Category Title -

* IC Identifier:

o First character identifies the category by letter (R. C, E,`H and 5)

o Second character identifies the emergency classification level (U for
* Notification of Unusual Event, A for Alert, S for Site Area.Emergency, and G

for General Emergency)

o -'Third character is the numerical sequence as given in Revision 4 of NEI 99-
01 [Ref. 1] '(e.g.,' SA2).D Due to-document revisions, certain NEI ICs have
been deleted, leaving gaps in the nrumerical'sequence.
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Emergency Class: Notification of Unusual Event, Alert, Site Area Emergency, or
General Emergency

I* C Description

* Operating Mode Applicability: Refers to the operating mode'during which the
IC/EAL is applicable

Emergency'Action.Level(s): EALs are the conditions applicable to the criteria of the
IC and are used to determine the need to classify an event/condition. If more than .one EAL is applicable to an:IC,-emergency classification is required when any EAL
within the IC reaches the 'EAL threshold. To clarify this intent, ICs with"multiple
EALs includea parenthetical phras'e'in the EAL title line, indicating that each .- :
constitutes an emergency classification. For example,'the phrase "(RA1.1 or

:RA1.2)" indicates that eitherEAL is a Notification of Unusual Event.
t~ ~ ~ ss Pr es -iriforrri=-at..icu -, E

' Basis: Provides information that explains the IC and EAL(s). Plant source document
references are provided as needed to substantiate site-specific information included
:in the EALs and bases.

-4.3- =EAL Identification

The EAL identifier is the IC identifier followed by a period and sequence number (e.g.,
- :RU1.1, RU1.2, etc.).

The primary purpose of the' EAL identifier, is to uniquely distinguish each classiiable-
-condition. Secondary purposes are to assist location'of an EAL within the EAL
classification scheme and to announce the emergency classification level.'

5.0, -DEFINITIONS

in the ICs and EALs, selected words are. in uppercase print. These words are defined
terms. Definitions are provided below.- -- :

AFFECTING SAFE SHUTDOWN:'event inNprogress has adversely affected functions that
are-necessary to bring the plant'to and maintain it in the applicable HOT or COLD
SHUTDOWN condition.' Plant conidition'iapplicability is determined by Technical
Specification LCOs in effect.,

Example 1: Event causes damage that results in entry into an LCO that requires the
plant to be placed in HOT-SHUTDOWN. HOT SHUTDOWN is achievableibut COLD
SHUTDOWN is not. This event is'not "AFFECTING SAFE SHUTDOWN."'.'

Example 2: Event causes damage that results in~entry into'an LCO that requires the
plant to be placed in COLD SHUTDOWN. HOT SHUTDOWN is achievable,' but COLD

:'SHUTDOWN is~not. This eve'nt is'TMAFFECTING SAFE SHUTDOWN." . ':
-~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~~~set~ 6- hain .: cd enRf :.- .. :- .X0 .; l

: VBOMB refers to an explosive device suspected of having sufficient force to damage plant
systems or structures.

E o . .4: E Deta.led -. Inm . o .
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CIVIL DISTURBANCE/STRIKE:' ACIVIL DISTURBANCE may involve-a group of
unexpected or unauthorized individuals outside6of the OWNER CONTROLLED AREA or.

alabor disPROTECTED AREA or a planned gathering as apart of a ispute (e.g., labor picket:
-line, protest demonstration, etc.). When such disturbance poses a potential threat to plant
safety or personnel, additional protective measures shall be reviewed and, where
Lappropriate, implemented.

-CONFINEMENT BOUNDARY is the barrier(s) between areas containing radioactive
s'Substances and the environment.

'CONTAINMENT CLOSURE is a containment condition where'at least one integral barrier
.'to the release of radioactive material is being provided. CONTAINMENT CLOSURE :.
.- Controls are used to track any impaired containment penetration so'that at least one
barrier to the releaseof 'radioactive material can be quickly established in the'event of a,
loss of decay heat removal. [Ref. 2.5]
EX LO IO i., ,- rtpd,. .-.-. 'I - C-.- .- f:.. .: -.- :7 -;.:-I
.EXPLOSION is a rapid, violent, unconfined combustion,' or catastrophic failure of
-pressurized equipment that imparts ene'rgy of sufficient force to potentially damage:
permanent structures, systems, or components.

-EXTORTION is an'attempt to cause an action at the station by threat of force..

FAULTED: in a steam generator, the'existence of secondary,'side leakage that results in
.an uncontrolled decrease in steam generator- pressure or the steam generator being
completely depressurized.

'FIRE is combustion characterized by heat and light. Sources of smoke such as slipping
drive belts or overheated electrical equipment do nbot constitute FIREs. Obs6irvation of
flame is preferred but is NOT required if large quantities of smoke and heat are observed.

HOSTAGE is a person(s) held as Ieverage'against the station to ensure that demands will*: . 2 MST E is a . . I I .eaais the ._,o to ,en,,s ,_,_

;_.--:be met by the station.

HOSTILE FORCE:tone or more individuals who are engaged In a determined assault,
:., _ , I . I . . , . , I , = , ,1 . I. .. I , . I. ' I .o i.i

overtly or by stealth and deception, equipped with suitable weapons capable of killing,
maiming, or causing destruction.-

-:'IMMEDIATELY DANGEROUS TO LIFE AND HEALTH (IDLH): A condition that either
'poses an immediate threat to life and health or an immediate threat of severe exposure to
contaminants which are likely to have adverse delayed effects on health.

INTRUSION / INTRUDER is a person(s) present in a specified area without authorization.
Discovery of a BOMB in a'specifiediarea is indication of-INTRUSION into that area by a

-HOSTILE FORCE.
: . i;.r .oe .;.;;f a ; -mb- -t -- -- X-, :

LOWER FLAMMABILITY LIMIT (LFL): The minimum concentration of a combustible
substance that is capable of propagating aflame through a-homogeinous mixture of the
combustible and a gaseous oxidizer.

.NORMAL PLANT- OPERATIONS: activities at the plant site associated with routine testing,
maintenance, or equipment operations,.-in accordance with normal operating or
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administrative procedures. Entry into abnormal or emergency operating procedures, or
deviation from normal security'or radiological controls posture, is a departure from
NORMAL PLANT OPERATIONS.

OWNER CONTROLLED AREA is the area surrounding the Plant in Which the reactor
licensee has the authority to determine all activities including exclusion or removal of
persons and property from the area during accident conditions.

PROTECTED AREA boundary is within the-security isolation zone and is' defined in'FSAR:
'Figure 1-1, Plant Area Plan. [Ref. 2.6]"

-:RUPTURED: In a steam generator, existence of primary-to-secondary leakage of a
-- magnitude sufficient to require or cause a reactor trip and safety injection.'

SABOTAGE'is deliberate damage, misalignment, or mis-operation of plant equipment with
the intent to render the'equipment in-operable. Equipment found tampered with or
damaged due to malicious mischief may NOT-meet the definition of SABOTAGE until this;
determination is made by security supervision.

' I SIGNIFICANT TRANSIENT is an UNPLANNED event involving one or more of the
following: (1) turbine runback GREATER THAN 25% thermal reactor power, (2) electrical

" load rejection GREATER THAN 25% full electrical load, (3) Reactor Trip; (4) Safety :.'
Injection Activation, or (5) thermal power oscillations GREATER THAN 10%.

STRIKE ACTION is a work stoppage within'the PROTECTED AREA by a body of workers
to enforce' compliance with demandsmade on PNP. The STRIKE ACTION must threaten

'to interrupt NORMAL PLANT OPERATIONs.

UNPLANNED: A parameter change or an event that is not the result of an intended
-evolution and requires corrective or mitigative actions.

VALID: An indication,- report, or condition is considered to be VALID when it'is verified by
(1) an instrument channel check, or (2) indications on related or redundant indicators, or
-(3) by direct observationIbyplt pers onnel,usuch that doubtreladted eto the inicat or

-operability, the condition existence, or the report accuracy is removed. Implicit in this
definition is the need for timely assessent.'

it * -h -men , t * * , , HE 2

sVISIBLE DAMAGE isdamage to equipment or structure that is readily observable without
measurements,' testing, or analysis. Damag'e is sufficient to cause concern regarding the
continued operability or reliability of affected safety structure,: system,' or component.
Example dam'age includes: deformation due to heat or'impact,-denting, penetration',
rupture, cracking, paint blistering.-Surface blemishes (e.g;, paint chipping, scratches)
should -not be included.

VITAL AREA is any: area, normally within the PROTECTED AREA, which contains
equipment,'systems, components, or material,'the failure, destruction, or release of which
could directly or indirectly endanged r the pblic health and safety by exposure to radiation.

6.0 EMERGENCY ACTION LEVEL TECHNICAL BASIS
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: Table 5-A4R-0

Recognition Category AR

Abnormal Rad Levels I Radiological Effluent

INITIATING CONDITION MATRIX

NOUE

RAU1 Any UNPLANNED Release of
Gaseous or Liquid Radio-
activity to the Environment
that Exceeds Two Times the
Offsite Dose Calculatlon;
Manual (ODCM) Limits
Radiological Effluent.

T Spcificatfons for
60 Minutes or Longer.
Op. Modes: All

RAU2 Unexpected Increase in Plant
Radiation.
Op. Modes: All

RAA1

:ALERT: :

Any UNPLANNED Release of
Gaseous or Liquid
Radioactivity to the
Environment that Exceeds 200
Times the Offsite Dose
Calculation Manual (ODCM)
Limits Radiological Effluent
Technical Specification7 for 15
Minutes or Longer.
Op. Modes: All

SITE AREA EMERGENCY

RASI Offsite Dose Resulting from an
Actual or Imminent Release of
Gaseous Radioactivity
Exceeds 100 mRem TEDE or
500 mRem Thyroid CDE for the
Actual or Projected Duration
of the Release.
Op. Modes:All

GENERAL EMERGENCY

RAGI Offsite Dose Resulting from an
Actual or Imminent Release of
Gaseous Radioactivity
Exceeds 1000 mRem TEDE or
5000 mRem Thyroid CDE for
the Actual or Projected
Duration of the Release Using
Actual Meteorology.
Op. Modes: Al

'RAA3; Release of Radioactive
MaterIal or Increases in

;o Radiation Levels Within the
Facility That Impedes'.
Operation of Systems
Required to Maintain Safe'
Operations or to Establish or
Maintain Cold Shutdown
Op. Modes: All:

RAA2 Damage to Irradiated Fuel or
Loss of Water Level that Has
or Will Result in the
Uncovering of Irradiated Fuel
Outside the Reactor Vessel.
Op. Modes: All
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ABNORMAL'RAD LEVELS/RADIOLOGICAL EFFLUENT

RAUI
Initiating Condition -- NOTIFICATION:OF UNUSUAL EVENT

Any UNPLANNED Release of Gaseous or Liquid Radioactivity to the Environment
that Exceeds Two Times the Radiological Effluent Technical SpecificationsOffsite
Dose Calculation Manual (ODCM) Lim-its for.60 Minutes or Longer.

-Operating Mode Applicability: All

Exanple-Emergency Action Levels:: (RU1.1 or RU1.2 or RU1.3 or 4or5)-

-RU1.1. -RVALID reading on effluent-monitor RIA-1049* "Liquid Radwaste Discharge Monitor"
that exceeds two times the alarm setpoint* established by a current radioactivity
discharge permit for 60 minutes or longer.

*with waste discharge not isolated

RU1.2. VALID reading on one or moreany of the following radiation monitors that exceeds ithe
reading shown for 60 minutes or longAer

R --(sitespeciic lst) }-: ;

Stack Normal Range Monitor
(RIA-2326) ; 3.2E+5cpm

S/G Blowdown Monitor
(RIA-0707) 2 X High Alarm*

Service Water Monitor
(RIA-0833) 2 X High Alarm*

'- Turbine Bldg. Sumps Monitor
(RIA 521 1)

'* with waste discharge not isolated

2 X High Alarm*

RU1.3. Confirmed sample analysies for~gaseous or-liquid releases indicates concentratons or
release -rates, with a release duration of 60 minutes'or longer, in excess of two times
(site specific technical specification1) ODCM limit. -

4. VALID rcading on perimter'radiation monitoring system greater than 0. 0 mRlhr above
no§rmah-l b rnd sustainedi for 60 minuite or longer [for sitei hsving telemtercd perimeter
monitor~s]. -'- ;---r'o f,- ' xS, '

5. VALID indiation on Al tomtic rceltime dose assesernct c _t. aeT an

ppecifiG value) for 60 minutesor longdr9[for sites havirig 'such capability].
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Basis:

Refer to Appendix A for a detailed basis bf the radiological effluent Id/EALs.

This IC addresses a potential or actual -decrease in the-level of safety of the plant as indicated by aradiological release that exceeds regulatory coimitments for'an extended period of time.' Nuleat '
:pwe'plaR4sPNP incorporates features intended to control the release-of-radioactive effluents to

.Athe environment. -Further, there are administrative 'controls established to prevent unintentional
:-releases, or control and monitor interntional releases. These controls are located in the Offsite

-'Dose Calculation .Manual (ODCM) [Ref. 2], and for plants that have not implcrnented Generic
Letter 800n1,in the Radiological Effluent Technical Speinfinations (RETS) The occurrence of

'extended, uncontrolled radioactive releases to the environment is indicative of a 'degradation in
these features and/or controls. Some sites may find it advantageous to addrses gaseous and
liquid releascs Fith separate initiating conditions and EALs.

The: RETS- `DCM multiples are specified in ICs -AU4RU and AAI RAI only -to' distinguish
- between non-emergency conditions, and from each other. While these multiples obviously

correspond 'to an :offsite dose or dose 'rate,- the.emphasis in classifying these events is the
degradation in the level of safety of the plant, NOT the magnitude of the associated dose or dose
rate.'Releases should not be prorated or' averaged. For example, a release exceeding 4x RETS
ODCM for-30 minutes does not meet the threshold for this IC.

UNPLANNED, as used in this context, includes any release for which a radioactivity discharge':
- permit was not prepared, or a release that exceeds the conditions (e.g., minimum dilution flow,'.maximum discharge flow, alarm setpoints, etc.) on the applicable permit. The Emergency Director :

,should not'wait until 60 minutes has elapsed, but should declarethe'e'vent as'soon as it is
determined that the release duration has or -will likely exceed 60 minutes.-Also,if an 'ongoingrelease is detected -and the starting time for that release is unknown, the Emergency Director
should, in the absence of data to the contrary, assume that'the release has exceeded 60 minutes.,

EAL -#4RU1.1 addresses radioactivity releases, that for whatever reason, cause effluent radiation
monitor readings to exceed two times the Technical SpecificationODCM limit and releases'are not

; terminated within '60 minutes. The value given is two times the ODCM release limits. [Ref. 1, 3].
This alarm setpoint may be associated with a planned batch release, or a continuous release path.
In either case, the setpoint is established by the ODCM to warn of a release- that is not in
compliance'with the.RESODCM. Indexing theEAL threshold to the ODCM setpoints in 'this
manner insures that the EAL threshold will never be 'less than the setpoint established by a
specific discharge permit.

EAL-#2RUI.2 is also intended for licesiee th'at havo established.effluent monitoring on non-
routine release. pathways for which a discharge permit would not normally be prepared. The
ODCM establishes a methodology for determining effluent radiation monitor setpoints 'The'ODCMspecifies default source terms. and' for gaseous releases, prescribes the use of pre-determined
annual average meteorology in the most limiting downwind sector for showing -compliance with theregulatory commitments. These monitor'reading'EALs should-behave been determined using this
methodology. The values given are two times the ODCM release limits. [Ref. 1, 3]

EAL-#3RU1.3 addresses uncontrolled releases that are detected by sample analyses, particularly
on unmonitored pathways, 'e.g., spills of. radioactive 'liquids into storm drains, heat exchanger
leakage in ierlake water systems, etc.'
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The 0.10 m au in EAL# is baksed on A relee rate not eXceeding 500 erem per year, as
provided in the ODCM ! RETS, prrated over 8766'hours, multiplied by two, and rounded. (500
8766 x 2- 0.114). This is also the basis oft site specific value in EAL #5.

EALs #1 and II2RU1.1 and RU1.2 directly correlates with the IC since annual average meteorology
is required to be used in showing compliance with the RETS ODCM and is used in calculating the
alarm setpoints.-EALs #1 and ff5 a function of actual meteorology, which will likely be different
from' th6 limiting annual average valu'e.'Thus,-< there will likely'be a numerical inconsistency.
Hoewever,-theThe fundamental basis-of this IC is NOT a dose or dose rate,'but rather the
degradation in the level of safety of the plant irmplied by the uncontrolled release.
Exceeding EAL ff4 or EAL ff5 is an iRdication of an'uncontrolled release meeting the fundamental
basis for this IC.

PNP Basis Reference(s):
1. NMC calculation EA-JLV-04-01 "Determination of Containment Radiation Monitor and

'Radiological Effluent Monitor EALs in Accordance with NEI 99-01 Revision 4"
2. PNP ODCM
3. RGC 85-003, Setpoint Basis Correspondence RG Christie, June 28, 1985
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ABNORMAL RAD LEVELS/RADIOLOGICAL EFFLUENT

ARU2
Initiating Condition -- NOTIFICATION OF-UNUSUAL EVENT

Unexpected Rise Increase in Plant Radiation.

Operating Mode Applicability: All'

Example Emergency ActionLevels: (RU2.1 or RU2.2)

RU2.1. a-VALID (site-speGific) indication of uncontrolled water level decrease lowering to LESS
THAN 646 ft. elevation in the reactor refueling cavity, -spent fuel pool, or fuel transfer
canal with all irradiated fuel assemblies remaining covered by water.

AND

b- Unplanned-UNPLANNED VALID (site speGific) Pife4-Area Radiation Monitor reading
iRinreases-rises as indicated by alarm on any of the following:

* Vent Monitor Fuel Handling Area (RIA-5712)
* Spent Fuel Pool Area Radiation Monitors (RIA-5709 or RIA-2313)
* Refueling Containment High Radiation (CHR) Monitors (RIA-2316 or RIA-2317)

RU2.2. Any UNPLANNED VALID irectArea~ Radiation Monitor readings inrpease- -rises by a
factor of 1000 over normal* levels.-

V*Normal levels can be considered as the highest reading in the past twenty-four hours
-excluding the current peak value.-

Basis:

This IC addresses creased radiation leve sas a result of water level decreases above the RPV
Reactor Vessel flange or events that have resulted, or may result, in unexpected increases in
radiation dose rates within plant buildings.- These radiation increases represent a loss of control
over radioactive material and may represent a potential degradation in the level of safety of the
plant.

In light of Reactor Cavity Seal failure incidents at two different PWRs and loss of water in the
Spent Fuel Pit/Fuel Transfer Canal at a BWR,!explicit coverage of these types of events via EAL
#4-RU2.1 is appropriate given their potential for increased doses to plant staff. Classification as an
NOUE is warranted as a precursor to a more serious event. Site-srecifiG-ilndicationsn iay-include
instrumentation-;such as water level and local area radiation monitors, and personnel (e.g.,
refueling crew) reports. Spent Fuel Pool Area Radiation Monitors (RIA-5709 and RIA-2313) and
Refueling -Containment Higli Radiation (CHR). Monitors (RIA-2316 or RIA-2317) also cover
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incidents involving the fuel transfer canal. [Ref. 4, 5] If available, security-video cameras may
allow remote observation. Depending on available level instrumentation, the declaration threshold
may need to be based on indications of water makeup rate or decrease in refueling water storage-
tank level.

While a radiation monitor could detect an increase'in dose rate due to a drop in thewater level, it-
might not be a reliable indication of whether or not the fuel is covered. For example, the reading
on an area - radiation monitor located onthe refueling bridge mayIincrease due to' planned-
:evolutions suchf as head lift, or even a' fuel assembly being raised in the manipulator mast
Generally, increased radiation monitor indications will need to combined with another indicator (or -

personnel report) of water loss. 'For refueling events where the water level drops below'the RPV
Reactor Vessel flange classification would be via CU2. This event escalates to an Alert per IC AA2
RA2 if irradiated fuel outside the reactor -vessel is uncovered. For events involving irradiated fuel in
the reactor vessel, escalation would be via the Fission Product Barrier Matrix for events in
operating modes 1-4.

-:The minimum allowable water level in the Spe'nt Fuel Pool (SFP) and Refueling Cavity threshold is
the The RU2.1 wfater level threshold is the Tech'nical Specification minimum allowliable water level
'in the Spent Fuel Pool and Refueling Cavity. Low Spent Fuel Pool water level, is-alarmed in the
Control Room (annunciator EK-1 309) at 646 ft elevation or 35 ft above the bottom of the pool.
[Ref. 1, 2,-3]

EAL"-#RU2.2 addresses UNPLANNED increases in in-plant-radiation levels that represent a'
''degradation in the control of radioactive' material, and represent a potential degradation in the level
of safety of the plant. This event escalates to an Alert per IC AA3-RA3 if the increase in dose rates
impedes personnel access necessary for safe operation.

PNP Basis Reference(s):

1.~ Technical Specifications 3.7.14 Spent Fuel Pool (SFP) Water Level
-2. Technical Specifications 3.9.6 Refueling Cavity Water Level
3. ARP-8 Annunciator #9 Spent Fuel Pool Hi/Lo Level
4. FSARTabie 11-16, "Area Radiation Detectors'
5. 'FSAR Table 11-15, "Process Radiation Service'And Equipment'
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ABNORMAL RAD LEVELS/RADIOLOGICAL EFFLUENT

ARAI
Initiating Condition -- ALERT

Any UNPLANNED Release ofGaseous or Liquid Radioactivity to the Environment
thtat Exceeds'200 Times the'Rdiologcl Effluent Technical §peGifiatie Offsite
Dose Calculation Manual (ODCM) Limits for I5 Minutes or Longer.

Operating Mode Applicability: .3 0 'All

Example Emergency Action Levels:' -(RA1.1 or RA1.2 or RA1.3 r 4-eir 5)-

RAi.1. VALID reading on any-effluent monitor RIA-1049 "Liquid Radwaste Discharge Monitor"
that exceeds 200 'times the ' alarm setpoint* established by a current radioactivity
discharge permit for'15 minutes or longer.
* with waste discharge not isolated

RA1.2. VALID reading on ore or moreany of the following radiation monitors that exceeds the
reading shown for 15 minutes or longer:

Stack Normal Range Monitor
(RIA-2326) 1.3E+6 cpm

Stack High Range Monitor
(RIA-2327) 1.5 mRem/hr

SIG Blowdown Monitor
(RIA-0707) 200 X High Alarm*

Service Water Monitor
(RIA-0833) 200 X High Alarm*

Turbine Bldg. Sumps Monitor
(RIA-521 1) 200 X High Alarm*
* with waste discharge not isolated -

RA1.3. Confirmed sample analysies for gaseous'or liquid releases indicates concentrations or
release rates, with a release duration of 15'minutes or longer, in excess of 200 times
(site rpecific technical e6pceifictiQns) ODCM limit.

1. VALID reading on-perimeter'rdiation' monitoring system greater than 10.0 mR/hr above
normal r background :sustained for; 1 minue or t longrfr sv ites ha f ing eeertred
perimeter monitorL:].

5. VALID indication onir tomnatic xal timeGo assersrt caa-bility greater than (site
specific value) for 15 minutes or longe [for sites having such capability].
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Basis:

Refer- to Appendix Afor a detaiged basis of tho radiological effluent I&EALs.

-This IC addresses a potential or actual decrease in the level of safety of the plant as indicated by a-
radiological release that exceeds regulatory commitments for an extended0period of time. Nuclea
power planitsPNP incorporates features intended to control the release of radioactive effluents to
the environment. Further, there are administrative -controls established to' prevent unintentional
releases, or control and monitor intentional releases. These controls are located-in the'Offsite

Dose Calculation-Manual (ODCM)),-and for plants that hi'e not implemented Generic Letter 89
01, in the Radiological Effluent Technical Specifications (RETS). The occurrence of extended,
uncontrolled radioactive releases to the environment is indicative of a degradation in these
--features and/or controls-.~ Some cites may find it advantageous to address gaseous and liquid -
releases with separate initiating conditionsad EALs.

The RETS-6ODCM-multiples are specified in ICs AU! RU1 and AAI-RA1 only to distinguish
between non-emergency conditions, and from each other.: While- these' multiples obviously
correspond toan offsie dos e "rate, the emphasis in classifying these events is the
degradation in the level of safety ofthe plant,~ NOT the magnitude of the associated dose or dose
-rate. Releases should not be prorated or averaged: [Ref. 2]

UNPLANNED, as used in this context, includes any release for which a' radioactivity discharge
permit wasnot prepared, or a release that exceeds the conditions (e.g., minimum dilution flow,
Maximum discharge flow, alarm setpoints, `etc.) 6on the applicable perrnit. TheEmergency Director
should not wait until 15 minutes -has elapsed, but-should declare the event as soon as it is

-determined that the release duration has or-will likely exceed 15-minutes. Also, if'an ongoing
release is detected and the starting timefor that release is unknown,'the Emergency Director
should, in the absence-of data to the contrary, assume that the release has exceeded 15 minutes.

PEAL 1-RA1.1 addresses radioactivity releases thatfor whatever reason cause effluent radiation
monitor readings that exceed two hundred time's the alarm setpoint established by the radioactivity
discharge permit. ThTi-.The alarm setpoints may be associated with a planned batch release, or a

- 'continuous release path. In either case,--the setpoint is established by the ODCM to warn of a
release6that is not in compliance with the RETSODCM. Indexing the EAL threshold to the ODCM.
-setpoints in this manner insures.that the EAL threshold will never be less than the setpoint
established by a specific discharge permit.

EAL- #2 'is similar to EAL f11, but isRA1.2 is-ias intended to address effluent or accident radiation
monitors on non-routine release pathways (i.e.,afor'which a discharge permit would not normally be
-prepared). The 'ODCM establishes a methodology for 'determining effluent radiation -monitor
setpoints' The' ODCM specifies default source terms and, for gaseous releases; prescribes the
use of predetermined annual average6meteorology in the most-limiting downwind sector for
showing compliance with the regulatory commitments. These monitor reading EALs should-behave
been determined using this methodology [Ref. 1, 3]. The limit for RIA-2326 and RIA-2327 were
selected'to maintain the intervals-between EALs for the'four classificationsnr[Ref. NEI 99-1 AS1
basis].-

EAL-*3RA1.3 addresses uncontrolled releases that are detected by sample analyses,' particularly
on unmonitored pathways, e.g., spills of radioactive liquids into storm-drains, heat exchanger
leakage in fN4e-lake water systems, etc.
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The 10.0 mR/hr value in EAL f44 is based on a release rate not exceeding 500 mrem per year, as
provided in the ODCM / RETS, 0prated over 8766 hourg, multiplied by 200, and rounded. (500
8766 )2400 - 11.4). This is also the basi6 of the site specific v.'alue in EAL-ff5.

EALE 11 a'nd #2RA1.1 and RA1.2 directly correlates with the IC since annual average meteorology
is required to be used in showing'compliance with the RETS-ODCM and is used in calculating the
alarm -setpoints. EALs 11 and ff5 are a 'function of actual meteorology, which will likely be
diffcront ' fron the imiting annual average value. Thus, there will likely be -a numerical
inconsistency. However, theThe fundamental :basis of this IC is -NOT a dose -or dose' rate,- but
rather the degradation in the level of safety of the plant implied by the uncontrolled release.
Exceeding EAL 4 e or EAL ff5 is an indication of an uncontrolled releise meeting the fdnddmental
basis for this IC.

Due to the uncertainty associated with meteorology,'emergency implementing procedures &shi-id
call for the timrely performance of dose assessments'using actual (real-time)'meteorology'in the
event of a gaseous radioactivity release of this magnitude. The results of these assessments
should be compared to the ICs AS1 RS1 and'AG4 RG1 to determine if the-event classification
should'~ be escalated. Contray to the i esspeifiedAn; revision 2 of this dont,
GClassification should not be delayed pending the'results of these dose assessments.'

PNP Basis' Reference(s):

1.'

2.
3.

-NMC calculation' EA-JLV-04-01 "Determin'ation of Containment Radiation Monitor and
Radiological Effluent Monitor EALs in Accordance'with NEI 99-01 Revision'4" � -

* - 7 - ;, f - - .;

0 PNP ODCM - 0 0 ; :t ; - 0 0 0
RGC 85-003, Setpoint Basis Correspondence RG Christie, June 28, 1985 0
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ABNORMAL RAD LEVELS/RADIOLOGICAL EFFLUENT

ARA2
Initiating Condition -- ALERT

'Damage to Irradiated Fuel or Loss of Water Level that Has or Will Result in the
Uncovering of Irradiated Fuel Outside the Reactor Vessel.

Operating Mode Applicability: ' All

Exa'mple Emergency Action Levels: (RA2.1 or RA2.2)

.RA2.1.` A VALID (6ite-specific)-alarm or reading on one or more any of the following radiation
monitors resulting from damage to irradiated fuel or loss of water level:

* Vent Monitor Fuel Handling Area RIA-5712 V E+4 cpm
* Spent Fuel Pool Area Radiation Monitors RIA-5709 or RIA-2313 15 mRem/hr
* Refueling Containment High Radiation (CHR) Monitors 80 mRem/hr

RIA-2316 or RIA-2317 above background

(site specific monitors) Refuel Floor Area Radiation Monitor
Fuel Handling Building Ventilation Monitor
Refulaing RBidg6 Argo Radiation Monitor-

RA2.2.' Water level less than '(site specific) feet 636 ft. 9 in. elevation for the reactor refueling
cavity, spent fuel pool and fuel transfer'canal that will result in irradiated fuel uncovering.

Basis:

This IC addresses specific events that have 'resulted, or may result, in unexpected increases in
radiation dose rates within plant buildings,-and may be a precursor to a radioactivity'release to the
environment. These'events represent a loss'of control over radioactive material and represent a
degradation in the level of safety of the plant. These events escalate from IC AU2-RU2 in that fuel
activity has been released, ors anticipated; due to 'fuel, heatup. This IC applies-to spent fuel
requiring water coverage and is not intended to address spent fuel which is-licensed for dry
storage, which is discussed in IC E-AEU1.

EAL-21RA2.1 addresses radiation monitor indications [Ref. 1, 2, 3,;4] of fuel uncovery and/or fuel
damage. increased readings on ventilation monitors may be indication' of a radioactivity release
from the fuel, confirming that damage-has occurred. Increased background Cat the monitor due to
water level decrease may mask increased ventilation exhaust airborne activity and needs to be
considered. While a radiation monitor could ^detect an increase in dose'rate due to a drop in the
water level, it might not be- a reliable indication of whether or not the fuel is covered. For example,
the monitor could in fact be properly responding to a known event involving transfer or relocation
of a source, stored in or near the fuel pool or responding to a planned evolution such as removal of
the reactor head. . Application of these Initiating Conditions requires understanding of the actual
radiological cionditions present in the vicinity of the monitor. -Information Notice No. 90-08, XKR-85
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Hazards from Decayed Fuel" should -bewas considered in establishing radiation monitor EAL
thresholds.

In EAL-#t2RA2.2, site'specific-indications Rayinclude instrumentation such as water level and local
area radiation 'monitors, and personnel (e.g., -refueling crew) reports. If available, secrity-video
cameras may allow remote observation.- Depending on available level indication, the'dDeclaration
threshold may need to be based on indications of water makeup rate or'decrease in refueling
water storage tank level. [Ref. 5]

''Escalation, if appropriate, would occur via ICAS!RS1 or AG4-RG1 or Emergency Director
judgment.

PNP Basis Reference(s):

1.' ARP 8, Safeguards Safety Injection and Isolation Scheme EK 9 (EC 9), Annunciator No. 66
2. RI-86E-1, Refueling Isolation Monitors Calibration - Source'Test
3. FSAR Table 11-16, 'Area Radiation Detectors"

A4. 'FSAR Table 11-15, "Process Radiation Service And Equipm'ent'
5. EA-KFK-90-01 "Fuel Submergence vs. Fuel Handling Activities"
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ABNORMAL RAD LEVELS/RADIOLOGICAL EFFLUENT'

ARA3
Initiating Condition -- ALERT

Release of Radioactive Material or kicreasRises in Radiation Levels Within the
Facility That Impedes Operation of Systems Required to Maintain Safe Operations or
to Establish or Maintain Cold Shutdown

.Operating Mode Applicability: All

Example-Emergency Action Levels: (RA3.1 or RA3.2)

RA3.1. VALID (site-speGifiG) radiation monitor readings GREATER THAN 15 mRemihr in areas
requiring continuous occupancy to maintain plant safety functions:

Control Room (RIA-2310)
-OR

Central Alarm Station (RIA-2304)

(Site -spbeGifi4lt

'RA3.2. Any VALID (rite-speGificG)radiation monitor readings GREATER THAN --eite-speeifie
:'3ue342 R/hr in areas requiring infrequent access to maintain plant safety functions -

(Table H-1).

Table H-1 PLANT VITAL AREAS

* Containment Structure'
-Auxiliary Building

* Turbine Building -
- Screenhouse

Basis:
,, ... . Xre -; .eel - t ;- Ed ne .--.

This IC addresses increased radiation levels that impede necessary access to operating stations,
or other areas containing equipmentihat must--be operated manually or that requires local
monitoring, in order to'maintain safe -operation or perform'a' safe shutdown. It is this impaired
ability to operate the plant that results in'the actual or potential substantial degradation of the level
of safety of the plant. The* cause -and/or magnitude of the increase in radiation levels is not a
concern of this' IC.- The Emergency Director must consider the source or cause of the increased
radiation levels and'determine if any 'other-lC may be involved. For example, a dose rate of 15
mRem/hr in the control room may be a *problem in itself. However, the' increase may also be
indicative of high dose rates in the containment due to a'LOCA. In this latter case, an SAE or GE
may be indicated by the fission product barrier matrix ICs.
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At multiple unit sites, the example EALs could result in declaration of an Alert at one unit due to a
radioactivity release or radiation shine resulting from a major accident at the other unit. This is
appropriate if the increase imapairs oratigns at the operating undt

This IC is not meant to apply to increases in the containment dome radiation monitors as these are
events which are addressed in the fission product barrier matrix ICs. Nor is it intended to apply to
anticipated temporary increases due to planned events (e.g., incore detector movement, radwaste
container movement, depleted resin transfers, etc.)

Areas requiring continuous occupancy includes the Ceontrol Rfoom and , as appropriate to the
seany other control stations that are manned continuously, such as a radwaste control room or
a-the central security alarm station (CAS). CAS has no installed radiation monitoring capability
however, RIA-2304 will provide indication of increasing radiation levels prompting surveys. [Ref. 1,
2] The value of 15mRem/hr is derived from the GDC 19 value of 5 Rfem in 30 days with
adjustment for expected occupancy times. Although Section III.D.3 of NUREG-0737, "Clarification
of TMI Action Plan Requirements" provides that the 15 mRem/hr value can be averaged over the
30 days, the value is used here without averaging, as a 30 day duration implies an event
potentially more significant than an Alert.

For RA3.2 areas requiring infrequent access, the basis of the 3 R/hr value is as follows:

The PNP annual administrative personnel exposure limit is 2 R/Year. Assuming an
emergency worker is at his administrative limit, any emergency worker needing access to a
plant area for the safe shutdown of the plant could receive up to an additional 3 R without
exceeding the legal 10CFR20 annual exposure limit of 5 R and thus the need for emergency
exposure authorization. Assuming that an activity required to be performed in the plant would
require a 60-minute stay time in that area an area exposure rate of 3 R/hr would not unduly
impede access to areas necessary for safe plant shutdown.

the site specificr value(s) should be based on radiation levels which result in exposure control
measures intended to maintain doses within normal occupational exposure guidelines and limits
(i.e., 10 CFR 20), and in doing so, will impede necessary access. As used here, impede, includes
hindering or interfering provided that the interference or delay is sufficient to significantly threaten
the safe operation of the plant. Table H-1 provides the list of safe shutdown areas requiring
infrequent access. The listed areas contain functions and systems required for the safe shutdown
of the plant. [Ref 3]

Emergency planners developing the site specific lists may efer to the site's abnormal operating
procedures, emergency operating procedures, the 10 CFR 50 Appendix P analysis, and/or, the
analyses performed in response to Section 2.1.6b of NUREG 0578, "TAM! 2 Lessens Loamod Task
Force StatuS Report and Shoe term Reovmnmendations,", when identifying areas containing safe
shutdown; equipment. De not use the dose Fates otuae in the NUREG 0-578- analyses, as -a
basis for the radiation monitor readings for this IC, as the desig;n envelope for the NIUREG 0578
analyses correspond to general emergency conditions.

PNP Basis Reference(s):

1. ARP 8, "Safeguards Safety Injection and Isolation Scheme EK 13 (EC 13)"
2. SOP-39, "Area Radiation Monitoring System"
3. ONP-25.1, Fire Which Threatens Safety-Related Equipment
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ABNORMAL RAD LEVELS/RADIOLOGICAL-EFFLUENT-

ARS1
Initiating Condition -- SITE-AREA EMERGENCY

Offsite Dose Resulting from an Actual or Imminent Release of Gaseous Radioactivity
Exceeds 100 mRem TEDE or 500 mRem Thyroid CDE for the Actual or Projected

: Duration of the Release.

Operating Mode Applicability:: All,

'Example Emergency Action Levels: (RS1.1 or RS1.2 or RS1.3-Gr-4)

Note: If dose assessment results are available at the time of declaration, the classification'should
'be based on EAL-#2RSI.2 instead of EAL 'ffRS1. 1. While necessary declarations should
*not be delayed awaiting results, the' dose assessment should bei initiated / completed in
order to determine if the classification should be subsequently escalated.

RS1.1. VALID reading on one or-moro any of the following radiation monitors that exceeds or is
expected to exceed the reading shown for, 15 minutes or longer:

-Stack High Range Monitor
(RIA-2327) 5.2 mRem/hr

- -,Main Steam Line Monitors
(RIA-23231RIA-2324) 1.70E+3 cpm

Stack High Range Effluent Monitor
;(RIA-2328)*- 0.64 mRem/hr

Atmospheric Dump Valve High Range Effluent Monitors
' (RIA-2328) * -0.57 mRem/hr
*Note RIA-2328 is a backup monitor which can be physically directed for monitoring the

ADVs or Stack

- speit Gpeqifi list)

RS1.2. -Dos'e assessment using actual meteorology indicates doses GREATER THAN 100
*rmRem TEDE or 500 mRem thyroid CDE at or beyond the site boundary. E

. B A VAI ng eubtain4ed for 15 min iut6es or Ingoer on perimeter rdiaton monitoring
sy.stem greter than 100 mRlhr.[f'r sites having telemetered perimeter monitors]

RS1.34. Field survey results indicate closed window dose rates exceeding 100 mRem/hr expected
to continue for more than one hour,b at orbeyond the site boundary;
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Aanalysies of field survey samples indicate thyroid CDE of 500 mRem for one hour of
inhalation, at or beyond the site boundary.

Basis:

Refer to Appendi& A for a detailed basis of the rndiological fluent !C,'EALs.

This IC addresses radioactivity releases that result in doses at or beyond the site' boundary that
exceed a small fraction of the EPA Protective-Action Guides (PAGs). Releases of this'magnitude
are associated with'the failure of plant systems needed for the protection of the public: While these
:failures areaddressed by other ICs, this ICpr'ovides appropriate~ diversity and addresses events
which 'may not be able to be classified on the basis of plant status alone,. e.g., fuel handling
-accident in spent fuel building.

-The TEDE dose is set at 10% of the EPA PAG, while the 500 mRemr thyroid CDE was established
in consideration of the 1:5 ratio of the EPA PAG for TEDE and thyroid CDE.:

The -Emergency Director should not wait -until 15 minutes ha& elapsed, but should declare the
event as soon as it is determined that the release duration has or will likely exceed 15 minutes.:

The (rite-speGifiG) monitor list in EAL-#4-RSI.1 heldincludes monitors on all potential release
pathways.

The EPA PAGs are expressed in terms of the sum of the effective dose equivalent (EDE) and the'.
committed effective dose equivalent (CEDE),jor as the thyroid committed dose equivalent (CDE).
For the purpose of these IC/EALs, the'dose -quantity total effective dose equivalent (TEDE), as
defined in 10 CFR 20,-is used in lieu of .... sum of EDE and CEDE...." The' EPA PAG guidance '
provides for the use adult thyroid dose conversion factors.
XHowever, som estates have decided toq'calculate:child thyroid CDE. Utility IC/EAie need to be
consistent with those of the states involve'd in the facility's emergency planning zone.

The "SAE' effluent monitor readings are derived from Reference 1-NMC calculation, EA-JLV-04- ;;
01 "Determination of Containment Radiationr Monitor and Radiological Effluent Monitor EALs in
Accordance with NEI 99-01 Revision 4." ,The monitor reading EALs'should be determined using aeae mt Mthold tht backalol t from the do-e au pified Ain the Ip The

...........g an soreerm(olgsstariunes n alogens) us0.houl be~ T heae '.
as thse used for deterFmininRg theo:Mtnitoirreing eA in Irc Al _1 and hat This npotocol v'i;l'

do are generally not
monitored in 'real time, it is suggested that a rFelse duration of one hour be assumed, and that
-the EAs be based on- asite boundary(or bey1ond) dos oaf 100 mRnhour hole boy or 500
mR/ho'u~r thyroid, whichever is more limiting (as uas doneifor EALEs #3.andd #1). if individual cite
analyses indicate a longer or shotertduration fbr the period in which the substantil portion of the
activity! is relcaed, th6 longer duration should be used.

Since dose assessment is based on actual meteoroIogy, whereas the monitor reading EALs are
not, the results from.these assessments may indicate that the classification is not warranted, or
may indicate that a higher classification is warranted. For. this reason, emergency implementing
procedures should call for.the timely performance of dose assessments using actual meteorology-
and release information.' If the results .of these dose assessments-are available whe' the
classification is-made (e.g., initiatedat a lower'classification level),'-the dose assessment'results
override the monitor reading EALs. Contrary to the practices:,pecified in revision 2 of this
document,-GClassification should not be delayed pending the results of these dose a'ssessments.
Rev.'ision OI003PNP Technical Basis R-16



PNP Basis Reference(s):*

1. NMC calculation EA-JLV-04-01 "Determination of Containment Radiation Monitor and
Radiological Effluent Monitor EALs in Accordance with NEI 99-01 Revision 4"
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ABNORMAL RAD LEVELSIRADIOLOGICAL EFFLUENT

ARGI
Initiating Condition -- GENERAL-EMERGENCY

Offsite Dose Resulting from an Actual or Imminent Release of Gaseous Radioactivity'
'Exceeds 1000 mRem TEDE or 5000 mRem Thyroid CDE for the Actual or Projected
Duration of the Release Using ActUal-Meteorology.

Operating Mode Applicability: All

E--Emergency Action Levels: (RG1.1 or RG1.2 or RG1.3-Gr-4)

,Note: If dose assessment results are available at the time of declaration, the classification should
be based on EAL -#RG1.2 instead of EAL#41RG1.1.While necessary declarations should
not be- delayed awaiting results,' the dose assessment should be initiated / completed in
order to determine if the classification should be-subsequently escalated. -

RG1.1. VALID reading on-one or more any of the following radiation monitors.that exceeds or is
expected to exceed the reading shown for 15 minutes or longer:

Stack high range monitor
(RIA-2327) 52 mRem/hr

Main Steam Line Monitors
'(RIA-2323/RIA-2324) 1.70E+4 cpm

Stack high range Effluent Monitor
(RIA-2328)* 6.4 mRem/hir

;Atmospheric Dump Valve High Range'Effluent Monitors
(RlA-2328)- 5.7 mRem/hr
*Note RIA-2328 is a backup monitor which can be physically directed for 'monitoring the

ADVs or Stack

,(etespecificlist)

RG1.2. Dose assessment using actual'meteorology indicates doses GREATER THAN 1000
mRem TEDE or 5000'mRem thyroid CDE at or beyond the site boundary.

3. , A VALID reading sustaincd forS 1minutes or longer on perimeter radiation monitoring
cctvet greater than 1000 mRlhr. [for cites having teleretered pe*rieter mon;torst

RG1.34. Field survey results indicate closed window dose rates'exceeding 1000 rmRem/hr
expected to continue for more than one hour, at or beyond site boundary.

OR-

Analyses of field survey samples indicate thyroid CDE of 5000 mRem for one hour of
inhalation, at or beyond site boiunrdary.' '
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'Basis:

r _ _ * _ _ t _ Are _ _ x r By- A §a%_ r_ -1_
A I___ Ss!_ ! rO

Refer- to Appeonqwx A fror a czow::oa lqii of tae Fa clKoq.'a.' emuent 1610;'lLs.

This IC addresse sradioactivity releases that result in doses at or beyond the site boundary 'that
exceed the'EPA Protective Action Guides'(PAGs). Public protective actions will be -necessary.
Releases of this magnitude are associated with the failure of plant systems -needed for the
protection of the public and likely involve fuel dam-age. While these failures are addressed by other
ICs, this IC provides appropriate diversity and addresses events which may not be able to be
classified 6on the basis of plant status-alone. It is -important to note-that, for the -more severe
accidents, the release may be unmonitored or there'may be large uncertainties associated with the
source term and/or meteorology.

The Emergency Director should not wait until 15 minutes has elapsed, but should declare the
event as soon as it is determined that the release duration has or will likely exceed 15 minutes.

The (site-speGific) monitor list in EAL #1RGI.1 sh'uld includes monitors on all potential release
pathways.

-The EPA PAGs are expressed in terms of the'sum of the effective dose equivalent (EDE) and the
committed effective dose equivalent (CEDE), or as the thyroid com mitted dose equivalent (CDE).
For the purpose -of these IC/EALs, the dose quantity total effective dose equivalent (TEDE), as
defined in 10 CFR 20, is used in lieu of ..'.sum of EDE and CEDE...." The EPA PAG guidance
provides for the use adult thyroid'dose conversion factors. However, some statees have decided to

-calculate nhi _thyroid CDE. itIIEA nae to be consistent with, those of thYe states invogve
in the facilities emergency planning zone.

The Table R 1 column effluent monitor readings'are derived from' Reference 1 - NMC calculation
EA-JLV-04-01 "Determination of Containment Radiation Monitor and Radiological Effluent Monitor'
EALs in Accordance with NEI 99-01, Revision 4."
The monitor reading EALE should be etermined using a Ldose a.esmen.t method-that
baclcaiculates from the dose values specified in the IC. The meteorology and source term (noble
gases, particulates, and halogens) used should be the esame as thoseused for determining the
:mon.iter readinl lAq h in Itch Al and reAA1; Thisr protocl AlAl mantain interi_ * * alsb eten the EALi
for the' four classifications. GSince dose'are Gehrally not monitored in real time-it is suggested
that a release duration 'of one' hour be asued and that the' EAL be based on a site boundary' '
(or beyond) dose of 1000 mR/hour whole' body or 5000 mRhour thyroid, hichever is- more limiting
(as was done for EALs 113 and 41). If individual 'site analyses idicate a longer or shoter duration
fo .the period in which the 'ubstantl a portion f he actviity is released, the ionger duration ,hould

X 4 ;&-d=

Since dose assessment is based on actual meteorology, whereas the monitor reading EALs are
not, the results from these assessments' may indicate that the classification is'not warranted, or
may indicate that 'a higher classification is warranted. For this reason, emergency implementing
procedures should-call for the timely performance of dose assessments using actual meteorology
and release information. If the results 'of these dose assessments' are available when the
classification is made (e.g.,1initiated at a lower classification level), the dose assessment results
override the monitor reading EALs. Contrary to the practices specified in revisionn2 of this
docuGmeRt, -Classification should not be'delayed pending the results of these dose assessments.
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PNP Basis Reference(s):

1. NMC calculation EA-JLV-04-01 "Determination of Containment Radiation Monitor and
Radiological Effluent Monitor EALs in Accordance with NEI 99-01 Revision 4"
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TableC-O :
.-- ,Recognition CategoryC-

.Cold Shutdown/Refuelng System Malfunction.
INITIATING CONDITION MATRIX

-'ALERT,: SITE'AREA EMERGENCYIINOUUE,
CU1 RGPCS Leakage.U

Op. Mode: Cold Shutdown
'.I . t t ' . ...... I ' >

. .

. .

CA! Loss of RFPCS' Inventory'.
Op. Modes: Cold Shutdown

CS1 Loss of RPVReactor Vessel .'
Inventory Affecting Core Decay
Heat Removal Capability. , .
Op. Modes: Cold Shutdown

CU2 UNPLANNED Loss of RGSPCS.
Inventory with Irradiated Fuel in
the R12VReactorVessel
Op. Mode: Refueling :'

CU3 Loss of All Offsite Power to
i Essential Busses for Gi -,te l
Ti anGREATER THAN 15
Minutes.~~,
Op. Modes: Cold Shutdown,'
Refueling

CU4 'UNPLANNED Loss of Decay
Heat Removal Capability with
Irradiated Fuel in the
'RVReactor Vessel.:
OP. Modes: Cold Shutdown, i

-Refueling

CUS Fuel Clad Degradation.
Op. Modes: Cold Shutdown,
Refueling!:

CU6 UNPLANNED Loss of All Onsite
or Offsite Communications
Capabilities.'.6o l

Op. Modes: Cold Shutdown,-
Refueling'. .. . ^

CU7 UNPLANNED Loss of Required
DC Power for G 'e; a ' A-

thanGREATER THAN 15
Minutes.'

'Op. Modes: Cold Shutdown,'
Refueling

CA2 Loss of R4VReactor Vessel ;
Inventory with Irradiated Fuel in
the RPVReactor Vessel. ;

- ' Op. Modes: Refueling

CS2 Loss of R12tReactor Vessel
Inventory Affecting Core Decay
Heat Removal Capability with
Irradiated Fuel in the
RPVReactor Vessel.
Op. Modes- Refueling

I I -.

N ~.; I : " .

~'CA3 Loss of All Offsite Power and
;Loss 'of All Onsite AC Power to
Essential Busses.. ,

' Op.' Modes: Cold Shutdown,'
' Refueling, Defu6led

GENERAL EMERGENCY
CGI Loss of RPV~eactor Vessel

Inventory Affecting Fuel Clad
Integrity with Containment
Challenged with Irradiated Fuel
in the RPVReactr Vessel.
Op. Modes: Cold Shutdown, 1
Refueling

.'"'S0': S

CA4 Inability to Maintain Plant in Cold
Shutdown with Irradiated Fuel in
the RPVReactor Vessel.
Op. Modes: Cold Shutdown,.
Refueling .
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SYSTEM MALFUNCTION

Initiating Condition -- NOTIFICATION OF UNUSUAL EVENT

R-- PCS Leakage.

.Operating Mode Applicability -Cold Shutdown

-U1

Exanple-Emergency Action Levels: (CUi.1 or CUi.2)

CU1.1. Unideritified or pressure boundary leakage7GREATER THAN greater thar 10 gpm.

-CU1.2. Identified leakage GREATER THAN-g§eat N than 25 gpm.

::Basis:

This IC is included as a _UE because it'is considered to be a'potential degradation of the level
of safety of the plant.

fE :D . .:. ; -; -'-'''; pre-: ssu :r'e :b- I k f-'- -et: - 'asf it"' is '

--,The 10 'gpm value for the unidentified and pressure boundary leakage was selected as it is
sufficiently, large to be'observable viantormally'installed instrumentation 6(e.g., !Prcurizr6level,
- CS loop level instrumentation, ctc...) or reduced inventory instrumentation such'as level hose -
indication. Lesser values must generally be'determined through time-consuming surveillance tests
(e.g., mass balances). TheiEAL for identified leakage is set at a higher value due-to the lesser

_-.significance of identified leakage in comparison to unidentified ior pressure boundary leakage.
' -Prolonged loss of RGSPCS Inventory may. result in escalation to the AlertIlevel via either IC CA1

(Loss of RGSPCS Inventory with IrradiatedFuel in the R eactor Vessel) or CA4'(Inability to
Maintain Plant in Cold Shutdown with Irradiated Fuel in the RPVReactorVessel). '

' The difference between CU1 and CU2 deals with the RGSPCS conditions that exist between cold
shutdown and refueling mode applicability. ln cold shutdown the RCSPCS will norrmally be intact'
, -and :I PCS inventory and level monitoring means: such -as Pressurizer- level indication and

..makeup volume control tank levels are normally available. In the refueling mode the RCSPCS IS
:: -:not intact and R eactor Vessel level andiinventory are monitored by different means.

- -; :, ..-no inac ::arid........... ;..E. =:X -RD .- .. eact-r.V-s.e-ll-.e. .' e .:0<;0 -

PNP Basis Reference(s):

None - I
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SYSTEM MALFUNCTION

-:CU2
Initiating Condition -- NOTIFICATIONWOF UNUSUAL-EVENT:

UNPLANNED Loss of RGSPCS Inventory with Irradiated 'Fuel in the RPVReactor
Vessel. -

Operating Mode Applicability: Refueling

Example'Emergency Action Levels: (CU2.1 or CU2.2)

:.- CU2.1. -UNPLANNEDR PCS level derease- lowering below the RPV-Reactor Vessel flange
- for >-GREATER THAN OR EQUALTO 15 minutes

CU2.2. a- Loss of RPV-Reactor Vessel inventory as indicated by unexplained Containment
Sump OR Primary System Drain Tank (it 6pecifi p and tank level inreaserise

AND

'b.,RPVReactor Vessel level cannot be monitored

Basis:

' aThis IC is included as an N0.E-.UE becau-seit may be a precursor of more serious conditions and,
.asresult, is considered to be a potential degradation of the level of safety of the plant. Refueling
evolutions that decrease RSPCS water level below the RPV.-Reactor Vessel flange are carefully
planned and procedurally controlled. An UNPLANNED event that results in water level decreasing
below'theRPV Reactor Vessel flange warrants declaration 0of an NO UE, due to .the reduced
- RGSPCS inventory that is available to keep the core'covered. The allowance-of 15 'minutes was
chosen because it is reasonable to assume that lev elcan be restored within this time framejusiing
one or more of the redundant means of refill that should be available. If level cannot be restored

,in this time frame then it may indicate .anmore 'serious condition exists. Continued loss of RGPCS''
Inventory will resdlt in escalation to the Alert level via either IC CA2 (Loss of RPV Reactor Vessel
Inventory with Irradiated Fuel in the RVReactor Vessel) or CA4 (Inability to Maintain Plant in Cold
Shutdown with Irradiated Fuel in the RPVReactor Vessel).'

The difference between CUl and CU2 deals with the RCSPCS conditions that exist between cold
shutdown and refueling modes. In cold shutdown the PCS will normally be intact and standard'
RGSPCS inventory and level monitoring means available. In the refueling mode the RGSPC

v...is not intact and r eactor Vessel level and invehtory are monitored by'different means.:

-In the refueling mode, normal means of core temperature indication and RCSPCS level indication.
-may not be available. Redundant means of RPVReactor Vessel level-indication will 'normally be
installed (including the ability to monitor level visually) to assure that the ability to monitor level will
not .be interrupted. However, if all level indication were to be. lost during a loss of RGPCS
inventory event, the operators would need-to determine that RPYReactor Vesseilinventory loss
was occurring by observing 6Mip Contairiment:Sump or Primary System Drain Tank a'nd atnk
level changes. SumpSumpand tank level ieaserises must be evaluated against other potential
sources of leakage. such as cooling watersources inside the&containment to ensure they are

PNP Technical Basis -C-6



indicative of RGSPCS leakage. Rising Containment Sump level can be' monitored' on the PPC
[Ref. 1]. Rising Primary System Drain Tank level can be monitored at EC-40, 'Radwaste Panel"
annunciation for which will alarm both locally and in the Control Room. [Ref. 2, 3, 4] Escalation to
Alert would be via either CA2 or R>SPCS heatup via CA4. ' '

EAL: 4CU2.1 involves a decrease in RGSPCS level below the top of the R.PVReactor Vessel flange
that continues'for 15 minutes due to an UNPLANNED event. The Reactor-Vessel flange is at 624
.ft. 6 in. elevation and can be monitored by

- Reactor Vessel Level indicator.LIA-0105 wide range 65%
* 'Refueling Level Gauges LG-0105B 624 ft.'6 in. elevation. [Ref. 5]
-* RVLMS UGS Region Sensor #5 uncovered (red light on): 102 in. above (fuel) bottom-of

'- fuel alignment plate 'or 621 ft. 8 in. elevation, which would provide additional indication that
the EAL had been exceeded.A[Ref."6,:71

-This EAL is -not applicable to' decreases in flooded 'reactor cavity level (covered by AW2
R'--'R U2.1) until such time as'the levei decreases to the level of the vessel flange. iF-orBWRs,-i:

RP'v level continues to' decrcase: and Chrid chec the LowLow ECCS Actuation Setpoint then
escalation' to CA2 would be appropriate. -For PWRs, ilf {PVReactor Vessel level continues to'
decrease and reaches the Bottom ID of the 'RGPCS Loop, (616 ft. 5.5 in.- elevation [Ref. 5, 8]),
i - ~-then escalation 'to CA2-would be fapprop'riate. .'Note that the-Bottom' ID of the' RGSPCS Loop
Setpoint hol be h leel orresponds to the bottom of the R eactor Vessel loop,
penetration (not the low point of the loop).

Exane b-i forthe ass5pton i_ pr .'ie in AppendixC.
: -PNP Basis Reference(s):

-1. PPC Containment Sump Level Trends

-2.: P&ID Primary Coolant System M-201, Sheet i (A-8,- G-8, F-1, D-1)

3. P&ID Radioactive Waste Treatment System Clean M-210, Sheet 2 (G-7, D-7)

' -.- -' '-4. -ARP-8, "Safeguards Safety Injection and Isolation Scheme EK-13 (C-13)" (Window#68) '

5. SOP-1B, "Primary Coolant System '-Cooldown"

6. VEN-M1-BM,,Sheet 28 -RLI Display PanelI-''-

'-'7.- M-398, Sheet 1005 - Level Setting Diagram RVLMS

8." FSAR Figure 4-2 (Hot Leg ID)

PNP Tn -c - -B
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SYSTEM MALFUNCTION

CU3
Initiating Condition' -NOTIFICATION'OF UNUSUAL EVENT

Loss of All Offsite Power to Essential Busses for Greater ThanGREATER THAN 15
Minutes.

Operating Mode Applicability: ColdShutdown'
Refueling

Example Emergency Action Level:

; CU3.1.- a-Loss of all offsite power to &(ite specific) transformereVital 2400 VAC busses 1 C and
ID for GREATER TH AN 15'mnutes.

-b'- At least (sitespecific)[numbereof lone' emergency diesel generator is e'-a-psuplying
power to eaG4either Vital 2400 VACemergency busses 1C 'or 1 D.

Basis:

Prolonged loss of AC power reduces required-redundancy and potentially 'degrades the level-of,-
safety of the plant by rendering the plant more vulnerable to'a'complete Loss of-AC Power (e.g.,
Station Blackout). Fifteen minutes was selected as a threshold to exclude transient or momentary
power losses.

The 2400 VAC system consists of Safeguard Transformer 1-1, Station Power Transformer 1-2,
Start Up Transformer 1-2, four 2400 VAC busses'(1C, 1D, 1 E and Safeguards). Busses I C -and
1 D are the VITAL (essential) busses 'that supply power to engineered safeguards loads. [Ref. 1].
Diesel Generator 1-1 will start when an undervoltage is sensed on'2400 Volt Bus IC and Diesel
Generator 1-2 will start when an undervoltage is sensed on 2400 Volt Bus 1 D. [Ref. 2]

E! -6 ..,X. . r- GGTIa,!-- O-R .. ,- '
Plants that have the capability to crocs tic AC power from i companion unit may tikecdit for the
redundant power source in the asociated EAL' for this iC. Inability to effect the cros tiek withiri 15
-minutes warrants declaring a NOUE.

-PNP Basis Reference(s):

-1. FSAR Section 8.3.2, "Electrical Systems -'2,400 Volt System"

2. FSAR Section 8.4.1, "Electrical Systems -Emergency Generators"
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'SYSTEM MALFUNCTION

CU4
. ..Ilnitiating Condition--' NOTIFICATION OF UNUSUAL EVENT

-UNPLANNED Loss of Decay Heat Removal Capability with Irradiated Fuel in the
RPVReactor Vessel.

Operating Mode Applicability: Cold Shutdown
Refueling

;~~-At .. L~ -.. *s- *?

Example-Emergency Action Levels (CU4.1 or CU4.2)

-CU4.1. 'An UNPLANNED event results in RGSPCS temperature exceeding the Technical
Specification cold shutdown temperature limit of 200 degrees F

CU4.2. .. Loss of all RGSPCS temperature and RPVReactor Vessel level indication for -
GREATER THAN 15 minutes.

---Basis:

This IC is included as an NOUE-UE because'it may be a precursor of more serious conditions and,
as a result, is considered to be a potential degradtionof thelevelof safety of the plant.-:n cold

'..shutdown the ability to remove decay heat relies primarily on forced cooling flow. -Operation of the
systems that provide this forced cooling may be jeopardized-due to the unlikely loss of electrical
power-orRGSPCS inventory.- Since the R.SPCS usually remains intact in the 'cold shutdown -
mode a large inventory of water is available'to keep'the core covered. I; cold shutdown the decay

--heat available to raise RGSPCS temperature'during a loss of inventory or heat removal event rmay:-
be significantly greater than in the refueling mode. -Entry into cold shutdown conditions may be
'attained within-hours of operating at-po'wer.'Entry into the refueling mode procedurally'may not
i':--'occur for typically 87 hours {eite-specifior longer after the reactor has been shutdown [Ref; --'_
11. Thus-the heatup threat and therefore the threat to damaging the fuel clad may.be iower for
events that occur in the refueling mode with irradiated fuel in the RIVReactor Vessel (note that the
heatup threat could be lower for cold shutdown'conditions if the'entry into cold shutdown was
following a refueling). In addition, -the operators should be able to monitor P CS temperatureP-
- 'and RPVReactor.Vessel level so that'esc-alation to-the aiert'level-via CA4 or CA1 willioccur if'
required.

'Duringrefueling the level in the RlvReactor Vessel will normally be, maintained above the
-RPVReactor Vessel flange.: -Refueling evoiutions that decrease water level below'the PVReactor
Vessel flange are carefully planned'and procedurally controlled. -Loss offorced decay heat
removal at reduced inventory may resultjin'more rapid insReaserises in 'RGSPCS/RPVReactor
Vessel temperatur'es'depending'on the time since shutdown.' Escalationto the'Alert level is via
*CA. is pro.Vidcd hould an UNPLitNNED eventresult in RCSPCS ternperature'exceedingthe

~~ ''Technical'Specificatiori c-old 'shutdo'win~te~mpcraturc limit for~.greate'r ~than '30~ min'ute_:.ith
- OTIMN CLSR _io 6stabli_. -;, ;.h .d.' -: -,'- '.' ;-4 We ', -. i - 1| .4 'N LA Fe 6i . 'ee.d.' '4 , -

:Unlike the cold shutdown mode, normal means of core temperature indication and RCSPCS level
-indication may not be available 'in the refueling mode. Redundant means of RPVReactor Vessel
level indication are'therefore procedurally-installed to assure that the ability to monitor level will not,

-~~e idcto. are th .f~r ---- r ;¢ -,ed---f-;C
.P I . B -..
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be interrupted. However, if allI level _and temperature indication 'were to be lost in' either the cold
shutdown Gf-or refueling modes, EAL z2CU4.2 would result in declaration of a NGLJE- UE if 'either
temperature or level indication cannot be restored within'15 m'inutes from nthe oI o bot means
of indication. -Escalation to Alert would bevaC2based on an inetrIosorC4bsdo
exceeding its temperature criteria (200 degrees F) [Ref. 2].

TheEmegeny Drectrms remrain attentive to' event s or conditions that leadotecnlso
-that exceeding the'EAL threshold is immin'ent. If,'in the judgment of thie.Emergein6y Diirector, ~an
imminent: situation is at hancord, 'the- classificatio should be made as if the: threshold has been
,exceeded.

ExpavnnnE :d 13sis !or triese assumP1tionc Is roavidea in Appendix 6.

*PNP Basis Reference(s):
1. GOP-14, "Shutdown Cooling, Oerations Attachment 7"

2. echnical Specifications Table .1. 1-1 e

PNPI Technical Basis -0
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SYSEM - j MAL I : :

'YSTEM MALFUNCTION

Initiating Condition' NOTIFICATION OF UNUSUAL EVENT

;-Fuei Clad Degradation. -

Operating Mode Applicability:' Cold Shutdown'

-Refueling'

ExapeEmergency Action Levels:' (CU5.1 or CU5.2)

,CU5.1.' (Sitespecific)-Any'of the following radiation monitors Feading6-with'a VALID PPC urgent
alarm indicating fuel clad degradation g ~eater han GREATER THAN Technical
Specificationf'allowable limits.'

:Fuel Handling'Area Monitor No. -1 - RIA-2316
Fuel Handling Area Monitor No:.27-RIA-2317
Containment Isolation High Radiation Monitor - RIA-1 805
Containment Isolati on High'Radiation Monitor- RIA-1806
Containment Isolation High Radiation Monitor RIA-1807
-Containment IsolationHighRa'diation Monitor - RIA-1 808

CU5.2. (Site specific) coolant Coolant sapam ple activity GREATER THAN 1.0: '
pCi/gm value indicating fuel clad degradation greater than Technical Specification
-a'llovable limits.

Basis:
--~'6 nsd .*e .e. to be . .oe t .Id.-.

This IC is included as a N4UE because it is considered to'be a potential degradation in the level of:;
safety of the plant and a potential precursor of moreserious problems. EAL-#f1CU5.'1 'addresses

" 'site-specific --radiation monitor readings' that -provide indication of fuel clad integrity. -The
Containment Isolation High Radiation Monitors; will initiate containment isolation on:2'out of 4
-coincidence logic at a reading of 10 R/hr [Ref. 1]. Assured effectiveness of these monitors has

' been verified by actual testing for the case of core damage assuming approximately'1%/O failed fuel
- without LOCA [Ref. 2]. A special test conducted in 1980 in response to NUREG-0737 verified that
with approximately 1% failed fuel the Containrmnlt Isolation High Radiation monitors would indicate:
4.5 Rem/hour [Ref. 3]. The PPC urgent alarm isset at one teinth of that value, 0.45 Rem/hour
indicating fuel clad degradation [Ref. 4]. 'The Fuel Handling Area Monitors'will initiate containment
isolation on 1 out of 1 coincident logicat a reading abovethe expected background for planned 3

0 _operations includinig'movement of the'reactor vessel head or inten'als [Ref. 5]. A calculation
performed in 2004 verified that with approximately 1.0 uCi/gm activity dispersed in the flooded
Reactor Cavity'during' refueling operatio'ns 'the 'Fuel Handling Area'Radiation-monitors would
indicate 4.8 Re'm/hour-[Ref. 6].;The PPCG'urgent alarm is set at one tenth of that value',0.48

-Rem/hour, indicating fuel clad degradation [Ref. 7].

EAL #2-CU5.2 addresses coolant samples exceedin coolant techn c ifi fr iodine 0
- 'spike. ,The Technical Specificationsafetynaysis shows 'the radiological consequences of an -

SGTR accident are within a small fraction of the 10 CFR-100 dose guideline limits. Operation with
iodine specific activity levels greater than' the LCO limit of 1.0 pCi/gm is permissible, if the activity
levels do not exceed the limit of 40'pCi/gm for more than 48 hours. :

PNP Technical Basis :-C-1 '



Thisis ccepabl becuseofthe low -probability of an SGTR accident 'occurring during the
established 48 hour time limit. The occurrenc ofaIGRacdn tteeprisbelvl
could increase the site boundary dose levels,budt still be withinl10CFR 100 dose guideliine'limits.
Although the Technical Slpecification iaplcble for modes 1,2and 3 (when PCS Temperature
GREATER THAN OR:EQUAL TO 500 degrees F)j t is appropriate that this EAL be applicable in
'cold shutdown and refueling modes, as. it indicates a potential degradation in the level of safety of
the plant [Ref. 8, 9].

PNP Basis Refer'ence(s):

2.
AP8 Safeguards Safety InjectionanIsolation Scheme EK-13 (EC-13)" (Windo63

SA Chpte 7,insrumntaionan Controls", Section:- 7.3,: Engineered S1afeguards
ContolsStep7.3.3.3, "Design Afialysis"

~3. Consumers Power Company, Response to NUREG-0737, -December 19, 1 980 ~(Item lI.E.4.3-
Special Test of April 15, 1980)

. 4.
. , _ -5.

_ I I 6.~:

PPC Containment Isolation High Radiation Monitor Urgent Alarm Setpoints
LogicDiagram E-17, Sheet 7, "Containment High Radiation' (G-2, G77)

~ :~1 -7.

EA-JLV-04-02R0, "Appro'ximate Conitainment Radiation Monitor Respo6ns'e -to Refuelin Cavity
Water Activity"
PPC Fuel Han dling Area' Radiation Monitor Urgent Alarm Setpoints
Technical Specifications 3.4.16, "PCS Specific Activity"

:9. -.Technical Specifications B3.4.16, ."PCS Specific Activity" (Applicable Safety Anazly'sis)

PNP Technical Basis: 5-C-1 2



SYSTEM MALFUNCTION

CU6
-Initiating Condition -- NOTIFICATION OF UNUSUAL EVENT

UNPLANNED-Loss'of All Onsite or Offsite Co'mmunications Capabilities... LA E Lo . of Al .ns .. a .

'Operating'Mode Applicability: Cold Shutdown
Refueling

:' ExampleEmergencyAction Levels: -''(CU6.1 or'CU6.2)

CU6.1. Loss of all (site specifiist) Table C-I onsite communications capability affecting the
-ability to perform routine operations.

Table C-I Onsite Communications"Systems

. Telephone system

* Onsite/offsite radio system

* Public address'system

' '. -CU6.2. Loss'of,all (site speGifi'-Iist)-Table.C-2 offsite communications capability. - '

Table C-2 ~Offsiite Commnincatin ytm
: Telephone system-

* Power failure phones

* FTS phone system

* Satellite'phone

Basis:

The purpose of this IC and its'associated EALs is to recognize a loss of communications capability
that either defeats-the plant 6operationsi staff ability to perform routine tasks necessary for plant
operations or the ability to communicate,'problems-with offsite authorities. The-loss of offsite
communications'ability is expected to' be''significantly more comprehensive than the condition
addressed by 10 CFR 50.72.

The availability of one method of'ordinary offsite-communications is sufficient to inform state and
local authorities' of plant problems.-This -EAL' is' intended to be used onlywhen-extraordinary
means ,(elg., relaying of information from' radiotransmissions individuals-being 'sent to offsite'
locations, etc.) are being utilized to make'cmmunications possible.

Site specific liit forTable C-i-onsite communications loss [Ref. ]-muist encompasses the'loss of
all means of routine- communications (e.g.;-;-commercial telephones, sound powered phone
-systems, page party system and radios Iwalkie talkies).

PNP Technical Basis '- C-13



Site specific list forTable C-2 offsite.communications"loss-[Ref. 1, 2, 3] must- encompasses the
loss -of all means of. communications with:- offsite authorities. This shGuld includes the ENS,
commercial telephone.lines, telecopy transmissions, and dedicated phone systems.;

PNP Basis Reference(s):

11.
-2.

3.-

FSAR Section 7.7.8, "Instrumentation and Controls - In-Plant Communication System"'

: SOP-31, 'PlantLighting and Communications" .-

El-15.2, 'Communications Tests"

�L2

PNP Technical Basis'
:'� c:�. ' -1, '� 4 I- '. �i I �' - I -,
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~SYSTEM MALFUNCTION

iCU7
Initiating Condition -- NOTIFICATION OFUNUSUAL EVENT

UNPLANNED Loss of Required DC Power for GFeater thanRGREATER THAN 1 5
-Minutes'.

Operating ModeApp'licability: ~ Cold Shutdown
Refueling

Exml-mergency Actio "Level

4:' a.-CUM. :-_UNPLAN`NED Loss of vvital DC power to required DC busses based on-fie

sp~fe-bus voltage indications. ESS THAN 105,VDC.

AND-

b.-Failure to restore ipower to at least one required DC bus withini 15 miniutes from the
time of loss.-

B13asi s:

Tepurpose of this IC and its associated EALs is to recognize a loss o Cpwrcmrmsn
tjhe ability to monitor and control the removal of decay heat ,durin'g Cold Shutdown or Refueling
operations. -This EAL is intended to be anticipatory in as' u has th prtingce a o
have necessary indication and control of e'quiplmen neded to respond to the loss.

UNPLANNED, is includedinthis ICand ALto prclde te declaration of an emergency as a:
result'of- planned mnaintenance activities. Rou0,0tinl plants will Perform maintenance on a rain
related basis durn shutdown periods. It is intended that the loss -of the oeaig(prbe ri
is to be considered. 'if this' loss results in tihe iniabilityt anancl shton te esalaton to

An Aert wilbpeCA "Inability -to Mainitain Plant in.Cold Shutdown with Irradiated Fuel, in the
RRVIRea6toirVessel.

(St MpefGLS TAN 105 VDC !bus voltage &ehed-beis based onthe minimum bus voltage
necessary for the operation of safety relaited eqimetATi '.'otag valuesol noprt

magno"tlat1 iuc focAtin befor th one fiaiiytooeaetoelads. ~'This
volagei~ su~lyharthe minim~um~ yotgeslet d a '..h;4bte, iigi promd yal

th-alefo-he enitir batr c s apoi=e 0 !C Fr 60 celsring ofbttre the'
cell '.'olage" 175 li,ot mper cell. Fo l8srn'a~tteiry set the minimum '.'laeiypicall 1.81

Station Battery #1 and Station Battery: #2 have ample capacity to supply required. DC loads and
preferred AC loads during ac colmplete ~loss of AC power for at least four hours,' assum~ing -neither
emergency diesel generator is available. The batteries are designe to frih thi aximurr load
down to a n opbera t ing temperatu~re of7 ihu rpig below 10 DC n the qimn
supplied by the batteries is capabl ofoeaing stsatrl tti otg aig 0 D
rpresents ~-80% of the manufacturers' -rating for battery capact of anminal 131 VDC. [Ref. 1]

PNP. Technical Basis 6-C-I5



PNP Basis Reference(s):

1. FSAR Section 8.4.2, "Electrical Systemns - Station Batteries"

N T . ica Bai = .C

PNP Technic'al Basis,. 5.C-16



SYSTEM MALFUNCTION

CU8
-Initiating Condition -NOTIFICATION OF UNUSUAL EVENT

Inadvertent Criticality.:

Operating Mode Applicability: ''` Cold Shutdown

; - -=- 0 -- -- E ''- ~~Refueling

'ExampleEmergency Action Levels: (s i ' - ;2)

1. An UNPLA.NNED extended po'itive pcriod obserwed on nu'clear intrumentation

--CU8.21. An UNPLANNED sustained positive startup rate observed on nuclear instrumentation.

Basis:

This IC addresses crticality events -that occur in Cold 'Shutdown or Refueling modes (NUREG
' 1449,: Shutdown and Low-Power Operation at'Commercial NucleariPower Plants-in the United
States) such as'fuel mis-loading events and inadvertent dilution ;events. This 'IC indicates a
potential degradation'of the level of safety of the plant,'warranting ai4 NOUE'UE classification. This
IC -excludes inadvertent criticalities that-occur-during planned reactivity changes -associated with
' reactor startups (e.g., criticality earlier than estimated) which'are addressed in the companion IC
SU8.

-This condition can be identified ~using '&iod-noniteos/the startup rate monitor.''The term&
-"exteded' and "sustained" aFe is used in order to'allow exclusion of expected short term positive
peiiedslstartup rates from planned fuel bundle or control rod movements during core alteration-fG
PWRs-and BWRc. These shortjterm' positive peFied6Istartup rates -are the result of :the

-- ea-srierise in-neutron population due to subcritical multiplication.

Escalation would be by Emergency Director Judgment.

PNP Basis Reference(s):

None

PPT chnIca Basis' 'z C-Cl7



SYSTEM MALFUNCTION

CAl
6Initiating Condition -- ALERT

Loss of RGSPCS Inventory.

; Operating Mode Applicability Cold Shutdown

E a e-Emergency Action Levels: (CA1.1 or CA1.2)

-CA1.1. -Loss of RGSPCS inventory as indicated by RPVReactor Vessel level iess thanLESS
THAN 617 ft. 0 in. elevation.{cite cpecificleve - :

: lo'.'.' o'ccs cntualtion c3tp6in!t I -NR)-:
(botto ID of the RGS loop) (P- .-.

-CA1.2. a. Loss of PGSPCS inventory as indicated by unexplained {Eltc specific) cump
Containment Sump OR Primary System Drain Tank -level inrGeaserise - f

'AND

--b.- RGS-Reactor Vessel level cannot be monitored for > GREATER THAN 15 minutes

-'Basis:

These e6aipleiEALs serve as precursors to a loss of. ability to adequately cool the fuel. The:"
-:,,,magnitude of this loss of water indicates that makeup systems have not been effective and may

not 'be capable of 'preventing further ,Reactor Vessel level decrease and potential core
--.uncovery. The 616 ft. 5.5 in. elevation threshoid correspo'nds to the bottom inside diameter of the

RGSPCS loop [Ref. 1,-2]. This condition will 'resultin a minimum classification of Alerthe
EG'Low Low,'ECCS Abtuation Setpoint was choscn because it is a standard --atpoint at which all

-av-iablc injection systems automatically eta rt.'The PWR-Bottom ID of the JGSPCS Loop;Setpoint
was chosen because at this level remote RGSPCS level indication may be lost and loss of suction
: I : - . ID-to' decay heat removal systems has occurred. The Bottom ID of the -'RGSPCS Loop' ,Setpoint

_..sheuld-beis the level equal to the bottom of the RPVReactor Vessel loop penetration-(not the low
- point of the loop)..The inability to restore and maintain level after ireaching this -setpoint: would

therefore be indicative of a'failure of the RGSCS barrier. -

q.When Reactor;Vessel water level decreases to-616 ft. 5.5 in. elevation, the bottom of the PCS
-hot .leg is ,uncovered.' Reactor. Vessel Level Transmitter:.LT-0105 and Reactor Hot Leg Level
Transmitter LT-0106 provide the closest'readily available indication of this level. Both'transmitters
will indicate approximately 0% at a level of 617 ft. 0 in. [Ref 2] -

-il 'rd ,% ,t . :. 'I .f >' f,..t. ; , '_ir=. Ref :2 '''.'

In cold'shutdown the decay heat available'to raise RCSPCS temperature during a loss of inventory
or- heat removal event may be:significantly greater than in -the'refueling mode. Entry into cold
.shutdown conditions may'beattained within hours of operating at power or hours after'refueling is
'completed.:--'Entry into the refueling mode procedurallynmay not occur for typically 0087 hours
-{ste-specific} orlonger after the reactor has been shutdown [Ref. 3]. Thus-the heatup threat and
therefore the threat to damaging the fuel clad may be lower for events'that occur in the refueling
mode with irradiated fuel in the R 6eactor'Ve'ssel-(note that the heatup threat could be lower for

PNP Technical Basis :.- -,1 5-;CA 8



cold shutdown conditions if the entry into cold shutdown was following a refueling). The above
forms the basis for'needing both a cold shutdown specific IC (CA1)'and:a' refueling specific IC
(CA2).

In the cold shutdown mode, normal RSPCS 'level and RVReactor Vessel level instrumentation
:systems will normally-be available. However,- if all level indication were to be lost during a loss of-'
: RCPCS inventory -event,:the operators would need to determine that RVReator Vessel
--inventory ioss was occurring by' observing sum .'and tank level :changes. Rising.containment
sump level can be monitored on the PPC [Ref.' 4]. Rising Primary System Drain Tank level can be

monitored at EC-40, uRadwaste Panel". annunciation for which will alarm both locally and in the
Control Room Ref. 5,6, -7]. :Sump and'tank -level incIca erises must be evaluated against other.
.potential sources of leakage such as cooiing water sources inside the containment to ensure they:,
are indicative of RGSPCS leakage [Ref. The 15-minute duration for the loss of level indication
was chosen because it is half of the CS1 Site Area Emergency EAL duration. The 15-minute
d a . a ig feeduration allows 'CA1 to be an effective precursor to CS1. Significant fuel damage is not expected
to occur until the core has been uncovered for greater than 1:hour perthe analysis referenced in.
the CS1 basis. Therefore this EAL meets the definition'for an Alert emergency.

The difference between CA1 'and CA2 deals with the RGSPCS conditions that exist between cold
shutdown and refueling mode applicability. In cold shutdown the RGSPCS will norm-allbe intact
and standard RGPSPCS inventory and level monitoring means are available., In the'refueling mode
the RGSPCS is -not intact and RPVReactor-Vessel level and inventory are monitored by different,
means.-

-If RPVReactor Vessel level continues to decrease-then escalation to Site Area will be via CS1i T
(Loss of Inventory Affecting Core Decay'Heat Removal' Capability with Irradiated'Fuel in the,
''-VReactorVessel).

TExpanded bacic for these assumptione iE provided in Appendix C.

PNP Basis Reference(s):

1. 'FSAR Figure 4-2 (Hot Leg ID)
2. SOP-1 B, "Primary Coolant System -:Cooldown",

3.- GOP-14, :"Shutdown Cooling Operations" Attachment 7

4. PPC Containment Sump Level Trends

5. P&ID Primary Coolant System M-201, SheetI(A-8,G-8, F-ID-1)

6. P&ID Radioactive Waste Treatment System Clean M-210, Sheet 2 (G-7, D-7)

7. ARP-8, "Safeguards Safety lnjection and Isolation Scheme EK-13 (C-i3j" (Window #68)

PNP-Technical Basis '' 0''C-1 9



SYSTEM MALFUNCTION

-- CA2
-Initiating Condition -- ALERT:.--

'Loss of RPVReactor Vessel Inventoryiwith Irradiated Fuel in the RPVReactor Vessel.

Operating Mode Applicability: Refueling

ExamplEmergencyAction Levels: .-(CA2.1 or CA2.2)

' CA.1. 'Lossof RReactorVessel inventory as indicated by' RPVReactor Vessel -level -les
thanLESS THAN 617 ft.0 in. elevation.{rite 6pecific level) -

CA2.2. 'a-Loss of RPVReactor Vessel inventory as:indicated by 'unexplained Containment
Sump OR Primary System Drain Tank A(site epecifici sump and tank'level' rise

AND

b. -RPVReactor Vessel levei cannot be monitored for GRATER TAN 15 minutes''

Basis:
Th 'zA~ ' rv as pr r Dso =a s '. a m v fh .I, = : =.., :

Thesee e EALs serve as precursors to a loss of heat removal. 'The magnitude of this loss of
water indicates, that-rmakeup 'systemns,. have'-nott been effective and may, not be capable.-of
preventing further R-PVReactor Vessel level decrease and potential core uncovery. 616 ft. 5.5 in.
-el. threshold corresponds to the bottom inside 'diameter of the RC.SPCS loop [Ref. 1,'2]. This
condition will result in a minimum classificatin o f Alert. The BWR L Low, ECCS Actuation
-Setpoint was chosen be'cau6c' it'is aetindird setpoint at which all available injectionsystems

automatically st he Bottom ID of the'RGSPCS'Loop Setpoint was chosen 'bec'ause 'at this level
remote RCSPCS'level indicationma'y be lost and loss of suction to decay heat removal -systems
may occur. The Bottom ID of the RgPCS Loop Setpoint sheo'd -beis the level equal the bottom
of the 'RPVReactor Vessel loop penetration' (not the low 'point of the loop): The' inabilityto restore

-" and maintain level after reaching'this setpoint would therefore-be indicative of afailure of the
RCSPCS barrier.

'''When Reactor Vessel water level cdecreases to '616 ft. 5.5 in. elevation, the bottom of the PCS
'hot leg is uncovered.- Reactor Vessel Level-Transmitter LT-0105 and Reactor Hot Leg Level
Transmitter LT-0106 provide the closest reliable indication of this level. Both transmitters will
indicate approximately 0% at a level 'of 617,ft.0 in. [Ref 2]'

'In cold shutdown the decay heat avaiiable'to raise PCS temperature during a loss of inventory
oraheat removal event ay be 'significantly greater than in the refueling mode. Entry into-cold
shutdown conditions may be attained within hours of operating at power or hourslafter refueling is
completed. -Enitry into the refueling mode'procedural~y may not occur for typically 4087 hours
{site-speGifi}- or longer after the reactor has been shutdown [Ref. 3]. Thus the heatup threat and
thereforthe threat to damaging the fuel clad may be lower for events that occurinthe refueling
mode with irradiated fuel in the R eactor Vessel (note'that the heatup threat could be lower for
cold shutdown conditions'if the-entry into'cold shutdown was following a'refueling). -The -above

.- :-N Tehia .Ba.:sis - . ..- S.. :. 0.-20-\ ..- f,......-i-: ,-- \ .:-:
PNP Technical Basis -- -- " -5 -20�. -C



forms the basis for needing both a 'cold shutdown. specific IC (CA1) and a refueling specific IC
(cA2).

Interfeigmode, normal mean ofI Ieco Vse ee indication may not be available.
-.Redundn masoRP eatrVsllevel indiation will be normally installed (including the'-

abilityto monitor level visually) to a6ssure-,tha't the 'ability to monitor Ie6el will not be interrupted.-
However, if all lvlidication 'were. toeelostduinga os ofRGvC inventry event, ~the

opraos oudned odeerie ha RP6actor Vessel inventory loss was occurring by
observing sump and tankilevel ~changes.-Rising -containment sump leve caI emntoe nte
PPC [Ref. 4].Rsn Primr System, Drinr Tank level can be monitored atEC-40 jRdat6

',Panel" annunciation for which will alarm both loIl andith Contro~o Rf ,6 up
and tank level iiebrearerises must be evalinted agis te oeta orces of leakage such as.
-cooling water sources inside the-containmenitto ensure they are indicativ of PC lekage
The 15-minute duainfrthe loss olevel iindication was chosn because it i afo h S
:Site Area Emergency EAL -duration. Te 1 5-minute, drtion allows :CA2 to be a fetv
precursor to CS2.: Significant, fue'l ~da-mag isntepce oocrutil th oehasbe
uncovered fo grater- than- 1 -hour perj te analysis referenced in the C2bsis.Teeoeti
EAL meets the 'definition for an Aert.

Th iference between C1l and ~CA2 -deals with the RG.SPCS conditionst tat exist betweeni cold
s~hutdown an eulng ode applicability., Incol :shutdown the RCSPCS wilnral be intact
-an stnard R~GSPCS inventory'.and levelmntrg means are available. 'In terflig Mode
-the RGSPCS is no nat 'dRVReactor Vessel 1eve -an inentory 'are mio-nitored -bydiferent
means.

"If RPVReactor Vessel level cntinue s to' decrease then. escalation toSt Area ilb i CSI
---:(Loss of Inventory Affecting 'Core' Decay -Heiat Remva Capability with Irradiae uli h

RRPVRe'actor Vessel).

Expadedb~cc fr thce ccrpti n mv c prvdedi Appendix C.G

PNP Basis Referenfce(s):

~1. ESAR Figure 4-2 (Hot Leg ID)
2.- SOP-1IB. "Primary Coolant System - Cooldown"

3.: GOP-14, _"Shutown Cooling Operation Atcmn 7"

4.; PPC Containment Sum LevelTrends

-5., P&ID Primary Coolant System M-201, Sheet I1 (A-8, G-8, F-I, D-1)
-6. P&ID Radioactive Waste TretetSye Cla -1,Set2(-7, D-7)

~7.-.ARP-8, "Safeguards 'Safety Iniecti 'and Isolation Scheme EK-1 C1) (idw#8

PNP Technical Basis 5C2



SYSTEM MALFUNCTION

CA3
Initiating Condition-- ALERT

-'Loss of All Offsite Power and Loss of All OnsiteAC Power to Essential Busses.

Operating Mode Applicability: .-,Cold Shutdown
Refueling

-- Defueled

E.a.mnlex Emergency Action Level:--. :.

CA3. 1. a-Loss of all offsite power to (6ite opecific) trnnsforrr both Vital 2400 VAC busses 1 C
and 1D.

AND

"b-.Failure of (site-specific)abiioth emergency diesel generators to supply power to Vital
-2400 VAC emefgebusses.

*AND

-- Failure to restore power to 'at least one Vital 2400 VAC V i Vgbwtbu's within 15
minutes from the time of loss of both offsite and onsite AC power.

Basis:
y - -t; s le - D f. ; t luin -HR

Loss of all AC power compromises all plant safety systems requiring electric power including RHR,
ECCS, Containment Heat Removal,'Spent Fuel Heat Removal and the Ultimate Heat-Sink.-When
in cold shutdown, refueling, or defueled mode the event can be classified as an Alert, because of
- 'the significantly reduced decay heat,'lower temperature and pressure, increasing the time to
restore one of the emergency busses, relative to that specified for the Site Area Emergency EAL.
Escalating toi Site Area Emergency IC ,SS1,;if appropriate,-is by Abnormal Rad 'Levels'
Radiological Effluent,- orEmergency Director Judgment ICs. Fifteen minutes was selected'as a

~'. 'threshold to exclude transient or momentary power losses.-

The 2400 VAC system rconsists of Safeguard Transformer 11, Station Power Transformer 1-2,
Start Up'Transformer 1-2, four 2400 VAC busses (1C, iD, 1E-and Safeguards).`Busses 1C and
I are'the VITAL,(essential) busses that supply power to engineered safeguards6loads. [Ref. 1]
Diesel Generator 1-1 Jwill start when an undervoltage is sensed on 2400 Volt Bus 1C and Diesel
Generator 1-2 will start when an 'undervoltage is sensed on 2400 Volt Bus 1 D. [Ref. 2]

-Consideration'-should be given to operable loads necessary to remove'decay heat or provide
Reactor Vessel makeup capability whe'n' ev'aluiatin-g loss of AC power to essential busses. Even
though an essential bus may be energized, if necessary loads (i.e.,"loads that if lost'would inhibit
decay heat removal capability or ,Reactor Vessel makeup capability) are not operable 'on the
energized bus then the bus should not be considered operable.-,

PNP Basis Reference(s):-

PNP Technical Basis -5-C-22



1. FSAR Section 8.3.2, "Electrical Systems - 2,400 Volt System"

2. FSAR Section 8.4.1, "Electrical Systems - Emergency Generators"
* : , -0 - - f, :
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SYSTEM MALFUNCTION:

CA4:
: initiating Condition ALERT :

Inability to Maintain Plant in Cold Shutdown with Irradiated Fuel in the RPVReactor
Vessel.

'Operating Mode Applicability: Cold Shutdown
-, -Refueling

Example Emergency ActionLevels:l', (EAL CA4.1 or CA4.2 or CA4.3)

CA.1. With CONTAINMENT- CLOSURE -:and RPCS. integrity not established an
UNPLANNED event results -in ;'GSPCS --temperature exceeding the Technical
Specification cold shutdown temperature limit of 200 degrees 'F.

f CA4.2. With CONTAINMENT CLOSURE established and RGSPCS-integnty not established or"--
Y-RGCSPCS inventory reduced an-UNPLANNED event results in RGSPCS temperature-
exceeding the Technical Specification cold shutdown temperature limit of 200 2degrees-
F for greater thanGREATER THAN 20 minutes'.

CA4.3. An 7UNPLANNED event results in 'RGPCS temperature exceeding-, the Technical
Specification cold shutdown 'temperature,:limit of,200 degrees F for GREATER
THANgreate t-han'60 minutesGer-OR results in an RGSPCS pressure inreaserise of
: GREATERTHANgeatei-thli{aite-peiffG}10 psig.

Basis:

EAL -4CA4.-1 addreses complete loss~of functions required for core cooling during refueling anddshutdown modes when neither CONTAINMENT. CLOSURE,[Ref nor .. SPCSintegrity
- is in pac -.~C prsue boundary.,

established.; RGSPCS integrity is in place when the RG&PCS pressure boundary is in its normal
i'- conditionforthecoldshutdown mode of operation (e.g., no freeze'seals or nole 'dams). No
delay time is' allowed for EAL1 a CA4.1 'because the evaporated reactor coolant that may be
released into the Containment during this heatup condition could also be directly released to the
environment.

EAL-2CA4.2 addresses-the complete loss of functionsrequired for core cooling for oGREATER
THAN 20 minutes during refueling and cold shutdown modes when CONTAINMENT CLOSURE is.---
established but RGPCS integrity is not established or RGSPCS inventory is reduced (e.g., mid
loop operation in;PWRs). As in EAL-4CA4.1, R8PCS'integrity should be assumed to be in place
when the6RGSPCS pressure bounda y is in its normal condition for the cold shutdown mode of
operation (e.g., no freeze seals or nozzle dams). The allowed 20 minute time-frame was included
to allow operator action to'restore the heat removal function,- if possible. The allowed time frame is
consistent with the guidance provided by Generic ;Letterr88-17,- "Loss of Decay Heat Removal"
(discussed later in this basis) , and is believed to be conservative -given that 'a low pressure

'Note: if an RGSPCS heat removal system is in operation within this time frame and RGSPCS
temperature is being reduced then this EAL is'not applicable.
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Containment barrier to fission product release is established. Note' indicates that ,EM:A2CA4.2 is
not applicable if actions are successful in restoring anR P CS heat removal systemto operation
and RGSPCS temperature is being reduced within the 20 minute time frame.

EAb4CA4.3 addresses complete losstof functions required for core coolIng for oGREATER THAN
60 minutes during refueling -and cold shutdown modes when RCSPCS integrity is established. As
,-'in' EAL'1-CA and CA4.2,'RGSPCS integrity should be considered to be in place when the
RGspcs -pressure boundary is in its normal conditiorn for the cold shutdown mode of operation
(e.g., no freeze seals or. nole -dans).The' status of CONTAINMENT CLOSURE in this EAL is
immaterial given that the RCSPCS is providin g a high pressure barrier to fission'product release to
the environment. The 60 minute time frame should allow sufficient time to restore cooling without:
there being a substantial degradation in plant safety. The {site speGifie}10 :,psig pressure
,-- neaserise covers situations where, due to high decay heat loads, the time provided to restore
temperature control,7should be less than 60 m'inutes. Digital PZR Pressure Indicator Pi-0104
--- narrow range (0 to 600 psia) iscapableofmeasuring pressure to less than 25 psia. [Ref. 2]7. Th
RCS pressure -etpoint chosen should be 10 psig or the lowest pressure that the cite cin read on9
installed Control Board instrumentation that is equal to or greater than 10 psig. Note 1 indicates
that EAL 3CA4.3 is not applicable if actions are successful in restoring an RGSPCS heat removal
system to operation and RGSPCS temperature is being reduced within the 60 minute time frame
assuming 'that the:RQSPCS pressure.Ferise has remained less than the site specific
pressure value.

Escalation to Site Area would be via CSI or CS2 should boiling result in-significant RVReactor'
-Vessel level loss leading to core uncovery.

as o iae -AL =ar0* e as 'Hi -,'of'7

FeF PWRs, tThis IC and its associated EALs are based on concerns raised by Generic Letter 88-
17, "Loss of Decay Heat Removal." A number of phenomena such as pressurization, vortexi-n'g,'
steam generator U-tube -draining,, RSPCSX level differences whe'n operating at a mid-loop-.
condition, decay heat removal -system design, and level -instrumentation problems can lead to
conditions where decay heat removal is !ost and core'uncovery can occur. NRC analyses show
that sequences that can cause core uncovery in 15 to'20 minutes and severe core damage within
an hour after decay heat removal is lost.

A loss of Technical Specification components alone is not intended to constitute an-Alert. The
same is true of a momentary UNPLANNED'excursio'n above 200 degrees F [Ref. -3] when the heat'.
removal function'is available.

The Emergency Director must remain alert to events or conditions that lead to the conclusion that
- exceeding -the -EAL threshold is imminent. -If, in the judgment of the Emergency 'Director, an:

imminent situation is at hand, the classification -should be made as if the 'threshold has been
exceeded.:

Expanded basis for these a6ssimptionFis rprovided in Appenix C..

PNP Basis Reference(s):

I . GOP-14, 'Shutdown Cooling Operations",:Attachment I - Terms and Definitions

2.; SOP-1 B, "Primary Coolant System - Cooldown"'

3. Technical Specifications Table 11-1
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-SYSTEM MALFUNCTION

CS1
-Initiating Condition -- SITE AREA EMERGENCY,

Loss of RPVReactor Vessel Inventory Affecting Core Decay Heat Removal
Capability.

Operating Mode-Applicability: 'Cold Shutdown

Example EmergencyAction-Levels: (CS1.1 orCS1.2)

CSI.1. With CONTAINMENT CLOSURE not established:

a. -RPVReactor Vessel inventory as indicated by RPV-Reactor Vessel level LESS THAN
-site specific lcvel)616 ft. 6 in. elevation.

OR

b. RPVReactor Vessel level cannot be monitored for .- GREATER THAN 30 'minutes
- 0with a loss of RPVReactr Ve-ssel inventory as indicated by unexplained Containment

'Sump OR Primary System Drain Tank A aRd or ank-level GCeaserise.

CS1.2. With CONTAINMENT CLOSURE established:

i-a. RVReactor Vessel inventory as indicated by RPVReactor Vessel level 'e -
tha-RLESS THAN 614'ft. 0 in. elevation.F:-G--

OR

b. RPVReactor Vessel level cannot be monitored for GREATER THAN 30 minutes'-
-with a loss of RPVReactor Vessel inventory as indicated by either:

* Unexplained sContainment'Sump OR Primary System Drain
Tank aRdtaRk-level iRre'aerise

* Erratic Source Range 'Monitor Indication

Basis:-

Under the conditions specified by this IC, continued decrease in7RPVReactor Vessel level is
indicative of a' loss of inventory control. Inventory loss may be due to an RPVReactor Vessel
breach, pressure boundary leakage, or continued boiling in the RPVReactor Vessel.-

In cold shutdown the decay heat available to 'raise RCSPCS temperature during a loss of inventory'
or "heat removal event may be significantly greater than in the refueling mode. Entry into cold.
shutdown conditions may be attained within hours of operating at power or hours after refueling is.,-
'completed. -,Entry into the refueling mode procedurally-may not-occur for typically'400-87 hours
{site-speeifie}-or lo'nger after the reactor has been shutdown. [Ref. 1] Thus the' heatup threat and
: therefore the threat to damaging the fuel 'clad may be lower for events that occur in the refueling
: mode with irradiated fuel in the'Reactor Vessel (note that the heatup threat could be lower for.:
cold shutdown conditions'if the entry into cold shutdown was following a refueling). The above'0
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forms the basis for needing both a cold shutdown specific IC (CS1) and a refueling specific IC
(CS2). LRf- 3,1]

In the cold shutdown mode, normal R PCS level and reactor vessel level indication-mofitoring
systems (RVLIMS) will normally be available. However,eif all level indication were to be lost during
aloss of RGSPCS inventory event, the-operators would need to determine that RPVReactor -

Vessel inventory loss was occurring by observing sump and tank level changes. Rising
containment sump level can be monitored on the PPC [Ref. 2]. Rising.Primary Systerm Drain -Tank.
level can be monitored at EC-40,-"Radwaaste Panel" annunciation for which will alarm-both locally '
and in the Control Room [Ref.'3,'4, 51. 'Sump and tank level inceaserises must be evaluated
against other potential sources of leakage such as cooling water sources inside-the containment to " 0

-ensure they are indicative of RGSPCS leakag6e.Additionally, post-TMI studies indicated that the
installed nuclear instrumentation will operate-erraticallywhenthe core is uncovered and that
Source Range Monitors can be used asa tool foramaking such determinations. Two of the source

-range neutron flux indicators (NI-1/3A and NI-2/4A) provide control roomaindicationr [Ref. 6].' -
Another source range neutron flux indicator is located at Auxiliary Hot Shutdown Monitoring Panel
C-150A (NI-1/3C)'[Ref.' 7]. Visual and audible indication i& available in the Control Room and
audible'indication in Containment when in service. [Ref. 8]. -

These example EALs are based on concerns raised by Generic Letter 88-17, Loss of Decay Heat
Removal, .SECY 91-283, Evaluation of Shutdown and. Low Power Risk Issues, NUREG-1449,.-'
-Shutdown and Loiw-Power Operation' at Commercial Nuclear'Power Plants'in the: United States,
and, NUMARC- 91-06, Guidelines:for Industry Actions to Assess Shutdown Management. A
number of variables, (BWRs -e.g., 'uchas initial"vessel level, or shutdown heat removal system
'e-'- (P (PWRs'- e.g., mid-loop, reduced level/flahge -level, head in place, or cavity flooded,
RGPCS venting strategy, decay heat removal'system design; vortexing pre-disposition,--steam,'I
generator U-tube draining) can have' a significant impact on heat removal capabilitychallenging
: -the fuel clad barrier. Analysis in the above 'references indicates that core damage may occur
;within an hour following continued core uncovery therefore, conservatively, 30-minutes was
chosen. -

-If a PWPNE RVLIS For CSI.1 RVLMS is unable to distinguish 6" below the bottom IDof the RGS
'PCS loop penetration. The closest indication 'of thislevel is provided by RVLMS UGS Region
Sensor #7'red light on, -40 in. above the fuel alignment plate at 616 ft. 6 in.'el. [Ref. 9,10, 11].
This'indication allows clear escalatio-n-from CA1.1 and -maintains the 6 in: differencetin PCS
elevation between the Alert and Site Area- Emergency classification prescribedby NEI 99-01. '
' ' then the first observable point below the bottom'i D of the loop should be chosen as the setpoint.-If
-a-RVLtSRVLMS is not available'such that the REAL setpoint cannot be determined, then EAL
CS1.1.b should be used to determine if the IC has been met. -

For CS.2 when Reactor Vessel 'water level drops to 613 ft. 2 in. elevation (Top Of Active Fuel),
-core uncovery is about to occur. The closest indication of this level is provided by RVLMS UGS
Region Sensor #8 reId light on, -11 in. above the fuel alignment plate at 614 ft. 0 in. el. [Ref. 9, 10,

The 30-minute duration allowed when CONTAINMENT CLOSURE [Ref. 12]is established allows
sufficient time' for actions to be performed to recover needed cooling equipment 'and is considered
to be conservative given that level is-being monitored via CS1land CS2. 7For P'Rs the Eeffluent
release is not expected with-closure established.I For BWe releases would be monitored and*
escalation Would be via 'Category A lCsif required. - -

Thus, for both -PWR and BWR declaration 'of a Site Area Emergency, is warranted under the
conditions specified 'by' the IC. Escalation to a General Emergency is via CG1 (Loss of
PN Tehia Basis -* ~-C2
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R~PVReactor Vessel'lnventor Affecting Fuel Clad-Integrity with'CnanetCaln~dwt
Irradiated Fuel in the R-PVReactor Vess'el) or radiogia effluent IC AG-1-,RGI (Offsite Dose
Resulting fr~om'an .Actual or Imminent-Re'lease of Gaseous RadioactivIt .Exceeds 10 me
T7EDE -or 15000 .mRem hri D frA thActual or ProjecteDutinoth Ree se'sng
~Actual Meteooog)

Qxpf dbsi o hoeasapiri ervdd inAppendix G.

PNP Basis'Re'ferenrce(s):

1. GOP-1 4, "Shutdown Cooling Operations, Attachment 7

2.- PPC Containment Sump Le'vel Tr~e'nds,.:

3. P&ID Primary Coolant System M-2011, Sheet I (A-8', G-'8, F-I ~D-1)

4. P&ID Radioactive Waste Tre'atm'ent System Clan M-210, Sheet 2(G-7,:D-7)

5ARP-8, "Safeguards Safety Injection an _d Isolation Scheme EK-13 (C-13)" (Window #68)

:6. 'SOP-35, "~Neutron Moinitoring Systemr"
7. E-AP-95-01,"Appedix R Safe Shutdown- Eq-uipment List and Logic Dia'grams"

8. OP-l, Refueling Operation and Fuel Handling" tahet2 eulHnln prto
Zhift Ceckli't

9. VEN-M1-BM, Sheet 28, "RLI Displa Panel",

710. M-398, Sheet 1005, "Level Setting Diagram RVLMS"
II.EOP Setpoint Basis (Top Of Active Fueleion

12. GOP-14, "Shutdown Cooling Operations", Attachment'I - Terms an~d Definitions
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SYSE M N -'SYSTEM MALFUNCTION

CS2X-
Initiating Condition -. SITE AREA EMERGENCY

Loss of RPVReactor Vessel Inventory Affecting Core Decay Heat Removal Capability'.
with Irradiated Fuel in the RPVReactorVessel.

'Operating Mode Applicability: Refueling

Exan Emergency Action Levels: (CS2.1 or CS2.2)

CS2.1.: .With CONTAINMENT CLOSURE not established:

a. RPV -Reactor Vessel inventory as'inidicated by RPV-Rector Vessel level LESS:THAN
' cite spdcific level616 ft. 6 in. elevation.

OR

b. R' VReactor Vessel level 'cannot be monitored with indication of core uncovery as
evidenced byone ormorcany of the following: -

: Containment High Range Radiation Monitor reading z-GREATER THAN
(site specific)l etpointl 0 R/hr'r'

* Erratic Source RangeMonitor Indication
:Other (site spccific]indications

CS2.2. With CONTAINMENT CLOSURE established

.-. a. R eactor Vessel inventory as -indicated by -VReactF:Vessel leveieee
tha-iLESS THAN 614 ft. 0 in. elevation.TOAF

OR

b. RPVReactor Vessel level cannot be monitored with indication of core uncovery as
evidenced by one or moreany of-thefollowing: ;

* Containment High Range Radiation Monitor reading GREATER THAN
( site specific) cetpo'intlQ R/hr |'--.. - ,

. Erratic Source Range Monitor Indication
,Other (6ite cpecificlindicabos :

Basis:

Under the -conditions specified by this IC, continued, decrease in RPVReactor Vessel level is
indicative of a loss of inventoryIcontrol. Inventory loss may be due'to an RPVReactor Vessel
breach or-continued boiling inr-the RPVReactor-Vessel. Since BWRe have RCS penctrations
below the setpoint, continued level'decrease may be indicaive of pressu'rc boundary leakage.
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In cold shutdown the decay heat available to raise RGSPCS temperature during a loss of inventory
or heat removal event 'may be significantly greater than in the ' refueling mode Entry into -cold
shutdown conditions may be attainred within-hours of operating at power or hours after refueling is
completed. Entry intolthe'refueling mode procedurally may not occur for. typically4 87 hours-
{&ite-Specific}or longer after the reactor has been shutdown. [Ref. 1] 'Thus the heatup threat and
therefore the threat to damaging thefuel clad may be lower for events that occur in the refueling
mode with irradiated fuel in the RPVReactor Vessel (note that the heatup threat could be lower for
cold shutdown conditions if the entry into coldshutdown was following a refueling). The above.;
-forms the basisfor needing both a cold shutdown specific IC (CS1) and 'a refueling specific IC,
(CS2).

-These exampie-EALs are based on concerns raised by Generc Letter88-17, Loss 6f Decay Heat
Removal, SECY' 91-283, Evaluation of -Shutdown-and Low Power-Risk Issues, NUREG-1449,'
Shutdown-and Low-Power Operation at Commercial Nuclear Power Plants-in 'the United States
and,' NUMARC. 91-06, 'Guidelines: for Industry Actions to Assess Shutdown Management. A
number of variables, (BWR- e.g., vuch as initial vessel level, or shutdown' heat removal system
designi) (PlJRC ''(e.g;, mid-loop, reduced leveliflange level, head in place, or cavity flooded

-iRCSPCS venting strategy,- decay' heat removal 'system design, vortexing pre-disposition,:'steam
- generator U-tube draining) can have a significant impact'on heat removal capability challenging

the fuel clad barrier. Analysis in the above references indicates that core damage may occur
within an hour'following 'continued core uncovery therefore eonser'ativcly 30, minutes was

If a PWRs RVLIS For CS2.1 RVLMS is unable'to distinguish 6" below the bottomID of the' RCS
PCS 1oop penetration. The closesf indication of this level is provided by RVLMS7UGS Region,

= -'Sensor #7 red light on, -40 in. above the fuel alignment plate at 616 ft. 6 in. el.'[Ref. 3, 4]. This
indication'allows clear escalation'from CA2.1Vand maintains the 6 in.- difference in PCS elevation
between the Alert and Site Area Emergericy.-classification prescribed by NEI 99-01.',:-then the first
ob- se blepoint belo'tho bottomID of thc loop l s houldbe h'osene a the A setpoIt -If a-RVLtS...M.-.e- ~YOY Gue-.sra h~W| dv,_ _.| se6-16in.
RVLMS is not available such that the PWR EAL'setl'oint cannot be determined, then EAL-C 2.1.b"
should be'used to determine if the IC has been met.

bt s -t r n if th - f0 -X :- -- f e *- - t 0 -

.For 52.2 when Reactor Vessel water level drops to 613 ft. 2 in. elevation (Top Of Active Fuel)
[Ref.'2J, core uncovery is about to occur. The closest indication of this level is provided by RVLMSi

'-UGS Region Sensor #8 red light on,--11 in. above the fuel alignment plate at 614 ft. 0 in.
'elevation. [Ref. 3jA4]
In Refueling mode, normal PCS level indication (e.g., RVLMS) may be unavailable but alternate
means of level indication are 'normally installed (including visual.observation) to assure that the'
ability-to monitor level will not be interrupted.- If all means of level monitoring are not available,
however, the Reactor Vessel inventory loss may be detected by' Containment High Range
Radiation 'monitors'RIA-2321 orRIA-2322, or erratic Source Range Monitor indication. The value -
of 40 Rem/hr on Containment High Rahge'Radiation monitors RIA-2321 or RIA-2322 corresponds
to the alert alarrm. [Ref.' 5, 6] Post-TMI studies indicated that the installed nuclearjinstrumentation-
will operate erratically when the core is uncovered and&Source Range Monitors can be used as a
tool for making such determinations. Two of the source range neutron flux indicators (NI-1/3A and t
NI-2/4A) provide-control room indication [Ref. 7].'Another source range neutron flux indicator is
located at Auxiliary Hot Shutdown Monitoring Panel C-150A (NI-1/3C)'[Ref. 8]. Visual afnd audible
indication is available'in the Control Room and audible indication in'Containment when in service.
[Ref. 9] -

As water level in'the RPVReactor Vessel lowers, the dose rate above the core will increase. -The
dose rate due to this core shine should. resultLin up-scaled Containment High Range: Monitor-

PN Tehia Bai --.- 30
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----- -- --

indication and possible alarm. [Ref. 5] EALqu.b and EALi.b calculations-shouid be'performed to
conservativcly'cstim'ate-a site specific dose rate setpoint indicative of core un~covery (ie.,'level at
T.AF). ,A.d.ditIOna, post TMI ctuds indicatcd.thatthe installed nuclear instrumentation WlI -

- oprate-erratically when the core is uncoveAdard that this 6hould bc used as a tool for making''
'' such determinations. '-:'. ;0

Fo - Al-F 2CS2.2 in the refueling mode,'normal means of RPVReactor Vessel level indication ay
:not be available. -Redundant meansof RPVReactorVessel level -indication will 'be normally
installed (including the-ability to monitor level visually) to assure that the ability to monitor level will
not be interrupted.

-, For PRs the eEffluent release is not expected with closure established [Ref. 10].
' For BWRs rclcases would be monitored an d calation be via Categor A IC if required.

Thus, for both PWR and BWR declaration of 'a Site Area Emergency is warrante under the
conditions specified by the IC. -;Escalation- to a Ge'neral Emergency is via CG1 (Loss of
RPVReactor Vessel Inventory 1Affecting FuelClad Integrity with Containment Challenged with
.-Irradiated 'Fuel in the RPVReactor Vessel) or radiological effluent IC AG 1-RG1 -(Offsite Dose
Resulting from an Actual or Imminent Release of Gaseous'Radioactivity Exceeds 1000 mRem'

-TEDE or 5000'mRem Thyroid CDE for. the Actual'or Projected Duration of the" Release Using6;-'
Actual Meteorology).,

Expanded basis for these assumptions is provided in Appendix C.

PNPBasis Reference(s):

1. GOP-14, "Shutdown Cooling Operations", Attachment 7

=--2. EOP Setpoinit Basis (Top Of Active Fuel region)

3. VEN-M1-BM, Sheet 28, "RLI DisplayPanel"

4. .-M-398, sheet 1005, "Level Setting Diagram RVLMS"

5. NMC calculation EA-JLV-04-01 "Determination of Containment Radiation Monitor and
Radiological Effluent Monitor EALs in Acc'ordance with NEI 99-01 Revision 4"

6. ARP 33, "Auxiliary Systems Scheme EK-02 (C-1A) Annunciator Nos.'1 and 2" (Windows #13
& #14)

-7. SOP-35,-"Neutr nMonitoringSystem"-'

8.- EA-APR-95-001,` uAppendix R Safe'Shutdown Equipment List and Logic Diagrams"'

9. GOP-,I1, -"Refueling Operation and Fuel Handling", Attachment 2 - Refuel Handling Operation
Shift ChecklistJ:,

10. GOP-14, Shutdown Cooling Operations", Attachm ent 1 - Terms and Definitions
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SYSTEM MALFUNCTION

Initiating Condition GNRLEMR NC

Lo-ss of RP.VReac'tor- Vessel Inventory Afecting Fuel Clad Integrity with Conrtainment
Challenged with Irradiated.Fuel in the RPVReacor Vessel

~Operting~ Mode -Appiaiiy Cold Shutdown,

Reueling

ExamiilA6Emergency Action Lvel:-4 d2ad3

CG,1.1. 'Loss -of RPV/--Reactor Vessel invetr'siniae yunexplained '{site spepifiQ}

Containment sSump aRid- OR'Primary System Drain tJank level IRGFeaserise.;

AN D

2..~, RPV-Reactor Vessel Level:,
a. LESS THAN 614 ft. n elevation. lers than T-GAF-for --GREATER THAN 30

minutes

OR

b. cannot be monitored withi indication of core uncovery for --GREATER THAN 30
minutes as evidenced by one or moreany of the following:

* otanet -ihRange Rad iation Monitor readig z-GREATER THAN
(6ite epcfc cpit0 R/hr

* Erratic Source Rarg Monitor Indication

AND

3. (Sie pcific)idicatio Io Cnanetcalne as indicaited by eee
n~afeany of thollow'ing:

*Exploie mixur i- iecntimn Containment hydrogen concentration
GREATER THAN OR EQUAL TO 6%

*Containment Ppres~sure above4 (stespciicvlu 55 psig
* CONTAINMENT CLOSURE not established~,:~""'

Basis

For- EAL: I intedl hto.nmd: o1!RSlvladR''lee ntuetto yt
wilnrn~ybe aviale. Hoeei allvpdianwr to be lost 10 ig oi f

inventorY 4evet, the operators woul nee to etermino that RPV ivno;loss was ocurinb
'6bseFVig sumrp and tank level c~hlahes. Sup ndtak leve! inRGea-sesus ei evaluate ag-a in St
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other potential sources of leakage such as cooling water sources inqide the containmhent to ensure
they are indicative of RCS leakage.'

For EAL 4 in the ' refueling rmode, normal me-ansR of RPV level indication 'may not be available.
'-Rezdundant means of RPV level indication will be normally installed (including the ability to monitor
level visually) to F'ssre that the _ahilit to roritor leivel IA/ill noet he interrupted However if _1l level

iidicition~'-ere to bedlost during a loss of RCS inv.ntory event, the operators would need to
'determine that RPV inventor; los was 'ccurrig by. observing sump and tank level changes.
:For-both cold shutdown'and refueling:modes sump and tank level increases must be evaluated
against other potential sources of leakage cuch as cooling water sources inside the containment to
eUnsure they are indicative of RCS leakage.

- -EAL-2This EAL represents the' inability to restore and maintain PRPVReactor Vessel level to above
the top of active fuel. :Fuel damage is probable if RvReator Vessel level cannot be restored, as
available decayheatwill cause boiling, furtherreducing theR ReactorVessel level.

: Thesexapis fEALs isafe based on concerns raised by Generic Letter. 88-17, Loss of Decay
Heat Removal, SECY 91-283, Evaluation of Shutdown and Low Power Risk lssues, NUREG-1449,-' -
Shutdown and Low-Power Operation at Commercial 'Nuclear Power Plants in the' United States,

-and, 'NUMARC '91-06, Guidelines for Industry Actions to Assess Shutdown Management. A
-number of variables, (BWRs e.g., such as initial vessel level, or shutdown heat re;oval system
design) (P\NRs o (e.g., -rnid-loop, reduced level/flange level, head in place, -or cavity flooded,
Ri SPCS venting strategy, decay heat removal system design, vortexing pre-disposition, steam
-generator U-tube draining) can 'have a significant impact on heat removal capability challenging
the fuel 'clad .barrier Analysis in the above references indicates that core' damage may occur

--within :an hour. following continued core -unc nvery therefore, 'conservatively, 330 'inutes was
chosen.

: Containment Sump or Primary System Drain Tank level changes may be indicative of a loss of
'PCS inventory.'Rising containment sump level can be monitored 'visually onthe PPC [Ref. 1]<
Rising: Primary System Drain Tank level. ca'n be monitored at EC-40, uRadwaste' Panel"
annunciation for which will alarm both locally and in the Control Room [Ref. 2," 3]. Sump and tank
level rises must be evaluated against other potential sources of leakage such as cooling water,

'--sources inside the containment to ensure they are indicative of PCS leakage.

When' Reactor Vessel water level drops to 613 ft.' 2 in. elevation (Top Of Active Fuel) [Ref. 4], core
uncovery is about to occur. The closest indication of this level is provided by RVLMS'UGS Region
Sensor #8 red light on, -11 in. above the fuel1aligniment plate at' 614'"ft. 0 in. elevation. Fuel
damage is probable if core submergence cannot be restored as available decay heat will cause
boiling and further lowers the vessel level. [Ref. i5,- 6]

If all means of level monitoring are not available, a Reactor Vessel inventory loss resulting in core
uncovery may be detected by the followingg indirect methods - ''

i Containment High Range Radiation 'monitors RIA-2321 or RIA-2322 reading > 40
Rem/hr which corresponds to the alert alarm [Ref. 7, 8]

* Post-TMI studies indicated that the installed nuclear instrumentation will operate
erratically when the core is 'uncovered and that Source Range'Monitors can be used as
a tool for making'such deterriiations Two of the source range neutron flux indicators
(NI-1/3A and NI-2/4A) provide control rooImindication [Ref. 9].-Another source range
neutron flux indicator is located at Auxiliary Hot Shutdown Monitoring Panel C-1 50A
'--(Ni-13C) [Ref. 10]. Visualad audible indication is available in the Control Room and
audible indication in Con tainment when in service. [Ref. 11]

PN Tehia Bai i 5i * C:::,3
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The GE is declared'on the occurre'nce of the ioss or imminent loss of function of 'all three barriers.-
Based on the above discussion, RCSPCS'barrier.-failure resulting in core uncovery for 30 minutes'
:: or more may cause fuel clad failure. With the CONTAINMENT -breached or challenged then the:
potential for unmonitored fission product'release to-the-environment is high. This represents a
direct path :for radioactive iniventory to be released to the environment. This is' consistent with the.
definition of a GE.-

Three conditions are associated with a challenge to containment integrity:

* Standard industry reference d6cuments list the lowest potentially explosive concentration'
for hydrogen in a standard atmorosphere as 6.0%. [Ref. 12]

* The 'co'ntainment design' pressure of 55:psig is in excess of that expected from the design,
basis loss of coolant accident.The threshold is indicative of a loss-of both'PCS and fuel
.clad boundaries in that it is not po'ssibie to .reach this 'condition'without severe core
-degradation. [Ref. 13]

:-4~ .-- :: ii:tinitke to secu-reS-,- :: gf-,0:-.:

^* in thecontext of EAL-3, CONTAINMENT CLOSURE [Ref. 14] is the action tak'en tosecure
containment and its associated -',structures, systems, and components nas .'a functional
barrier to fission product -release -under, existing plant conditions. :.CONTAINMENT..
CLOSURE should not be confused with refueling containment integrity''as defined in

--technical ,-specification's. - Siteshutdown contingencyplans typically provide',for re-
'establishing CONTAINMENT CLOSURE following 'a loss of heat 'removal or FRGSPCS-
inventory functions. If the' closure is 're-established prior to exceeding the temperature or.
l- 'evel thresholds ofthe PCS Barrier .and Fuel Clad Barrier EALs, escalation to GE
would not occur.

For BWRs, the use of e666ndary containmncnt radiation monitors chould provide indication of
-. :,:'increased 'release that'maybindictive of a: challenge to' ec'ondar' containm'ent. The 6ite'-
specifin radiation monitor valuesr hould be based on the EOP "mnanximum cafe vale beause
, itheevalues are easily recognizable and have an emergency basic.

.In the early -stages of-a core uncovery-event,-it is unlikely that hydrogen buildup'due to a core
uncovery. could result in an explosive'mixture'of dissolved gasses in CONTAINMENT.: However,:'',

- tCONTAINMENT monitoring and/or sampling should be performed to verify this assumption and a
'General Emergency declared if it is determined that an explosive mixture 'exists.:

_Expandeo bha fr rthese -rumptions is pro'v.'idd in Anppendix C.

PNP Basis Reference(s):

1. PPC Containment Sump Level Trends

2. P&ID Primary Coolant System M-201, ,SheetI (A-B, G-8, F-1, D-1)

3. P&ID Radioactive Waste Treatment System Clean M-210, -Sheet 2 (G-7,- D-7)

4.' EOP Setpoint Basis (Top'Of Active Fuel region)

5. VEN-Mi-BM, Sheet 28, "RLIDisplayPanel'

6. M-398, sheet 1005, "Level Setting Diag-ra'm RVLMS"

7. NMC calculation EA-JLV-04-01 "Determination of Containment Radiation Monitor and
Radiological Effluent Monitor EALs in Accordance with NEI 99-01 Revision 4"

- T - - as .
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8. ARP 33, "Auxiliary Systems Scheme EK-02 (0-1A) An~nu-ncia~torNos..1 anhd 2"(Windows #13
& #14)

9. SOP-35, -Neutron Monitoring System",

10. EA~APR-95-007,: "Appendix R Safe Shutdown Equipmrent List -and Logic Diagra'ms"-
11.GOPI 1 "RfueingOpeatin ad FelHan dling ",Attachiment 2 6-Rfuel Han rdling Op eration

Shift Che~cklist
12. Regulatory Guide 1.7, 'Control of Comrbustible GasC Conentrationsi Containment Foowing a

Loss-of-Coolant Accident"
13. FSAR Section 5.8.1, "Design of StructrsS stesnd Components -Desig'nBasis"!-

14. GOP-1 4, "Shutdow~n Cooling Operations", Attachment I - Terms and Definitions
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Table E-O

Recognition Category E;

Events Related to lSFSI Malfunction

INITIATING CONDITION MATRIX

-~~,2-~~E--H~IJ

NOUE:

Damage to a loaded cask CONFINEMENT BOUNDARY.
, Op. Mode: Not Applicable

i . li : I �.� 1. ,, �'C�l , " e . .
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Confirmed security event with potential loss of level of safety of the ISFSI
-Op .Mode: Not Applicable:--
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~EVENTS RELATED TO ISFS1I

E-1HEUI
~Initia'ting.Condition -- NOTIFICATION OF UNUSUAL EVENT

Damage to a loaded 'cask-CONFINEMENT BOUNDARY.

-Operating Mode Applic'ability: No~t applial

Exml-mergency Action Le vel: (U. or EU1.2 or EU1.3)

EWA.. Natural' phenomena events affecting a loaded cask CONFINEMENT BOUNDARY as
indicated by VISIBLE DAMAGE:

*earthquake
*tornado
*flood
*seiche
*lightning

GpebfG ~iGt

~,EU1.2.:_ ,Accident conditions a-ffecting 'a loaded cask CONFINEMENT BOUNDARY as indic-ated by".
VISIBLE DAMAG E:

*tippe'd over or dropped cask
.. FIRE
*EXPLOSION

EUI1.3. Any conidition in teoiinthe heEegnyDirco tha idcts loss of loaded fuel

storage cask CONFI NEMENTBOUNDARY.

A NOUE' in Jhis 'IC -is categorizedo th asis of the ocreeof an event osufcet

m td'hsnagnitude- that a loaded ca'sk'CON4FINEMEN'T BOUNDARY is damaged or vio-late. is includes
clasifcaio basd onalae ulsto'r'age _1cask'CONFINEMENT BOUINDARY loss leading to
the degradation of the fuel during'storage, or posing an, operational safety problem with respect to
its removal from- storage.

Sincelthe' CONFINEMENTWBUNDARY is eynot 'directly accessible for visual-inispection, the EAL
~definitio'n ofVISIBLE :DAMAGE to te- CNFINEMENT BOUN4DARY is'de-fined as-: damage to the'
~transfer cask,; ventila'ted concrete cakIrhrzna 'storage module that 'is readily -observable
wvithout m`ea6surements, 'testin g-, or aayi aaei sufficienit to cause concern reqa'rding the':
continued -operability .or reliability othcaiernsdthe transfer cask, ventilated concrete cask

orhrznal srge modul.16, Example damage, includes: deformcation dueto. heat,- impact,:o
unplanned ;movement,.denting, penetration-, rupture', ~cracking orsalling of conicrete to expos
concrete-reinforcing bar, or redu'ction; i'n de:-pth -or configquration- of radiation shielding materials.

PNP Technical Basis E-



Surface blemishes (e.g., paint fading, paint chipping, concrete cracks or scratches) are not
included in VISIBLE DAMAGE.

For the events of concern here, the wind speed, earthquake intensity,:height of loaded transfer
cask drop as a result of normal handling or transporting etc. in and of themselves, are not the key.
issue. The-key'issue is-whether the resultant damage to or loss of the ]oaded fuel cask

'CONFINEMENT BOUNDARY-leads to the degradation of the fuel during transfer or storage' or,,
poses an operational safety problem with respect to its'removalfrom'storage.

'For EAL f1 and EAL fl2, thc results of the lSFSI Safety Ana'iysi Report (SAR) pcr.NUREG 1536
or SAR referenced in the cask('s) Ccrtificatc of Compliance and the related NRC Safety Evaluation
Report hould be ued to deelop the cite pec ific list of natual phenocna even ts n c1 cnt-
conditions. These EALs would-address rcponscto a dropped cask, a tipped over cask,
explosion, miissile drsagcfire dr-ma'nr' -n-tujr l phnomcnaaffcting rak(e&gscismi*

-- -n; 6,lvm firT_-e --61- RAW v ._lv.t.,l_RaC .f~

event, tornado, etc.).

0 For EA#U1.3, any condition not explicitly -detailed as an EAL''threshold value, whic, in the
-judgment of the;Emergency Director, is a potential degradation in the level of safety of the'ISFSI.
'i' ::' Emergency Director judgment is to be based on known conditions and the expected-response to
mitigating activities within a short time period.

.PNP Basis Reference(s):-
1. Safety Evaluation Report For The Pacific Sierra Nuclear Associates Safety Analysis Report For

The Ventilated Storage Cask System'
2.'- 'Final Safety Analysis Report For The Standardized NUHOMS® Horizontal Modular Storage

.System'Fo rIrradiated Nuclear Fuel" -

PNP Technical Bai s -- E-5



-EVENTS RELATED TO:ISFSI

-EaHEU2
'Initiating Co'ndition -- NOTIFICATION OF UNUSUAL EVENT

-Confirm-edSecurity Event with potential lo~ss of level of saety of the ISESI.

~Operatin oeApia iy No applicable

Examle-mergency Action Levels:

EU..Security Eve6nt asdetermin6ed from (ie-spe-,-ifi-)-the PNPSecurity Plan and r'eported by-'.

the (6ite -6pe6ifiG}-sSectirity iShifh ~Upe6WISI Leader.

Basis:

ThisEAL- is ,based -on (ftip ii)te N eurt ln.;S Scurity events which do not~

represent a potential degradatin inthe level of safety othISSaerorte under 10,CER:
73.71: or. in so-me cases under 1 0 CFR:50.72.-

Reference is made to',the' Security Shift Leaders~ct Gpcfi)ecurFit!y ehift supcppr'ision because,
thse indvidual ar'h eintdpersnnel qualified and trained to confirthtasciy

event is occurring or has o-c-curred: Training on security event classification 'confirmation is ~closelyr.
contro'lied due'to the strict secrc cotrl placed on the SecurityPln

PNP Basis Referen ce( s):
1.~ Security Plan (Safeguards)

PNP Technical Basis



Table -F40 e-

Recognition Category F

Fission Product Barrier Degradation

INITIATING CONDITION MATRIX
SooTabe or B E-xampLe E-Als
See Tabla 4 for PWR Eximple EALo

NOUE
FUI ANY Loss or ANY Potential Loss

of Containment , I:
FAI

ALERT
ANY Loss or ANY Potential Loss
of EITHER Fuel Clad OR
RGSPCS

FS1

SITE AREA EMERGENCY
Loss or Potential Loss of ANY
Two Barriers

Op. Modes: Power Operation,
Hot Standby, Startup, Hot
Shutdown

Op. Modes: Power Operation,
Hot Standby, Startup, Hot
Shutdown

Op. Modes: Power Operation,
Hot Standby, Startup, Hot
Shutdown

GENERAL EMERGENCY
FG1 Loss of ANY Two Barriers AND

Loss or Potential Loss of Third
Barrier

Op. Modes: Power Operation,
Hot Standby, Startup, Hot
Shutdown

I

I

I

^.r ^ :

The logic used for these initiating conditions reflects the following considerations:

* The Fuel Clad Barrier and the RGSPCS Barrier are weighted'more heavily than the Containment Barrier-(See Sections 3.1 end 3.8): NOUE ICs
associated with RGSPCS and Fuel Clad Barriers are addressed under System Malfunction ICs.

* At the Site Area Emergency level, there must be some ability to dynamically assess how far present conditions are from the threshold for a General
Emergency.. For example, if Fuel Clad and'RCSPCS Barrier. "Loss" EALs'existed, that, in addition to. offsite dose assessments, would require
continual assessments of radioactive inventory and containment integrity. Alternatively, if both Fuel Clad and RGSPCS Barrier "Potential Loss" EALs
existed, the Emergency Director would have'more assurance that there was no immediate need to escalate to a General Emrergency.;

* The ability to escalate to'higher emergency classes as an event'deteriorates must be maintained. For example, RGSPCS leakage steadily
increasing would represent an increasing risk to public health and safety.'

2. Fission Product Barrier ICs must be capable of addressing event dynamics. Thus, the EAL Reference Table 3-and '-F-1 states that imminent (i.e., within
2 hours) Loss or Potential Loss should result in a classification' as if the affected threshold(s) are already exceeded, particularly for the higher emergency
classes.

I
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: . - - -:TABLE-5-F-2 ;.x ..

BWR Emrgonc"Al~ong.64wj
; lao ::ouc Bfi*- arride Roooc T .l

ThroN FA -- S r POTENT LO of ',arr,;t!

Deteine which cormbination ofthe tr lost or have a potentil lossan esh oowing ey to csi theenA events coulde occurwhich result in the conclusion

that exceeding the loss or Potential los thresholdrsis imment (iae:, within 1 to 2 hours). In this imminent loss situation UsO judgment and classify as if the thresholds ere exceeded.

UNUSUALEENT A LERT' 3:-,AREA-EMERGENCy. GNERAL-EMERGENCY
ANY loss or ANY Potcntial Loss of ANY lOs or ANY Potntial LossoTHER ential Lo"s of ANY two Barriers _ f

6 Fuel Clad- or R. Loss or Potential Loss of -Third Barrier

' . '" '-" 'mvie a A EA'S RCS-BarerExample-EALS , ; C lpl A

LOSS':OTENTIAL.LOSS LOSS POTENTIA: LOSS' LOSS POTENTAL-LOSS

I
I

I

I

arv Goo! , , - - , 4 12�, I .�:
1, . � I . ; I iI � I . , ., 4', , , I

GGGtaPA-� ', , " Not AppHGable
GRATER7
GpGMG4flGWa

'HAN (rsite-,.

4-Drywel Prospur;

GREATER THAN (site
specific) PSIG not caused
by a t l o DW Cooling

Not Appe

4 :

Rapid unexplained
decreamse in drywell:
press ure following initial
iG6ease i

, ~:ell prs.r ;, response

*not consistent with-LOCA
conditions indlcathng
~o nta in ment breoaoh7S9 s d d : . . '

GREATER THAN pte
speifc vlu) PIGand

lnrrear:ng.''
': 'OR

CMxi;'emxur.:

OR OR

2-A~or-Wq tPr ukfm' 2-Reawtor-Vesse Water Level 2 Reater 'Vcssel Water Levol

Level LESS-THAN (site-
&peGW G-..L ,. . ; '

L
$
ovel LESS- THAN (site
p * -a .e)

LeVoj LESS THAN (site
speoific value)

NotAPObWe Ne-t4pplJ.abI. Primary containment
flooding required

CMCR

3.-RCS-Lak-Rate:

(Site specific) Indication ot
an unisolablo Main
Steamno Break .

3-N~elt Bv ass

RCS loakage GREATER'
THAN 50 gpm inside the

,i dryelU. .: 8 c,

I 1nisoll primary -ystem-

: iated-b*
_ratma~uoo aa.

a, : ' : :l:r:

:Failure of both valesine
any one line to lose AND'
downstream pathway to the
environmet oxists'

' Intentional per EOPs '
OR

loakage outside drywell as
irtdirated-bf1

OR

Notapp4;oable

OR .; CRM
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TABLE-i-';

:WRMEm- rgency- tieon I :v
PinionProdtctRarlriorRference-Table- :. :

Thrhlds Fr LNTIAL LOSS-of-Barrier

Metermine which combination of the three barriers Pro lost or havo a potential less and use the folowing key to cIassif; the event. Als0 multiple events could occur which result in tho conuion
that exceeding the lOss or Potential loss threshoIds is imminent (i.e., within 1 to 2 hours). In this imminent loss situation use judgmentnd classi§' as if the throsholds are exceoded.

UNUSUAL EVENT. ALERTU . SITE AREA-EMERGENCY E
ANY loss or ANY Potential ILorsof ANY ioss or ANY Potential L0os of EITHER Loss or Potential Loss of ANY two Barriers LoSs of ANY t, o Barriers AND:

'ti en a . Fuel C o RC. . Loss or Potentia l Loss of Third Barrier

:O.l '-'CA'I ladBa nrex pIo ELS ' = = C ontsTnment Brier - PAL

LO>SS POTENTIAL LOSS LOSSt POTENTIAL-LOSS LOUSS POTENTIAI-LOSS

I .

I

1�I
I

'a-Drywetwad

DryelRadatin onito Not-Applicable
e REATER G rmA..

THAN(site specific vauo);

1 Other ,Ste Specific I.'ndicati ns

(S4teseifc)a (Site specific) asppibc
appliable

OR

5. E-merg.enc DIector-Judgment

Any condition in the opinion of the E-mergency Director that
indicates Loss, O Potential Idss of the Fuel Clad Barrier

Drywel Radiation m onitorin

Drywoll Radiation monitor Not-Appliable
reading GREATER THAN
(site 5pecfifc)R/hr

.OR

4-Skonflcant-Radloaotlve-nvento

Notbapplabl Dr Ronitor
reading GREATER THAN
(site Specific.) Rihr.

. .: -: . . . :-:-

(Site spefi) as apicable i

OR

5.-.finwaenc-Directrdo got

s i . .a

6pe~iiG asa~bbaw

,; :OR. :

(Site specific) as applicnable (Sitespecific) asppabl

OR

A nrnn .' . I.u .dnr

.Any condition in the opinion of the Er
inlPteI -ee Ir Dotr nf Cr n t

nergency Drector _tat
....... e LvSS ur. oeia UEU n ~ are

Any condition in the opinion of the rEmrgency DirectoF
that indicates Loss or Potentiali Loss of the Containment
barr!A
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Basis Informnation For Table 5-F-2
BWR EmrgencyActoion Loal

- -- Fission Produict :Barrer Referensc Table

FpEL -e BARRIERIEAMPE E- ( or 2 o3 o - -

The Fuel Glad brier is the ,-_ or t _be that contn the fuel pellets.

1. PrimaryCoolantActivity Levcl

Thic (cite~pecific.) 4alue correpnds tod 300 sCL'g l uivelnt;fi scsrcnt bys th'

NUMARG EALTask Forc indskcates that thiS amounnnt off coolantR ativity is well hbove that cxpected

for iodine spikes and corresponds to less than 5% fuel clad damage. 'This.amount of'radioactivity
iniae inificat ~61ad vdarna§6 andc thuiw the'Fe Glad Bartier is 6ongidered lost. LThe vaelu

-eprcesrs can be either in mRlhr obse' e n th'e samnple or as tiai;gm results from analysis.

. Rei-actor Veescl Water Lcvo*

The "Loss" EA9L (site specific) value 60rresponds to the level which is used in EOPs to indicate
challenge of core cooling. Depending onthe plant this may be top of ective fuel or 2/3 cov6rage of

a-ti'e fuel. This is the minimumr value to assure core'coolinR vithout fwdhcbr d6gr'adatiim of the

clad. The "Potential Loess" EAL is the same as'the RCS barrier "Loss" EAL ff below and
- rrcrn s tqo the (sitespoeifi) Wa ter level at the topof the -ative fuill Thii, this EAI indicates a

- GFvespv av v _ _| _ _ al e._ vewl ._ _it l vr0 _X.X|l_ l _E_ _~

I."Loss" of RCS barrier and a "Potential-Loss" of the Fuel Clad Barrier. This EAL appropriately

escalatec the cmergency class to a Site Area Emergency. If the,"Loss" value isalso the Top of:

Active Fuel, the "Potential Loss" value must be a value indicating a higher levl also coresponding

to a higher lev'el indicated in the RCS barrier "Loss" EA.L ff2.-

3._ Dr__el RFadi ; onitor.n-

The (ite rspecific) reading is a value-hO ih indict thF release of reactor coolant *ith elevated
-:-- activity indicative of fuel vdamage, into the dryweli.; The reading should be calculated assuming the

instantaneios relea a nd disp;ersal of the rreiator coolant anolas and iodine inveniton
awith a concentration of 3 Pg dose equivalent 1131 or toh calcated

concentration equivalent to the clad dvmage used in'EAL'ff1 into the dryvll atmospherc. Reactor

coolant concentrations of thisF magnitudc are several times larger thani themaximum
concentratins (inoluding6 iodn siking) -liwdwithin technical specifications and -rI therefore
indicative of fuel damage. This value is higher than that specified for RCS barrier LossREL fI . -

*Thus , this: EAL indicates a loss of.both F ld barrier RS barier.

Caution: it is irnpo.ant to rocognLoe that in'ths cont'th6 radiation monitor is sohitive 'o 'shinv
7 .,. . . . . . is se stv

fro the r... t-r v---l-r 9ipng, p.rro rd i be present and another indicator bf fuel

clad damago is necossary or comp-nsafed for in the threshold value.

There is no "Potential Loss" EAL associated wvith this item.

Reiio 1/03PB3NPPNP Technical Bsis 5-F-6



4. Other (Site Spccific) Indications

This EAL- is to cover'other (site specific) in'dications that may indicate loss or potential loss of the
ruei uRiU u.aIIier, iri iuul v iniucaUins Tror coniainmentl aI[ moniiors OF anly otner tsiL- e~peGIt)
instrumentation. -- f.

'5.; Emergency Director Judgment 0'''0;--,

This EAL add resses any other factors that arc to bet ued by the Emergency-Director in
determining whether the FuelPClad barrier is4lost or potentially lost.' In addition, the inability to
-monitor thebarrier 6hould also be incorporated inFthis EAL as a factor in Emergency Director
judgment that the barrier ma" be 6onsidered lost or potentially lost. (See also IC SG1, "Prolonged
-Loss of ll ePoera All ORsite AC Power", for additionai information.)

RVS BARRIER EXAMPEI EA :1or or 3 or A 6r 5 or 6)

The RCS Barrier is the reactor coolant system pressure boundary and includes the reactor vecsel
and all reactor coolant y-tem piping u:pt the isoltion alves . -

4.w- : PA411Pessure

The (site specific) dryw'ell pressureis based on the dry'ell high pressure set point which indicates
a 'LOCA by automatically initiating the ECCS or equivalent makeup system..

There is no"'Potential Loss" EAL corresponding to this item.

2. R-ea . .terL-l

This "rLoss" EAL is the same as "Potential Loss" Fuel Clad Ba'ricr EAL '2. The (site specific)
water level corresponds to the level which-isu''ed in EOPs to indicate challenge 'of corecoolirg.
'Dpending onRthe plant this may' be top of active fuel or 23 coverage of active fuel. This EAL
appropriately escalates the emergency, class toa Site Area Er'rgency. Thus, this EAL indicates a
loss 'of th RCS barrier and a Potential Loss of th e Fuel Clad Barrier. -

'There is no "Potential Loss" EAL orresp6nding to th'is item.

3. RCGS Leak Rate

An u inislable MSL break is,: ahreachn ofteRC arir huhis, EA I is included for cosstny
with th Al-er ergy classification.h poential los of RCS based .l e is set at a-,

. -l f j ... ... I - . I -. - -- . I I

level, indicative o~f a sml rah ft&RSbu hc s'..elv'thntemkupcpblt of

:2 I; I- _rc -- r- -- t

-normal and emergeny high p.e . e ins. Core . is- --t.ant .-on,.ern for a. 50:
gpm leak, however,- be pn lai to signfianl lage lo of .: ventei-; is possible.

Many BViso l MySbeu nrable to measure an RCS leak of this EcAuse ihd lek k'.ou'sikel'c'
din a pressue above the d4 werislaintetpin.The s 6ystem nomall se to

monito leakaeiyialisolate'd aspr ftedr',yw.ell isolation 6nd is theR-fore unavailable. I
primary systeem leark rate ifraonsuaalbeother indicators of RCS leakage s hould bel

Potenilp loss o RCS based on p st leakage 4utsidte dFyell sdetermined from
It specifica temperte of area radiation 'aarms bt'witpoint in the areas of the ma n steapm linetunnel, 'in te gererator, Rpagai HPlei to i n l l 6of i iobareasoutsidprimary' lea onata-infmeatio is u ai , thric indicate a RiC ath freom the RCS t
;;re-spewitsempeo8t6e or ~ireah4 rThe indiatorm s shouldi be teofirmed to be causcdi byCi
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leakage. The area tempcrature or radiation low alarm setpoints are indicated-for this example to
enable an Alett classificatin. .An unisolable -eak which ic indianted by ^a high aIarm' stotint

escalates to a Site Area Emergencywhen'combined with Containmnt -Barrier EAL3-(after a
containmcnt isolation) aand a Gene'ral Emergency'when'the'Fuei-Clad Barrier'criteria is als6

4.- Dry.Well Radiation Monitoring

The (site specific) reading is a value which inqdicatc the release of reactor coolant to the dr,'well.
The reading 6hould be calculated a6uming the instantaneous release' and diGpersal of the reactor -
coolant noble gas and iodine inventor' assocated with Rnornmal Goerating con entrations (ie.,

-within TlS)'into the drywell atmos'phere. This reading will be less than that 6pecified for-Fuel Clad-
;Barrier-EAl #3. Thsthis EAL 'A/-old be idicative of a RCS leak only.lf the rad hi tion n onitor :

Freading incrFased to that value specified by Fuel Clad Barrier EA# #3, fuel damage woud Ialso be
indicated.'' ' --'0:-. - - ' - - '

However, if the site specific physical location of the d).vell radiation monitor is such that radiation
from a cloud of released RCS gases could 'not be distinguished froma radiation from aduicent piping -

_$_ _s_::_~ 1!. .$ A4 1__ !_1; .: eA I4 k- - il A '- I U _1 A' -- A m

site 6pecific indications of RCS leakage substituted:

There is no "Potential Loss" EAL associated with this item.

5. Other (Site-Specific) lndications-'

This EAL is r other (site rpecific) intio that may ind4--et ls 6torpontial loss of the

RCRbarripe -.

&4, -Eme~rgemc uIrc"ctor_ JuggMent

This EAL addresses any other factors that aFe to be used by the 'Emergency Director'in
-de-terminin g. whether th- DrC barrier iSe st orteotctiihl lost ln - ditin, -thc inability to n itor

the barrier should also be incorporatedGin this EAL as a factor in Emergency Director judgment that
-the barrier may b6 ronsid-ered- ostor ontentiall lyost. (S9-ee also C ,ProlongedLossof Offsite'
Power'and Prolonged Loss of All Onite AC Power", for additional information.)

-PRIMARY T-M BARRIR EAMPE EA s: 1 or. -. r 3 or - or - o 6F

' --The Primar,' Containmnent Barrier includes the drywe11, the wetwell, their respective interconnecting
paths, and other connections up to and including the outermost containment isolation valves.
'Containment Barrier'EALs are used 'primarily as discriminators for escalation from an ,Alc'r to a.frp- t 6 n --
Site Area Emergency Or a General Emergency.-'

1. ' Drel Pressure

Rapid unexplained loss of'prcure (i.6., not attributable to dryweli spray or condenration effects)'
following an initial pressure' incrcos 'indicateS 4'a loss of containment integrity. Drvell 'pres-sure

Idhoal incease ao release into ontainm t from a n r A Th,

-drywell pressure not increasing unde'r these -onditions indicates- a loss of containm'ent integrity.
This indicator relies on the' operator recognition of an unexpected response for the condition and'
thwrefore does. snot hae a spe c ific a associted The une~peted re onr e ' is imporaRt

because it is the indicator for a containment bypass condition. The (site'vp6cific) PSiG for potential
lOss of'containment is based on the-containment drywell design pressure. Existence of an

explosive mixure meansea hydrogen and oxygen concentration of at least the lower deflagration
Revision 0/2003PBNPPNP Technical Basis 5-F-8



limit curve exists. This applies to BWRs with Mark I11 containments, 'as well as Mark I and 11'
containment designs when they are de inered.

2 -R-ator Ylcc Water cvcl

*-Thce;ntry into thePrimary Containment Floodig emergency procedure indicatcs reactor vessel
wa~ter leveaen not be rctbrcd and4 that -core melt cequenRce is in=rgre. -OPs cdirect the
operAtors to enter Containment Fiooding when' ReActorN Vessel Levelc'annot be resto'rd to greater
than a Site Specific 'alue (genervaly 2/3 core height)or. is. unknoIn. Entry into Containment
Flooding procedures is a logical escalation in response to the inability to maintain reactor vessel
level.

The conditions in this potential 1oss EAL represent imminent core melt sequences which, if not
corrected, could 'lcad to vessel -failure 'and in'creased potential ~for containment failure. In'
conjnclrtion 'vzith and ans esrn-ltion of the' leveli EA\1 in the ue a~nd RCS barrier colulmn, this
-EAL will-result in the declaration-of a General Emergency loss of tw7o barriers and the potential
~loss of a third. If the emergencyoperating procedures havebeen ineffecrtive in .rcstbrinr-reactor

*~r~td _ __n_* -*- - C, . , , , I . I ~} ~ r- - ga __ *wv_ 1 1 1 | _ _ * q u n s * vW ViVh

dvessel level above the RCS and Fuel CladBarrier Threshold Values, there is not a "success" path

:;ndacoemetveuns s nprges Enr pet otanertia lodn po ed t'iures ~ ialoina

escarlation in respnse-r to the! inability to maintain racrtor vosclr levcL. -- =- -- :-

t6JR* Wit ng ;; -.- -- z-,- ,- - I-and RCS :6Fe .6!nls :t-:^

;Severe accident analysis (e.g., NUREG 1150) haveconcluded that function retoration procedures
anar-resst core degradation with the reactor vescel in a significant fraction of the :core damag
cenarios, and the likselihood of containment failure is very cmall in these events.Giventhis, it is'-appsropriate to provide a reasonable period t6 -llow emerncy operatinprocedures tarert the

7Jv9_wvj~a I--- xXw~ rT di Wr --- | -__, _ wi zr,

-'ore melt equcnce. Whethier or not th'e procediurs will be cffetive should be-appa'ret within the
time prlovdd n=^lThe E~rg^nc Director sehoud make the dec 7rlaration as soon as itisdermined4tie~xX plV--VV. *Th6 rmlrn'r ael_ rn__nn _plv t11 X1| _zTrrlE_ v| _sv _Mcl _

-that the procedures haiv'e been,' or will bo, Pineffecti '. 'There is no -"oss" EAL associited with this

3. Containment Isolation Failurc or Bypass

This EA, Is intended to cover the inabwility to isle tentainrnt when c tinment isnlationis
requircd. in addition,'the presence of arcaradiation or tem'perature alarms high eetpoint indicating
unisolable primar ,ystem leakage oiutsid the rvell aOre.- dftrcntainmentiso lation.
'The indicators should be confirnMed toP b causedbyR leakage. lso, an
'primaryx GO presswre -R-contromer EOp to the
-ehvironmrent is considered a loss of containment. Containment venting for temp'erture or pressure
when not in an accidetsituation 'should not be' considered.:

There is no lPotential Loss" EAL associated withis item.

1. Significant'Radioactive Invcntory in Containment

The (rite specific) readinRgh indas signifiant 'fu W damage well inexes of that
required for losS of RCS and Fuel Clad. As statedin Section 3.8, a'major release of radioactivity
,requiring 'offsite prtective action6 from doro damage is'not possible unless a major failure of fuel:
cladding allows radioactive matrilt bo^ rleased ' from- the core i the reactor c nt.
Regardless of whether dontainment is'challenged, this amouht of activity i containment, if
released, could have such severe GconReqeucindin that it-is prudent to treat thisras a potential loss of
containment, suc-h that a General lEmrgonscy laraftion is warranted. NUREG 1228," r
Estimations During~lncident Response to Severe ;Nucler Power'Plant Accidents," indicates that
such conditions do not exist when the amount of clad darnag'e is ess than 20%. Unless there'is a
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(site specific) analysis jurtifying - higher value, it is recommendcdm that rzdiation mnntior rnerin
corresponding to 20% fuel clad damage be specified here.

There i6 no "Loss" EAL associated with this item.

5. '5'Other (Site Specific) lndications -- -- ::. Afar,. -)

This EAL is to cover other (cite specific) indications that may indicate IOss orpotential Ioss of the
containment barrier.

6., Emergency Director Judgment

Thism EA 1 a-ddrersses any other fatorsW that rto be ed by the Emergnci Dir in

determining whether the Containmnentbarrier'is lost or potentially lost.' In addition, the inabilit" te
monitor the barrier should also be Aincorprated in this EAL ap a factor in Erergency Director
ludgment that the barrFier m be consrldered lot or potentiallv lost (See alsolG PC I, Prmolongcd
LOSs of All Offsite Power and Prolonged-Loss of All Onsite AC Power", for additional information.)

.. ~~~~~~A :P:- . p , ..............i.................,-=::..a , .. F .ti .-
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TABLE -5-F-41
PWR PNP Emergency Action Level,

Fission Product Barrier Reference Table
Thresholds For LOSS or POTENTIAL LOSS of Barriers*

*Determine which combination of the three barriers are lost or have a potential loss and use the following key to classify the event.' Also an event for multiple events could occur which result in
the conclusion that exceeding the loss or potential loss thresholds is imminent (i.e., within 1 to 2 hours). In this Imminent loss situation use judgment and classify as if the thresholds are
exceeded.

UNUSUAL EVENT ALERT SITE AREA EMERGENCY GENERAL EMERGENCY
ANY ILoss or ANY Potential Loss of ANY Lloss or ANY Potential Loss of EITHER Loss or Potential Loss of ANY Ttwo Barriers Loss of ANY Ttwo Barriers AND
Containment Fuel Clad orOR RGSPCS: Loss or Potential Loss of Third Barrier

Fuel Clad Barrier Exam EALS RCSPCS Barrier ExampIl-EALS Containment Barrier Example-EALS

LOSS POTENTIAL LOSS LOSS POTENTIAL LOSS LOSS POTENTIAL LOSS
1. Critical Safety Function Status 1. Critical Safetv Function Status 1. Critical Safetv Function Status

I

CApl CablinRe d Not:
Applicable 7 - :, " fI :

- Core Cooling Orange OR
. e .'., Heat Sink Red Not
,. 1 *' Applicable.,

Not Applicable RGS Integrity Rod OR Heat

Sink-Red Not Applicable
Not Applicable Cota n R Not

Applicable -

OR~OR.

2. Primarv Coolant Activity Level

;ColantActivity GRE,\TER Not Applicable'
THAN (site specific)
Valu4eDose rate value for
primary coolant GREATER
THAN 1 Rthr

*OR

2. RC:SPCS Leak Rate

GREATER THAN available
makeup capacity as
indicated by a '. ' '
R6SPCS subcoolinj LESS.
THAN 25 degrees F based
on average of qualified
CETs

Unisolable leak exceeding
the capacity of one
c Gharging pump in ;th
normal charging mode50
gpm

2. ContaInrment Pressure,

Rapid unexplained
deorease owering following
initial inrcreaserise

OR.
Containment pressure or
sump level response not
consistent with LOCA
conditions

('ite4peG:ftG55 R16 4psig
and increastng-rising

~OR
Containment hydrogen
concentration GREATER
THAN OR EQUAL TO
6%Expiesivo mixturo oxist5

OR
Containment plressure
gmaterGREATER4:ha
containent doprrizat
ion actuation setpoint
THAN 4 psig with less
thapLESS THAN one full
train of depressurization
equipment operating,

I .O R

3. Core Exit Thermocouple ReadIn4s

,,,,,, . OR .:3. Cr Oxit ,R Re

, 3. Core Exit ThenoplplTherrnocouple Readinm

Re'.xision 01/2003PBNPPNP Technical:Basis &-F-1 2
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TABLE-F41 ..
PWRPNP Emergency Action Level

Fission Product Barrier Reference Table
Thresholds For LOSS or POTENTIAL LOSS of Barriers*

*Determine which combinanton of the three barriers are lost or have a potential loss and use the following key to classify the event: Also an event for multiple events could occur which result in

the conclusion that exceeding the loss or potential loss thresholds is' imminent (i.e., within 1 to 2 hours). In this imminent loss situation use judgment and classify as if the thresholds are

exceeded. - L

UNUSUAL EVENT ALERT SITE AREA EMERGENCY, GENERAL EMERGENCY

ANY iLoss or ANY Potential Loss of ANY Lloss or ANY Potential Loss of EITHER Loss or Potential Loss of ANY Ttwo Barriers Loss of ANYTtwo Barriers AND

Containment ' ' Fuel Clad obOR RGSPCS Loss or Potential Loss of Third Barrier

'Fuel Clad Barrier Example-EALS RCSPCS Barrier Examplt-EALS Containment Barrier Example-EALS

: LOSS POTENTIAL LOSS LOSS POTENTIAL LOSS: LOSS POTENTIAL LOSS

trCATFrD THUANI 4)Ann tUFlOCFrO -rUAK deity Not6 ->niol -~r -ri thrrnoiv in

I

I

(site-epe~ifla~degrees F specific) 700 degrees F'
Imut aippillWUI cult VAIL LiVI 0111 -UL;U]JJIV 11I

excess of 1200 degrees F
and restoration procedures
not effective within 15
minutes; .
Q;-' ',i rD',;OR y1>S,
Ccore exit thermocouples
in excess of 700 degrees F
with reactor vessel level,.
below 614 ft. 0 in. elevation
top Of actiNeteand
restoration procedures not
effective within 15 minutes
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TABLE -5-F-41 -
PWR PNP Emergency Action Level

Fission Product Barrier Reference Table
Thresholds For LOSS or POTENTIAL LOSS of Barriers*

*Determine which combination of the three barriers are lost or have a potential loss and use the following key to classify the event.: Also an event for multiple events could occur which result In
the conclusion that exceeding the loss or potential loss thresholds is imminent (I.e., within I to 2 hours). In this imminent loss situation use judgment and classify as if the thresholds are
exceeded.

UNUSUAL EVENT ALERT SITE AREA EMERGENCY GENERALEMERGENCY
ANY ILoss or ANY Potential Loss of ANY Loss or ANY Potentiai Loss of EITHER Loss or Potential Loss of ANY Ttwo Barriers Loss of ANY Ttwo Barriers AND
Containment Fuel Clad eGOR RCSPCS Loss or Potential Loss of Third Barrier

Fuel Clad Bamer Examp-EALS ' - RCSPCSc Barrier E S EALS Containment Bamer Example-EALS

LOSS :POTENTIAL LOSS LOSS' POTENTIAL LOSS LOSS POTENTIAL LOSS

I

I

OR OR - SG SOR

4. SG Secondary Side Release with P-to-S Leakage4. Reactor Vessel Water Level

Not Applicable ,:-1 Level LESS thanTHAN
(cito epecific) value (614 ft.
0 In. elevation -

3. SG Tube Rupture

. SGTR that results in an
, ECCS (SI) Actuation -

,: :. . I .L i , I. .:: : I

Not Applicable RUPTURED SIG is also
FAULTED outside of''
containment'.1. :,i

OR.
Primary-to-Secondary
leakrate greater than,
GREATER THAN 10 gpm
with nonisolable steam
release from affected S/G
to the environment:

Not applicable,' '..' i

I'

OR'

5. CNMT Isolation Valves Status After CNMT Isolation

'Containment Isolation Not Applicable
Valve(s) not closed

,AND
-Ddownstream pathway to
the environment exists
after containment isolation

OR:

6. Significant Radioactive Inventory In ContaInment

: CtOR,

5. ContaInment Radiation Monitoring

,,; I ,- IOR '

4. Containment Radiation Monitoring
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TABLE -$-F-4 '
:PWR-PNP Emergency Action Level

Fission Product BarrIer Reference Table
Thresholds For LOSS or POTENTIAL LOSS of Barriers ,

*Deterine which combination of the three barriers are lost or have a potential loss and use the following key to classify the event. Also an event for multiple events could occur which result in
the conclusion that exceeding the loss or potential loss thresholds is Imminent (i.e., within 1 to 2 hours). In this imminent loss situation use judgment and classify as if the thresholds are
exceeded-

UNUSUAL EVENT' ALERT. SITE AREA EMERGENCY GENERAL EMERGENCY
ANY ILoss or ANY Potential Loss of ANY Lloss or ANY Potential Loss of EITHER, Loss or Potential Loss of ANY Ttwo Barriers Loss of ANY Ttwo Barriers. AND::
Containment . Fuel Clad efOR RCSPCS ' ' : : . . Loss or Potential Loss of Third Barrier

Fuel Clad Barrier Exampti-EALS RCSPCS Barrier Examplo-EALS Con'tainment Barrier Elaipl -EALS

LOSS POTENTIAL LOSS LOSS: POTENTIAL LOSS LOSS POTENTIAL LOSS
Containment High Range Not Applicable Containment High Range Not Applicable. Not Applicable Containment High Range

I

Radiation.,
MonitorG6rtainr4r ''
mito reading GREATER
THAN (site specifir2,000-

' 'R/hr as indicated on RIA-
- 2321 and RIA-2322

Radiation-
Monito; Cont'ainment ra
HeA*r reading GREATER

THAN (tleG200
R/hr as indicated on RIA-
2321 and RIA-2322

Radiation,
Monitorad
menite reading GREATER
THAN ({ste speGIV120,000
R/hr as indicated on RIA-
2321 and RIA-2322,
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TABLE 4--F-41 .-
:PWR PNP Emergency Action Level

Fission Product Barrier Reference Tabi
Thresholds For LOSS or POTENTIAL LOSS of Barriers*

Determine which'combination 'of the three barriers are lost or have a potential loss 'and use the following key to classify the event. Also an event for multiple events could occur which result in
the conclusion that exceeding the loss or potential loss thresholds is imminent (i.e., within I to 2 hours): In this imminent loss situation use judgment and classify as if the thresholds are
exceeded. ' -. ,

UNUSUAL EVENT ALERT, SITE AREA EMERGENCY GENERAL EMERGENCY,

ANY ILoss or ANY Potential Loss of :ANY Lloss or ANY Potential Loss of EITHER; Loss or Potential Loss of ANYTtwo Barriers Loss of ANY Ttwo Barriers AND ',
Containment Fuel Clad oOR RGSPCS- Loss or Potential Loss of Third Barrier

Fuel Clad Barrier W-xampte-EALS RCSPCS Barrier Example-EALS Containment Barrier ExampIe-EALS

LOSS POTENTIAL LOSS LOSS POTENTIAL LOSS LOSS POTENTIAL LOSS

I

; i" i 'OR'-6 .. I 4 S . . 1 I. dc ai
..I - -,I ,I :-. ,- ,: :-

; i -. .I . I I -t -I .

6. Other(it-pcf) Indlcatlons',

OR OR,

' 5. Other4Site-Specifko Indications

(Siteaspef)as
apkicableNotApplicable- ,jl.:. appl'GabWe Not.

Applicable
; Pi4abseNot Applicable ,

-, (Sitespeific)Gas:
a~ppcable Not, |;
Applicable' ;

7. Other4ste-speclW Indications

a b t Applicable a aSts bpleuiflot plcb
' appiableNot Applicable ! ppllcable~ot pplicable

ORr

,7. EmergencyDIrector Judgment '

Any condition in the opinion of the Emergency Director that
indicates Loss or Potential Loss of the Fuel Clad Barrier

OR:~

6. Emergency Director Judgment

'Any condition in the opinion of the Emergency Director that
indicates Loss or Potential Loss of the RGSPCS Barrier

' OR

8. Emergency Director Judgment

Any condition in the opinion of the Emergency Director
that indicates Loss or Potential Loss of the Containment
barrier

I".
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Basis I nformation For Table5-1F-41
P- P PNP Emergency Action Level-

-Fission Product Barrier Reference Table

FUEL CLAD BARRIER EXAMPLE-EALs:'(1 or 2 or 3 cr4 or 5 or6 or 7)

'The Fuel Clad Barrier is the zircalloy'or stainless steel tubes that contain the fuel pellets. -

1. Critical Safety Function Status'.

''This EAL i4s for PWRs using CriticalSafcty Function Status Tree (CSFST) monitoring and -
functional restoration procedures. For'more infoatition,'please refer to Section 3.9 of thi report.-
RED path indlicatae an extremahe e clnge to the safet fuinctin. ORA.NGE path indicates a s''re

challenge to the safety function.

Core Cooling ORANGE indicates .ubcling has ioecn lost ind that some clad damage mAy
occur.'Heat Sink RED indicates the uitimate heat sink function is under extreme challenge and;
thuis theetf itms 6indte pot1ntial lossof the Fue1a1 Blarrier-:

-CoreCooling RED indicates significant ejiperheating and core-uncov.ery and is considred to
indicate loss of the Fuel Clad Barrier.Not applicable

-2. - Primary Coolant'Activity Level,

e 30 ,.i gm *ose, . ... - :- , ... -, -rae
PNPi is unable to analyze a primary coolant sample of 300 uci/gm'due to high dose-rates
experienced at the-'NSSS samrple panel.- Theefore, a dose rate is used in lieu of-a sanple'to
definitively indicate fuel clad degradation. The dose rate value used for thenprimary coolant is-
specified in -accordance 'with Eme'rgency- mpementing Procedure, -El-7.0, "Emergency Post

'- -Accident Sampling'and:Determination'of Fuel-Failure Using Dose Rates," a-sampole is taken to
measure contact dose rates at the Failed Fuel Survey Point on the PCS sample line. [Ref. 6] The

'sample is taken- to measure contact dose rates -at the Failed Fuel Survey Point on the;PCS sample
line. -This (sitie specific),ae corrccondns tois 30 pi/gm 14 cui '.'lcnt A-essocment hy the
NUMARC EAL Tasl For'e indicates that this amount of coolant activity The site dose rate value
: within the first few hours for th'e primary coolant of approximately 1 R/hr at the NSSS sample sink
is well above that expected for'iodine spikes and corresponds to less than 5%Wfuel clad damage.

' This amount of radioactivity indicates significant clad damage and thus'the Fuel:Clad'Barrier is
considered lost. [Ref. 6]Thc value expressed can be eithr in mR/hr observed on the sample or as
t.ClUgrn results, rerm analysis.

There is no equivalent "Potential Loss" EAL for this item.

3. - Core Exit Thermocouple Readings -

Core Exit Thermocouple Readings are included in-addition toth'e Critical, Safety -Functions to'
include conditions when the CSFs ma" not be in use (initiatioR aftcr' Sl is blocked) or plants which
dot Anot hav 'sF cee

Core Exit Thermocouples (CETs) provide..an indirect indication of fuel cladding temperature by
measuring the temperature: of the primary:-coo ant that leaves the, core region. The "Loss"
threshold temperature of 1200 degrees F is'consistent with'CEOG Generic Accident Management.
Guidelines, "Phase 1.0- Initial Diagnosis," for core exit temperature. Although'clad rupture due to
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high temperature is not expected for CET readings less than the threshold, temperatures of this
magnitude signal severe superheating oflthe primary coolant and core uncovery. [Ref. 3]The'
"Loss" EAL (site specific reading should corspond to significant superheating of the coolant.
This value typicallydcorrespoids to the tempeFatur reading that indicatesIcore cooling RED in
Fuel Clad Barrier EAL Jt1 which is usually about 1200 dcgrees F.

For the "Potential Loss" threshold, CET reading -significantly above the saturation 'temperature for
the' existing PCS pressure indicates a superheat condition. 700 degrees F CET temperature is
therefore indicative of a potential fuel cladloss. [Ref.-2, 12] Superheat is a valid indication of a

:potential Fuel Cladding barrier loss condition. JThe "Potential Los6" EAL (site specific) reading
- shoulid c nto loss of subcoing. This value typically corresponds to the temperature

readiv g tha indicates core co ling QRA.1GE in Fuel Cld Ba rrier CI #1 ithih is sually about
--700 to00 degrees F.

4. Reactor Vessel Water Level

There is no "Loss" EAL corresponding to this'item because it is better covered by the other Fuel
Clad Barrier "Loss" EALs.

:IL 0 :e:rm- - --- i t; -of
For the "Potential Loss" threshold, the RVLMS 'is based on' a heated junction thermocouple
system. The thermocouple system measures primary coolant liquid inventory with discrete sensors
located at different levels within a separator tube ranging from the fuel alignment plate (i.e., near

-the top of active fuel) to the top of theAReactor Vessel head. The basic principle of system
operation is detection of a temperature difference between heated and unheated therrmocouples.
[Ref. 18,19]

' :-.Reactor Vessel water level below the top`'of the core may lead to a Severe Accident Management ,
Guideline UBadly Damaged" condition.: The badly damaged descriptor signifies possible core
overheating to the' point of clad rupture. [Ref. 3] RVLMS is the instrumentationt used to indicate
reactor vessel level. The lowest indication on the RVLMS is 11 inches above the bottom of the fuel
alignment plate, which is approximately the f the active fuel. RVLMS reading less than 11
inches above the bottom of the fuel alignment plate, elevation 614 ft 0 in., therefore,'signals',
inadequate -coolant inventory, loss of subcooling and the occurrence of possible-fuel cladding
damage. [Ref. 1, 3,19-20],
The (site specific) value for the "Potential Loss" EAL corresponds to the top of the active fuel. For
site sI rin CSFST6, the "Potential Loss" EAL is defined by the Core Cooling ORANGE path .The
(site specific '..alen in this EHAL rhouil be onsisnt v.'th the rCSFS a lu e< -

5. Containment Radiation Monitoring

The ( te-snpeeiflG),000 RIhr reading is a value-which indicates the release of reactor coolant, 'with
elevated activity - indicative' of fuel damage,- into -the' containment. - The reading shod beis
calculated assuming the instantaneous release and dispersal of the-reactor coolant noble gas and
iodine'inventory associated with a concentration of 300 jiCi/gm dose equivalent.i131' into-the
containment atmosphere. [Ref. 4] Reactor cooIant concentrations of this magnitude are several
times larger than the- maximum concentrations (including iodine spiking) allowed within technical
specifications and are therefore indicative of fuel damage. This value is higher than that specified*
for RG.SPCS barrier Loss EAL #4. Thu's, this EAL indicates a loss' of both the fuel clad barrier and
a loss of RCSPCS barrier.-'

Containment radiation is' indicated on Containment High Range Radiation Monitors, RIA-2321 and
RIA-2322. The Containment High Range Radiation Monitors high alarm at 400 R/hr. '[Ref. 5]
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There is no "Potential Loss" EAL associated with this item.

6. Other'(Site Specific)-Indications'',

.There are no "Loss" or potential loss EALs associated with this item.

-Thi- EAL is to cov&r other (site spcGific indications th't may' indicate loss or potntial loss-of the
Fuel Clad bar'rier, includingindications'from containment air monitor6 or any other. (site specific)
instrumentation.

7. Emergency Director Judgment

-This EAL addresses any other factors that are to'be used by the Emergency Director in
'determining whether the Fuel Clad barrier is lost or potentially lost. Such a determination should
include imminent barrier degradation,- ' barrier, monitoring capability ,,and -. dominant accident
'sequences.[As discussed in NEI'99-01 rev. 4]

ie .ae if th de ra ,- -hours .._

* Imminent barrier dearadation exists if the degradation will likely occur .withinItwo hours
based on a projection of current safety system performance. The term "imminent 'refers to
recognition of the inability to reach safety acceptance criteria before completion of all

. - checks.

* Barrier monitorinq capability is decreased'if there is a loss or lack of reliable'indicators..
This' assessment should include '.instrumentation foperability 'concerns, readings from

*portable instrumentation and consideration of offsite monitoring results.

* Dominant accident sequences leaid to degradation of all fission product barriers and likely
entry to EOP-9.0, "Functional Recovery." The Emergency Director should be mindful of the'.

':'Loss of AC power (Station Blackout) .and -ATWS EALs -to assure timely emergency
classification declarations. [Ref. 7,,8]'

-n addition, the inability to monitor the barrier should also be incorporated in this EAL:as a factor in.
:Emergency Director judgment-that the barrier-may be considered lost or. potentially lost.' See also
IC SG1, "Prolonged Loss'or All Offsite:Power and iProlonged Loss of All Onsite AC-Power", for
additional ifrmation
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RCSPCS BARRIER EXAMPLE-EALs: (1 or 2 or 3 or 4 or 5 or 6)

The RGSPCS Barrier includes the RWGPCS primary side and its connections up to and including -
the pressurizer safety. and relief valves, and other connections up to and including the primary
isolation valves.

.1.- .Critical Safety Function Status
.i, Git' - -: . -X D -. p .-- nn Rfnf6 . - -- ,be.

This EAL; is for PWR- using Critical Safty Function Status 'Trc (CSFST) monitoring and
functional restoration procedures. For more information, please refer to Section' 3. of this repo-.
R ::=rpath in;diGtecs an extreme chll fig to the safety function derived from appropriate
:instrument readings, and these CSFe irdicatc a potential loss of RCS barrier.

:There is no "Loss" EAL associated with this item.Not applicable

2. :RGSPCS Leak Rate

The "Loss"-EAL addresses conditions where leakage from the RGSPCS is greater than available |
' inventory control capacity such that a losdof subcooling has occurred. The loss ofsubcooling is
the fundamental indication that! the inventory- control systems -are inadequate in maintaining
RGS=PCS -pressure -and inventory against~ the mass ]oss through: the leak. .:Subcooling :margin
-greater than or equal to 25 degree F ensures the fluid surrounding the core is sufficieritly cooled
and provides margin for reestablishing flow should subcooling deteriorate -when SiS flow' is
secured.'[Ref. 2, 11, 15, 21]

-The- "Potential Loss" EAL is basei on the inability to maintain'normal liquid inventory within the
Reactor Coolant'SystemPrimary Coolant -System (RCSPCS) byinormal operation'of the Chemical
and Volume Control System (CVCS). -which is 'considered as one -entlifugal'charging pump.
discharging to the charging header. A sebond charging pump being required is indicative of a' substntial RCS leak. [Ref. 9] The normal-operating charging pump is'variable speed, with a
capacity of 33 to 53 gpm. The other two charging purmps are fixed speed, with a lower capacity of40 gprn each. For plants-withPNP has low capacity charging pumps, therefore a 50 gpm leak rate
value nay- beis used to indicate the' Potential Loss. [Ref. 2, 9,14]

3.' SG Tube Rupture

-- 'This EAL is intended to address the full spectrum of Steam Generator (SG) tube rupture events in
conjunction with Containment Barrier "Loss" EAL #4 and Fuel Clad Barrier EALs. The "Loss" EAL:,;

::addresses RUPTURED SG(s) forwhich the'leakage is large enough'to cause actuation of ECCS

Th i is consistent -to `the RGSPCS Barrier "Potential Loss" EAL #2.For plants that have.
implerented WA.O.G. emergenc' responce guidec, this condition is described by "entry into E 3 --required bE By ilf, thisEAL i/lresult in thedeclaration o n A l. However if the SG is
also FAULTED (i.e.- two barriers'failed) the: declaration escalates to a Site Area Emergency per
Containment Barrier "Loss" EAL #4.

There is no "Potential Loss" EAL.-

4. Containment Radiation Monitoring -
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The (site -peeific)200 R/hr reading is a value which indicates the release of reactor coolant to the|
.containment. The reading shoul -beis calculated assuming' the instantaneous release and '
dispersal of the reactor coolant noble gas and iodine inventory associated with normal operating' --
concentrations (i.e., within TlSTechnical Specifications) into the containment atmosphere. [Ref.-4]
'This reading will beis less than that specified for Fuel Clad Barrier' EAL4#5. Thus, this EAL would;
be indicative of a RG&PCS leak only. If the radiation monitor reading increased to that specified by
Fuel Clad Barrier EAL #5,jfuel damage would also be indicated. -

'Containment radiation is indicated on Containment High Range Radiation Monitors, RIA-2321 and'
RIA-2322. The Containment High Range Radiation Monitors high alarm at 400 R/hr. [Ref. 5]
However,-if the site epecific physical lodation of the contain-ment radiation monitor issuch that
radiation from a cloud of released RCS gases could not be distinguished from 4radiation from
nearby piping and componentc &ontaining elvted reactor coolant activity, thiS EAi hould be
omitted and other site specific indications of RCS leakage subtituted.-

There is no "Potential Loss" EAL associated with this item.

5.- Other-(Ste Sperdie) Indications

There are no "Loss" or potential loss EALs associated with this item.

This EAL is to cover other (site specific) ihdications that may indicate Joss or potential loss of the
RCS barrier, includinidicationS from ontainment air monitor or ane y other (site peci;fic)
instrumentation. 0' I;_.,ll~a nrvlrJ~vv ~~l

6. Emergency Director Judgment

This EAL addresses any other factors that are' to be used by the Emergency'- Director in
determining whether the RQ.SPCS barrier is lost or' potentially lost. Such a determination' should
include imminent barrier degradation, barrier6 . monitoring capability and dominant accident
sequences. [As discussed in NEI 99-01 re v.4]

-dd L d t ,1 -io-- -t ,o h --,-- .- -H-:.-,:
M -' .Imminent -barrier degradation exists if the degradation will likely occur within-two hours

based on a projection of current safety' system performance. The term -"imminent" refers to
recognition of the inability to reach:safety acceptance criteria before completion of all-
'checks.

* Barrier monitoring capability is decreased if there is a loss or lack of reliable indicators.
This: assessment should include instrumentation operability concerns, readings from
portable instrumentation and consideration of offsite monitoring results.

* Dominant accident sequences lead to degradation of all fission product barriers and likely
entry to EOP-9.0, "Functional Recovery." The Emergency Director should be mindful of the
.Loss of AC ;power (Station, Blackout) and'ATWS EALs to assurre timely emergency
classification declarations. [Ref. 7,' 8]

In addition, the inability to monitor the barrier should also be incorporated in this EAL as a factor in
Emergency Director judgment that the barrier may be considered lost or potentially lost. (See also
IC SG1; "Prolonged Loss of All OffsiteWPower and Prolonged Loss of All Onsite AC Power", for
additional information.)
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CONTAINMENT BARRIER'EXAMPLE-EALs: (1 or 2 or 3 or;4 or 5 or 6 or 7 or 8)
rii -6n b.idin, its co--nn.ecti :

The Containment Barrier includes the'containment building, its connections up to and including the:-
outermost containment isolation valves. This barrier also includes the main steam, feedwater, and
blowdown'line extensions outside the-'containment'building up to and including the outermost
secondary side isolation valve.

1. Critical Safety Function Status,

Thi' rEALAI~e is for using Critical Sa fety FuRntinR Statsl Tree (CSFT) mnrwitorin and-... 5 AL is' fo, PV| .~~ -~f - -.. _ _i.i._.._..i_ ,av|v~sv.
functional restoration procedures.For more information, plcasc refer to Section 3. of this report.,
RED path indicate. an, extreme challenge, to;the safety function derived_ from 'appropriatenstrur ment readiHng and1or sampling result, and ts rre snt a ntillosf c titinmnt
Condition6 leading to a.containment RED path'result from RCS barrier andi6r Fuel Clad Barrier
LOEss. Thus, this EAL is prirariay6a -discrimrinator betw.'een Site Area' Emergency and General
Em ergency representing a potentird barrier. - li.... -, ,-

- - 0 i There is no "Loss" EAL' associated with this item.Not applicable

2.: Containment Pressure

Rapid unexplained loss of pressure (i.e., not attnbutable to containment spray or condensation
-'effects) following an initial pressure iRGeaserise indicates a loss 'of containment integrity.-

Containment pressure and sump levels should iReeerise as a result of the mass and energy
release into containment from a LOCA. Thus, sump level or pressure not increasing indicates
containment bypass and a loss of containment integrity.

The (site'peafic55 PSiG'psig for potential loss of containment is based on the containment
design pressure. [Ref. 13,16]

-if hydrogen-concentration reaches or exceeds the'lower limiti an oxygen rich
environment, a potentially explosive iixture exists. Standard industry reference documents list the;

' lowest poterntially explosive concentration for hydrogen in a standard atmosphere as 6.0%. If the
combustible 'mixture ignites inside containment, loss of the Containment barrier could occur. [Ref.
-10] Existenceof an explosive'mixture means'a hydrogen and oxygen concentration of at least the':
lower deflagration limit curv' exists.'The in6dications of potential loss under this-EAi corresponds
to some of those leading to the 6RED path in EAL 41 abov.'e and may be declared by' those ites'
-using- SF-ST&.As described above, tThis-' EAL is primarily a-discrimninator betw'een'Site-Area
Emergency and General Emergency representing a potential loss of the third barrier.

The second potential loss EAL represents a potential loss of containment in that the containment
heat removal/depressurization system (e.g., containment sprays,' ice condenser fans,etc., (but not, .
including containment venting strategies)'are either lost or performing in a degraded manner, as
indicated by containment pressure greater than the setpoint (4 psig)' at which the equipment was
supposedto have actuated.[Ref.11,17]

3. Core Exit Thermocouples'-

In this EAL, the function 'restoration procedures are those emergency operating procedures that
address the recovery'of the core coolinig' critical safety functions. The procedure is considered
effective if the temperature is de~reasi oering or if the: vessel Water level is inGreaRrignsing.'
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For units using the CSF rstatus atu trees can be made if the.'
effectiveness of the restor6tioni procedus i_ also evaluate_ as stated below:

_CETs provide an indirect indication of fduelcladding temperature by measuring the temperature of
:the primary coolant that leaves the core jregion. Alth'ough clad rupture due to high temperature is
not expected for CET readings less than the 1200 degrees F, temperatures of this magnitude
signal significant superheating of the primary coolant and core uncovery. [Ref..3]

The second part of this trshold (CET inecsof70dgesFndRLSls than. 1 1 in.
above the bottom of the fuel alignment plate) indicates loss of inventory control resulting in
significant core exit superheating. The highest'CET temperature expected for any FSAR analysis
accident is 700 degrees F and is a limiting condition to remain in an Optimal Recovery Procedure
[Ref. 2].

The RVLMS can provide indication of potential core uncovery when level decreases to 11 in.
-above the bottom of the fuel alignment plate, elevation 614 ft. -0 in. Therefore, RVLMS reading-
less than this elevation, signals inadequate coolant inventory, loss of subcooling, and the
occurrence of possible fuel cladding damage. [Ref. 2, 3, 19, 20]

-Severe accident analyses (e.g., NUREG-1 150) have concluded that function restoration recovery.
procedures can arrest core -degradation;within 'the'reactor vessel in a -sigrificant fraction of the
core damage scenarios, and that the likelihood of containment failure is very small in these events.:::,
.Given this, it is appropriate to provide areasonable period to allow function restoration recovery
procedures'-to arrest the core melt sequence. Whether or not ~the procedures will be effective
should be apparent within 15 minutes. The Emergency Director should make the'declaration as:,
soon as it is 'determined that the procedures heave been, or will be ineffective. The reactor vessel

' : level chosen should be conisistent wi'th the emergency response guides applicable to the facility.-~ -i

-The conditions in this potential loss 'EAL represent an imminent core melt sequence which, if riot
: corrected,- could -lead to vessel failure and an increased potential for containment failure. In-A
- -conjunctinwith the CoreCooing and Heat Sink criteria in the Fuel and RGSPCS barrier colurnrs,
this EAL would result in the declaration of a General Emergency loss of two barriers and the
potential loss of a third.- If the function restoration procedures are ineffective, there is no "success".
pOath.~

There is n "Loss" EALassociated with'this item.

4. SG Secondary Side Release With Primary To Secondary Leakage

This "loss" EAL recognizes that SG tub e, leakage can :represent a bypass of the containment.,
barrier as well 'as a loss of the RGSPCS barrier. The first "loss" EAL addresses the 'condition in|

:-which a RUPTURED steam generator is also FAULTED. This'conditiorn'represents a bypass of
the RCSPCS and containment barriers2- Wnconjunction'with RGSPCS Barrier "loss" EAL#3," this
:would always result in thedeclaration of azESite Area Emergency. -A FAULTED S/G means the
existence of secondary side leakage that results in an uncontrolled lowering.in steam generator
pressure or the steam generator being completely depressurized A RUPTURED SIG means the
existence of primary-to-secondary leakage of -a magnitude sufficient to require or cause a reactor
trip and safety injection, (per Section 5.0 Definitions).'

The second 'loss" EAL addresses SG tube-leaks that exceed 10 gpm in conjunction with a
nonisolable release path to the environment from the affected steam generator. The threshold for
-establishingthe nonisolable secondary'side 'release is intended to be a-prolonged release of
radioactivity from the'-RUPTURED.steam'generator.directly to the environment.JThis could be '
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expected to occur when the main condenser is unavailable to accept the contaminated steam (i.e.,
SGTR with concurrent loss of offsite powier' and the RUPTURED steam generator is required for
plant cooldown or a stuck open-relief-valve). If the main condenser- is available,-there may be -
releases via air ejectors, gland seal exhausters, and other similar controlled, and often monitored,

-pathways. These pathways do not meet the intent of a nonisolable release path to the
environment. These minor releases are-assessed using Abnormal Rad Levels / Radiological-
Effluent.ICs.

:Usce 6hould realizc that tThe two 'loss"`EALs described above couid be considered redundant.-
This was recognized'during the development, process. -The -inclusion of an EAL that uses
EmegenyEmergency'Procedure commonly used terms like "ruptured and faulted" adds to the
ease of the classification process and has been included based on this human factor concern.

The leakage threshold for this EAL has been increased with'Revision 3. In the earlier revision, the
thresholeld was leakage greater thFn T!Sa allowable. ine terior reiio mny plants .

iplemented reduced semgnrtrTSIris(~. 5 p)a ees ndphas~ae,Aem~i @A .
with alternate-steam genrator plugging crite'ria. The 150 gpd threshold ir deemed too iow'for ue.
a's an emer pressure'bounldaryleakage of 10 gpm was-is used as'the threshold
in IC SU5.1, RGSPCS-Leakage, and is deemed appropriate for this EAL. For smaller breaks,'not
exceeding the normal charging capacity threshold in RCGSPCS Barrier "Potential Loss"'EAL #2'

- :-(RCSPCS Leak Rate) or not 'resulting in ECCS-ctuation in EAL #3 (SG Tube Rupture, this 'EAL
results'in a N-UE. For larger breaks, RGSPCS barrier EALs #2 and #3 would result in an Alert.
For SG tube ruptures which may involve multiple steam generators or unisolable secondary line
breaks, 'this EAL would exist in conjunction with'RQSPCS barrier "Loss" EAL #3 and would result
in a Site Area Emergency. Escalation to General Emergency would be based on "Potential Loss"
of the Fuel Clad Barrier..

5. Containment Isolation Valve Status After.Containrent Isolation

-This EAL is intended to address incompiete containment isolation that'allows direct release to:the
- environment.It represents a loss of the containment barrier. -

: The use of the modifier"direct" in defining the release path discriminates against release paths.-t
through interfacing liquid systems. The existence of an in'-line.charcoal filter does not make-a
release path indirect since the filter is not effective at removing fission noble gases. Typical filters:

:have an efficiency of 95-99%-removal of iodine. "Given the- magnitude of the core inventory of-
iodine, significant releases could still occur. in addition, since the'fission product release would'be
driven by boiling in the reactor vessel, the high hunidity in the release'stream can be expected to
render the filters ineffective inashort period.

There is no "Potential Loss", EAL associated with this item.

6. SignificantRadioactivelInventory in Containment
.'a-;f ; . - va lue -whc i S -,n cn,,. . -X.: ..... :

-The (site6-peificj20,000 :Rhr reading i s -avlue which indicates significant fuel damage well in*
excess of the EALs associated with both loss'of-Fuel Clad and lossof RPCS Barriers. [Ref.-4]
- stated in Section 3.8,iA mrajor reiease of r'adioactivity requiring-offsite protective actions from
core damage is'not'pos'sible unless a major failure of fuel cladding allows radioactive material to
be released from the core into the reactor coolant.'

Regardless of whether containment is challenged, this amount-of activity in containment, f
released, could have such severe consequences that it is prudent to treat this as a potential loss of
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containment, such that a General Emergency'declaration is 'warranted. NUREG-1228, "Source
Estimations During Incident Response to Severe Nuclear PoweIr Plant Accidents,"indicates .that
such conditions do not exist when the'amount of clad damage is less than 20%.

a aw o-2 .: =. .ate ond-itEn rh i Hig R . . -Ra .ation i-

Containment radiation is indicated on'Containment High Range Radiation Monitors, RIA-2321 -and
' RIA-2322. The Containment High Range Radiation Monitors high alarm at 400 R/hr. [Ref. 5j]-

Unlces theFre isaite spccificanalysisustifying a higher fvale, it is reGbnmmndeR that a
radiation monitor reading corresponding t6°0% fuel clad damage be specified her'e.

There is no "Loss" EAL associated with this item.",

7. Other-(Site-SperifiG0) Indications

There are' no "Loss" or potential loss EALs associated with this item.

This EAL should-cover othdr'(sitc specific) indicatiois that may1unambiguously indicate oss or
potential loruSsf thecontainmt brriO, incuding indications from area or ventilaion m6nitos. in -
containment annulus or 'other- contiguo'u-- buildings.If siteemergency'operatingprocedure
provide for venting of the Gontainment du'ring 'a ernrgency as a means of preventirg catastrophic
failure, a Loss EAL should be included for'the c0ntainment barricr. This EAL should be declared
as soon asRsuch venting is 'irmincnt. Containment venting as part of re'over' adtions is classified '
*0in accordance with the raidiogical efflucnt :-s-

8. Emergency Director Judgment

This EAL addresses any other factors that are to be used by the Emergency Director in
:determining whetherthe Containment barrier is lost or potentially lost. Such a determination should
include imminent -barrier:- degradation, barrier monitoring capability and dominant accident

i .sequences.-[As discussed in NEI 99-01 rev. 41 -. ,

* Imminent -barrer dearadation exists- if the degradation will likely occur ithin two hours
--based on' a projection of current safety system performance.'The term aimminentn refers to*

recognition' of the inability to reach safety acceptance criteria before completion of all
checks.

* Barrier monitorin 'capability is decreased if there is a loss or lack of reliable indicators.
This' assessment should include, instrumentation operability. concerns, readings 'from r

portable instrumentation and consideration of offsite monitoring results.

* " Dominant accident sequences lead to degradation of all fission product barriers and likely
entry to EOP-9.0,-"Functional Recovery." The Emergency Director should be mindful of the -
Loss -of 'AC power (Station Blackout) and ATWS EALs to assure timely' emergency
classification declarations.:[Ref. 7, 8]

In addition, the inability to monitor.the barrier should also be incorporated in this EAL 'as a factor in
Emergency Director judgment that the barrier'may be'considered lost'or potentially lost. (See also
IC SG1, "Prolonged Loss'of All .Offsite Power and Prolonged Loss of All Onsite AC Power", for
additional information.)
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:'NOUE
HUI Natural and Destructive

Phenomena Affecting the.
PROTECTED AREA.
Op. Modes:All::

HU2- FIRE Within PROTECTED
AREA Boundary Not',
Extinguished Within 15 Minute!
of Detection..
Op. Modes:All :

HU3 Release of Toxic or Flammable
Gases Deeemed Detrimental to
Safe Operationof the Plant.'

.. ''.-: f Op. Modes- All , i , ,,

rI

3 �

TABLE 5IH40'

C Recogniton CateqorV H
Hazards, and Other Conditions'Affdcting Plant Safety:

INITIATING CONDITION MATRIX,
a ALERT SITE AREA EMERGENCY

HAl Natural and Destructive},
Phenomena Affecting the Plant

-,VITALAREA. '-
Op. Modes All

HA2 FIRE or EXPLOSION Affecting
: the Operability of Plant Safety.

Systems Required to Establish
or Maintain Safe Shutdown.
Op.: Modes: All

GNR EMERG . , ENC

GENERAL EMERGENCY

4

HU4

HU5

Confirmed Security Event Whic
Indicates a Potential
Degradation in the Level of
Safety of the Plant.
Op. Modes: All

Other Conditions Existing Whic
in the Judgment of the
Emergency Director Warrant
Declaration of a NQUE.
Op. Modes: All

HA3 Release of Toxic'or Flammable
Gases Within or Contiguous to a
VITAL AREA Which Jeopardizes: ,
Operation of Safety Systems ,,
Required to Establish or,
Maintain Safe Shutdown.
Op. Modes:AnI. ;

wh HA4 Confirmed Security Event in a HSI
Plant PROTECTED AREA.

'Op. Modes: All: ' -

h HA6 Other Conditions Existing Which HS3
in the Judgment of the'.,
Emergency Director Warrant
Declaration of an Alert. I , I;:

; Op.' Modes: AYl

Confirmed Security Event in a
Plant VITAL AREA'
Op.Modes: All

Other Conditions Existing Which
in the Judgment of the
Emergency Director Warrant
Declaration of Site Area
Emergency..; ,
Op. Modes: An.

: Control Room Evacuation Has
Been Initiated and Plant Control
Canni6t Be Established.
Op. Modes:AII, A

HGI Security Event Resulting in Loss
Of Physical Control of the
Facility.
Op. Modes: All

HG2 Other Conditions Existing Which
in the Judgment of the
Emergency Director Warrant
Declaration 'of General
Emergency.' '
Op. Modes: Al/

I. I

Ii I, . ... ~
IHA5 : Control Room Evacuation Has

Been Initiated.,', , '
Op. 'Modes: All
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HAZARDS AND OTHER CONDITIONS-
AFFECTING PLANT SAFETY

Initiating Condition -- NOTIFICATION OF UNUSUAL EVENT- i .-

Natural and Destructive Phenomena Affecting the PROTECTED AREA.: ; :

.!O a .11 . ;0 -f i. .y: iAl

Operating Mode Applicability: All

Example Emergency Action Level: (HUI.1 or HU1.2 or HU1.3 or HU14 or-
HUi.5 rHUI.6-orHUI.7)

HU1.1. Earthquake felt in plant as indicated by: [(Site Specific) method of indicatinges felt

Report by Plant Personnel to on duty Control Room Personnel -
AN D
Confirmation from the National Earthquake Information Center

I ft d 'or Ef t ftX 5;S-hg d0 - Pt e r thnHU1.2. Report by plant personnel of tornado or high winds greaterhanGREATER THAN 95( '.:ite-;
speGifin- mph striking within PROTECTED AREA boundary.

HU1.3. Vehicle crash into plant structures or systems within PROTECTED AREA boundary..

.HU1.4. Report by plant personnel of an unanticipated EXPLOSION within PROTECTED AREA
boundary resulting in VISIBLE DAMAGE to permanent structure or equipment.

: : , 0 -ine! -fai -r res -t tor-D,- -- -f -- S :0-.0 00HUL1.5. Report of turbine failure resulting in casing penetration or damage to turbine or generator
seals:

HU1.6. Uncontrolled flooding in the following (eite-&pecific) areas of the plant that has the'
- potential to affect safety related equipment needed for the current operating mode:

* Emergency Diesel Gene or Rooms:..-

-,Engineered.Safeguards Rooms

* Auxiliary-Feedwater Punip Room

* Switchgear Room IC - - - : -
: Screen House -
: Component Cooling WaterPumpRoom -

HU1.7. High lake level: ulte heat sin level GREATER THAN 590 ft elevation affecting the
PROTECTED AREA.

OR

Low lake level: ultimate heat sink ievel LESS THAN OR EQUAL TO 572 ft elevation.
-(SiteSpecific) occurrenGes affectingthe PROTECTED AREA.
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-Basis:

NCUE in this IC are categorized on the basis of the occurrence of an event of sufficient magnitude'"
-to' be of concern to plant operators. Areas identified in the EALs define the location -of the event
-based on the potential fordamage to equipment contained therein. Escalation of the event totan
'Alert occurs when'the -magnitude of the event is sufficient to result in damage to equipment
contained in the specified location.,

r vAL .1HU1.1 should be de''eloped on site -pecific basis. Damage may be caused to some,-.
portions of the site, but should not affect ability of safety functions to operate. Method of detection
can beis based on instrumentation, validationed by a reliable source,;and-ei operator assessment.
-Asdefined in the EPRI-sponsored "Guidelines'for Nuclear Plant Response to an Earthquake",
dated October 1989, a "felt earthquake"is:'-

An'earthquakeof 'sufficient intensity such that: (a) the vibratory ground mtion is felt 'at the'-
nuclear plant site and recognized as an earthquake based on a consensus of control room
operators on duty at the time,' and (b)-for plants with operable seismic instrum'ntation, the'-
seismic switches of the plant are activated. For most plants with seismic instrumentation, the'

'seismic switches are set at an acceleration of about 0.01g.
-. A: :a 0 ;.-i -: fro th .: - a.fo m ion0-. D0- . --

'-.:Confirmation on seismic disturbances can be obtained from the National Earthquake Information
- - -'- Center, Denver, Colorado, 1-303-273-8500 (normal hours), or 1-303-273-8428 (off normal hours).

--,Seismic instrumentation is available onsite for post emergency assessment of earthquakes. [Ref. -'
1, 2]

-EAI=#2HU1.2 is based on the assumption that a tornado striking (touching down) or high winds
--within the PROTECTED AREA [Ref 4] may have potentially damaged plant structures containing -

functions or systems required for safe shutdown of the plant. The high' wind Gite-specfiG-value fl
EAL.2'Ghould beis based on'site-specific FSAR design basis of 100 mph [Ref. 3]. However, full-
scale on the instrumentation used for classification is 100 mph. A value of 95 mph was ch'osen as
the classification threshold, as this will still be on-scale. If such damage'is confirmed visually or by
other in-plant indications, the event may be escalated to Alert.

EAL-f#3HU1.3 is intended to address crashes 'of -vehicle types large enough to cause significant
damage to plant structures-containing-functions and systems required for safe shutdown of the'
plant. If the crash is confirmed to affect a plant VITAL AREA, the event may be escalated to Alert.

For EAL# #4HU1.4 only those EXPLOSIONs of sufficient force to damage permanent structures or
equipment within the PROTECTED AREA should be considered. No'attempt islmade in this EAL
to assess the actual magnitude of the d amage. The-occurrence of the EXPLOSION with reports of
evidence of damage is sufficient for declaration. The' Emergency director also needs to consider
any security aspects of the EXPLOSION, iftap ' cable.'

EAL .-#HU1.5 is intended to address 'main turbine rotating component failures of sufficient
magnitude to cause observable damage to the turbine,:casing -or to-the seals of the turbine
generator. Of major concern is the potential for leakage of combustible fluids (lubricating oils) and
gases (hydrogen cooling) to the plant ernirons.' Actual FIREs and flammable gas build up are
appropriately classified via HU2 and HU3. 'Generator seal damage observed after generator purge
does not meet the intent of this'EAL because it did not impact normal operation of the plant. This
PNP Technical Basis '-H4 '-



EAL is consistent with the definition of a t4QUE while maintaining the anticipatory nature' desired
and recognizing the 'risk -to non-safety related equipment. Escalation of the emergency
classification is based on-potentialidamage'done by missiles generated by the failure -or by the
radiological rcleascs for a BWR, or in conjunction with a steam generator tube rupture, for i PWR.
These latter events would be classified bythe r~adiological lCs or Fission' Product Barrier lCs. [Ref.
5]

EAL'f6HU1.6 addresses the effect of flooding caused by internal events such as component
failures, equipment misalignment, or outage'activity mishaps. The site-specific areas include'those'
areas that contain systems'required for safe shutdown of the plant, that are'not designed to be
:wetted or submerged. Escalationof the emergency'classification is based on the damage caused
or by access restrictions that prevent necessary plant operations or systems monitoring. [Ref. 6, 7,
8IThe plaRt's IPDEEE mna-r6';'i insiiht irsto area to be considered whe dlevelopin this EAL :

EAL f7#HU1.7 covers 6othr site spocific phenomena such as hurricane, exteral flooding and low
lake level.,'or seiche. These EAL6:can also be prcursors of'more seriou6'event.-ln paricular,
'sitessubje toevereiv.'eather a defined the NUMARC station-blackout initiatives,6should
-nclude an EAL based on E.i--tien of dthe 6eyere weather :rnitigion procrcr (e g.,
precautionar' shutdowns, diesel testing, 6taff call out6, etc.). The nominal lake level is
approximately 580 ft elevation.

The high lake'water level threshold is ground level, which is approximatelyfour feet below the-
design flood-seiche event level of 594.1 ft elevation. This level is obtained by adding a-10.9 ft
onsho're' surge height to a maximum monthly mean lake level of .583.2 ft-elevation. .When lake'
water level 'approaches 590'ft elevation., ONP-12, "Acts of Nature",' requires initiation of a plant'
shutdown [Ref.-2, 7, 9].

-Thelow lake level is-216 in. below the Screen House floor level and ensures water'level is well
above the sluice gate opening which is at 568.25 ft elevation. Water level at this elevation ensures.

0 adequate NPSH to SWS pumps. The NPSH calculation assumes a'minimum water level of 4 feet
above the bottom of the pump suction bell which corresponds to an elevation of 557.25 ft. Violation
of the SWS pump submergence requirement should never become a factor unless the 'Lake
Michigan water level falls below the top of the sluice gate opening: ONP-6.1, "Loss of Service
Water", requires tripping the reactor when service water bay level lowers below 572 ft. [Ref. 10] -

OPNPBasis Reference(s):

1. .-FSAR Section 2.4, "Seismicity"

2. ONP-12, 'Acts of Nature'

:3. FSAR Section 5.3.1.1, "Wind and-Tornado Loadings - Design Parameters".
'4. FSAR Figure- -1, "Plant Area Plan"

5. FSAR Section 5.5, uMissile Protection".

6. DBD 7.08, "Plant Protection against Flooding"

7. FSAR Section 5.4, 'Water Level Design"

8. FSAR Section 5.6, "Dynamic Effects Of Pipe Rupture".' -
9. FSAR Section 2.2.2, "General Lake Hydrology"

10. ONP-6.1,-"Loss of Service Water"`' '-- --
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HAZARDS AND OTHER CONDITIONS.
AFFECTING PLANT SAFETY

Initiating Condition -- NOTIFICATION OF, UNUSUAL EVENT HU2
FIRE Within PROTECTED AREA Boundary Not Extinguished Within 15 Minutes of
Detection.

'Operating Mode Applicability: All

Example-Emergency Action Level:

HU2.1. FIRE in buildings or areas contiguous to any of the following (site'speeific)}(Table Hi1)
areas not extinguished within 15 minutes of GControl fRoom notification or verification of
a GControl fRoom alarml.

Table H-1 'Plant VITAL AREAS

* Containment Structure

: Auxiliary Building

: Turbine Building

* Screenhouse

espe )list

Basis:
in dn;tud -n -tha -- ' - f *

=The purpose of this IC is to address the' magnitude andextent of FIREs that may be potentially
significant precursors to damage to safety systems.-As used here,'4detection is visual observation

'and report by plant personnel or sensor alarm indication. The 15 minute time period begins with a
credible notification that a FIRE is occurring,-or indication'of a VALID fire detection system alarm.
Verification of a fire -detection system'alar m'includes actions that can be taken :with the control
room or other nearby site-specific location'to ensure that the alarm is not spurious.'A verified alarm
is assumed to be an indication of.a FIRE unless,'it is:disproved within theA15 minute period by-
personnel dispatched to the scene. In other words, a personnel. report from the scene may be
used to disprove' a sensor alarm if received 'within 15 minutes of the alarm, but' shall not be
required to verify the alarm. - -

The intent of this 15 minute duration' is to size6the FIRE'and to discriminate against small FIREs
that are readily extinguished (e.g.ngsmolderig waste paper basket). Thesite spe6ific liht hould'
beTable H-1 areas are limited and apptie-sapply to buildings- and areas contiguous (in actual
contact with or immediately adjacent) to plant VITAL AREAs or'other significarnt buildings or areas.
The intent of this IC is'not to include buildings;(i.e.-, warehouses) or areas that are not-contiguous
(in actual contact with or immediately adjacent) to plant VITAL AREAs.- This EAL excludes FIREs
within non-contiguous administration buildings, waste-basket'FIREs, and other small FIREs of no
safety consequence.

PNP Technical iBasis : -H-6



Escalation to a higher emergency class is by IC HA24, "FIRE Affecting the'Operability of Plant
Safety Systems Required for-the Current Operating Mode" ."FIRE'or EXPLOSION Affecting the
Operability of Plant Safety Systems Required to Establish or Maintain Safe Shutdown." [Ref. 1]

PNP Basis Reference(s):

1. ONP-25.1, "Fire Which Threatens Safety-Related Equipment"

PNP Technical Basis



HAZARDS AND'OTHER CONDITIONS
AFFECTING PLANT SAFETY

HU31
Initiating Condition - NOTIFICATION OF UNUSUAL EVENT

Release of Toxic or Flammable Gases Deemed Detrimental to Normal Operation of
the.Plant.

Operating Mode Applicability: - Al

Example-Emergency Action Levels: (HU3.1 or HU3.2)

HU3.1. Report or detection of toxic or flammable gases that has or could enter the site area
-boundary in anounts that can affect NORMAL PLANT OPERATIONS. -- -

HU3.2.'. Report by Local, County or:State:Officials for evacuation or sheltering of site personnel
based on an offsite event.' ''

Basis:

-:'This IC is based on -the existence of uncontrolled releases of toxic or -flammable gas :that may-
:enter the-site boundaryand affect normal plant operations. It is intended that releases of toxic or

- -flammable gases are of sufficient quantity,-' and the release point of such gases is such that normal
.:,plant operations would be affected. This would preclude small or incidenta releases, or releases
'that do not impact structures needed for plant operation. The EALs are intended to not require

significant-assessment or, quantification.,- :The IC assumes an uncontrolled process thathas the,
potential to affect plant operations, or personnel safety.

'Escalation of this EAL is via HA3, whichinvolves a quantified release of toxic or flammable gas
-affecting VITAL'AREAs.

-PNP-Basis Reference(s):
None-

PNP Technical Basis



-:HAZARDS AND OTHER CONDITIONS

' AFFECTING 'PLANT SAFETY

HU4
:Initiating'Condition -- NOTIFICATION.OF UNUSUAL EVENT

Confirmed Security Event Which Indicates a Potential Degradation in the:Level of

Safety of the Plant.

Operating Mode Applicability: All

Example'Emergency' Action Levels:e' (HU4.1 or HU4.2)

:1. - Security eventss determined from (eite spccific) Safeguards Contingency Plan
and reprted by the (cite specific) sourity c-lhift c6upcwlsr'on

- 'HU4.1. Security Shift Leader reports ANY of the following:
* Suspected SABOTAGE device discovered within the plant PROTECTED AREA
: Suspeced SABOTAGE-device discovered outside the PROTECTED AREA orin the

plant switchyard
-Confirmed tampering with safety-related equipment

-- -* A HOSTAGE/EXTORTION situation that'disrupts NORMAL PLANT OPERATIONS
* CIVIL DISTURBANCE or strike which disrupts NORMAL PLANT OPERATIONS'
* Internal disturbance that is not short lived or that is not a harmnless outburst involving'

ANY individuals within the PROTECTED AREA
* Malevolent use of a vehicle outside the PROTECTED AREA which disrupts:NORMAL

:PLANT OPERATIONS

"HU4.2. 2.-A credible site' specific security threat notification.

Basis:

Reference is made to (site specifie) security shift cupcr'isionthe Security Shift Leaders because
these individuals are the designated personnel on-site ;qualified -and trained to confirm that a

security event is occurring or has 'occurred.:Training on security event-classification confirmation
is closely controlled due to the strict secrecy controls placed on the plant- Security Sifeguards

ontingency- Plan. [Ref. 1]

This-EAL~-1-HU4.1 is based on (eite-specifi'):-.the PNP Site'Security Plans.'Security events which

do not represent a potential degradation in the level of safety'of the plant, are reported under 10
CFR 73.71 or'in'some cases under- 10 CFR 50.72. Exam'ple of-eecurity events that indicate
Pot6ntial Denradation in the Leel of Safedtya to h Plant are pro'iide belowix for con;dration.

Consideration should be-gient t fllw pe of event when valuting an vent against
the i criteria of the site specific Security Contingency Plan: SABOTAGE,' HOSTAGE !

EXTORTION, CI'VIL DISTURBANCE, and STRIKE ACTION. -

INTRUSION inito- theplant PROTECTED AREAby-a HOSTILE FORCE would result in EAL
escalation to an ALERT.
PNP Technical Basis '-6-H-9



The intent of EAL 2 HU4.2 is to ensure that appropriate notifications for the security threat are
'made in a timely manner. Only the plant to-which the specific threat is made need declare the
Notification of an Unusual Event.

-'The determination of "credible" is made through use of information found in the (site-specific)
Security SafeguardI Contingency Plan. .

A higher initial classification could be made'based upon the nature and timing of the threat and
potential consequences. The licensee shall consider upgrading the emergency response status
and emergency classification in accordaice with the [site security specificSecurity} Safeguards,
-Cnigency Plan and Emergency Plans.'

PNP Basis Reference(s):

1.- Security Plan (Safeguards Information)

PNP Technical Basis �ZHl 01 , -



HAZARDS AND ~OTHER CONDITIONS
AFFECTING PLANT SAFETY

HU5
'Initiating Condition - NOTIFICATIO OFUNUSUAL EVENT

Other Conditions Existing Whic'h'in. te- Judgment of the EmergencyDrcoWaan

Declaration of a t4QUE.

~Operating Mode Applicability: ,All

ExapleEmergency Action Level

HU5.1. Ohe codiios exst which in the jugeto h mrec irector. indica te tha~t
events are in process or have occurred whc niaeaptnildgaaio of the level
of safety of the plant. No release's of iradioactive material requiring offsite response or;:.
monitoring are expected unlss urther degradation of safety systems occurs. -

BasiS:
ThisEALis ntededto ddrss unanticipated conditions-not addressed explicitleswhrbu

that warrant declaration ofan emergec bease condition exsbhc r blievdb'h
Emergency Director to fall Under the NOUJE emergency class.'

From a broad perspective,~ one ar rea -that may warrant Emergency Director judgment ~is related to
likely or actual breakdown of site-specifIC,.event' mtigating actions. E xamplesto consider include
inadequate'- emergency, response pocdue, transient ,response either :un'expected o, o

undestod, failure or-unava.iaiity -of. emergency systems during an acciden intexceSs oftat
assumed in accident analysio insufiie-n-tavlailability, oeqipment and/rspotesonl

-PNP Basis Refere'nce(s):
None

PNP Technical Basis H-I



HAZARDS AND-OTHER CONDITIONS
AFFECTING PLANT SAFETY'

-HAI
Initiating Con'dition -- ALERT

Natural and Destructive Phenornena Affecting the Plant VITAL AREA.

'Operating Mode Applicabiity:' - 'All

--Example Emergency Action' Levels:- -(HA1.1 or HA1.2 or HA1.3 or HA1.4 'or
HA1.5 or HA1.6)

HA1.1. Seismic event GREATER THAN 0.1 :g Operating Basis Earthquake (OBE) 'as indicated
-by VISIBLE DAMAGE to any of the following (Table H-2) plant structures / equipment.'-

Table H-2 -VITAL AREASiSafe Shutdown Equipment 1

* Containment Structure,

* Auxiliary Building

* Turbine Building

* Screenhouse

* Safety Injection Refueling'Water Tank (T-58)

* Condensate Storage Tank (T-2) '

* Primary System Makeup'Tank (T-81)
:- ,.Fuel Oil Storage'Tank (T-10A)

-:(Site'Speific) [method(s) of indicatinges Selemic Evesnt greater than Operating Basis Earthquake -.

HA`1.2. :Tornado or-high winds GREATER THANgreater than [(site epecific, FSAR design
basisl95) mph within PROTECTED AREA boundary and resulting in VISIBLE DAMAGE:
to any of the following (Table' H-2) pl-ant structures / equipment or Control Room
:indication'ofdegraded performance of those systems.

-P Reactor Building-

Pl~timate Heat Sink
-.Refueling miftrStor geTank-- -

' . Diesel Generator Building':' ~.~ ............... ;0'- : -
: 's ' "ei:"" --- ;t:- - : - :- B - .,- .:d';
E -: o-nd~elnstet S2torgee Tankot -- -i: i:--
EControl Ro'om-''
EOther (Site Specific) Structures>t0:- X--' '

HA1.3. Vehicle'crash within PROTECTED AREA' boundary and resulting in VISIBLE:DAMAGE to
any of the following (Table H-2) plant structures or equipment therein or eControl Room
indication of degraded performance of those systems--.:

PNP Technical Basis
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EReactor Building

PUltimate Heat Sink
ERefueling Water Storage Thnki '

Diesel nGenetor Building
L-'Turbine Building

EControl Room ' ' ' - -' '- ..-....-

POther (Site Specific) Structures.-
HA1.4. *Turbine failure-generated missiles result in any VISIBLE DAMAGE to or penetration of

any of the following (Table H-2) plant areas..

(. i ite pecifc) lit. . - : . C

HA1.5. Uncontrolled flooding in (Iite4pecific areas of the plant listed below that results in
degraded safety system performance as indicated in the GControl fRoom or.that creates
industrial safety hazards '(e.g.-, electric shock) that precludes access necessary to operate
ormonitor safety equipment-:

* Emergency Diesel Generator Rooms

* Engineered Safeguards'Rooms

* Auxiliary Feedwater Pump Room

* Switchgear Room 1C'

* Screen House

- Component Cooling WaterPump Room

: HA1.6. (Site-Specific The following occurrences within PROTECTED AREA'boundary and
resulting in VISIBLE DAMAGE t6'plant structures containing equipment necessary for
safe shutdown, or has caused damage as evidenced by GControl Ri-oom indication of
-degraded performance ofthosesystems.

High lake level: ultimate' heat sink level GREATER THAN 594 ft elevation

OR

Low lake level: ultimate heat sink level LESS THAN OR EQUAL TO 569 ft elevation.

Basis:

.The Table H-2 areas contain systems and components required for the safe shutdown functions of
the-plant. The PNPzsafe shutdown analyses were consulted for'equipment and-plant areas
required for the applicable mode. [Ref. 11] The EALs in this IC escalate from the NUE EALs in
HU1 in that the occurrence-of the event has resulted in VISIBLE DAMAGE toplant structures or
areas containing equipment-necessaryfora safe shutdown', or has caused damage to the safety
systems in those'structures'evidenced by C6 ntrol Room indications of degraded systemfresponse
or performance. The occurrence of VISIBLE'DAMAGE and/or degraded system response is
intended to 'discriminate against lesser events. The initial "report" should not 'be interpreted as
mandating'a leangthy damage assessment prior to classification. No attempt is made in this EAL to
assess the actual magnitude of the damage. The significance here is not that a particular system
or structure was damaged, 0but-rather, ,that the event was of sufficient magnitude to cause this

PNP Technical Basis i5-1H1-3'



degradation. Escalation to higher classifications occur on the basis of other ICs (e.g., System
Malfunction).

=EAL 1HA1.1 is-based on the FSAR'operating basis earthquake (OBE) of 0.1 g acceleration.'-
should be based on site specific FSAR design basis. Seismic events of this magnitude can result
in a plant VITAL AREA being' subjected to forces beyond design limits, and thus damage may be
assumed to have occurred to plant safety systems. See EPRI sponsored "Guidelines for Nuclear
-'I Plant Response to an Earthquake , dated October1808, for information 'on seismic event
Gategeres.
-Confirmation on seismic disturbances ca'n be-obtained from the National Earthquake Information

- 'Center, Denver, Colorado, 1-303-273-8500 (normal hours), or 1-303-273-8428 (off normal hours).'
Seismic instrumentation is available onsite for 'post emergency assessment of earthquakes.
[Ref.1, '2]

EAL #2HA1.2 is based on the FSAR design basis sustained wind speed of 100 mph. However,
full-scale on the instrumentation used fortclassification is 100 mph. A value of 95 mph was chosen '
-asthe classification threshold, as this will 'till be on-scale.ehoufd be based on sifite pcific FSAR

design basis [Ref. 3] Wind loads of thismagnitude can cause'damage to safety functions.
*H*D; 4 an -H -i ,A1;.5 -- . :.^X, -. .: si S;seic 'r c::t.

- -EAL #s HA1.2, HA1.3, HAl .4 and HAl.5 2-3;--5-should specify site-specific structures or areas
'-containing systems and functions required for safe shutdown of the plant.

-f R.-, plant.=A, . .f. . -- ,-X- : ::- :

-EAL#3HAI.3 is intended to 'address crashes of vehicle types large enough to cause significant
damage to plant structures 'containing'functions and systems -required for safe'shutdown of the
-plant. [Ref.'4]

- EAL-#f4HAIA.4 is'intended to address the threat to safety related equipment iiposed by missiles
generated by main turbine rotating component failures. Table'H-2 lists areas that contain systems
and components required for the -safe shutdown functions of the plantlThis bitepecific list ot
areas should include' all areas containing safety related equipment, their control& and their power;
supplies. This EAL is, therefore, 'c6nsistent with the definition of an ALERT in that if 'missiies have
damaged orf penetrated areas containing safety-related equipment the potential S exists for
substantial degradation of the level of safety of the plant.'[Ref. 4, 5]

FA 4-# HA1.5-addresses the effect of internal flooding that has resulted in degraded performance
-of systems affected by the flooding, orhas created industrial safety hazards (e.g.,"electrical shock)
that preclude necessary access to operate-or monitor safety equipment. The inability to operate or

-monitor safety equipment represents a potential for substantial degradation'of the level of safety of
: the plant. This flooding mayhave been' caused by internal events suchas component failures,
equipment misalignment, or outage activity.mishaps. The site-specific areas includes those areas

: that contain systems required for safe shutdowvnof the plant, that are not designed to be wetted or
submerged. The plant's IPEEE may -provdeinight into areas to be considered when developing
this EAL[Ref 6, 7- 8]

-EAL# #6HA1.6 covers other rite specific phenomena Pugh as hurricane, flooding, low lake
level or seiche. These-ThisEALs can A be a precursors of more serious events. The high lake
water level threshold is the design flood-s'eiche event level of 594.1 ft elevation. (rounded down to
594 ft!).-This'level is obtained by adding a 10.9 ft onshore surge height to a maximum monthly* -
mean lake level of 583.2 ft elevation. When lake water level approaches 590 ft elevation, ONP-1 2,
"Acts of Nature", requires initiation of a plant shutdown. When lake water level exceeds 590 ft=
water may start to enter the Turbine Building/Screen House, ONP-12 requires tripping the'reactor.
[Ref. 2, 7, 9]
PNPTechnical Basis -H-14



The low lake water level corresponds to the Screen House sluice gate opening of 568.25 ft
elevation:-(rounded to-569 ft). Water level at this elevation ensures adequate NPSH to SWS
pumps. The NPSH calculation assumes a minimum water level of.4 feet above the bottom of the--
pump suction bell which corresponds to'an elevation of 557.25 ft. Violation of the'SWS pump

-submergence requirement should never' become a factor unless the Lake Michigan water level
falls belowthe top ofthe sluicegate'opening. [Ref. 10].-

PNP Basis Reference(s):
1. FSAR Section 2.4, "Seismicity;
2. ONP-12, "Acts of Nature"

3. FSAR Section 5.3.i1.1, "Wind and Tornado Loadings - Design Parameters"
4. FSAR Figure 1-1, "Plant Area Plan"

:5. FSAR Section 5.5, uMissile Protection"
: L 6.

7.

8.

DBD 7.08, "Plant Protection against Flooding"-

FSAR Section 5.4, "Water Level Design"

FSAR Section 5.6, "Dynamic Effects Of Pipe Rupture"

0 9 . FSAR Section 2.2.2, UGeneral Lake Hydrolog'y"
- .: z . e - .: -: .: r . : =: .: - ,: a-- i, - ; :

- ' 10. ONP-6.1, "Loss of Service Wate�r" - -'. " :-
g . = . - . . .* E . . * b - * -, . . .
- 11.-ONP-25.1, UFire Which Threatens Safety-Related Equipment"
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HAZARDS AND-OTHER CONDITIONS'
-AFFECTING PLANT SAFETY

HA2
Initiating Condition -- ALERT

FIRE or EXPLOSION Affecting the Operability of Plant Safety Systems Required to
:-Establish or Maintain Safe Shutdown.

Operating Mode Applicability:

Exampe- Emergency Action Level:

All

HA2.1. FIRE or EXPLOSION in any of the following (Table H-2) (site speeifiG)-areas-.
.

Table H-2 VITAL AREASlSafe'Shutdown Equipment

* Containment Structure

- Auxiliary Building

* Turbine Building

* Screenhouse

* Safety Injection Refueling Wate'r Tank (T-58)

* Condensate Storage Tank (T-2)

Primary System Makeup Tank (T-81)

1--; * Fuel Oil Storage Tank (T-1o A)

-,speifiq) list

-AND -

Affected system parameter indicatio'ns show degraded performance OR plant personnel
report VISIBLE DAMAGE to permanent structures or equipment within the specified area.

Basis:

The Table H-2 areas contain systems and components required for the safe shutdown functions of
the plant. -The PNP safe 'shutdown analyses-were consulted for equipment and plant areas
required for the applicable mode. Site specific areas containing functions and syctems required for
the safe shutdovn of the plant should be 4pecificd. Site Specific Safe Shutdown Analy:is should
be consulted for equipment 'a'nd plant'easiquired to establish or maintain cafe' hutdown.-This
will make it easier to determine if the FIRE or EXPLOSION is potentially affecting one or more
redundant trains of safety systems [Ref. 1]. Escalation to a higher 'emergency-class, if appropriate,
:will bebased on'System Malfunction, Fis'sion Product Barrier Degradation,:Abnormal Rad Levels /
Radiological Effluent,' or Emergency Director Judgment ICs.

PNP Technical Basis 5-1--1 6



This EAL addresses a FIRE EXPLOSION and not the degradation in performance of affected
systems. System degradation is addressed in the Systemr Malfunction EALs. The reference' to
damage of systems is used to identify the magnitude of the -FIRE I EXPLOSION and-to,
discriminate against minor FIREs / EXPLOSIONs. The reference to safety systems is included to
discriminate .against' FREs I EXPLOSIONsin areas having a low probability of affecting safe

:---. operation. The significance here is :not that a safety system was degraded but the fact that the
FIRE EXPLOSION was large enough to cause damage to these systems. Thus, the designation
'of a single train was'intentional and is appropriate when the FIRE I EXPLOSION is large enough
to affect more than one component.

This situation is not the same as removing equipment for maintenance that is 'covered by a plant's,
-Technical Specifications.:Rernoval of equipment for maintenance is a planned activity controlled in
accordance with procedures and, as such, does not-constitute a substantial degradation in the

7 level of safety of the plant. A FIRE I EXPLOSION is an UNPLANNED activity and, as such, does
constitute a'substantial degradation in the level of safety of -the plant. In this situation,-an Alert
classification is warranted.

The inclusion of a "report of VISIBLE DAMAGE" should not be interpreted as mandating a lengthy
damage assessment prior to classification. No attempt is 'made in this EAL to assess the actual
magnitude of the damage. The occurrence of the EXPLOSION with reports of evidence of damage
is sufficient for declaration. The'declaration of an Alert and the activation of the Technical Support
,Center will -provide the Emergency Director with the resources 'needed to perfornm -these 'damage'
assessments.- The'Emergency Director also needs to consider any security 'aspects of the

-'-:EXPLOSIONs, if applicable. [Ref. 1]

PNP Basis'Reference(s):

1. ONP-25.1, "Fire Which Threatens Safety-Related Equipment"'

PNP Technical Basis :--
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HAZARDS AND OTHER CONDITIONS
AFFECTING PLANT SAFETY

-HA3
Initiating Condition -- ;ALERT

Release of Toxic or Flammable Gases Within or Contiguous to a VITAL AREA.Which
Jeopardizes Operation bf Systems Required to Maintain Safe Operations or
Establish or.Maintain Safe Shutdown.

Operating Mode Applicability: All

E-xaniple -Emergency Action Levels:: (HA3.1 or HA3.2)

HA3.1. :-Report or detection of toxic gases'within or contiguous to a VITAL AREA (Table H-i) in
: :, concentrations that may result in an atrmosphere IMMEDIATELY DANGEROUS TO LIFE

.AND HEALTH (IDLH).

Table H-1 : lant VITAL AREAS. ,

. Containment Structure

* Auxiliary Building

* Turbine Building

- Screenhouse

-R t .t . , -. . . -h

HA3.2. Report or detection of gases irnconcentration greater than the LOWER FLAMMABILITY:
LIMIT within or contiguous to a-VITAL AREA (Table H-1).

Basis:

This IC is based on gases that affect the.safe operation of the plant..This IC applies to buildings
and areas contiguous :to' plant VITAL AREAs'or other significant buildings or'areas-(ie.'seriGe
water purp house) [Ref. 1].-The intent of this- IC is not to 'include buildings '(e.g.,'warehouses)-or
other areas that are .'not contiguous :'or.r immediately. adjacent: to plant VITAL AREAs. It is
appropriate that increased monitoring be don'e to ascertain whether consequential damage has
occurred.i Escalation Ito a higher lemergency class, if appropriate, will be: based :on . System
Malfunction, Fission'Product Barrier Deg'radation, 'Abnormal Rad Levels i Radioactive Effluent, or
Emergency Director Judgment ICs.'

EAL -#4HA3.I is met-if -measurement of toxic'gas concentration results in an atmosphere that is
IDLH within:a VITAL;AREA or any'area or building contiguous to VITAL"AREA. Exposure to an
IDLH atmosphere will result in immediate'harm to unprotected personnel, 'and'would preclude
access to any such affected areas.

PNP Technical Basis



EAL t2HA3.2 is met when :the flammable gas concentration in 'a VITAL AREA or any building or
area contiguous to- a VITAL -AREA exceed 'the LOWER. FLAMMABILITY LIMIT. Flammable,
gasses, such as hydrogen and acetylene, are ro utinely used to maintain plant systems (hydrogen)
or to repair;-equipment/components-.(acetylene - used in welding). This EAL addresses
'concentrations at which gases :'can i gnite/support combustion.' An' uncontrolled release of.
flammable gasses within a facility structure has the potential to affect safe operation of the plant by
limiting either operator or_' equipment operations "due to the 'potential for .ignition and resulting-
equipment damage/personnel injury. Once-it has been determined that an uncontrolled release is
'occurring, then sampling must be doneto -determine if the concentration of the released gas is
within this range.

PNP Basis Reference(s):
1.' ONP-25.1, "Fire Which Threatens Safety-Related Equipment-

'1
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HAZARDS AND OTHER CONDITIONS
AFFECTING PLANT SAFETY

HA4
Initiating Condition -'ALERT'

Confirmed Security'Event in a Plant PROTECTED AREA.

Operating Mode Applicability. Al

Example Emergency Action Levels:- (HA4.1 or HA4.2)

HA4.1. INTRUSION into the plant PROTECTED AREA by a HOSTILE FORCE.

HA4.2.' :Security Shift Leader reports any of the following:
-'- *' SABOTAGE device lscovered in the plant PROTECTEDAREA
' Standoff attack on the PROTECTED AREA by a HOSTILE FORCE (i.e., Sniper):
* ANY Security event of increasing severity that persists for GREATER THAN 30 1

min.:
Credible BOMB threats

* HOSTAGE/EXTORTION-
* Suspicious FIRE OR EXPLOSION

- * Significant Security System Hardware Failure
' * Loss of Guard Post Contact

Other security events as determined fro' (sitepspecifi6) Safeguards Contingency Plan and
reported by the (site specific) security shift super.'ieion

Basis:

This class of security events represents an escalated threat to plant safety above that contained in
'' 0 -~~0r.the NQUE. A confirmed INTRUSION report'is satisfied if physical evidence indicates the presence
-of a HOSTILE FORCE within the PROTECTED AREA.

.The Security Plan identifies numerous '-ventslconditions that constitute a threat/compromise to
station security.' Only those events that involve- actual'or potential substantial degradation to the -
level of safety of the plant rieed'to be considered.Conrsid-ration should beqgive'n to the following -

typcs of 4vents when evaluating Da event against the criteria of the cite sprcific Security

ontingency Pl-n SABOTAGE H-OSTGE 4 EXTORDTINI, nd STRIKE- A lCTIO Then
Sifeguards Cotingency Plan -identifie numerous' eventsconditions. that constitute ia
tthreatcomprornise' to a Station'c ccuiity. Only these'events that involve Actual'or Potential
Substantial degradatein to the. ev elo sIfo of the plant need to e concidcre'd. The following
events 'vouid not normal!y meet this require~nt;(e.g., Failure by a Member of the Security Force
to 'carr out ar ascjigned rcuired'duty, internal !disturbances, Iosslcompromic of safeguards
materials or- strike actions).

INTRUSION into a VITAL AREA by a ,HOSTILE FORCE will escalate this event to a Site Area
Emergency.,

-PNP Technical Basis.
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Reference is made to (site-speGifiG) Security sShift &upe visor'Leaders because these individuals
are the designated personnel on-site 'qualified and trained to- 'confirm -that a security event is
occurring or'has occurred. --Training.on' security event classification confirmation is closely-
controlled due to the 'strict secrecy controls dplaced on the plant Security Plan.- [Ref. 1] l-

'PNP Basis Reference(s):
1. Security Plan (Safeguards)

PNP.Technical Basis
i - 7 �
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HAZARDS AND OTHER CONDITIONS
- AFFECTING PLANT SAFETY

HA5
Initiating Condition --' ALERT I ' '

:Control Room Evacuation Has Been Initiated.

-Operating'Mode Applicability:'-..'-'- All

Example Emergency Action Level:

HA5.1. Entry into ONP-25.2, "Alternate Safe Shutdown" [(site specific) procedurc number(s) and
title(s)]-for GControl FRoom evacuation.

Basii.:

With the GControl FRoom evacuated, additional support, monitoring and direction through the
Technical Support Center and/or ' other femergency response facility :is necessary., ONP-25.2'
'Alternate Safe Shutdown",.provides specific instructions for evacuating the Controi Room:and:
establishing plant control at remote Panels'C-150 Auxiliary Hot Shutdown Panel/C-150A Auxiliary
Hot Shutdown Monitoring Panel. inability to'establish plant control from outside the control room'
will escalate this event to a Site Area Emergency. [Ref. 1]

PNP Basis:Reference(s):
1.- ONP-25.2, "Alternate Safe Shutdown'

. :. - - I . ,

P, I
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---HAZARDS AND OTHER CONDITIONS
AFFECTING PLANT SAFETY

- nt- ::t:0HA6
Initiating Condition -- ALERT

Other Condiions Existing Which in the Judgment of the Emergency Director Warrant
Declarationof an Alert.

Operating Mode Applicability: -- t All.

* E-xampleEmergency Action Level:

HA6.1.' Other coditions exist which in the judgment of the Emergency Director indicate that
events are in process or haveoc'curred which involveactual or likely potential substantial
degradation of the level of safety of the plant.Any releases are expected to -be limited to
small fractions of the EPA Protective Action Guideline exposure levels.

Basis:

This' EAL is intended to address unanticipated conditions not addressed explicitly elsewhere but
'that warrantdeclaration of an emergency because~conditions exist which are believed by the
Emergency Director to fall under the Alert emergency class.

PNP Basis Reference(s):
None

PNP Technical Basis I., -1. ��,�'&-H-23



.,HAZARDS AND OTHER CONDITIONS
AFFECTING:PLANT SAFETY-'

Initiating Condition - SITE-AREA EMERGENCY

Confirmed Security Event in a Plant VITAL AREA.

:,Operating Mode Applicability: All

S xample-Emergency'Action Levels: (HSI.1 or HS1.2)

HS1.1.- INTRUSION into the plant VITAL AREA by a HOSTILE FORCE.

HS1.2. Security Shift Leader reports any of the following:
- SABOTAGE discovered in a VITAL AREA.'

- -HOSTAGE/EXTORTION'in a VITAL AREA.
Other 6ecurity event6 as determined fror (cite s'pecific) Safeguard_ Contingency Plan and

''repoted by-the(6ite specific) cec-ity -hift superwision

Basis:

This class of security events represents''an escalated threat to plant safety above that contained in -
-'the Alert IC in that a HOSTILE FORCE has progressed from'the PROTECTED AREA'to 'a VITAL
-''AREA.

Consideration-6ho0uldb'e given-to the following types of eventswhen evaluating an1event gains-t
the criteria 'ofthefsite specific Security Contingency Plan: SABOTAGE G nd-HOSTAGE /
. rflnrTI.I r.-1 .. t _ ~ fAl -_ __ ._A r. ni _ _ - - -- - *. - 1 - -, r - '' -iL

.0 :~~ - e | re gu1 rrs |cu n- ;_y ll rIs- ioenim@ec vlnnumeIrrlou enionoiuns natMA K 1U. Hr--. aayf rvv nr lan GelffleS T T18FOU _ _VHSM39EIRVGRS MaE

-conistitute a~threaticornpromise to. a' Station'c security. Only those 'eve'nts that'involve'-Actual or
Ikely Masor f-iluresof plalnt flnc tionnneoed for protertiong of thbprlic need tAo .r conidered.

The'following-event6 would not normnaly'meet this-requirement; (e.g., Failure by a'Member of the
-ncrity - F j Ce- tr arp' out an disturcban nt-loss cbmptomi o

afeqIiards mnaterials or strike actions. .-

Loss of Plant Control would escalate this'event to a GENERAL EMERGENCY.

Reference is made.'to (site pecifi) 6- Security :'sift-Shift 'upervsien"Leaders because these
individuals are the designated personnel on-site qualified and trained to confirm that a security
event is occurring or has occurred.- Training on security event classification confirmation is closely
controlled due to the' strict secrecy controls -placed on the plant Security Plan. :Ref 1];'-

PNP Basis Reference(s):h'
1. Security Plan

PNP Technical Basis -H-2



HAZARDS AND OTHER CONDITIONS
AFFECTINGd PLANT SAFETY

H S 2
Initiating Condition -SITE AREA EMERGENCY

Control Room 'Evacuatin PHas Been- nitia Cted and Plant Control Cannot Be'
Established.

Operating Mode Applicability: ',,All

Example Emergency Action Level:

HS2.1. Control fRoom evacuation has been initiated.,

-AND

- Control of the plant cannot be established per.ONP- 25.2, "AIternate Safe Shutdown"
:(Eiespecifei) procedure withirn(sitespecific) 15 minutes.

Expeditious transfer of safety systems has notboccurred but fission product barrier damage may
not yet be indicated: The'intent of this IC is to'capture those events where control of the plant
' cainnot be reestablished in'a timely manner. Site &pecific time for transfer based'on analysis or
:-- assessmentc as--to how quickly control must be reestablished without'corc uncove4ring addor core
damag'. This timc shou d1 not ec -ed15i minute v-iihou -additional, justification. The determination

--.of whether or not control is established at heurerwotp shtonpnliaaednEmerigeency
Director (ED) judgment. The ED is expected to make a reasonable, informed judgment within the
' ' ite-spe~iftime for transfer that the l'eoperator'has control of the plant from the remote
shutdown panel.-

ONP-25.2, Alternate Safe Shutdow'n, provides -specific instructions -for evacuating the Control -

Room and establishing plant control at the remote Panels C-150 Auxiliary Hot Shutdown Panel i
C-150A'.Auxiliary Hot;Shutdown MonitoringiPanel. ONP-25.2 also specifies required times for
completing individual operator actions to'c6ntrol the plant. The required times for'completing all of
these'actions are greater than 15 min-utes-with the exception of isolating atmospheric steam-

-dumps. Steam dumps need t6, be' isolated within six -minutes to' avoid overcooling the PCS.
However, this' action-would be completed -prior to'establishing control at C-150/C-150A. The 15

'minute limit is established to ens urecontrol is established'at C-150/C-150A in sufficient time to
allow completion of the remaining actions in ONP-25.2. [Ref. 1]

The intent of the EAL is to establish 'control 'of important -plant equipment and knowledge of
important plant parameters in'a timely 'manner. Primary emphasis should be plac`ed on those
components'and instruments that supply protection for'and information about safety functionrs.
Typically,'these'safety functions aroe reactivity'control (ability'to'shutdown'the reactor and maintain
it shutdown), SPCS inventoryreactor--ater-level (ability to cool the core), and secondary heat
removaldecay heat remn'oval (ability to 'maintain a heat sink)foraBWR.'''

he' equivalent functions' for a PWR are reactivity control, RCS inventory, and secondary' heat
removal

PNP Technical Basis -i' -: ' :-H--25



Escalation of this event, if appropriate, would be by Fission Product Barrier Degradation, Abnormal
Rad Levels/Radiological Effluent, or Emergency-flirector Judgment ICs.

PNP Basis Reference(s).
1. ,ONP-25.2,"Alternate'SafeShutdown" -- ' :'' r

PNP Technical Basis
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HAZARDS AND OTHER CONDITIONS
AFFECTING PLANT SAFETY:

Initiating Condition -SITE AREA EMERGENCY

HS3 .-

Other Conditions Existing Which in the'Judgme'nt of the Emergency Director Warrant
-Declaration of Site Area Emergency.

Operating Mode Applicability:,11-;,'- All

Example Emergency Action Levell:,

HS3.1.: Other conditions exist which in the' judgment of the Emergency Director indicate that'
events are in process or have occurred which involve actual or likely major failures of
plant functions needed for protection of th6 public. Any releases' are not expected to ,
result in exposure levels which exceed EPA Protective Action Guideline exposure levels
beyond thesite boundary.

Basis:

This EAL is intended to address unanticipated conditions Snot addressed explicitly elsewhere but
,that warrant declaration of an., emergency because conditions exist-which are believed by the
Emergency Director to fall under the emergency class description for Site Area Emergency.

PNP Basis Reference(s):
None

PNP Technical Basis



HAZARDS AND-OTHER CONDITIONS
AFFECTING-PLANT SAFETY

~HGI

Initiating Condition -'GENERAL EMERGENCY-

n Security Event'Resulting in Loss Of Physical Control of the Facility.

Operating Mode'Applicability: ' All

-'ExampleEmergency Action Level: .

HG1.1.- A HOSTILE FORCE has tak'enicontrol of plant equipment such that plant personnel are.-'
-. unable to operate equipment required to maintain safety functions as indicated by loss of

physical control of EITHER:

A VITAL AREA such that operation of equipment required for safe'shutdown is'lost

OR

-:Spent fuel pool cooling systemsif imminent fuel damage is iikely(e .g., freshly off
- loaded reactor core in the pool).

---- d I -I -f;- '- - - =-\
0- -: -Basis: ;

This IC encompasses conditions under which a HOSTILE FORCE has taken physical control of.
VITAL AREAs (containing vital equipment or-controls'of vital equipment) required to maintain,-
safety functions''and control of that equipnent cannot be transferred to and operated from another
location. Typically, these safety functions'are reactivity control (ability to shut down the reactor-and

- keep itOshutdown), ractorwater levelRCSPCS inventory.(ability to cool the-core),'and d:a
secondary heat removal (abilityto maintain a heat 'sink)for-a-WR. Thecquivalot functions for a --
PR '-:,: ; Ar reactiitontrol, rCS invcnt/or,6nd secnar heat removal- If control of the' lant:

- \ rml i _ _ I _Onn _ h rp p

equipment necessary to maintain safety functions can be transferred to another location, then the

.above initiating condition is not met. -

-ressfL - - ;0 0 -f-

This EAL should'also address loss of physical control-of spent fuel pool cooling systems'if
imminent fuel damage is likely (e.g.,-freshly off-loa'ded reactor core in pool).

*Loss of physical control of the control room or'remote shutdown capability alone may not prevent'.
-the'ability to maintain safetyjfunctions per se. -Dsign of the're&mote shutdown capibility and the

- location of the transfer cwitches should be taken in to account.[Ref. 1]

.PNP Basis Reference(s): . --
1. Security Plan (Safeguards)

PNP Technical Basis



HAZARDS AND OTHER CONDITIONS
AFFECTING PLANT SAFETY,

HG2
Initiating Condition - GENERAL EMERGENCY

Other Conditions Existing Which in'the-Judgment of the.Emergency Director a
Declaration of General Emergency.'

:Operating ModeApplicability: All

ExampleEmergency -Action Level:

HG2.1. Other conditonsexistwhich in the judgment of the Emergency Director indicate that
events are in process or. have occurred which involve actual or imminent substantial core

' ' :..- -degradation or melting with potential for loss of containment integrity. Releases can be
reasonably expected to exceed EPA Protective Action Guideline'exposure'levels offsite
for more than the immediate site area.

Basis:

This' EAL is intended to address''unanticipted conditions not addressed. explicitly els where but
-'that warrant declaration of an emergency because conditions exist which are believed by the
; 'Emergency Director to fall under the` Gen'eral Emerg'ency class.

PNP Basis Reference(s):
None
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Table S-,O
Recognition Category S

System Malfunction-

:. ~,. .INITIATING CONDITION MATRIX: .
ALERT SITEAREA EMERGENCY

power capability to essential SSi, Loss of All Offsite Power and
sses reduced to a single Loss of All Onsite AC Power to
wer source for greator than' Essential Busses.
REATER THAN 15 minutes Op. Modes: Power Operation,'
ch that any additional single Startup, Hot Standby, Hot
lure would result in station Shutdown

- NOUE
SU1 Loss of All Offsite Power to

Essential Busses'forr (4$ei:
Tha"GREATER THAN 15
Minu es.,.

: : Op. Modes: Power Operation,
Startup Hot Standby Hot

-: Shutdown:" ;

SA5:i AC
' bu

po
:GF

,. su

fai
: blackout. :

Op: Modes: Power Operation,
: : Startup, Hot Standby, Hot -

.Rhutdnwn :--. . I

:- SA2

: ,; .: n:.I .,;,: : � % - : : -� : 1,! 1 . - I :, � , - I ,

: `4� �-�

Failure of Reactor Protection-
System Instrumentation to Corn-

6lete or Initiatb'an Automatic
Reactor Scram Once a Reactor
Protection'System Setpoint Has--
-Been Exceeded and Manual
Scram Was Successful.,,
Op. Modes: Power Operation,
Startup, Hot Standby :

SS2 Failure of Reactor Protection,
System Iristrumr'nentation'to Comn-
plete or Initiate an Automatic':;:
Reactor Scram Once a' Reactor-.. L
Protection System Setpoint Has.
Been Exceeded and Manual.' '
S cram Was NOT Successful.:
Op. Modes: Power Operation,
Startup

SS4 Complete Loss of Heat Removal.
Capability.
Op. Modes: Power Operation,:-
Startup,- Hot Standby, Hot
Shutdown

GENERAL EMERGENCY

SG1 Prolonged Loss of All Offsite
Power and Prolonged Loss of All
Onsite AC Power to Essential
Busses.
Op. Modes: Power Operation,
Startup, Hot Standby, Hot
Shutdown' :

SG2 Failure of th'e Reactor Protection.
' Syster'toComplete an'Auto-

^ matic Scram"and Manual Scram
' '.-.''was NOT Successful and There

is' Indication of an Extreme
if Challenge to the Ability to Cool

the'Core.
Op. Modes: Power Operation,
Startup,

SU2. Inability to Reach Required
Shutdown Within Technical

'Specification Limits.
Op. Modes: Power Operation,
Startup, Hot Standby, Hot
Shutdown :i; :.

SU3 UNPLANNED Loss of Most or All
Safety System Annunciation or
Indication in The Control Room

'for Greater Than GREATER <
': ':THAN15 Minutes; ;'K-- -

: :.Op. Modes: Power Operation,;.
Startup, Hot Standby, Hot
Shutdown -

SA3 Deleted^

SA4 UNPLANNED Loss of Most or All'
Safety' System Aninun'ciation or
Indication in Control Room With

Progress, o (2),.
Compernsatory Non-Alar'ming
In'icators are Unia'ailabl6. v
Op. Modes: Power Operation,
Startup, Hot Standby, Hot:,
'Shutdown

SS6. Inability to Monitor a
: SIGNIFICANT TRANSIENT in
Progress.-

- Op. Modes: Power Operation,
Startup, Hot Standby, Hot,. -
Shutdown

. :; w ��

i. I, 2 . , ,, 7 . , I - !
. I I . . : I . I . ,.

: ' , �, t
I I I I . 7 :
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Recognition Category S:::

:System Malfunction

INITIATING CONDITION MATRIX

' I f All

,7 � � : , . I

. 1. I . I . . I � :--

Ah"I r1r' 13--r ,
-. SU7 Deleted :' SA1 -Deloere , , 01o: LU00 U1 n11 VIlt01 vI r. --

Op.' Modes: Power Operation,
Startup, Hot Standby, Hot
Shutdown '' . '

-SU4 Fuel Clad Degradation..
Op. Modes: Power Operation,
Startup, Hot Standby, Hot
Shutdown

SU5 RCS PCS Leakage.
Op. Modes: Power Operation,
Startup, Hot Standby,'Hot-
Shutdown -

Cnesu6' UNPLANNED Loss of All Onsite'r
or Offsite Communications',
Capabilities. -;
Op. Modes: Power Operation,
Startup, Hot Standby, Hot
Shutdown

SS5 Deleted

SU8 Inadvertent Criticality.
:. .:~ Op Modes. Hot Standby, Hot:

Shutdown ' j .' I - I

I� I? :1 , :

�i 1. ,
.r I I I .
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SYSTEM MALFUNCTION

initiating Condition'--: NOTIFICATION OF UNUSUAL-EVENT

'Loss of All Offsite Power to;Essential Busses for GrcaterThanGREATER THAN 15
Minutes.

,Operating' Mode Applicability: ' Power Operation
Startup

'Hot Standby'
.Hot Shutdown

-ExampleEmergency Action Level:

SU1.1.': Loss of all offsite power to both Vital 2400 VAC busses 1 C and 1D (Dite-specific)
'tan6fermefs forGREATERTHANgmeate han15minutes.

0 ;; ~, .X,0 0- AN

.'At -:astBoth 4(site-speGifiG) emergency diesel generators are supplying power to both',-
Vital 2400 VAC e'meigen'y busses 1C and ID.

Basis-

' 'Prolonged loss of AC power reduces required redundancy and potentially degrades the level of
: safety of the plant by rendering the plant mrnore'vulnerable to a complete'Loss of AC Power (e.g.,
Station Blackout). Fifteen minutes wa eas a threshold to exclude transient or momentary
power losses.

The 2406 VAC system consists of Safeguard Transformer 1-, Station Power Transfomef 1-2,
Start Up Transformer 1-2, four 2400 VAC busses (IC, ID, IE and Safeguards). Busses -1C and
1D are the VITAL (essential) busses that supply powerto engineered safeguards loads. [Ref. '

:Diesel Generator 1-1 will start when an undervoltage is sensed on'2400 Volt Bus'IC and Diesel
Gen'erator 1-2 will start when an undervoltage is sed on 2400 Volt Bus iD. [Ref. 2] -

Plants that ha the cahiliht to rPs ti AC^=ower fr Anin unit di f t: , 7 7- ~ ... ssT, w-W -7--va7VE *FF varrGOPF- ...... -111 .111-
-- '---:redundant po.'wer rource in the _ssociated EAL for this IC. Inability' to effect the cross tie with in15

minutes warrants declaring a NOUEw. - -

-PNP Basis Reference(s):

1. FSAR Section 8.3.2, "Electrical Systems - 2,400 Volt System"

-2. FSAR Section 8.4.1, "Electrical Systems Emergency Generators"-

PNP Technical Basis3



SYSTEM MALFUNCTION

SU2,"
IntatigCndiio '-NOTIFICATION ~OF UNUSUAL EVENT

Inability to Reach' Required Shutdown WtiTehcaSpcifcatonLits

Operating Mde AppIcabilit: P -- 1~ 5 ower Operation,
'Startup
Hot Standby
Hot Shutdown

Exampei.Eerqency Actiion Level:.

-'SU2.1. Plant is ~not brought to required operating mode within (s64e-speeifin) -Technical

Specifications LCO Action Statement T ime.

Basis:

Limiting Conditions, of Operation (LC00s). require -the pln to be brought to a requie shudw
= mdwhnthe Tec'hnicalS pecification~ ~required configuration cannot be rstored. Depeding on
the circumstances,:this may or may, not beanr eme~rgency .or_ precursor to a m-ore severe condition.~

Inany case, the iiitn opln hdwireurd by the &ite-PNP T echnical Speifications
r.equires a one hour report under.10 CER 50.72 (b) Non-emergency events.LTepati witin is:
-safety envelope when being shut down within the llwble atinstatmn iei h ehia
.Specifications. 'An imme6diate'.NOUE Is _requir~e~d'whEm'n the -plant is -not brought to the'requir~ed
:operating .mode :within th loal cinsatemnent time in the~ Technical4 Specifictionsi.
Declaratidn 'of ~'a NOUE is bsd on th tme at which the LCO-specified action ~statement time
period elapses ~under the site Technic'al Spec6ifi cations and is not reae ohow long a condton

may aveexisted. Other req'uired Technical pecification shutdowns ta nov rcrost
.~,more serious-events .area adressed by.other Systemn Malfunction, Hazards, or Fission -Produ-ct
- Barrier Degqradation lCs.

PNP Basis Reference(s): -

A. 'None

PNP Tchnical Basis s4



-SYSTEM MALFUNCTION

SU3W
Initiating'Condition -'NOTIFICATION OF UNUSUAL EVENT

UNPLANNED Loss' of Most or Al Safety System Annunciation or indication in The
-Control Room for.Greater TwaiGREATER THAN 15 Minutes

-'Operating Mode Applicability: .' Power. Operation
-Startup
Hot Standby
Hot Shutdown

Example-Emergency Action Level:

SU3.1.-- UNPLANNED loss of most or all (ite-peGifi annunciators or indicats aso ted with
:safety systemsfor'eFathaiiGREATER'THAN 15 minutes on the following:

* EC-02/12- Reactor/PCPs -. -

.EC-03/3-' Safety injection/Containment Cooling & Isolation systems /Ventilation
, EC-04 -,Electrical

: EC-06 -RPS

EC-08 -Service Water/Component Cooling
. EC- 1 (Rear) Rad Monitors:
' EC-1.1A (Front) - Control Room HVAC I Reactor Vessel Level /,Core Exit

Thermocouples
- 'EC-27 -Thermal Margin Mon ors

Basis:

ThislIC and its associated EAL' are'intended to recognize the difficulty associated with monitoring ,
changing plant conditions without the use of'a major portion'of the annunciation or:indication
-equipment.

Recognition of 'the availability: of- computer based indication equipment is considered (e.g.,
PPCSPDS, plant computer, etc.). [Ref. 1]

Quantification of Most" is arbitrary, ever, it is estimated that f aproximately 75% of the safety
system annunciators or indicators. are lost,-there is an increased'risk that a'degraded-plant
' ~condition could goundetected.It is riot inten'dedthat piant personnel perform a detailed count of

the instrumentation lost but use the value_ as aa judgment threshold for determining the severity of
the plant conditions.

I.lt: is further recognized 'that mostplantdesigns ~ provides redundant safety system indication
.powered from separate uninterruptablepower supplies. While failure of a large portion of

: annunciators is more likely than a failureof a large portion of indications, the concern is included in
this EAL due to difficulty''associated with 'a'ssessment of plant conditions. The loss' of specific, or
several, safety system indicators should remain a-function of that specific system or component
'-:operabilitystatus.:This will beaddressed bythe specific Technical Specification. The initiation of a,
Technical Specification imposed plant shutdown related to the instrument'loss will be reported via'-
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10 CFR 50.72- If the shutdown is not in compliance with th ehia pecification acion, 'the
I4OUE is based on SU12 "Inability to Re a'ch Req'uired Shutdown; Within Technical 'Speciification
Limits.'

SieseiiThe speifedanuciators [Ref. 2, _3A,4,5, 6, 7] or idcators [Ref. 8] for this EAL,

n~uetinclude those identified in the Aborl0pr;igOff Nora Poeusin the Emerg'ency
Operating Procedures, and in othe EAs _eg rea, poes, and/or effluent rad monitors, etc.).-

Fifteen minutes was selected as a threshold to4 exclude'transient or momentary pobwer losses.
Du otelmie 'nume ofsft:ssesin operation during cold shutdown,: refueling,an

defueled modes,' no IC is indicated du'ring these modes of operation..

This NOUE will beecltdt nAet iatransient is in progress during the loss of :annunciation
or indication.-

PNP Basis Reference(s):

1.: FSAR Section 7.6.2.5, "Instrumientation' ad Controls - Palisades Plant Computer"'

2. ARP-4, Primary System Volume Lev'el Pressure-Scheme EK-07 (C-12)"-

3. ARP-5, "P rimary, ColnupSemGnrtor and Rod Drives Scheme EK-09 (C-12)"

4. ARP-7, "Auxiliary Systems Shme EK-11I (C-I13)"-

5.~ ARP-8, ",Safeguards Safety Injection and Isolation Scheme EK-13 (C-13)"

6.ARP-21, "Reabctor Protectiv Sytm SceeE-0bC0)

~7. ARP-33. ."Auxiliary Systems Scheme EK-02 (C-I 1A)"

8.P&ID Eq'uipment Location Reac'tor'and Aux. Bldg. M-4 (C-516) [For EC-02, 03,!04, 06, 08,A II

-1 1A, 12 1 3.& 27]
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-SYSTEM MALFUNCTION

SU4'
*Initiating Condition -- NOTIFICATION OF UNUSUAL EVENTI

Fuel Clad Degradation'.I

Oprating Mode -Appiaiiy Power Opratio
Startup
Hot Standby
Hot Shutdown

Example- Emergency Action Levels (5U4.orU42

SU4.1., (Site-espeGifiG)-Any of the following ~radiation monitors feadfrwje-wiith a'-VALID'PPC urgent
al-arm indicating- fuel clad degradation`6aei:than GREATER THAN Techinical
Specification allowable limits.

Containment Isolation High Radiatio Mnio-RA180
Containment Isolati-on High Radiation Monitor- RIA-1 806'
Containment Isolation High Radiation Monitor - RIA-1 807
Containment Isolation' High Radiation onitor - RIA-1 808

GU..I(ieccii) cGoolnt Coolant sapl activity GREATER THNO QUAL TO 40

pCi/gm dose equivalent 1-131: value-indicating fuel clad degradation-wi-eaiteFha
_Technicil Specificationalo'.alelmis

Basis:

'This-IC is included -as a-NOUE because it is-c-on-sidered to be a potential degradation in the level of
safty f the' plant anid a potet6ia prcrsro moesrous problems. EL# U. drse

site-specific radiatio'n monitor-readings sc - BRarejco oiosPW h aldfe
rIonioRgs, et.ht prvide indication of fuel clad integrity. The ConanentIoainHg

Radiation M~~onitorswill initiate containment isola6tion o6n 2 out of 4coiniec oi tahg lr
reading of 1 0 R/hr [Ref.- 1. Assured effectiveness Of these monitors has been verified. by :actual

tsig for the case ocoedmgasuigppoximately 1% Wfailed fuel without LOCA [Ref ]
ASpecial test conducted in 1980 in response to'NUREG-0737:ve'rified that with approximatel 1%

failed fuel the Containment Isolation High Radiation monitors would indicate 4.5 Rem/hour.[Ref.- 3].
Th PCurenlamis set at one tenith o~fthiat value, 0.45 Rem/hour indicating fuelI clad

degradation [Ref. -4].

EAL- #2-5U4.2 a'ddresses coolant samples exceeding coolant technical Specifications for iodine
'spike.:.The Technical Specification safetja~naiysis shows the radiological consequences of an,
SGTR accident a-re within a 'small fraction of -the 1 0 CFR I100 dose guideline limits.; Operation With
odine specific activity leves greater than 'the 'LCO limit of 1. pigm -is permissible, if the atvt

levels do not ex'ce'ed the limit of 40 pCi/gm for more than 48 hours.
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This is acceptable because of the low probability of. a SGTR accident occurring during the
established 48 hour time limit. 'The occurrence'of a SGTR accident at these permissible levels'
could increase the site boundary dose levels, but still be within 10 CFR 100 dose guideline limits.
[Ref. 5, 6]

Escalation of .this IC to the Alert level is via the Fission Product Barrier Degradaton Monitorng ICs..
Though the referenced Technical Specification-limits are mode dependent, it is appropriate'that.*
the EAL's be applicable in all modes,' as they:indicate a potential degradation in the level of safety
of the plant.: The'companion IC to SU4 for the Cold Shutdown/Refueling 'modes is CU5.-

PNP Basis Reference(s):

1.-' ARP-8, "Safeguards Safety Injection and Isolation Scheme EK-13 (EC-13)" (Window #63):'

2.: FSAR Chapter 7, "Instrumentation 'and Controls", Section 7.3, Engineered Safeguards
-- -.'Controis, Step 7.3.3.3, "Design Analysis"

3. Consumers Power.Company, Response to NUREG-0737, December 19; 1980 (Item II.E.4.3 -

Special Test ofApril 15, 1980)

'4.4'-PPC Containment Isolation High RadiatioMo itorUrgent AlarmSetpoints -

5. Technical Specifications 3.4.16, "PCS Specific Activity"

6. Technical Specifications B 3.4.16, "POS Specific Activity"
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'SYSTEM:MALFUNCTION

-SU5
Initiating Condition -- NOTIFICATION OF. UNUSUAL EVENT

.R.GS C .Leakage. . -

Opera tn g -. . -- M Ability-:':Operating9 Mode Applcabiiy Power Operation
Startup':
Hot Standby:
Hot Shutdown

Example- Emergency Action' Levels: (SU5.1 or'SU5.2)

-SU5.1. Unidentified orpressure boundary leakage greatert4hanGREATER THAN 10gpm.,

'SLU5.2.- 'Identified leakage greater;thanGREATER THAN 25 gpm.

Basis:

This IC is included as a UE-because it may be a precursor of'more serious'conditions and, as,
' resultis considered to bea 'potential degradation of the level of safety'of the plant.

The 10 gpm value for'the unidentified and pressure boundary'leakage was selected as it-is
observable with normal control room indications. Lesser values-must-generally'be-determinred'
through time-consuming surveillance tests (e.g., mass balances).' The EAL for identified leakage is
set at 'a higher -value- due- to-the lesser signifcance of identified -leakage 'in-comparison' to
unidentified or pressure boundary leakage. 'n ,either case, escalation of this IC to the Alert level is

-via Fission Product Barrier Degradation ICs.

.PNP Basis Reference(s):

"None � , �: : - r , 7 C

: : : - -:- -d : . .t 0 - .
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SYSTEM MALFUNCTION

SU6
Initiating' -Condition -- NOTIFICATION OF: UNUSUAL EVENT,

UNPLANNED Loss of All Onsite or-Offsite ComuicationCabites

OprtigMod Appllicabillity: Powl-er Operation
:Startup.

-Hot Shutdown

Exml-mrecyAto0 ees (SU6.1 or SU6.2)

SU6.1. -. Loss-of all Table C-(site 0pe6ifi6 ist).onsite communications'capability aiffecting the,
ability to performn routine operations-.

Table C-I Onsite Communicatoios -Systems

.. Telephone system
* nsite/offsierdostm

*Public address system

SU6.2. Loss of all Tabl C -2(ite seii~s~offsite communications capability.

Table C-2,~ Ofsite Communication Sytm

eleIphone sysitemn
* ower failure phones

*FTS phone systemni
*Satellite phone

B asis:

Th ups f this IC and its' a~ssociated EA s is to recognize a los of cmuiations capability:;. Ie
that either defeats the planht opertfions -staf -ability to perfor routine tasks necessary -for, plant
operations or the ability .to communicate ~_roblerrs with, offsiter authorities. The loss -of, offsite

comnctions . ability- is expected to ' sgificanitly m-ore comprhehesive than thecodtn
addressed by 1 0 CFR 50.72

Teavailability 'of one method ofrdinary'offsite communications is sui ffficienit to inform state and
local. authorities 'of plant -problems.-This'EAL isjintended to be used oinly when extraordinary,

means (e.g., 'relaying oinrmtnfomradio ra~nsmissions, individuals ~being sent to fsit
locations,t et.)are being utilized to m~ak-e -'om~munications pOssbe
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Site specific list forTable C-1 onsite communications loss-[Ref. 1] -nUFt encompasses the loss-of
-all -means of routine comrrmuriications (e.g., --commercial Jtelephones,' sound powered phone
systems, page party system (Gaitronics) and radios I walkie talkies).
SUP .;P M 4s-& a . :. -3 .. -, -.. Cmenco:-rrip-:.as,..ses . . loss$Q . ..

' Site specific list forTable C-2 offsite communications loss [Ref. 1, 2, 3]'must-encompasses the loss
' of all means of comrmunications with'offsite authorities. This sehuld includes the ENS,-commercial

telephone lines, telecopy transmissions, and dedicated phone systems.

PNP-Basis Reference(s):

1. -FSAR Section 7.7.8,-"Instrumentation and'Controls In-Plant Communication System"

-2. : ' FSAR Section:7.8SOP-31, Plant Lightingand Communications;
3. l- 5.R2, Communict-in Tt s

0 . 3. --EI-5.2 -"ommunications'Tests ' '.-- -- --'' --- :--'- i --;''-- '
-3X. C T : -* -:-:, - -----;- -=

"I
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SYSTEM MALFUNCTION.

SU8
initiating -Condition -NOTIFICATIO6N OF, UNUSUAL EVENT.

Inadvertent Criticality.

~OPERATING OEAPPLIC ~~T~ea gMod Aplcblity Hot
'Standby

ho Shtdown

lExamiple-Emergency Action LeVel: (U81G-U )

-S8..An UNPLANNEDM exeddFct'' ~io bc~do ul n16trumnentatiGon
SU8.21. An UNPLANNED sustained positive startiip rate observed on nuclear. instrumentation.

Basis:

This:IC addrsss inadverten t criticality events. -While the primary concern of this 'IC iscriticality
evnstat occ6ur in Cold Shutdown or Refueling modes (NUREG'1449, Shutdowkn andLow-oe

Opration at Commercial Nucla PwrlatinheUted States) thICi alcbe i te
modes' in which inadvertent criticalities are possible'. This IC indicates a potential derdtio of
the level of safety of the ~plant,- warranting anNUE clsification., ThisI excludes -inadvertent'.
critic'alities that occur during: planned 'reactivity hnesasciated with reactor,.-cagsas -startups% (eg.,
criticality earlier than estimated).'The' Col Sh6tdown/Refueling IC is CU8.':

-This condition can beidentified -using ethe pe d-oiie~sstartup rate monitor. The tr
u'extde4idasustained isue nodrt llow -exclusion_ of epce hr empstv
pe6ieds tartuip rates from' plnndcointrol rod ,movements fol3VVad B Re_ (s uch '-as
shutdow'n 'bank withdrawal-fqi-PWs 'Tese short term positive pef estartprte r the
result of the-446G6eaee-6rise in neutron population due to subcritical multiplication.

Escaainwuld be by the FisinProduct Barrier Matrix, as appropriate'to the operating' mode at

th ieof the event, ~orr by Emergency Directfor Judgment

PNP Basis Re'ference(s):

None
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SYSTEM MALFUNCTION

SA2_.
-initiating Condition -- :ALERT

Failure of Reactor Protection System Instrumentation to Comiplete or Initiate' an'
Automatic Reactor.Scram'Once a Reactor Protection System Setpoint Has Been
Exceeded and-Manual Scrarm Was Successful.

Operating Mode Applicability: .',-.Power.:Operation
. -i.:.Startup

-- Hot Standby

-Example- Emergency Action Level:

SA2.1. Indication(e) exi6t that indicate that reactor protection system setpoint .ac exceeded and
eutomatic ecram did not occur, Gand a uccessful manuai ecram occurred.

: Indication(s) exist that a Reactor Protectiori System setpoint was exceeded

AND

:-RPSiautomatictrip didNOT occur:--.;

AND

A successful manual trip occurred-from.:

* EC-02 Reactor Trip pushbutton

-.- OR

- EC-06 Reactor Trip pushbutton

-OR

* Reactor tripped from anAStripsignal

Basis::n , :- a . : d~ic I- .r' o: --- : e-:. , . .,- - ,.:. i Pi Ist., -t, 6 - , - . ;t --ip . -..h . .

This condition indicates failure of'the automatic protection system to ecam'trip'the reactor. This

condition is more than a potential degradation of a safety-system in :that a front line'automatic

'protection -system did notfunction in response-to a'plant transient and thuspthe plant safety has.

been compromised, and design limits6of the fuel may have been exceeded. An Alert is indicated

'because conditions exist that :-lead to potential loss of fuel 'clad or ,PCS. Reactor protection -

system setpoint being' exceeded,' rather.thanlimiting safety-systerm setpoint being exceeded, is

specified here because failure of the automatic protection system is the-issue. A manual scram is

any set of actions by the reactor- operator(sat the reactor control console which causes-control
rods to be rapidly inserted into the core and brings the reactor subcritical (e.g., reactor trip button,'

-Alterate Rod Insertion).' Failure:'of manual scram'would escalate the :event to'.a: Site Area

Emergency.'-.
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:EOP-1 .0, Standard Post Trip Actions" instructs the operator to push both reactor trip pushbuttons
on Control Room panels EC-02'and EC-06. Manual trips are not considered successful if action
-. taken awayfromthe Control Room panels EC-02 and:EC-06 is required to trip the 'reactor. If

-opening Control Rod Drive'clutch power feeder breakers 42-1 RPS and 42-2 RPS with a standing.:,.
reactor trip signal present, placing all CRD'clutch power toggle switches to CLUTCH OFF, or
emergency.borating are required to shutdown the reactor, manual trips are not considered to be,.-,
successful and classification under EAL SS2.1 'or SG2.1 would be required [Ref. 1, 2].) If a manual

:: reactor trip is'required to achieve reactor'shutdown, a condition that is more than a potential
.- d-I'degradation of a safety system has occurred in that a front line automatic protection system (RPS): ,>'
did not function in response toa plant transient.;Plant safetyhas thus been compromised(and
design limits of the fuel may have' been 'exceeded.. AnAlert'is indicated because conditions exist
that lead to potential loss of Fuel Cladding or Primrary Coolant System barrier integrity. The RPS
trip setpoint being e'xceeded,- rather.;than a=limiting safety' system setpoint, is specified here
because the 'first'line of defense' autoatic protection system has failed

. A reactor trip from the ATWS trip'signal warants an Alert classification, as it is a 'secon ne of
defense' trip-equivalent to the manual pushbutton trips. The ATWS trip'circuitry uses a diverse trip
*ethodology. This trip methodology accomnplishe'sa reactor trip via the same circuitry as the'EC-
06 React r Trip manual pushbutton' [Ref. 3].; An Alert classification is appropriate asIthe ATWS
.trip setpoint (PCS pressuregreater than 2375 psia) is designed to avoid overlap with the RPS trips
or PCS safety valves [Ref. 4].'

PNP Basis Reference(s):

1. EOP-1.0, "Standard Post-Trip Actions"

2.: EOP-1.0, "Standard Post-TripActions Basis"

3. FSAR Figure 7-1 RPS Block Diagramr

4. FSAR Chapter 7, Section 7.2, "Reactor Protection System"
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SYSTEM MALFUNCTION

I11'itiating Conditilon -~-ALERT:-so Mos or Al .S;f4- :t :- An u - i to : - i:--a ;A

- UNPLANNED Loss of Most orAl Safety Syster Annuncia dition in Control
RoomWith Either (l) a SIGNIFICANT.TRANSIENT in Progress,'or'(2)
Compensatory Non-Alarming Indicators are Unavailable.

Operating Mode Applicability: ' PowerOperation
Startup-
Hot Standby

---'Hot Shutdown

,- .-'xampl.-Emergency Action Level:

SA4.1.- -UNPLANNED loss of most or all (site specific)-annunciators or indicators associated with'
safety systems for gpreater thanGREATER THAN :15 minutes on the foilowing:,

-:'.EC-02/12- Reactor/PCPs
* EC-03/13 - Safety Injection/Containment Cooling & Isolation systems / Ventilation
* EC-04 - Electrical
* EC-06 - RPS
* .EC-08 -Service Water/Component Cooling
- EC-1 1 (Rear) - Rad Monitors
, -EC-1 A (Front) -'Control Room HVAC l Reactor Vessel Level i Core Exit

Thermocouples
* EC-27 -Thermal Margin Monitors

AN D

Either of the following.-(a-or Ab)

a. --A SIGNIFICANT TRANSIENT is in progress.

~OR

::.b. Compensatory'non-alar'ming indications are unavailabie.-

Basis: .

This IC and its associated EAL'are intended to recognize the difficulty associated -with monitoring
'changing plant conditions without the use of a major portion of the annunciation or indication
-equipment 'during 'a transient. -Recognition' of the availability of computer based indication
equipmentis considered(eg., SPDS,pn tcomputer,etc.PPC) [Ref. 1.

SIGNIFICANT TRANSIENT-is an:UNPLANNED event involving one or more of the following: (1)
turbine runback;GREATER THAN 25% thermail reactor power, (2) electrical load rejection GREATER

-' THAN 25% full electrical load, (3) Reactor Trip,-'(4) Safety Injection Activation, or (5) thermal power
oscillations GREATER-THAN 10%.
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"Planned" loss of annunciators or'indicators includes scheduled maintenance and testing activities.

Quantification of."Most".is arbitrary, however, it is estimated that if approximately 75° of the safety
-system .annunciators or indicators ;'arelost, there is an increased risk that a degraded plant
condition could go undetected. It is not intended that .plant personnel perform'a detailed count of
the instrumentation lost but use the value as a'judgment threshold for determining the severity',of
the plant 'conditions. It is also not intended that the Shift Supe&visor Manager be'tasked with
making a judgment decision as to whether additional personnel are required to provide increased
.monitorng Of system operation.:.

It is further recognized that Rm'st-plant designs', provides redundant safety system - indication'
i.powered from separate uninterruptable ,ower supplies.-'While failure of a-large-portion of
annunciators is more likely than a failure of a large portion of indications, the concern is included in-,
this EAL due to-difficulty associated with assessment of plant conditions.-The loss of specific, or
several,:safety system indicators should remain a function of that specific system or component
operability status. This will be addressed by:the specific Technical Specification. The initiation'of a
Technical Specification imposed plant-shutdown related to the instrument loss'wiil be reported via-
-10'CFR 50.72. If the" shutdown is not in compliance with'the Technical'Specification action, the
-NOUEUE is based on SU2 "Inabilityto Reach' Required Shutdown Within Technical Specification
L I mit s."

: i Site-speGifiThe specified annunciators [Ref. 2,-3, 4, 5, 6, 7] or indicators [Ref.-8]forthis'EAL R .u'st
include those identified -in the Abnormal Operating Procedures, in the Emergency Operating
Procedures, and 'in other EALs (e.g., area,-process, and/or effluent rad monitors, etc.)..:

.'Compensatory non-alarming indications'-- include the PPC, plant, recorders, or plant instrument
displays in thezcontrol roor.' If both a major portion of the annunciation system and all computer:-
monitoring are -unavailable,' the Alert is required. Compensatory','non alarming indications" in thie
context includc coriputer basbd information such as SPDS. This should includeall computer
- ~1m -a-ilhabl for thiue dleen dning -on pencifis pIlnt dsign =nd subsequent re..fits.f oth ;..

- .- E eql ........ - F.U af --~L~ a Al..- . -a maor orton f th anuncatin sstemt and aqll computer rmonitoigreuailbete et

Due-to the limited number'of safety'systems.in operation during:cold shutdown, refueling and
defueled modes,'no IC is indicated during these modes of operation.':

This Alert will Xbe escalated to 'a -Site: Area Emergency if the. operating .crew cannot monitor the
transient in progress.

PNP Basis Reference(s):,

1.. FSAR Section 7.6.2.5, "Instrumentation ahd Controls - Palisades Plant Computer"

2. ARP-4, 'Primary System' Volume Level Pressure Scheme ELK-07 '(C-12)"

:3. ARP-5, Primary Coolant Pump Steam Geherator and Rod Drives Scheme EK-09 (C-12)
3.- .R75 D - P : -,S. .d : :0

4. ARP-7, -Auxiliary Systems Scheme' EK-1 (C-i 3)"

5. ARP-8,-"Safeguards Safety Injection and Isolation Scheme EK-13 (C-13)"

PP Tehi.l . B 6-1
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6. ARP-21,-"Reactor'Protective System Scheme EK-06 (C-06)"

7. ARP-33., "Auxiliary Systems' Scheme EK-02 (C- 1A)"

8. P&ID Equipment Location Reactor and Aux. Bldg. M4 (C-5/6) '[For EC-02, 03, 04, 06, 08, 11,
11A,12, 13&27] -- ; *.

-17
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-.SYSTEM MALFUNCTION

SA5
:nitiating Condition --'ALERT

.AC p'ower capability to essentiai busses reduced to a single power source for ; gate
t#:l-aGREATERTHAN 15 minutesisuch that any additional single failureIwouldresult

-- in station blackout.
e -0 .......... - A. p 6: . e- r a-t-ion S- ? -

Operating Mode Applicability: ,Power.Operaton
-Startup'
Hot Stand y
HotShutdown

Example Emergency-Action Level:

SA5.1." AC power capability to Vital 2400 VAC site cpccific eseentiol busesbusses 1C and I D
reduced to only one of the following sourcesa single power source for e ,-' '
tha--GREATER THAN 15 minutes'

S afeguard Transformer 1-1
-- Star UpTransformer 1-2

' Station Power Transformer .1-2:
: 1-1 Emergency Diesel Gene rator
" 1-2 Emergency Diesel Generator;

-AND

Aniyadditional singlefailure will result in station blackout.

Basis:

This IC a a t.he associated EALs are in ened a la.ion'from IC ,oss f All
-Offsite Po'wer To'Esse'ntial Busses for `Grea-ter-Than 15 Minutes.",The c6niditioni indicated byLthisJC is t ad tion of the of site an onsite powerosystems such tat anyadtol single fAilure- Ci~he degraidato:fth ofst ad onie'oe sysemssuch ha 'ay ddiionlonage sinre
-would 'result in a station blackout. -This condition could occur'due to a loss of offsite'p'ower' with a,
concurrent failure of one emergency diesel generator to supply power to its -emergency busses.:
Another.related condition could bejthe loss of all'offsite power 'and loss of onsite emergency
-diesels with onlyone train of emergency busses beingibackfed from the unit mai n generator, or

-'the loss of onsite emergency diesels with only one train of emergency busses being backfed from
offsite'power.

' The 2400 VAC system consists of Safeguard Transformer 1-1, Station Power Transformer 1-2,
Start Up Transformer 1-2, 'four 2400 VAC busses (IC, ID, 1E and Safeguards).'Busses IC and
ID are the VITAL (essential) busses that supply power to engineered safeguards loads. [Ref. 1]
Diesel Generator 1-1 will start'when'aniundervoltage is sen'sed on'2400 Volt Bus 1C and Diesel

: Generator .1-2 will start when an undervoltage'is sensed on 2400 Volt Bus 1 D. [Ref. 2]
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The subsequent loss of thi6-the' single remaining power source would escalate the event to a Site
Area Emergency in accordance with'IC 'SS1, -'Loss of All Offsite and Loss of All Onsite AC Power.
to Essential busses."

PNP Basis.Reference(s):

1. FSAR Section 8.3.2, "Electrical Systems - 2,400 Volt System"

2. FSAR Section 8.4.1, "ElectricalSystems -EmergencyGenerators"

.At multi unit stations, the EPALE should allow: credit for operation of installed design features, such
-:'a c'ross tis6 or swing diesels, :rovidedithaabnormal or crgency'operating procedures
address their use. However, thesc 6tation' must also consider the impact of thi 'codition on oth'er
% -shared c6fety functions in developing th~eito specific EAL.
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SYSTEM MALFUNCTION

Initiating Condition'--'SITE=AREA'EMERGENCY- .

Loss of All Offsite Power and Loss of All Onsite AC Power to Essential Busses..

Operating Mode Applicability: Power Operation
Startup
Hot Standby

- Hot Shutdown

':- 'ExampleEmergency Action Level:
E m -t*i. .nle,,v. - :;, * -- , ^ *t . . -

- SS1.1. : oss of all offsite power to Vital 2400 VAC busbusses 1 C and 1 D
power to (cite speer-(ific) trancformr. '-

mAND

Failure of alboth (site -speif)mzergency diesel generators to supply power to Vital
2400 VAC busses e~mergency bucsee.'_:

re to re hi S w ihi D - k 0: -te F -, .....................

-Failure to restore power to at least one Vital 2400 VAC e6FqeRYbus within 15(site-.
spe'ifiG: minutes from the time'of loss of both offsite and onsite AC power.

Basis:

Loss of allAC power compromises all -plant.safety systemsjrequiring electric power including
:RSh .'=: utdown Cooling, EGGSSafety Injection, Containment Heat:Removal and the Ultimate Heat
Sink. Prolonged loss of all AC power will cause'core uncovering and loss of containment integrity,
thus .thisevent can escalate to 'aGeneral Emergency. The (site specificj-time duration'hld
-bewas selectedto exclude transient or '-mmentary power losses-, but 6hould not exceed 15

- The 2400 VAC system consists 'of Safeguard Transformer 1-1 ,Station Power Transformer 1-2,
: Start Up Transformer 1-2, four 2400 VAC busses (1C,1D, 1E and Safeguards). Busses 1C and

ID are the VITAL (essential) busses that supply power toengineered safeguards loads. [Ref. 1]
~ = ' Diesel Generator 1-1 will start when~ an 'undervoltage is sensed on 2400 Volt Bus IC and Diesel
Generator 1-2 will start when an undervoltage is sensed on 2400 Volt Bus ID. [Ref. 2]

Escalation Ato General -Emergency is -via'_Fission Product Barrier Degradation' ort IC SGI,
: "Prolonged Loss of All Offsite'Power and Prolonged Loss'of All Onsite AC Power."

- Consideration should be given to 'perableIoads necessary to'remove decay heat or provide
Reactor Vessel makeup capability when 'evaluating loss of AC power to Vital 2400 VAC sesential

-busses. Even 'though a Vital 2400 VAC'essetial-bus may be energized, if necessary loads (i.e.,
loads that if lost would inhibit decay heat rer IvalI capability or Reactor Vessel makeup capability)
are not operable on the energized busthen the bus should not be considered operable. 'fthis bus
was the only energized bus'then a Site'Area' Emerge ncyper SS1 should be-declared.
PNP Technical Basis -- . 'S20 ,



PNP Basis Reference(s):

1. FSAR Section 8.3.2, "Electrical Systems - 2,400 Volt System"

2. FSAR Section 8.4.1, "Electrical Systems Emergency Generators"
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SYSTEM MALFUNCTION

SS2
Initiatina g Condition -- SITE-AREA'EMERGENCY

Failure ofReactor Protection SystemInstrumentation to Complete or lnitiate an
AutomaticReactorScram Once a-Reactor Protectioni System Setpoint Has Been
Exceeded and Manual Scram Was NOT Successful.' -

Operating Mode 'Applicability: Powe Operation'
Startup

ExampI -Emergency Action Level: -

]:.-SS2.1. Indication(s) exist that automaticandman a ip were N successful

Balsis

Automatic and manual scram-trip are not considered successful if action away from the'reactor"
:control console was required to s 4,tnrp the reactor.

Under these conditions, the reactor is producing more heat than the maximum decay het load for
which the safety systems are designed.Site Area Emergency is indicated because conditions

-exist that lead to imminent loss or potential loss-of both fuel clad and RGSPCS. Although this IC
may be viewed as redundant to the -Fissio n Product'BarrierDegradation IC, its inclusion is ;;.
necessary to better assure timely recognition and emergency response..Escalation of this event to'
a General Emergency:would be via Fission Product Barrier -Degradation or' Emergency Director,

- 'Judgment ICs.

Manual trips are not considered successful if action taken aay from the Cotrol Room panels EC-
02 and EC-06 is required to trip the reactor.Iif opening Control Rod Drive clutch power'feeder
breakers42-1RPS and 42-2 RPS with `a'-sta'nding reactor trip signal present, placing all ORD
clutch power toggle switches'to CLUTCH OFF, -or emergency borating 'are required to shutdown
the reactor, manuazltrips are' not considered to- be isuccessful [Ref; 1, 2]. If these actions prove
unsuccessful in shutting down the reactor, escalation via EAL SG2.1 would be required. Negative
startup rate'and lowering reactor p'owerare indications of successful reactor shutdown and should
be observed following any reactor trip fromr power.

PNP Basis Reference(s):-

1. EOP-1.0, "Standard Post TripA'ons. '

.2. EOP-1.0, -Standard Post Trip'Actions Basis'

PNP Technical Basis ;- -22



~,SYSTEM MALFUNCTION

.SS3
IInitiaiting Condition -- SITE AREA-EMERGENCY

Los of All ital DC Power.

Operating Mode Applicabillity: Power Oprto
_Startup
"Hot Standby:

>1 Hot Shutdown

E xample-Emergenic Action~ Lvell:

53.1. -:.Los of a~lvia Cp~ower based on(it pcf)bu'otgeidcin LS
rTHAN 105 VDC on DC busses No. 12, ED-i -,-E 0 and No2ED0fo get -taGREATER
THAN 1 5 minutes.

Bais

Loss of all DC pwrcmromises ability to mronitor and control plant 'safety functions.: Prolonged
loss ofalD ower-will cause core. uncovering and loss of containment integrityw wen tere is

signifcant decay heat and sensible heat in the r~eactor system. Escalation to a Genera Emergenc
would "occur bAnomal Ra d Leves/adiloi661 Effluent,, Fission- Product Barrier Degradation,-

or Eegncy ietrJugetIs Fifteen minutes was selected as a threshold toexlde
tranientor momentar power losses.'

Stton Battery #1 adSainBtey#.aempecapacity to suplrqired DbC lods6 D
buses o.1, D-O ad o.2 E-20 ad pefrred A loads during a comnplete os fA

power for at leas~t four hours, *assuming~ neither emergency diesel geeao saalbe h
batteries abr~e designed; to furnish -their, maximum lad dow to an oerating temperature of -70
- dgrees F.without dropping -below: 105 VDadthe'e'quipm~e'nt supplied by: the batteries is
* aal foperating saifcoiyahsvlaerating. 105 VDC represents -80% o h

`manufacturers' rating for battery capacity oanmIna 1 31 VD C.' [Ref. 1]

PNP Basis Refe rence s): .

A.; FSAR Section 842"Eectrical Systems-SainBtee"

.PNP.Technical Basis -2--5-S-23
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SYSTEM MALFUNCTION

SS4
Initiating Condition -- SITE AREA EMERGENCY

Complete Loss of Heat Removal Capability.
O' t M e: -A ,a . Y: ,p-; - ,

Operating Mode Applicability PowerOperation
Startup
Hot Standby

- Hot Shutdown

.....Example-Emergency Action Level:

SS4.1. Loss of core cooling and heat sink-(PWR).

SS4.1. Heat Cipacity Temperature Limit Curvc excceded (BWR).
11 sa Ia - G. -e -~tui L!0- t : 0

'Basis:-
T : : re- ;e' , - ; $ , ; V0 '. -c . s:;sf. '.S o~.f-. . -i

This' EAL':addresses complete loss of-functions, -including ultimate 'heat sink,' required for hot,.

shutdown with the reactor at pressure an'd temrperature. Reactivity control -is'addressed in other
- 'EALs.''For BW1R6'the lOES of heat remo''al function is indicated by the' Heat Remov'.al Capability

- E. s . . .L-. -_ --. .-.. . .- .a ; .n.. - --. . -- . - .. .

*Temperature Limit Curie being exceeded. -

Under these-conditions, there is an actual major failure of a system intended for protection of the

.: public. Thus, declaration of a'.Site Area Emergency Ais warrarted. Escalation to General
Emergency would be -via Abnormal Rad Levels / Radiological"Effluent,-Emergency-Director
Judgment,'or Fission Product Barrier Degradation ICs.

PNP Basis Reference(s): -

-None'
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SYSTEM `MALFUNCTION

~SS6

Initiating Condition - SITE AREA EMERGENCY

-Inability to Monitor a SIGNIFICANT-TRANSIENT in Progress.

Operating Mode Applicability: Power Operation
-.Startup
Hot Standby

.Hot Shutdown

E-xample Emergency Action Level:

SS6.1. ao-Loss of most or all -(sie annunciators associated with safety systems on the
following:

-* EG02/12 - Reactor/PCPs
'* - EC-03/13 - Safety Injection/Containment Cooling & Isolation systems 1 Ventilation

'* EC-04 -. Electrical j
* EC-06 - RPS
' EC-08 -Service Water/Component Cooling
* EC-1 1 (Rear) - Rad Monitors
* EC-1 1A- (Front) - Control Ro6n HVAC / Reactor Vessel Level I Core Exit

Thermocouples
* EC-27 - Thermal Margin Monitors

'AND

-SIGNIFICANT TRANSIENT in progress..

: :AND

b-.-Compensatory non-aarming indicationsareunavailable.

AND -

: -- indications needed to monitor the ability to shut down the reactor, maintain the core:,
cooled,: maintain the reactor coolant system intact, and maintain containmentT
intactmonitor (site 6pecific) safe y-freti are unavailable.

ANF .
d. SIGNIFICANT TRANSIENT in progres.

Basis:

PNP Technical Basis *,7 ' 5--0S-27



This IC and its associated EAL are intended to-recognize .the inability of the control room staff to
monitor the plant response to a transient. A Site Area Emergency is considered to' exist if the
control room staff cannot monitor safety'functions needed for protection of the public.

SIGNIFICANT TRANSIENT is an.UNPLANNED event involving one ore more of.the following: (1)
turbine runback GREATER THAN 25% thermal 'reactor power, (2) electrical load rejection GREATER'
THAN 25% full electrical load, '(3) Reactor Trip; (4) Safety injection Activation, or (5) thermal power
oscillations GREATER THAN 10%.

'.-"'Compensatory fnon-alarming indications 'include .the PPC [Ref. 1], plant re'orders, or -plant
instrument displays in the control room. [Ref. 8--

:--- ;(Site specific) 'annunciators for:.this EAL should be .limited to' in'clude' thoce idientified in the
R-Abnormal Opcting Procedures, in th'e Emergency Operiting Procedures, and-inmother EALs

(-et.g rdr ronitor, etc -

"Compe nsator;^ non -larming indictions"l in thiscntx inc ud' coAmputer bae nomto
r ,

s - ar ua. .s H rwuaU I lruiuu ale clFpute sytiL1 UVIallArU~ Ter H I)F use uepunuiri on

specificlnt der ign andsubequent rtrofit --

-.(Siteo-pe iflG)-ilndicans needed to onr safety funcions necessary for-proectio f
public mn6t include control room indications, computer generated indicationsand dedicated.
annunciation capability [Ref. 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, -7] The specific indications 6huldbe'are those used to
-.determine such functions monitor the ability. to shut down the reactor, maintain the core cooled,
to maintain the reactor coolant system intact,"and to maintain containment intact.

:':"Planned" and UNPLANNED actions a're not differentiated since the loss of instrumentation of
-this magnitude is of such significance 'during a transient that' the' cause of the loss is not' an-.
ameliorating factor.

Quantification of "Most" is arbitrary, however, it-is estimated that if approximately 75% of the safety
system annunciators or indicators are'lost, there is an increased 'risk that a degraded plant
condition could go undetected. It is' not intended that plant personnel perform a detailed count of
the instrumentation lost but use the value as a judgment threshold for determining'the severity of

the.plant 'conditions. It. is 'also' not intended hat 'the Shift Sup4e.viser'Man'ager be tasked with,.'.

making a judgme'ntdecision as to whether`additional personnel are required to provide increased
monitoring of system operation.

PNP Basis Reference(s):

1. FSAR Section 7.6.2.5, 'Instrumentation and Controls - Palisades Plant Computer"

2.- ARP-4, "Primary System Volume Level Pressure Scheme ELK-07(C-12)"

-3. ARP-5, "Primary Coolant Pump Steam' Generator and Rod Drives Scheme EK-09 (C-12)";

4. -ARP-7,:"Auxiliary Systems Schemne EK-1AI(C-13)":

5. ARP-8, '"Safeguards Safety Injection and Isolation Scheme EK-13'(C-13)

6. ARP-21,'"Reactor Protective System Scheme EK-06 (C-06)"

7. ARP-33,"AuxiliarySystems'Scheme EK-02(C-11A)"

PN Technial Bai . &fif s f -2-8
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.8.- P&I D Equipm~nt Location Reactor and Aux. Bldg. M-4 (C-516) [For EC-02, 03, 04, 06, 08, 11,
1hA, 12, 13-& 27]
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SYSTEM MALFUNCTION

SGI

Initiating Condition--- GENERAL EMERGENCY

Prolonged Loss of All Offsite Power and Prolonged Loss of All Onsite AC Power to
Essential Busses.

Operating Mode Applicability -Power Operation
-Startup
Hot Standby
Hot Shutdown.

Example Emergency Action Level:

SGI.1. Loss of all offsite power to.(site.cpecific) transformersVital 2400 VAC busses -C and iD

-AND

Failure of (oitehpeGifim)both energency diesel generators to supply power to emegerneYy
Vital 2400 VAC busses.

-AND

Either of the following:'(a or b)

-a. Restoration of at least one emergeVital 2400-VAC bus within (eite-epecific)1
hours is PGt-NOT likely

OR
: :0 d ,, -

b. :(Site 'Specific) Indication of cContinuing degradation of core cooling based on
Fission Product Barrier monitoring as indicated by Average of qualified CETs
-GREATER THAN 700 degrees F.

Basis:

Loss 'of all 'AC power compromises all-'plant- safety systems requiring electric power including
RfRShutdowni Cooling, EGCSSafety Injection,- Containment'Heat Removal and theUltimate Heat;-
Sink. Prolonged loss of all AC power will lead to loss of fuel clad, RCGPCS,'and containment. The
'Sink. I , 'I I ,to _. . *, -..- l*os. e, . . Q_

(SltC specifiG)4 hours to restore AC power can-beis based on athe site blackout coping analysis
-performed in conformance with -10 CFR 50.63 and Regulatory Guide 1.155,-"Station Blackout,'-a6
'aailable [Ref-1]. Appropriate allowance for offsite'emergency response including evacuation of
surrounding -areas should be considered.-Although this IC may be viewed as redundant to the
Fission- Product -Barrier Degradation 'IC, -its iniclusion -is necessary 'to 'better-' assure timely
recognition and emergency response.,

, =. -un - - -y -C ,evn 0 "

This IC is specified to assure that in the unlikelyevent of a prolonged station blackout, timely
recognition of the seriousness of the 'ev ent o'ccurs and that declaration of a General Emergency
o ccurs as early as is -appropriate, based'on a reasonable assessment of the event trajectory.;

PNP Technical Basis3 -&S-30



The 2400 VAC system consists 'of Safeguard Transformer 1-1, Station Power Transformer 1-2,
Start Up Transformer 1-2, four 2400 VAC busses(i C, 'D, . E and Safeguards). Busses IC and
ID are the VITAL (essential) busses that suppliy power to engineered safeguards loads. [Ref. 2]
Diesel Generator 1-1 'will start when an undervoltage is sensed on 2400 Volt Bus 1 C and Diesel

:-Generator 1-2 will start when an undervoltage is sensed on 2400 Volt Bus 1 D. [Ref. 3]

The likelihood of restoring at least'one emergency bus should be based on a realistic appraisal of
the situation since a delay in an upgrade decision based on only a chance of mitigating the event
could result in a loss of valuable time in preparing and implementing public protective actions.
In addition, under these conditions, fission product barrier monitoring capability may be degraded.
Although'it may:.be difficult to p redict when- power. can be restored, it is necessary' to give the

-Emergency. Director a reasonable idea of how quickly (s)he may need to declare a'General
Emergencybased on'two major considerations::

1. Are there any present indications that core cooling is already degraded tothe point that Loss
- -or Potential Loss of Fission Product -Barriers is imminent? (Refer to.Table £-3-and 4F-1w f6r -

more information.) This threshold (CETs 'in excess of 700:degrees F) indicates loss'of
inventory control resulting'in significant'core exit superheating. The highest CET temperature

- expected for-any FSAR analysis' accident is 700degrees F and is a limiting condition to
' .-remain in an Optimal Recovery Procedure [Ref. 4].

2. If there are no present indications'of such core'cooling degradation, how likely is it that power,.
-'can be restored in time to assure that a loss'of two barriers with a potential loss of the third
barrier can be prevented?

Thus, indication of continuing core cooling degradation must be based on Fission Product Barrier'''
monitring with particular emphasis on :Emergency Director judgment as it relates to imminent

'Loss or Potential Loss of fission product barriers and degraded ability to monitor fission product
barriers.

- 'PNP Basis Reference(s):

1.- FSAR Section 8.4.2, "Electrical Systems'-StationBatteries"
II

2. 'FSAR Section 8.3.2, "Electrical Systems - 2,400 Volt System

3. FSAR Section 8.4.1, "Electrical Systems - Emergency Generators"

4. EOP Setpoint Basis

PNP Technical BasisS i5S-31



..SYSTEM MALFUNCTION

t~s 0; SG2 0:
Initiating Condition -- GENERAL'EMERGENCY

Failure of the Reactor Protection Syster to Complete an -Automatic Scram and
Manual Scram was NOT Successful and -There is lndication of an Extreme Challenge
to the Ability to Cool the Core.

Operating Mode Applicability: -Power Operation
Startup

E Ex-ampIe Emergency Action Level: .

SG2.1.-, 'Indications exist that automatic and manual _seam-trip were not successful.

'AND

Either of the following: (a e-b):

a. Indications exiete that tho 'core cooling it extremell challengeo Average of
qualified CETs GREATER THAN 1200 degrees F.

OR~

b. lndication-() exist6 that heat remoal i re challenged Core and PCS Heat
Removal safety function status acceptance criteria cannot be met.'

Basis:

Automatic and manual secam-trip are not'considered successful if action away from the reactor
control console is required to scrFam-trip the'reactor.

Under the conditions of this IC and its associated EALs, the efforts to bring the reactor subcritical
have been unsuccessful and, ;as a result, the reactor is producing more heat than the maximum
decay heat load for which the 'safety systems were designed. Although there are capabilities away
frormthe reactor control console, such as ehrirgency boration in PWRor ctandb'liquid control in ' f

'WR&, Qthe continuing temperature rise -indicates that these, capabilities are not effective. This
situation could be a precursor for a core melt sequence.

The combination of failure of both automatic and manual reactor protection systems to function in
response to a plant transient, along with the continued production of heat poses a' direct threat to
the Fuel Cladding and PCS barriers.. Note that the plant operating mode changes to Hot
Shutdown as soon as a successful reactor trip occurs. Since this EAL is applicable only to Power
Operation and Startup modes, escalation to theGeneral Emergency classification is not
appropriate under this EAL 'after the reactor is successfully tripped. [Ref- 1, 2]

For PWRA4,The extreme challenge to the ability to cool the core is intended to mean that the core
exit temperatures are at or approaching' 1200 'degrees F. The Average of the qualified-Core Exit

-Thermocouples -(CETs) providei'an indir'ectindication of fuel cladding temperature by measuring
-the temperature of the primary coolant that leaves the core region. The extreme challenge to core
PNP Technical Basis - -- S-32
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cooling threshold temperature of 1200 degrees F is consistent with -CEOG Generic Accident
Man'agement'Guidelines for'Phase 1, Initial Diagnosis" for core exit temperature. Althoughi clad
rupture due to high temperature, is not expected for CET readings less than the threshold,
temperatures' of this magnitude signal severe superheating of the primary coolant and' core
uncovery. [Ref. 3]
-or that the reactor vessel watcr level is below th e top of active f uel.For plnts using CSFSTA, this
-E;: : LHAI eq sio Crc lng> RED condition and Rn entry, eintoauntin r tiol'n p-ocdur-
-':-- FR S.1. For B\NRs, the extreme challenge to the ability to cool the corcg is intendd to mean that
the-reactor vessel water level cannot be restored And maintainedabov Minimum Steam 'CoolingO

RPV Water Level as described-in the EOP bases.

Another-consideration is the inability to initially remove heat during the early stages of this
sequence.lF PwRs, ilf emergency feedwater flow is insufficient to remove the amount of heat

--required by design from at least one steam generator ,an extreme challenge should be considered
to exist. Core and 'PCS Heat Removal safety function status acceptance criteria are specified in
'.the EOPs. [Ref. 4]For pla6nte uing CSFSTs, this EAL cquates to a Heat Sink RED condition. For
BWRg, considerations include inability to 'cmove heat via the main condenser,sor via the
suppe sres;sn pol or torus (e.. due to high pooel watr tmperature).

In the event either of these challenges exist at a time that the reactor has not been brought below
- the power associated with the safety system'design (typically 3 to 5% power) a core' melt

sequence exists. In this situation, core degradation can occur rapidly. For this reason, the General
Emergency declaration is intended to be anticipatory of the fission product barrier matrix
declaration to permit maximum 'offsite intervention time.

.PNPBasis Reference(s):

1.

2.
. ,

4. 3-

I,4. 00

-EOP-1.0, "Standard Post Trip Actions" ' '

EOP-1.0, "Standard Post Trip Actions Basis"

CEOG Generic Accident Management Guidelines - Phase 1, "Initial Diagnosis"

EOP-9.0 "Funcional Recovery Procedure" Basis (HR-1, HR-2 & HR-3)

PNP Technical Basis
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ACRONYMS

AC Alternating Current

ATWS Anticipated Transient Without Scram

CCW Component Cooling Water

CDE Committed Dose Equivalent

CE Combustion Engineering

CFR Code of Federal Regulations

CMT Containment

CSF Critical Safety Function

DC Direct Current

DHR Decay Heat Removal

DOT Department of Transportation

EAL Emergency Action Level

ECCS Emergency Core Cooling System

ECL Emergency Classification Level

EOF Emergency Operations Facility

EOP Emergency Operating Procedure

EPA Environmental Protection Agency

El Emergency Implementing Procedure

:EPRI Electric Power Research Institute

ESF Engineered Safeguards-Feature

FEMA Federal Emergency Management Agency

FSAR Final Safety Analysis Report

GE General Emergency

HPSI High Pressure Safety Injection

IC Initiating Condition

IDLH Immediately Dangerous to Life and Health

IPEEE Individual Plant Examination of External Events (Generic Letter 88-20)

ISFSI Independent Spent Fuel Storage Installation

LCO Limiting Condition of Operation

LER Licensee Event Report

LFL Lower Flammability Limit

LOCA Loss of Coolant Accident
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LPSI

MSIV

mRem

Mw

NEI

NESP

NRC

NSSS

NUMARC

OBE

ODCM

PCS

PNP

PPC

PRA/PSA

PSIG

PWR

R

RG

RPS

RPV

-RVLMS
SAE

SG:

Si

SRO

SSE

SWS

TEDE

TOAF

TSC

UE

Low Pressure Safety Injection

Main Steam Isolation Valve

milliRem

Megawatt

Nuclear Energy Institute

National Environmental Studies Project

Nuclear Regulatory Comrmission

Nuclear Steam Supply System

Nuclear Management and Resources Council

Operating Basis Earthquake

Offsite Dose Calculation Manual

Primary Coolant System

Palisades Nuclear Plant

Palisades Plant Computer

Probabilistic Risk Ass essment / Probabilistic Safety Assessment

Pounds per Square Inch Gauge

Pressurized Water Reactor _

Rem

Regulatory Guide

Reactor Protection System

Reactor Pressure Vessel

-Reactor Vessel Level Monitoring System

Site Area Emergency

Steam Generator

Safety Injection

Senior Reactor Operator: = :

Safe Shutdown Earthquake

Service Water System

Total Effective Dose Equivalent

Top of Active Fuel

Technical Support Center-

Notification Of Unusual Event
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1.0 PURPOSE

This document provides the detailed set of Emergency Action Levels (EALs) applicable to
the Palisades Nuclear Plant (PNP) and the associated Technical Bases using the EAL'-
development methodology found in-NEI 99- 01-Revision 4 [Ref. 2.1].

The primary tool for determining the emergency classification level is the Emergency
Action Level Matrix. Personnel responsible for implementation of El-1,_ Emergency
Classification and Actions [Ref. 2.2], and the EAL Matrix [Ref. 2.3] may use this
document as a technical reference and an aid in EAL interpretation.

The user of the EAL Matrix may (but is not required) to consult the EAL Technical Basis
Document in order to obtain additional information concerning the EALs under
classification consideration.

2.0 REFERENCES

2.1 NEI 99-01 Revisions 4, "Methodology for Development of Emergency Action
Levels"

-2.2' El-1, "Emergency Classification and Actions"

2.3 Emergency Action Level Matrix-

2.4 PNP Technical Specifications Table 1.1-1

2.5 GOP-14, "Shutdown Cooling Operations" Attachment 1 - Terms and Definitions.

]2.6- FSAR Figure 1-1, Plant Area Plan

2.7 - PNP Site Emergency Plan

3.0 DISCUSSION

3.1 Background

EALs are the plant-specific indications, conditions or instrument readings that are utilized
to classify emergency conditions defined in the PNP Emergency Plan [Ref. 2.7].

In 1992, the NRC endorsed NUMARC/NESP-007 "Methodology for Development of
Emergency Action Levels" as an alterniative to NUREG 0654 EAL guidance.:

NEI 99-01 (NUMARC/NESP-007) Revision 4 represents the most recently NRC endorsed
methodology per RG 1.101 Rev 4, "Emergency Planning and Preparedness for Nuclear
Power Reactors." Enhancements over earlier revisions included:

Enclosure 4: EAL Detailed Information 3



Consolidating the system malfunction initiating conditions and example emergency
action levels which address conditions that may be postulated to occur during plant
shutdown conditions.

-Addressing initiating conditions 'and example emergency action levels-that fully
address conditions that may be postulated to occur at permanently Defueled
Stations and Independent Spent Fuel Storage Installations.

Simplifying the fission product-barrier EAL threshold for a Site Area-Emergency.

Using NEI 99-01 Rev. 4, PNP conducted an' EAL implementation upgrade project that
produced the EALs discussed herein.: While the upgraded EALs are -site-specific, an
objective of the project was to ensure to' the' ektent possible EAL conformity and
consistency between the NMC plant sites.

3.2 Key Definitions in EAL Methodology

The following definitions apply to the generic EAL methodology:

EMERGENCY CLASS: One of a minimum set of names or titles, established by the
Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC), for grouping of normal nuclear power plant
conditions according to (1) their relative radiological seriousness, and (2) the time
sensitive onsite and off site radiological emergency preparedness actions necessary to
respond to such conditions. The existing radiological emergency classes, -in ascending
order of seriousness, are called:

Notification of Unusual Event (UE)

. Alert

* Site Area Emergency (SAE)

- General Emergency (GE)

Section 3.4 provides further discussion of the emergency classes.

INITIATING CONDITION (IC): One of a predetermined subset of nuclear power plaint
conditions when either the potential exists for a radiological emergency, or such an
emergency has occurred.

* An IC is an emergency condition, which sets it apart from the broad 'class of
conditions that may or may not have the potential to escalate into a radiological
emergency.

It can be a continuous, measurable function that is outside technical specifications,
such as elevated PCS temperature or falling reactor coolant level (a'symptom).

* It also encompasses occurrences such' as FIRE (an event) or reactor coolant pipe
failure (an event or a barrier brea'ch).
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EMERGENCY ACTION LEVEL (EAL): A pre determined, site-specific, observable
threshold for a plant Initiating Condition that places the plant in a given emergency class.
An EAL can be: an instrument reading; an- equipment status indicator; a measurable
parameter (onsite or offsite); a discrete, observable'event; results of analyses; entry into
specific emergency operating procedures; or-another phenomenon which, if it occurs,
indicates entry into a particular emergency class.'' -

* There are times when an EAL will be a threshold point on a measurable continuous
function, such as a primary system coolant leak that has exceeded technical
specifications.

At other'times, the EAL and the IC will coincide, both identified by a discrete event
that places the plant in a particularemergency class.

-3.3 Recognition Categories

ICs and EALs are grouped in one of severai'categories. This classification scheme
incorporates symptom-based, event-based,- and barrier-based ICs and EALs.

' R .- tAbnormal Rad Levels/Radiological Effluent

* C - Cold Shutdown / Refueling System Malfunction

* E - Independent Spent Fuel Storage Installation (ISFSI)

* F - Fission Product Barrier Degradation

' H - Hazards

* S -System Malfunction

-Some recognition categories are further divided into one or more subcategories depending.
-on the types and number of plant conditions that dictate emergency classifications. An
-EAL may or 'may not exist for each subcategory at all four classification' levels. Simnilariy,
more thanlone EAL may exist for a subcategory in a given emergency classification when
appropriate (i.e., no EAL at the GE level but three EALs at the UE level).

3.4 Emergency Class Descriptions

There are three considerations related to the emergency classes. These are:

* The potential impact on radiological safety, either as now known or as can be
reasonably projected.

* How far the plant is beyond its predefined design, safety and operating envelopes.

* Whether or not conditions that threaten health are expected to be confined to within
the site boundary.
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The ICs deal explicitly with radiological safety affect by escalating from levels
corresponding to releases within regulatory limits to releases beyond EPA Protective
Action Guideline (PAG) plume exposure levels.

NOTIFICATION OF UNUSUAL:EVENT: Events are in process or have occurred which
indicate a potential degradation of the level of safety of the plant. No releases of
radioactive material requiring offsite'response or monitoring are expected unless further
degradation of safety systems occurs.

* -Potential degradation of the level of safety of the plant is indicated primarily by
exceeding plant technical specification Limiting Condition of Operation (LCO)
allowable action statement time fo r achieving required mode change.'

* Precursors of more serious events may be included because precursors represent
a potential degradation in the level of safety of the plant.

- Minor releases of radioactive.materials are included. In this emergency class,
however, releases do not require monitoring or offsite response (e.g.; dose
consequences of less than 10 millirem).

ALERT: Events are in process or have occurred which involve an actual or potential
substantial degradation of the level of safety of the plant. Any releases are expected to be
limited to small fractions of the EPA PAG exposure levels. -

-SITE AREA EMERGENCY: Events are in process or have occurred which involve actual
or likely major failures of plant functions' needed for protection of the public. Any releases
are not expected to result in exposure levels, which exceed EPA PAG exposure-levels.
beyond the site boundary.

. 'The discriminator (threshold) between Site Area Emergency and General
-' Emergency is whether or not the EPA PAG plume exposure levels are expected to

be exceeded outside the site boundary.

. This threshold, in addition to dynamic dose assessment considerations discussed,
in the EAL guidelines, clearly addresses NRC and offsite emergency response
-agency concerns as to timely declaration of a General Emergency.i

GENERAL EMERGENCY: Events are in process or have occurred which involve actual or.
imminent substantial core degradation 'or melting with potential for loss of containment
integrity.) Releases can be reasonably expected to'exceed EPA PAG exposure levels'
offsite for'more than the immediate site'area. :

* The bottom line for the General Emergency is whether evacuation or sheltering of
the general public is indicated based on EPA PAGs'and, therefore, should be
interpreted to include radionuclide release regardless of cause.-

• Tobetter assure timely notification, EALs in this category are primarily expressed in
terms of plant function status, with'secondary reliance on dose projection. In terms
of fission product barriers, loss of two barriers with loss or potential loss of the third
barrier constitutes a' General Emergency.
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3.5 Operating Mode Applicability

Technical Specifications [Ref. 2.4] provides definitions for the following operating modes:

1 Power Operations

Keff GREATER THAN OR EQUAL TO 0.99 and rated thermal power GREATER
THAN 5%

2 Startup

Keff GREATER THAN OR EQUAL TO 0.99 and rated thermal power is LESS THAN
OR EQUAL TO 5%

3 Hot Standby

Keff LESS THAN 0.99 average. primary coolant temperature (Tave) GREATER
THAN OR EQUAL TO 3000 F

4 Hot Shutdown

Keff LESS THAN 0.99 and average primary coolant temperature (Tave) LESS
:-THAN 3000F and GREATER THAN 2000F with all reactor vessel head clos'ure bolts
fully tensioned

5 Cold Shutdown

Keff LESS THAN 0.99 and average primary coolant temperature (Tave) LESS
THAN OR EQUAL TO 2000F with all reactor vessel head closure bolts fully
tensioned

6 Refuel

-One or more reactor vessel head closure bolts less than fully tensioned

In addition to the Technical Specification'operating modes, NEI 99-01 (Ref. 1] defines the
following additional mode:

D Defueled

All reactor fuel removed from Reactor Vessel (full core off load during refueling or
extended outage)

The plant operating mrode.that exists at the time that the event occurs (prior to any
protective system or operator action is initiated in' response to the condition)should be
compared to the mode applicability of the EALs. If a lower or higher plant operating mode
is reached before the emergency classification is made, the declaration shall be based on
the mode that existed atfthe time the event occurred.

Recognition-categories are associated with the operating modes listed in the following
matrix:
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Recognition Category

Mode R C E F H S

1 - Power X X X. X
Operations

2- Startup X X X X

3-Hot X X X X
Standby

4- Hot X X X X
Shutdown

5- Cold X X X
Shutdown

6 - Refueling X X X

D -Defueled X X X

N/AX

3.6 Fission Product Barriers

Many-of the EALs derived from the NEI methodology are fission product barrier based.'
That is,Athe conditions that define the EALs are based upon loss of or potential loss to one
-or more of the three fission product barriers. "Loss" and "potential loss" signify the relative
-damage and threat of damage to the barrier.-"Loss" means the barrier no longer assures
containment of radioactive materials and "potential loss" means imminent loss of the
barrier.'

The primary fission product barriers are:

. Fuel Cladding (FC): Zirconium-tubes which house the ceramic uranium oxide
pellets'along with the end plugs which are welded into each end of the fuel rods
comprise the FC barrier.

* Primary Coolant System (PCS) The reactor vessel shell, vessel head, vessel
nozzles and penetrations and all primary systems directly connected to the reactor
vessel up tothe first 'containment isolation valve comprise the PCS barrier.

' Containment'(CMT): The vapor containment structure and all isolation valves
required to maintain containment integrity under accident conditions comprise the
Containment barrier.
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3.7 Emergency Classification Based on Fission Product Barrier Degradation

The following criteria are the bases for event classification related to fission product barrier
loss or challenge:

. Notification of Unusual Event:

Any loss or any potential loss of Containment

* Alert:

Any loss or any potential loss of either Fuel Cladding or PCS

* Site Area Emergency:

Loss or potential loss of any two! barriers

* General Emergency:

Loss of any two barriers and loss or potential loss of third barrier

3.8 MEAL Relationship to Emergency Operating Procedures (EOPs)

Where possible, the EALs have been made consistent with and utilize the conditions
-defined in the PNP EOPs. While the,.symptoms that drive operator actions specified in the:

EOPs are not indicative of all possible conditions which warrant emergency classification,
!they do define the symptoms, indepehdent of initiating events, for which reactor plant
safety and/or fission product barrier integrity are threatened. Where these symptoms are
clearly representative of one of the NEI I-nitiating Conditions, they have been utilized as'an
EAL. This permits rapid classification of emergency situations based on plant conditions
without the need for additional evaluation or event diagnosis. Although some of the EALs

presented here are based on conditions defined in the EOPs, classification of
emergencies using these EALs is not dependent upon EOP entry or execution. The EALs
.can be utilized independently or in conjunction with the EOPs.

3.9 Symptom Based vs. Event Based Approach

To the extent possible, the EALs are'symptom based. That is, the action level is defined
by values of key plant operating parameters that identify emergency or potential
emergencybconditions. Thisapproach is appropriate because it allows the full scope of
variations in the types of events to be classified as emergencies. But, a purely symptom
based approach is not sufficient to address all events for which emergency classification is

appropriate. Particular events to which no predetermined symptoms can be ascribed have
also been utilized as EALs since they may be indicative of potentially more serious
conditions not yet fully realized.

Category R - Abnormal Rad Levels/Radiological Effluent and Category F - Fission Product

Barrier Degradation are primarily symptom-based. The symptoms are indicative of actual
or potential degradation of either fission product barriers or personnel safety.
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Other categories tend to be event-based. For example, Systerm Malfunctions are abnormal
and emergency events associated with vital plant system failures, while Hazards are those
non-plant system related events that have affected or may affect plant safety.

3.10 Treatment of Emergency Class Upgrading

The emergency class is based on the highest EAL reached. For example, two Alerts
remain in the Alert category. Or, an Alert and a Site Area Emergency is a Site Area
Emergency.

3.11 Emergency Class Downgrading

Another important aspect of usable EAL-guidance is the consideration of what to do when
the risk posed by an emergency is clearly decreasing.

It is recommended that a combination approach be taken involving recovery from General
:-Emergencies and some Site Areal Emergencies and termination from- UEs, Alerts, and
* certain Site Area Emergencies causing 'no long-term plant damage. Downgrading to lower
emergency classes adds notifications -but-may have merit under certain circumstances.

3.12 Classifying Transient Events

'For some events, the condition may be corrected before a declaration has been made:
- For example, an emergency classification is warranted when automatic and manual -
actions taken within the control room do not result in a required reactor trip. However, it is

-likely that actions taken outside of the control room will be successful,- probably'before the
Emergency Director classifies the event. The key consideration in this situation is to
determine whether or not further plant damage occurred while the corrective actions were
being taken. In some situations, this can be readily determined, in other situations, further.
analyses (e.g., coolant sampling, may be necessary).

In general, observe the following guidance: Classify the event'as indicated and terminate
the emergency once assessment shows that there were no consequences from the event
and othertermination criteria are met. For example, a momentary event, such as an
ATWS or an earthquake, requires declaration even though the' condition may have been
resolved by the time' the declaration is made.

* An ATWS represents a failure of a front line safety system (RPS) designed to
protect the health and safety of the public.

* The affect of an earthquake on plant equipment and structures may not be readily
-apparent until investigations are conducted.

There may be cases in which a plant-condition that exceeded an EAL threshold was not
recognized at the time of occurrence, but is identified well after the condition has occurred
(e.g., as'a result of routine log or record review) and the condition no longer exists. In
these cases,- an emergency should notlbe declared. Reporting requirements of 10 CFR
50.72 are applicable and the guidance of NUREG-1022, Rev. 1, Section 3 should be
applied.
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3.13 Imminent EAL Thresholds

Although the m ajority of the EALs provide very specific thresholds, the Emergency
Director must remain alert to events or conditions that lead to the conclusion that
exceeding the EAL threshold is imminent. If, in'the judgment of the Emergency'Director,
an imminent situation is at hand, the classification should be made as if the threshold has
been exceeded. While this is particularly prudent at the higher emergency classes (as the
early classification may provide for more effe'ctive implementation of protective measures),
it is nonetheless applicable to all emergency classes. Explicit EALs, specifying use- of
Emergency Director judgment, are given in-the Hazards, ISFSI and Fissidn Product Barrier
Degradation categories.

4.0 TECHNICAL BASES INFORMATION.

4.1 Recognition Category Organiz'ation-

The technical bases of the EALs are provided under Recognition Categories R, C, E, F, H
hand 'S of this document. A table summarizing the Initiating Conditions introduces each
category. The tables provide an overview of how the ICs are related unde reach
emergency class. ICs within each category are listed according to classification (as
applicable) in the following order:-Notification-of Unusual Event, Alert, Site Area
Emergency, and General Emergency.

;0~For Recognition Category F, Table F-0 d~efines the emergency classifications asisocated
with barrier loss and potential loss. Table F-1 lists the thresholds associated with the loss;
and potential loss of each fission product barrie'r. The presentation method shown for':
Table F-1 was chosen-to clearly show the synergism among the EALs and to support
more accurate dynamic assessments. Basis discussion of the thresholds immediately
follows Table F-1.

4.2 Initiating Condition Structure

ICs in Recognition Categories R, C, E, H and S are structured in the following manner:

* Recognition Category Title

* IC Identifier:

o First character identifies'the category by letter (R, C, E, H and S)

o Second character identifies the emergency classification level (U for
Notification of Unusual Event, A for' Alert, S for Site Area Emergency, and G
for-General Emergency) - -

o Third character is the numerical sequence as-given-in:Revision 4 of NEI 99-
01 [Ref. 1] (e.g'., SA2). Due to document revisions, certain NEI ICs have
been deleted, leaving gaps in the numerical sequence.
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* Emergency Class: Notification of Unusual Event, Alert, Site Area Emergency, or
General Emergency

* IC Description

: Operating Mode Applicability: Refers to the operating mode during which the
IC/EAL is applicable

• Emergency Action Level(s): EALs are the conditions applicable to the criteria of the
IC and are used to determine the n'eed to classify an event/condition. If more-than
one EAL is applicable to an IC, eme-rgency classification is required when any EAL
within the IC reaches the'EAL threshold. To clarify this intent, ICs with multiple-
EALs include a parenthetical phrase in the EAL title- line, indicating that each~l
constitutes an emergency classification.' For example the phrase "(RA1.1 or
RA1.2)" indicates that either EAL is' aNotification of Unusual Event.

* Basis: Provides information that.explains the IC and EAL(s). Plant source document
references are provided as needed to substantiate site-specific information included
in the EALs and bases.

4.3 EAL Identification

The EAL identifier is the IC identifier followed by a period and sequence number (e.g.,
RU1.1, RU1.2, etc.).

'The primary purpose-of the EAL identifier is to uniquely distinguish each classifiable
condition. Secondary purposes are to assist location of an EALwithin the EAL
classification scheme and to announce the emergency classification level.

5.0 DEFINITIONS

'In the ICs and EALs, selected words are in uppercase print. These words are defined
terms. Definitions are provided below.

AFFECTING SAFE SHUTDOWN: event in progress has adversely affected functions that
are necessary to bring the plant to and maintain it in the applicable HOT or COLD
SHUTDOWN condition. Plant condition applicability is determined by Technical
Specification LCOs in effect.

Example 1: Event causes damage that results in entry into an LCO that requires the.
plant to be placed in HOT SHUTDOWN. HOT SHUTDOWN is achievable, but COLD
SHUTDOWN is not. This event is not "AFFECTING SAFE SHUTDOWN."

Example 2: Event causes damage that results in'entry into an LCO that requires the
plant to be placed in-COLD SHUTDOWN. HOT SHUTDOWN is achievable, but COLD
SHUTDOWN is not. This event is "AFFECTING SAFE SHUTDOWN."

BOMB refers to an explosive device suspected of having sufficient force to damage plant
systems or structures.
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CIVIL DISTURBANCE/STRIKE: A CIVIL DISTURBANCE may involve a group of
unexpected or unauthorized individuals-outside.of the OWNER CONTROLLED AREA or
PROTECTED AREA or a planned gathering asa part of a labor dispute (e.g., labor picket
line, protest demonstration, etc.).'- When such disturbance poses a potential threat to plant
safety or personnel, additional protective measures shall be reviewed and, where'
appropriate, implemented.

CONFINEMENT BOUNDARY is the barrier(s) between areas containing radioactive
substances and the environment.

CONTAINMENT CLOSURE is a containment condition where at least one integral barrier
to the'release of radioactive material is being provided. CONTAINMENT CLOSURE
Controls are used to track any impaired containmrent penetration so that at leastrone
barrier to the release of radioactive material can be quickly established in the event-of a
loss of decay heat removal. [Ref. 2.5]

EXPLOSION is a rapid, violent, unconfined combustion, or catastrophic failure of
pressurized equipment that imparts energy of sufficient force to potentially damage
permanent structures, systems, or components.

EXTORTION is an attempt to cause an action at the station by threat of force.

FAULTED: in a steam generator, the existence of secondary side leakage that results in
an uncontrolled decrease in steam generator pressure or the steam generator being
completely depressurized.

FIRE is combustion characterized by heat and light. Sources of smoke such as slipping
drive belts or overheated electrical equipment do not constitute FIREs. Observation of
flame is preferred but is NOT required if large quantities of smoke and heat are observed.

HOSTAGE is a person(s) held as leverage against the station to ensure that demands will
be met by the station.

HOSTILE FORCE: one or more individuals who are engaged in a determined assault,
overtly or by stealth and deception, equipped with suitable weapons capable of killing,
maiming, or causing destruction.s

IMMEDIATELY DANGEROUS TO LIFE AND HEALTH (IDLH): A condition that either
poses an immediate threat to life and health or an immediate threat of severe exposure to
contaminants which are 'likely to have adverse delayed effects on health.

INTRUSION / INTRUDER is a person(s) present in a-specified area without authorization.
Discovery of a BOMB-in a specified area is'iindication of INTRUSION into that area by a
HOSTILE FORCE.

LOWER FLAMMABILITY LIMIT (LFL): The minimum concentration of a combustible
substance that is capable of propagating a flame through a homogenous mixture of the
combustible and a gaseous oxidizer.

NORMAL PLANT OPERATIONS: activities at the'plant site associated with routine testing,
maintenance, or equipment operations, in accordance with normal operating or
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administrative procedures. Entry into 'abnormal or emergency operating procedures, or
deviation from normal security or radiological controls posture, is a departure from
NORMAL PLANT OPERATIONS.'

OWNER CONTROLLED AREA is the' area surrounding the Plant in which the reactor
licensee has the authority to determin'eall'acstivities including exclusion or removal of
persons and property from the area during accident conditions.

PROTECTED AREA boundary is within-1the security isolation zone and is defined in FSAR
Figure 1-1, Plant Area Plan. [Ref. 2.6]1

RUPTURED: In a steam generator, existence of primary-to-secondary leakage of a
.magnitude sufficient to require or cause a reactor trip and safety injection.

SABOTAGE is deliberate damage, misalignment, or mis-operation of plant equipment with
the intent to render the equipment inoperable. Equipment found tampered with o'r_
damaged due to malicious mischief may' NOT meet the definition of SABOTAGE until this
determination is made by security supervision.

SIGNIFICANT TRANSIENT is an UNPLANNEDbevent involving one or more of the
following: (1) turbine runbackGREATER THAN 25% thermal reacto'r p'ower, (2) electrical
load rejection GREATER THAN 25% full electrical load, (3) Reactor Trip, (4) Safety
Injection Activation, or (5) thermal power oscillations GREATER THAN 10%.

STRIKE ACTION is a work stoppagewithin'the PROTECTED AREA by a body-of workers .
to-enforce compliance with demands made on PNP. The STRIKE ACTION must threaten
to interrupt NORMAL PLANT OPERATIONs.

UNPLANNED: A parameter change orban event that is not the result of an intended
evolution and requires corrective or mitigative actions.

VALID:-An indication, report, or condition is-considered to be VALID when it is verified by-
(1) an instrument channel check, or (2) indications on related or redundant indicators, or,'..
(3) by direct observation by plant personnel, such that doubt related to the indicator
.operability, the condition existence, or the report accuracy is removed. Implicit in this
definition is the need for timely assessment.

VISIBLE DAMAGE is damage to equipment or structure that is readily observable without
measurements, testing, or analysis. Damage is sufficient to cause concern regarding the
continued operability or reliability of affected safety structure, system, or component.
-Example damage includes: deformation due to heat or impact,,denting, penetration, -
rupture, cracking, paint blistering. Surface blemishes (e.g.,--paint chipping, scratches)
should not be included.-

VITAL AREA is any area, normally within the PROTECTED AREA, which contains-'
equipment, systems, components,- or material, 'the failure, destruction, or release'of which
could directly or indirectly endanger the public health and safety by exposure to radiation.

6.0 EMERGENCY ACTION LEVEL1TECHNICAL BASIS
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Table R-0

Recognition Category R

Abnormal Rad Levels / Radiological Effluent

INITIATING CONDITION MATRIX

UE

RUI Any UNPLANNED Release of
Gaseous or Liquid Radio-
activity to the Environment
that Exceeds Two Times the
Offsite Dose Calculation
Manual (ODCM) Limits for 60
Minutes or Longer.
Op. Modes: All

RU2 Unexpected Increase In Plant
Radiation..

. Op. Modes: All. P'

ALERT

RAI Any UNPLANNED Release of
Gaseous or Liquid
Radioactivity to the,
Environment that Exceeds 200
Times the OffsIte Dose
Calculation Manual (ODCM)
Limits for 15 Minutes or
Longer.
Op. Modes: All

RA3 Release of Radioactive
Material or Increases in'
Radiation Levels Within the
Facility That Imnpedes
OperatIon'of Systems- ,1,,

' Required to Maintaln'Safe'
Operations or to Establish or
Maintain Cold Shutdown'
Op. Modes: All

RA2 Damage to Irradiated Fuel or
Loss of Water Level that Has
or Will Result in the
Uncovering of Irradiated Fuel
Outside the Reactor Vessel.
Op. Modes: All

SITE AREA EMERGENCY

RSI Offsite Dose Resulting from an
Actual or Imminent Release of
Gaseous Radioactivity,
Exceeds 100 mRem TEDE or

.500 mRem Thyroid CDE for the
Actual or Projected Duration
of the Release.
Op. Modes: Al

GENERAL EMERGENCY

RGI Offsite Dose Resulting from an
Actual or Imminent Release of
Gaseous Radioactivity
Exceeds 1000 mRem TEDE or
5000 mRem Thyroid CDE for
the Actual or Projected
Duration of the Release Using
Actual Meteorology.
Op. Modes: All
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ABNORMAL RAD LEVELS/RADIOLOGICAL- EFFLUENT

RU.
Initiating Condition"- NOTIFICATION OF UNUSUAL EVENT

Any UNPLANNED Release of Gaseous or Liquid Radioactivity to the Environment
that Exceeds Two Times the Offsite Dose Calculation Manual(ODCM) Limits for 60
Minutes or Longer.

Operating Mode Applicability: All
(RI. .

(RU1.1 or RU1.2or RU1:3)Emergency Action Levels::

RU1.1. VALID reading onweffluent monitor RIA-1049* "Liquid Radwaste Discharge Monitor" that
exceeds two times the alarm setpoint*' established by a cu'rrent radioactivity discharge
permit for 60 minutes or longer.
* with waste discharge not isolated

RU1.2. VALID reading on any of the following radiation monitors that exceeds the reading shown
for 60 minutes or longer: '

Stack Normal Range Monitor
(RIA-2326) 3.2E+5 cpm

SIG Blowdown Monitor
(RIA-0707) 2 X High Alarm*

* Service Water Monitor
(RIA-0833) 2 X High Alarm*

Turbine Bldg. Sumps Monitor
(RIA-521 1) 2 X High Alarm*

* with waste discharge not isolated

RU1.3. Confirmed sample analysis for gaseous -or liquid release indicates concentrations or
-release rates, with a release duration of 60 minutes or longer, in excess-of two times

ODCM limit.

Basis:

This IC addresses a potential or actual decrease in the level of safety of the' plant as indicated by a
radiological release that exceeds: regulatory commitments for an extended period of time. PNP

incorporates features intended to control the release of radioactive effluents to the environment.

Further, there are administrative controls~established to prevent unintentional releases, or control

and monitor'intentional releases.- These controls are located in the Offsite Dose Calculation

Manual (ODCM) [Ref. 2]. The occurrence of extended, uncontrolled radioactive releases to- the
environment is indicative of a degradation in these features and/or controls.
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The ODCM multiples are specified in iCs RU1 and RAi only to distinguish'between non-
emergency conditions, and frormn'each -other. While these multiples obviously' correspond to'-an
offsite dose or dose rate, the emphasis in classifying these events is the degradation in the level of
safety of the plant, NOT the magnitude of the associated dose-or dose rate.'Releases should not
-be prorated or averaged. For example,- a release exceeding 4x ODCM for 30 minutes does not
meet the threshold for this IC.

UNPLANNED, as used in this context, includes any release for which a radioactivity discharge
permit was-not prepared, or-a release that exceeds'the conditions (e.g., minimum dilution flow,
maximum discharge flow, alarm setpoints,'etc.)'on the 'applicable permit. The Emergency Director
should not wait until 60 minutes has elapsed,- but .should declare the event as'soon as-it is
determined that the release duration has-or will likely exceed 60 minutes.'Also, if an ongoing
release is detected and the starting time for that release is unknown, the Emergency Director
should,in the absence of data to the contrary, assume that the release has exceeded 60 minutes.

RU1.1 addresses'radioactivity releases, that for whatever reason, cause effluent radiation monitor
readings to exceed two times'the ODCM limit and releases are not terminated within 60 minutes.'
The value given is two times the ODCM release limits. [Ref. 1, 3]. This alarm setpoint may be
associated with a planned batch release,.or a continuous release path. In either case, the setpoint
is established-by-the ODCM to warn' of-'a release that is not in compliance with the ODCM.
Indexing the EAL threshold to the ODCM setpoints in this manner insures that the EAL threshold

'will never be less than the setpoint established by a specific discharge permit.

RU1.2 is also intended for effluent monitoring on non-routine release pathways for which a
discharge' permit would not normally be -prepared. The ODCM establishes a methodology for
determining effluent'radiation monitor setpoints. The ODCM specifies default source terms and, for

gaseous releases, prescribes the-use of pre-determined annual average meteorology in the most
limiting 'downwin'd sector for showing compliance with the -regulatory commitments.'These monitor
reading EALs have been determined using this methodology.' The values given are two times the
ODCM release limits. [Ref. 1, 3]

RU1.3 addresses uncontrolled releases that are detected 'by sample analyses, particularly on.
unmonitored pathways, e.g., spills of radioactive'liquids into storm drains, heat exchanger.leakage
in lake water systems, etc.

RU1.1 and RU1.2 directly correlate with the IC since annual average meteorology is required to be
used in showing compliance'with the ODCM and is used in calculating the alarm setpoints.:The -

fundamental basis of this'IC is NOT a dose or dose rate, but rather the degradation in the level of
'safety of the plant implied by the uncontrolled release.

-PNPBasis Reference(s):

1. NMC calculation EA-JLV-04-01 "Determination of Containment Radiation Monitor and
Radiological Effluent Monitor EALs in'Accordance with NEI 99-01 Revision 4"

2. PNP ODCM
3. 'RGC 85-003, Setpoint Basis Correspondence RG Christie, June 28, 1985
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ABNORMAL RAD LEVELS/RADIOLOGICAL EFFLUENT

-RU2
Initiating Condition - NOTIFICATION OF UNUSUAL EVENT

Unexpected Rise in Plant Radiation.

Operating Mode Applicability: All

Emnergency Action Levels: (RU2.1 or RU2.2)

RU2.1. - VALID indication of uncontrolled water'level lowering to LESS THAN 646 ft. elevation in
the reactor refueling cavity, spent fuel pool, or fuel transfer canal with all irradiated fuel -
assemblies remaining covered by water.

AND

UNPLANNED VALID Area Radiation Monitor reading rise on any of the following:

* Vent Monitor Fuel Handling Area (RIA-5712)
* Spent Fuel Pool Area Radiation Monitors-(RIA-5709 or RIA-2313)'
* Refueling Containment High Radiation (CHR) Monitors (RIA-2316 or RIA-2317)

RU2.2. Any UNPLANNED VALID Area Radiation Monitor reading rises by a factor of 1000 over
normal*- levels.

Normal levels can be considered as the highest reading in the past twenty-four hours
excluding the current peak value.

Basis:

This IC addresses increased radiation levels as-a result of water level decreases above the
Reactor-Vessel flange or events-that-haVe resulted, or 'may result, in unexpected increases in
radiation dose rates within plant buildings:-These radiation increases representa' loss of control
over radioactive material and may-represent a'potential degradation in the level of safety of the
plant.

In light of Reactor Cavity Seal failure incidents 'at two, different PWRs and loss of water in the
Spent Fuel Pit/Fuel Transfer Canal at a BWR, explicit coverage of these types of events via RU2.1
is appropriate given their potential for increased doses to plant staff. Classification as an UE is
warranted as a precursor to a more serious event. Indications include instrumentation such as
water level and local area radiation-monitors, and personnel (e.g., -refueling crew) reports. Spent
Fuel Pool Area Radiatiorn Monitors (RIA-5709 and RIA-2313) and'Refueling'Containment High
Radiation (CHR) Monitors '(RIA-2316 or RIA-2317) also'cover incidents involving the fuel transfer
canal. [Ref. 4, 5] If available, video'ciameras :may allow remote observation.'Depending on
available level instrumentation, the declaration threshold may need to be based on indications of
water makeup rate or decrease in refueling water storage tank level.

While'a radiation' monitor could detect an- increase in dose rate due to a drop in the water level,' it
might not be a reliable indication of whether or not the fuel is'covered. For example, the reading
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on an area radiation monitor located on the refueling bridge may increase due to planned
evolutions such as head lift, or even a fuel assembly being raised in the manipulator mast.
Generally, increased radiation monitor indications will need to combined with another indicator (or
personnel report) of water loss. For refueling events where the water level drops below the
Reactor Vessel flange classification would be via CU2. This event escalates to an Alert per IC RA2
if irradiated fuel outside the reactor vessel is uncovered. For events involving irradiated fuel in the
reactor vessel, escalation would be via the Fission Product Barrier Matrix for events in operating
modes 1-4.
The minimum allowable water level in the Spent Fuel Pool (SFP) and Refueling Cavity threshold is
the Low Spent Fuel Pool water level, alarmed in the Control Room (annunciator EK-1309) at 646
ft elevation or 35 ft above the bottom of the pool. [Ref. 1, 2, 3]
RU2.2 addresses UNPLANNED increases in in-plant radiation levels that represent a degradation
in the control of radioactive material, and represent a potential degradation in the level of safety of
the plant. This event escalates to an Alert per IC RA3 if the increase in dose rates impedes
personnel access necessary for safe operation.

PNP Basis Reference(s):

1. Technical Specifications 3.7.14 Spent Fuel Pool (SFP) Water Level
2. Technical Specifications 3.9.6 Refueling Cavity Water Level
3. ARP-8 Annunciator #9 Spent Fuel Pool Hi/Lo Level
4. FSAR Table 11-16, "Area Radiation Detectors"
5. FSAR Table 11-15, "Process Radiation Service And Equipment"
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ABNORMAL RAD LEVELS/RADIOLOGICAL EFFLUENT

RAI
Initiating Condition -- ALERT

Any UNPLANNED Release of Gaseous or Liquid Radioactivity to the Environmeth
that Exceeds 200 Times the'Offsite'Dose Calculation Manual(ODCM) Limits for 15
Minutes or Longer.

Operating Mode Applicability: All

Emergency Action Levels: (RA1.1 or RA1.2 or RA1.3)

RA1.1. VALID reading on effluent monitor RIA-,1049 "Liquid Radwaste Discharge Monitor" that
exceeds 200 times 'the alarm setpoint*- established by a current radioactivity discharge
permit for 15 minutes or longer.-E-
* with waste discharge not isolated

RA1 .2. VALID reading on any of the following radiation monitors that exceeds the reading shown
* for 15 minutes or longer:

Stack Normal Range Monitor
(RIA-2326) 1.3E+6 cpm

Stack High Range Monitor
(RIA-2327)

S/G Blowdown Monitor
(RIA-0707)

1.5 mRem/hr

200 X High Alarm*

Service Water Monitor
(RIA-0833) 200:X High Alarm*

Turbine Bldg. Sumps Monitor
(RIA-521 1) :I 200 X High Alarm*

* with waste discharge not isolated

RA1.3. Confirmed' sample analysis for gaseous or liquid release indicates concentrations or
release rates, with a release 'duration of 15 minutes or longer, in excess of 200 times
ODCM limit.

Basis:

This IC addresses a potential or actual decrease in the level of safety of the plant as indicated by a
radiological release that exceeds regulatory commitments for an extended period of time. PNP
incorporates'features intended to'control the'release-of radioactive effluents to the 'environment.
Further, there are administrative controls'established to- prevent unintentional releases, or control
and monitor intentional releases. These controls are located in the"Offsite Dose: Calculation
Manual" (ODCM). The occurrence of extended, uncontrolled radioactive --releases to the
environment is indicative of a degradation'in these features and/or controls.
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The ODCM multiples are specified in- lCs RUl and RA1. only to distinguish between non-
emergency conditions, and from each other.. While these multiples obviously correspond to an

offsite dose or dose rate,-the emphasis in classifying these events is the degradation in the level of

safety of the plant, NOT the magnitude of the associated'dose or dose rate. Releases should not

be prorated or averaged. [Ref. 2]

UNPLANNED, as used in this context, includes any release for which a radioactivity discharge

permit was not prepared, or a release'that-,exceeds the 'conditions (e.g., minimuum dilution flow,

Xmaximum discharge flow, alarm setpoints ,etc.) on' the applicable permit. The Emergency Director
should 'not wait until 15 minutes has 'elapsed, but should declare the event as soon'as-it is-

determined that the release duration has or will likely exceed 15 minutes. 'Also, if a'n ongoing

release is detected and the starting timedfor that release is unknown, the Emergency Director
should, in the absence of data to the contrary, assu'me that the release has exceeded 15 minutes.

RA1.1 addresses radioactivity releases that for whatever reason cause effluent radiation monitor

readings- that exceed two hundred times the alarm' setpoint established by the radioactivity
discharge permit. The alarm setpoint may be associated with a planned batch release,,or a

continuous release path. In either case, the setpoint is established 'bythe- ODCM to warn of a
release that is not in compliance with the ODCM. Indexing the EAL threshold to the ODCM
setpoints in:this manner insures that the EAL threshold will never beless 'than the.setpoint

established by.a specific discharge permit.

RA1.2: is intended to address effluent 'or accident radiation monitors on non-routine release
pathways (i.e.,' for which a discharge-permit would not normally be prepared). The ODCM'

establishes a methodology for" determining effluent radiation monitor 'setpoints. The ODCM
specifies default source 'terms and, for gaseous releases, prescribes the use of pre-determined
annual average meteorology in the most limiting downwind sector for showing compliance with the

regulatory .commitments. These r'onitor'reading EALs have been determined using' this
methodology [Ref. 1, .3]. The limit for. RIA-2326 and RIA-2327 'were selected to maintain the

"intervals between EALs for the four classifications" [Ref. NEI 99-1 AS1 basis].',

RA1.3 'addresses uncontrolled releases that 'are' detected by sample analyses, particularly on

unmonitored pathways, e.g., spills of radioactive liquids into storm drains, heat exchanger leakage

in lake water systems, etc.

RA1.1 and RA1.2'directly correlate with the IC since annual average meteorology is required to be

used in showing: compliance 'with the'IODCM and is used :in calculating the alarm setpoints. The

'fundamental basis of this IC is NOT a dose or 'dose rate, but rather the degradation in the level of

safety of the plant implied by the uncontrolled release.

Due to the uncertainty. associated with meteorology, emergency implementing procedures call for

the timely performance of dose. assessments using actual '(real-time) meteorology in the event of a

gaseous radioactivity release of this -magnitude. The results of these assessments 'should'be
-compared to the]lCs RS1 and RG1'to determine if the eve'nt classification should be escalated.
Classification should not be delayed pending the results of these dose assessments.
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PNP Basis Reference(s):

1. NMC calculation EA-JLV-04-O1 "Determination'of Containinent Radiation Monitor and
Radiological Effluent Monitor EALs in Accordance with NEI 99-01 'Revision 4"

2. PNP ODCM
3. RGC 85-003, Setpoint Basis Correspondence RG Christie, June 28, 1985
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ABNORMAL RAD LEVELS/RADIOLOGICAL EFFLUENT

RA2
Initiating Condition - ALERT

Damage to Irradiated Fuel or Loss of Water Level that Has or Will Result in tbi
Uncovering'of Irradiated Fuel Outside the Reactor Vessel.

Operating Mode Applicability:'. All

Emergency Action Levels: (RA2.1 or RA2.2)

RA2.1. A VALID alarm or reading on 'any of the following radiation monitors resulting from
damage to irradiated fuel or loss of water level:

* Vent Monitor Fuel Handling Area RIA-5712 ' E+4 cpm

* Spent Fuel Pool Area Radiation Monitors RIA-5709 or RIA-2313 15 mRem/hr

* Refueling Containment High'Radiation (CHR) Monitors 80 mRem/hr

RIA-2316 or RIA-2317 above background

RA2.2. Water level less than 636 ft. 9 in;. elevation for the reactor refueling cavity, spent fuel pool
-and fuel transfer canal that will result in irradiated fuel uncovering.

Basis:

This IC addresses specific events that have resulted, or may result, in unexpected increases in
radiation dose rates within plant buildings,' and m ay be a precursor to a radioactivity release -to the

environment. These events represent a-loss of control over radioactive material and represent a
degradation in the' level of safety of the plant.- These events escalate' from' IC 'RU2'in that fuel
activity has'been released, or is anticipated 'due to fuel heatup. This IC applies to spent fuel
requiring water coverage and is not intended to address spent fuel which is licensed 'for dry
storage, which is discussed in IC EU1.

RA2.1 'addresses radiation monitor indications [Ref. 1, 2, 3, 4] of fuel uncovery ~and/or fuel
damaage.' Increased readings' on ventilation'monitors may be indication of a radioactivity release
from the fuel, confirming that damage has occurred. Increased background at the monitor due to
water level decrease may mask increased ventilation exhaust airborne activity and needs to be
considered. While a radiation monitor could detect an increase in dose rate due to a drop in the
water level, it might not be a reliable indication of whether or not the fuel is covered. For example,
the m6nitor could in fact be properly responding to a-known event involving transfer or relocation
of a source, stored in or near the fuel pool or responding to a planned evolution such as removal of

the reactor head. Application of these Initiating Conditions requires understanding of the actual

radiological conditions present in the vicinity'odthe monitor. Information Notice No. 90-08, "KR-85
Hazards from Decayed Fuels was- considered in establishing radiation monitor EAL thresholds.

In RA2.2, indications include instrumentation such as water level and local area radiation monitors,

and personnel'(e.g., refueling crew) +reports. If available,- video cameras may allow remote
observation. Declaration may need tobe based on indications of water makeup rate or decrease in
refueling water storage tank level. [Ref. 5]
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Escalation, if appropriate, would occur via IC RS1 or RG1 or Emergency Director judgment.

-PNP Basis Reference(s):

-1. .ARP 8, Safeguards Safety Injection and Isolation Scheme EK 9 (EC 9), Annunciator No. 66

2. RI-86E-1, Refueling Isolation Monitors Calibration - Source Test

3. FSAR Table 11-16, "Area Radiation Detecto r.

4. FSAR Table 11-15, 'Process Radiation Service And Equipment"

5. EA-KFK-90-01 "Fuel Submergence vs. Fuel Handling Activities"
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ABNORMAL RAD LEVELS/RADIOLOGICAL EFFLUENT

RA3
Initiating Condition -- ALERT

Release of Radioactive Material or Rises in Radiation Levels Within the Facility That
Impedes Operation of Systems Required to Maintain Safe Operations or to Establish
or Maintain Cold Shutdown

Operating Mode Applicability:. All

Emergency Action Levels: - (RA3.1 or RA3.2)

RA3.1. VALID radiation monitor readings GREATER THAN 15 mRem/hr in areas requiring
continuous occupancy to maintain plant safety functions:

Control Room (RIA-2310) '
OR

Central Alarm Station (RIA-2304)

RA3.2. Any VALID radiation monitor reading GREATER THAN 3 R/hr in areas requiring
infrequent accest'to maintain plant safety functions (Table H-1).

Table H-1 - PLANTVITAL AREAS
*. Containment Structure'
* Auxiliary Building
* Turbine Building
* Screenhouse

Basis:

This IC addresses increased radiation levels that impede necessary-access to operating stations,
or other 'areas containing equipment'that must be operated rmanually -or that requires local
monitoring, in order to maintain safe'operation or perform a safe sh'utdown.-It-is this impaired
ability to operate the plant that results in the actual or potential substantial degradation of the level
of safety of the plant. The cause and/or magnitude of the increase in radiation levels is not a
concern of this IC. The Emergency Director must consider the'source or cause of the increased
radiation' levels and determine ifJany other IC -may be involved.- For example, a dose rate of 15
mRem/hr in the' control roomr:may be 'a problem in-itself. However, the increase'may also be
indicative of high dose rates in the containment due to a LOCA. In this latter case, an SAE or GE
may be ridicated by the fission product barrier matrix ICs.

This IC is not meant to apply to increases in the containment radiation monitors as these are
events which are addressed in the fission product barrier "matrix ICs. Nor is it intended to apply to'
anticipated temporary increases due to planned events (e.g., incore detector movement, radwaste
container movement, depleted resin transfers,' etc.)
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Areas requiring continuous 6ccupancy includes the Control Room and any other control stations
that are manned continuously, such as'the central security alarm station (CAS). CAS has n'o
installed radiation monitoring capability however,- RIA-2304 will provide indication of increasing
radiation levels 'prompting surveys. [Ref. 1,2]:;The value of 15mRemlhr is-derived from the GDC'
'19 value 'of 5 R in'30 days with adjustment for 'expected occupancy times. Although Section lll.D.3
of NUREG-0737, !Clarification of TMI Action Plan' Requirements' provides that the 15 mRem/hr'
value can be averaged over the 30 days, the.value is used here without averaging, as a 30 day
duration implies an event potentially more significant than an Alert.

For RA3.2 areas requiring infrequent access, the basis of the 3 R/hr value is as follows:

The PNP annual administrative personnel exposure limit is 2 R/Yqar. Assuming an

emergency worker is at his administrative:limit, any emergency worker.needing access to a
plant area for the safe shutdownrof.the plant could'receive 'uplto an additional 3 R without

* exceeding the legal 10CFR20 annual exposure limit of 5:R and thus the need for emergency
exposure authorization. Assuming that an activity-required to be performed in the plant would
require a 60-minute stay time in that area an area exposure rate of 3 R/hr would not unduly
impede access to areas necessary forsafe plant shutdown.

As used here, impede, includes hindering or interfering provided that the interference ordelay is
sufficient to significantly threaten the safe, operation of the0plant. Table H-I provides the list of
'safe shutdown areas requiring'infrequent access.E The listed areas contain functions and systems
required for the safe shutdown of the plant.' [Ref 3]:

*PNP IBasis Reference(s):

1. ARP.8, "Safeguards Safety Injectionrand Isolation Scheme EK 13 (EC 13)"

2. SOP-39, 'Area Radiation Monitoring System"

3. ONP-25.1, Fire Which Threatens Safety-Related Equipment
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ABNORMAL ]RAD LEVELS/RADIOLOGICAL EFFLUENT

RS1
Initiating 'Condition - SITE AREA' EMERGENCY

-COffsite Dose Resulting froman Actual or Imminent Release of Gaseous Radioactivity
'Exceeds 100 mRem TEDE or 500'mRem Thyroid CDE for the Actual or Projected
..Duration of the Release.

Operating Mode Applicability: ':All

Emergency Action Levels: (RS1.1 or RS1.2 or RS1.3)

Note:. If dose assessment results are available at the time of declaration, the classification should
be based on RS1.2 instead of RS1. 1. While hecessary declarations should not be delayed
awaiting results, the dose assessment should be initiated / completed in order to determine
if the classification should be subsequently escalated.

RS1.1. VALID reading on any of the following radiation monitors that exceeds or-is expected to
exceed .the reading shown for 15 minutes or longer:

Stack High Range Monitor
(RIA-2327) 5.2 mRem/hr

Main Steam Line Monitors
-(RIA-2323/RIA-2324) 1.70E+3 cpm'-

Stack High Range Effluent Monitor
(RIA-2328)*- 0.64 mRem/hr

Atmospheric Dump Valve High Range Effluent Monitors
;(RIA-2328)* 0.57 mRem/hr

*Note RIA-2328 is a backup monitor'which can be physically directed for monitoring the
ADVs'or Stack

'RS1.2. Dose assessment using actual meteorology indicates doses GREATER THAN 100
mRem TEDE or 500 mRem thyroid CDE at or beyond the site boundary.

RS1.3. Field survey results indicate closed window dose rates exceeding 100 mRemlhr expected
to continue for more than one'hour,'at or beyond the'site boundary;'

OR

Analysis of field survey samples indicate thyroid CDE of 500 mRem for one hour of
inhalation, at or beyond the' site boundary.
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Basis:

This IC addresses radioactivity releases that result in doses at or beyond the site boundary that
exceed a small fraction of the EPA Protective Action Guides (PAGs). Releases of this magnitude
are associated with the failure of plant systems 'needed for the protection of the public. While these
failures are'addressed by other ICs, thisAIC provides 'appropriate diversity and addresses events
which may-not be able' to be classified on-the basis of plant status alone, e.g., fuel handling
accident in spent fuel building.

The TEDE dose is set at 10% of the EPA PAG, while the 500 mRem thyroid CDE was established
in consideration of the 1:5 ratio of the EPA PAG for TEDE and thyroid CDE.'

The Emergency Director should not wait until 15 minutes has elapsed, but should declare the
event as soon as it is determined that the release duration has or will likely exceed 15 minutes. -

The monitor list in RSi.1 includes monitors on all potential release pathways.

The EPA PAGs are expressed in terms of the sum of the effective dose equivalent (EDE) and the
committed effective dose equivalent (CEDE), -or as the thyroid committed dose equivalent (CDE).
For the purpose of these IC/EALs, the -dose quantity total effective dose equivalent (TEDE), as
defined in 10 CFR 20, is used in lieu of u...sum of EDE and CEDE..." The EPA PAG guidance
provides for the use adult thyroid dose conversion factors.

The "SAE" effluent monitor readings are derived from Reference 1-NMC calculation, EA-JLV-04-01
"Determination of Containment Radiation Monitor and Radiological Effluent Monitor EALs in
-Accordance with NEI 99-01 Revision 4."

Since dose assessment is based on actual-meteorology, whereas the monitor reading EALs are
not, the results from-these assessments may indicate that the classification is not warranted, or
may indicate that'a' higher classification is warranted. For this reason, emergency implementing
procedures call for the timely performance:of dose-assessments using actual meteorology and
release information. If the results of these dose assessments are available when the classification
is made (e.g., initiated at a lower classification level), the dose assessment results override the
monitor reading EALs. Classification should not be delayed pending'the results of these dose
assessments.

PNP Basis Reference(s):
- . e :di nf .f.

1. NMC calculation EA-JLV-04-01 'Determinationbof Containment Radiation Monitor and
Radiological Effluent Monitor EALs in Accordance with NEI 99-01 Revision 4"
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ABNORMAL RAD LEVELS/RADIOLOGICAL EFFLUENT

RGI
Initiating Condition - GENERAL EMERGENCY

Offsite Dose Resulting from an Actual or Immhent Release of Gaseous Radioactivity
'Exceeds 1000 mRem TEDE or 5000 mRem Thyroid CDE for the Actual or Projected
-Duration of the Release Using Actual Meteorology.

Operating Mode Applicability: All

Emergency Action Levels: (RG1.1 or RG1 .2 or RG1 .3)

Note: If dose assessment results are available at the time of declaration, the classification should
- be based on RG1.2 instead of RG1. 1.'While -necessary declarations should not be 'delayed'

awaiting results, the dose assessment should be initiated / completed in order to determine
if the classification should be subsequently escalated.

RGI.1. VALID reading on any of the following radiation monitors that exceeds or is expected to
exceed the reading shown for 15 minutes or longer:
exe -: re own 7

Stack high range,monitor
(RIA-2327) - 52 mRem/hr

Main Steam Line Monitors
(RIA-2323/RIA-2324) 1 .70E+4 cpm

Stack high range Effluent Monitor
(RIA-2328)* -6.4 mRem/hr

Atmospheric Dump Valve High Range'Effluent Monitors
(RIA-2328)* 5.7 mRem/hr,

*Note RIA-2328 is a backup monitor which can be physically directed for monitoring the
ADVs or Stack

RG1.2. Dose assessment using actual meteorology indicates doses GREATER THAN 1000
mRem TEDE or 5000 mRem thyroid CDE at or beyond the site boundary.'

RG1.3.' Field survey results indicate closed window dose rates exceeding 1000 mRem/hr
-expected to continue for more than one hour, at or beyond site boundary.

OR

Analyses of field survey samples indicate thyroid CDE of 5000 mRem for one hour of
inhalation, at or beyond site boundary.
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Basis:

This IC addresses radioactivity releases that result in doses at or beyond the site boundary that
exceed the EPA Protective Action Guides (PAGs). Public protective actions will be necessary.
Releases of this magnitude are associated with the failure of plant systems needed for the
protection of the public and likely involve fuel damage. While these failures are addressed by other
ICs, this IC provides appropriate diversity and addresses events which may not be able to be
classified on the basis of plant status alone. It is important to note that, for the more severe
accidents, the release may be unmonitored or there may b& large uncertainties associated with the
source term and/or meteorology.

The Emergency Director should not wait until 15 minutes has elapsed, but' should declare the'
event as soon as it is determined that the release duration has or will likely exceed 15 minutes.

The monitor list in RG1.1 includes monitors on all potential release pathways.

The EPA PAGs are expressed in terms of the sum of the effective dose equivalent (EDE) and the
committed effective dose equivalent (CEDE), or as the thyroid committed dose equivalent (CDE).
For the purpose of these IC/EALs, the dose quantity total effective dose equivalent (TEDE), as
defined in 10 CFR 20, is used in lieu of "...sum of EDE and CEDE...."The EPA PAG guidance
provides for the use adult thyroid dose conversion factors.

The effluent monitor readings are derived from Reference 1 - NMC calculation EA-JLV-04-01
"Determination of Containment Radiation Monitor and Radiological Effluent Monitor EALs in
Accordance with NEI 99-01, Revision 4."

Since dose assessment is based on actual meteorology, whereas the monitor reading EALs are
not, the results from these assessments may indicate that the classification is not warranted, or
may indicate that a higher classification is warranted. For this reason, emergency implementing
procedures call for the timely performance of dose assessments using actual meteorology and
release information. If the results of these dose assessments are available when the classification
is made (e.g., initiated at a lower classification level), the dose assessment results override the
monitor reading EALs. Classification should not be delayed pending the results of these dose
assessments.

PNP Basis Reference(s):
1. NMC calculation EA-JLV-04-01 "Determination of Containment Radiation Monitor and

Radiological Effluent Monitor EALs in Accordance with NEI 99-01 Revision 4"
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Table C-0
Recognition Category C

Cold ShutdownlRefueling System Malfunction
INITIATING CONDITION MATRIX 0

UE
CUI PCS Leakage.

Op. Mode: Cold Shutdown

CU2 UNPLANNED Loss of PCS
Inventory with Irradiated Fuel in
the Reactor.Vessel
Op. Mode: Refueling .

CU3 Loss of All Offsite Power to
Essential Busses for GREATER
THAN 15 Minutes.,
Op.i Modes: Cold Shutdown,.
Refuefingflc!ff tr ;

CU4 UNPLANNED Loss of Decay
Heat Removal Capability with'.

d Irradiated Fuel in the Reactor
Vessel.
OP. Modes: Cold Shutdown,
Refueling,

CU5 Fuel Clad Degradation.
Op. Modes: Cold Shutdown,

* Refueling

CU6 UNPLANNED Loss of All Onsite
, or Offsite Communications

Capabilities.
Op. Modes: Cold Shutdown,
Refueling:

CU7 UNPLANNED Loss of Required
DC Power for GREATER THAN
15 Minutes.
Op. Modes: Cold Shutdown,
Refueling

CU8 Inadvertent Criticality;
Op Modes:, Cold Shutdown,
Refueling

ALERT
CAI Loss of PCS Inventory.

Op. Modes: Cold Shutdown

CA2 Loss of Reactor Vessel Inventory
with Irradiated Fuel in the
Reactor Vessel.
Op. Modes: Refueling

CA3 Loss of All Offsite Power and
Loss of All Onsite AC Power to
Essential Busses:.,
Op. Modes: Cold Shutdown,
Refueling, Defueledi

CA4. Inability to Maintain Plant in Cold
Shutdown with Irradiated Fuel in

* ; the Reactor Vessel.
Op. Modes: Cold Shutdown,

. Refueling

SITEAREA EMERGENCY
CSi Loss of Reactor Vessel Inventory

Affecting Core Decay Heat
Removal Capability.
Op. Modes: Cold Shutdown

CS2 Loss of Reactor Vessel Inventory
Affecting Core Decay Heat
Removal Capability with
Irradiated Fuel in the Reactor
Vessel.
Op. Modes: Refueling

GENERAL EMERGENCY
CGI Loss of Reactor Vessel Inventory

Affecting Fuel Clad Integrity with
Containment Challenged with
Irradiated Fuel in the Reactor
Vessel.
Op. Modes: Cold Shutdown,
Refueling
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SYSTEM MALFUNCTION

Initiating Condition-- NOTIFICATION OF UNUSUAL EVENT

PCS Leakage.

Operating Mode Applicability: -Cold Shutdown

Emergency Action Levels: --(CU1.1 or CU1.2)

CU1.1. Unidentified or pressure boundary leakage GREATER THAN 10 gpm.

CU1.2. Identified leakage GREATER THAN 25 gpm.

Basis:

This IC is included as a UE because it is considered to be a potential degradation of the level of
safety of the plant. , '

The 10 gpm value for the unidentified and pressure boundary leakage was -selected as it is
sufficiently'large to be observable via normally installed instrumentation or reduced inventory
instrumentation such as level hose indication. Lesser values must generally be determined through
time-consuming surveillance tests' (eg'., mass balances). The EAL for identified leakage is set at a'
higher value due to the lesser significance of identified leakage in comparison to unidentified 'or
pressure boundary leakage. Prolonged loss' of PCS Inventory may result in escalation to the Alert
level via either IC CA1 (Loss of PCS Inventory with' irradiated Fuel in the Reactor Vessel) or CA4
(Inability to Maintain Plant in Cold Shutdown with Irradiated Fuel in the Reactor Vessel)..

The difference between CUI and CU2 -deals with the PCS conditions that exist between cold
shutdown and refueling mode applicability. In'cold shutdown the PCS will normally be intact and
PCS inventory and level monitoring means'such as Pressurizer level indication-'and mrakeup
volume control tank levels are normally available. .In the refueling mode'the PCS is not intact and
Reactor Vessel level and inventory are monitored by different means. -

PNP Basis Reference(s):

None
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SYSTEM MALFUNCTION

: E X0 - -CU2
Initiating Condition NOTIFICATION OF UNUSUAL EVENT

UNPLANNED Loss of PCS Inventory with Irradiated Fuel in the Reactor Vessel.

;Operating Mode Applicability -- Refueling

Emergency Action Levels: (CU2.1 or CU2.2).

CU2.1. UNPLANNED PCS level lowering below the Reactor Vessel flange for GREATER THAN
OR EQUAL TO 15 mihutes

CU2.2. Loss of Reactor Vessel inventory as indicated by unexplained Containment Sump OR
Primary System Drain Tank level rise

AND

Reactor Vessel level cannot be rmonitored

.Basis:

This'IC is included as a UE becausecit mnay be a'precursor of more serious- conditions'and,'as
result, is considered to be a potential degradation of the level of-safety of the-plant.' Refueling
evolutions that decrease PCS water level below the Reactor Vessel flange are carefully planned

* and procedurally controlled. An UNPLANNED event that results in water level decreasing 'below
:-the Reactor Vessel flange warrants declaration of a UE due to the reduced PCS inventory that is
available to keep the'core covered. 'The allowance of 15 minutes was chosen -because it is
reasonable'to assume that level can be restored within this time frame using one or more of the
-redundant means of refill that should be available. If level cannot be restored in this time frame
then it may indicate a more serious condition exists. Continued loss of PCS Inventory will result in
escalation to the Alert level via either- IC'CA2 (Loss of Reactor Vessel Inventory with-Irradiated
Fuel in the Reactor Vessel) or CA4 (Inability to Maintain Plant in-Cold Shutdown with Irradiated
Fuel in the Reactor Vessel).

The difference between CUI and CU2 deals with the PCS conditions that exist between -cold
shutdown and refueling modes. In cold -shutdown the PCS will normally be intact and standard
PCS inventory and level monitoring means are available. In the refueling mode the PCS is not
intact and Reactor Vessel level and inventory are monitored by different means.

- -iato and P. lee .. dica-on*mi

In the refueling mode, normal means of core temperature indication and PCS level indication may
not be Savailable. 'Redundant means' of ReactorVessel level indication will normally. be installed
(including the ability to monitor level visually) to assure that the ability to, monitor level will not be
interrupted. However, if all level indication'were to be lost during a loss of PCS inventory event, the
operators would need todetermine that Reactor:Vessel inventory loss was occurring by observing
Containr'ment Sump or Primary System Drain Tank level changes.- Sump'and tank level rises-must
be evaluated against other potential 'sources of leakage such ascooling water sources inside the
containment to ensure they 'are indicative of PCS leakage. Rising Containment Sump level can be
monitored on the'PPC [Ref. 1]. Rising Primary-System Drain Tank level can benmonitored at EC-
40, "Radwaste Panel" annunciation for which-will alarm both locally and in the Control Room. [Ref.
2, 3, '4] -Escalation to Alert would be via either CA2 or PCS heatup via CA4.
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CU2.1 involves a decrease in POS level below the top of the Reactor Vessel flange that continues
for 15 minutes due to an UNPLANNED event. The Reactor Vessel flange is at 624 ft. 6 in.
elevation and can be monitored by:

* Reactor Vessel Level indicator LIA-01 05 wide 'range 65%
* Refueling Level Gauges LG-0105B 624 ft. 6 in. elevation. [Ref. 5]
* RVLMS UGS Region Sensor'#5'uncovered (red light on): 102 in. above (fuel) bottom of

fuel alignment plate or 621 ft. 8 in. elevation, which would provide additional indication that
the EAL had been exceeded. [Ref. 6, 7]

This EAL is not applicable to decreases in flooded reactor cavity level (covered by RU2.1) until
such time as the level decreases to the level of the' vessel flange.' If Reactor Vessel level continues
to decrease and reaches the Bottom ID of the PCS Loop, (616 ft. 5.5 in. elevation '[Ref. 5, 8]),'then
escalation to CA2 would be appropriate. Note that the Bottom ID of the" PCS Loop Setpoint
corresponds to the bottom of the Reactor Vessel loop penetration (not the low point of the loop).

PNP Basis Reference(s):

1. PPC Containment Sump Level Trends

2. P&ID Primary Coolant System M-201, Sheet 1 (A-8,'G-8, F-1, D-1)
3. P&ID Radioactive Waste Treatment System Clean M-210, Sheet 2 (G-7, D-7)
4. ARP-8, "Safeguards Safety Injection and Isolation Scheme EK-13 (C-13)" (Window #68)
5. SOP-1 B, 'Primary Coolant System - Cooldown"

6. VEN-Ml-BM, Sheet 28 - RLI Display Panel

7. M-398, Sheet 1005 - Level Setting Diagram RVLMS8. FSAR Figure 4-2 (Hot Leg ID)
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SYSTEM MALFUNCTION

CU3
Initiating Condition-- NOTIFICATION OF UNUSUAL EVENT

Loss'of All Offsite Power to Essential Busses forGREATER THAN 15 Minutes.

Operating Mode Applicability: Cold Shutdown
Refueling

Emergency Action Levell:

CU3.1. Loss of all offsite power to Vital 2400 VAC busses 1 C and 1 D for GREATER THAN 15
minutes.

AND

At least one emergency diesel generator is supplying power to either.Vital 2400 VAC bus
1C or 1 D.

Basis:

Prolonged loss of AC power reduces required redundancy and potentially degrades the level of
safety of the plant by rendering the plant more vulnerable to a complete Loss of AC Power (e.g.,
Station Blackout).' Fifteen minutes was selected as a threshold to exclude transient or momentary
power losses.

The 2400 VAC system consists of Safeguard Transformer 1-1, Station Power Transformer 1-2,
Start Up Transformer 1-2, four 2400 VAC busses (1 C, 1 D, 1 E and Safeguards). Busses IC and
1D are the VITAL (essential) busses that supply power to engineered safeguards loads. [Ref. 1]
Diesel Generator 1-1 will start when an undervoltage is sensed on 2400 Volt Bus 1 C and Diesel
Generator 1-2 will start when an undervoltage is sensed on 2400 Volt Bus ID. [Ref. 2]

PNP Basis Reference(s):

1. FSAR Section 8.3.2, "Electrical Systems - 2,400 Volt System"

2. FSAR Section 8.4.1, "Electrical Systems - Emergency Generators"
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SYSTEM MALFUNCTION

CU4
Initiating Condition -- NOTIFICATION OF UNUSUAL EVENT

UNPLANNED Loss of Decay Heat Removal Capability with Irradiated Fuel in the.
'Reactor Vessel.

Operating Mode Applicability: Cold Shutdown
Refueling

Emergency Action Levels: (CU4.1 or CU4.2)

CU4.1. An UNPLANNED event results in PCS temperature exceeding the Technical
Specification cold shutdown temperature limit of 200 degrees F

CU4.2.- Loss of all PCS temperature and.Reactor Vessel level indication for GREATER THAN 15
minutes.

Basis:

This IC is included as a UE because it may be a precursor of more serious conditions and, as a
result, 'is considered'to be a potential degradation of the level of safety of the plant.: In -cold
shutdown the ability to remove decay heat relies primarily on forced-cooling flow., Operation of.the
systems that provide this forced cooling may be jeopardized due'to the unlikely loss of electrical
power or PCS inventory. Since the PCS usually remains intact in the cold shutdown mode a large
inventory of water is available to keep the core covered. In cold shutdown the decay heat available
to raise PCS temperature during a loss of-inventory or heat removal event may .be significantly
greater than in the refueling mode. Entry into cold shutdown conditions may be attained within
hours~of operating at power. Entry into the refueling mode procedurally may not occur for typically
87 hours or longer after the reactor has .been shutdown' [Ref 1]. Thus the heatup threat and
therefore'the threat to damaging the fuel clad may be lower for events that occur.in the refueling
mode with irradiated fuel in the Reactor Vessel (note that the heatup threat could be lower for cold
shutdown conditions if the entry into cold -shutdown was following a refueling). In addition, the
operators should be able to monitor PCS temperature and Reactor Vessel level sb that escalation
to the alert level via CA4 or CA1 will occur if required.

During refueling the level in the Reactor 'Vessel'will normally be maintained above the Reactor'
Vessel flange. Refueling evolutions that decrease water-level below the Reactor Vessel flange are
carefully planned 'and procedurally,'controlled.' Loss of forced decay heat removal at reduced
inventory may result in more rapid rises in PCS/Reactor Vessel temperatures'depending on the
time since shutdown. Escalation to theAlert level is via CA4.

Unlike the cold shutdown..mode, normal means of core temperature indication and PCS level
indication may not be available in the refueling mode. Redundant means of Reactor Vessel level
indication are therefore procedurally installed to assure that the ability to monitor level will not be
interrupted. However, if all level and temperature indication were to be lost in either the cold
shutdown or refueling 'modes, CU4.2 would result in declaration of a UE if either temperature or
level indication cannot be restored withinr'15 minutes from the loss of both means of indication.
Escalation to Alert would be via CA2 based on an inventory loss or CA4 based on exceeding its
temperature-criteria (200 degrees F) [Ref. 2].
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The Emergency Director must remain attentive to events or conditions that lead to the conclusion
that exceeding the EAL threshold is imminent; If, in the judgment of the Emergency Director, an
imminent situation is at hand, the classification should be made as if the threshold has been
exceeded.

PNP Basis Reference(s):

1. GOP-14, 'Shutdown Cooling Operations Attachment 7"

2. Technical Specifications Table 1.1-1
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SYSTEM MALFUNCTION

CU5
Initiating Condition -- NOTIFICATION OF UNUSUAL EVENT

Fuel Clad Degradation.

Operating Mode Applicability: Cold Shutdown
Refueling

Emergency Action Levels: (CU5.1 or CU5.2)

CU5.1. Any of the following radiation monitors with a VALID PPC urgent alarm indicating fuel clad
degradation'GREATER THAN Technical Specification allowable limits.

Fuel Handling Area Monitor No. .-'RIA-2316

Fuel Handling Area Monitor No. 2- RIA-2317
Containment Isolation High Radiation Monitor - RIA-1 805
Containment Isolation High Radiation Monitor RIA-1 806
Containment Isolation High Radiation Monitor - RIA-1 807
Containment Isolation High Radiation Monitor - RIA-1808

CU5.2. Coolant sample activity GREATER THAN 1.0 pCi/gm indicating fuel clad degradation.

Basis:

This IC is included as a UE because it is considered to be a potential degradation in the level of
safety of the plant and a potential precursor of more serious problems. CU5.1 addresses site-
specific radiation monitor readings that provide'indication of fuel clad integrity.- The Containment
Isolation High Radiation Monitors will initiate containment isolation on 2 out of 4 coincidence logic
at a reading of 10 R/hr [Ref. 1]. Assured'effectiveness of these monitors has been verified by
actual testing for the case of core damage assuming approximately 1% failed fuel without LOCA
[Ref. 2]. A special test conducted in 1980 in. response to NUREG-0737 verified that with
approximately 1% failed fuel the Containment Isolation High Radiation monitors would indicate 4.5
Rem/hour [Ref. 3]. The PPC urgent alarm is Iset at one tenth of that value, 0.45 Rem/hour,
indicating fuel clad degradation [Ref. 4]. The Fuel Handling Area Monitors' will initiate containment
isolation on I out of 1 coincident logic at a reading above the expected background for planned
operations including movement of the' reactor vessel head or internals [Ref. 5]. A calculation
performed in 2004 verified that with approximately 1.0 pCi/gm activity dispersed in the flooded
Reactor Cavity during refueling operations the Fuel Handling -Area Radiation monitors would
indicate 4.8 Rem/hour [Ref. 6]. The PPC urgent alarm is set at one tenth of that value, 0.48
Rem/hour, indicating fuel clad degradation [Ref. 7]..

CU5.2 addresses coolant samples exceeding coolant technical specifications for iodine spike. The
Technical Specification safety analysis shows the'radiological consequences, of an SGTR accident'
are within a small fraction of the 10 CER 100 dose guideline limits. Operation with iodine specific
activity levels greater-than 'the LCO limit of:1.0 pCi/gm is permissible, if the activity levels do not
exceed the limit of 40 pCi/gm for more than 48 hours.

This is acceptable because of the low probability of an SGTR accident occurring during the
established 48 hour time limit. The occurrence-of an SGTR accident at these permissible levels
could increase the site boundary dose levels, but still be within 10 CFR 100 dose guideline limits.
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Although the Technical Specifi6ation is applicable for modes 1, 2 and 3 (when PCS Temperature
GREATER THAN OR EQUAL TO 500 degrees F), it is appropriate that this EAL be applicable-in

cold shutdown and refueling modes, as it indicates a potential degradation in the level of safety of

- the plant [Ref. 8, 9].

PNP Basis Reference(s):

1. ARP-8, "Safeguards Safety Injection and Isolation Scheme EK-13 (EC-13)" (Window 63)

2. FSAR Chapter 7, "Instrumentation -and -Controls", Section 7.3, -Engineered Safeguards

Controls, Step 7.3.3.3, "Design Analysis :

3. Consumers Power Company, Response to NUREG-0737, December'19, 1980 (Item Il.E.4.3

Special Test of April 15, 1980)-

4.: PPC Containment Isolation High Radiation Monitor Urgent Alarm Setpoints

5. Logic Diagram E-17, Sheet 7, "Containment High Radiation" (G-2, G-7)

6. EA-JLV-04-02R0, "Approximate Containment Radiation Monitor Response to Refueling Cavity

Water Activity'

7. PPC Fuel Handling Area Radiation Monitor Urgent Alarm Setpoints

8. Technical Specifications 3.4.16, "PCS Specific Activity"

9. Technical Specifications B 3.4.16, "PCS Specific Activity" (Applicable Safety Analysis)
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ST - -M AL F UNCISYSTEM MALFUNCTION

CU6
Initiating Condition-- NOTIFICATION OF UNUSUAL EVENT

UNPLANNED Loss of All Onsite or Offsite Communications Capabilities.

Operating Mode Applicability:

Emergency Action Levels:

-'Cold Shutdown
' Refueling

:(CU6.1 orCU6.2) I,

CU6.1. Loss of all Table C-1 onsite communications capability affecting the ability to perform
routine operations.

Table C-1 Onsite Communications Systems
* Telephone system

- * Onsite/offsite radio system
* Public address system

CU6.2. Loss of all Table C-2 offsite communications capability.

Table C-2 Offsite Communications Systems

* Telephone system

* Power failure phones

* FTS phone system
* Satellite phone

Basis:

The purpose of this IC and its associated EALs is to recognize a loss of communications capability
that either'defeats the plant operations'staff ability to perform routine tasks necessary for plant.
operations or the ability to communicate' problems' with offsite 'authorities. The loss of offsite
communications'ability is expected to be'sig'nificantly 'more comprehensive than the condition
addressed by 10 CFR 50.72.

The availability of one method of ordinary offsite communications is sufficient to- inform state and
local authorities of plant problems. This EAL is intended to be used only when' extraordinary
means (e.g., relaying 'of information. from radio transmissions, individuals being sent to offsite
locations, etc.) are being utilized to make communications possible. '

Table C-1 onsite communications loss [Ref. 1] encompasses'the loss of all means of routine
communications.(e.g., commercial telephones, sound powered phone'systems, page party system
and radios / walkie talkies).
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.Table C-2 offsite communications loss JRef. 1, 2, 3] encompasses the loss of all means of
communications with offsite authorities.'This includes the ENS, commercial telephone lines,
telecopy transmissions, and dedicated phone systems.

PNP Basis Reference(s):

1. FSAR Section 7.7.8, "Instrumentation and Controls - In-Plant Communication System"

2. SOP-31, "Plant Lighting and Communications"

3. Ei-15.2, Communications Tests"
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SYSTEM MALFUNCTION

CU7
Initiating Condition-- NOTIFICATION OF UNUSUAL EVENT

UNPLANNED Loss of Required DC Power forGREATER THAN 15 Minutes.

Operating Mode Applicability: Cold SIhwjtdown
Refueling

Emergency Action Level: '

CU7.1 UNPLANNED Loss of vital DC power to required DC buses based on bus voltage
indications LESS THAN 105 VDC.

AND

Failure to restore power to at least one required DC bus within 15 minutes from the time
of loss.

Basis:

The purpose of this IC and its associated EALs is to recognize a loss of DC power compromising
the ability to monitor and control the removal 'of decay heat during Cold Shutdown or Refueling
operations. This EAL is intended to be-'anticipatory in as much as the operating crew may not
have necessary indication and control of equipment needed to respond to the loss.

UNPLANNED is included in this IC and EAL to preclude the declaration of an emergency as a
result of planned maintenance activities.: Routinely plants will perform maintenance on a Train
related basis during shutdown periods-. It is-intended that-the loss of the operating (operable) train
is to be considered. If this loss results in the inability to maintain cold shutdown, the escalation to
-an Alert will be per CA4 "Inability to Maintain-Plant in Cold Shutdown with Irradiated Fuel in the
Reactor Vessel."

LESS THAN 105 VDC bus voltage 1is based -on 'the minimum bus voltage necessary for the
operation of safety related equipment.

Station Battery #1 and Station Battery #2'have ample capacity to supply required DC loads and
preferred AC loads during a complete loss of AC power for at least four hours, assuming neither
emergency diesel generator is available'; .The batteries are designed to furnish their maximum load
down to an operating temperature of 700F without dropping below 105 VDC, and -the equipment
supplied by the batteries is' capable of operating satisfactorily at this voltage rating. 105 VDC
represents -80%:of the manufacturers' rating for battery capacity of a nominal 131 VDC. [Ref. 1]

PNP Basis Reference(s):

1. FSAR Section'8.4.2, "Electrical Systems - Station Batteries"
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SYSTEM MALFUNCTION

CU8
Initiating' Condition ---NOTIFICATION OF UNUSUAL EVENT

Inadvertent Criticality.

Operating Mode Applicability: ' Cold Shutdown
Refueling

Emergency Action Level:

CU8.1. An UNPLANNED sustained positive startup rate observed on nuclear instrumentation.

Basis:

This IC addresses criticality events that-occur in Cold Shutdown or Refueling modes (NUREG
-1449, Shutdown and Low-Power Operation atICommercial Nuclear Power Plants in the'United
States) such as fuel mis-loading events, and inadvertent dilution events. This- IC -indicates a
potential degradation of the level of safety'of the -plant, warranting a' UE classification. This IC
excludes inadvertent criticalities that occur during planned reactivity changes'associated with
reactor startups (e.g., criticality earlier than estimated) which are addressed in the companion IC
SU8.

This condition can be identified using the startup rate monitor. The term "'sustained" is used in
order to allow exclusion of expected short term positive startup rates from planned fuel bundle or
control rod movements during core alteration. -These short term positive startup rates are the
result of the rise in neutron population due to subcritical multiplication.

Escalation would be by Emergency Director Judgment.

PNP Basis Reference(s):

None
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SYSTEM MALFUNCTION

CA -
Initiating Condition -- ALERT

Loss of PCS Inventory.

Operating Mode Applicability: Cold Shytdown

Emergency Action Levels: (CA1.1 or CA1.2)

CA1.1. Loss of PCS inventory as indicated by Reactor Vessel level LESS THAN 617 ft. 0 in.
elevation.

CA1.2. Loss of PCS inventory as indicated byiunexplained Containment Sump OR Primary
* System Drain Tank level rise

AND

* Reactor Vessel level cannot be monitored for GREATER THAN 15 minutes

Basis:

These EALs serve as precursors to a loss of ability to adequately cool the fuel. The magnitude of
this loss of water indicates that makeup systems have not been effective and may not be capable
of preventing further Reactor Vessel level decrease'and potential core uncovery. The 616 ft. 5.5 in.
elevation threshold corresponds to the bottom inside diameter of the PCS loop -[Ref. 1,'2]. This
condition will result in a minimum classification of Alert. The Bottom ID of the PCS Loop Setpoint
was chosen because at this level remote PCS level indication may be lost and loss'of suction to
decay heat removal systems has occurred. The Bottom ID of the PCS Loop Setpoint is theIlevel
equal to the bottom of the Reactor Vessel lo6p' penetration (not the- low point of the loop). The
inability to restore and maintain level after reaching this setpoint would therefore be indicative of a
failure of the PCS barrier.

When Reactor Vessel water level decreases to 616 ft. 5.5 in. elevation, the bottom of the PCS hot
leg is uncovered. Reactor Vessel Level .-Transmitter LT-0105 and. Reactor Hot Leg Level
Transmitter LT-0106 provide the closest readily available indication of this level. Both transmitters
will indicate approximately 0% at a level of 617 ft. 0 in. [Ref 2]

In cold shutdown the decay heat available tofraise PCS temperature during a loss of inventory or
heat removal event may be significantly,.greater than in the refueling mode.`Entry into cold
shutdown conditions may be attained within hours of operating at power.or hours after refueling is
completed. Entry into the refueling'mode' procedurally may not occur for typically 87 hours or
longer after the reactor has been shutdown [Ref. 3]. Thus the heatup threat'and therefore the
threat to damaging the fuel clad:may be lower forevents that occur in the refueling mode with
irradiated fuel in the Reactor Vessel (note that the heatup threat could be lower for cold shutdown
conditions if the entry into cold shutdown was following a refueling); The above forms the basis for
needing both a cold shutdown specific IC (CAl) and a refueling specific IC (CA2).

In the cold shutdown mode, normal PCS level and Reactor Vessel level instrumentation systems
will normally be available. However, if all level indication were to be lost during a loss of PCS
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inventory event, the operators Would need to determine that Reactor Vessel-inventory, loss was

occurring by observing sump and tank level changes. Rising,-containment sump level can be

monitored on the' PPC [Ref. 4]. Rising Primary System Drain Tank level can be monitored at EC-

40, "Radwaste Panel" annunciation for which will alarmtboth locally and in the Control Room [Ref.

5, 6, 7]. Sump and tank level rises must be evaluated against other potential sources of leakage

such as cooling water sources inside the containment to ensure they are indicative of PCS
leakage. The 15-minute duration for the loss of level indication was chosen because it is half of the

CS1 Site Area Emergency EAL duration. .The'15-minute duration allows CA1 to be an effective
precursor to CS1.' Significant fuel damage is --not expected to occur until the core has been

uncovered for greater than 1 hour per the ariaysis referenced in the CS1 basis. Therefore this

EAL meets the definition for an Alert emergency.

The difference between CA1 and CA2 deals with the- PCS conditions that exist between cold
shutdown and refueling mode applicability. In cold shutdown the PCS will normally be intact and

standard 'PCS inventory and level monitoring means' are available. in the refueling mode-the PCS

is not intact and Reactor Vessel level and inventory are monitored by different means.

If Reactor Vessel level continues to decrease then escalation' to Site Area will be via CS1 (Loss of

Inventory Affecting Core Decay Heat Removal Capability with Irradiated Fuel in the Reactor

Vessel).

PNP Basis Reference(s):

1. FSAR Figure 4-2 (Hot Leg ID)

2. SOP-I B, "Primary Coolant System - Cooldown",

3. GOP-1 4, "Shutdown Cooling Operations" Attachment 7

4. PPC'Containment Sump Level Trends

5. P&ID Prirary^Coolant System M-201, Sheet 1 (A-8, G-8, F-1, D-1)

6. P&ID Radioactive Waste Treatment System Clean M-210, Sheet 2 (G-7, D-7)

7. ARP-8, "Safeguards Safety Injection and Isolation Scheme EK-13 (C-13)" (Window #68)
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SYSTEM MALFUNCTION

CA2
Initiating Condition-- ALERT

Loss of Reactor Vessel Inventory with Irradiated Fuel in theReactor Vessel.

Operating Mode Applicability: -Refueling.

Emergency Action Levels: (CA2.1 or CA2.2)

CA2.1. Loss of Reactor Vessel inventory as indicated by Reactor Vessel level LESS THAN 617
ft. 0 in. elevation. -

CA2:2. Loss of Reactor Vessel inventory'as indicated by unexplained Containment Sump OR
Primary System Drain Tank level rise

;AND

Reactor Vessel level cannot be monitored for GREATER THAN 15 minutes.

Basis:

These EALs serve as precursors to a loss 'of heat removal. The magnitude of this loss of water
indicates that makeup systems have not been effective and may not be capable"of preventing
further Reactor Vessel level decrease 6and potential core :uncovery. 616 ft. 5.5 in. el. threshold
corresponds to the bottom inside diameter of the PCS loop [Ref. 1, 2]. This condition will result in
a minimum classification of Alert. The-BottomlD of the PCS Loop Setpoint was chosen because
at this level remote PCS level indicationr'may be lost and loss of suction to decay heat removal
'systems may occur. The Bottom ID of the PCS Loop Setpoint is the level equal to the bottom of
the Reactor Vessel loop penetration (not the low 'point of the loop). The inability to restore and
maintain level after reaching this setpoiht wwould therefore be' indicative of a failure of the PCS
barrier.

When Reactor Vessel water level decreases'to 616 ft. 5.5 in. elevation, the bottom of the PCS hot
leg is uncovered. Reactor Vessel Level Transmitter.LT-0105 land Reactor Hot Leg Level-
Transmitter LT-0106 provide the 'closest reliable indication. of this level. Both transmitters will
indicate approximately 0% at a level of 617 ft. 0 in. [Ref 2]

In cold shutdown the decay heat available-to raise PCS temperature during a loss of inventory or
heat removal event may be significantly greater than in the refueling mode. Entry into cold
shutdown conditions may be attained within hours of operating at power or hours after refueling is
completed. , Entry into the refueling 'mode procedurally may not occur for-typically 87 hours or
longer after the reactor has been shutdown [Ref. 3].' Thus the heatup threat and 'therefore the
threat to damaging the fuel clad may be'lower for events that occur in the refueling mode with
irradiated fuel in the -Reactor Vessel (note that the heatup threat could be lower for cold shutdown
conditions if the entrylinto cold shutdown was following a refueling). The above forms the basis for
needing both a cold shutdown'specific IC (CAI)'and a refueling specific IC (CA2).
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In the refueling mode, normal means of Reactor Vessel level indication may not be available.
Redundant means of Reactor Vessel level indication will be normally installed (including the ability
to monitor level visually) to assure-that the ability to monitor level will not be interrupted. However,
if all level indication were to be lost during a loss of PCS inventory event, the operators would need
to determine that Reactor Vessel inventory loss was occurring by observing sump and tank level
changes. Rising containment sump level can be monitored on the PPC [Ref. 4]. Rising Primary
System Drain Tank level can be monitored at EC-40, "Radwaste Panel' annunciation for which will
alarm both locally and in the Control Room [Ref. 5, 6, 7]. Sump and tank level rises must be
evaluated against other potential sources of leakage such as cooling water sources inside the
containment to ensure they are indicative of PCS leakage. The 15-minute duration for the loss of
level indication was chosen because it is half of the CS2 Site Area Emergency EAL duration. The
15-minute duration allows CA2 to be an effective precursor to CS2. Significant fuel damage is not
expected to occur until the core has been uncovered for greater than 1 hour per the analysis
referenced in the CS2 basis. Therefore this EAL meets the definition for an Alert.

The difference between CA1 and CA2 deals with the PCS conditions that exist between cold
shutdown and refueling mode applicability. In cold shutdown the PCS will normally be intact and
standard PCS inventory and level monitoring means are available. In the refueling mode the PCS
is not intact and Reactor Vessel level and inventory are monitored by different means.

If Reactor Vessel level continues to decrease then escalation to Site Area will be via CS1 (Loss of
Inventory Affecting Core Decay Heat Removal Capability with Irradiated Fuel in the Reactor
Vessel).

PNP Basis Reference(s):

1. FSAR Figure 4-2 (Hot Leg ID)

2. SOP-1 B, "Primary Coolant System - Cooldown"

3. GOP-14, "Shutdown Cooling Operations Attachment 7"

4. PPC Containment Sump Level Trends

5. P&ID Primary Coolant System M-201, Sheet I (A-8, G-8, F-1, D-1)

6. P&ID Radioactive Waste Treatment System Clean M-210, Sheet 2 (G-7, D-7)

7. ARP-8, "Safeguards Safety Injection and Isolation Scheme EK-13 (C-13)" (Window #68)
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SYSTEM MALFUNCTION

CA3
Initiating Condition-- ALERT

Loss of All Offsite Power and Loss of All Onsite AC Power to Essential Busses.

Operating Mode Applicability: -Cold Shytdown
Refueling
Defueled

Emergency Action Level:

CA3.1. Loss of all offsite power to both Vital 2400 VAC busses 1C and 1D.
AND

'Failure of both emergency diesel generators to supply power to Vital 2400 VAC busses.

AND

Failure to restore power to at least one, Vital 2400 VAC bus within 15 minutes from the
time of loss of both offsite and onsite AC power.

Basis:

Loss of all AC power compromises all plant safety systems requiring electric power including RHR,
ECCS, Containment Heat Removal, Spent Fuel Heat Removal and the Ultimate Heat Sink. When
in cold shutdown, refueling, or defueled mode the event can be classified as an Alert, because of
the significantly reduced decay heat, l6we'rtemperature and pressure, increasing the time to
restore one of the emergency busses, relative to that specified for the Site Area Emergency EAL.
Escalating to Site Area Emergency IC''.SS1,'if appropriate, is by -Abnormal Rad Levels i
Radiological Effluent, or Emergency Director Judgment ICs. Fifteen minutes was selected as a
threshold to exclude transient or momentary power losses.

The 2400 VAC system consists of Safeguard Transformer 1-1, Station Power Transformer 1-2,
Start Up Transformer 1-2, four 2400 VAC busses (1C,A1D, 1E and Safeguards). Busses 1C and
1D are the VITAL (essential) busses that supply power to engineered' safeguards loads. [Ref. 1]
Diesel Generator 1-1 will start when an undervoltage is sensed on 2400 Volt Bus IC and Diesel
Generator 1-2 will start when an undervoltage is sensed on 2400 Volt Bus 1 D. [Ref. 2]

Consideration should be given to operable loads necessary to remove decay heat or provide
Reactor Vessel makeup capability whenevaluating loss of AC power to essential busses. Even
though an essential bus may be energized, if necessary loads (i.e., loads that if lost would inhibit
decay heat removal capability or ReactorVessel makeup capability) are not operable on the
energized bus then the bus should not be considered operable.

PNP Basis Reference(s):

1. FSAR Section 8.3.2, "Electrical Systems - 2,400 Volt System"

2. FSAR Section 8.4.1, "Electrical Systems - Emergency Generators"
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SYSTEM M AL U N CT
SYSTEM :MALFUNCTION

CA4
Initiating Condition- ALERT

Inability to Maintain Plantin Cold Shutdown with Irradiated Fuel in theReactor
Vessel.

Operating Mode Applicability: Cold Shutdown
Refueling

Emergency Action Levels: (CA4.1 or CA4.2 or CA4.3)

CA4.1. With CONTAINMENT CLOSURE and PCS -integrity not established an UNPLANNED
event results in PCS temperature exceeding the Technical Specification cold shutdown
temperature limit of 200 degrees F.

CA4.2. With CONTAINMENT CLOSURE-established and PCS integrity not established or PCS
inventory reduced an UNPLANNED -event results in PCS temperature exceeding the
Technical Specification cold shutdown temperature limit of 200 degrees F for GREATER
THAN 20 minutes'.

CA4.3. An UNPLANNED event results -in PCS temperature exceeding the Technical
Specification cold' shutdown temperature limit of 200 degrees F for GREATER THAN 60
minutes' OR results in a PCS pressure rise of GREATER THAN 10 psig.

Basis:

CA4.1 addresses complete loss of functions required for core cooling during refueling and cold
shutdown modes when neither CONTAINMENT CLOSURE [Ref. 1] nor PCS integrity 'are
established. PCS integrity is in place when -the PCS pressure boundary is in its normal condition
for the cold shutdown mode of operation'(e.g., no freeze seals or nozzle dams). No delay time is
allowed :for CA4.1 because the evaporated--reactor coolant 'that may be released into the
Containment during this heatup condition-could also be directly released to the environment.

CA4.2 addresses the complete loss of functions-required for core cooling for GREATER THAN 20
minutes during refueling and cold- shutdown -modes when CONTAINMENT CLOSURE is
established but PCS integrity is not established or PCS inventory is' reduced (e.g., mid loop
operation). As in CA4.1, PCS integrity should be assumed to be in place when the PCS pressure
boundary is in its normal condition for the-cold shutdown mode of operation (e.g., no freeze seals
or nozzle dams). The allowed 20 minute -time frame was; included to allow operator action to
restore the heat removal function, if 'possible.' The allowed time frame is consistent with the
guidance provided by Generic Letter 88-17, "Loss of Decay Heat Removal" (discussed later in this
basis) and is believed to be'conservative -given that a low pressure Containment barrier to fission
product release is established. Note I:.indicates that CA4.2 is not applicable if actions'are
successful in restoring an:PCS heat reri'oval system to operation and PCS temperature is being
reduced within the 20 minute time frame'.-

'Note: if a PCS heat removal system is in operation within this time frame and PCS temperature is
being reduced then this EAL is not applicable.'
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CA4.3 addresses complete loss of functions required for core cooling for GREATER THAN 60

minutes during refueling and cold shutdown'modes when PCS integritylis established. As in CA4.1
and CA4.2, PCS integrity should be conside'red to be' in place when the PCS pressure boundary is

in its normal condition 'for the cold shutdown mode of operation (e.g., no freeze seals or nozzle

dams). The status of CONTAINMENT'CLOSURE in this EAL is immaterial given that the PCS is

providing a high pressure barrier to fission product release to the'environment. The 60 minute

time frame' should allow sufficient- tim-e'`to- restore cooling without there being a substantial
degradation in plant safety. The 10 psig pressure rise covers situations where, due to high decay

heat loads, the time provided to restore temperature coritrol, should be less' than 60 minutes.
Digital PZR Pressure Indicator Pl0104rnar'row-range (0 to 600 psia) is capable of measuring

pressure to less than 25 psia. [Ref.-2] Note 1 indicates that CA4.3 is not applicable'if actions are
successful in restoring an PCS heat removal system to operation and PCS temperature is being*

reduced within the 60 minute time frame assuming -that the PCS pressure rise has remained less

than the site specific pressure value.

Escalation to Site Area would be via CS1 or CS2 should boiling result in significant Reactor Vessel
level loss leading to core uncovery.

This IC and its associated EALs are based on concerns raised by Generic Letter 88-17, "Loss of

Decay Heat Removal." A number of phenomena such as pressurization, vortexing, steam

generator U-tube draining, PCS level differences when operating at a mid-loop condition, decay
heat removal system design, and level instrumentation problems can lead to condition's where
decay heat removal is lost and core uncovery can occur. NRC analyses show that sequences that
can cause core uncovery in 15 to 20 minutes-.and severe core damage within an hour after decay
heat removal is lost.

A loss of Technical Specification components alone is not intended to constitute an Alert. The
same is true of a momentary UNPLANNED excursion -above 200 degrees F [Ref. 3] when the heat
removal function is available.

The Emergency Director must remain alert to-events or conditions that lead to the conclusion that
exceeding -the EAL threshold is imminent. If,jin the judgment of the Emergency Director, an
imminent situation is at hand, the classification should be made as if the threshold has been
exceeded.'

PNP Basis Reference(s):

1. GOP-14, 'Shutdown Cooling Operations", Attachment 1 - Terms and Definitions

2. SOP-I B, Primary Coolant System - Cooldown"

3. Technical Specifications Table 1.1-1
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SYSTEM MALFUNCTION

CS1
Initiating-Condition-- SITE AREA-EMERGENCY

Loss of Reactor Vessel Inventory Affecting Core Decay Heat Removal Capability.

Operating Mode Applicability:- Cold Shutdown

Emergency Action Levels: (CS1.1 or CS1.2)

CS1.1. With CONTAINMENT CLOSURE not established:
a. Reactor Vessel inventory as indicated by Reactor Vessel level LESS THAN 616 ft. 6

in. elevation.

OR

b. Reactor Vessel level cannot be monitored for GREATER THAN 30 minutes with a
loss of Reactor Vessel inventory as indicated by unexplained Containmrent Sump OR
Primary System Drain Tank level rise.

CS1.2. With CONTAINMENT CLOSURE established:

a. Reactor Vessel inventory as indicated by Reactor Vessel level LESS THAN 614 ft. 0
in. elevation.

OR

b. Reactor Vessel level cannot be monitored for GREATER THAN 30 minutes with a
loss of Reactor Vessel inventoryas indicated by either:

* Unexplained Containment Sump OR Primary System Drain Tank level rise
* Erratic Source Range Monitor Indication

Basis:

Under the conditions specified by this IC, 'continued decrease in Reactor Vessel level is indicative
of a loss of inventory control. Inventory -loss may be due to an Reactor Vessel breach, pressure
boundary leakage, or continued boiling Iin the Reactor Vessel.

In cold shutdown the decay heat-available to raise PCS temperature during a loss of inventory or
heat removal event may be significantly greater than-in the refueling -mode. Entry into cold
shutdown conditions may be attained within hours of operating-at power or hours after refueling is
completed. Entry into the -refueling mode procedurally may not occur for-typically -87 hours or
longer after the reactor has been shutdowni.-[Ref. 1] '1Thus the heatup threat and therefore the
threat to damaging the fuel clad may :be ' lower for events that occur in the refueling mode with
irradiated fuel in the Reactor Vessel (note that the heatup threat could be lower for cold shutdown
conditions if the entry into cold shutdown was followinrg a refueling). The above forms the basis for
needing both a cold shutdown'specific IC (CS1 and a refueling specific IC (CS2).'

In the cold shutdown mode, normal PCS level and reactor vessel level monitoring systems
(RVLMS) will normally be available. However, if all level indication were to be lost during a loss of
PCS inventory event, the operators would need to determine that Reactor Vessel inven'tory loss
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was occurring by observing sump and tank level changes. Rising containment sump level can be
monitored on the PPC [Ref. 2]. Rising Primary System Drain Tank level can be monitored at EC-
40, "Radwaste Panel" annunciation for which will alarm both locally and in the Control Room [Ref.
3, 4, 5]. Sump and tank level rises must be evaluated against-other potential sources of leakage-
such as cooling water sources inside the 'containm ent to ensure they are indicative of PCS
leakage.- Additionally, post-TMI studies indicated that the installed nuclear instrumentation will
operate erratically when the core is uncovered and that Source Range Monitors can be used as a
tool for making such determinations. Twoo6f.the source range neutron flux indicators (NI-1/3A and.
NI-214A) provide control room indication [Ref. 6]. Another source range neutron flux indicator is
located at Auxiliary Hot Shutdown Monitoring Panel C-150A (NI-1/3C) [Ref. 7]. Visual and audible
indication is available in the Control Room and audible indication in Containment when in service.
[Ref. 8].

These EALs are based on concerns raised by Generic Letter 88-17, Loss of Decay Heat Removal,
SECY-91-283, Evaluation of Shutdown and Low'Power Risk Issues, NUREG-1449, 'Shutdown and
Low-Power Operation at Commercial Nuclear. Power Planhts in the United States,' and, NUMARC
91-06,' Guidelines for Industry Actions to'-Assess Shutdown 'Management.' A number of variables,
(PWRs - e.g., mid-loop, reduced level/flange level, head in place, or cavity flooded, PCS venting
strategy, decay heat removal system design,' vortexing predisposition, steam generator U-tube
draining) can have a significant impact on'heat removal capability challenging the fuel clad barrier.
Analysis in the above references indicates' that' core 'damage may occur within an hour following
continued core uncovery therefore, conservatively, 30-minutes was chosen.

For CSi.1 RVLMS is unable to distinguish 6" below the bottom ID of the PCS loop penetration.
The closest indication of this level is provided by RVLMS UGS Region Sensor #7 red light on, -40
in. above the fuel alignment plate at 616 ft. 6 in. el. [Ref. 9, 10, 11]. This indication allows clear
escalation from CAI.1 and maintains the 6'in. difference in PCS elevation between the Alert and
Site Area Emergency classification prescribed by, NEI 99-01. If RVLMS is not available such that
the EAL setpoint cannot be determined, then CS1.1.b should be used to determine if the IC has
been met.
For CS1.2 when Reactor Vessel water level drops to 613 ft. 2 in. elevation (Top Of Active Fuel),
core uncovery is about to occur. The closest indication of this level is provided by RVLMS UGS
Region Sensor #8 red light on, -11 in. above the fuel alignment plate at 614 ft. 0 in. el. [Ref. 9,10,
11]--.' '.X
The 30-minute duration allowed when'CONTAINMENT CLOSURE [Ref. 12] is established allows
sufficient time for actions to be performed to 'recover needed cooling equipment and is considered
to be conservative given that level is being monitored via CS1 and CS2. Effluent release is' not
expected with closure established.

Thus, declaration of a Site Area Emergency is warranted under the conditions specified by the IC.
Escalation to a General Emergency is via CGI (Loss' of Reactor Vessel Inventory Affecting Fuel'
Clad Integrity with Containment Challenged -0with Irradiated Fuel in the Reactor Vessel) or
radiological effluent IC RGI, (Offsite' Dose Resulting from an Actual-'or Imminent' Release of
Gaseous Radioactivity Exceeds 1000 mRem TEDE or 5000 mRem Thyroid CDE for the Actual or
Projected Duration of the Release Using'Actual Meteorology).

PNP Basis Reference(s):

1. GOP-14, 'Shutdown Cooling Operations", Attachment 7

2. PPC Containment Sump Level Trends

3. P&ID Primary Coolant System M-201, Sheet 1 (A-8, G-8, F-1, D-1)

4. P&ID Radioactive Waste Treatment Systemn Clean M-210, Sheet 2 (G-7, D-7)

5. ARP-8, 'Safeguards Safety Injection and Isolation Scheme EK-13 (C-13)" (Window #68)
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6. SOP-35, "Neutron Monitoring System"

7. EA-APR-95-001, "Appendix R Safe Shutdown Equipment List and Logic Diagrams"

8. GOP-1 1, "Refueling Operation and Fuel Handling", Attachment 2 - Refuel Handling Operation

Shift Checklist

9. VEN-Ml-BM, Sheet 28, 'RLI Display Panel"

10. M-398, Sheet 1005, "Level Setting Diagram RVLMS"

11. EOP Setpoint Basis (Top Of Active Fuel region)

12. GOP-14, 'Shutdown Cooling Operations", Attachment 1 - Terms and Definitions
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SYSTEM MALFUNCTION

CS2
'Initiating Condition-- SITE AREA EMERGENCY

Loss of Reactor Vessel Inventory Affecting Core Decay Heat Removal Capabilitywith
Irradiated Fuel in the Reactor Vessel:

Operating Mode Applicability: Refueling

Emergency.Action Levels: (CS2.1 or CS2.2)

CS2.1. With CONTAINMENT CLOSURE not established:

a. Reactor Vessel inventory as indicated by Rector Vessel level LESS THAN 616 ft. .6 in.
elevation.

OR

b. Reactor Vessel level cannot be monitored with indication of core uncovery as
evidenced by any of the following:'

* Containment High Range Radiation Monitor reading GREATER THAN 40
R/hr

* Erratic Source Range Monitor Indication

CS2.2. With CONTAINMENT CLOSURE established

a. Reactor Vessel inventory as indicated by Reactor Vessel level LESS THAN 614 ft. 0
in. elevation.

OR

b. Reactor Vessel level cannot be monitored with indication of core uncovery as
evidenced by any of the following:-

* Containment High Range6Radiation Monitor reading GREATER THAN 40
R/hr

* Erratic Source Range Monitor Indication

Basis:

Under the conditions specified by this IC, continued decrease in Reactor Vessel level is indicative
of a loss of inventory control. Inventory loss may be due to an Reactor Vessel breachor continued
boiling in the Reactor Vessel.

In cold shutdown the decay heat available to raise PCS temperature during a loss of inventory or
heat removal event may be significantly greater, than in the 'refueling mode-Entry into cold
shutdown conditions may be attained within hours of operating at power or hours after refueling is
completed. -Entryjinto the refueling mode procedurally may not occur for typically 87 hours or
longer after the reactor .has been shutdown. [Ref. 1] Thus'the heatup threat and therefore the
threat to damaging -the fuel clad may be lower for events that occur in the refueling mode with
irradiated fuel in the Reactor Vessel (note that the heatup threat could be lower for cold shutdown
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conditions if the entry into cold shutdown was following a refueiing). The above forms the basis for
needing both a cold shutdown specific IC (CS1) and a refueling specific IC (CS2).

These EALs are based on concerns raised by'Generic Letter 88-17, Loss of Decay Heat Removal,
SECY 91-283, Evaluation of Shutdown and Low Power Risk Issues, NUREG-1449, Shutdown and
Low-Power Operation at Commercial Nuclear Power Plants in the United States ,and, NUMARC
91-06, 'Guidelines for Industry Actions to Assess -Shutdown Management. A number of variables,'
- (e.g., mid-loop, reduced level/flange'level, head in place, or cavityflooded, PCS venting strategy,
decay heat removal system design, vortexing pre-disposition, steam generator U-tube draining)
can have a significant impact on heat removal capability challenging the fuel clad barrier. Analysis

-in the above references indicates'that core damage may occur within an hour following continued
core uncovery.

For CS2.1 RVLMS is unable to distinguish.6' below the bottom ID of the PCS loop penetration.
The closest indication of this level is provided by RVLMS UGS Region Sensor #7 red light on, -40
in. above the fuel alignment plate at 616' ft. 6 in. el. [Ref.' 3, 4]. This indication allows clear
escalation from CA2.1 and maintains the 6 in.. difference in PCS elevation between the Alert and
Site Area Emergency classification p'rescribed by NEI 99-01.1f RVLMS is not available such'that
the EAL setpoint cannot be' determined,-then CS2.1.b should be used to determine if the IC has
been met.

For'CS2.2 when Reactor Vessel water level drops to 613 ft. 2 in. elevation (Top Of Active Fuel)
[Ref. 2], core uncovery is about to occur. The closest indication of this level is provided by RVLMS
UGS Region' Sensor'#8 red light on, -11 in. above the fuel alignment plate at 614 ft. '0 in.
elevation. [Ref. 3, 4]

.In Refueling mode, normal PCS level indication (e.g., RVLMS) may be unavailable but alternate
means of level indication are normally installed (including visual observation) to-assure that the
ability to-monitor level will not be-interrupted. if all means of level monitoring are not available,
however, the Reactor 'Vessel inventory 'loss 'may be detected by Containment High Range
Radiation monitors RIA-2321 or RIA-2322,-or'erratic Source Range Monitor indication. The value
of 40 Rem/hr on Containment High Range Radiation'monitors RIA-2321 or RIA-2322 corresponds
to the alert alarm. [Ref. 5, 6] 'Post-TMI studies indicated that the installed nuclear instrumentation
will operate erratically when the core is-uncovered and Source Range Monitors can be used as a
tool for making such'determinations. Two of the-source range neutron flux indicators (NI-1/3A and
NI-2/4A)-provide control room indication [Ref.'7].-Another source 'range neutron flux indicator is
located at Auxiliary Hot Shutdown Monitoring Panel C-150A'(NI-1/3C) [Ref. 8]. Visual and audible
indication is available in the Control Room-iand audible indication in Containment'when in service.
[Ref. 9]

As water level in the Reactor Vessel lowers, the dose rate above the core will increase." The dose
rate due to this core shine should result in up-scaled Containment High Range Monitor indication
and possible alarm. [Ref. 5] -

For CS2.2 in the refueling mode,-'normal means of Reactor Vessel level indication may not be
available. Redundant means of Reactor Vessel level indication will be normally installed (including
the ability to monitor level visually) to assure that the ability to monitor-level will not be interrupted.

Effluent release is not expected with' closure established [Ref. 10].

Thus, declaration'of a Site Area 'Emergency is warranted under the conditions'specified by the IC.
Escalation 'to a General Emergency is via CG1 (Loss of Reactor Vessel Inventory Affecting Fuel
Clad Integrity 'with Containment Challenged 'with Irradiated Fuel in the Reactor Vessel)' or
radiological effluent'IC' RG1 (Offsite Dose Resulting from' an Actual or Imminent Release of
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Gaseous Radioactivity Exceeds 1000 mRem TEDE or 5000 mRem Thyroid CDE for the Actual or
Projected Duration of the Release Using Actual Meteorology).

PNP Basis Reference(s):

1. GOP-14, "Shutdown Cooling Operations", Attachment 7

2. EOP Setpoint Basis (Top Of Active Fuel region)

3. VEN-Ml-BM, Sheet 28, "RLI Display Panel"

4. M-398, sheet 1005, "Level Setting Diagram RVLMS"

5. NMC calculation EA-JLV-04-01 "Determination of Containment Radiation Monitor and
Radiological Effluent Monitor EALs in Accordance with NEI 99-01 Revision 4"

6. ARP 33, 'Auxiliary Systems Scheme EK-02 (C-i1 A) Annunciator Nos. 1 and 2" (Windows #13
& #14)-

7. SOP-35, "Neutron Monitoring System"

8. EA-APR-95-001, -Appendix R Safe Shutdown Equipment List and Logic Diagrams"

9. GOP-I 1, -Refueling Operation and Fuel Handling", Attachment 2 - Refuel Handling Operation
Shift Checklist

10. GOP-1 4, "Shutdown Cooling Operations", Attachment I - Terms and Definitions
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SYSTEM MALFUNCTION

CGI

Initiating Condition-- GENERALtEMERGENCY

Loss of Reactor Vessel Inventory Affecting Fuel Clad Integrity with Containment
Challenged with Irradiated Fuel in theReactor Vessel.

Operating Mode Applicability: Cold Shutdown
Refueling -

Emergency Action Level:

CG1.1. Loss of Reactor Vessel inventory as indicated by unexplained Containment Sump OR
Primary System Drain Tank level rise.'

AND:

Reactor Vessel Level:
a. LESS THAN 614 ft. 0 in. elevation for GREATER THAN 30 minutes

OR

b. cannot be monitored with indication of core uncovery for GREATER THAN 30
minutes as evidenced by any of the following:
* Containment High Range Radiation Monitor reading GREATER THAN 40

R/hr
* Erratic Source Range' Monitor Indication

AND

indication of Containment challenged as indicated by any of the following:*
* Containment hydrogen concentration GREATER THAN OR EQUAL TO 6%
* Containment pressure above .55 psig
* CONTAINMENT CLOSURE not established

Basis:

This EAL represents the inability to'restore"and maintain Reactor Vessel level to above the top of
active fuel. Fuel damage is probable'if. Reactor Vessel level cannot be restored, as available
decay heat will cause boiling, further reducing the Reactor Vessel level.

This EAL is based on concerns'raised by Generic Letter 88-17, Loss of Decay Heat Removal,
SECY 91-283, Evalu'ation of Shutdown and Low Power Risk Issues, NUREG-1449, Shutdown and
Low-Power Operation at Commercial-Nuclear Power Plants in the United States, and, NUMARC
91-06, Guidelines for Industry Actions-to Assess Shutdown Management. '-A number of variables-
(e.g., mid-loop, reduced level/flangelevel,'head in place, or cavity flooded, PCS venting strategy,
decay; heat removal system design, vortexing pre-disposition, steam generator U-tube draining)
can have a significant impact on heat removal capability challenging the fuel clad barrier:' Analysis
in the above references indicates that -core damage may occur within an hour following continued
core uncovery therefore, conservatively, 30 minutes was chosen.
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Containment Sump or Primary System Drain Tank level changes may be indicative of a loss of
PCS inventory. Rising containment sump level can be monitored visually on the PPC [Ref.' 1].
Rising Primary System Drain Tank 'level -can ,be monitored at EC-40, "Radwaste Panel"
annunciation for which will alarm both locally and in the Control Room [Ref.-2, 3]. Sump and tank
level rises-must be 'evaluated against other potential sources of leakage such as cooling water
sources inside the containment to ensure they are indicative of PCS leakage.

When Reactor Vessel water level drops to,613 ft. 2 in. elevation (Top Of Active Fuel) [Ref. 4], core
uncovery is about to occur. The closest indication'of this-level is provided.by RVLMS UGS Region
Sensor #8 red light on, -11 in. above the fuel'alignment plate at 614 ft. 0 in. elevation. Fuel
damage is probable if core submergence cannot be restored as available decay heat will cause
boiling and further lowers the vessel level. [Ref. 5, 6]

If all means of level monitoring are not available, a Reactor Vessel inventory loss resulting in core
uncovery may be detected by the following indirect methods:

'Containment High Range Radiation monitors RIA-2321 or RIA-2322 reading > 40
Rem/hr which corresponds to the alert alarm. [Ref. 7, 8]

* Post-TMI studies indicated that the installed nuclear instrumentation will operate'
erratically when the core is uncovered and that Source Range Monitors can be used as
a tool for making such determinations. Two of the s6urce range neutron flux indicators
(Nl-1/3A and NI-2/4A) provide control room indication [Ref. 9]. Another source range
neutron flux indicator is located at Auxiliary Hot Shutdown Monitoring Panel C-150A
(NI-1/3C) [Ref. 10]. Visual and'audible indication is available in the Control Roo m and
audible indication in Containment when in service. [Ref.11]

The GE is declared on the occurrence of the loss or imminent loss'of function of all three barriers.
Based on the above discussion, -PCS barrier failure resulting in core uncovery for 30 minutes or
more may cause fuel clad failure. With'the CONTAINMENT breached or challenged then the
potential for unmonitored fission product release to the environment is high. This 'represents a
direct path for radioactive inventory to be released to the environment. This is consistent with the
definition of a GE.

Three conditions are associated with a challenge to containment integrity:

* Standard industry reference documents list the lowest potentially explosive concentration
for hydrogen in a standard atmosphere as 6.0%. [Ref. 12]

* The containment design pressure 'of 55 psig is in excess of that expected from the design
basis loss of coolant accident. The threshold is indicative of a loss of both PCS and fuel
clad boundaries in that it is not possible to reach this condition without severe core
degradation. [Ref. 13]

* CONTAINMENT CLOSURE [Ref. 14] is the action taken to-secure containment and its
. associated structures, systems, and components as a functional barrier to fission product
release under existing plant conditions. CONTAINMENT. CLOSURE should not be
confused with refueling containmerit integrity as defined in technical specifications. Site
shutdown contingency plans typically: provide' for re-establishing :'CONTAINMENT
CLOSURE following a loss of heat remioval or PCS inventory functions. If the closure is re-
established prior to exceeding the'temperature or level thresholds of the PCS Barrier and
'Fuel Clad Barrier EALs, escalation to GE would not occur.

In the early stages of a core uncovery event, it is unlikely that hydrogen buildup due to a core
uncovery could result in an explosive mixture of dissolved gasses in CONTAINMENT. However,
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CONTAINMENT monitoring and/or sampling should be performed to verify this assumption and a
General Emergency declared if it is determined that an explosive mixture exists.

PNP Basis Reference(s):

1. PPC Containment Sump Level Trends

2. P&ID Primary Coolant System M-201, Sheet 1 (A-8, G-8, F-1, D-1)

3. P&iD Radioactive Waste Treatment System Clean M-21p, Sheet 2 (G-7, D-7)

-4. EOP Setpoint Basis (Top Of Active Fuel region)

5. VEN-Ml-BM, Sheet 28, "RLI Display Panel" , ,

6. M-398, sheet 1005, "Level Setting Diagram RVLMS"

7. NMC calculation EA-JLV-04-01 "Determination of Containment Radiation Monitor and
Radiological Effluent Monitor EALs in Accordance with NEI 99-01 Revision 4"

8. ARP 33, "Auxiliary Systems Scheme EK-02 (C-11 A) Annunciator Nos. 1 and 2" (Windows #13
& #14)

9. SOP-35, "Neutron Monitoring System"

10. FA-APR-95-007, -Appendix R Safe Shutdown Equipment List and Logic Diagrams"

11. GOP-11, "Refueling Operation and Fuel Handling", Attachment 2 - Refuel Handling Operation
Shift Checklist

12. Regulatory Guide 1.7, "Control of Combustible Gas Concentrations in Containment Following a
Loss-of-Coolant Accident"

13. FSAR Section 5.8.1, "Design of Structures, Systems and Components - Design Basis"

14. GOP-14, "Shutdown Cooling Operations", Attachment 1 - Terms and Definitions
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Table E-0

Recognition Category E

Events Related to ISFSI Malfunction

INITIATING CONDITION MATRIX

NOUE

EUI Damage to a loaded cask CONFINE.MENT BOUNDARY.
Op. Mode: Not Applicable

EU2 Confirmed security event with potential loss of level of safety of the ISFSI.

- Op. Mode Not Applicable
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EVENTS RELATED TO ISFSI

EU1
Initiating Condition - NOTIFICATION OF UNUSUAL EVENT

Damage to a loaded caskCONFINEMENT BOUNDARY.

Operating Mode Applicability: NNot applicable

Emergency Action Level: - (EU.1 or EU1.2 or EU1.3)

EU1.1. Natural phenomena events affecting aloaded cask CONFINEMENT BOUNDARY as
indicated by VISIBLE DAMAGE:

* earthquake
* tornado
* flood
* seiche
* lightning

EU1.2. Accident conditions affecting a loaded cask CONFINEMENT BOUNDARY as indicated by
VISIBLE DAMAGE:

* tipped over or dropped cask
* FIRE
* EXPLOSION

EU1.3. Any condition in the opinion of the Emergency Dire'ctor that indicates loss of loaded fuel
storage cask CONFINEMENT BOUNDARY.

Basis:

A UE in this IC is categorized on the basis of the occurrence of an event of sufficient magnitude
that a. loaded cask CONFINEMENT. BOUNDARY is Edamaged or violated.:This includes
classification based'on a loaded fuel storage cask CONFINEMENT BOUNDARY loss leading to
the degradation'of the fuel during storage or posing an operational safety problem with respect to
its removal from storage.

Since the CONFINEMENT BOUNDARY is not directly accessible'for visual inspection, the EAL
definition of VISIBLE DAMAGE to the'CONFINEMENT BOUNDARY is defined as: damage-to the
transfer cask, ventilated concrete' cask, or- horizontal -storage module that is 'readily observable
without measurements, testing, or 'analysis.0 -Damage is sufficient to cause concern regarding the
continued operability or reliability of the canister inside the transfer cask, ventilated concrete cask
or horizontal storage module. - Examnple *damage includes:' deformation due to heat, 'impact,' or
unplanned movement, denting,-penetration, rupture, cracking,- or spalling'of concrete to expose
concrete reinforcing'bar, or reduction in'depth or configuration of radiation shielding materials.
Surface blemishes (e.g.,: paint fading, ''paint chipping, concrete 'cracks or scratches) are not
included in VISIBLE DAMAGE.'

For the events of concern here, the wind speed,- earthquake inten'sity,'height of loaded transfer
cask drop as a result of normal handling or transporting etc. in and of themselves, -are not the key
issue. The key. issue is whether the -resultant damage to or loss of the loaded fuel cask
CONFINEMENT BOUNDARY leads to the degradation of the'fuel during transfer or storage, or
poses an operational safety problem with respect to its removal from storage.
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For EU1.3, any condition not explicitly detailed a's an EAL threshold value, which, in the judgment

of the Emergency Director, is a potential degradation in the level of safety' of the ISFSI.

Emergency Director judgment is to be based.on known conditions and the expected response to

mitigating activities within a short time period..- -

PNP Basis Reference(s): -

1. Safety Evaluation Report For The PacificSierra Nuclear Associates Safety Analysis Report For'

The Ventilated Storage Cask System

2. "Final Safety Analysis Report For The Standardized NUHOMS) Horizontal Modular Storage

System For Irradiated Nuclear Fuel"
- ~ ~~ .,-. 

..
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EVENTS RELATED TO ISFSI

:EU2
Initiating Condition-- NOTIFICATION OF UNUSUAL EVENT

Confirmed Security Event with potential loss of level of safety of the ISFSI.

Operating Mode Applicability:- Not applicable

Emergency Action Levels:

EU2.1., Security Event as determined from the PNP Security Plan and reported by the Security
Shift Leader.

Basis:

This EAL is based on the PNP Security Plans.'Security events which do not represent a potential

degradation in the level of safety of the ISFSI,-are reported under 10 CFR 73.71 or in some cases
under 10 CFR 50.72.

Reference is made to the Security Shift Leaders because these individuals are the designated
personnel qualified and trained to confirm-that fa- security event is occurring or has occurred.'.

Training on security event classification'confirmation is closely controlled due to the strict secrecy

controls placed on the Security Plan.

PNP Basis Reference(s):
1. Security Plan (Safeguards)
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Table F-0
)i

koi4, 1 1
Recognition Category F

Fission Product Barrier Degradation

INITIATING CONDITION MATRIX

I.

UE
FU1 ANY Loss or ANY Potential Loss

of Containment
FAI

ALERT
ANY Loss or ANY Potential Loss
of EITHER Fuel Clad OR PCS

FS1
SITE AREA EMERGENCY

Loss or Potential Loss of ANY
Two Barriers

I'FG
GENERAL EMERGENCY

Loss of ANY Two Barriers AND
Loss or Potential Loss of Third
Barrier

Op. Modes: Power Operation,
Hot Standby, Startup, Hot
Shutdown

Op. Modes: Power Operation,
Hot Standby, Startup, Hot:
Shutdown I

Op. Modes: Power Operation,
Hot Standby, Startup, Hot
Shutdown

Op. Modes: Power Operation,
Hot Standby, Startup, Hot
Shutdown

* NOTES'

1. The logic used for these initiating conditions reflects the following considerations:

. The Fuel Clad Barrier and the PCS Barrier are weighted more heavily' thanthe Containment Barrier. UE ICs associated with PCS and Fuel Clad
Barriers are addressed under System Malfunction'lCs.

* At the Site Area Emergency level, there must be some ability to dynamically assess how far present conditions are from the threshold for a General
Emergency. For example, if Fuel Clad and PCS Barrier "Loss" EALs existed, that, in addition to offsite dose assessments, would require continual
assessments'of radioactive inventory and containment integrity. Alternatively, if both Fuel Clad and PCS Barrier "Potential Loss" EALs existed, the
Emergency Director would have more assurance that there was no immediate need to escalate to a General Emergency.

The ability to' escalate to higher emergency classes as an event deteriorates must be maintained. For example, PCS leakage steadily increasing
would represent an increasing risk to public health and safety.

2. Fission Product Barrier ICs must be'capable of addressing event dynamics. Thus, the EAL Reference Table F-1 states that imminent (i.e., within 2
hours) Loss or Potential Loss should result in a classification as if the affected threshold(s) are already exceeded, particularly for the higher emergency
classes.
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TABLE F-1
IPNP Emergency Action Level

Fission Product Barrier Reference Table
I1

Thresholds For LOSS or POTENTIAL LOSS of Barriers*

*Determine which combination of the three barriers are lost or have a potential loss and use the following key to classify the event. Also an event or multiple events could occur which result

In the conclusion that exceeding the loss or potential loss thresholds Is Imminent (I.e., within 1 to 2 hours). In this imminent loss situation use judgmernt and classify as If the thresholds are

exceeded.

UNUSUAL EVENT ALERT SITE AREA EMERGENCY GENERAL EMERGENCY

ANY Loss or ANY Potential Loss of ANY Loss or ANY Potential Loss of EITHER Loss or Potential Loss of ANY Two Barriers oss of ANY Two Barriers AND

Containment Fuel Clad OR PCS Loss or Potential Loss of Third Barrier

Fuel Clad Barrier EALS PCS Barrier EALS Containment Barrier EALS

LOSS POTENTIAL LOSS LOSS POTENTIAL LOSS LOSS POTENTIAL LOSS

1. Critical Safetv Function Status' 1. Critical Safety Function Status 1. Critical Safety Function Status

. Nt Ap ,l .

Not Applicable~. Not Applicable - .
ORwC i'

Not Applicable Not Applicable,
OR

Not Applicable Not Applicable
OR

2. Primary Coolant ActIvIt4 Level

Dose rate value for primary Not Applicable
coolant GREATER THAN 1i
R'hri

2. PCS Leak Rate

GREATER THAN available'
makeup capacity indicated
by PCS subcooling LESS
THAN 25 degrees F based
on average of qualified
CETs

.Unisolable leak exceeding
50 gpm -' " o

2. Containment Pressure

Rapid unexplained lowering
following initial rise

:.''jOR . i
Containment pressure or
sump level response not
consistent with LOCA'
conditions

55 psig 'and rising
OR.

Containment hydrogen
concentration GREATER
THAN OR EQUAL TO 6%

OR
Containment pressure
GREATER THAN 4 psig
with LESS THAN one full
train of depressurization
equipment operating

OR OR

3. Core Exit Thefmocouole Readings 3. Core Exit Thermocouple Reading

GREATER THAN 1200
degrees F

GREATER THAN 700
degrees F.

Not applicable Core exit thermocouples in
excess of 1200 degrees F
and restoration procedures
not effective within 15
minutes;
- OR
Core exit thermocouples in
excess of 700 degrees F
with reactor vessel level
below 614 ft. 0 in. elevation
and restoration procedures
not effective within 15
minutes
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TABLE F-1 I

PNPEmergencyAction Level ;

Fission Product Barrier Reference Table
Thresholds For LOSS or POTENTIAL LOSS of Barriers*

*Determine which combination of the three barriers are lost or have a potential loss and use the following key to classify the event. Also an event or multiple events could occur which result

in the conclusion that exceeding the loss or potential loss thresholds Is imminent (i.e., within 1 to 2 hours). In this imminent loss situation use Judgment and classify as if the thresholds are

exceeded. :

UNUSUAL EVENT ALERT SITE AREA EMERGENCY l GENERAL EMERGENCY

ANY Loss or ANY Potential Loss of ANY Loss or ANY Potential Loss of EITHER Loss or Potential Loss of ANY Two Barriers Loss of ANY Two Barriers AND

Containment Fuel Clad OR PCS Loss or Potential Loss of Third Barrier

Fuel Clad Barrier EALS PCS Barrier EALS Containment Barrier EALS

LOSS POTENTIAL LOSS LOSS POTENTIAL LOSS LOSS POTENTIAL LOSS

* . a -OR :
4R tVs W L ev e l i 1 ,
4. Reactor Vessel Water Level; '

OR OR

3. SG Tube Rupture 4. SG SecondarV Side Release with P-to-S Leakage

Not Applicable I Level LESS THAN 614 ft.
0 in. elevation

I 1 . . 7 -

SGTR that results in an
ECCS (SI) Actuation I

' ' : 1 . J ' ' !' - I I 1

Not Applicable RUPTURED S/G is also
FAULTED outside of
containment

Primary-to-Secondary:
leakrate GREATER THAN
10 gpm with nonisolable
steam release from.
affected S/G to the
environment.

Not applicable

OR

5. CNMT Isolation Valves Status After CNMT Isolation

Containment Isolation
Valve(s) not closed

AND
Downstream pathway to
the environment exists
after containment isolation

Not Applicable

OR OR OR
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TABLE F-1
PNP Emergency Actlon Level

Fission Product Barier Reference Table
Thresholds For LOSS or POTENTIAL LOSS of Barrlers* )

*Detemmine which combination of the three barriers are lost or have a potential loss and use the following key to classify the event. Also an event or multiple events could occur which result
In the conclusion that exceeding the loss or potential loss thresholds is imminent (i.e., within I to 2 hours). In this imminent loss situation use judgment and classify as if the thresholds are
exceeded. ,

UNUSUAL EVENT ALERT SITE AREA EMERGENCY GENERAL EMERGENCY
ANY Loss or ANY Potential Loss of ANY Loss or ANY Potential Loss of EITHER Loss or Potential Loss of ANY Two Barriers /Loss of ANY Two Barriers AND
Containment Fuel Clad OR PCS Loss or Potential Loss of Third Barrier

Fuel Clad Barrier EALS PCS Barrier EALS Containment Barrier EALS

LOSS POTENTIAL LOSS LOSS POTENTIAL LOSS LOSS POTENTIAL LOSS

5. Containment Radiation Monitorinc 4. Containment Radiation Monitoring 6. Significant Radioactive Inventory In Containment

Containment High Range
Radiation Monitor reading
GREATER THAN 2,000
R/hr as indicated on RIA-
2321 and RIA-2322 " -

Not Applicable Containment High Range
Radiation Monitor reading
GREATER THAN 200 R/hr
as indicated on RIA-2321
and RIA-2322 I

Not Applicable Not Applicable Containment High Range
Radiation Monitor reading
GREATER THAN 20,000

.: R/hr as indicated on RIA-
: 2321 and RIA-2322

OROR OR

6I. Other Idiati-ns6. Other Indications 5. Other Indications 7. Other Indications

Not Applicable Not Applicable Not Applicable Not Applicable Not Applicable Not Applicable

OR OR OR

7. Emernencv Director Judgment 6. Emergency Director Judgment

Any condition in the opinion of the Emergency Director that
indicates Loss or Potential Loss of the PCS Barrier

Any condition in the opinion of the Emergency Director that
indicates Loss or Potential Loss of the Fuel Clad Barrier

8. Emergency Director Judgment

Any condition in the opinion of the Emergency Director
that indicates Loss or Potential Loss of the Containment
barrier
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Basis Information For Table F-1
PNP Emergency Action Level

Fission Product Barrier Reference Table

FUEL CLAD BARRIER EALs: (1 or 2 or 3 or 4 or 5 or 6 or 7)

The Fuel Clad Barrier is the zircalloy or stainless steel tubes that contain the fuel pellets.

1. Critical Safety Function Status

Not applicable

2. Primary Coolant Activity Level

PNP is unable to analyze a primary coolant sample of 300 uci/gm due to high dose rates
experienced at the NSSS sample panel. Therefore,; a dose rate is used in lieu of a sample to
definitively indicate fuel clad degradation. The dose rate value used for the primary coolant is
specified in accordance with Emergency"Implermenting Procedure, El-7.0, "Emergency Post
Accident Sampling and Determination of Fuel Failure Using Dose'Rates," a sample is taken1to
measure contact dose rates at the Failed Fuel Survey Point on the PCS sample line. [Ref. 6] The
sample is taken to measure contact dose rates at the Failed Fuel Survey Pointfon the PCS sample
line. The site dose rate value within the first few hours for the primary'coolant of approximately 1
R/hr at the NSSS sample sink is well above that expected for iodine spikes and corresponds to
less than 5% fuel clad damage. This amount of radioactivity indicates significant clad damage and
thus the Fuel Clad Barrier is considered lost. [Ref. 6]

There is no equivalent "Potential Loss" EAL for this item.

3. Core Exit Thermocouple Readings:

Core Exit'Thermocouples (CETs) provide an indirect indication of fuel cladding temperature by
measuring the temperature of the primary coolant that leaves the core region. The "Loss",threshold
temperature of 1200 degrees 'F is consistent with : CEOG Generic Accident Management
Guidelines, "Phase 1.0 - Initial Diagnosis," for core exit temperature. Although clad rupture due to
high temperature is not expected for CET 'readirigs less than the threshold, temperatures of this
magnitude signal severe'superheating of the primary coolant and core uncovery. [Ref. 3]

For the "Potential Loss" threshold, CET reading significantly above the saturation temperature for
the 'existing PCS pressure indicates 'a superheat condition. 700Adegrees F CET temperature is
therefore indicative of a potential fuel clad loss. [Ref. 2, 12] Superheat is a valid indication of a
potential Fuel Cladding barrier loss condition.:

4. Reactor Vessel Water Level'

There is no "Loss" EAL corresponding tolthis item because it is better covered by the other Fuel
Clad Barrier "Loss" EALs.

For the "Potential Loss" threshold, the RVLMS is based on a heated junction thermocouple system.
The thermocouple system measures primary coolant liquid inventory with discrete sensors located
at different levels within a separator tube ranging from the fuel alignment plate (i.e., near the'top of
active fuel) to the top of the Reactor Vessel head. -'The b'asic principle of system operation is
detection of a temperature difference between fheated and unheated thermocouples. [Ref. 18, 19]
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Reactor Vessel water level below the top of the core may lead to a Severe Accident Management
Guideline 'Badly Damaged" condition. The badly damaged descriptor signifies possible core
overheating to the point of clad rupture. [Ref. 3] RVLMS is the instrumentation used to indicate
reactor vessel level. The lowest indication'on -the RVLMS is 11 inches above the bottom of the fuel
alignment plate, which is approximately the top of the active fuel. RVLMS reading less than 11
inches above the bottom of the fuel alignment plate,' elevation 614 ft 0 in., therefore, signals
inadequate coolant inventory, loss of subcooling and the occurrence of possible fuel cladding
damage. [Ref. 1, 3,19, 20]

5. Containment Radiation Monitoring

The 2,000 R/hr reading is a value which indicates the release of reactor coolant, with elevated
activity indicative of fuel damage, into the-containment. The reading is calculated assuming the
instantaneous release and dispersal of the reactor coolant noble gas and iodine inventory
associated with a concentration of 300 pCi/gm dose equivalent 1-131 into the containment
atmosphere. [Ref. 4] Reactor coolant concentrations-of this magnitude are several times larger
than the maximum concentrations (including iodine spiking) allowed within technical specifications
and are therefore indicative of fuel damage; This value is higher than that specified for PCS barrier
Loss EAL #4. Thus, this EAL indicates a loss of both the fuel clad barrier and a loss of PCS barrier.

Containment radiation is indicated on Containfm'ent High Range Radiation Monitors, RIA-2321 and

RIA-2322. The' Containment High Range Radiation Monitors high alarm at 400 R/hr. [Ref. 5]

There is no "Potential Loss" EAL associated with this item.

6. Other Indications

There are no "Loss" or potential loss EALs associated with this item.

7. Emergency Director Judgment

This EAL -addresses any other factors that fare to 'be' used by the Emergency Director in
determining whether the Fuel Clad barrier isjlost or potentially lost. Such a determination'should
include imminent barrier degradation, barrier monitoring capability and dominant accident
sequences. [As discussed in NEI 99-01 rev.' 4]

* Imminent barrier degradation exists if the degradation will likely occur within'two hours
based on a projection of current safety system -performance. The term 'imminent" refers to
recognition of the inability to reach safety acceptance criteria before completion of all
checks.

* Barrier monitoring capability is decreased if there is a loss or lack of reliable indicators. This
assessment should -include instrumentation I operability concerns, readings from portable
instrumentation and consideration of offsite monitoring results.

* Dominant accident sequences lead to degradation'of all fission product-barriers and likely
entry to EOP-9.0, "Functional Recovery." The Emergency Director should be mindful of the
Loss of AC power (Station 'Blackout) 'and ATWS EALs to assure timely emergency
classification declarations. '[Ref. 7, 8]

In addition, the inability'to monitor the barrier should also be incorporated in this EAL as a factor in
Emergency Director judgment that the barrier may be considered lost or potentially lost. See also
IC SG1, "Prolonged Loss or All Offsite Power and-Prolonged Loss of All Onsite AC Power", for

additional information.
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PCS BARRIER EALs: (1 or 2 or 3 or 4 or 5 or 6)

The PCS Barrier includes the PCS primary side and its connections up to and including the
pressurizer safety and relief valves, and other connections up to and including the primary isolation
valves.

1. Critical Safety Function Status

Not applicable

2. PCS Leak Rate

~The-"Loss"-EAL addresses conditions where leakage from the PCS is greater than available
inventory control capacity such that a loss of subcooling has occurred. The loss of subcooling is
the fundamental indication that the inventory control systems are inadequate in maintaining PCS
pressure and inventory against the mass loss through the leak. Subcooling margin greater than or
equal to 25 degree F ensures the fluid surrounding the core is sufficiently cooled and provides
margin for reestablishing flow should subcooling deteriorate when SIS flow is secured. [Ref. 2, 11,
15, 21]

The "Potential Loss" EAL is based on the inability to maintain normal liquid inventory within the
Primary Coolant System (PCS) by normal operation of the Chemical and Volume Control System
(CVCS). which is considered as one charging pump discharging to the charging header. [Ref. 9]
The normal operating charging pump is variable speed, with a capacity of 33 to 53 gpm. The other
two charging pumps are fixed speed, with a lower capacity of 40 gpm each. PNP has low capacity
charging pumps, therefore a 50 gpm leak rate value is used to indicate the Potential Loss. [Ref. 2,
9,14]

3. SG Tube Rupture

This EAL is intended to address the full spectrum of Steam Generator (SG) tube rupture events in
conjunction with Containment Barrier "Loss" EAL #4 and Fuel Clad Barrier EALs. The "Loss" EAL
addresses RUPTURED SG(s) for which the leakage is large enough to cause actuation of ECCS
(SI).

This is consistent to the PCS Barrier uPotential Loss" EAL #2. However, if the SG is also FAULTED
(i.e., two barriers failed), the declaration escalates to a Site Area Emergency per Containment
Barrier "Loss" EAL #4.

There is no "Potential Loss" EAL.

4. Containment Radiation Monitoring

The 200 R/hr reading is a value which indicates the release of reactor coolant to the containment.
The reading is calculated assuming the instantaneous release and dispersal of the reactor coolant
noble gas and iodine inventory associated with normal operating concentrations (i.e., within
Technical Specifications) into the containment atmosphere. [Ref. 4] This reading is less than that
specified for Fuel Clad Barrier EAL #5. Thus, this EAL would be indicative of a PCS leak only. If
the radiation monitor reading increased to that specified by Fuel Clad Barrier EAL #5, fuel damage
would also be indicated.

Containment radiation is indicated on Containment High Range Radiation Monitors, RIA-2321 and
RIA-2322. The Containment High Range Radiation Monitors high alarm at 400 R/hr. [Ref. 5]
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There is no "Potential Loss" EAL associated with this item.

5. Other Indications

There are no "Loss" or potential loss EALs associated with this item.

6. Emergency Director Judgment

This EAL addresses any other factors that are to be used by the Emergency Director in
determining whether the PCS barrier is lost or potentially lost. Such a determination should include
imminent barrier degradation, barrier monitoring capability and dominant accident sequences. [As
discussed in NEI 99-01 rev. 4]

* Imminent barrier degradation exists if the degradation will likely occur within two hours
based on a projection of current safety system performance. The term "imminent" refers to
recognition of the inability to reach safety acceptance criteria before completion of all
checks.

* Barrier monitoring capability is decreased if there is a loss or lack of reliable indicators. This
assessment should include instrumentation operability concerns, readings from portable
instrumentation and consideration of offsite monitoring results.

* Dominant accident sequences lead to degradation of all fission product barriers and likely
entry to EOP-9.0, "Functional Recovery." The Emergency Director should be mindful of the
Loss of AC power (Station Blackout) and ATWS EALs to assure timely emergency
classification declarations. [Ref. 7, 8]

In addition, the inability to monitor the barrier should also be incorporated in this EAL as a factor in
Emergency Director judgment that the barrier may be considered lost or potentially lost. (See also
IC SG1, "Prolonged Loss of All Offsite Power and Prolonged Loss of All Onsite AC Power", for
additional information.)
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CONTAINMENT BARRIER EALs: (1 or 2 or 3 or 4 or 5 or 6 or 7 or 8)

The Containment Barrier includes the containmrient building, its connections up to and including the

outermost containment isolation valves. This barrier also includes the main steam, feedwater, and

blowdown line extensions outside the containment' building up to and including the outermost

secondary side isolation valve.

1. Critical Safety Function Status

Not applicable

2. Containment Pressure

Rapid unexplained loss of pressure (iLe.,' not-attributable to containment spray or condensation

effects) following an initial pressure rise indicates a loss of containment integrity.

Containment pressure and sump levels should rise as a result of the mass and energy release into

containment from a LOCA. Thus, sump level or pressure not increasing indicates containment
bypass and a loss of containment integrity.

The 55 psig for potential loss of containment is-based on the containment design pressure. [Ref.

13, 16]
If hydrogen concentration reaches or exceeds the- lower explosive limit in an oxygen rich

environment, a potentially explosive mixture exists. Standard industry reference documents list the
lowest potentially explosive concentration for hydrogen in a standard atmosphere as 6.0%. If the

combustible mixture ignites inside containment,- loss of the Containment barrier could occur. [Ref.
10] Existence of an explosive mixture means a hydrogen and oxygen concentration of at least the
lower deflagration limit curve exists.-This EAL-is primarily a discriminator between Site Area
Emergency and General Emergency representing a potential loss of the third barrier.

The second potential loss EAL represents-a potential loss of containment in that the containment
heat removal/depressurization system (but not including'containment venting strategies) are either
lost or performing in a degraded manner, -as indicated by containment pressure greater than the
setpoint (4 psig) at which the equipment was-supposed to have actuated. [Ref. 11, 17]

3. Core Exit Thermocouples

In this EAL, the restoration procedures are those emergency operating procedures that address
the recovery of the core cooling critical -safety functions. The procedure is considered effective if
the temperature is lowering or if the vessel Water level is rising.

CETs provide an indirect indication of fuel cladding temperature by measuring the temperature of
the primary coolant that leaves the core r egion.'Although clad rupture due to high temperature is
not expected for CET readings less''than the 1200 degrees !F. temperatures of this magnitude
signal significant superheating of the primary coolant and core uncovery. [Ref. 3]

The second 'part of this threshold '(CET in excess of 700 degrees- F'and RVLMS less than 11 in.
above the bottom of the jfuel 'alignment: plate) indicates loss 'of inventory control resulting in
significant core exit superheating. The highest CET temperature expected for any FSAR -analysis

accident is 700 degrees F and is a limiting condition to remain-in an Optimal Recovery Procedure
[Ref. 2].
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The RVLMS can provide indication of potential core uncovery when level decreases to 11 in.
above the bottom of the fuel alignment plate, elevation 614 ft. 0 in. Therefore, RVLMS reading less
than this elevation, signals inadequate coolant inventory, loss of subcooling, and the occurrence of

possible fuel cladding damage. [Ref. 2, 3, 19, 20]

Severe accident analyses (e.g., NUREG-1 150) have concluded that recovery procedures can
arrest core 'degradation within the reactor vessel in a significant fraction of the core damage
scenarios, and that the likelihood of containment failure is very small in these events. Given this, it
is appropriate to provide a reasonable period to allow recovery procedures to arrest the core melt
sequence. Whether or not the procedures will be effective should be apparent within 15 minutes.
The Emergency Director should make the declaration as soon as it is determined that the

procedures have been, or will be ineffective.

The conditions in this potential loss EAL represent an imminent core melt sequence which, if not
corrected, could lead to vessel failure and an increased potential for containment failure. In
conjunction with the criteria in the Fuel and PCS barrier columns, this EAL would result in the
declaration of a General Emergency -- loss of two barriers and the potential loss of a third. If the
function restoration procedures are ineffective,' there is no "success" path.

There is no "Loss" EAL associated with this item.

4. SG Secondary Side Release With Primary To Secondary Leakage

This "loss" EAL recognizes that SG tube leakage can represent a bypass of the containment
barrier as well as a loss of the PCS barrier.-The first "loss" EAL addresses the condition in which a

RUPTURED steam generator is also FAULTED.- This condition represents a bypass of the PCS'
and containment barriers. In conjunction with PCS Barrier "loss" EAL #3, this would always'result in
the declaration of a Site Area Emergency. A FAULTED S/G means the existence of, secondary
side leakage that results in an uncontrolled lowering in steam generator pressure or the steam
generator being completely depressurized. A RUPTURED S/G means the existence -of primary-to-
secondary leakage 'of a magnitude sufficient to require or cause'a reactor trip and safety injection,
(per Section 5.0 Definitions).

The second "loss" EAL addresses SG 'tube leaks' that exceed 10 gpm in conjunction with a
nonisolable release path to the environment from the affected steam generator. The threshold for
establishing the nonisolable secondary side release is intended to be a prolonged release of
radioactivity from the RUPTURED steamr'generator' directly -to the environment. This tcould be
expected to occur when the main condenser is unavailable to accept the contaminated steam (i.e.,
SGTR with concurrent loss of offsite poweran dthe RUPTURED steam generator is required for
plant cooldown or a stuck open relief valve). If the main condenser is available, there may be
releases via air ejectors, gland seal exhausters, and other similar controlled,-and often monitored,
pathways. These pathways do not meet the intent of. a nonisolable release path to the

environment. These minor releases are assessed using'Abnormal Rad Levels'/ Radiological
Effluent ICs. The two "loss" EALs -described above could be considered redundant. This was
recognized during-the development proces.s The inclusion. of an EAL that uses Emergency
Procedure commonly used terms like "ruptured and faulted" adds to the ease of the classification
process and has been included based on this' human factor concern.:

A pressure boundary leakage of IO gpm is used as the threshold in IC SU5.1, PCS Leakage, and
is deemed appropriate for this-EAL.- For-:smaller breaks, not exceeding-the normal charging
capacity threshold in PCS Barrier "Potential Loss" EAL #2 (PCS Leak'Rate) or not resulting-in
ECCS actuation in EAL #3 (SG Tube Rupture), this EAL results in a UE. For larger breaks, PCS

barrier-EALs.#2 and #3 would result in an Alert.- For SG tube ruptures which may involve multiple
steam generators or unisolable-secondary line breaks, this EAL would exist in conjunction with
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PCS barrier "Loss" EAL #3 and would result in a Site Area Emergency. Escalation to General
Emergency would be based on "Potential Loss" of the Fuel Clad Barrier.

5. Containment Isolation Valve Status After Containment Isolation

This EAL is intended to address incomplete containment isolation that allows direct release to the
environment. It represents a loss of the containment barrier.

The use of the modifier "direct" in defining the release path discriminates against release paths
through interfacing liquid systems. The 6xistence of an in-line charcoal filter does not make a
release path indirect since the filter is not effective at removing fission noble gases. Typical filters
have an efficiency of 95-99% removal of iodine. Given the magnitude of the core inventory of
iodine, significant releases could still occur. In addition, since the fission product release would be
driven by boiling in the reactor vessel, the high humidity in the release stream can be expected to
render the filters ineffective in a short period.

There is no "Potential Loss" EAL associated with this item.

6. Significant Radioactive Inventory in Containment

The 20,000 R/hr reading is a value which indicates significant fuel damage well in excess of the
EALs associated with both loss of Fuel Clad and loss of PCS Barriers. [Ref. 4] A major release of
radioactivity requiring offsite protective actions from core damage is not possible unless a major
failure of fuel cladding allows radioactive material to be released from the core into the reactor
coolant.

Regardless of whether containment is challenged, this amount of activity in containment, if
released, could have such severe consequences that it is prudent to treat this as a potential loss of
containment, such that a General Emergency declaration is warranted. NUREG-1228, "Source
Estimations During Incident Response to Severe Nuclear Power Plant Accidents," indicates that
such conditions do not exist when the amount of clad damage is less than 20%.

Containment radiation is indicated on Containment High Range Radiation Monitors, RIA-2321 and
RIA-2322. The Containment High Range Radiation Monitors high alarm at 400 R/hr. [Ref. 5]

There is no "Loss" EAL associated with this item.

7. Other Indications

There are no "Loss" or potential loss EALs associated with this item.

8. Emergency Director Judgment

This EAL addresses any other factors that are to be used by the Emergency Director in
determining whether the Containment barrier is lost or potentially lost. Such a determination should
include imminent barrier degradation, barrier monitoring capability and dominant accident
sequences. [As discussed in NEI 99-01 rev. 4]

* Imminent barrier degradation exists if the degradation will likely occur within two hours
based on a projection of current safety system performance. The term 'imminent" refers to
recognition of the inability to reach safety acceptance criteria before completion of all
checks.
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* Barrier monitoring capability is decreased if there is a loss or lack of reliable indicators. This

assessment should include instrumentation operability concerns, readings from portable

instrumentation and consideration of offsite monitoring results.

X Dominant accident sequences lead to degradation of-all fission product barriers and likely

entry to EOP-9.0, "Functional Recovery." The Emergency Director should be mindful of the

Loss of AC power (Station Blackout) -and -ATWS EALs to assure timely emergency
classification declarations. [Ref. 7, 8]

In addition, the inability to monitor the barrier should also be incorporated in this EAL as a factor in

Emergency Director judgment that the barrier may be considered lost or potentially lost. (See also

IC SG1, "Prolonged Loss of All Offsite P6wer and Prolonged Loss of All Onsite AC Power", for

additional information.)
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PNP Basis Reference(s):

1. PNP SAMG, "Phase 1.0 Initial Diagnosis",

2. EOP Setpoint Basis

3. GAMG, "Combustion Engineering Generic Accident Management Guidelines

4. NMC calculation EA-JLV-04-01, "Determination of Containment Radiation Monitor and

Radiological Effluent Monitor EALs in Accordance with NEI 99-01 Revision 4"

5. ARP-33, "Auxiliary Systems Scheme EK-02 (C-11A)" Annunciator Nos. 1 and 2

6. El-7.0, "Emergency Post Accident Sampling and Determination of Fuel Failure Using Dose

Rates" Attachment 2, NSSS Sample Panel Piping Dose Rates

7. EOP-9.0, "Functional Recovery Procedure"

8. EOP-9.0, "Functional Recovery Procedure Basis"

9. ONP-23.1, "Primary Coolant Leak"

10. Regulatory Guide 1.7, "Control of Combustible Gas Concentrations in Containment

Following a Loss-of-Coolant Accident" dated November 1978

11. EOP-1.0, "Standard Post-Trip Actions"

12. FSAR Section 7.6, "CET System"

13. FSAR Section 5.8.1, "Containment Structure"

14. FSAR Section 9.10, "Chemical and Volume Control System"

15. EOP-4.0, "Loss of Coolant Accident Recovery Basis" Section 1.0 Introduction

16. FSAR Figure 14.18.1-1, "LOCA Containment Profile"

17. ARP-8, "Safeguards Safety Injection and Isolation Scheme EK-1 3" Annunciator Nos. 40, 41,

42,61

18. Vendor Drawing M1-BM Sh. 28, 'RLI Display Panel"

19. FSAR Section 7.4.6.3 "Reactor Vessel Level Monitoring System RVLMS"

20. Vendor Drawing M-398 Sh. 1005 "Level Setting Diagram Reactor Vessel Level Monitoring

System"

21. FSAR Section 7.4, "Instrumentation an-d Controls"
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TABLE H-O

Recognition Category H

Hazards and Other.Conditions Affecting Plant Safety

INITIATING CONDITION MATRIX
UE

HUI Natural and Destructive
Phenomena Affecting the
PROTECTED AREA.
Op. Modes: All

HU2 FIRE Within PROTECTED AREA
Boundary Not Extinguished
Within 15 Minutes of Detection.
Op. Modes:All -

HU3 Release of Toxic or Flammable
Gases Deemed Detrimental to
Safe Operation of the Plant.
Op. Modes: All,:

HU4 Confirmed Security Event Which
Indicates a Potential
Degradation in the Level of
Safety of the Plant.

* Op. Modes: All

HU5 Other Conditions Existing Which
In the Judgment of the
Emergency Director Warrant
Declaration of a UE.
Op. Modes: All

ALERT

HAI Natural and Destructive
Phenomena Affecting the Plant
VITAL AREA.
Op. Modes: All

HA2 FIRE or EXPLOSION Affecting
the Operability of Plant Safety
Systems Required to Establish
or Maintain Safe Shutdown.
Op. Modes: All

HA3 Release of Toxic or Flammable
Gases Within or Contiguous to a

X VITAL AREA Which Jeopardizes
- Operation of Safety Systems

Required to Establish or
Maintain Safe Shutdown.
Op. Modes: All:

SITE AREA EMERGENCY GENERAL EMERGENCY

.I

HA4 Confirmed Security Event in a
Plant PROTECTED AREA.
Op. Modes: All .

HA6 Other Conditions Existing Which
in the Judgment of the
Emergency Director Warrant
Declaration of an Alert.
Op. Modes: All

HA5 Control Room Evacuation Has
Been Initiated.
Op. Modes: All

HSI Confirmed Security Event in a
Plant VITAL AREA.
Op. Modes: All

HS3 Other Conditions Existing Which
in the Judgment of the
Emergency Director Warrant
Declaration of Site Area
Emergency.
Op. Modes: All

HS2 Control Room Evacuation Has
Been Initiated and Plant Control
Cannot Be Established.
Op. Modes: All

HGI Security Event Resulting in Loss
Of Physical Control of the
Facility.
Qp. Modes: Al

HG2 Other Conditions Existing Which
in the Judgment of the
Emergency Director Warrant
Declaration of General
Emergency.
Op. Modes: All
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HAZARDS AND OTHER'CONDITIONS
AFFECTING PLANT-SAFETY

HUI
Initiating Condition --'NOTIFICATION OF UNUSUAL EVENT

Natural and Destructive Phenomena Affecting the PROTECTED AREA.

Operating Mode-Applicability: All

Emergency Action Level: (HUI.1 orHUI.2-orHU1.3 orHU1.4orHU1.5'or HU1.6
or HU1.7)

HU11. Earthquake felt in plant as indicated by.

- Report by Plant Personnel to on'duty Control Room Personnel
AND
Confirmation from the National Earthquake Information Center

HU1.2. Report by plant personnel of to'rnado or high winds GREATER THAN 95 mph striking.
within PROTECTED AREA'boundary.',

HU1.3.' Vehicle crash into plant structures or systems within PROTECTED AREA boundary.

HU1.4. Report by plant personnel of an unanticipated EXPLOSION within PROTECTED AREA
boundary resulting in VISIBLE DAMAGE to permanent structure or equipment.

HU1.5. Report of turbine failure resultingin-casing penetration or damage to turbine or generator
seals.

HU1.6. Uncontrolled flooding in the following "areas of the plant that has the potential to affect
safety related equipment needed for the current operating mode:

* Emergency.Diesel Generator Rooms

* Engineered Safeguards Rooms

* AuxiliaryFeedwater Pump Room

* Switchgear Room IC

* Screen House

* Component Cooling Water, Pump Room'

HU1.7. High lake level: ultimate heat sink level GREATER THAN 590 ft elevation affecting the
PROTECTED AREA;

OR

Low lake level- ultimate heat sink level LESS THAN OR EQUAL TO 572 ft elevation.

Basis:
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UE in this IC are categorized on the basis of the occurrence of an event of sufficient magnitude to
be of concern to plant operators. Areas identified in the EALs define the -location of the event
based on the potential for damage to equipment'contained'therein. Escalation of the event to an
Alert occurs when the magnitude of the event is -sufficient to result in damage to equipment
contained in the specified location.

HU1.1. Damage may be caused to some portions of the site, but should not affect ability of safety
functions to operate. Method of detection is-based on validation by a reliable source and operator
assessment. As defined in the 'EPRI-sponsored "Guidelines for Nuclear Plant Response to an
Earthquake", dated October 1989, a "felt earthquake' is:

An earthquake of sufficient intensity such' that: (a) the vibratory ground motion is felt at the
nuclear plant site and recognized as an earthquake-based on a consensus of control room
operators on duty at the time, and-(b) for plants with operable seismic instrumentation, the

seismic switches of the plant are'activated. For most plants'with seismic instrumentation, the
seismic switches are set at an acceleration of about 0.01g.

Confirmation on seismic disturbances can be obtained from the National Earthquake Information
Center, Denver, Colorado, 1-303-273-8500 (normal hours), or 1-303-273-8428 (off normal hours).:
Seismic instrumentation is available onsite for post emergency assessment of earthquakes. [Ref.
1, 2]

HU1.2 is based on the assumption that a tornado striking (touching down) or high winds within the
PROTECTED AREA [Ref 41 may have potentially damaged plant structures containing functions or

systems required for safe shutdown :of thefplant.'The high'wind value is based on site-specific
FSAR'design basis of 100 mph [Ref. -3]. However, full-scale on the instrumentation used for
classification is 100 mph. A value-of 95 mph was chosen as the dlassification threshold, as this

will still be on-scale. If such' damage is confirmed 'visually or by other' in-plant indications,- the
event may be escalated to Alert.

HU1.3 is intended to address crashes'-of vehicle types large enough to cause significant damage
to plant structures containing functions 'arnd systems required for safe shutdown of the plant. If the

crash is confirmed to affect a plant VITAL AREA, the event may be escalated to Alert.

For HUI.4 only those EXPLOSIONs.:of -'sufficient force to damage permanent structures or
equipment within the PROTECTED AREA should be considered.'No attempt is made in this EAL
to assess the actual magnitude of the damage.- The occurrence of the EXPLOSION with reports'of
evidence'of damage is' sufficient for declaration. The Emergency director also needs'to consider
any security aspects of the EXPLOSION; if applicable.

HU1.5 is intended to address main turbine rotating component failures 'of sufficient magnitude to

cause observable damage to the turbinel casing-or to the seals of the turbine generator. Of major
concern -is the potential for leakage of-combustible fluids (lubricating oils) and gases' (hydrogen
cooling);to the plant environs' Actuai'FIREs -and flammable gas build -up are 'appropriately
classified via'HU2 -and HU3. Generator 'seal damage observedafter generator purge -does not
meet the intent of this EAL because it did not impact normal operation of the plant. This EAL is

consistent with the 'definition of a' UE `while maintaining the -anticipatory nature desired and

recognizing the risk to non-safety related 'equipment. Escalation of the emergency classification is
based on potential damage done by missiles-generated by the failure or in conjunction with a

steam generator tube' rupture.'These latter events' would be classified by the radiological ICs or

Fission Product Barrier ICs. [Ref. 5]
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HUI.6 addresses the effect of flooding caused by internal events such as component failures,
equipment misalignment, or outage activity mishaps. The site-specific areas include those areas
that contain systems required for safe shutdown of the plant, that are not designed to be wetted or
submerged. Escalation'of the emergency classification is based on the damage caused or by
access restrictions that prevent necessary plant operations or systems monitoring. [Ref. 6, 7, 8]

HU1.7 covers external flooding and low lake level. The nominal lake level is approximately 580 ft
elevation.

The high lake water level threshold is ground level, which'is approximately four feet below the
design flood-seiche event level of 594.1 ft elevation. This level is obtained by adding a 10.9 ft
onshore surge height to a maximum monthly mean lake level :of 583.2 ft elevation. When lake
water level approaches 590 ft elevation., ONP-12, "Acts of Nature", requires, initiation of a plant
shutdown [Ref. 2, 7, 9].

The low lake level is 216 in. below the Screen House floor level and ensures water level is well
above the sluice gate opening which is at,568.25 ft elevation. Water level at this elevation ensures
adequate NPSH to SWS pumps. The NPSH calculation'assumes a minimum water level of&4 feet
.above the bottom of the pump suction bell which corresponds to an elevation of 557.25 ft. Violation
of the SWS pump submergence requirement 'should'never become a factor unless the Lake
Michigan water level falls below the top of the 'sluice gate opening. ONP-6.1, 'Loss of Service
Water", requires tripping the 'reactor when service water bay level lowers below 572 ft. [Ref. 10]

PNP Basis Reference(s):

1. FSAR Section 2.4, "Seismicity"

2. ONP-12; "Acts of Nature"

3. FSAR Section 5.3.1.1, "Wind and Tornado Loadings - Design Parameters"

4. FSAR Figure 1-1, "Plant Area Plan"

5. FSAR Section 5.5, "Missile Protection"

6. 'DBD 7.08, 'Plant Protection against Flooding"

7. FSAR Section 5.4, "Water Level Design"

8. FSAR Section 5.6, "Dynamic Effects Of Pipe Rupture"

9. FSAR Section 2.2.2, "General Lake Hydrology"

10. ONP-6.1, "Loss of Service Water"
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HAZARDS AND OTHER-CONDITIONS
AFFECTING PLANT SAFETY

HU2
Initiating Condition - NOTIFICATION OF UNUSUAL EVENT

FIRE Within PROTECTED AREAE Boundary Not Extinguished Within 15 Minutes of
Detection.

Operating Mode Applicability: All

Emergency Action Level:

HU2.1. FIRE in buildings or areas contiguous'to any of the following (Table H-I) areas not
extinguished within 15 minutes of Control Room notification or verification of a Control
Room alarm.

Table H-1 - Plant VITAL AREAS

* Containment Structure

* Auxiliary Building

* Turbine Building

* Screenhouse

Basis:

The purpose of this IC is to address the magnitude and extent of FIREs that may be potentially
significant precursors to damage to safety systems. As used here, detection'is visual observation
and report by plant personnel or sensor alarm indication. The 15 minute time period begins with a
credible notification that a FIRE is' occurring, or indication of a VALID fire detection system alarm.
Verification of a fire detection system alarm includes actions that can be taken with'the control
room or other nearby site-specific location to ensure that the alarm is not spurious. A verified alarm
is assumed to be an indication of 'a FIRE unless it is disproved within'the 15 minute-period by
personnel dispatched to the scene. In other words, a 'personnel report from the scene may be
used to disprove a sensor alarm if received within 15 _minutes of the alarm,- but shall not be
required to verify the alarm.

The intent of this 15 minute duration is to size the FIRE and to discriminate against small FIREs
that are readily extinguished (e.g.-, smoldering waste paper basket). The Table H-1 areas are
limited and apply to buildings' and areas contiguous (in actual -contact with or immediately
adjacent) to plant VITAL'AREAs'or other'significant 'buildings or areas. The intent of this IC is not
to include buildings (i.e.,'warehouses) or'areas that are not contiguous (in actual contact with or
immediately adjacent)-to plant VITAL AREAs.'This EAL excludes FIREs within non-contiguous
administration buildings, waste-basket FIREs band other small FIREs of no'safety consequence.

Escalation to a higher'emergency class is by IC HA2, "FIRE or EXPLOSION Affecting the
Operability of Plant Safety Systems Required to Establish or Maintain Safe Shutdown." [Ref. 1]

PNP Basis Reference(s):
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1. ONP-25.1, "Fire Which Threatens Safety-Related Equipment"

I
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HAZARDS AND OTHER CONDITIONS
AFFECTING PLANT SAFETY

HU3
:Initiating Condition - NOTIFICATION OF UNUSUAL EVENT

Release of Toxic or Flammable Gases Deemed Detrimental to Normal Operation of
the Plant.

Operating Mode Applicability: All

Emergency Action Levels: : (HU3.1 or HU3.2)

HU3.1. Report or detection of toxic or flammable gases that has or could enter the site area
boundary in amounts that can affect NORMAL PLANT OPERATIONS.

HU3.2. Report by Local, County or State Officials for evacuation or sheltering of site personnel
based on an offsite event.

Basis:

This IC is based on the existence of uncontrolled releases of toxic or flammable gas that may

enter the site boundary and affect normal'plant operations. It is intended that'releases of toxic or

flammable gases are of sufficient quantity,' and the release point of such gases is such that normal
plant operations would be affected. This would preclude small or incidental'releases, or releases
that do not impact structures needed for plant operation. -The EALs are intended to not require
significant assessment or quantification.' -The IC assumes an uncontrolled process that has the

potential to affect plant operations, or personnel safety.

Escalation of this EAL is via HA3, which involvesa quantified release of toxic or flammable gas
affecting VITAL AREAs.

PNP Basis Reference(s):
None
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HAZARDS AND OTHER CONDITIONS
AFFECTING PLANT -SAFETY

HU4
Initiating Condition - NOTIFICATION OF UNUSUAL EVENT

Confirmed Security Event Which Indicates a Potential Degradation in the.evel of
Safety of the Plant.

Operating Mode Applicability: All '

-Emergency Action Levels: (HU4.1 or HU4.2)

HU4.1. Security Shift Leader reports ANY of the following:
*' Suspected SABOTAGE device discovered within the plant PROTECTED AREA

Suspected SABOTAGE device discovered outside the PROTECTED AREA or in the
plant switchyard

*Confirmed tampering with safety-related equipment
* A HOSTAGE/EXTORTION situation that disrupts NORMAL PLANT OPERATIONS
- CIVIL DISTURBANCE or strike which disrupts NORMAL PLANT OPERATIONS
* Internal disturbance that is not short lived or that is not a harmless' outburst involving

ANY individuals within-the PROTECTED AREA
* Malevolent use of a vehicle outside the PROTECTED AREA which disrupts NORMAL

:PLANT OPERATIONS

HU4.2. A credible site specific security threat notification.

Basis:

Reference is made to the Security Shift Leaders because these individuals are the designated
personnel on-site qualified and trained to codnfirm that a security event is occurring 'or has
occurred. Training on security event classification confirmation. is closely controlled due to the
strict secrecy controls placed on the plant Security Plan. [Ref. 1]

HU4.1 is based on the PNP'Site Security-Plans. Security events which do not represent a
potential degradation in the level of safety'of: theplant, are reported under 10 CFR 73.71 or in
some cases under 10 CFR 50.72.

INTRUSION into the plant PROTECTED'AREA by a HOSTILE FORCE would result in EAL
escalation to an ALERT.

The intent of HU42 is to ensure that appropriate notifications for the security threat are made in a
'timely manner. Only the plant to which the specific threat is made need declare the Notification of
an Unusual Event.

The determination of "credible" is made through use of information found in the Security Plan.

A higher initial classification could be made'based upon the nature and timing of the threat and
potential consequences. The licensee shall consider upgrading the emergency response status
and emergency classification in accordance with the Security Plan and Emergency Plans.
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PNP Basis Reference(s):

1. Security Plan (Safeguards Information)
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HAZARDS-AND OTHER CONDITIONS

AFFECTING PLANT SAFETY

HU5
Initiating Condition - NOTIFICATION'OF'UNUSUAL EVENT

Other Conditions Existing Which in the Judgrent'of the Emergency Director Warrant'
Declaration of a UE.

Operating Mode Applicability: All

'Emergency Action Level:

HU5.1. Other conditions exist which in the judgment of the Ermergency Director-indicate that
events are in process or have occurred which indicate a potential degradation of the level
of safety of the plant. No releases of radioactive material requiring 'offsite response or
monitoring are expected unless further degradation of safety systems occurs.

Basis:

This EAL is intended to address unanticipated conditions' not addressed explicitly elsewhere but
that warrant declaration of an emergency jbecause conditions exist which are believed by the
Emergency Director to fall under the UE emergency class.

From a broad perspective, one area that, may warrant Emergency Director judgment is related to
likely or actual breakdown of site-specific'event mitigating actions. Examples to'consider include
inadequate emergency response procedures, transient response either unexpected or not

- understood, failure or unavailability of emergency systems during an accident in excess 'of that
assumed in accident analysis, or insufficient availability of equipment'and/or support personnel.

*PNP Basis Reference(s):
None
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HAZARDS AND OTHER CONDITIONS
AFFECTING PLANT SAFETY

HAI
Initiating Condition - ALERT

Natural and Destructive Phenomena Affecting the Plant VITAL AREA.

Operating Mode Applicability: All

Emergency Action Levels: i (HA1.1 or HA1.2 or HAl.3 or HAA.4 or
; HA1.5 or HA1.6)

HA1.1. Seismic event GREATER THAN 0.1 g Operating Basis Earthquake (OBE) as indicated by
VISIBLE DAMAGE to any of the-following-(Table H-2) plant structures / equipment.

-Table H-2 VITAL AREAS/Safe Shutdown Equipment

* 'Containment Structure

* Auxiliary Building

*Turbine Building
* Screenhouse

* Safety Injection Refueling Water Tank (T-58)

* Condensate Storage Tank (T-2)
* Primary System Makeup Tank (T-81)

* Fuel Oil Storage Tank (T-1 OA)

HA1.2.; Tornado or high winds GREATER THAN 95 mph within PROTECTED AREA boundary
and resulting in VISIBLE DAMAGE'to any of the following (Table H-2) plant structures /
equipment or Control Room indication of degraded performance of those systems.

HA1.3. Vehicle crash within PROTECTED-AREA boundary and resulting in VISIBLE DAMAGE to
any of the following (Table H.2) plant structures or equipment therein or Control Room
indication-of degraded performance of those systems.

HA1.4. Turbine failure-generated missiles result in any VISIBLE DAMAGE to or penetration of
any of the following (Table H-2) plant areas.-

HA1.5;.- Uncontrolled flooding in areas of the plant listed below that results in degraded safety
system performance as indicated in the Control Room or that creates industrial safety
hazards (e.g., electric shock) that precludes access necessary to operate or monitor
safety equipment:

* Emergency Diesel Generator Rooms

* Engineered Safeguards Rooms

* Auxiliary Feedwater Pump Room
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* Switchgear Room IC-

* Screen House

* Component Cooling Water Pump Room

HA1.6. The following occurrences within PROTECTED AREA boundary and resulting in VISIBLE
DAMAGE to plant structures containing equipment necessary for safe shutdown, or has -
caused damage as evidenced by/Control Room indication of degraded performance of
those systems.

High lake level: ultimate heat sink level GREATER THAN 594 ft elevation

OR

Low lake level: ultimate heat sink level LESS THAN OR EQUAL TO'569 ft elevation.

Basis:

The Table H-2 areas contain systems and components required for the safe shutdown functions of
the plant. The PNP safe shutdown analyses were consulted for equipment and plant areas
required for the applicable mode. [Ref. 11] The EALs in this IC escalate from the UE EALs in HUI

in th)at the occurrence of the event has resulted in VISIBLEDAMAGE to plant structures or areas
containing equipment necessary for a 'safe shutdown, or has caused damage to the safety
systems in those structures evidenced by Control Room indications of degraded system response
or performance. The occurrence of VISIBLE DAMAGE and/or degraded system response is
intended'to discriminate against lesser events. The initial "report" should not be interpreted as
mandating a lengthy damage assessment prior to classification. No attempt is made in this'EAL to

assess the actual magnitude of the damage. -The significance here is not that a particular system
or structure was damaged, but rather, that the event was of sufficient magnitude to cause this

degradation. Escalation to higher classifications occur on the basis of other ICs (e.g., System
Malfunction).

HA1.1 is-based on the FSAR operating basis earthquake (OBE) of 0.1 g acceleration. Seismic
events of this magnitude can result in a plaht VITAL'AREA being -subjected to'forces beyond
design.limits, and thus damage may be assumed to have occurred to plant 'safety systems.
Confirmation on seismic disturbances'can' be obtained from the National Earthquake Information
Center, Denver, Colorado, 1-303-273-8500 (normal hours), or 1-303-273-8428 (off normal hours).
Seismic instrumentation is available onsite-for post emergency assessment of earthquakes. [Ref.1,

2]

HAI.2 is based on the FSAR design basis sustained wind speed of 100 mph. However, full-scale

on the instrumentation used for classification is 100mph. A value of 95-mph was chosen as the
classification threshold, as this will'still be on-scale. [Ref. 3] -Wind loads of this magnitude can

cause damage to safety functions.

EAL #s HA1.2, HA1.3, HA1.4 'and HA1.5 specify site-specific structures or areas containing
systems and functions required for safe shutdown of the plant.

HA1.3 is intended to address crashes'of vehicle types large enough to cause significant damage to

plant structures containing'functions and systems required for safe shutdown of the 'plant. [Ref. 4]

HA1.4 is intended to address the threat to safety related equipment imposed by missiles
generated by main turbine rotating component failures. Table H-2 lists areas that contain systems
and components required for the safe shutdown-functions of the plant..'This EAL is, therefore,
consistent with the'definition of an ALERT in that if'missiles have damaged or penetrated areas
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containing safety-related equipment the potential exists for substantial degradation of the level of

safety of the plant. [Ref. 4, 5]

HA1.5'addresses the effect of internal flooding that has resulted in degraded performance of

systems affected by the flooding, or has created industrial safety'hazards (e'.g., electrical shock)

that preclude necessary access to operate-or monitor safety equipment. The inability to operate or

monitor safety equipment represents a potential for substantial degradation of the' level of safety of

the .plant."This- flooding may have been caused by internal events such as'component failures,
equipment misalignment, or outage activity mishaps. The site-specific'areas includes those areas
that contain systems required for safe shutdown of the plant, that are not designed to be wetted or

submerged. [Ref 6, 7, 8]

HA1.6 covers flooding, low lake level or seiche'. This EAL can be a precursor of more serious
events. The high lake water level threshold is the design flood-seiche event level of 594.1 ft
elevation. (rounded'down to 594 ft).'This level is obtained by adding a 10.9 ft onshore surge height
to a maximum monthly mean lake level of 583.2 ft elevation. When lake water level approaches

590 ft elevation, ONP-12, "Acts of Nature", requires initiation of a plant shutdown. When lake water
level exceeds 590 ft water may start to e'nter the Turbine Building/Screen House, ONP-12 requires

tripping the reactor. [Ref. 2, 7, 9]

The low lake water level corresponds-to the" Screen House sluice gate opening of 568.25 ft

elevation.` (rounded to 569 ft). Water level'at this elevation ensures adequate NPSH to 'SWS

pumps. The NPSH calculation assumes 'a minimum water level of 4 feet above the -bottom of the

pump suction bell which corresponds to an elevation of 557.25 ft. Violation-of the SWS pump

submergence requirement should never.become a factor unless the Lake Michigan water level

falls below the top of the sluice gate opening. [Ref. 10].

PNP Basis Reference(s):

1. FSAR Section 2.4, "Seismicity"

2. ONP-12, -Acts of Nature"

3. FSAR Section 5.3.1.1, 'Wind and Tornado Loadings - Design Parameters"

4. FSAR Figure 1-1, "Plant Area Plan":-

5. FSAR Section 5.5, 'Missile Protection"

6. DBD 7.08, "Plant Protection against Flooding"

.7. FSAR Section 5.4, "Water Level Design"'

8. . FSAR Section 5.6, "Dynamic Effects Of Pipe Rupture"

9. FSAR Section 2.2.2, "General Lake Hydrology"

10. ONP-6.1, "Loss of Service Water"

11. ONP-25.1, "Fire Which Threaten's'Safety-Related Equipment"
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HAZARDS AND OTHER CONDITIONS
AFFECTING PLANT SAFETY

HA2
Initiating Condition - ALERT

* FIRE or EXPLOSION Affecting the .Operability of Plant Safety Systems Rquired to
Establish or Maintain Safe Shutdown;'- - '

Operating Mode Applicability: All
I ,

Emergency Action Level:

HA2.1' FIRE or EXPLOSION in any of the following (Table H-2) areas.

Table H-2 VITAL AREAS/Safe Shutdown Equipment

* Containment Structure

* Auxiliary Building

* Turbine Building

* Screenhouse

* Safety Injection Refueling Water Tank (T-58)

* Condensate Storage Tank (T-2)

Primary System Makeup Tank (T-81)

* Fuel Oil Storage Tank (T-1OA)

~;AND-

Affected system parameter indications show degraded performance OR plant personnel -
report VISIBLE DAMAGE to permanent structures or equipment within the 'specified area.

Basis:.

The Table H-2 areas -contain systems and components required for the safe shutdown functions of
the plant. The PNP safe shutdown analyses were consulted for;'equipment and plant areas
required for the applicable mode. This will make it easier to determine'if the FIRE or EXPLOSION
is potentially affecting one or more' redundant'trains of safety systems [Ref. 1]. Escalation to a
higher emergency class, if appropriate, will b'e based 'on System ' Malfunction, Fission Product
Barrier Degradation, Abnormal- Rad: Levels / Radiological Effluent, or Emergency Director
Judgment ICs.

This EAL'addresses a FIRE' I EXPLOSION and not the degradation 'in performance of affected
systems. System degradation'is addressed in the System Malfunction EALs. The reference to
damage of systems is used to identify the magnitude of the FIRE / EXPLOSION and to
discriminate against minor FIREs7I'EXPLOSIONs. The reference to safety systems is included to
discriminate against FIREs'/ EXPLOSIONs in areashaving a low probability of affecting safe
operation.' The significance here is n6t that a safety system was degraded but the fact that the
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FIRE / EXPLOSION was large enough to'cause damage to these systems. Thus, the designation

of a single train was intentional and is appropriate when the FIRE / EXPLOSION is large enough to

affect more than one component.

This situation is not the same as removing equipment for maintenance that is covered by a plant's

Technical Specifications. Removal of equipment for maintenance is a planned activity controlled in

accordance with procedures and, as such, 'does not constitute a substantial degradation in the

level of safety of the plant. A FIRE / EXPLOSION is-an UNPLANNED activity and, as such, does

constitute a substantial degradation in thelevel of safety of the plant. In this situation, an Alert

classification is warranted.

The inclusion of a "report of VISIBLE DAMAGE" should not be interpreted as mandating a lengthy

damage assessment prior to classification.: No attempt is made in this EAL to assess the actual

magnitude of the damage. The occurrence of the EXPLOSION with reports of evidence of damage

is sufficient for declaration. The declaration of an-Alert and the activation of the Technical Support

Center will provide the Emergency Director with the resources needed to'perform these-damage

assessments. The Emergency Director alson.'eeds to consider any security aspects of the'

EXPLOSIONs, if applicable. [Ref. 1]

PNP Basis Reference(s):

1. ONP-25.1,"Fire Which Threatens Safety-Related Equipment"
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HAZARDS AND-OTHER CONDITIONS
AFFECTING PLANT SAFETY

HA3
Initiating Condition -ALERT

Release of Toxic or Flammable Gases Within or Contiguous to a VITAL AREA Which
Jeopardizes Operation of Systems Required to Maintain Safe Operations or
Establish or Maintain Safe Shutdown.

Operating Mode Applicability: All

Emergency Action Levels: : (HA3.1 or HA3.2)

HA3M1. Report or detection of toxic gases within or contiguous to a VITAL AREA (Table H-l) in
concentrations that may result in an atmosphere IMMEDIATELY DANGEROUS TO LIFE
AND HEALTH (IDLH).

Table H-I ' Plant VITAL AREAS

* Containment Structure

* Auxiliary Building

* Turbine Building

* Screenhouse

HA3.2. Report or detection of gases in concentration greater than the LOWER FLAMMABILITY
LIMIT within or contiguous-to a VITAL AREA (Table H-I).

Basis:

This IC is based on gases that affect the safe operation of the plant. This IC applies to buildings
and areas contiguous to plant VITAL'AREAs or other significant buildings or areasi[Ref. I]. The
intent of this IC is not to include buildings (e.g., warehouses) or other areas that are not contiguous
or immediately adjacent to plant VITAL AREAs.' It is appropriate that increased monitoring be done
to ascertain whether consequential damage has occurred. Escalation to a higher erriergency class,
if appropriate, -will be ba'sed on System Malfunction, Fission Product Barrier Degradation,
Abnormal Rad Levels I Radioactive Effluent,or Emergency Director Judgment ICs.'

HA3.1 Is met if measurement of toxic gas concentration results inian atmosphere that is IDLH
within a VITAL AREA or any area or building contiguous to VITAL AREA. Exposure to an IDLH
atmosphere will result in'immediate harm to unprotected personnel, and would preclude access to
any such affected areas.

HA3.2 is met when the flammable gas concentration'in a VITAL AREA or any building or area
contiguous to a VITAL AREA exceed the'LOWERFLAMMABILITY LIMIT. Flammable gasses,
such as hydrogen and acetylene, are routinely used to maintain plant systems (hydrogen) or to
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repair equipment/components (acetylene - used in welding). This EAL addresses concentrations at

which gases can ignite/support combustion. An uncontrolled release of flammable gasses within a

facility structure has the potential to affect safe operation of the plant by limiting either operator or

equipment operations due to the potential for ignition and resulting equipment damage/personnel
injury. Once it has been determined that ani ,uncontrolled release is occurring, then sampling must

be done to determine if the concentration of the released gas is within this range.

PNP Basis Reference(s):

1. ONP-25.1, -Fire Which Threatens Safety-Related Equipment"
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HAZARDS ANDIOTHER CONDITIONS
AFFECTING PLANT SAFETY

HA4
Initiating Condition -- ALERT

Confirmed Security Event in a Plant PROTECTED AREA.

Operating Mode Applicability:,- ' All

Emergency Action Levels: (HA4.1 or HA4.2)

HA4.1. INTRUSION into the plant PROTECTED AREA by a HOSTILE FORCE.

HA4.2. Security Shift Leader reports any of the'following:
* SABOTAGE device discovered in the plant PROTECTED AREA
* Standoff attack on the PROTECTED AREA by a HOSTILE FORCE (i.e., Sniper)
* ANY Security event of increasing severity that persists for GREATER THAN 30

- ~~min.: ?-,
* Credible BOMB threats
* HOSTAGE/EXTORTION
* Suspicious FIRE OR EXPLOSION
* Significant Security System Hardware Failure
* Loss of Guard Post Contact

Basis:

This class of security events represents an escalated threat to plant safety above that contained in
the UE. A confirmed INTRUSION report is satisfied if physical evidence indicates the presence of
a HOSTILE FORCE within the PROTECTED AREA.

The Security Plan identifies numerous events/conditions that'constitute a threat/compromise to
station security. Only those events'that involve actual or potential substantial degradation to the
level of safety of the plant need to be considered.

INTRUSION into a VITAL AREA by a HOSTILE FORCE will escalate this event to a Site Area
Emergency.

Reference is'made to Security Shift Leaders because these individuals are the designated
personnel on-site qualified and trained to confirm that a- security event is occurring or has
occurred. Training on security event classification confirmation is closely controlled due to the
strict secrecy controls placed'on the plant Security Plan. [Ref. 1]

PNP Basis Reference(s):
1. Security Plan (Safeguards)
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HAZARDS AND OTHER CONDITIONS

AFFECTING:PLANT SAFETY

HA5
Initiating Condition - ALERT

Control Room Evacuation Has Been Initiated.

Operating Mode Applicability:' All

Emergency Action Level:

HA5.1. 'Entry into ONP-25.2, "Alternate Safe'Shutdown" for Control Room evacuation.

Basis:

With the Control Room evacuated, additional support, monitoring and direction through the
Technical Support Center and/or other emergency response facility is 'necessary. ONP-25.2,
-"Alternate-Safe Shutdown", provides specific instructions for evacuating the Control Room and
establishing plant control at remote Panels C-150 Auxiliary Hot Shutdown Panel/C-1 50A'Auxiliary
Hot Shutdown Monitoring Panel. Inability to establish plant control from outside the control room
will escalate this event to a Site Area Emergency. [Ref. 1]

PNP Basis Reference(s):
1. ONP-25.2, "Alternate Safe Shutdown"
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HAZARDS AND OTHER CONDITIONS

AFFECTING PLANT SAFETY

HA6
Initiating Condition -- ALERT

Other Conditions Existing Which in the Judgmnent of the Emergency Director Warrant'

Declaration of an Alert.

Operating Mode Applicability: All

Emergency Action Level:

HA6.1. Other conditions exist which in the judgment of the Emergency Director indicate that
events are in process or have occurred which involve actual or likely potential substantial
degradation of the level of safety of the plant. Any releases are expected to be limited to
small fractions of the EPA Protective Action Guideline exposure levels.

Basis:

This EAL is intended to address unanticipated conditions not addressed explicitly elsewhere but
that warrant'declaration of an emergency because conditions exist which are believed by the
Emergency Director to fall under the'Alert emergency class.

PNP Basis Reference(s):
None
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HAZARDS AND'OTHER CONDITIONS

AFFECTING PLANT SAFETY

HSI
Initiating Condition - SITE AREA'EMERGENCY

Confirmed Security Event in a Plant VITAL AREA.

Operating Mode-Applicability:' All

Emergency Action Levels: (HS1.1 or HS1.2)

HS1.1. INTRUSION into the plant VITAL AREA by a HOSTILE FORCE.

HS1.2. Security Shift Leader reports anyof the following:
* SABOTAGE discovered in a VITAL AREA.

HOSTAGE/EXTORTION imna VITAL AREA.

Basis:

This class of security events represents an escalated threat to plant safety above that contained in

the Alert IC in that a HOSTILE FORCE has progressed from the PROTECTED AREA to a VITAL.

AREA.

Loss of Plant Control would escalate this' event to a GENERAL EMERGENCY.

Reference is made to Security Shift Leaders because these individuals -are the designated

personnel 'on-site qualified and trained to confirm that a security event is -occurring or has

occurred. Training on security event classification confirmation' is closely controlled due-to the

strict secrecy controls placed on the plant Security Plan. [Ref 1]

PNP Basis Reference(s):
1. Security Plan
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HAZARDS AND OTHER CONDITIONS
AFFECTING PLANT 'SAFETY

Initiating Condition - SITE AREA EMERGENCY HS2

Control Room Evacuation Has-Been Initiated and Plant Corbrol Cannot Be

Established. -

Operating Mode Applicability: All

Emergency Action Level:

HS2.1. Control Room evacuation has been initiated.

AND

Control of the plant cannot be established per ONP- 25.2, "Alternate Safe Shutdown"
procedure within 15 minutes.

Basis:

-Expeditious transfer of safety systems has not occurred but fission product barrier damage may

not yet be indicated: The intent of this IC is to capture those events where control of the plant
cannot be reestablished in a timely manner. -The 'determination of whether or not control is

established at the remote shutdown panel is based on Emergency Director (ED) judgment. The ED
is expected to 'make a reasonable, informed judgment within the time for transfer that the operator
has control of the plant from the remote shutdown panel.

ONP-25.2, Alternate Safe Shutdown, provides specific instructions for evacuating the Control

* Room and establishing plant control at the remote' Panels C-150 Auxiliary Hot Shutdown Panel /

C-150A Auxiliary'Hot Shutdown Monitoring Panel.' ONP-25.2 also specifies required times for
completing individual operator actions to' control the plant.. The required times for completing all of

these actions are greater than 15 minutes with thehexception of isolating atmospheric steam
dumps. Steam dumps need to be isolated within six-minutes to avoidbovercooling the PCS.
However, this action would be completed prior' to -establishing c ontrol -at C-150/C-150A.' The 15

minute limit is established to ensure control is 'established at C-150/C-150A in sufficient time to
allow completion of the remaining actiors ini ONP-25.2. [Ref. 1]

The intent of the EAL is to establish control of important plant equipment and knowledge of
important plant parameters 'in atimely manner. Primary emphasis should be placed on those
components and instruments that supply protection for and information about safety functions.

Typically, these safety functions are reactivity'control (ability to shutdown the reactor and maintain
it shutdown), PCS inventory '(ability-to cool-the core), and secondary heat removal (ability to

maintain a heat sink).

Escalation of this event, if appropriate, would be by Fission Product Barrier Degradation, Abnormal

Rad Levels/Radiological Effluent, or Emergency Director Judgrment lCs.

PNP Basis Reference(s):'
1. ONP-25.2, "Alternate Safe Shutdown"
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HAZARDS AND OTHER CONDITIONS

AFFECTING PLANT SAFETY

HS3
Initiating Condition - SITE AREA EMERGENCY

Other Conditions Existing Which in the Judgment of the Emergency Director Warrant

Declaration of Site Area Emergency.

Operating Mode Applicability: All

Emergency'Action Level:

HS3.1. Other conditions exist which in the judgment of the Emergency Director indicate that
events are in process or have occurred which involve actual or likely major failures of
plant functions needed for protection of the public. Any releases are not expected to
result in exposure levels which exceed EPA Protective Action Guideline exposure levels
beyond the site boundary.

Basis:

This EAL is intended to address unanticipated conditions not addressed explicitly elsewhere but

that warrant declaration Qf an emergency-because conditions exist which'are believed by the
Emergency Director to fall under the emergency.class description for Site Area Emergency.:'

PNP Basis Reference(s):
None '
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HAZARDS AND OTHER CONDITIONS
AFFECTING PLANT SAFETY

HG1
Initiating Condition - GENERAL EMERGENCY

Security Event Resulting in Loss Of Physical Control of the Facility.

Operating Mode Applicability: All

Emergency Action Level:

HG 1.1. A HOSTILE FORCE has taken control of plant equipment such that plant personnel are
unable to operate equipment required to maintain safety functions as indicated by loss of
physical control of EITHER:

A VITAL AREA such that operation of equipment required for'safe shutdown is lost

* OR

Spent fuel pool cooling systems if imminent fuel damage is likely (e.g., freshly off-
loaded reactor core in the pool).

Basis:

This IC encompasses conditions under which a 'HOSTILE FORCE has taken physical control of
VITAL AREAs (containing vital equipment or 'controls of vital equipment) required to maintain
safety functions and control of that equipment cannot be transferred to and operated from' another
location. Typically, these safety functions are reactivity control (ability to shut down the reactor and
keep it shutdown), PCS inventory (ability to cool the core), and secondary heat removal (ability to
maintain a heat sink). If control of the plant equipment necessary to maintain safety' functions can
be transferred to another location, then-the above initiating condition is not met.

This EAL should also address loss'of physical contro'of 'spent fuel'pool cooling systems if
imminent fuel damage is likely (e.g.jfreshly off-loaded reactor core in pool).

Loss of physical -control of the control room or remote shutdown capability alone may not prevent
the ability to maintain-safety functions per se;[Ref. 1]

PNP Basis Reference(s):
1. Security Plan'(Safeguards)X
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HAZARDS AND'OTHER CONDITIONS

AFFECTING-PLANT SAFETY

HG2
I nitiating Condition- GENERAL EMERGENCY

Other Conditions Existing \Atiich in the Judgment of the Emergency Director Warrant
Declaration of General Emergency.'-

Operating Mode Applicability: All

Emergency Action Level:

HG2.1. Other conditions exist which in the judgment of the Emergency Director indicate that
events are in process or have occurred which involve actual or imminent substantial core
degradation or melting with potential for loss of containment integrity. Releases can be

-- reasonably expected to exceedEPA Protective Action Guideline exposure levels offsite
for more than the immediate site' area.

Ba'sis:

This EAL is intended to address unanticipated conditions not'addressed explicitly elsewhere but

that warrant declaration of an emergency 'because conditions exist which are believed by the

Emergency Director to fall under the General Emergency class.

PNP Basis Reference(s):
None
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Table S-0

Recognition Category S

System Malfunction

INITIATING CONDITION MATRIX

ALERT SITE AREA EMERGENCYUE

SUI Loss of All Offsite Power to
Essential Busses for GREATER
THAN 15 Minutes.
Op. Modes: Power Operation,

: Startup, Hot Standby, Hot
Shutdown

SA5 AC power capability to'essential
busses reduced to a single
power source for GREATER
THAN 15 minutes such that any
additional single failure would
result in station blackout.
Op. Modes: Power Operation,
Startup, Hot Standby, Hot
Shutdown

SA2 Failure of Reactor Protection
System Instrumentation to Com-
plete or Initiate an Automatic
Reactor Scram Once a Reactor
Protection System Setpoint Has,
Been Exceeded and Manual
Scram Was Successful.
Op. Modes: Power Operation,
Startup, Hot Standby

SA3 Deleted

SA4 UNPLANNED Loss of Most or All
*Safety'System Annunciation or

Indication in Control Room With
*Either (1)'a SIGNIFICANT

TRANSIENT in Progress, or (2)
Compensatory Non-Alarming
Indicators are Unavailabl&.
Op. Modes: Power Operation,
Startup, Hot Standby, Hot
Shutdown

SS1 Loss of All Offsite Power and
Loss of All Onsite AC Power to
Essential Busses.
Op. Modes: Power Operation,
Startup, Hot Standby, Hot
Shutdown

GENERAL EMERGENCY

SGI Prolonged Loss of All Offsite
Power and Prolonged Loss of All
Onsite AC Power to Essential
Busses.
Op. Modes: Power Operation,
Startup, Hot Standby, Hot
Shutdown

SG2 Failure of the Reactor Protection
System toComplete an Auto-
matic Scram and Manual Scram
was NOT Successful and There
is Indication of an Extreme'
Challenge to the Ability to Cool
the Core.,
Op. Modes: Power Operation,
Startup

SS2 Failure of Reactor Protection
System Instrumentation to Com-
plete or Initiate an Automatic
Reactor Scram Once a Reactor
Protecti6n System Setpoint Has,
Been Exceeded and Manual

-Scram Was NOT Successful.
Op. Modes: Power Operation,
Startup .

SU2 Inability to Reach Required
Shutdown Within Technical
Specification Limits.
Op. Modes: Power Operation,
Startup, Hot Standby, Hot
Shutdown:-

SU3 UNPLANNED Loss of Most or All
Safety System Annunciation or
Indication in The Control Room
for GREATER THAN15 Minutes
Op. Modes: Power Operation,
Startup, Hot Standby, Hot
Shutdown

SS4 Complete Loss of Heat Removal
Capability.
Op. M6des: Power Operation,
Startup, Hot Standby, Hot
Shutdown

SS6 Inability to Monitor a.
SIGNIFICANT TRANSIENT in
Progress.
Op. Modes: Power Operation,
Startup, Hot Standby, Hot
Shutdown
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Recognition Category S

System Malfunction

INITIATING CONDITION MATRIX

SU7 Deleted SAI Deleted SS3 Loss of All Vital DC Power.
Op. Modes: Power Operation,
Startup; Hot Standby, Hot
Shutdown

SU4 Fuel Clad Degradation..
Op. Modes: Power Operation,
Startup, Hot Standby, Hot
Shutdown

SU5 PCS Leakage.
Op. Modes: Power Operation,
Startup, Hot Standby, Hot
Shutdown;

SU6 UNPLANNED Loss of All Onsite
or Offsite Communications
Capabilities.-
Op. Modes: Power Operation,
Startup, Hot Standby, Hot
Shutdown

SUB Inadvertent Criticality.
Op Modes: Hot Standby, Hot
Shutdown

SS5 Deleted.
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SYSTEM MALFUNCTION

Sul.
Initiating Condition,- NOTIFICATION OF UNUSUAL EVENT

Loss of All Offsite Power to Essential Busses forGREATER THAN 15 Minutes.

Operating Mode Applicability: Power Operation
Startup
Hot Standby
Hot Shutdown

Emergency Action Level:

SU .1. Loss of all offsite power to both Vital 2400 VAC busses 1 C and 1D for-GREATER THAN
15 minutes.

.AND

Both emergency diesel generators are supplying power to both Vital 2400 VAC busses
1Cand 1D.

Basis:

Prolonged loss of AC power reduces required redundancy and potentially degrades the level of
safety of the plant by rendering the plant more-vulnerable'to a complete Loss of AC Power (e.g.,
Station Blackout). Fifteen minutes was selected as a threshold to exclude-transient or momentary
power losses.

The 2400 VAC system consists of Safegu'ard Transformer 1-1, Station Power Transformer 1-2,
Start Up Transformer 1-2, four 2400'VAC busses (10C, D, 1E and Safeguards). Busses IC and-
ID are the VITAL (essential) busses that supply power to engineered safeguards'loads. [Ref. 1]
Diesel Generator 1-1 will start when an u'ndervoltage is sensed on 2400 Volt Bus IC and Diesel
Generator 1-2 will start when an undervoltage is sensed on 2400 Volt Bus ID.[Ref. 2]

PNP Basis Reference(s):

1. FSAR Section 8.3.2, "Electrical Systems - 2,400 Volt System"

2. FSAR Section 8.4.1, "Electrical Systems - Emergency Generators"
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SYSTEM MALFUNCTION

SU2
Initiating Condition-- NOTIFICATION-OF UNUSUAL EVENT

Inability to Reach Required Shutdown Within Technical Specification Limits. -

Operating Mode Applicability': Power Operation
Startup

"Hot Standby
Hot Shutdown

Emergency Action Level:

SU2.1. Plant is not brought to required operating mode within Technical Specifications LCO
Action Statement Time.

Basis:

Limiting Conditions of Operation (LCOs) require the plant to be brought to a required shutdown
mode when'the'Technical Specification required configuration cannot be restored. Depending'on
the circumstances, this may or may not bean emergency or precursor to a more severe condition.
In any case, the initiation Qf plant shutdown required-by the PNP Technical Specifications requires
a one hour report under 10 CFR 50.72;(b) Non-emergency events. The'plant is'within' its safety
envelope-when being shut down within the'allowable action statement time in the Technical
Specifications. An immediate UE isirequired ,when the plant is not brought to -the required
operating-'mode within the -llowable 'action' statement time in' the Technical' Specifications.
Declaration of a UE is based on the time at which the LCO-specified action statement time'period
elapses under the site Technical Specifications' anid is not related to how long a condition may
have existed. Other required Technical'Specification shutdowns that involve precursors.to more
serious events are addressed by other System Malfunction, Hazards, or Fission Product-Barrier
Degradation ICs.

PNP Basis Reference(s):

1. 'None '
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SYSTEM MALFUNCTION
SU3

Initiating Condition-- NOTIFICATION OF UNUSUAL EVENT

UNPLANNED Loss of Most or All Safety System Annunciation or Indication in The

Control Room for GREATER THAN 15 Minutes

Operating Mode Applicabilit,y: 'Power Operation
Startup
'Hot Standby
Ho Shutdown

I ,

Emergency Action Level:

SU3.1. 'UNPLANNED loss of most or all annunciators or indicators associated with safety

- systems for GREATER THAN 15 minutes on the following:

* EC-02/12 - Reactor/PCPs-
* EC-03/13 - Safety Injection/Containment Cooling & Isolation systems / Ventilation

* EC-04 - Electrical
* EC-06 - RPS.
* EC-08 - Service Water/Component Cooling
* EC-1 1 (Rear) - Rad Monitors

EC-1 1A (Front) - Control Room'HVAC 1 Reactor Vessel Level I Core Exit

Thermocouples
* EC-27 - Thermal Margin Monitors

Basis:

This IC and its associated EAL are intended to' recognize the difficulty associated with monitoring

changing plant conditions without'the' use'of a major portion of the annunciation or indication

equipment.

Recognition of the availability of computer based indication equipment is considered (e.g., PPC).

[Ref. 1]

Quantification of "Most" is arbitrary, however, it is estimated that if approximately 75% of the safety

system annunciators 'or indicators -are' lost,;there -is an increased risk that a degraded -plant

condition could go undetected. It is not intended that'plant personnel perform a detailed count of

the instrumentation lost but use the value as a judgment threshold for determining the severity of

the plant conditions;.-

It is further recognized that plant design provides redundant safety system indication powered from

separate uninterruptable power,:supplies.--While failure of a large portion of annunciators is more

likely than a failure of a large- portion-of indications, the concern is included in' this EAL -due to

difficulty associated with assessment of plait conditions>.The loss of specific, or several, safety

system indicators should remain a function'of that'specific-systemn or component operability status.,

This will be addressed by' the specific 'Technical Specification. The initiation of,-a' Technical

Specification' imposed plant shutdown related to' the''instrument loss will be reported :via 10 CFR

50.72. If the shutdown is not in compliance'with the Technical Specification action, the'UE is based

on SU2 "Inability to Reach Required Shutdown Within Technical Specification Limits."
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The specified annunciators [Ref. 2, 3, 4,-5, 6,'77] or indicators [Ref. 8] for this EAL include those

identified in the Off Normal Procedures, in the -Emergency Operating Procedures, and in other

EALs (e.g., area, process, and/or effluent rad monitors, etc.).

Fifteen minutes was'selected as a threshold to exclude transient or momentary power losses.

Due 'to the -limited "number of safety systems in 'operation during cold shutdown, refueling, and

'defueled modes, no IC is indicated during these modes of operation.

This UE will be escalated to an Alert if a transient is in progress during the loss of annunciation or

indication.

PNP Basis Reference(s):

1. FSAR Section 7.6.2.5, "Instrumentation and Controls - Palisades Plant Computer"

2. ARP-4, "Primary System Volume Level Pressure Scheme EK-07 (C-12)"

3. ARP-5, "Primary Coolant Pump Steam-Generator and Rod Drives Scheme EK-09 (C-12)"

4. ARP-7, "Auxiliary Systems Scheme EK-11 (0-13)"

5. ARP-8, "Safeguards Safety Injection and Isolation Scheme EK-13 (C-13)"

6. ARP-21, "Reactor Protective System Scheme EK-06 (C-06)"

7. ARP-33. "Auxiliary Systems'Scheme EK-02 (C-11A)"

8. P&ID Equipment Location Reactor and Aux. Bldg. M-4 (C-5/6) [For EC-02, 03, 04, 06, 08, 11,

11A, 12, 13 & 27]
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SYSTEM MALFUNCTION

SU4
Initiating Condition i NOTIFICATION OF UNUSUAL EVENT

Fuel Clad Degradation.

Operating Mode Applicability: Power Operation
-Startup
-Hot Standby

::-Hot Shutdown

Emergency Action Levels: (SU4.1 or SU4.2)

SU4:1. Any of the following radiation monitors with a VALID PPC urgent alarm indicating fuel clad
-degradation GREATER THAN Technical Specification allowable limits.

Containment Isolation High Radiation Monitor - RIA-1805
Containment Isolation High Radiation Monitor - RIA-1806
Containment Isolation High Radiation Monitor- RIA-1 807
Containment Isolation High Radiation Monitor - RIA-1 808

*otimn .slto Hih Raiai, Moio - RI- -.

SU4.2; Coolant sample activity GREATER THAN OR EQUAL TO 40 pCi/gm dose equivalent I-

131 indicating fuel clad degradation.'

Basis:-

This'IC is included as a UE because it is considered to be a potential degradation in the level of
safety of the plant and a potential precursor of more serious problems. SU4.1 addresses site-
specific radiation monitor readingsthat provide indication of fuel clad integrity. The Containment
Isolation High Radiation Monitors will initiate containment isolation on 2 out of 4 coincidence logic
at a high alarm reading of 10 R/hr [Ref. 1]. Assured effectiveness'of these monitors has been
verified by actual testing for the case of core damage assuming approximately 1%'failed fuel
without LOCA [Ref. 2]. A special test conducted in 1980 in response to NUREG-0737 verified that
with approximately 1% failed fuel the'Containment Isolation High'Radiation monitors would'
indicate 4.5 Rem/hour [Ref. 3]. The PPC urgent alarm is set at one tenth of that value, 0.45
Rem/hour, irdicating fuel clad degradation [Ref. 4].

SU4.2 addresses coolant samples exceeding c6olant technical specifications for iodine spike. The
Technical Specification safety analysis shows the radiological consequences'of an SGTR accident
are within a small fraction of the 10 CFR 100 dose guideline limits Operation with iodine specific
activity levels'greater than the LCO limit of 1.0 uCi/gm is permissible, if the activity levels do not
exceed the limit of 40 iCi/gm for more than 48 hours. -

This is acceptable because of the'low probability of a SGTR accident' occurring during 'the
established 48 hour'time limit. -The occurrence of a SGTR accident at' these permissible levels
could increase the site boundary dose levels,' but still be within 10 CFR 100 dose guideline limits.
[Ref. 5, 6]

Escalation of this IC to the Alert level is via the Fission' Product Barrier Degradation Monitoring lCs.
Though the referenced Technical Specification limits are mode dependent, it is appropriate that the
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EAL's be applicable in all modes, as they indicate a potential degradation in the level of safety of

the plant. The companion IC to SU4 for the Cold Shutdown/Refueling modes is CU5.

PNP Basis Reference(s):

1. ARP-8, "Safeguards Safety Injection and Isolation Scheme EK-13 (EC-13)" (Window #63)

2. FSAR Chapter 7, "Instrumentation and -Controls", Section 7.3, Engineered Safeguards
Controls, Step 7.3.3.3, "Design Analysis" --

3. Consumers Power Company, Response to NUREG-0737, December 19, 1980 (Item IL.E.4.3 -
Special Test of April 15, 1980)

4. PPC Containment Isolation High Radiation Monitor Urgent Alarm Setpoints

5. Technical Specifications 3.4.16, "PCSSpecific Activity"

6. Technical Specifications B 3.4.16, "PCS Specific Activity''
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S Y T, M A L T. I O N

SYSTEMIMALFUNCTION

SU5
Initiating Condition'-- NOTIFICATION OF UNUSUAL EVENT

PCS Leakage. -

Operating Mode Applicability:

Emergency Action Levels:

. Power Operation
Startup

o - Hot Standby
Hot Shutdown

I(SU5.1 or SU5.2)

I

SU5.1. Unidentified or pressure boundary leaka-ge GREATER THAN 10 gpm.

SU5.2. Identified leakage GREATER THAN 25 gpm.

Basis:

This IC is included as a UE becauseit may-be a precursor of more serious conditions and, as

result, is considered to be a potential degradation of the level of safety of the plant.

The 10 gpm value for the unidentified and -Xpressure boundary leakage was selected .as it is

observable with :normal control room '-indications.:Lesser values must generally be determined

through time-consuming surveillance'tests (e.g., mass balances). The EAL for-identified leakage is,
set at a higher value* due to the lesser 'significance of -identified leakage in' comparison to

unidentified or pressure boundary leakage.--In either case, escalation of this IC to the Alert level is

via Fission Product Barrier Degradation ICs.'.

PNP Basis Reference(s):

None

PNP Technical Basis
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SYSTEM MALFUNCTION

SU6
Initiating Condition-- NOTIFICATION OF UNUSUAL EVENT

-UNPLANNED Loss of All Onsiteor Offsite Communications Capabilities.

Operating Mode Applicability:

Emergency Action Levels:

Power Operation
I Startup

:1~ : XHot Standby
-i -Hot Shutdown

: (SU6.1 orSU6.2)

SU6.1. Loss of all Table C-1 onsite communications capability affecting the ability to perform
routine operations. -

TableC-1 OnsiteCommunications'Systems

* Telephone system

. Onsite/offsite radio system'- -

* Public address system

SU6.2. Loss of all Table C-2 offsite communications capability.

Table C-2 Offsite Communications Systems

Telephone system

* Power failure phones

* FTS phone system

* Satellite phone

Basis:

The purpose of this IC and its associated EALs is to' recognize a loss of communications capability
that either defeats the plant operatiorns staff ability to perform routine tasks necessary for plant
operations or the'ability to 'communicate problems with offsite authorities.'-The' loss of offsite
communications ability is expected6to be significantly more comprehensive than the condition
addressedby 10 CFR50.72.'

The availability of one method of ordinary offsite communications is sufficient to-inform state and
local authorities'of plant problems. This EAL -is: intended toibe used only-when extraordinary
means (eg., relaying of, information from radio transmissions, individuals being: sent to offsite
locations, etc.) are being utilized to make communicatiorns'possible.

Table'C-1 onsite communications loss'[Ref. l] encompasses the loss ofall means of routine
communications (e.g., commercial telephones, sound powered phone systems, page party system
(Gaitronics) and radios / walkie talkies).

PNP Technical Basis I -:S-10



Table C-2 offsite communications loss:[Ref. 1,'.2, 3] encompasses the loss of all means of
communications with offsite authorities.- This includes the ,ENS, commercial telephone lines,
telecopy transmissions, and dedicated phone systems.

PNP Basis Reference(s):

1. FSAR Section 7.7.8, "Instrumentation and ControIs -

2. SOP-31, "Plant Lighting and Communicationsi

3. El-15.2, -Communications Tests"

In-Plant Communication System"
,;.

.~~ * ,
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SYSTEM MALFUNCTION

SU8
Initiating Condition - NOTIFICATION OF UNUSUAL EVENT

Inadvertent Criticality.

Operating Mode Applicability Hot Standby
Hot Shutdown

Emergency Action Level: (SU8.1)

SU8.1. An UNPLANNED sustained positive startup rate observed on nuclear instrumentation.

Basis:

This IC addresses inadvertent criticality'events. While the primary concern of this.IC is criticality

events that occur in Cold Shutdown or Refueling modes (NUREG 1449, Shutdown'and Low-Power
Operation at Commercial Nuclear Power. Plants in the United States),'the IC is applicable in other

modes in-which inadvertent criticalities'are possible. This IC indicates a potential degradation of

the level 'of safety of theplant, warranting an UE classification. This' IC excludes inadvertent
criticalities that occur during planned reactivity changes associated with reactor startups (e.g.,

criticality earlier than estimated). The Cold Shutdown/Refueling IC is CU8.

This condition can be identified using the startup rate monitor. The term "sustained" is used in

order to allow exclusion of expected sh'ort'-term positive startup rates from planned control rod
movements such as shutdown bank withdrawal. These short term' positive startup rates are the

result of the rise in neutron population due to subcritical multiplication.

-Escalation would be by the Fission Product Barrier Matrix, as appropriate to the operating mode at
-the time of the event, or by Emergency Director Judgment.

PNP Basis Reference(s):

None
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SYSTEM MALFUNCTION

SA2
Initiating Condition -. ALERT

Failure of Reactor Protection'System Instrumentation to Complete or Initiate an
Automatic Reactor Scram Once a Reactor Protection System Setpoint Has Been
Exceeded and Manual Scram Was Successful. ,

Operating Mode Applicability:. , Power Operation
Startup
Hot Standby

Emergency Action Level:

SA2.1.
Indication(s) exist that a Reactor Protection System setpoint was exceeded

AND

RPS automatic trip did NOT occur'

AND

A successful manual trip occurred from:

* EC-02 Reactor Trip pushbutton

OR

* EC-06 Reactor Trip pushbutton:

OR

* Reactor tripped from an ATWS trip signal

Basis:

This condition indicates failure of the automatic protection system to' trip the reactor. This condition
is more than a'potential degradation of a safety system in that a'front line automatic protection
system did 'not function in response to -a plant transient and thus 'the plant safety has been
compromised, and design. limits of the fuel may have been exceeded. An 'Alert is indicated
because conditions exist that lead to potential loss of fuel clad or PCS. Reactor protection system
setpoint'being' exceeded, rathe'r than limiting safety system setpoint being exceeded, is specified
here because failure of the-automatic protection system is the issue. A manual scram is any set of
actions by the 'reactor operator(s):at the ".reactor'control console which causes control rods tobe
rapidly' inserted into' the core and brings the reactor subcritical (e.g., reactor trip button, Alternate
Rod Insertion). Failure of manual scram would escalate the 'event to a Site Area Emergency.

EOP-1.0, 'Standard Post Trip Actions" instructs the operator to push both reactor trip pushbuttons
on Control Room panels EC-02 and EC-06. Manual trips are-not considered successful if action
taken away from the Control'Room panels EC-02 and EC-06 is required to trip the reactor. If
PNP Technical Basis S-13



opening Control Rod Drive clutch power feeder breakers 42-1 RPS and 42-2 RPS with a standing
reactor trip signal present, placing alPCRD clutch power- toggle -switches to CLUTCH OFF, or
emergency borating are required to shutdown the reactor, manual trips are not considered to be
successful and classification under EAL SS2.1 or SG2.1 would be required [Ref. 1, 2]. If a manual
reactor trip is required to achieve reactor shutdown, a condition that is more than a:potential
degradation of a'safety system has occurred in that a front line automatic protectionrsystem (RPS)-
did not function inresponse to'a' plant transient. Plant safety has thus been compromised and

ldesign'limits of the fuel may have been 'ex'c'eeded. -An Alert is indicated because conditions exist
that lead to potential loss of Fuel Cladding or Primary Coolant System barrier integrity. The RPS
trip' setpoint being exceeded, rather than- alimiting safety system setpoint, -is specified here
because the 'first line of defense' automatic protection system has failed."

A 'reactor trip from the ATWS trip signal warrants an Alert classification,'as it is a 'second line of

defense' trip equivalent to the manual pushbutton trips. The ATWS trip-circuitry uses a diverse trip
- methodology: This trip methodology accomplishes a reactor trip via the same circuitry as the'EC-

06 Reactor Trip manual pushbutton [Ref. 3].' An Alert classification is appropriate as the ATWS

trip setpoint (PCS pressure greater than'2375 psia) is-designed to avoid overlap with the RPS trips

or PCS safety valves [Ref. 4].

PNP Basis Reference(s):

1. *EOP-1.0, -Standard Post-Trip Actions"

2., EOP-1.0, 'Standard Post-Trip Actions'Basis"`

3. FSAR Figure 7-1 - RPS Block Diagrarm

4. FSAR Chapter 7, Section 7.2, "Reactor Protection System"
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SYSTEM MALFUNCTION

SA4
Initiating Condition - ALERT -

-~NLA I Los of Mos , .;l .S . ,t- n

UNPLANNED Loss of Most For AI;Safety.System Annunciation or Indication irControl
Room With Either (1) a SIGNIFICANT TRANSIENT in Progress, or (2) Compensatory
Non-Alarming Indicators are Unhavailable.

.Operating 'Mode Applicability:, PowerOperation
Startup '

Hot Standby
Hot Shutdown

Emergency Action Level:

sA4.1' ' UNPLANNED loss of most or all annunciators or indicators associated with safety
systems for GREATER THAN 15 minutes on the following:

' EC-02/12 - Reactor/PCPs:
* EC-03/13 - Safety Injection/Containment Cooling & Isolation systems / Ventilation
* EC-04 - Electrical
* EC-06-RPS
* EC-08 - Service Water/Component Cooling

EC-1I (Rear) - Rad Monitors
* EC-1 A (Front) - Control Room HVAC I Reactor Vessel Level I Core Exit

Thermocouples
* EC-27 - Thermal Margin Monitors

AND

Either of the following:

a. A SIGNIFICANT TRANSIENT is in progress.

OR

b. Compensatory non-alarming indications are unavailable.

Basis:

This IC and its associated EAL are intended to recognize the difficulty associated with monitoring
changing 'plant conditions without the use of a ajor portion -of the annunciation 'or indication
equipment during a. transient Recognition 'of the availability 'of computer based indication
equipment is considered (e.g.,-PPC) [Ref. 1].:'

SIGNIFICANT TRANSIENT is an UNPLANNED event involving'one or more of the following: (1)
turbine runback'GREATER THAN 25% thermal reactorpower, (2) electrical load rejection GREATER
THAN 25% full electrical load, '(3) ReactorTrip, (4) Safety Injection Activation, or (5)-thermal power
oscillations GREATER THAN 10%.

"Planned" loss of annunciators or indicators includes scheduled maintenance and testing activities.

PNP.Technical Basis S-15
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Quantification of "Most' is arbitrary, however, it is estimated that if approximately 75% of the safety
system annunciators or indicators are lost, there is an increased risk that a degraded plant
condition could go undetected. It is not intended that plant personnel perform a detailed count of
the instrumentation lost but use the value as a judgment threshold for determining the severity of
the plant conditions. It is also not intended that the Shift Manager be tasked with making a
judgment decision as to whether additional personnel are required to provide increased monitoring
of system operation.

It is further recognized that plant design provides redundant safety system indication powered from
separate uninterruptable power supplies. While failure of a large portion of annunciators is more
likely than a failure of a large portion of indications, the concern is included in this EAL due to
difficulty associated with assessment of plant conditions. The loss of specific, or several, safety
system indicators should remain a function of that specific system or component operability status.
This will be addressed by the specific Technical Specification. The initiation of a Technical
Specification imposed plant shutdown related to the instrument loss will be reported via 10 CFR
50.72. If the shutdown is not in compliance with the Technical Specification action, the UE is based
on SU2 "Inability to Reach Required Shutdown Within Technical Specification Limits."

The specified annunciators [Ref. 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7] or indicators [Ref. 8] for this EAL include those
identified in the Abnormal Operating Procedures, in the Emergency Operating Procedures, and in
other EALs (e.g., area, process, andlor effluent rad monitors, etc.).

"Compensatory non-alarming indications" include the PPC, plant recorders, or plant instrument
displays in the control room. If both a major portion of the annunciation system and all computer
monitoring are unavailable, the Alert is required. Due to the limited number of safety systems in
operation during cold shutdown, refueling and defueled modes, no IC is indicated during these
modes of operation.

This Alert will be escalated to a Site Area Emergency if the operating crew cannot monitor the
transient in progress.

PNP Basis Reference(s):

1. FSAR Section .7.6.2.5, "Instrumentation and Controls - Palisades Plant Computer"

2. ARP-4, "Primary System Volume Level Pressure Scheme EK-07 (C-12)"

3. ARP-5, 'Primary Coolant Pump Steam Generator and Rod Drives Scheme EK-09 (C-12)"

4. ARP-7, 'Auxiliary Systems Scheme EK-11 (C-13)"

5. ARP-8, "Safeguards Safety Injection and Isolation Scheme EK-13 (C-13)"

6. ARP-21, 'Reactor Protective System Scheme EK-06 (C-06)"

7. ARP-33, Auxiliary Systems Scheme EK-02 (C-11A)"

8. P&ID Equipment Location Reactor and Aux. Bldg. M-4 (C-5/6) [For EC-02, 03, 04, 06, 08,11,
-1A, 12, 13 & 27]
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SYSTEM MALFUNCTION

.SA5'
Initiating Condition - ALERT

AC power capability to essential busses reduced to a single power source for
GREATER THAN 15 minutes such that any additional single'failure would result in
station blackout.

Operating Mode Applicability::; Power Operation
Startup ' '
Hot Standby

'Hot Shutdown

Emergency Action Level:

SA5.1. AC power capability to Vital 2400 VAC sitc specific essential busses 1 C and 1 D reduced
:toonly one of the following sources for GREATER THAN 15 minutes

to o .one of J- .7

* Safeguard Transformer 1-1
'Start Up Transformer 1-2
Station Power Transformer 1-2
1-1 Emergency Diesel Generator'

* 1-2 Emergency Diesel Generator

AND

Any additional single failure will result in station blackout.

Basis:

This IC and the associated EALs are intended to provide 'an escalation from IC SU1, "Loss of All
Offsite Power To Essential Busses for Greiater Than 15 Minutes." The condition indicated by this
IC is the degradation of the offsite and onsite power systems such that any additional single failure
would result in a station blackout. This condition could occur 'due toa loss of offsite-power with a
concurrent failure of one emergency dies§el generator to supply power its emergency busses.7
Another related condition could be the loss of all offsite power and loss of onsite emergency
diesels with-only'one train of emergency busses being backfed frorm the unit main generator, or
the loss of onsite emergency diesels with onilyonfie train of emergency busses being backfed from
offsite power.

The 2400 VAC system consists of Safeguard Transformer 1-1, Station Power Transformer 1-2,
Start Up Transformer 1-2, four 2400 VAC busses (1C, 1D, 1E and Safeguards). Busses IC and
1 D are the VITAL (essential) busses that sup'ply power to engineered 'safeguards loads.' [Ref. -1]
Diesel Generator 1-1 will start when an 'undervoltage is sensed on 2400 Volt Bus 1C and Diesel
Generator 1-2 will start when an undervoltage is sensed on 2400 Volt Bus ID. [Ref. 2]

The subsequent loss of.the single remaining power source would escalate the event to a Site Area
Emergency in accordance with IC SS1, "Loss of All Offsite and Loss of All Onsite- AC Power to
Essential Busses."
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PNP Basis Reference(s):

1. FSAR Section 8.3.2, "Electrical Systems - 2,400 Volt System"

2. FSAR Section 8.4.1, "Electrical Systems - Emergency Generators"
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SYSTEM MALFUNCTION

SS1
Initiating Condition - SITE AREA EMERGENCY

Loss of All Offsite Power and Loss of All Onsite AC Power to Essential Busses.

Operating Mode Applicabillity: - Power Operation
Startup
Hot Standby
Hot Shutdown

Emergency Action Level:

SS1.1. Loss of all offsite power to Vital 2400 VAC busses 1 C and ID

-AND

Failure of both emergency diesel generators to supply.power to Vital 2400 VAC busses.

-AND

Failure to restore power to at least one Vital 2400 VAC bus within 15 minutes from the
- time of loss of both offsite and onsite'AC power.

Basis:

. Loss of all AC power compromises all plant safety systems requiring electric power including
Shutdown -Cooling, Safety Injection, ContainmentI Heat Removal and the Ultimate Heat Sink.
Prolonged loss of all AC power will cause core uncovering and loss of containment integrity, thus
' this event can escalate to a General Emergency.:The time duration was selected to exclude
"transient or: m6mentary power losses.

,The 2400 VAC system consists of Safeguard Transformer 1-1,Station PowerTransformer 1-2,'
Start Up Transformer 1-2, four 2400 VAC busses (1C,-1D,'1E and Safeguards). Busses IC and
1D are the VITAL (essential) busses'that supply power to engineered safeguards loads. [Ref. 1]
Diesel Generator 1-1 will start when an undervoltage is sensed on 2400 Volt Bus 1C and Diesel
Generator 1-2 will start when an undervoltage is sensed on 2400 Volt Bus ID. [Ref. '2]
Escalation to General Emergency is via -FissionProduct Barrier: Degradation or IC SG1,
"Prolonged Loss of All Offsite-Power and Proionhged Loss'of All Onsite AC Power."

. Consideration should -be given to- -operable loads necessary to remove decay heat or provide
;Reactor Vessel makeup capability.when evaluating loss of AC power to- Vital 2400 VAC busses.
Even though a Vital 2400'VAC bus may be energized,.if necessary loads (i.e., loads that if lost
would inhibit decay heat removal capability or Reactor Vessel makeup capability) are not operable

.on the energized bus then .the bus should not be considered operable. If this busvwas the only
energized bus then a Site Area Emergency per SS1 -should be. declared.

PNP. Basis Reference(s):
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1. FSAR Section 8.3.2, "Electrical Systems- 2,400 Volt System"

2. FSAR Section 8.4.1, "Electrical Systems - Emergency Generators"
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SYSTEM MALFUNCTION

SS2
Initiating Condition-- SITE AREA EMERGENCY

Failure of Reactor Protection System Instrumentation to Complete'or Initiate an
Automatic Reactor Scram Once a Reactor Protection System Setpoint Has Been
Exceeded and Manual Scram Was NOT Successful.

Operating Mode Applicability: Power Operation
'Startup -

Emergency Action Level:

SS2.1. Indication(s) exist that automatic and manual trip were NOT successful.

Basis:

Automatic and manual trip are not considered successful if action away from the reactor control
console was required to trip the reactor.

Under these conditions, the reactor is producing more heat than the maximum decay heat load for
which the safety systems are designed. A Site Area Emergency is indicated because :conditions
exist that lead to imminent loss or potential loss of both fuel clad and PCS. Although this IC may
be viewed as redundant to the Fission Product Barrier Degradation IC, its inclusion is necessary to
better'assure timely recognition and emergency:response. Escalation of this'-event to a General
Emergency would be via Fission Product Barrier Degradation or Emergency Director Judgment

* ICs.

Manual trips are not considered successful if action taken away from the Control Room 'panels EC-
02 and EC-06 :is required to trip therbeactor.-' If 'opening Control Rod Drive clutch power feeder
breakers 42-1 RPS and;42-2 RPS with a standing' reactor trip'signal present,' placinrg all CRD
clutch power toggle switches to CLUTCH OFF,.or emergency borating are required to shutdown
the reactor, manual trips are not considered to be successful [Ref. 1,2]. If these actions prove
unsuccessful in shutting down the reactor,-escalation via'EALSG2.1 would be required. Negative
startup rate and lowering reactor power are indications of successful reactor shutdown -and should
be observed following any reactor trip from power.

PNP Basis Reference(s):

1. EOP-1.0, "Standard Post Trip Actions"w

2. EOP-1.0, "Standard Post Trip Actions Basis"
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SYSTEM'MALFUNCTION

SS3
Initiatin9 -Condition -- SIITE AREA EMERGENCY

Loss-of All Vital DC Power.

Operating Mode Applicability: Power Operation
Startup

Ho Standby
Hot Shutdown

Emergency Action Level:

SS3.1. Loss of all vital DC power based on LESS THAN 105 VDC on DC busses No. 1, ED-1
and No.2, ED-20 for GREATER THAN 15 minutes.

Basis:

Loss of all DC power compromises ability to monitor and control plant safety functions.: Prolonged
,loss-of all DC'power will cause core uncovering -and loss of containment integrity 'when there is,
significant decay heat and sensible heatfin th e're-actor system. Escalation to a ~General Emergency
would occur by Abnormal'Kad Levels/Raiologial Effluent, Fission Product Barrier.Degradation,
or Emergecy. Director Judgment ICs. Fifteen -minutes was selected as a threshold toexld
transient or momentary power losses.

Station Battery.#1 and Station Battery #2.have' ample capacity to supply' required DC loads -(DC-
busses N6. , ED-10 and No.2, ED-20) anid preferred AC -lo~ads during a -complete loss of AC
power for at least four hours, assuming: neither -emergency diesel generator- is available. .The
*batteries' are-designed to furnish theirmaximuirn load down to: an operating temperature :of -70,

degees'Fwithout dropping below* 105 VDC, 'and the equipment supplied by the ba-tteries is'
~capable of ~operating satisfactorily. at this ~voltage -rating.. 10 D ersns 80%o te
manufacturers' rating for battery capacity 6f a nominal 131 -VDC. [Ref. 1]

PNP Basis Reference(s):

1.' FSAR Section 8.4.2, "Electrical Syst e-m's - Station Batteries"
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' SYSTEM MALFUNCTION

SS4
Initiating Condition - SITE AREA EMERGENCY

Complete Loss of Heat Removal Capability.

Operating Mode Applicability: I- Power Operation
* - Startup

Hot Standby
Hot Shutdown

I ,

Emergency Action Level:

SS4.1. Loss of core cooling and heat sink.

SS4:

Basis:

This EAL addresses complete loss of functions,- including ultimate heat sink, required for hot
shutdown with the reactor at pressure and -temperature. ,Reactivity control is addressed in other
EALs.

Under these conditions, there is an actual major failure of a system intended for protection of the
public. Thus, declaration of a' Site Area Emergency is warranted. Escalation to General Emergency
would 'be via Abnormal Rad Levels / Radiological 'Effluent, Emergency Director Judgment, or
Fissionr Product Barrier Degradation ICs.'

PNP Basis Reference(s):

None
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SYSTEM MALFUNCTION

SS6
Initiating Condition-'SITE AREA-EMERGENCY

Inability to Monitor a SIGNIFICANT TRANSIENT in Progress.

Operating Mode Applicability: Power Operation
-'Startup
-Hot Standby
Hot Shutdown

Emergency Action Level:

SS6.1. Loss of most or all annunciators associated with safety systems on the following:

* EC-02/12 - Reactor/PCPs
- EC-03/13 - Safety Injection/Containment Cooling & Isolation systems / Ventilation
* EC-04 - Electrical
* EC-06 - RPS '
* EC-08 - Service Water/Component Cooling
* EC-1 1 (Rear) - Rad Monitors
* EC-1 IA (Front) - Control Room HVAC I Reactor Vessel Level I Core Exit

Thermocouples
EC-27 - Thermal Margin Monitors

-AND

SIGNIFICANT TRANSIENT in progress.

AND

Compensatory non-alarming indications are unavailable.

AND

Indications needed to monitor the ability to shut down the reactor, maintain the core
cooled, maintain the reactor coolant system intact, and maintain containment intact are
unavailable. -

Basis:

This IC and .its associated EAL are intended to recognize the inability of.the control room staff to
monitor the plant response to a transient. A Site Area Emergency is considered to exist if the
control room staff cannot monitor safety functions needed for protection of the public.

SIGNIFICANT TRANSIENT is an UNPLANNED event involving one ore more of the following: (1)
turbine runback GREATER THAN 25% thermal reactor power, (2) electrical load rejection GREATER
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THAN 25% full electrical load, (3) Reactor Trip,`(4) Safety Injection Activation, or (5) thermal power
oscillations GREATER THAN 10%.

"Compensatory non-alarming indications" include the PPC [Ref. 1], plant recorders, or plant'
-instrument displays inthe control room. [Ref. 8]

Indications needed to monitor safety functions necessary for protection of 'the public include
control room indications, computer generated indications and dedicated annunciation capability
[Ref. 2, 3, 4, 5, 6,7]. The specific indications are those useO.to monitor the ability to shut down the
reactor, maintain the core-cooled, to maintain the reactor coolant system intact, and to maintain
containment intact.

"Planned" land "UNPLANNED" actions are not-differentiated since the loss of instrumentation -of

this magnitude is of such significance loss is not an
amelioratingfactor. ' a ts t th c f th l i n an

Quantification of "Most" is arbitrary,'however, it is estimated that if approximately 75% of the safety
system' annunciators or indicators are lost, there is an increased risk' that a: degraded plant-
condition could go undetected. It is not intended that plant personnel perform a'detailed count of

the instrumentation lost but use the value as a judgment threshold for determining the severity of
the -plant conditions. It is also not intended that the Shift Manager be tasked with making a
judgment decision as to whether additional personnel are retluired to provide increased monitorinhg-
of system operation.

PNP Basis Reference(s):

1. FSAR Section 7.6.2.5, "Instrumentation and Controls - Palisades Plant Computer"

2. ARP-4, Primary System Volume Level Pressure:Scheme EK-07 (C-12)"

3. ARP-5, "Primary Coolant Pump Steam'Generator and Rod Drives Scheme EK-09 (C-12)"

4. ARP-7, "Auxiliary Systems Scheme EK-11' (C-13)"

5. 'ARP-8, 'Safeguards Safety Injection and Isolation Scheme EK-13 (C-13)

6. ARP-21, "Reactor Protective System 'Scheme EK-06 (C-06)"

7. ARP-33, "Auxiliary Systems Scheme EK-02 (C- 1 A)'"

8. P&ID Equipment Location Reactoriand Aux. Bldg. M-4 (C-5/6) [For EC-02, 03, 04, 06, 08, 11,
11 A, 12, 13 & 27]
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SYSTEM MALFUNCTION

SGI

Initiating Condition - GENERAL EMERGENCY

Prolonged Loss of All Offsite Power and Prolonged Lossof All Onsite AC Power to

Essential Busses. ''

Operating Mode Applicability:- , Power Operation
Startup

- -Hot Standby
Hot Shutdown

Emergency'Action Level:

SG1.1. Loss' of all offsite power to Vital 2400 VAC busses 1 C and 1 D

AND

Failure of both emergency diesel generators to supply power to Vital 2400 VAC busses.
4AND

Either of the following:

a. Restoration of at least one Vital 2400 VAC bus within 4 hours is NOT likely

OR

b. Continuing degradation of core cooling based on Fission Product Barrier
monitoring as indicated by Average' of qualified CETs GREATER THAN 700
degrees F.

'Basis:

Loss of'all AC power compromises 'all 'plant safety systems requiring electric power including

Shutdown Cooling, Safety Injection, Containment Heat Removal and the' Ultimate Heat Sink.
Prolonged loss of all AC power will lead to' loss of fuel clad, PCS, and containment. The 4 hours to

restore AC power is based on the'site blackout coping analysis performed in cohnformance'with 10

CFR 50.63' and 'Regulatory :Guide` 1.155, '"Station Blackout,"[Ref 1]. Appropriate allowance for

offsite emergency response; including evacuation of surrounding areas should be'considered.
Although this IC may be- viewed as ''redundant to the Fission Product Barrier-Degradation IC, its

inclusion is necessary to= betterassure timely recognition and emergency response.

This IC is specified to assure that in'the unlikely event of a prolonged station blackout,'timely
recognition of the seriousness of- the -event occurs and that declaration of a General Emergency
occurs as early as is appropriate, based on a reasonable assessment of the event trajectory.

The 2400 VAC system consists of Safeguard Transformer 1-1, Station Power Transformer 1-2,

Start-Up Transformer 1-2,-four 2400 VAC busses- (IC, lD,I1 E and Safeguards). Busses 1C and

1 D are the VITAL (essential) busses that supply power to engineered safeguards loads. [Ref. 2]
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Diesel Generator 1-1 will start when an undervoltage is sensed on 2400 Volt Bus 1C and Diesel
Generator 1-2 will start when an undervoltage is sensed on 2400 Volt Bus 1 D. [Ref. 3]

The likelihood of restoring at least one emergency bus should be based on a realistic appraisal of
the situation since a delay in an upgrade'decision based on only a chance of mitigating the event
could result in a loss of valuable time in preparing and implementing public protective actions.
In addition, under these conditions, fission p'roductfbarrier monitoring capability maybe degraded.
Although it may be difficult to predictwhenr power can be restored, it is necessary to give the
Emergency'Director a reasonable idea of :how quickly (s)he may need to declare a General
Emergency based on two major considerations:

1. Are there any present indications that core cooling is already degraded to the point that Loss
or Potential Loss-of Fission Product -Barriers is imminent? (Refer to Table F-1 for more
information.) This threshold (CETs' in excess'of 700 degrees F) indicates loss of inventory
control resulting in significant core'exit superheating. The highest CET temperature expected
for any FSAR analysis accident is",700 degrees F and is a'limiting condition to remain in an
Optimal Recovery Procedure [Ref.'4].

2. If there are no present indications of such core cooling degradation, how likelyisitthatpower
can be restored in time to assure that a loss of two barriers-with a potential loss of the third
barrier can be prevented?

Thus, indication of continuing core cooling degradation must'be based on Fission Product Barrier
monitoring with particular emphasis -on Emergency Director judgment as it relates to' imminent
Loss or Potential Loss of fission product barriers and degraded ability to monitor fission product'
barriers.

PNP Basis Reference(s):

I. FSAR Section 8.4.2, "Electrical Systems - Station Batteries"

2. FSAR Section 8.3.2, "Electrical Systems - 2,400 Volt System"

3. FSAR Section 8.4.1, "Electrical Systems - Emergency Generators"

4. EOP Setpoint Basis
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SYSTEM MALFUNCTION

SG2
Initiating Condition-- GENERAL EMERGENCY

Failure of the Reactor Protection System to Complete an Automatic Scram and
Manual Scram was NOT Successful and There is lndtation of an Extreme Challenge
to the Ability to Cool the Core.-

Operating Mode Applicability.:.. Power Operation
Startup

Emergency Action Level:

SG2;1. Indications exist that automatic and manual trip were not successful.

i AND

Either of the following:

a. Average of qualified CETs GREATER THAN 1200 degrees F.

'OR -

b. Core and PCS Heat Removal safety function status acceptance criteria cannot be
met.

Basis:

Automatic and manual trip are not considered successful if action away from the reactor control
console is required to trip the reactor.

Under the conditions of this IC and its associated EALs, the efforts to bring the reactor subcritical
have'been unsuccessful and, as a result, ithe'reactor is.producing more heat than the maximum
decay heat load for which the safety systems were designed. Although there are capabilities away
from the -reactor control console, such as~emergency boration the continuing temperature rise
indicates that these capabilities are not'effective. This situation could be a precursor for a core
melt sequence.

The combination of failure of both automatic and manual reactor protection systems to function in
response to a plant transient, along with the 'continued production of heat poses a direct threat to
the Fuel Cladding and PCS barriers.: Note that the plant operating mode changes to Hot
Shutdown as soon as a successful reactor trip occurs. Since this EAL is' applicable only to 'Power
Operation and Startup modes, escalation to the General Emergency'classification is not
appropriate under this EAL after the reactor is successfully tripped. [Ref. .1, 2]

The extreme challenge to the ability..to cool the core is intended to mean that the core exit
temperatures are at or approaching 1200 -degrees F. The Average of the qualified Core Exit
Therm6ocouples'(CETs) provide an indirect indication of fuel'cladding temperature by measuring
the temperature 'of the primary colant that leaves the core region. The extreme challenge to core
*cooling threshold temperature of 1200 degrees F is consistent with CEOG'Generic -Accident
Management:Guidelines'for Phase 1, "Initial Diagnosis" for core exit temperature. Although clad
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rupture due to high temperature is not expected for CET 'readings less than. the threshold,
temperatures of this magnitude signal severe superheating of the primary coolant and core
uncovery. [Ref. 3]

Another consideration is the inability to' initially remove heat during the early stages of this
sequence. If emergency feedwater flow is insufficient to remove thelamount of heat required by
design from at least one steam generator, -an'extreme challenge' should be conisidered to exist.
Core and PCS Heat Removal safety fundition status acceptance criteria are specified in the EOPs.
[Ref. 4]1n the event either of these challenges'exist at a time that the reactor has not been brought
below the power associated with the safety system design a core melt sequence exists. In this
situation, core degradation can occur rapidly.'-For this reason,- the General Emergency declaration
is intended torbe an'ticipatory of the fission product barrier matrix declaration to permit maximum
offsite intervention time.

PNP Basis Reference(s):

1. EOP-1.0, 'Standard Post Trip Actions"

2.- EOP-1.0, 'Standard Post Trip Actions' Basis"

3. CEOG Generic Accident Management Guidelines - Phase 1, "Initial Diagnosis"

4. EOP-9.0 "Functional Recovery Procedure" Basis (HR-1, HR-2 & HR-3)
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Summary

Justification Matrix Format/Content

The justification matrices contain justifications supporting the implementation of
the PNP plant specific EALs and the EAL'Technical Basis Document, relating
differences from the NEI 99-01 revision 4,a"Methodology For Development of
Emergency Action Levels." The justification matrices address the inputted site-
specific information, any differences and/or deviations identified in' the initiating
conditions, EAL thresholds, and EAL basis.

The matrices are divided into the following sections and two addendums:

. Generic Differences Justifications

. Abnormal Rad Levels I Radiological Effluent Justifications
- Cold Shutdown / Refueling System Malfunctions Justifications
* ISFSI Justifications
* Fission Product Barrier Justifications
* Hazards Justifications
* System Malfunctions

Addendum Number 1, "Justification for RVLMS Levels"
Addendum Number 2, "EAL RA1.2 Deviation Justification"

The generic difference justifications -provide the justifications relate d'to the PNP
numbering scheme changes from th'e NEI guideline and other changes that we're
globally changed throughout many of the EALs. Uses of the generic justifications
were noted within the justification tables for the specific lCs and EALs where they
were used. The TBD basis discussion 'used many of these generic differences,
although they were not noted in basis justification.

The justification matrix format is as follows:
* Initiating Condition: comparison of NEI IC to PNP IC, description of site-

specific infor mation, discussion of differences and deviations.
* Associated EALs: NEI to PNP EAL comparison, description of site-

specific'information, discussior of differences and deviations.
* Basis Justification: PNP specific additions/deletions and justification for

each, discussion of differences and deviations.
This format is consistent throughout the m'atrices with the exception of the FPB
category. For the FPB category the justification for the basis was placed in a
separate table for each FPB at the end 'of the EAL threshold justifications.
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Overview of Deviations

Palisades has three plant design issues affecting 11 EALs. Two of the design
issues are described in the two addendums to the justification matrices. These
two addendums provide a detailed explanation of the site-specific design issues
as they relate to the implementation of the NEI guidance.

The specific EALs with deviations related to the three plant design issues are as
follows:

1.. PNP RVLMS Design Addendum No. 1," insert title
PNP RVLMS design is unable to detect levels that specifically match the
NEI specified levels. 'Based on the indications available, PNP has applied
the NEI methodology to allow indications for each level of classification.
However, the levels that can be detected result in conservative
classification calls. The detaile'ddiscussion is contained in Addendum 1,
"Justification for RVLMS Levels."- Affected EALs: CA1.1 , CA2.1, CS1.1,
CS1.2, CS2.1, CS2.2, CG1.2, FPB FC:PL#4, and FPB CMT PL#3.

2. Offsite Release Escalation Scheme (Addendum No. 2):
Affected EAL: RA1.2
Discussion: The deviation only applies to the two Radioactive Gaseous
Effluent Monitors (RGEM) listed in the EAL (RIA-2326 and RIA-2327).
The NEI guidance for RAI.2 is a release that exceeds 200 times the
ODCM. Application of 200 times the ODCM Limit for the RGEM monitors
results in values that exceed the'offsite dose limits specified for RS1.1.
Therefore if the 200 times ODCM limit were used, an Alert would never be
declared since the SAE threshold would already be exceeded. To
maintain intervals between classifications and declare the Alert at an
appropriate level, PNP selected limits for-these monitors, which' are less
-than 200 times the-ODCM Lim-its- The detailed discussion is contained in
Addendum 2, "EAL RA1.2 Deviation Justification."

3. Failed Fuel Monitor:
The basis for SU4.1 references use of the failed fuel monitor to provide
indication of fuel clad integrity. '_The failed fuel monitor at PNP has been
abandoned-in-place, 'and therefore, an alternate method of detection has
been developed for SU4.1. Affected EAL SU4.1 Fuel Clad Degradation'

This deviation is appropriate for PNP as it provides equivalent protection
of the public health and safety in the-absence of an installed fuel element
failure radiation monitor. Additionally, the setpoints selected are high
enough to be discriminatory, yet low enough to allow escalation to an Alert
in the Fission Product Barrier Degradation category. Therefore, use of
these radiation monitors does not decrease the effectiveness of the EAL
scheme.'
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Overview of Siqnificant Differences

Significant differences identified in the matrices include the following:

1. EALs associated with plant equipment not on site were eliminated. This
difference is primarily associated with perimeter monitoring and real time
dose assessment. This affects EALs RU1.4, RU1.5, RA1.4, RA1.5, RS1.3
and RG1.3.

2. PNP uses two indications for reactor vessel inventory indication
(containment sump "OR" primary system drain tank). The "OR" statement
was used instead of the NEltwording "and" because there would not be
spontaneous indication in both locations. This affects EALs CU2.2,
CA1.2, CS1.1, and CG1.1.

3. PNP used bus indication in the classification for loss of offsite power. The
PNP wording focuses the classification on the loss of offsite power
capability to the essential busses. -This affects EALs CU3.1, CA3.1,
SU1.1, SS1.1, and SG1.1.

4. PNP is a CE plant and does not use critical safety function status trees',
(CSFSTs). Therefore, in accordance with the guidance in NEI 99-01,
Revision 4, PNP does not have EALs for CSFSTs underithe fuel cladding
primary -coolant systemr,'and containment barriers in the Fission Product
Barrier Matrix. The loss of thee any of the three FPB are addressed under-
the other loss and/or pote ntial loss indicators.

5. VISIBLE DAMAGE was added as the criteria for determining the effect of the
accident conditions for ISFSI.1 'Absent specific criteria in the SARs for the two
cask designs used at PNP, a visual assessment is used to determine if there is
potential degradation of the fuel cask confinement boundary.

6. PNP is a PWR, therefore, BWR-specific EALs and basis information were
removed.

Minor differences identified in the matrices include the following:

Additional minor wording changes have-been identified n the'generic differences
section, as well as in the justification section, for the applicable EAL. These
differences do not alter the meaning or intent of the EALs.
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Generic Differences
Justification Matrix

EAL Numbering Scheme - PNP utilized a scherne that is different than the NEI 99-01 Rev 4
document. The'scheme utilizes different letters as a human performance improvement tool.
EALS are 'described by source S - System' Malfu'nction, H - Hazards and Other, F - Fission
Product Barrier, R - Abnormal Radiationi(Radiological), C - Cold Shutdown System Malfunctions
and E - ISFSI Events. This avoided confusion with the classification designator of U - Unusual
Event, A - Alert, S - Site Area Emergency, and G - General Emergency.

Generic Difference 1. __ ___d:

99-01 iC'. < e99-0i .iAL-#~ >PNP EAL -Numberg.,S-:i
AU1 1 ' RU1.1
AU1 2 - RU1.2
AU1 3 - - RU1.3
AU1 4 - N/A
AU1 5 N/A
AU2 1 RU2.1
AU2 2 RU2.2
AA1 1 - RA1.1
AA1 2 RA1.2
A1 3 RA1.3
AA1 4 N/A
M1 5 N/A
AA2 1 RA2.1
AA2 2 RA2.2
AA3 1 RA3.1
AA3 2 RA3.2
AS1 1 RS1.1
AS1 2 - RS1.2
AS1 3 N/A
AS1 4 -RS1.3
AG1 1 RG1.1
AG1 2 RG1.2
AG1 I___3 N_ 3 N/A
AG1 4 RG1.3
-CU1 1 ; CU1.1
CUl 2 CU1.2
CU2 1 CU2.1
CU2 2 CU2.2
CU3 1 -CU3.1
CU4 1 :. CU4.1
CU4 2 CU4.2
CU5 1; CU5.1
CU5 2-: CU5.2
CU6 I1 CU6.1
CU6 . 2 . CU6.2
CU7 t CU7.1
CU8 IN/A
CU8 2 CU8.1
CA1 -1 CA1.1
CA1 2 . CA1.2
CA2 I CA2. 1
CA2 2 CA2.2
CA3 1 CA3.1
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Generic Differences
Justification Matrix

99-01 IC *-`'YM| 99-01 EALU55# . ; PNPIEALUNumberA
CA4 1 - CA4.1
CA4 2 CA4.2
CA4 3 CA4.3
CS1 1 CS1.1
CS1 2 CS1.2
CS2 I CS2.1
CS2 2 CS2.2
CG1 1 CG1.1
D-AU1 1 N/A
D-AU1 2 N/A
D-AU2 1 ::--- _- N/A
D-SU1 1_ -_- N/A
D-SU1 2 N/A
D-HU1 I N/A
D-HU2 1 NIA
D-HU3 1 N/A
D-HU3 2 N/A
D-HU3 3 N/A
D-HU3 4 N/A
D-HU3 5 N/A
D-HU3 6 N/A
D-HU3 7 N/A
D-HU3 8 -NIA
D-AAI 1 N/A
D-AA1 2 N/A
D-AA2 1 - N/A
D-AA2 2 N/A
D-HA1 1 ':_ ___ ___- N/A
D-HA2 1 N/A
E-HU1 1_________ EUI.1
E-HU1 2 EU1.2
E-HU1 3 EU1.3
E-HU2 1 EU2.1
FUl FU1
FA1 :_: _ _ __ _ FA1
ES I- -________ _ -- FS1

FG1 -FGI
Fuel Cladding P-Loss - I -_-____ Fuel Cladding P-Loss - 1
Fuel Cladding P-Loss - 2 Fuel Cladding P-Loss - 2
Fuel Cladding P-Loss - 3 Fuel Cladding P-Loss - 3
Fuel Cladding P-Loss -4 4 ._ - - - Fuel Cladding P-Loss - 4
Fuel Cladding Loss - I , _______-__ Fuel Cladding Loss - 1
Fuel Cladding Loss - 2 __- ___- -___- Fuel Cladding Loss - 2
Fuel Cladding Loss - 3 - Fuel Cladding Loss - 3
Fuel Cladding Loss - 4 _- ; .:_ ___: Fuel Cladding Loss -4
Fuel Cladding Loss -1 Fuel Cladding Loss- 1
Fuel Cladding Loss - 5 : -_ -- _Fuel Cladding Loss - 5
Fuel Cladding Loss - 6 Fuel Cladding Loss -6
RCS P-Loss -1 _--___-__ RCS P-Loss -1
RCS P-Loss -2 : _ . ; i RCS P-Loss -2
RCS P-Loss -3_ RCS P-Loss -3
RCS P-Loss -4 RCS P-Loss -4
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Generic Differences
Justification Matrix

99-01 IC b g :99-01'EAL#f> PNPo-EAL Number
RCS Loss- 1 PCS Loss- 1
RCS Loss - 2 PCSLoss-2
RCS Loss - 3 . PCS Loss - 3
RCS Loss - 4 _ PCS Loss - 4
Containment P-Loss - _ _ Containment P-Loss - I
Containment P-Loss - 2 : _ -_ - Containment P-Loss -2
Containment P-Loss - 3 Containment P-Loss - 3
Containment P-Loss - 4 Containment P-Loss - 4
Containment P-Loss - 5 - Containment P-Loss - 5
Containment P-Loss - 6 : _ _ _ Containment P-Loss - 6
Containment P-Loss - 7 _ Containment P-Loss - 7
Containment P-Loss - 8 _ : - Containment P-Loss - 8
Containment Loss - I _ _ -_ - Containment Loss - 1
Containment Loss - 2 Containment Loss - 2
Containment Loss - 3 Containment Loss - 3
Containment Loss - 4 Containment Loss - 4
Containment Loss - 5 Containment Loss - 5
Containment Loss - 6 _ Containment Loss - 6
Containment Loss - 7 Containment Loss - 7
HU1 1 -_HU1.1
HUI 2 HU1.2
HUI 3 -_ __ __HU1.3

HU1 4 _ _ __-_HU1.4

HUI 1 HU1.5
HUI 6 HU1.6
HUI 7 : - _ __-_HU1.7
HU2 _ 1 __ _ _HU2.1
HU3 1 - -_HU3.1
HU3. 2 HU3.2
HU4 1 H _U4.1
HU4 2 HU4.2
HU5 _1 HU5.1
HA1 1 - zHAI.1
HA1 2 -HA1.2
HA1 3 HA1.3
HA1 4 HAI.4
HA1 5 HA1.5
HA1 6 HA1.6
HA2 1 -HA2.1
HA3 I HA3.1
HA3 2 HA3.2
HA4 1 HA4.1
HA4 2 HA4.2
HA5 1 : HA5.1
HA6 I: HA6.1
HSI -1 HS1.1
HSI 2 HS1.2
HS2 1 HS2.1
HS3 1 - HS3.1
HGI I HG1.1
HG2 :-_-_1 HG2.1
Sul - 1 I SU1.1
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Generic Differences
Justification Matrix

<99-01 lC I B 901 1 EAL# .. 'PNP EAL Number
SU2 - -_1__ _=__" SU2.1
SU3 I SU3.l
SU4 . SU4.1
SU4 2 SU4.2
SU5 - SU5.1
SU5 2 SU5.2
SU6 1 - SU6.1
SU6 2 SU6.2
SU8 1 NIA
SU8 2 -SU8.1
SA2- 1 ',:- SA2.1
SA4 - - SA4.1
SA5 I SA5.1
SS1 1 , - ,SS1.1
SS2 1 , SS2.1
SS3 1 ,_-_-_-_ SS3.1
SS4 1 ___ - : - - SS4.1
SS6 L 1 -- --, _ - _ SS6.1
SG1 .1 L___---_ i-SG1.1
SG2 1 -_-;,___' SG2.1

Generic Difference 2.

, PNP Wodi g O

Increase IRise

Site The word "increase" has been replaced with "rise" consistent with approved communications
specific terminology The words 'increase' and 'decrease' are not used because they are easily

misunderstood.
Difference The word "increase" has been replaced with 'rise" in accordance with PNP Administrative

Procedure 10.51, "Writer's Guideline for Procedures." Administrative Procedure 10.51 directs
that words that sound alike but have opposite meanings to not be used. (Formatting change
only)

Generic Difference 3.
4 ,i-4A NEI ording

44f:r -- 44~PNP W 'd' '

Decrease Lower(ing)

Site -The word "decrease" has been replaced with "lower" or "lowering" to be consistent with
specific approved communications terminology. The words 'increase' and 'decrease' are not used

because they are easily misunderstood. ' I
Df n The word "decrease" has been replaced with "lower", or "lowering" in accordance with PNP

Administrative Procedure 10.51, "Writer's Guideline for Procedures." 'Administrative
Procedure 10.51 directs that words that sound alike but have opposite meanings to not be
used. (Formatting change only)'- -
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Generic Differences
Justification Matrix

-Site The NEI classification "Notification of Unusual Event" has been changed to,"Unusual Event"
specific for consistency with the comnionly understood title given in the current plant EALs.-, In

addition, Unusual Event is consistent with the'terminology used by the State of Michigan.

Difference The NEI classification "Notification of Unusual Event" has been changed to "Unusual Event"
for consistency with the commonly understood title given in the current plant EALs.

Generic Difference 5.

11 R l PIo

one or more any

Site The NEI guidance uses both "one or more" and "any" within the document. To implement a
specific consistent approach throughout the EALs, reduce EAL user reading burden, and, thereby

increase the potential for timely and accurate emergency classifications, the standard NMC
template chose to use "arny" throughout the EALs.

Difference By standard English languiiage definition, '"one or more" is equivalent to "any"; therefore this
change results in a difference that does not change the intent of the associated EALs.

Generic Difference 6.

OKNNEI IWodn ;PNPIWodn~ i
Unplanned UNPLANNED

Site The word "UNPLANNED" is indicated in upper case letters because it has a specific definition
specific associated with its use.

D e In accordance with section 5.0 "Definitions" defined terms are to be shown in upper case
letters. Placing defined terms in upper case letters is in accordance with the NEI-99-01 rev. 4
guidance. (Formatting change only)

Generic Difference 7.

N El CWodling yig IC 1Aoinj Amp

Greater Than or > GREATER THAN

Site The word "GREATER THAN" is indicated in upper case letters to be consistent throughout the
specific PNP EALs.

Difference NEI 99-01 rev. 4 used the words "GREATER THAN" in various formats of upper case text,
lower case text, and as a symbol. For PNP to apply appropriate emphasis and consistency
the word GREATER THAN has been used in upper case text throughout. In addition, PNP
Administrative Procedure 10.51, "writer's Guideline for Procedures" directs 'that use of the
symbol ">" should be avoided in procedure text because these symbols can be easily
misunderstood. (Formatting change only)

Generic Difference 8.

IC Wm, A ft yarP IWdg
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Generic Differences
Justification Matrix

Greater Than or Equal to or > 'GREATER THAN OR EQUAL TO

Site The word "GREATER THAN OR EQUAL TO' is indicated in capital letters to be consistent
specific throughout the PNP EALs.i

Difference NEI 99-01 rev. 4 used the words "GREATER THAN OR EQUAL TO" in various formats of
upper case text, lower case text, and symbols. For PNP to apply appropriate emphasis and
consistency the word GREATER THAN OR EQUAL TO has been used in upper case text
throughout. In addition, PNP Administrative Procedure 10.51, 'Writer's Guideline for
Procedures" directs that use of the symbol l" should be avoided in procedure text because
these symbols can be'easily misunderstood. (Formatting change only)

Generic Difference 9. -

.rding L _ CWordina

Less Than or < XSS THAN

SitecThe word 'LESS THAN" is indicated in upper case letters to be consistent throughout the
specfic PNP EALs.

Difference NEI 99-01 rev. 4 used the words 'LESS THAN" in various formats of upper case text, lower
case text, and symbols. For PNP to apply appropriate emphasis and consistenrcy the word
' LESS THAN has been used in upper case text throughout. In addition, PNP Administrative
Procedure 10.51, "Writer's Guideline for Procedures" directs that use of the symbol "<" should
be avoided in procedure text because these symbols can be easily misunderstood.
(Formatting change only)

Generic Difference 10.

E7 NICW'PCod
Or OR

Sit '-The word 'OR" is indicated in upper case letters when used as a logical operator to ensure
speifc that all conditions are clear tothe user and to be consistent throughout the PNP EALs.

Diffence PNP Administrative Procedure 10.51, 'Writer's Guideline for Procedures" directs that use of
the word "OR" be in upper case text to ensure that all conditions are clear to the user.
(Formatting change only)

Generic Difference 11.

Scram trip

Site The term "scram" was replaced with "trip" consistent with PWR terminology.
specific

Difference The term uscram" w'as replaced with "trip" consistent with PWR terminology.

Generic Difference 12.
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Generic Differences
Justification Matrix

ANI Cvvri i'' -gN
a- E.- . o-.4 *l4,44, id I

and AND

site The word 'AND" is indicated in upper case letters when used as a logical operator to ensure
specificthat all conditions are clear to the user.

PNP Administrative Procedure 10.51, "Writer's Guideline for Procedures" directs that use of
Difeenethe word 'AND" be in upper case text to ensure that all conditions are clear to the user.

_________(Formatting change only)

Generic Difference 13.

Diferece"Reactor Vessel' was used in place of 'RPV" to match site procedure verbiage and PWR
terminolog

Generic Difference 14. -- 'PPI odn '

INEI I1 geige

either EITHER

Sie The word "EITHER" is indicated in upper case letters when used as a logical operator to
specificensure that all conditions are clear to the user.

DiffeencePNP Administrative Procedure 10.51, "Writer's Guideline for Procedures" directs that use of
logical operators be in upper Cas tttoesre that all conditions are cler 'to the user.

_________(Formatting change only)

Generic Difference 15.
NEl IC ordingŽ ~ ~ PPICWrig~~

Not* NOT

Sie The word "NOT" is indicated in upper case letters when used as a logical operator to ensure
speifi jthat all conditionisoare cle'artfo th-e user.

DifrneIPNP Administrative Procedure 10.51, "Writer's Guideline for Procedures" directs that use of
Ithe word 'NOT"' be in u~pper case text to' esre that al coditions aecert h sr

_______ j(Formatting change only)
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Generic Differences
Justification Matrix

Site "'PCS" was used in place of 'RCS" reactor coolant system acronym to match plant specific
specific terminology

Difference "PCS' was used in place of "RCS" to match plant specific terminology

Generic Difference 17.

mR, mR/hr mRem, Rem/hr -
Site mRem" and 'mRem/hr" were used in place of "mRn and "mR/hr so as not to be

specific misinterpreted with the term "rnRad.".

Difference This change was made to ensure user clarity.Differenc
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Abnormal Rad LevelseI Radiological Effluent
Justifications

4:NEI ICiŽ vK: A :j. .1VL'NEi IC W~ordinig m i4, P CW

Any UNPLANNED Release of Any UNPLANNED Release of
Gaseous or Liquid Radioactivity to the Gaseous or Liquid Radioactivity to the

AUl Environment that Exceeds Two Times RUI Environment that Exceeds Two Times
the Radiological Effluent Technical - ;. the Offsite Dose Calculatio'n Manual
Specifications for 60 Minutes or (ODCM) Limits for 60 Minutes or
Longer. Longer.

Mode All All
App. - -_-:_.

Difference . The Offsite Dose Calculation Manual (ODCM) gives the site-specific limits for gaseous
and liquid releases.

* Generic Difference 1.

Deviation * None

NEI EAL# NEI EAL Wording PNP PNP EAL Wording
EAL#(s)

VALID reading on any effluent monitor Valid reading on effluent monitor RIA-
that exceeds two times the alarm 1049 "Liquid Radwaste Discharge
setpoint established by a current Monitor" that exceeds two times the
radioactivity discharge permit for 60 RUI.1 alarm setpoint* established by a
minutes or longer current radioactivity discharge permit

for 60 minutes or longer.

* with waste discharge not isolated

Mode All All
App. -___:._

Site . None
specific

Difference . Reference 1, sheets 18 and 19 identify the available monitors. RIA-1049 "Liquid
Radwaste Discharge Monitor" replaced the NEI wording "any effluent monitor" since
RIA-1049 is the only monitor used for direct discharge to the environment using a

- radioactivity discharge permit. The alarm setpoint for RIA-1049 is variable and is set in
accordance with the ODCM based on the planned release. Using two times the alarm
setpoint is consistent with the methodology used in NEI 99-01 and will warn of a release

%that is notiin compliance with the ODCM. The footnote was inserted to avoid
declaration if the release is terminated.

* Generic Difference 1.

Deviation * None
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Abnormal Rad Levels / Radioloaical Effluent
Justifications

NEI EAL# NEI IC Wording PNP PNP IC Wording
EAL#(s)

VALID reading on one or more of the VALID reading on any of the following
radiation monitors that exceeds thefollowing radiation monitors thatredn shw fo60muts r

exceeds the reading shown for 60 longer:
minutes or longer:
(site-specific list) Stack Normal Range Monitor

(RIA-2326) 3.2E+5 cpm

-2 'RUI.2 S/G Blowdown Monitor

(RIA-0707) 2 X High Alarm*
Service Water Monitor
(RIA-0833) 2 X High Alarm*

Turbine Bldg. Sumps Monitor
(RIA-521 1) 2 X High Alarm*

*with waste discharge not isolated

Mode All All
App.

Site * Reference 1, sheets 18 and 19 identify the available monitors. The list includes those
specific radiation/effluent monitors, which do not routinely have a radioactivity discharge permit

prepared. Reference 1, Table 7 provides the basis for the limits with the exception of
RIA-2326. Reference 3, Table 1 provides the basis for the RIA-2326 limit. The limit for
RIA-2326 corresponds to two times the ODCM limit. However, the 'Alert' alarm on RIA-

' 2326 is set one decade lower. Consequently, the value listed in RU1.2 is 20 times the
'Alert" alarm. This meets the intent of NEI 99-01 since the operators will receive
sufficient warning of the condition and the limit is based on two times the ODCM limit.

Difference * Generic Difference 1.

Deviation * None

NEI EAL# NEI EAL Wording PNP PNP EAL Wording
EAL#(s)

Confirmed sample analyses for -' Confirmed sample analysis for
gaseous or liquid releases indicates - gaseous or liquid releases indicates.*
concentrations or release rates, with a ' ; concentrations or release rates, with a
release duration of 60 minutes or . release'duration of 60 minutes or
longer, in excess of two'times (site- longer, in excess of two times the
specific technical specifications) 0DCM limit.

'Site * The ODCM gives the site-specific litits for gases and liquid releases.
specific

Difference * Generic Difference 1.

* The NEI word "analyses" has been replaced with 'analysis." This is a grammatical
change to allow the subject to agree with the verb 'indicates."

Deviation * None
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Abnormal -Rad Levels / Radiological Effluent
Justifications

NEI EAL# NEI EAL Wording PNP PNP EAL Wording
-EAL#(s)

4 VALID reading on perimeter radiation N/A N/A
monitoring system greater than 0.10
mR/hr above normal background
sustained for 60 minutes or longer [for , .
sites having telemetered perimeter
monitors]

Site * N/A
specific

Difference * Deleted NEI 99-01 example EAL#4 because plant is not equipped with perimeter
radiation monitoring.

Deviation . None

NEI EAL# NEI EAL Wording ' PNP PNP EAL Wording
EAL#(s)

VALID indication on automatic real- N/A N/A
time dose assessment capability
greater than (site-specific value) for 60
minutes or longer [for sites having
such capacity]

Site - N/A
specific

Difference Deleted NEI 99-01 example EAL #5 because plant is not equipped with automatic real-
time dose assessment.

Deviation * None

P Basisi fica dit n J

2 W pi} - M , ton D''i fi a

1. Replaced Technical Specifications with Offsite 1. -The ODCM contains the site-specific limits for
Dose Calculation Manual. radiological effluents.

2. Deleted references to EALs #4 and #5. ' 2. Palisades does not have perimeter radiation
monitoring or automatic real-time dose

,- assessment equipment.

Difference 1, 2
The additional information does not impact the classification or intent of the associated
'EAL(s).

Deviations * None
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Abnormal Rad Levels / Radiolooical Effluent
Justifications

AU2 Unexpected Increase in Plant RU2 Unexpected Rise in Plant RadiationRadiation U

Mode All All
App.

Difference * Generic Difference 1.

Deviation * None
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Abnormal Rad Levels Radiolocical Effluent
Justifications

NEI EAL# NEI EAL Wording- PNP PNP EAL Wording
EAL#(s)

a. VALID (site-specific) indication of VALID indication of uncontrolled water
uncontrolled water level decrease level lowering to LESS THAN 646 ft
in the reactor refueling cavity,- elevation in the reactor refueling'.
spent fuel pool, or fuel transfer: 'cavity, spent fuel pool; or fuel transfer
canal with all irradiated fuel canal with all irradiated fuel
assemblies remaining covered by assemblies remaining covered by
water. water

AND - AND

b. -Unplanned VALID (site-specific) UNPLANNED VALID Area Radiation
Direct Area Radiation Monito r - Monitor reading rise on any of the
reading increases following:

RU2.1
Vent Monitor Fuel Handling Area'
(RIA-5712)

Spent Fuel Pool Area Radiation
Monitors
(RIA-5709 or RIA-2313)

Refueling Containment High Radiation
(CHR) Monitors (RIA-2316 or RIA-
2317)

Site * The minimum allowable water level in the Spent Fuel Pool (SFP) and Refueling Cavity
specific' threshold is the Low Spent Fuel Pool water level, alarmed in the Control Room

(annunciator EK-1 309) at 646 ft elevation or 35 ft above the bottom of the pool.

* RIA-5712, RIA-5709, RIA-2313, RIA-2316, and RIA-2317 are the local SFP and Reactor
Cavity area monitors required to be in service during fuel moves that have indication
available in the control room.= References 4 and 5 were used to develop the list of
monitors.

Difference . The NEI term 'Direct" has been deleted because the monitors used at PNP to assess
this threshold are commonly referred to as Area Radiation Monitors.

* The plant EAL specifically names the monitors applicable to this EAL. Five monitors are
provided in the EAL although the NEI indicates only one monitor. Any monitor is used to
classify the event because they are available in the control room to aid in classifying the
event occurring in the SFP area and the use of any monitor allows for failure of a single
monitor.

* Generic Differences 1, 3, 5, 6

Deviation *None
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Abnormal Rad Levels I Radiological Effluent
Justifications

NEI EAL# NEI EAL Wording PNP PNP EAL Wording
EAL#(s)

Unplanned VALID Direct Area Any UNPLANNED VALID Area
Radiation Monitor readings increases Radiation Monitor reading rises by a
by a factor of 1000 over normal* factor of 1000 over normal* levels.-
levels.

2 RU2.2 *Normal levels can be considered as
*Normal levels can be considered as the highest reading in the past twenty-
the highest reading in the past twenty- four hours excluding the current peak
four hours excluding the current peak value.
value.

Site - None
specific

Difference * The NEI term 'Direct' has been deleted because the monitors used at PNP to assess
this EAL are commonly referred to-as Area Radiation Monitors.

* "Any" has been added to clarify the fact that the threshold is met if there is a rise one or
. more of the indicated readings.

. The word 'UNPLANNED" is a defined term and is indicated in capital letters.

* Generic Differences 1, 2.

Deviation * None

RU2 - Basis' Justification
,PN ;Specific Additiors/Deletio'ns'g 0 Ju ionj

1. Added explanation of specific monitors used. 1. Makes the document more useful for -
Deleted the duplicate reference to definition'of implementer/reviewer.
'Normal' radiation levels.

Difference 1
The additional information'does not impact the classification or intent of the associated
EAL(s).

Deviations . None
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Abnormal Rad Levels I-Radiological Effluent
Justifications

Any UNPLANNED Release of
Gaseous or Liquid Radioactivity to the
Environment that Exceeds 200 Times
the Radiological Effluent Technical
Specifications for 15 Minutes or
Longer

Any UNPLANNED Release of
Gaseous or Liquid Radioactivity to the
Environment that Exceeds 200 Times
the Offsite Dose Calculation Manual
(ODCM) Limits for 15 Minutes or
Longer I

Mode
App.

All All

Difference * The Offsite Dose Calculation Manual (ODCM) gives the site-specific limits for gaseous:
and liquid releases. - it

* Generic Difference 1.

-Deviation * None

NEI EAL# NEI EAL Wording PNP PNP EAL Wording
EAL#(s)

VALID reading on any effluen monitor VALID reading on effluent monitor
that exceeds 200 times the alarm RIA-1049* "Liquid Radwaste
setpoint established by a current Discharge Monitor" that exceeds'200
radioactivity discharge permit for 15 p-ih times the alarm setpoint* established
minutes or longer by a current radioactivity discharge

permit for 15 minutes or longer.

* with waste discharge not isolated

Site * None
specific

Difference . Reference 1, sheets 18 and 19 identify the available monitors. RIA-1049 "Liquid
Radwaste Discharge Monitor" replaced the NEI wording "any effluent rmonitor" since RIA-
1049 is the only monitor used for direct discharge to the environment using a radioactivity
discharge permit. The alarm setpoint for RIA-1 049 is variable and is set in accordance
with the ODCM based on the planned release. Using 200 times the alarm setpoint is.
consistent with the methodology used in NEI 99-01 and will warn of a release that is not
in compliance with the ODCM. Reaching the alarm setpoint on RIA-1049 will terminate
the release. The footnote was inserted to avoid declaration if the release is termrinated.

* Generic Difference 1.

Deviation * 'None
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Abnormal Rad Levels /-Radiolocical Effluent
Justifications .

NEI EAL# NEI EAL Wording PNP PNP EAL Wording
EAL#(s)

VALID reading on one or more of the VALID reading on any of the following
following radiation monitors that radiation monitors that exceeds the
exceeds the reading shown f6r 1 5 reading shown for 15 minutes or
minutes or longer: longer:
(site-specific list)

Stack Normal Range Monitor
(RIA-2326) 1.3E+6 cpm
Stack High Range Monitor

2 RA1.2 (RIA-2327) 1.5 mRem/hr
S/G Blowdown Monitor
(RIA-0707) 200 X High Alarm
Service Water Monitor
(RIA-0833) 200 X High Alarm*

Turbine Bldg. Sumps Monitor
(RIA-5211) 200 X High Alarm
* with waste discharge not isolated

Site . Inserted list of radiation/effluent monitors that monitor effluent pathways which'do not
specific have a radioactivity discharge'permit. The effluent pathways of other monitors are routed

through the Stack. Reference1 I sheets 18 and 19 identify the available monitors. The
list includes those radiation/effluent monitors, which do not routinely have a radioactivity
discharge permit prepared. Reference 1, Table 7 provides the basis for the limits on
RIA-0707, RIA-0833, anrd RIA-521 1.

Difference . Generic Differences 1, 5

Deviation . Reference 3, Table 1 provides the basis for the RIA-2326 and RIA-2327 limits. The limits
for RIA-2326'and RIA-2337 are well below the 200X the ODCM limit. These limits were
selected to ensure adequate separation from the limits in RS1. The Site Area
Emergency limits are based on' EPA guidance and uses- adverse meteorology while the
ODCM values used in RA1.2 use average meteorology. The Alert limits correspond to
the High alarm on RIA-2326, which is also the point at which the RGEM monitors switch
from low range-to high range. While the limits for RIA-2326 and RIA-2327 deviate from
the specific guidance in NEI 99-01, they are consistent with the intent to provide a
graduated escalation from the UE to the General Emergency.
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Abnormal Rad Levels Is Radioloaical Effluent
Justifications

.NEI EAL# NEI EAL Wording PNP PNP EAL Wording
EAL#(s)

Confirmed sample analyses for Confirmed sample analysis for
gaseous or liquid releases indicates gaseous or liquid release indicates
concentrations or release rates, with a concentrations or release rates, with a

3 release duration of 15 minutes or - 1.3 release duration of 15 minutes or
longer, in excess of 200 times (site- ,.: longer, in excess of 200 times ODCM
specific technical specifications) limit.

Site * The Offsite!Dose Calculation Manual (ODCM) gives the limits for gaseous and liquid
specific releases.

Difference * The NEI word 'analyses", has been replaced with 'analysis." This is a grammatical
change to allow the subject to agree with the verb 'indicates."

. Generic Difference 1.

Deviation None

.NEI EAL# NEI EAL Wording' PNP,' PNP EAL Wording
EAL#(s)

VALID reading on perimeter radiation
monitoring system greater than 10.0
mR/hr above normal background N
sustained for 15 minutes or'longer [for'
sites having telemetered X'perimeter
monitors]

Site * None
specific

Difference . Deleted NEI 99-01 Example EAL #4 because the plant is not equipped with perimeter
radiation monitoring. '

Deviation . None

NEI EAL# NEI EAL Wording PNP PNP EAL Wording
EAL#(s)

VALID indication on automatic real-
time dose assessment "`capability:

5 greater than (site-specific value) for 15 N/A N/A
minutes or longer [for sites *having
such capability]

Site * None
specific

Difference * Deleted NEI 99-01 Example EAL #5 because the plant is not equipped with perimeter
radiation monitoring-

Deviation * None
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Abnormal Rad Levels 1 Radiological Effluent
Justifications

RA asis 'Justifia tion

~PNP~S- eiJic Additionsieleetions, .JtBy t on"

1. Replaced Technical Specifications with Offsite 1. The ODCM contains the site-specific limits for
Dose Calculation Manual. radiological effluents.

2. Deleted references to EALs #4 and #5.- 2. Palisades does not have perimeter radiation
monitoring or automatic real-time dose
assessment equipment.

Difference 1, 2
The additional information does not impact the classification or intent of the associated
EAL(s).

Deviations * None
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Abnormal Rad Levels4 IRadiological Effluent
Justifications

•2 NENEIIC Wording U dind:lj

Damage to Irradiated Fuel or Loss of Damage to Irradiated Fuel or Loss of
Water Level that Has or Will Result in Water Level that Has 'or Will Result in

AA2 the Uncovering'of Irradiated Fuel RA2 the Uncovering of Irradiated Fuel
Outside the Reactor Vessel . Outside the Reactor Vessel

Mode All All
App.

Difference * Generic Difference 1.

Deviation * None

NEI EAL# NEI EAL Wording ' - PNP PNP EAL Wording
:_-_-'___:EAL#(s)

A VALID (site-specific) alarm or A VALID alarm or reading on any of
reading on one or more of the - the following radiation monitors:
following radiation monitors: (site-' Vn M
specific monitors) Vent Monitor Fuel Handling Area

Refuel Floor Area Radiation RlA-5712 1E+4cpm
-Monitor:'- -- :

M i - - -Spent Fuel Pool Area Radiation
Fuel Handling Building Ventilation RA2.1 Monitors
Monitor

RIA-5709 or RIA-2313 15 mRem/hr
Refueling Bridge Area Radiation:
Monitor 'Refueling Containment High Radiation

(CHR) Monitors
RIA-2316 or RIA-2317 80 mRem/hr

above background

Site * RIA-5712, RIA-5709, RIA-2313, RIA-2316, and RIA-2317 are the local SFP and Reactor
specific Cavity area monitors required to be in service during fuel moves that have indication

available in the control room 'References 3 and 4 were used to develop the list of
monitors.

* Reference 1, pages 32 and 36 and reference 2, section 5.8, provide the basis of the
alarm values.'

Difference - Generic Differences 1, 5.

Deviation * None
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Abnormal Rad Levels / Radiological Effluent
-.- :__ Justifications ;:

NEI EAL# NEI EAL Wording PNP PNP EAL Wording
EAL#(s)

Water level less than (site-specific) Water level less than 636 ft. 9 in.
feet for the reactor refueling cavity, elevation for the reactor refueling

2 spent fuel pool and fuel transfer canal RA2.2 cavity, spent fuel pool and fuel transfer
that will result in irradiated fuel canal that will result in fuel uncovering.
uncovering

Site 'Reference 5, sheet 2, provides the basis for the water level. The water level limit
specific corresponds to the top of fuel when located in the fuel handling equipment at the upper

limit of travel..

Difference * Generic Difference 1.

Deviation . None

. . . . . . ..-.-. .

RA2 Bsis Jstifics-tion- E ;M~. 14 .

PNP pcifi dditionsl e etions`, Justificatin"

1. Reworded some areas. 1. Minor editorial changes were made to
eliminate example information and correct
references.

Difference 1
The additional information does not impact the classification or intent of the associated
EAL(s).

Deviations * None
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Abnormal Rad Levels I-Radiological Effluent
Justifications

N~tIC NI C N PFNF IC Wdn'T~

Release of Radioactive Material or. Release of Radioactive Material or
Increases in Radiation Levels Within Rises in Radiation Levels Within the

: the Facility That Impedes Operation of ' Facility That Impedes Operation of
Systems Required to Maintain Safe .. Systems Required to Maintain Safe
Operations or to Establish or Maintain . Operations or to Establish or Maintain
Cold Shutdown Cold Shutdown

Mode All All
App.

Difference * Generic Differences 1, 2.

Deviation * None

NEI EAL# NEI EAL Wording PNP PNP EAL Wording
EAL#(s)

VALID (site-specific) radiation monitor VALID radiation monitor readings
. readings GREATER THAN 15 mR/hr GREATER THAN 15 mRem/hr in

in areas requiring continuous - areas requiring continuous occupancy
occupancy to maintain plant safety - to maintain plant safety functions:

. - functions: .....
(Site-specific) list Control Room (RIA-2310)

~OR
Central Alarm Station (RIA-2304)

Site * Reference 2, attachment 3 identifies the available radiation monitors. The Control Room
specific (RIA-2310 is located immediately outside the Control Room) and the Central Alarm

Station (RIA-2304 is located in the hallway near the Central Alarm Station) are site-
-specific areas requiring continuous occupancy to maintain plant safety functions..

Difference . Generic Difference 1, 1 7.

Deviation .- None
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Abnormal Rad Levels TRadiological Effluent
Justifications

NEI EAL# NEI EAL Wording PNP PNP EAL Wording
= -EAL#(s)

VALID (site-specific) radiation monitor Any VALID radiation monitor reading
readings GREATER THAN <site-- GREATER THAN 3 R/hr in areas
specific> values in areas requiring requiring infrequent access to maintain
infrequent access to maintain plant plant safety functions (Table H-1).
safety functions.
(Site-specific) list -A32 TABLE H-I

PLANT VITAL AREAS

- Containment Structure
. Auxiliary Building
* Turbine Building
, Screenhouse

Site . The basis of the 3 R/hr value is as follows: The PNP annual administrative personnel
specific exposure limit is 2 R/Year.- Assuming an emergency worker is at his administrative limit,

any emergency worker needing access to a plant area for the safe shutdown of the plant
could receive up to an additional 3 R without exceeding the legal IOCFR20 annual'
exposure limit of 5 R and thus the need for emergency exposure authorization.
Assuming that an activity required to be performed in the plant would require a 60-minute
stay time in that area an area exposure rate of 3 R/hr would not unduly impede access to
areas necessary for safe plant shutdown.

* Added Table H-1, Plant VITALAREAS, as the list of applicable areas for this EAL. Table
H-1 was developed based on reference 3, attachment 38. This attachment is derived
from the Appendix R safe shutdown analysis and lists those areas considered vital for
safe shutdown.

Difference * 'Any' has been added to clarify the fact that the threshold is met if there is a rise on one
or more of the indicated readings.

* Generic Difference 1, 17.

Deviation * None

- Justifiuscationi

oefP ic Additionsieetions 06kn -i

1. Inserted information on determination of radiation 1. Makes the document more useful for
level for impeding safe shutdown activities and -im Imne~rveeleve fo i m edi g s fe hutd w n cti iti s a d i p lem enter/review er.-
table including safe shutdown areas.

Difference 1
The additional information does not impact the classification or intent of the associated

| EAL(s). - -

Deviations * None
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Abnormal Rad Levels / Radiological Effluent
Justifications
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Abnormal Rad Levels / Radiological Effluent
Justifications

NEI EAL# NEI EAL Wording PNP PNP EAL Wording
EAL#(s)

VALID reading on one or more of the- NOTE: If dose assessment results are
following radiation monitors that''- available at the time ofdeclaration, the
exceeds or is expected to exceed the classification should be based on
reading shown for 15 minutes or RS1.2 instead of RS1.1. While
longer: necessary declarations should not be

(site-specific list) 0delayed awaiting results, the dose
assessment should be initiated 1-

NOTE: If dose assessment results are completed in order to determine if the
available at the time of declaration, the classification should be subsequently
classification should be based on EAL escalated.
#2 instead of EAL #1.While necessary V r n a

declratonsshoud nt b delyed7 0f :VALID'reading on any of the followingdeclratons houd nt bedelyedradiation monitors that exceeds or is
awaiting results, the dose assessment exead to exceedt rd s
should be initiated / completed in order RS1- fr1mtes or lner:
to determine if the classification should .1 for 15,minutes or longer:
be subsequently escalated. Stack High Range Monitor

(RIA-2327) 5.2 mRem/hr
Main Steam Line Monitors
(RIA-2323/RIA-2324) 1.70E+3 cpm
:Stack High Range Effluent Monitor
(RIA-2328)* 0.64 mRem/hr
Atmospheric Dump Valve High (ADV)
Range Effluent Monitors
(RIA-2328)* 0.57 mRem/hr

*Note RIA-2328 is a backup monitor.
which can be physically directed for
monitoring the ADVs or Stack

Site * Inserted list of the available radiation/effluent monitors. Reference 1, Table 7 provides
specific the basis for the limits odn RIA-2327, RIA-2323/RIA-2324, and RIA-2328.- As indicated in

the note, RIA-2328 is a single monitor that can be aimed at either the plant stack or the
atmospheric dump valves. Separate limits are established based on which path is
monitored.

Difference * Generic Differences 1, 5, 17.

* Moved the "NOTE" to the beginning of the EAL as a human factors consideration.
Placing notes prior to the applicable steps is consistent with PNP procedure formats.

Replaced 'EAL#2" and 'EAL#1" with "RG1.27 and "RG1.1."

Deviation * None
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Abnormal Rad Levels I Radiological Effluent
_Justifications .

-NEI EAL# NEI EAL Wording PNP PNP EAL Wording
EAL#(s)

Dose assessment using actual - Dose assessment using actual
meteorology indicates doses greater meteorology indicates doses

2 than 100 mR TEDE or 500 mR thyroid RS1.2 GREATER THAN 100 mRem TEDE or
CDE at or beyond the site boundary; 500 mRem CDE at or beyond the site

- ; ;-boundary.

Site . None
specific A

Difference . Generic Differences 1, 5, 7, 17.

Deviation * None

NEI EAL# NEI EAL Wording' PNP PNP EAL Wording
_ _ _ _ _.-.:_;-_-i-_ :_ EAL#(s)

. A VALID reading sustained for 15 N/A N/A
minutes or longer on perimeter

3 radiation monitoring system greater
than 100 mR/hr.:[for sites having ,
telemetered perimeter monitors]

Site * None
specific

Difference . Deleted NEI 99-01 Example EAL #3 because the plant is not equipped with perimeter
radiation monitoring.

Deviation * None
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Abnormal Rad Levels l Radiological Effluent
Justifications

NEI EAL# NEI EAL Wording PNP PNP EAL Wording
EAL#(s)

Field survey results indicate closed Field survey results indicate closed
window dose rates exceeding 100 window dose rates exceeding 100
mR/hr expected to continue for more mRem/hr expected to continue for
than one hour; or analyses of field. more than one hour at or beyond the
survey samples indicate thyroid CDE site boundary.

4 of 500 mR for one hour of inhalation, RS1.3 OR
at or beyond the site boundary '--

a oAnalyses of field survey samples
indicate thyroid CDE of 500 mRem for
one hour of inhalation, at or beyond
the site boundary

Site * None
specific

Difference * 'mRad" and 'mRem" were used instead of 'mR" based on nomenclature from the PNP
dose code. "mRad" is used for closed window dose rates. 'mRem' is used in reference
to CDE.

* Added wording "at or beyond the site boundary" before the "OR" to complete the logic of
the first criteria.

* Generic Differences 1, 10, 17.

Deviation . None

*

aRS1Bsis ustification § =_____ ___R

1. Deleted references to EAL #3. 1. Palisades does not have perimeter radiation
monitoring or automatic real-time dose

* -assessment equipment.

Difference 1
The additional information does not impact the classification or intent of the associated
EAL(s).

Deviations * None
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Abnormal Rad Levels-!TRadiolooical Effluent
Justifications

Offsite Dose Resulting from an Actual Offsite Dose Resulting from an Actual
or Imminent Release'of Gaseous or Imminent Release of Gaseous
Radioactivity Exceeds 1000 mR TEDE RGI Radioactivity Exceeds 1000 mRem
or 5000 mR Thyroid CDE for the i : TEDE or 5000 mRem Thyroid CDE for
Actual or Projected Duration of the the Actual or Projected Duration of the
Release Using Actual Meteorology -- Release Using Actual Meteorology

Mode All Al
App.

Difference * Generic Difference 1, 17.

Deviation * None
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Abnormal Rad Levels I-Radioloaical Effluent
Ju'stifications

NEI EAL# NEI EAL Wording PNP PNP EAL Wording
EAL#(s)

VALID reading on one or more of the NOTE: If dose assessment results are
following radiation monitors that available at the time of declaration, the
exceeds or is expected to exceed the' classification should be based on
reading shown for 15 minutes or RG1.2 instead of RG1.1.' While
longer: necessary declarations should not be

f lt delayed awaiting results, the dose
assessment should be initiated I-

NOTE: If dose assessment'results 'are completed in order to determine if the
available at the time of declaration, the classification should be subsequently
classification should be based onEAL escalated
#2 instead of EAL #1.While necessary

declratins souldnot e deayed' :VALID reading on any of the following-declratons houd nt bedelyedradiation monitors that exceeds or is
awaiting results, the dose assessment expected to exceedt rd s
should be initiated I completed in order RGI 1 fr1mites or lner.
to determine if the classification should
be subsequently escalated. Stack High Range Monitor

(RIA-2327) 52 mRem/hr
Main Steam Line Monitors
(RIA-2323/RIA-2324) 1 .70E+4 cpm
Stack High Range Effluent Monitor
(RIA-2328)* 6.4 mRem/hr
Atmospheric Dump Valve High Range
Effluent Monitors
(RIA-2328)* 5.7 mRemlhr
*Note RIA-2328 is a'backup monitor.
which can be physically directed for

,__ __ - - -monitoring the ADVs or Stack

Site * Inserted list of the available radiation/effluent monitors. Reference 1, Table 7 provides
specific the basis for the limits on RIA-2327, RIA-2323/RIA-2324, and RIA-2328. As indicated in

the note,' RIA-2328 is a single-monitor that can be aimed at either the plant stack or the
atmospheric dump valves. -Separate limits are established based on which path is
monitored.

Difference ' Generic Differences 1, 5, 17.

* Moved the "NOTE" to the beginning of the EAL as a human factors consideration.
Placing notes prior to the applicable steps is consistentwith PNP procedure formats.

Replaced 'EAL#2" and "EAL#1with RG1.2"an dRGI.1."

Deviation * None
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Abnormal Rad Levels ' Radiological Effluent
-Justifications

NEI EAL# NEI EAL Wording PNP PNP EAL Wording
EAL#(s)

Dose assessment using actual Dose assessment using actual
meteorology indicates doses greater meteorology indicates doses

2 than 1000 mR TEDE or 5000 mR RGi.2 GREATER THAN 1000 mRem TEDE
thyroid CDE at or beyond the-site or 5000 mRem thyroid CDE at or
boundary - beyond the site boundary

Site . None
specific ., , -

Difference * Generic Differences 1, 7, 17.

Deviation * None

NEI EAL# NEI EAL Wording PNP PNP EAL Wording
EAL#(s)

A VALID reading sustained for 15
minutes or longer on perimeter' V

3 radiation monitoring system greater N/A N/A
than 1000 mR/hr. [for sites having
telemetered perimeter monitors]

Site * None
specific

Difference * Deleted NEI 99-01 Example EAL #3 because the plant is not equipped with perimeter
radiation monitoring

Deviation * None
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Abnormal.Rad Levels l Radioloaical Effluent
._ Justifications

NEI EAL# NEI EAL Wording - - PNP PNP EAL Wording
EAL#(s)

Field survey results indicate closed Field survey results indicate closed
window dose rates exceeding 1000 window dose rates exceeding 1000
mR/hr expected to continue for more mRem/hr expected to continue for
than one hour; or analyses of field more than one hour, at or beyond site
survey samples indicate thyroid CDE boundary.
of 5000 mR for one hour of inhalation, RGI.3
at or beyond site boundary. OR

Analyses of field survey samples
indicate thyroid CDE of 5000 mRem
for one hour of inhalation, at or beyond
site boundary

Site . None
specific

Difference * SmRad" and 'mRem" were used instead of "mR' based on nomenclature from the PNP
dose code. 'mRad' is used for closed window dose ratest OmRem" is used in reference
to CDE.

* Generic Differences 1, 10,17. -

Deviation * None

PScifi d itionsDeletons _ sifcatIon

1. Deleted references to'EAL #3. 1. Palisades does not have perimeter radiation
monitoring or automatic real-time dose
assessment equipment.

Difference TI
The additional informatiori does not impact the classification or intent of the associated
EAL(s).'

Deviations * None
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Cold Shutdown Justification Matrix

1*" *N El#2I~' ]C ording" ~+d~' iNording~~

CUI RCS Leakage. CUI PCS Leakage.

Mode Cold Shutdown Cold Shutdown
App.-

Difference * Generic Difference Number 16

Deviation . None

NEI EAL# NEI EAL Wording PNP PNP EAL Wording
EAL#(s)

Unidentified or pressure boundary Unidentified or pressure boundary
leakage greater than 10 gpm. CUi.i. leakage GREATER THAN 10 gpm.

Site * None
specific

Difference A Generic Difference Number 1, 7

Deviation * None**

NEI EAL# NEI EAL Wording PNP PNP EAL Wording
EAL#(s)

2 Identified leakage greater than 25 u .2. Identified leakage GREATER THAN2. C12
gpm. 25 gpm.

Site * None
specific

Difference . Generic Difference Number 1, 7

Deviation * None
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Cold Shutdown-Justification Matrix

!..Speciffica g A= itonleltin .. Jutfiaio_

* Deleted parenthetical examples of installed * Improved user interpretation.
instrumentation and NEI Appendix C
reference.

Difference * Minor deletions to enhance basis readability.

Deviations * None
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Cold Shutdown Justification Matrix

I

NEI EAL# NEI EAL Wording , PNP PNP EAL Wording
EAL#(s)

UNPLANNED RCS level decrease UNPLANNED PCS level lowering
below the RPV flange for->15 below Reactor Vessel flange for

1. minutes. CU2.1. GREATER THAN OR EQUAL TO 15
minutes.

Site * None
specific

Difference . Generic Difference Number 1, 8, 13, 16

Deviation * None

NEI EAL# NEI EAL Wording-PN PNP EAL Wording
EAL#(s)

a. Loss of RPV inventory as eactor Vessel invento
indicated by unexplained {site-~ indicated by unexplained Containment
specific} sump and tanhk level Sumrp level rise OR Primary System

2.increase CU.. Drain Tank level rise.

2. = U2.,

AND 'AND

b. RPV level cannot be 'monitored -Reactor Vessel level cannot be
monitored

tnanmen umpNE EA Wordirngy-Syte D'-:-PPPLWraing

Site * onan nt SupTrd~rmaySse ri Tnk" are the site specific indications
specific, for loss of Reactor Vessel level inventory

Difference * Generic Differece Number 1, 10, 13
. Replaced "and' with 'Or' as a' rise in either Containment Sump or Primary SystemDrain

Tank level will indicate a loss of inventory.
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Cold Shutdown Justification Matrix

Deviation * None -
I I I

CU2.B.s.......ifi-ao'`-
- N Spcii .diinleeih =ustfLa- . n .

1. The PNP specific basis includes additional 1. The additional basis information supports the
information related to methods used to ' - determination of a loss of PCS inventory
'determine a loss of PCS inventory and specified in the EALs.
describes the symptoms associated with a
loss of PCS inventory.

2. Deleted reference to NEI 99-01 Appendix C. 2. Improved user interpretation.

Difference 1. Additional information was added to support EAL determination; The additional
information does not impact the classification or intent of the associated EALs.

2. Minor deletion to enhance basis readability.

Deviations * None
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Cold Shutdown- Justification Matrix

Loss of All Offsite Power to Esse'ntial Loss of All Offsite' Power to Essential'
CU3 Busses for Greater Than 15 Minutes' CU3 Busses for GREATER THAN 15

Minutes

Mode Cold Shutdown, Refueling Cold Shutdown, Refueling
App.

Difference . Generic Difference Number 7

Deviation * None

NEI EAL# NEI EAL Wording PNP PNP EAL Wording
EAL#(s)

a. Loss of power to (site-specific)' Loss of all offsite power to Vital
transformers for greater than 15 2400 VAC busses 1 C and ID for
minutes. GREATER THAN 15 minutes.

AND CU3.1. AND
1. b. At least (site-specific) emergency At least one emergency diesel

generators are supplying power to generator is supplying power to
emergency busses.. either Vital 2400 VAC bus 1 C or

I D.

*Site * .Vital 2400 VAC busses 1 C and I D" are the site specific essential busses
specific * "one" is the site-specific number of emergency "diesel" generators needed to power an

emergency bus.

Difference * Generic Difference Number 1, 7

The NEI example EAL condition "Loss of power to (site-specific) transformers for
-greater than 15 minutes" has been changed to 'Loss of all offsite power to Vital 2400
VAC busses 1 C and 1 D for GREATER THAN 15 min." Adding the words "all offsite" to
the EAL focuses the'classification'on the loss of offsite power to the essential busses.':
Additionally, the words "all offsite" brings information from the basis into the EAL and
align the EAL directly to the IC. The PNP wording focuses the classification on the loss
of offsite power capability rather than the status of one or more transformers that may or
may not be capable of powering the essential buses (e.g. in the event of a fault
condition between the transformer and the bus). This simplifies the EAL wording and
concisely meets the iententbof theNEI IC CU3. The combination of changing'
transformers to busses, and adding the "all offsite" to the EAL was done to provide the
user all the information necessary within the EAL to accurately classify the event.

* 'either Vital 2400 VAC bus C or 1 D" added for user clarity.

Deviation * None
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Cold Shutdown Justification Matrix

CU3- Basis Justificatior n

1. The PNP specific basis includes'additional : 1. The additional basis information supports the
information related to the power supplies for: ' determination of a loss of offsite power specified

'the Vital 2400 VAC busses. in the EAL.

2. Deleted reference to companion unit AC cross- 2. PNP is a single unit plant.
tie capability.

Difference 1 -Additional information was added to support EAL determination. The additional
information does not impact the classification or intent of the associated EALs.

- 2. Deleted reference to companion unit AC cross-tie capability as PNP is a single unit,
plant. :

Deviations * None
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Cold Shutdow~nJustification Matrix

I

NEI EAL# NEI EAL Wording PNP PNP EAL Wording
EAL#(s)

An UNPLANNED event results in RCS An UNPLANNED event results in PCS
temperature exceeding the Technical temperature exceeding the Technical

1. Specification cold shutdown CU4.1 Specification cold shutdown
temperature limit temperature limit of 200 degrees F

Site . None
specific

Difference * Generic Difference Number 1, 16.
* "of 200 'F" added to specify the Technical Specification Cold Shutdown temperature

limit.

Deviation * None

NEI EAL# NEI EAL Wording., PNP PNP EAL Wording
.EAL#(s)

Loss of all RCS temperature and RPV Loss of all PCS temperature and
2. level indication for'> 15 minutes . CU4.2. Reactor Vessel level indication for'

GREATER THAN 15 minutes.

Site * None
specific

Difference * Generic Difference Number 1, 7, 13, 16

Deviation * None
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Cold Shutdown Justification Matrix

.CLJ4 - � **.�---�*

PN P.Specific'Addit!6onsIDe'1etions 1j Jsifctin=; on 1t

1. Revised the wording for escalation to an Alert 1. Corrects an internal event escalation
via CA4. inconsistency within the NEI basis document

where CU4 basis referenced "30 minutes
- with CONTAINMENT CLOSURE -NOT

-:tablished" but CA4 EAL states "20 minutes
with CONTAINMENT CLOSURE
established".

2. Deleted reference to NEI 99-01 Appendix C. 2. Improved user interpretation.

3. Corrected typo: "of" to 'or" 3. NEI guidance stated cold shutdown of -
refueling and it should have stated 'or

, 'refueling."

Difference 1. Revised the discussion for escalation to Alert via CA4.

. 2. Minor deletion to enhance basis readability.

3. Minor correction of typographical error.

Deviations * None
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Cold Shutdown Justification Matrix

NEI EAL# NEI EAL Wording PNP PNP EAL Wording
EAL#(s)

(Site-specific) radiation monitor Any of the following radiation monitors
readings indicating fuel clad with a VALID PPC urgent alarm
degradation greater than Technical indicating fuel clad degradation
Specification allowable limits ''' GREATER THAN Technical

Specification allowable limits.

Fuel Handling Area Monitor No. I -
RIA-2316

Fuel Handling Area Monitor No. 2 -
RIA-2317

CU5.1. Containment Isolation High
Radiation Monitor - RIA-1 805
Containment Isolation High
-Radiation Monitor- RIA-1 806

Containment Isolation High
Radiation Monitor- RIA-1807

Containment Isolation High
Radiation Monitor - RIA-1 808

Site * The Containment Isolation High Radiation and Fuel Handling Area Monitors in high
specific alarm are the 'site-specific" fuel clad degradation indications.

* For the Containment Isolation High Radiation monitors a special test was conducted
that verified that with approximately 1 % failed fuel the Containment Isolation High
Radiation monitors would indicate 4.5 Rem/hour. The PPC urgent alarm-is set at one
tenth of that value, 0.45 Rem/hour, indicating fuel clad degradation. For the Fuel
Handling Area Radiation monitors a calculation was performed that verified that with
approximately.1.0 pCi/gm activity dispersed in the flooded Reactor Cavity during
refueling operations the'Fuel Handling Area Radiation monitors would indicate 4.8
Rem/hour. Due to the low inventory turnover between the PCS and the Reactor Cavity,
PCS activity is assumed to be at least an order of magnitude greater than the Reactor
Cavity when the Reactor Cavity activity is at 1.0 pCi/grn. 'Therefore the PPC urgent
alarm is set at 0.48 Rem/hour, one tenth of the calculated reading, indicating fuel clad
degradation. This deviation is appropriate for PNP as it provides equivalent protection of
the public health and safety in the absence of an installed fuel element failure radiation
monitor. Additionally, the setpoints selected are high enough to be discriminatory yet
low enough to allow escalation to an Alert in the Fission Product Barrier Degradation
category. Therefore use of these radiation monitors does not decrease the effectiveness
of the EAL scheme.

Difference * Generic Difference Number 1, 7

* PNP uses "with a VALID PPC urgent alarm" as the radiation monitor "reading".due to
having these alarm setpoints at a value that indicates fuel clad degradation, the need to
provide the operators with an active prompt versus a passive reading from an
instrument that is not readily accessed and to align this syntax with that used for other
radiation monitor readings in the Abnormal Radiation EALs.

Deviation . None
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Cold Shutdown Justification-Matrix

NEI EAL# NEI EAL Wording PNP PNP EAL Wording
EAL#(s)

(Site-specific) coolant sample activity. Coolant sample activity GREATER
. value indicating fuel clad degradation CU5.2. THAN 1.0 pCi/gm indicating fuel clad

greater than Technical Specification . degradation.
allowable limits.

Site * Less than 1.0 pCi/gm dose equivalent 1-131 is the site-specific Technical Specification
specific allowable'limit.

Difference * Generic Difference Number 1, 7

* Technical Specification allowable limits' - was deleted as it duplicates the site specific
Technical Specification value already listed in the EAL

Deviation . None
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Cold Shutdown Justification Matrix

cCU5 -Ba is -J z-R

PNP Specfic ,~u~i~ons~uiet~onsustification-, ~~.... .

1. The PNP specific basis includes additiornal ' '1. PNP has no radiation monitor that could
information related to the radiation monitors definitively indicate fuel-clad degradation
alarms that would prompt operations to request therefore a prompt has been provided to confirm
a PCS sample and activity analysis. . or deny fuel clad degradation.

2. The PNP specific basis includes additional 2: The additional basis information supports the
information related to the appropriateness of, determination of fuel cladding degradation
the coolant sample Technical Specification as specified in the EAL.
a limit for this EAL.

Difference 1. & 2.

* Additional information was added to support EAL determination. The additional
information does not impact the classification or intent of the associated EAL.

Deviations * None
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Cold Shutdown Justification Matrix

NEI IC# ~ ~NEI IC Wordiri n4fgPN ~i~~NPI odn

UNPLANNED Loss of All Onsite or UNPLANNED Loss of All Onsite orCU6 Offsite Communications Capabilities - CU6 Offsite Communications Capabilities.

Mode Cold Shutdown, Refueling Cold Shutdown, Refueling
App.

Difference * None

Deviation * None

NEI EAL# NEI EAL Wording PNP PNP EAL Wording
EAL#(s)

Loss of all (site-specific list) onsite Loss of all Table C-1 onsite
communications capability affecting communications capability affecting
the ability to perform routine the ability to perform routine
operations. operations.

1-CU6.1 Table C-I Onsite

Communications Systems
. Telephone system
* Onsite/offsite radio

system
- Public address system

Site * Table C-1 lists site-specific equipment used for onsite communications. Additional
specific communications systems listed in Reference #1 for this IC/EAL (i.e. an

- intercommunications system and the sound-powered phones) would not support routine
operations and are not considered appropriate for this EAL.

Difference * Generic Difference Number 1

Deviation * None
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Cold Shutdown Justification Matrix

NEI EAL# NEI EAL Wording -PNP PNP EAL Wording'
EAL#(s)

Loss of all (site-specific list) offsite Loss of all Table C-2 offsite
communications capability communications capability.

Table C-2 Offsite

2. 'XCU6.2 Communications Systems
* Telephone system
* Power failure phones
* FTS phone system
* Satellite phone

Site * Table C-2 lists site-specific equipment used for offsite communications. Additional
specific communications systems listed in Reference #1, #2 and #3 for this IC/EAL (e.g. System

Controller radio systemron-site/off-site radio system, cell phones, etc) are not
considered appropriate for this EAL as these systems grant no assurance that'
communications with offsite agencies could be'established.

Difference * Generic Difference Number 1

Deviation * None

.CU6 - Bais J u tification
= Specific A dditi6 nsD eletio s it i

1. The PNP specific basis includes the site- I
specific Table C-1 and C-2 references related
to a loss of communications. '

1. The additional basis information supports the
determination of a loss of communications
specified in the EALs.

1. Additional informationriias added to support EAL determination. The additional
information does not impact the classification or intent of the associated EALs.

* None
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Cold Shutdown Justification Matrix

,NEI IC W44<in- PN :Iln I[, .CWordin Tg W-R,"M m .
UNPLANNED Loss of Required DC UNPLANNED Loss of Required DC

CU7 Power for Greater'than 15 Minutes CU7 Power for GREATER THAN 15
minutes.

Mode Cold Shutdown, Refueling Cold Shutdown, Refueling
App.

Difference * Generic Difference Number 7 '

Deviation * None

NEI EAL# NEI EAL Wording PNP PNP EAL Wording
EAL#(s)

a. UNPLANNED Loss of Vital DC UNPLANNED Loss of vital DC power
power to required DC busses to required DC busses based on bus
based on (site-specific) bus voltage voltage indications LESS THAN 105
indications. VDC.

1. AND CU7.1. AND

b. Failure to restore power to at least, Failure to restore power to at least one
one required DC bus within 15' required DC bus within 15 minutes
minutes from the time of loss. from the time of loss.

Site . LESS THAN 105 VDC is tie site-specific value for a loss of Vital DC.
specific

Difference * Generic Difference Nu'mber 1, 9

Deviation . None

:CU7 -us I . E m

AD etion __

I.VZ-$.,.t..�...

1. The PNP specific basis includes additio-nal
information related to Station Battery --
capabilities. : - i

1. 'The additional basis information supports the
determination of the loss of DC power specified
in the EAL.

1. Additional information was added to support EAL determination. The additional
information does not impact the classification or intent of the associated EAL.

s N o* None I '' . I'' I0~E
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Cold Shutdown Justification Matrix

~A!-NIIC W~dPNP I"C Wordin'

CU8 Inadvertent Criticality. CU8 Inadvertent Criticality.

Mode Cold Shutdown, Refueling Cold Shutdown, Refueling
App.

Difference * None

Deviation * None

NEI EAL# NEI EAL Wording PNP PNP EAL Wording
EAL#(s)

An UNPLANNED extended positive
1. period observed on nuclear. (N/A) (Not used)

,instrumentation.-

Site * None
specific

Difference . PNP is a PWR and has no period nuclear instrumentation.

-Deviation * None

NEI EAL# NEI EAL Wording PNP PNP EAL Wording
EAL#(s)

An UNPLANNED sustained positive An UNPLANNED sustained positive
2. startup rate observed on nuclear CU8.1. startup rate observed on nuclear

instrumentation. instrumentation.

Site * None - '
specific

Difference * Generic Difference Number' I

Deviation * None
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Cold Shutdow'n Justification Matrix

DAiffernce ific AdditBonsple eino used.

PNP .a i n N. e

Deviations * None -0 . -
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Cold Shutdown Justification Matrix

gi m , '' ~ '

CA' Loss of RCS Inventory. CA1 Loss of PCS Inventory.

Mode Cold Shutdown Cold Shutdown
App.

Difference * Generic Difference Number 16

Deviation * None

NEI EAL# NEI EAL Wording PNP PNP EAL Wording
EAL#(s)

Loss of RCS inventory as indicated by. Loss of PCS inventory as indicated by
RPV level less than {site-specific Reactor Vessel level LESS THAN 617
level). ft.' 0 in. elevation.

(low-low ECCS actuation setpoint) CAl.1.
(BWR)

,(bottom ID of the RCS loop) (PWR)

Site . 617 ft. 0 in. (See deviation below)
specific

Difference * Generic Difference Number 1,9, 13,16

* Low-low ECCS actuation setpoint is not used at PNP

Deviation . When Reactor Vessel water level lowers to 616 ft. 5.5 in. elevation, the bottom of the
PCS hot leg is uncovered.' Reactor Vessel Level Transmitter LT-0105 and Reactor Hot
Leg Level Transmitter LT-0106 provide the closest readily available indication of this
level. Both transmitters"will indicate approximately 0% at a level of 617 ft. 0 in.Refer to
Addendum #1 for additional justification for this deviation related to PNPs' ability to
properly classify and escalate this event using installed plant equipment.
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Cold Shutdown Justification Matrix

NEI EAL# NEI EAL Wording PNP PNP EAL Wording
EAL#(s)

a. Loss of RCS inventory as Loss of PCS inventory as indicated by
indicated by unexplained {site- unexplained Containment Sump OR
specific} sump and tank level Primary System Drain Tank level rise'

2. ' increase AND

AND CA1.2. Reactor Vessel level cannot be
b. RCS level cannot be monitored monitored for GREATER THAN 15

for > 15 minutes minutes

Site 'Generic Difference Number 1, 7,16
specific * 'Containment Sump OR Primary System Drain Tank" level rise are the site-specific

indications for loss of Reactor Vessel level inventory

Difference . Replaced 'and" with nor" as a rise in either Containment Sump or Primary System Drain
Tank level will indicate a loss of inventory.

Replaced "RCS" with 'Reactor Vessel" for consistency with other EALs that describe
monitoring Reactor Vessel level.

Deviation * None

CAj."Basis ustificaition ,

1. Deleted reference to'BWR ECCS actuation and i. Improved user interpretation.
NEI 99-01 Appendix C reference.

2. Information added on site specific level used in 2. PNP site specific details added to basis.
CA1.1.

Difference 1. Minor deletions to enhance basis readability.

2. Added site specific information in basis to support EAL with regard to level for CA1.1.

Deviations A See specific EAL justification (CA1.1)
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Cold Shutdown -Justification Matrix

NEt EAL#NEI EAL Wording PNP PNP EAL Wording
EAL#(s)

Loss of RPV inventory.as'indicated by Loss of Reactor Vessel inventory as
RPV level less than {site-specific indicated by Reactor Vessel level

level. - X" -LESS THAN 617 ft. 0 in. elevation.

(low-low ECCS actuation setpoint) CA2.1.
(BWR)

(bottom ID of the RCS loop) (PWR)

Site 617 ft. 0 in. (See deviation below)
specific

Difference Generic Difference Number 1, 9,13

. Low-low ECCS actuation-setpoint is not used at PNP

Deviation . When Reactor Vessel water level lowers to 616 ft. 5.5 in. elevation, the bottom of the
PCS hot leg is uncovered.'Reactor Vessel Level Transmitter LT-0105 and Reactor Hot
Leg Level Transmitter LT-0106 provide the closest readily available indication of this
level. Both transmitters will indicate approximately-0% at a level of 617 ft. 0 in. Refer to
'Addendum #1 for additional justification for this deviation related to PNPs' ability to
properly classify and escalate this event using installed plant equipment.
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Cold Shutdown Justification. Matrix

NEI EAL# NEI EAL Wording PNP PNP EAL Wording
EAL#(s)

a. Loss of RPV inventory aS Loss of Reactor Vessel inventory as
indicated by unexplained (site- idcatdb unexplained Containment
specific} sump and tank level Sump OR Primary System Drain Tank
increase level rise'

2.AND CA2.2. AND

b. RPV level cannot be monitored Reactor Vessel level cannot be
for > 15 minutes monitored for d REATER THAN 15

minutes.

Site *Generic Difference Number 1, 7, 10, 13'
speciic *'Containment Sump OR Primary System Drain Tank" level rise are'the site-specific

indications for loss of Reactor Vessel level inventory

Difference *Replaced 'and' with nor" as a rise in either Containment Sump or Primary System Drain
Tank level will indicate a loss of inventory..

Devatin *None

PNP I SeiiAiosIeletions. Justi ication~J

1.- Deleted reference to BWR ECCS actuation and 1. Improved user interpretation.
-NEI 99-01 Appendix C reference.

2. Added information to support site specific 2. Add site specific information for PNP.
levels

Difference 1.- Minor deletions to enhance basis readability.

Deviations *See specific EAL justification (CA2.1)
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Cold Shutdown Justification Matrix

NNt lC# oirding ~ -PNP

Loss of All Offsite Power and Loss of Loss of All Offsite Power and Loss of'
CA3 All Onsite AC Power to Essential CA3 All Onsite AC Power to Essential

Busses. Busses.

Mode Cold Shutdown, Refueling, Defueled Cold Shutdown, Refueling, Defueled
App.

Difference * None

Deviation None

NEI EAL Wording -PNP PNP EAL Wording
NEt EAL#- EAL#(s)

a. Loss of power to (site-specific) Loss of all offsite power to both
transformers.' Vital 2400 VAC busses 1C and ID

AND AND
- b. Failure of (site-specific) Failure of both emergency diesel

emergency generators to supply generators to supply power to Vital
1 power to emergency busses. CA 2400 VAC busses.

AND AND
c. Failure to restore power to at Failure to restore power to at least

least oneemergency bus within' one Vital 2400 VAC bus within 15
15 minutes from thejtime''of loss minutes from the time of loss of
of both offsite and onsite AC both offsite and onsite AC power.
power.

Site * WVital 2400 VAC buses' C and ID" are the site-specific essential busses.
specific . Emergency 'diesel" generator is site specific nomenclature used at PNP.

- "both" is site-specific for the emergency 'diesel' generators

Difference * Generic Difference Number 1

* The NEI example EAL condition "Loss of power to (site-specific) transformers" has been
changed to 'Loss of all offsite power to both Vital 2400 VAC busses 1 C and ID" Addin`g
the words "all offsite" to the EAL focuses the classification on the loss of offsite power
to the essential busses. Additionally, the words gall offsite" brings information from the
basis into the'EAL and align the EAL directly to the IC. The PNP wording focuses the
'classification on the loss of offsite power capability rather than the status of one or more
transformers that may or may not be capable of powering the essential buses (e.g. in
the event of a fault condition between the transformer and the bus). This simplifies the
'EAL wording and concisely meets the intent of the NEI IC CA3. The combination of
changing transformers to busses, and adding the -all offsite" to the EAL was done to
p provide the user-all the information necessary within the EAL to accuratelyclassify the
event. -

* Replaced 'emergency" with "Vital 2400 VAC' for user clarity.
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Deviation |* None .
I . I 

I

I .
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Cold Shutdow;n Justification Matrix

di Justificaion

1. The PNP specific basis includes additional 1. The additional basis information supports the
information related to the power supplies for' determination of a loss of offsite power
the Vital 2400 VAC busses. specified in the EAL.

Difference 1. Additional information was added to support EAL determination. The additional
information does not imnpact the classification or intent of the associated EAL.

Deviations * None
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Cold Shutdown-:Justification Matrix

81C. rding ~~I

X 4: f;, i;A "
Inability to Maintain Plant in Cold Inability to Maintain Plant in Cold

CA4 Shutdown with Irradiated Fuel in the CA4 Shutdown with Irradiated Fuel in the
RPV Reactor Vessel.

Mode Cold Shutdown, Refueling: Cold Shutdown, Refueling
App.

Difference * Generic Difference Number 13

Deviation -* .None

NEI EAL# NEI EAL Wording PNP - PNP EAL Wording
-EAL#(s)

.With CONTAINMENT CLOSURE and With CONTAINMENT CLOSURE and
RCS integrity not established an PCS integrity not established an
UNPLANNED event results in RCS UNPLANNED event results in PCS

1. -temperature exceeding the Technical CA4.1. temperature exceeding the Technical
Specification cold shutdown Specification cold shutdown
temperature limit. temperature limit of 200 degrees F.

Site * None
specific

Difference * Generic Difference Number 1, 16

* iof 200 degrees F' was added to specify the Technical Specification Cold Shutdown
temperature limit.

Deviation . None
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Cold Shutdown Justification Matrix

NEI EAL# NEI EAL Wording PNP PNP EAL Wording
EAL#(s)

With CONTAINMENT CLOSURE With CONTAINMENT CLOSURE
established and RCS integrity not established and PCS integrity not
established or RCS inventory reduced established or PCS inventory reduced
an UNPLANNED event results in RCS ,: an UNPLANNED event results in PCS

temperature exceedingrthe Technical temperature exceeding the Technical
Specification cold shutdown Specification cold shutdown

2. temperature limit for greater than 20 - CA4.2. temperature limit of 200 degrees F for.
minutes'. GREATER THAN 20 minutes'.

'Note: if an RCS heat removal system ''Note if a PCS heat removal system
is in operation within this time frame is in operation within this time frame
and RCS temperature is being and PCS temperature is being
reduced then this EAL is not reduced then this EAL is not
applicable. applicable.

Site * None
specific

Difference * Generic Difference Number 1, 7,16

* 'of 2000F" was added to specify the Technical Specification Cold Shutdown temperature
limit.

Brought Note into EAL from basis.

* Replaced 'an" with "a" in Note I for proper grammar use with "PCS".

. None
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NEI EAL# NEI EAL Wording PNP PNP EAL Wording-
EAL#(s)

An UNPLANNED event results' in RCS An UNPLANNED event results in PCS
temperature exceeding the Technical temperature exceeding the Technical
Specification cold shutdown Specification cold shutdown
temperature limit for greater than 60 temperature limit 'of 200 degrees F for
minutes' or results in an RCS GREATER THAN 60 minutes' OR
pressure increase of greater than results in a PCS pressure rise of-
{site-specific) psig. CA4.3. GREATER THAN 10 psig2

'Note: if an RCS heat removal system 'Note: if a PCS heat removal system
is in operation within this time frame is in operation within this time frame
and RCS temperature is being and PCS temperature is being
reduced then this EAL is not reduced then this EAL is not
applicable. applicable.

Site * 10 psig is the site-specific value for the PCS pressure rise.
specific

Difference * Generic Difference Number 1, 7,10, 16

* 'of 2000 F was added to specify the Technical Specification Cold Shutdown temperature
limit.

l Brought Note into EAL from basis.

* Replaced 'an" with '"a in Note 1 for proper grammar use with 'PCS".

Deviation * None

BCAC4i Basi if"icatin i

PPSecfcAditi onsIDe eiiohs us _____________

1. The PNP specific basis includes additional 1. The additional basis information supports the
-information related to PCS pressure indication' determination the inability to maintain cold
that replaced the NEI 99-01 discussion of' shutdown specified in the EALs.
'Control Board instrumentation'. -

2. Deleted reference to NEI 99-01 Appendix C.' 2. Improved user interpretation.

Difference 1. Additional information was'added to support EAL determination. The additional
information does not impact the classification or intent of the associated EAL.

2. Minor deletion to enhance basis readability.

Deviations . None
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Cold Shutdown Justification Matrix

CS1 Loss of RPV Inventory Affecting Core' Loss of Reactor Vessel Inventory
Decay Heat Removal Capability : Affecting Core Decay Heat Removal

Capability

Mode Cold Shutdown Cold Shutdown
App.

Difference . Generic Difference Number 13

Deviation * None
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NEI EAL# NEI EAL Wording PNP PNP EAL Wording
EAL#(s)

With CONTAINMENT CLOSURE not With CONTAINMENT CLOSURE not
established: established:

a. RPV inventory as indicated by a. Reactor Vessel inventory as
RPV level less than {site-specific indicated by Reactor Vessel level
level) LESS THAN 616 ft. 6 in.

(6" below the low-low ECCS elevation
actuation setpoint) (BWR) OR

1. (6" below the bottom ID of the RCS CSI 1 b. Reactor Vessel level cannot be
loop) (PWR) monitored for GREATER THAN

OR 30 minutes with a loss of Reactor
Vessel inventory as indicated by

b. RPV level cannot be monitored for unexplained Containment Sump
> 30 minutes with a loss of RPV_ OR Primary System Drain Tank
inventory as indicated by level rise.
unexplained {site-specific} sump
and tank level increase

Site * "616 ft. 6 in. elevation" is the site-specific value for 6" below the bottom ID of the PCS
specific hot leg loop.

* "Containment Sump or Primary System Drain Tank" level rise are the site-specific
indications for loss of Reactor Vessel level inventory.

Difference *' Generic Difference Number 1, 79, 910,13

* Replaced "and" with "or' as a rise in either Containment Sump or Primary System Drain
Tank level will indicate a loss of inventory.

* Low-low ECCS actuation setpoint is not used at PNP.

Deviation * When Reactor Vessel water level lowers to 61 5 ft.- 11.5 in. elevation, level is 6 in. below
the bottom ID of the' PCS Hot Leg. RVLMS is unable to distinguish 6 in. below the
bottom ID of the PCS loop penetration. The closest indication of this level is provided by

.RVLMS UGS Region Sensor #7 red light on, -40 in. above the fuel alignment plate at
616 ft. 6 in. el.. This indication allows clear escalation from CA.1 and maintains the 6
in. difference in PCS elevation between the Alert and'Site Area Emergency
classification 'prescribed by NEI 99-01. Refer to-Addendum #1 for additional justification
for this deviation related to PNPs'. ability to properly classify and escalate this event
using installed plant equipment.';'
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Cold Shutdown Justification Matrix

NEI EAL# NEI EAL Wording PNP PNP EAL Wording
EAL#(s)

With CONTAINMENT CLOSURE With CONTAINMENT CLOSURE
established established:
a. RPV inventory as indicated by RPV_' a. Reactor Vessel inventory as

level less than TOAF indicated by Reactor Vessel level
O 'LESS THAN 614 ft. O in.

elevation
b. RPV level cannot be monitored for O

> 30 minutes with a loss of RPV
inventory as indicated by either: b. ReactoWVessel level cannot be

2. . Unexplained CS1.2. monitored for GREATER THAN
sump dtakeecincr -30 minutes with a loss of Reactor
p d tk l Vessel inventory as indicated by

. Erratic Source Range Monitor either:
Indication -* Unexplained Containment

Sump OR Primary System'
. - Drain Tank level rise

* Erratic Source Range Monitor'
Indication

Site ' Containment Sump or Primary System Drain Tank' level rise are the site-specific
specific indications for loss of Reactor Vessel level inventory.

Difference * Generic Difference Number 1, 7, 9, 10, 13
* Replaced 'and" with gore as a rise in either Containment Sump or Primary System Drain

Tank level will indicate a loss of inventory.
* Low-low ECCS actuation setpoint is not used at PNP.

Deviation * "614 ft. 0 in. el." is -11 in. above the 'TOAF" and is the lowest level indication that can
be used to determine Reactor Vessel inventory loss at PNP. Refer to Addendum #1 for
additional justification for this deviation related to PNPs' ability to properly classify and
escalate this event using installed plant equipment.
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Cold Shutdown '-Justification Matrix

_ _t1 fl cb :tu:.:;....g+.r:

r IC i e Justifiati on .. . ......
n 1 Th adiioa b. nf

1. The PNP specific basis includes additional 1. The additional basis information supports the
information related to methods used to 'determination of a loss of PCS inventory that
determine a loss of PCS inventory and affects decay heat removal specified in the
describes the symptoms associated with a EALs.
loss of PCS inventory.

2. Deleted reference to BWR-specific EAL 2. PNP is a PWR.
determinations.

3. Deleted reference toNEI 99-01 Appendix C. 3. Improved user interpretation.

Difference ' 1. Additional information was 'added to support EAL determination. The additional
information does not impact the classification or intent of the associated EALs.

2. BWR-specific references deleted. '

3. Minor deletion to enhance basis readability.

Deviations * See specific EAL justifications (CS1.1, CS1.2)
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Cold Shutdown -Justification Matrix

Loss of RPV Inventory Affecting Loss of Reactor Vessel Inventory Affecting
C2 Core Decay Heat Removal '', C2 Core Decay Heat Removal Capability with
C2 Capability with Irradiated Fuel in the' CS Irradiated Fuel in the Reactor Vessel.

' RPV. - ,.

Mode Refueling ' - .: Refueling
App.' ':a

Difference * Generic Difference Number 13 '.

Deviation * None Ca

.S . .S '
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Cold Shutdown Justification Matrix

NEI EAL# NEI EAL Wording ' PNP PNP EAL Wording
EAL#(s)

With CONTAINMENT CLOSURE not With CONTAINMENT CLOSURE not
established: established:

a. RPV inventory as indicated by'RPV a. Reactor Vessel inventory as
level less than {site-specific level} indicated by Reactor Vessel level

-(6" below the low-low ECCS LESS THAN 616 ft. 6 in. elevation
actuation setpoint) (BWR)' OR

(6" below the bottom ID of the RCS b. Reactor Vessel level cannot be
loop) (PWR) monitored with indication of core

OR uncovery as evidenced by any of
- : - - 'the following:

b. RPV level cannot be monitored with C52.1.
Indication of core uncovery as * Containment High Range
evidenced by one or more of the Radiation Monitor reading
-following: GREATER THAN 40 R/hr

-a Containment High Range -*0. Erratic Source Range Monitor
Radiation Monitor reading> >Indication
{site-specific} setpoint

* Erratic Source Range Monitor
cIndication

. Other {site-specific} indications

Site * 40 R/hr is the site-specific value for core uncovery indication from the Con'tainment High
specific Range Monitor reading. -

* Other {site-specific) indications' are not used at PNP.

Difference * Generic Difference Number 1, 5, 7, 9, 13

Deviation * When Reactor Vessel water level lowers to 615 ft. 11.5 in. elevation, level is 6 in. below
the bottom ID of the PCS Hot Leg. RVLMS is unable to distinguish 6 in. below the
bottom ID of the PCS loop penetration. The closest indication of this level is provided by
RVLMS UGS Region Sensor #7 red light on, -40 in. above the fuel alignment plate at
616 ft. 6 in. el.. This indication allows clear escalation from CA2.1 and maintains the 6
in. difference in PCS elevation'between the Alert and Site Area Emergency
classification prescribed by NEI 99-01. Refer to Addendum #1 for additional justification
for this deviation related to'PNPs' ability to properly classify and escalate this event
using installed plant equipment. -
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NEi EAL# NEI EAL Wording, PNP PNP EAL Wording
EAL#(s)

With CONTAINMENT CLOSURE With CONTAINMENT CLOSURE
established established:

a. RPV inventory as indicated by RPV a. Reactor Vessel inventory as
level less than TOAF indicated by Reactor Vessel'level

-OR LESS THAN 614 ft. 0 in. elevation

b. RPV level cannot be monitored with OR
Indication of core uncovery as b. Reactor Vessel level cannot be

2 evidenced by one or more of the CS':. monitored'with indication of core
following: uncovery as evidenced by any of

* Containment High Range the following:
Radiation Monitor reading > i Containment High Range
{site-specific} setpointRadiation Monitor reading

-:- GREATER THAN 40 Rlhr
* Erratic Source Range Monitor G T

Indication * Erratic Source Range Monitor

* Other {site-specific) Indication
indications

Site * 40 R/hr" is the site-specific value for core uncovery indication from the Containment
specific High Range Monitor reading

* MOther {site-specificl indications" are not used at PNP.

Difference * Generic Difference'Number 1, 5, 7, 9,13

Deviation * 1614 ft. 0 in. el." is -11 in. above the "TOAF" and is the lowest level indication that can
be used to determine Reactor:Vessel inventory loss at PNP. When Reactor Vessel
water level drops to 613 f. 2 in. 'elevation (Top Of Active Fuel) [Ref. 2], core uncovery is
about to occur. The closest indication of this level is provided by RVLMS UGS Region'
Sensor #8 red light on, -11 in. above the fuel alignment plate at 614 ft. 0 in. elevation.
Refer to Addendum #1 for -additional justification for this deviation related to PNPs'
ability to properly classify and 'escalate this event using installed plant equipment.-
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Cold Shutdown Justification Matrix

CS2..Bsv ...

,-justif ic6at Ioni .

1. The PNP specific basis includes additional 1. The'additional basis information supports the
information related to methods used to determination of a loss of PCS inventory that
determine a loss of PCS inventory and affects decay heat removal specified in the
describes the symptoms associated with a EALs.
toss of PCS inventory.

2. Deleted reference to BWR-specific-EAL 2. PNP is a PWR.
determinations.

3. Deleted reference to NEI 99-01 Appendix C. 3. Improved user interpretation.

Difference 1. Additional information was added to support EAL determination. The additional
information does not impact the classification or intent of the associated EALs.

2. BWR-specific references deleted.

.b
3. Minor deletion to enhance basis readability.

Deviations * See specific EAL justifications (CS2.1, CS2.2)
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Cold Shutdown-Justification Matrix

?~;NEiI1C# %t rd'ng4z*:1j:N .PNP.i- 0C .Wording6 ~ .. X X Iblk
Loss of RPV Inventory Affecting Loss of Reactor Vessel Inventory Affecting

CGI Fuel Clad Integrity with CGI Fuel Cladding Integrity with ContainmentContainment Challenged with Challenged and Irradiated Fuel in the
Irradiated Fuel in the RPV :Reactor Vessel.

Mode Cold Shutdown, Refueling Cold Shutdown, Refueling
App.

Difference * Generic Difference Number 13

Deviation -None
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Cold Shutdown JuOstification Matrix

NEI EAL# NEI EAL Wording -- PNP PNP EAL Wording

-_ ,_ _ _ -__ __ EAL#(s)

1.'

and

2.

and

3.

1. Loss of RPV inventory as,
indicated by unexplained {site-
specific) sump and tank level
increase

2. RPV Level:

a. less than TOAF for > 30'
minutes

OR

b. cannot be monitored with,
Indication of core uncovery
for > 30 minutes as
evidenced by one or more of-
the following:

* Containment High Range
Radiation Monitor reading
> {site-specific} setpoint

* Erratic Source Range
, Monitor Indication

* Other {site-specific}
'indications

3. {Site-specific} indication of
CONTAINMENT challenged as"
indicated by one or-more of the
following:

. Explosive mixture inside
containment

* Pressure above {site-
specific) value

. CONTAINMENT
CLOSURE not established

. Secondary Containment
radiation monitors above-
{site-specific} value (BWR
only)

Loss of Reactor Vessel inventory as
indicated by unexplained Containment
Sump OR Primary System Drain Tank level
rise.

AND

Reactor Vessel Level:

a. LESS THAN 614 ft. 0 in. elevation
for GREATER THAN 30 minutes

OR

b. cannot be monitored with
indication of core uncovery for
GREATER THAN 30 minutes as
evidenced by any of the following:

* Containment High Range
Radiation Monitor reading
GREATER THAN 40 R/hr

* Erratic Source Range Monitor
Indication

AND

Indication of Containment challenged as
indicated by any of the following:

* Containment hydrogen
concentration GREATER
THAN OR EQUAL TO 6%

* Containment pressure above
55 psig

* CONTAINMENT CLOSURE
not established

CG1.1 I.

I I

Site
specific

* Containment Sump or Primary System Drain Tank" level rise are the "Other site-specific

indications" for loss of Reactor Vessel level inventory.

* '"10 R/hr" is the site-specific value for core uncovery indication from the Containment
High Range Monitor reading..

* Other {site-'specific) indications" are not used at PNP.

* '6%' is the site-specific CONTAINMENT challenge Containment hydrogen explosive

mixture.

* "55 psig' is the site-specific CONTAINMENT challenge Containment pressure.

* "Secondary Containment radiation monitors above {site-specificl value (BWR only)" is
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Difference *Generic Difference Number l1, ,7, 8, 9,10

*Replaced 'and' with "or" _as a rise in either Containment Sump or Primary System Drain
Tank level will indicate a lossof invent'ory.
' Explosive mixture inside containment" was replaced with 'Containment hydrogen
concentration GREATER THAN OR EQUAL TO 6%" for user clarity.
' Pressure above {site-specific) Value" was replaced with 'Containment pressure above
55 psig" for user clarity.,

Deviation * 64ft. 0 in. el.' is --11 'in. above the "TOAF" and is the lowest le~el'indicati6n that can
be used to determine Reactor, Vssel ivntoyls a .Wen Ractor Vessel
wterlvldost61 ft 2 i. tlevaio (Top Of Active Fuel) [Ref. 2], core uncovery is

about to occur. The closest indctinof this level is provided by RVLMS UGS Region
Sensor #8 red light on, -11in. abo've the. fuel alignme'nt plate at 614 ft. 0 in. elevation.
Refer to Addendum #1 for additional justif ication for this deviation related to PNPs'.ability
to properly clsiyadescalate this entuig installed plant equipment.

•Usti..:cat
P N S e ific A d d itibrislD el t o s.,.......... . . . . . . . TF ._ _ _ _ _ _ _ . .

1.The PNP specific basis includes additiona 1. The additional basis information supports the
information related to methods used to determination of a loss of _PCS inventory that
determine a loss of PCS inventoryj uel clad affects fuel clad integrity With containment
integrity threats and challenges to. . challenged and irradiated fuel in the vessel
Containment. specified in the EALs.

2. Deleted reference to BWR-specific EAL 2. PNP is a PWR.
determinations.

3. 3. 3 Imp oved userinte prettionDeleted reference to NEI 99-01 Append~ix C. .3. Improved user interpretation.

Difference 1. 'Additional information wa s added to suppl'ort EAL determination. The additional.
information does not impact the classification or intent of the associated EALs.

2. BWR-specific references deleted.

3.' Minor deletion to enhance basis readability

Deviations -See specific EAL ju-stification (CGI1.1)
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ISFSI Justification Matrix

;1i! ;T, tI 2N i 1'NEIIC Wordingoed1

Damage to loaded cask EU Damage to loaded cask
CONFINEMENT BOUNDARYsk CONFINEMENT BOUNDARY

Mode' Not Applicable Not Applicable
App.

Difference * Generic Difference 1.

Deviation * None

NEI EAL# NEI EAL Wording PNP PNP EAL Wording
EAL#(s)

Natural phenomena events affecting a Natural phenomena events affecting a
'loaded cask CONFINEMENT loaded cask CONFINEMENT
BOUNDARY. BOUNDARY as indicated by VISIBLE

DAMAGE:

(site-specific list) - EUI.1* earthquake
* tornado

* flood

* seiche

* lightning

Site * The list of natural phenomena was'developed from the Safety Analysis Reports (SAR) for
specific the two cask designs used at PNP. Reference 1, Section 2.5 'Protection Against

Environmental Condition And Natur'al Phenomena" was used with Reference 2, Sections
3.2 'Structural and Mechanical Safety Criteria" and Section 8.2 'Accident Analysis" to
derive the site specific list.

Difference * Generic Difference 1.

* VISIBLE DAMAGE was added as the criteria for determining the effect of the natural
phenomena. The SARs for the two cask designs used at PNP do not establish'any
measurable threshold valu es for determining degradation of the confinement boundary.
Absent these specific criteria, a visual assessment of the Transfer Cask, Ventilated
Concrete Cask or Horizontal Storage Module is"used to determine if there is'potential
degradation of the fuel cask CONFINEMENT BOUNDARY. This clarifying statement was
added to support EALdet'ermination. The additional information does not impact the
classification or intent of the associated EAL. -

Deviation * None-
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ISFSI Justification Matrix

NEI EAL# NEI EAL Wording PNP PNP EAL Wording
EAL#(s)

Accident conditions affecting a loaded Accident 'conditions affecting a loaded
cask CONFINEMENT BOUNDARY.- cask CONFINEMENT BOUNDARY as

indicated by VISIBLE DAMAGE:
2 (site-specific list) * tipped over or dropped cask

* FIRE

* EXPLOSIdN'

Site * The list of accident conditions was developed from the Safety Analysis Reports (SAR) for
specific the two cask designs'used at PNP. Reference 1, Section 2.6 'Protection Against Fire

And Explosion" was used with Reference 2, Sections 3.2 'Structural an'd Mechanical
Safety Criteria" and Section 8.2 'Accident Analysis' to derive the site-specificlist.

Difference * Generic Difference 1.

* VISIBLE DAMAGE was added as the criteria for determining the effect of the accident
conditions. The SARs for the-two cask designs used at PNP do not establish any
measurable threshold values for determining degradation of the confinement boundary.
Absent these specific criteria, a visual assessment of the Transfer Cask, Ventilated
Concrete Cask or Horizontal Storage Module is used to determine if there is potential
degradation of the fuel cask CONFINEMENT BOUNDARY. This clarifying statement was
added to support EAL determination. The additional information does not impact the
classification or intent of the associated EAL.

Deviation . None

NEI EAL# NEI EAL Wording' PNP PNP EAL Wording
EAL#(s)

Any condition in the opinion of the Any condition in the opinion of the
3 Emergency Director that indicates loss Emergency Director that indicates loss

of loaded fuel storage' cask' E ' of loaded fuel storage cask
CONFINEMENT BOUNDARY. CONFINEMENT BOUNDARY.

Site . None
specific

Difference * Generic Difference 1.

Deviation * None
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ISFSI Justification Matrix

aSi l iftione 7Jtiiatio n

1. Added a discussion on the use of VISIBLE - 1. VISIBLE DAMAGE was added as the criteria for
DAMAGE as the criteria for classification determining the effect of the natural phenomena.
under this EAL. - The SARs for the two cask designs used at'PNP do

not establish any measurable threshold values for
determining degradation of the confinement
b- boundary. Absent these specific criteria, a visual
assessment of the Transfer Cask, Ventilated
Concrete Cask or Horizontal Storage Module is

'' :used to determine if there is potential degradation of
the fuel cask CONFINEMENT BOUNDARY.

2. Added clarification that classification under 3. For the events of concern here, the key issue is
this EAL'is dependent on damage to the: f- - whether the resultant damage to or loss of the
cask not the intensity of the natural loaded fuel cask CONFINEMENT BOUNDARY

'phenomena or accident. leads to'the degradation of the fuel during transfer
or. storage, or poses an operational safety problem

--: --- ,with respect to its removal from storage.'--.'

4. The basis-discussion on development of' -4.- The discussion on basis development adds no value
the EALs utilizing the SAR was deleted. " for the decision makers and may hinder their

decision because of extraneous material.

Difference 1, 2, 3, 4
Additional information was added to support EAL determination. The additional
information does not impact the classification or intent of the associated EAL(s).

Deviation * None
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* V .NEIC#s)C#:A A
Confirmed Security Event with Confirmed Security Event with

E-HU2 potential loss of level of safety of the EU2 potential loss of level of safety of the
ISFSI. ISFSI.

Mode Not applicable. ' Not applicable
App.

Difference . Generic Difference 1.-

Deviation . None

NEI EAL# NEI EAL Wording PNP PNP EAL Wording
EAL#(s)

Security Event as determined from Security Event as determined from the

(site-specific) Security Plan and i: EU21 PNP Security Plan and reported by the'
reported by the (site-specific) security . Security Shift Leader.
shift supervision.

Site . The site-specific security plan is the 'PNP Security Plan."
-specific . The security shift supervision is titled the "Security Shift Leader."

Difference * Generic Difference 1.

Deviation * None

EU2~ -2Ba: Jutiato

-Eu2 ;BI§ Jstfcto-gql q--- iKx w e X4KL; a h iifq
PNpif ic cditionsl el sd Jico

1. Added 'the PNP." 1. The title of the site-specific contingency plan .the
PNP Security Plan' was added to the basis for
Clarity.

2. Added the title of 'Security Shift Leader:-- - 2. 'The site-specific title of the security shift supervisor,
'"Security Shift Leader' was added to the basis for
clarity.

Difference 1,2-
The additional information does not impact the classification or intent of the associated
EALs. - :

Deviation * None
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Fission Product Barrier Degradation
-Justification Matrix.JM~ato

MNEVIC~ 'M El Car P N PIC PNPIMabWodn

Recognition Category F Recognition Category F
Table 5-F-1 Fission Product Barrier Degradation Table F-0 Fission Product Barrier Degradation

INITIATING CONDITION MATRIX INITIATING CONDITION MATRIX
Mode Power Operation, Hot Standby',' Power Operation, Hot Standby,
App. Startup, Hot Shutdown 'Startup, Hot Shutdown

Difference * Table number designati6n changed to Table F-0 to eli minate BWR information and
differentiate between this table and numbering for Table F-1

. Deleted reference to '(See Sections 3.4 and 3.8)"
* Deleted reference to Tables 3 and 4 'and replaced with reference to Table F-1

* Changed the word 'state' to "states"

* These changes are not a deviation because they do not alter the meaning or intent, such'
that classification of the event could be different between the NEI guidance and the plant
EAL.

* Generic difference number 4

Deviation * None

Jss ~ion_ Fsio ~
- -. . E - : - . ~. + .

Table 5-F-2 Table and associated Basis are N/A None
.____ applicable to BWRs.

Difference * Table not applicable to Palisades 'Palisades is a PWR.

Deviation * None
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Fission Product Bairrier De-gradation
Justfcation Ma~trix

i~Product

'Barrie'rA~,
Table I#(s).~%~

-'4 . 4' -'4 - 4 -4, ~z~, 4 4 4 ~ ~ 4,N~t Fssio Pro uct a~ie Ref renc .PNP
"�Fission

Product
444A�Barrier §4'�

Ref erenc�
T6ble #(s)4-

44' 4 4-44 ,4 .44-4-444" 4' 44-44444-4

" '4PNP Fission Product Barri�2�.�
�'�.A$Reference Table Word'n�2�8

(4 4-" 4- 4'4 '4-
444>44-4-4-444'4'44-�444'X "4-'>,'-

.44- 4'(4-'444444�'4-4-�>4-� '>24- "44' 44

4'44 4 444-4444 .�<444
� V �>' ",� "44 �" 444-44-44 <4'� '14-'�"-,'2 ,4'4-

PWR Emergency Action Level 'PNP Emergency' Action Level
Fission Product Barrier Reference' Fission Product Barrier Refe rence

Table 5-F-4 Table Table F-I Table
Thresholds for LOSS or POTENTIAL, Thresholds for LOSS or POTENTIAL
LOSS of Barriers* LOSS of Barriers*

Site
specific * N n

Difference *Table number designatio n changed to6Table F-i. The table number 'was changed due to
the elimination of the BWR information, and to differentiate between this table and the
numbering for Table F-0.

*Replaced the word "for" with the word 'or' in the asterisked note.
*Deleted the word "Exampie" from all three barrier EALS.

* Replaced PWR with PNIP'to'. be pla nt specific.

Dev ati n N one

UNUSUAL EVENT, 'UNUSUALEVENT-

FUI ANY Loss or ANY Potential Loss of .FUI ANY Loss or ANY Potential Loss of
______Containment .. Containment:
Mode Power Operation, Hot Standby, -Power Operation, Hot Standby,
App. Startup, Hot Shutdown Startup, Hot Shutdown

Difference Aligned the u pper cas e and lower case text of the N El 99-01 classification nWording' to be
consistent between Table F1-Q and Table F-I.

Dev ati n * N one

4--~- 4~ PNPAW P I Wo dng,,g4-4-".~ ~ ""'4- '4~'"'> NE IC ordn "-~- ..
' . 4 , 4 ~ 4 - , ' 4 ' 4 - " " ( 4-

4 -  
'It,- 4I'4 4 4

ALERT, ALERT
FAI ANY Loss or.ANY Potential Loss of FAI ANY Loss or ANY Potential Loss of

EIHRFuel Clad -OR RCS, EITHER Fuel Clad OR PCS

Mode Power Oerationi, Hot StanidbyPoe Opera tion, Hot Standby,
App. ~Startup, Hot Shutdown Startup, Hot Shutdown

Difference *Generic difference number 16

Deviation *None
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Fission Product -Barrier Deqradation
Justification Matrix

FS1
- SEREK=A EMERGENCY- g

Loss or Potential Loss of ANY Two
Barriers I -

FS1
Sl I L ARLA LMEGKELNUY

Loss or Potential Loss of ANY Two
Barriers . :

Mode Power Operation, Hot Standby, ' Power Operation, Hot Standby,
App. Startup, Hot Shutdown Startup, Hot Shutdown

Difference * None

Deviation * None

* j ~ -C S . ~ N -I :,- C W o r d i n g V

GENERAL EMERGENCY GENERALEMERGENCY:
FG1 -Loss of ANY Two Barriers AND Loss FG1 Loss of ANY Two Barriers AND Loss

or Potential Loss of Third Barrier, or Potential Loss of Third Barrier

Mode Power Operation, Hot Standby, Power Operation, Hot Standby,
App. Startup, Hot Shutdown Startup, Hot Shutdown

Difference * None

Deviation * None

NEI EAL# NEI EAL Wording PNP PNP EAL Wording
EAL#(s)

Fuel Clad: Critical Safety Function Status Fuel Clad
; Loss Core-Cooling Red Loss

1 .- Critical Safety Function Status

Fuel Clad Critical Safety Function'Status Fuel Clad Not Applicable
Potential Core Cooling-Orange OR Potential

Loss Loss
Heat Sink-Red

Site
specific . None

Difference . Not applicable per NEI 99-01 Revision 4. PNP is a CE design reactor and as such does
not implement CSFSTs.' There is no equivalent Core Cooling color designated path
conditions. The loss of core cooling fuel clad barrier thresholds are addressed under
primary coolant activity level, the CET readings, reactor vessel water level and the
containment radiation monitoring for the loss and/or potential loss indicators.

Deviation * None
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Fission Product Barrier Degradation
Justification Matrix

NEI EAL# NEI EAL Wording PNP PNP EAL Wording
EAL#(s)

Fuel Clad Primary Coolant Activity Level. Fuel Clad Primary Coolant Activity Level
Loss Coolant Activity GREATER THAN (site Loss Dose rate value for primary coolant

2 specific) Value 2 GREATER THAN I R/hr

Site * Listed the site-specific dose rate value for primary coolant of GREATER THAN 1 R/hr as
specific specified in reference 6, 'Emergency Implementing Procedure, EI-7.0, "Emergency Post

Accident Sampling and Determination of Fuel Failure Using Dose Rates". This value is
well above that expected for iodine spikes and corresponds to less than 5% fuel clad
damage.

Difference * PNP is unable to analyze a primary coolant sample of 300 pci/gm due to high dose rates
experienced at the sample panel. Therefore, a dose rate is used in lieu of a sample to
definitively indicate fuel clad degradation as allowed by the NEI 99-01 basis. The dose
rate value used for the primary coolant is specified in accordance with reference 6,
Emergency Implementing Procedure, El-7.0, 'Emergency Post Accident Sampling and
Determination of Fuel Failure Using Dose Rates". The sample is taken to measure
contact dose rates at the Failed Fuel Survey Point on the PCS sample line.

* Generic difference number 7

Deviation * None

NEI EAL# NEI EAL Wording PNP PNP EAL Wording
EAL#(s)

Fuel Clad Core Exit Thermocouplie Readings Fuel Clad Core Exit Thermocouple Readings
Loss GREATER THAN (site-specific) Loss GREATER THAN 1200 degree F

3 degree F 3

Site * 1200 degrees F is the site-specific core exit temperature as specified in Reference 3,
specific 'Generic Accident Management Guidelines" and NEI 99-01 revision 4.

Difference * None

Deviation * None
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Fission Product Barrier Demradation
Justification Matrix

NEI EAL# NEI EAL Wording PNP PNP EAL Wording
EAL#(s)

Fuel Clad Core Exit Thermocouple Reading-s 'Fuel Clad Core Exit Thermocouple Readings
Potential GREATER THAN (site-specific) Potential GREATER THAN 700 degree F

Loss degree F Loss

3 3

Site . 700 degrees F CET temperature is the highest postulated DBA temperature in
specific accordance with the FSAR 'and is therefore indicative of a potential fuel clad loss. Per

reference 2, "EOP Setpoirit Basis" for the minimum PCS subcooling.

Difference . None

Deviation * None

NEI EAL# NEI EAL Wording PNP PNP EAL Wording
EAL#(s)

Fuel Clad Reactor Vessel Water Level Fuel Clad Reactor Vessel Water Level
Potential Level LESS than (site-specific) value Potential Level LESS THAN 614 ft. 0 in.

Loss Loss elevation

4 4

Site . 614 ft. 0 in. elevation corresponds to the lowest indicated liquid level above the active
specific fuel in accordance with the FSAR, Section 7.4.6.3, Reactor Vessel Level Monitoring

System" and Vendor Drawing,' 'RLI Display Panel". [Ref. 18, 19]

Difference * Generic difference number 9

Deviation . In accordance with NEI 99-01'rev. 4 the basis information specifies'the level in this EAL
is to correspond to top' of active fu'el.' RVLMS is the instrumentation used to indicate
reactor vessel level. The lowest reactor vessel water level indication available0on the
RVLMS is 11 inches above the bottom of the fuel alignment plate, (which is
approximately the top of the active fuel). As specified in FSAR, Section 7.4.6.3, 'Reactor
Vessel Level Monitoring System" and Vendor Drawing, 'RLI Display Panel". [Ref. 18, 19]

* This deviation is appropriate for PNP based on the RVLMS system design as it provides
equivalent protection of the public health and safety by ensuririg that the potential loss of
the fuel clad barrier is determined before the TOAF is uncovered. Within'the current EAL
scheme the fuel clad EAL for core exit thermocouple temperature "potential loss" is
available to support the determirnation of the potential loss" of the fuel clad.: Refer to
Addendum #1 for additional justification for this deviation related to PNPs' ability to
properly classify and escalate this event using installed plant equipment. '
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Fission Product Barrier Degradation
Justification Matrix

NEI EAL# NEI EAL Wording PNP PNP EAL Wording
EAL#(s)

Containment Radiation Monitoring Containment Radiation Monitoring
Fuel Clad Containment rad monitor reading Fuel Clad Containment High Range Radiation

Loss GREATER THAN (site-specific) Rihr Loss Monitor reading GREATER THAN
5 5 2000 R/hr as indicated on RIA-2321

and RIA-2322

Site . 2000 R/hr is the site-specific Containment High Range Radiation Monitor reading that
specific has been calculated assiumin-g'the instantaneous release and dispersal of the'reactor

coolant noble gas and iodine inventory associated with a concentration of 300 iLCi/gm

dose equivalent 1-131 into the containment atmosphere per Reference 4, Engineering
Calculation EA-JLV-04-01.

Difference * Inserted site-specific containment radiation monitors RIA-2321 and RIA-2322 utilized in
EAL determination, for ease of use.,

Deviation * None

NEI EAL# NEI EAL Wording PNP PNP EAL Wording
EAL#(s)

Fuel Clad Fuel Clad
Loss Other (Site-Specific) Indications Loss Other Indications

6 (Site-specific) as applicable 6 Not Applicable

Fuel Clad Fuel Clad
Potential Potential
.. Loss Loss

,6 6

Site
specific * None

Difference * Replaced "(Site-specific) as applicable" with "Not applicable" for clarity.
* No other applicable site-specific indications of fuel cladding loss and/or potential loss

exist.

Deviation * None
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Fission Product Barrier.Degradation
Justification Matrix

NEI EAL# NEI EAL Wording PNP PNP EAL Wording
EAL#(s)

Fuel Clad Fuel Clad EmrecDictrugmn
Loss Emergency Director Judgment Ee.nLosscy Director Judqmen

Any condition in the opinion of the -Any condition in the opinion of the
Emergency Director that indicate Loss" Emergency Director that indicates
or Potential Loss of the Fuel Clad Loss or Potential Loss of the Fuel Clad

Fuel Clad Barrier .:Fuel Clad Barrier
Potential Potential

Loss Loss

7 7

Site
specific * None

Difference * None

Deviation * None

:9

NEI EAL# NEI EAL Wording PNP PNP EAL Wording
EAL#(s)

RCS Loss Critical Safety Function Status PCS Loss
Not Applicable I Critical Safety Function Status

Not Applicable
RCS Critical Safety Function Status PCS

Potential RCS Integrity-Red OR Heat Potential
Lo-Ss Loss

1 . Sink-Red -,

Site
specific * None

Difference * Not applicable per NEI 99-01 Revision 4. PNPis a CE design reactor and as such does
not implement CSFSTs. There is noequivalent color designated path conditions. The
loss of the PCS barrier threshold is addressed under PCS leak and S/G Tube Rupture for
loss and/or potential loss EALs.:

: Genericdifference16'---', .-

Deviation * None
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Fission Product Barrier Degradation
Justification Matrix

NEI EAL Wording PNP - PNP EAL Wording
- - EAL#(s)

RCS Loss

2

RCS Leak Rate

GREATER THAN available makeup
capacity as indicated by a loss'of RCS
subcooling

7 - . .

PCS Loss

2

PCS Leak Rate

'GREATER THAN available makeup
capacity indicated byPCS subcooling
LESS THAN 25 degrees F based on
average of qualified CETs

Site
specific * None

Difference * PCS subcooling LESS THAN 25 degrees F represents the subcooling margin threshold
as specified in Off Normal and Emergency Operating Procedures as measured by the
average of the qualified CETS. CETs LESS THAN 25 degrees F provides the subcooling
margin threshold that encompasses variations in available makeup capacity. By
definition, EOPs define this value as a loss of PCS subcooling.

* Generic difference numbers 9, 16

Deviation * None

NEI EAL# NEI EAL Wording PNP PNP EAL Wording
EAL#(s)

RCS RCS Leak Rate PCS PCS Leak Rate
Potential Unisolable leak exceeding the Potential Unisolable leak exceeding 50 gpm

capacity of one charging pump in the oss
2 normal charging mode 2

Site
specific * None

Difference . The normal operating charging pump is variable speed, with a capacity of 33 to 53 gpm.
The other two charging pumps are fixed speed, with a lower capacity of 40 gpm each.
PNP has low capacity charging pumps; therefore per NEI guidance a 50 gpm leak rate
value is used to indicate the Potential Loss.

* Generic difference numbers 9, 16

Deviation * None
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Fission' Produ'ct-Ba'rrier Degradation
Justification Matrix

NEI EAL# NEI EAL Wording PNP PNP EAL Wording
.EAL#(s)

SG Tube Rupture SG Tube Rupture
RCS Loss SGTR that results in an ECCS (SI) PCS Loss SGTR that results in an ECCS (SI)

3 Actuation 3 Actuation

Site * None
specific

Difference * Generic difference number 16

Deviation * None

NEI EAL# NEI EAL Wording PNP PNP EAL Wording
-EAL#(s)

Containment Radiation Monitorrin -. Containrnent Radiation Monitoring
RCS Loss Containment rad monitor reading PCS Loss Containmeent High Range Radiation ,

4 GREATER THAN (site-specific) R/hr Monitor reading GREATER THAN 200
R/hr as indicated on RIA-2321 and
RIA-2322

Site * 200 R/hr is the site-specific Containment High Range Radiation Monitorreading that has
specific been calculated assuming the instantaneous release and dispersal of the primary coolant

noble gas and iodine inventory associated with normal operating concentrations (i.e.,
within T/S) into the containment at mosphere. Per Reference 4, Engineering Analysis EA--
JLV-04-01.

* Generic difference number 16

Difference . Inserted site-specific containment radiation monitors RIA-2321 and RIA-2322 utilized in
EAL determination for ease of use.

Deviation * None
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Fission Product Ba'rrier De-radation
Justification' Matrix

NEI EAL# NEI EALWording PNP PNP EAL Wording

EAL#(s)
RCS Loss PCS Loss

5 Other (Site-Specific) Indications 5 Other Indications
(Site-specific) as applicable Not Applicable

RCS - Potential
Potential Loss

5 5

Site ' "(Site-specific) as applicable with 'Not applicable" for clarity
specific . No other applicable site-specific indications of a PCS barrier loss exist.

Difference * Generic difference number 16

Deviation * None

NEI EAL# NEI EALWording PNP PNP EAL Wording
EAL#(s)

RCS Loss :Emergency Director Judgment - PCS Loss Emergency Director Judgment
6 Any condition in the opinion of the 6 Any condition in the opinion of the

Emergency Director that indicate Loss Emergency Director that indicates
or Potential Loss of the RCS Barrier Loss or Potential Loss of the PCS

RCS PCs Barrier
Potential Potential

Loss Loss
6 6

Site *Nonespecific

Difference . Generic difference number 16

Deviation * None
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Fission -Product Barrier Degradation
Justification Matrix

NEI EAL# NEI EAL Wording 'PNP PNP EAL Wording
EAL#(s)

Critical Safety Function Status
CMT Loss Not Applicable CMT Loss

1 - X1
Critical Safety Function Status

CMT Critical Safety Function Status CMT Not Applicable
Potential CnanetRdPotential

LosContainment-Red 'ALoss Loss

Site * None
specific

Difference . Notapplicable per NE 99-01Revision4. PNP isa CE design eactorand as such does
not implement CSFSTs. -There is no equivalent Containment color designated path
condition. Loss of the Containm'ent barrier thresholds are addressed under the other
Containment loss and potential loss EALs.

Deviation * None

NEI EAL# NEI EAL Wording PNP PNP EAL' Wording
EAL#(s)

Containment Pressure Containment Pressure
Rapid unexplained decrease following Rapid unexp ained lowering following
initial increase initial riseCMT Loss CMT Loss

.2OR 2OR
Containment pressure or sump level Containment pressure or sump level
response not consistent with LOCA- : response not consistent with LOCA
conditions - - conditions

Site * None
specific

Difference . Generic difference number.2, 3

Deviation * None
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Fission Product Barrier Degradation
Justification Matrix

NEI EAL# NEI EAL Wording - PNP PNP EAL Wording

EAL#(s)

Containment Pressure Containment Pressure

(Site-specific) PSIG and increasing 55 psig and rising

OR OR
CMT Explosive mixtureCMT Containment hydrogen concentration

Potential E o m e-Potential GREATER THAN OR EQUAL-TO 6%
Loss OR -Loss

2 Pressure greater than containment 2 OR
depressurization actuation setpoint Containment pressure GREATER
with less than one full train of THAN 4 psig with LESS THAN one full
depressurization equipment operating train of depressurization equipment

operating

Site . "55 psig" is the site-specific Containment pressure for potential loss of Containment
specific based on FSAR design pressure.

Difference * Replaced the words "Site-Specific" from EAL wording with plant specific containment
pressure.

.6%" is the site-specific potential loss of Containment hydrogen explosive mixture based
on RG 1.7.

* Inserted the 4 psig actuation setpoint of the containment heat removalldepressurization
system per reference 17, ARP-8, "Safeguards Safety Injection and Isolation Scherne EK-:
13" Annunciator 61 and reference 11, EOP-1 "Standard Post-Trip Actions" section 4.0

* Generic difference number 2, 7, 8

Deviation * None
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Fission Product Barrier Degradation
Justification Matrix

NEI EAL# NEI EAL Wording PNP PNP EAL Wording
EAL#(s)

Core Exit Themocouple Reading Core Exit Thermocouple Reading

:Core exit thermocouples in excess of:; Core exit thermocouples in excess of
1200 degrees and restoration 1200 degrees F and restoration
procedures not effective within 15 procedures not effective within 15

CMT minutes; or, core exit thermocouples in CMT minutes;
Potential excess of 700 degrees with reactor' Potential OR
Loss 3 vessel level below top of active fuel Loss 3

and restoration procedures not Core exit thermocouples in excess of
effective within 15 minutes 700 degrees F with reactor vessel.

level below 614 ft. 0 in. elevation and
restoration procedures not effective
within 15 minutes

Site . None
specific

Difference * Capitalized the letter UC" and 'separated the two statements in EAL for user clarity.

. Generic difference number 10

Deviation * Deleted the words in the EAL "below top of active fuel" and replaced with "614 ft. 0 in.
elevation." The 614 feet 0 inch elevation corresponds to the lowest indicated liquid level
above the active fuel to determ ine core uncovery. RVLMS is the instrumentation used to
indicate reactor vessel level. The' lowest indication on the RVLMS is 11 inches above the
bottom of the fuel alignment plate, which is approximately the top of the active fuel.
Refer to Addendum #1 for 'additional justification for this deviation related to PNPs' ability
to properly classify and escalate this event using installed plant equipment.

NEI EAL# NEI EAL Wording PNP PNP EAL Wording.
EAL#(s)

SG Secondary Side Release with P- SG Secondary Side Release with P-
to-S Leakage to-S Leakage
RUPTURED S/G is also FAULTED RUPTURED S/G is also FAULTED
outside-of containment outside of containment

CMT Loss CMT Loss
4OR 4OR

Primary-to-Secondary leakrate greater Primary-to-Secondary leakrate
than 10 gpm with nonisolable steam- GREATER THAN 10 gpm with
release from'affected S/G to the nonisolable steam release from
environment affected S/G to the environment

Site * None
specific

Difference * Generic difference number -7

Deviation * None
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Fission Product Barrier Degradation
Justification Matrix

NEI EAL# NEI EAL Wording PNP PNP EAL Wording
EAL#(s)

CNMT Isolation Valves Status After CNMT Isolation Valves Status After
CNMT Isolation CNMT Isolation

Valve(s) not closed AND downstream' Containment isolation Valve(s) not
CMT Loss pathway to the environment exists CMT Loss closed

5 5 AND

Downstream pathway to the
environment exists after containment
isolation

Site ' None
specific

Difference . "Containment isolation valve(s)" wording was used to address the NEI title wording.

* Generic difference number 12

Deviation * None

NEI EAL# NEI EAL Wording PNP PNP EAL Wording
EAL#(s)

Significant Radioactive Inventory in Significant Radioactive Inventory in
Containment Containment

CMVT - CMVT
Potential Containment rad monitor reading tential Containment High Range Radiation
Loss 6 GREATER THAN (site-specific) R/hr Loss 6 Monitor reading GREATER THAN

20,000 R/hr as indicated on RIA-2321
and RIA-2322

Site * Inserted site-specific value of 20,000 R/hr, which indicates significant fuel damage well in
specific excess of the EALs associated with both loss of Fuel Clad and loss of PCS Barriers as

determined by Reference 4, Engineering Analysis EA-JLV-04-01.

Difference * Inserted site-specific Containment High Range Radiation Monitors RIA-2321 and RIA-
2322 utilized to indicate significant fuel damage for ease of EAL use.

* Generic difference number 7

Deviation . None
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'Fission Product Barrier Degradation
Justification Matrix

NEI EAL# NEI EAL Wording PNP PNP EAL Wording
EAL#(s)

CMT Loss CMT Loss
7 Other (Site-Specific) Indications 7 Other Indications

CMT (Site-specific) as applicable CMT Not Applicable
Potential Potential

Loss Loss

7 7

Site * Replaced "(Site-specific) as applicable" with "Not applicable" for clarity

specific * No other applicable site-specific indications of a Containment Barrier potential loss exist.

Difference . None

Deviation * None

NEI EAL# NEI EAL Wording PNP PNP EAL Wording
EAL#(s)

CMT Loss Emergency Director Judgment CMT Loss Emergency Director Judgment
8 Any condition in the opinion of the 8 Any condition in the opinion of the

Emergency Director that indicate Loss Emergency Director that indicate Loss
or Potential Loss of the Containment or Potential Loss of the Containment

CMT Barrier CMT Barrier
Potential Potential

Loss Loss

88

Site * None
specific

Difference . None

Deviation * None
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Fission Product Barrier Degradation
Justification Matrix

FueiCl~ Barie - Lss nd/ Pd tJ~oss~i~:~ ~

=Visioner V '7 NPSpciiAditonI~~tir~ ~,t, tfi~to
In the fuel clad barrier basis all discussion The deleted CSFST basis information is not applicable
related to CSFSTs was deleted. to PNP, which is a CE design reactor.

1. Critical SafetV Function Status PNP is a
CE design reactor and does not implement
CSFSTs therefore the basis information
was deleted.

For the remaining fuel clad barrier EALs all
discussion in the basis related to CSFSTs
was deleted.

2. Primary Coolant Activity Level The PNP
specific basis includes additional
information related to the primary coolant
dose rate value used to indicate significant
clad damage.

3. Core Exit Thermocounle Readinas.

1.t ' Critical Safety Function Status The deleted basis
information is addressed by the other Fuel Clad
loss and/or potential loss EALs.

For the remaining fuel clad barrier EALs the deleted
'CSFST basis information in not applicable to PNP,
which is a CE design reactor.

2. Primary Coolant Activitv Level The additional'
'basis information correlates the specified dose -rate
value to radioactivity levels that indicate significant
clad damage, and thus a value related to the loss
of the Fuel Clad Barrier. The 1 R/hr value is
obtained from reference 6 procedure El-7.0,
"Emergency Post Accident Sampling and
Determination of Fuel Failure Using Dose Rates"
Attachment 2 graph by approximating a dose rate
value above 1% failed fuel that approaches 5%
failed fuel.

.Z.;

Inserted plant specific information related to
the use of the CETs for both the loss and
potential loss EALs.

3. Core Exit Thermocouple Readings Added site-
specific basis information for the specified CET
temperatures readings for loss and potential loss
EAL classification.

* The Loss threshold temperature is
provided per reference 3, 'CEOG
Generic Accident Management
Guidelines, "Phase 1.0- Initial
Diagnosis."

The Potential Loss threshold
temperature provided per reference 2,
"EOP Setpoint Basis," is the
temperature indicative of a potential
fuel clad loss.
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Fission Product Barrier Deqiradation
Justification Matrix

. g

I4. Reactor Vessel Water Level Additional
information has been included in the basis;
discussing the lowest indicated level reactor'
water level on the RVLMS.

5. Containment Radiation Monitoring
>Inserted the site-specific containment

radiation monitor equipment numbers into'
the basis. Replaced "site specific" with the
radiation reading that indicates radiation
values related to primary coolant release.
Included radiation monitor reading for the
high alarm setpoint.

6. Other Indications No additional PNP
information has been added to the basis.

7.: Emergency Director Judgment The PNP
specific basis includes additional,
information related to aiding the Emergency
Director in determining if conditions exists
that indicate the loss or potential loss of the
fuel'clad barrier.

4. Reactor Vessel Water Level In accordance with
NEI 99-01 rev. 4 the basis information specifies the
level in this EAL is to correspond to top of active
fuel. RVLMS is the instrumentation used to
indicate reactor vessel level. The additional basis
discusses'the RVLMS sensor locations that
correlate reactor water level. The lowest reactor
vessel water level indication available on the
RVLMS is I1 inches above the bottom of the fuel
alignment plate, (which is approximately the top of
the active fuel). As specified in FSAR, Section
7.4.6.3, 'Reactor Vessel Level Monitoring System"
and Vendor Drawing, 'RLI Display Panel".' [Ref. 18,
191 Therefore, the lowest indicated water level
elevation of below 614 feet was used in place of
the top of the active fuel for EAL determination.

4.' Containment Radiation' Monitoring The
equipment numbers for the Containment High .
Range Radiation Monitor were included to clarify
equipment used to determine increased radiation
levels in containment. The site-specific radiation,
value of 2000 R/hr was included as determined by
reference 4, Engineering Analysis EA-JLV-04-Ql.'
This value indicates a release of reactor coolant
with elevated activity indicative of fuel damage. For
clarity the radiation monitor high alarm value was
included. Deleted the NEI information that'was not
part of a plant specific EAL basis.

5. Other Indications7No other site-specific indications
of a fuel cladding loss or potential loss exist.

6. Emergency Director Judgment The additional
bulleted items in the basis for Emergency Director
judgment are an amalgam of bases information'
from NEI 99-01 revision 4.;i The first bulleted item'
comes from the notes on Table'5-F-I as well as
sections 3.9 and 3.10 of the NEI document
regarding "imminent" barrier loss. The second
bulleted item is from the bases of IC HGi, loss of
all AC, regarding degraded barrier monitoring
capability that appears appropriate here. The third
bulleted item also comes from IC HG2 as well as
SG2 (ATWS) regarding the importance of the use
of ED judgment to make anticipatory declarations
based on FPB monitoring.
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Fission Product Barrier Degradation
Justification Matrix

Differences 1, 2, 3, 5, 6, 7
* Deleted CSFSTs basis information.

* Additional information was added to support EAL determination.

* The additional information-does not impact the classification or intent of the

associated EAL(s).

Deviation 4- As discussed above the value used to determine top of active fuel is based on the
lowest reactor water level indication. This deviation is appropriate for PNP based on the

RVLMS system design as it provides equivalent protection of the public health and safety

by ensuring that the potential loss of the fuel clad barrier is determined before the TOAF

is uncovered. Within the current EAL scheme the fuel clad EAL for core exit

thermocouple te'mperature "potential loss" is available to support the determination of the

Upotential loss" of the fuel clad.' Refer to Addendum #1 for additional justification for this

deviation related to PNPs' ability to properly classify and escalate this event using

installed plant equipment.

P C S~-rr i e X=Lo s s a n d l o r LMsB a s-is U w J u t fi a i o -~

PN'Sl'e' i AddtinsDeeton 4-M-, usjJaln,,,

In the PCS barrier basis all discussion related to 1The deleted CSFST basis information is not applicable
CSFSTs was deleted. ito PNP, which is a CE design reactor.

1. Critical Safety Function Status PNP is a
CE design reactor and does not implement'
CSFSTs therefore the basis information
was deleted

For the remaining PCS barrier EALs all
discussion in the basis related to CSFSTs
was deleted.

2.-D PCS Leak Rate The PNP specific basis'
includes additional information related to
charging pump capacity to support the 50
gpm flowrate.

3. SG Tube Rupture Deleted the reference
and information related to the
Westinghouse Owners Group emergency
response guides -

4. Containment Radiation Monitoring
Inserted the site-specific containment
radiation monitor equipment numbers into
the basis. Replaced 'site specific" with the
radiation reading that indicates radiation
values related to primary coolant release.
Included radiation monitor reading for the

1. Critical Safety Function Status The deleted basis
information is addressed by the other PCS Barrier
Loss and/or Potential Loss EALs

For the remaining PCS barrier EALs the deleted
CSFST basis information is not applicable to PNP,
which is a CE design reactor.

2. PCS Leak Rate The additional information included
in the basis explains the plant specific Chemical
and Volume Control System information to support
the 50 gpm charging pump flowrate in the EAL. It
discusses the charging pump design and normal
system operation. The "Potential Los's" EAL is
based on the inability to maintain normal liquid
inventory within the PCS by normal operation of the

Chemical and Volume Control System, which is
considered as one charging pump discharging to
the charging header.

3. SG Tube Rupture Westinghouse Owners Group
emergency response guides are not used at PNP,
due PNP a CE design reactor.

4. Containment Radiation Monitoring The PNP
Containment High Range Radiation Monitors
selected support EAL determination, and therefore

'this EAL has been included as'an indication of PCS

barrier loss. The containment radiation monitor
equipment numbers and their alarm values were
included to-clarify equipment used to determine
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Fission Product Barrier Degradation
Justification Matrix

high alarm setpoint. Deleted the NEI basis
discussion related to omitting'this EAL if an
appropriate radiation monitor was not
available.

5. Other Indications No additional PNP
information has been added to the basis

6. Emergency Director Judqment The PNP
specific basis includes additional
information related to aiding the Emergency
Director in determining if conditions''exists'
that indicate the loss or potential loss of the
PCS barrier.

rising radiation levels in containment. Replaced
"site specific" with the site radiation value of 200
R/hr as the value that indicates release of primary
coolant in containment. This value indicates a
release of reactor coolant with elevated activity
indicative of fuel damage as determined by.
reference 4, Engineering Analysis EA-JLV-04-01.
For clarity the basis included the selected radiation
monitor alarm values.' Deleted the NEI information
that was not nart of a nlant noecific EAL hasis

5. Other Indications No other site-specific indications
of a PCS loss or potential loss exist.

6. Emerqency Director Judmenit The additional
bulleted items in the basis for Emergency Director
judgment are an amalgam of bases information
:from NEI 99-01 revision 4.' The first bulleted item
comes from the notes on Table 5-F-1 as well as

0 sections 3.9 and 3.10 of the NEI 'document
-Eregarding imminent" barrier loss. The second
bulleted item is from the bases of IC HG1, -loss of
all AC, regarding degraded barrier monitoring
capability that appears appropriate here.- The third
'bulleted item also comes from IC HG2 as well as -
SG2 (ATWS) regarding the importance of the use
-of ED judgment to make anticipatory declarations -

based on FPB monitoring. -

Differences 1, 2, 3, 4. 5, 6,
Deleted the CSFSTs basis in-formation since it is not utilized at PNP. Deleted reference to
the Westinghouse Own'ers Group reference guides,- PNP is a CE design plant. -Additional
information was added to support EAL determination and to input plant specific:
information. All'additional information does not impact the classification or intent of the
associated EAL(s).

Deviation None

Containme'int Barri,;,r~'- Loss .....

,,,PNP pcfic Addiosl~ eein ~

In the containment barrier basis all discussion 2 The deleted CSFST basis information in not applicable
related to CSFSTs was deleted. Deleted NEI - to PNP, which'is a CE design reactor. The deleted NEI
background information that is not intended for, background information was replaced with plant

plant specific EAL basis- -specific EAL basis information where appropriate.

1. Critical SafetV Function Status PNPis a'
- ; CE design reactor and does not implement

CSFSTs therefore the basis information
was deleted.

1. -Critical Safety Function Status The deleted basis
- information is addressed by the other Containment
I Barrier Loss and/or Potential Loss EALs
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Fission Product Barrier Degradation
Justification Matrix

For the remaining Containment barrier EALs
all discussion in the basis related to'CSFSTs
was deleted.

2. Containment Pressure Inserted PNP plant.
specific basis for containment pressure and
replaced the generic NEI basis comment to
be plant specific.

3. Core Exit Thermocouple Readings
Inserted plant specific information related to
the use of the CETs. Added informatio n '
supports the specified CET temperatures
reading and relates the indicated reactor
vessel level relationship to the top of the
active fuel.

4. SG Secondary Side Release with P-to-S -

Leakage Added the definitions for a faulted
and/or ruptured SG. Deleted the NEI basis
discussion related to the development of
this EAL and the previous revisions to the
NEI document

5. CNMT Isolation Valves Status After.
CNMT Isolation No changes from the NEI
basis.

6. Significant Radioactive InventorV in
Containment Inserted the site-specific
containment radiation monitor equipment
numbers into the basis. Included radiation'
monitor reading for the high alarm setpoin't.
Deleted NEI basis information used to
establish the plant specific EAL'basis.

7. Other Indications No additional PNP
information has been added to the basis.

For the remaining Containment barrier EALs the
-deleted CSFST basis information is'not applicable
to PNP, which is a CE design reactor.

2; Containment Pressure Additional basis
information was included to support the lower
''explosive limit value. In addition, the containment

' heat removal/depressurization system actuation
setpoint was added to the EAL for clarity. The site-
specific information was added as required per the
NEI basis and for EAL clarity.

'3 Core Exit Thermocouple Readings Additional
'~basis information supports the specified CET
temperatures reading and clarifies the basis for the
chosen reactor vessel level for PNP. The NEI
basis states that the reactor vessel level chosen
should be consistent with the emergency response
guides for the facility.' This statement was'deleted

:-,'and made plant specific. The insefted basis
information relates the use of the lowest RVLMS
-indication of 11 inches above the bottom of the fuel
*alignment plate, to the top of theIactive fuel, which
corresponds to a reactor vessel level elevation of
below 614' 0" elevation. Therefore, 614' 0"-

-elevation, is the site-specific reactor vessel water
level above the active fuel to determine core
uncovery.

4. SG SecondarV Side Release with P-to-S
Leakage Faulted and ruptured SG definitions were
added for EAL basis clarity. The deleted NEI basis
information that was in the basis for establishing
the plant specific EAL basis. The deleted
information is not required for a plant specific. '

5. CNMT Isolation Valves Status After CNMT
Isolation No changes from the NEI basis.

-6., Significant Radioactive Inventory in
Containment -"Plant specific information was
inserted as required in the NEI basis. The
additional equipment numbers for the Containment
High Range Radiation Monitors were included to
clarify equipment used to determine rising radiation
levels in containment. Replaced 'site specific" with
the site radiation value of 20,000 R/hr as the value
that indicates'significant fuel damage well in excess
of the EALs associated with both loss of fuel clad
: and loss of PCS as determined by reference 4,
Engineering Analysis EA-JLV-04-01. For clarity the
site-specific'radiation monitors and their alarm
Values were included. Deleted the NEI information
that was not part of a plant specific EAL basis.

7. Other Indications No other site-specific indications
of a containment barrier loss or potential loss exist.
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Fission Product Barrier Degradation
Justification Matrix

8. Emergency Director Judgment The PNP -
Dspecific basis includes additional
information related to aiding the Emergency
Director in determining if conditions exists'- -
that indicate the loss or potential loss of the
fuel clad barrier.

8.- Emergency Director Judgment The additional
=; buileted items in the basis for Emergency Director

judgment are an amalgam of bases information
from NEI 99-01 revision 4. The first bulleted item
comes from the notes on Table 5-F-1 as well as
sections 3.9 and 3.10 of the NEI document
regarding "imminent" barrier loss. The second

.bulleted item is from the bases of IC HG1, loss of
'all AC, regarding degraded barrier monitoring
capability that appears appropriate here. The third
bulleted item also comes from IC HG2 as well as
SG2 (ATWS) regarding the importance of the use
of ED judgment to make anticipatory declarations
.based on FPB monitoring.

Differences 1, 2, 4, 6, 7, 8
. Deleted Critical Safety Function Status basis information was deleted since it is not

utilized at PNP.

* Deleted NEI background information that is not intended for a plant specific EAL
basis.

* Added plant specific information 'as appropriate and where required by the NEI basis.

Deviation 3 - As discussed above the value used to determine top of active fuel is based on the
lowest reactor water level indication. This deviation is appropriate for PNP based on the
RVLMS system design as it provides equivalent protection of the public health and safety
by ensuring that the potential loss of the fuel clad barrier is determined before the TOAF
is uncovered. Within the current EAL scheme the fuel clad EALfor core exit
thermocouple temperature .potential loss" is available to support the determination of the
"potential loss" of the fuel clad.- Refer to Addendum #1 for additional justification for this
deviation related to PNPs' ability to properly classify and escalate this event using
installed plant equipment.
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Hazards Justifications Matrix

,~:~NEHl IC d~: l CW;iP~s

- Natural and Destructive Phenomena H Natural and Destructive PhenomenaHUl Affecting the PROTECTED AREA. HUI Affecting the PROTECTED AREA.

Mode All All
App.

Difference * None

Deviation * None

NEI EAL# NEI EAL Wording PNP PNP EAL Wording
EAL#(s)

(Site-Specific) method indicates felt Earthquake felt in plant as indicated
earthquake. by:

Report by Plant Personnel to on duty
HU1.1 Control Room Personnel

AND

Confirmation from the National
Earthquake Information Center

Site * Site-specific methods of detecting an earthquake are a report by plant personnel
specific confirmed by the National Earthquake Information Center. PNP has no seismic

monitoring equipment that would alarm and warn the control room staff of an earthquake.
Reference 2, Section 4.14 `Earthquakes" contains the directions for contacting the
National Earthquake Information Center for validation by a reliable source in accordance
with NEI 99-01, Rev 4 basis information.

Difference . Generic Difference Numberl.;

. EAL wording was modified to allow listing of the methods of detection.

Deviation * None
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Hazards Justification Matrix

NEI EAL# NEI EAL Wording PNP PNP EAL Wording
; EAL#(s)

Report by plant personnel of tornado Report by plant personnel of tornado

2 or high winds greater than (site-, HU12 or high winds GREATER THAN 95specific) mph striking within mph striking within PROTECTED
PROTECTED AREA bounday. AREA boundary.

Site The site-specific value of '95 mph" wind speed was inserted to meet the FSAR 100 mph
specific threshold within limitations of site instrumentation. Site instrumentation will only read up

to 100 mph. A margin of 5 mph is considered an acceptable value for the
instrumentation's accuracy. Reference 3, Section 5.3 "Wind And Tornado Loadings" lists

:_____ the 100 mph design limit.
Difference * Generic Difference Number 1, 7

Deviation * None

NEI EAL# NEI EAL Wording PNP PNP EAL Wording
X_ _ _ __ < - EAL#(s)

Vehicle crash into plant structures or Vehicle crash into plant structures or
3 systems within PROTECTED AREA HU1.3 systems within PROTECTED AREA

boundary. boundary.

Site * None
specific

Difference * Generic Difference Number I

Deviation * None

NEI EAL# NEI EAL Wording PNP PNP EAL Wording
EAL#(s)

Report by plant personnel of an Report by plant personnel of an
unanticipated EXPLOSION within unanticipated EXPLOSION within

4 PROTECTED AREA boundary.. HU1.4 PROTECTED AREA boundary
resulting in VISIBLE DAMAGE to resulting in VISIBLE DAMAGE to
permanent structure or equipment. X permanent structure or equipment.

Site * None
specific

Difference * Generic Difference Number 1

Deviation * None
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Hazards Justification Matrix

NEI EAL# NEI EAL Wording PNP PNP EAL Wording
EAL#(s)

Report of turbine failure resulting in Report of turbine failure resulting in
5 casing penetration or damage to- HUI.5 casing penetration or damage to

turbine or generator seals. turbine or generator seals.

Site * None
specific

Difference . Generic Difference Number I

Deviation * None - ' .
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Hazards Justification Matrix

NEI EAL# NEI EAL Wording PNP PNP EAL Wording
EAL#(s)

Uncontrolled flooding in (site-specific) Uncontrolled flooding in the following
areas of the plant that has the areas of the plant that has the
potential to affect safety related potential to affect safety related
equipment needed for the current - equipment needed for the current
operating mode. E operating mode:

* Emergency Diesel Generator
Rooms

6 -- .HUI.6 Engineered Safeguards Rooms

- Auxiliary Feedwater Pump Room

* Switchgear Room IC

Screen House

* Component Cooling Water Pump
Room

Site - The site-specific areas vulnerable to flooding that contain safety related equipment are
speific . listed. Reference 6, Sections 3.1, 3.2, 3.3, 3.4, 3.5, 3.6, and 3.7 were used to develop

the list of applicable areas. The areas listed in reference 6 are a summary of the
analysis documented in reference 7, section 5.4.2 and reference 8, section 5.6.2.2.

Difference * Generic Difference Number I
* Added 'the following" to improve the grammar following insertion of the site-specific list.

Deviation * None

NEI EAL# NEI EAL Wording PNP PNP EAL Wording
EAL#(s)

(Site-Specific) occurrences affecting High lake level: ultimate heat sink level
the PROTECTED AREA. GREATER THAN 590 ft elevation

affecting the PROTECTED AREA.

7. HU1.7 OR

Low lake level: ultimate heat sink level
LESS THAN OR EQUAL TO 572 ft
elevation.

Site * Added high lake level OR low lake level as specific occurrences that could affect the
.Spe PROTECTED AREA. Actions for the high lake level are specified in reference 2, section

. ________ 4.11. Reference 10, Section5, steps 15-21 specifies the actions for low lake level.

Difference . Generic Difference Number 1, 7, 9

Deviation * None
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Hazards Justification Matrix

's s' Usti ic'ati o

PNSpeci icAdditions"Detioios t5 Ustification J'

1. Added information on the National Earthquake 1. Added contact information for the National
Information Center in the basis for HUI.1.', - Earthquake Information Center since onsite

instrumentation is not immediately available to
validate the seismic disturbance.

2. Added the basis of selecting 95 mph as the 2. Full-scale on the instrumentation used for
threshold for HU1.2. classification is 100 mph. A value of 95 mph

was chosen as the classification threshold; as
- -0: this will still be on-scale.

3. Added a discussion on high and low lake water 3; A-Information was added to clarify the limits for
level to the basis for HU1.7 the site-specific occurrences. The limits on high

and low lake level are consistent with Off
Normal Procedures. The EAL limits'were
established to provide warning of the potential
for external flooding and loss of the ultimate

- heat sink.

Difference 1, 2,3 o i
* The additional information does not impact the classification or intent of the associated

EAL(s).

Deviations * None
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Hazards Justification Matrix.

Vxl ~;6d {'. ~ N,~ ~ *~PNP IC *&i

FIRE Within PROTECTED AREA : FIRE Within PROTECTED AREA
HU2 Boundary Not Extinguished Within 15 -HU2 Boundary Not Extinguished Within 15

Minutes of Detection. Minutes of Detection.

Mode All All
App. d ;_:

Difference' * None

Deviation . None

NEI EAL# NEI EAL Wording PNP PNP EAL Wording
EAL#(s)

FIRE in buildings or areas contiguous FIRE in buildings or areas contiguous
to any of the following (site-specific) to any of the following (Table H-1)
areas not extinguished within 15 areas not extinguished within 15
minutes of control room notification or minutes of Control Room notification
verification of a control room alarm: or verification of a Control Room

alarm.

(Site-specific) list
1 HU2.1 Table H-1

Plant VITAL AREAS

* Containment Structure

* Auxiliary Building

* Turbine Building

* Screenhouse

Site . Added Table H-1, Plant VITAL AREAS, as the list of applicable areas for this EAL. Table
specific H-I was developed based on reference 1, attachment 38. This attachment is derived

from the Appendix R safe shutdown analysis and lists those areas conside'red vital for'
safe shutdown.

Difference * Generic Difference Number I -

Deviation * None
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Hazards Justification Matrix

i Jt ..

pecific

1. Added the word non-contiguous to the 1.' Some administrative buildings at PNP are
description of fire areas excluded from this contiguous to the Table H-1 areas. Fires in
EAL. these buildings should be classified under this

'EAL. The basis addition clarifies this intent.

2. Changed the reference from HA4 to HA2 for' E 2.' Thq;referenced EAL number and title in NEI 99-
escalation. 01 are incorrect.

Difference 1,2 2 -

* The additional informationrdoes not-impact the classification or intent of the associated
EAL(s). '

Deviation * None
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Hazards Justification Matrix.

&NEI IC#Z4~ `~ 2Nb lICWodn ';22 PNP Norr in

Release of Toxic or Flammable Gases Release of Toxic or Flammable Gases
HU3 Deemed Detrimental to Normal HU3 Deemed Detrimental to Normal

Operation of the Plant. Operation of the Plant.

Mode All All
App.

Difference' * None

Deviation * None

NEI EAL# NEI EAL Wording -PNP PNP EAL Wording
EAL#(s)

Report or detection of toxic or Report or detection of toxic or
flammable gases that has or could flammable gases that has or, could

1 enter the site area boundary in HU3.I enter the site area boundary in
amounts that can affect NORMAL amounts that can affect NORMAL
PLANT OPERATIONS. PLANT OPERATIONS.

Site . None
specific

Difference * Generic Difference Number 1

Deviation * None

NEI EAL# NEI EAL Wording PNP PNP EAL Wording
:-EAL#(s)

Report by Local, County or State . Report by Local, County or State
2 Officials for evacuation or sheltering of HU3.2 Officials for evacuation or sheltering of

site personnel based on an offsite' i site personnel based on an offsite
event. event.

Site * None
specific

Difference . Generic Difference Number 1

Deviation * None
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Hazards Justification Matrix

NEI EAL# NEI EAL Wording PNP PNP EAL Wording
EAL#(s)

Security events as determined from - Security Shift Leader reports ANY of
(site-specific) Safeguards.Contingency the following:
Plan and reported by the (site-specific) - Suspected SABOTAGE device
security shift supervision discovered within the plant

PROTECTED AREA

* Suspected SABOTAGE device
discovered outside the
PROTECTED AREA or in the
plant switchyard

* Confirmed tampering with safety-
related equipment

* A HOSTAGE/EXTORTION
1 HU4.1 situation that disrupts NORMAL

PLANT OPERATIONS

. CIVIL DISTURBANCE or strike
which disrupts NORMAL PLANT
OPERATIONS

. Internal disturbance that is not
short lived or that is not a
harmless outburst involving ANY
individuals within the
PROTECTED AREA

- Malevolent use of a vehicle
outside the PROTECTED AREA
which disrupts NORMAL PLANT
OPERATIONS

Site * Added the list of site-specific security events. The list of events was developed by
specific comparing the site-specific Safeguards Contingency Plan to the examples in the basis.

The examples were then moved into the EAL to provide the decision maker with the
appropriate list without the need to reference safeguards information.

* Inserted the title of 'Security Shift Leader" as the security shift supervision to report the
events.

Difference * Generic Difference Number 1 X

* Restructured the EAL to allow listing'the specific events.

Deviation * None
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Hazards Justification Matrix.

NEI EAL# NEI EAL Wording' PNP PNP EAL Wording
EAL#(s)

A credible site specific'security threat HU4.2 A credible site specific security threat
notification. notification.

Site None
specific

Difference * Generic Difference Number I

Deviation * None

.1 i . � "::-,
is dat-`:-,W -.!----,--,,,*4!4*� -ustl�l 10 11,7, �� : �-' k, I -" _ - 0,_. -i� - :�t : , : � �% ', ! ,,� �-- ` r,,.".,..- -, i .3 . � lf�II I I - -

- N'P'Specifi Add nstions /De ien i JU.-I Xl!S l4n

I. Added the title 'Security Shift Leader.", 1. The site-specific title of the security shift
supervision was added.

2. Added the title 'Security Plan." 2. The site-specific title of the security plan was
- -added.

3. Deleted the example information. * 3. The site-specific events were added to EAL
HU4.1

Difference 1, 2, 3
* The additional information does not impact the classification or intent of the associated

- EAL(s).

Deviations * None
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Hazards Justification Matrix

JNEI 'CT; g 4~NP I orln
Z. ~ ~lC Wording NP:-' *L:L , ~'

_ e`
Other Conditions Existing Which in the Other Conditions Existing Which in the

HU5 Judgment of the Emergency'Director HU5 Judgment of the Emergency Director
Warrant Declaration of a NOUE. Warrant Declaration of a UE. -

Mode All i; All
App.

Difference * Generic Difference Number 4

Deviation None

NEI EAL# NEI EAL Wording PNP PNP EAL Wording
EAL#(s)

Other conditions exist which in the Other conditions exist which in the
judgment of the Emergency Director judgment of the Emergency Director
indicate that events are in process or indicate that events are in process or
have occurred which indicate a '= have occurred which indicate a
potential degradation of the level of HU potential degradation of the level of
safety of the plant. No releases'of safety of the plant. No releases of
radioactive material'requiring offsite radioactive material requiring offsite
response or monitoring are expected response or monitoring are expected
unless further degradation of 'safety unless further degradation of safety
systems occurs. systems occurs.

Site ' None
specific

Difference . Generic Difference Number I

Deviation * None

Ginnie
§peci ic Ad i I ei Usti I

None None

Difference None

Deviations None
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Hazards Justification Matrix.

Natural and Destructive Phenomena Natural and Destructive Phenomena
Affecting the Plant VITAL AREA. ' Affecting the Plant VITAL AREA.

Mode All All
App.

Difference * None

Deviation * None
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Hazards Justification Matrix

NEI EAL# NEI EAL Wording PNP PNP EAL Wording
._____ _ -:EAL#(s)

(Site-Specific) method indicates Seismic event GREATER THAN 0.1 g
Seismic Event greater than Operating Operating Basis Earthquake (OBE) as
Basis Earthquake (OBE). indicated by VISIBLE DAMAGE to any

of the following (Table H-2) plant
structures Iequipment.

Table H-2
VITAL AREAS/Safe Shutdown

Eiqtuipment

* Containment Structure
1 HA1.1 *Auxiliary Building

. Turbine Building

* Screenhouse

- Safety Injection Refueling Water
Tank (T-58)

* Condensate Storage Tank (T-2)

* Primary System Makeup Tank
(T-81)

; Fuel Oil Storage Tank (T-1 OA)

Site . The criterion of VISIBLE DAMAGE was added to distinguish a seismic event greater than
specific OBE.

* Table H-2 was inserted to identify the equipment required for safe shutdown that could
be impacted with an OBE. Table H-2 was developed based on reference 11, attachment
38. This attachment is derived from the Appendix R safe shutdown analysis and lists
those areas considered vital for safe shutdown. The Safety Injection Refueling Water
Tank and Condensate Storage Tank were added as two safety related tanks located
outside. Although these' tanks are considered part of the Auxiliary Building and Turbine
Building respectively,-they are listed to ensure the decision maker evaluates them."The
inclusion of these tanks is'consistent with the'list of components listed in NEI 99-01, HA1,
EAL 2.

Difference * Generic Difference Number 1, 7

* The EAL was rearranged to include both the OBE value and the method of detection.

. Inserted the value of 0.1 g as the OBE to make the information readily available to the
decision maker. 'Reference1, 'section 2.4.4 provides the basis of the 0.1 g OBE.

Deviation * 'None
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Hazards Justification Matrix

NEI EAL# NEI EAL Wording - PNP PNP EAL Wording
EAL#(s)

Tornado or high winds greater than Tornado or high winds GREATER
(site-specific) mph within THAN 95 mph within PROTECTED
PROTECTED AREA boundary and. AREA boundary and resulting in
resulting in VISIBLE DAMAGE to any VISIBLE DAMAGE to any of the
of the following plant structures / following (Table H-2) plant structures I
equipment or Control Room indication equipment or Control Room indication
of degraded performance of those of degraded performance of those
systems. systems.

* Reactor Building

* Intake Building HAl.2

* Ultimate Heat Sink

* Refueling Water Storage Tank

* Diesel Generator Building

* Turbine Building

: Condensate Storage Tank i

* Control Room

* Other (Site-Specific)
Structures.

Site . The site-specific value of "95 mph" wind speed was inserted to meet the FSAR 100 mph
specific threshold within limitations of site instrumentation. Site instrumentation will only read up

to 100 mph. A margin of 5 mph is considered an acceptable value for the
instrumentation's accuracy. Reference 3, Section 5.3 "Wind And Tornado Loadings" lists
the 100 mph design limit.

* Table H-2 was used to replace the list of structures and components listed in the NEI 99-
01 EAL. The structures'and components listed in Table H-2 include all of those listed in
the NEI EAL. For instance, the Auxiliary Building includes the Control Room and the
Diesel Generator Building and the Screenhouse includes the Ultimate Heat Sink. Table
H-2 was developed based on reference 11, attachment 38. 'This attachment is derived
from the Appendix R safe shutdown analysis and lists those areas considered vital for

' safe shutdown: The Safety lnjection Refueling Water Tank and Condensate Storage
Tank were added as two safety related tanks located outside. Although these tanks'are
considered part of the Auxiliary Building anid Turbine Building respectively, they are listed
to ensure the decision maker evaluates them. The inclusion of these tanks is consistent
with the components listed in NEI 99-01.

Difference * Generic Difference Number 1, 7

Deviation * None
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Hazards Justification Matrix

NEI EAL# NEI EAL Wording PNP PNP EAL Wording
EAL#(s)

Vehicle crash within PROTECTED Vehicle crash within PROTECTED
AREA boundary and resulting in AREA boundary and resulting in
VISIBLE DAMAGE to any of the VISIBLE DAMAGE to any of the
following plant structures or equipment following (Table H-2) plant structures.
therein or control indication of: or equipment therein or Control Room
degraded performance -of those ' indication of degraded performance of
systems: those systems.

* Reactor Building

3 ' * Intake Building HAI.3

. Ultimate Heat Sink

* Refueling Water Storage Tank

* Diesel Generator Building

* Turbine Building

. Condensate Storage Tank'

. Control Room

* Other (Site-Specific)
Structures.

Site . Table H-2 was used to replace the list of structures and components listed in the NEI 99-
specific 01 EAL. The structures and components listed in Table H-2 include all of those listed in

the NEI EAL. For instance, the Auxiliary Building includes the Control Room and the
Diesel Generator Building and the Screenhouse includes the Ultimate Heat Sink. Table
H-2 was developed based on reference I1, attachment 38. This attachment is derived
from the Appendix R safe-shutdown analysis and lists those areas considered vital for
safe shutdown. The Safety Injection Refueling Water Tank and Condensate Storage
Tank were added as two safety related tanks located outside. Although these tanks are
considered part of the Auxiliary Building and Turbine Building respectively, they are listed
to ensure the decision maker evaluates them. The inclusion of these tanks is consistent
with the components listed in NEI 99-01.',

Difference * Generic Difference Number 1

Deviation * None
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Hazards Justification Matrix.

NEI EAL# NEI EAL Wording PNP PNP EAL Wording
EAL#(s)

Turbine failure-generated missiles Turbine failure-generated missiles
result in any VISIBLE DAMAGE to or HAl 4 result in any VISIBLE DAMAGE to or.
penetration of any of the following penetration of any of the following
plant areas: (site-specific) list.' (Table H-2) plant areas.

Site' Table H-2 was developed based on reference 11, attachment 38. This attachment is
specific derived from the Appendix R safe shutdown analysis and lists those areas considered

vital for safe shutdown The Safety Injection Refueling Water Tank and Condensate
Storage Tank were added as two safety related tanks located outside. 'Although these
tanks are considered part of the Auxiliary Building and Turbine Building respectively, they
are listed to ensure the decision maker evaluates them; The inclusion of these tanks is
consistent with the components listed in NEI 99-01, HAl, EAL1.

Difference * Generic Difference Number 1

Deviation * None

NEI EAL# NEI EAL Wording PNP PNP EAL Wording
EAL#(s)

Uncontrolled flooding in (site-specific) Uncontrolled flooding in areas of the
areas of the plant that results in' plant listed below that results in
-degraded sa'fety system performance degraded safety system performance
as indicated in the control room or that as indicated in the Control Room or
creates industrial safety hazards (e.g., that creates industrial safety hazards
electric shock) that precludes access (e.g., electric shock) that precludes
necessary to operate or monitor safety ' access necessary-to operate or
equipment. monitor safety equipment:

5 * -Emergency Diesel Generator
HA1.5 Rooms

- Engineered Safeguards Rooms

* Auxiliary Feedwater Pump Room

* 'Switchgear Room 1 C

* Screen House

* Component Cooling Water Pump
Room

Site * The site-specific areas vulnerable to flooding that contain'safety related equipment are
specific listed. Reference 6, Sections 3.1, 3.2, 3.3, 3.4, 3.5, 3.6, and 3.7 were used to'develop

' the list of applicable areas. The areas listed in reference 6 are a summary of the
analysis documented in reference 7, section 5.4.2 and reference 8, section 5.6.2.2.

Difference * Generic Difference Number I

* Added the words listed below'" to allow listing the areas at the end of the EAL.

Deviation * None
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Hazards Justification Matrix

NEI EAL# NEI EAL Wording' PNP PNP EAL Wording
._-_i_; EAL#(s)

(Site-Specific) occurrences within The following occurrences within
PROTECTED AREA boundary and PROTECTED AREA boundary and
resulting in VISIBLE DAMAGE to'plant resulting in VISIBLE DAMAGE to plant
structures containing equipment structures containing equipment
necessary for safe shutdown,'or has necessary for safe shutdown, or has
caused damage as evidenced by "' caused damage as evidenced by
control room indication of degraded Control Room indication of degraded

6 performance of those systems. -HAl.6 performance of those systems.

High lake level! ultimate heat sink level
GREATER THAN 594 ft elevation

OR
Low lake level: ultimate heat sink level
LESS THAN OR EQUAL TO 569 ft
elevation.

Site V Added high lake level OR low lake level as specific occurrences that could affect the
specific PROTECTED AREA. Reference 7, section 5.4.1.1 provides the basis of the high lake

level limit. Actions for the high lake level are specified in reference 2, section 4.1 1.
Reference 10, section 5, steps 15-21 -specify the actions for low lake level.

Difference * Generic Difference Number 1

"The following" was added to allow listing the site-specific occurrences at the end of the
EAL.

Deviation * None
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Hazards Justification Matrix.

PHAl ais Justificsttiicn ' =

P, Specific Addition'slDeletions t J~ustification

1. Added information on the National Earthquake 1. Added contact information for the National
Information Center in the basis for HA1.1. Also Earthquake Information Center since onsite
added the value of the OBE (0.19). instrumentation is not immediately available to

validate the seismic disturbance. The
magnitude of the OBE was added as site-

_ _ _ _ _ __- specific information.

2. Added the basis of selecting 95 mph as the 2. Full-scale on the instrumentation used for -
threshold for HU1.2. classification is 100 mph. A value of 95 mph

was chosen as the classification threshold, as
this will still be on-scale.

3. Inserted reference to Table H-2. 3. Table H-2 was developed based on reference
11, attachment 38. This attachment is derived
from the Appendix R safe shutdown analysis
and lists those areas considered vital for safe
shutdown. The Safety Injection Refueling Water
Tank and Condensate Storage Tank were
added as two safety related tanks located
outside. Although these tanks are considered
part of the Auxiliary Building and Turbine
Building respectively, they are listed to ensure
the decision maker evaluates them. The
inclusion of these tanks is consistent with the list
of components listed in NEI 99-01, HA1, EALI.

4. Added a discussion on high and low lake water 4. Information was added to clarify the limits for.
level to the basis for HA1.6 the site-specific occurrences. The limits on high

and low lake level are consistent with Off
Normal Procedures. The EAL limits were
established to provide warning of the potential
for external flooding and loss of the ultimate
heat sink.

Difference 1, 2, 3, 4, 5
* The additional information does not impact the classification or intent of the associated

EAL(s)..

Deviations . None
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Hazards Justification Matrix.

NEI EAL# NEI EA! Wording' PNP PNP EAL Wording
EAL#(s)

FIRE or EXPLOSION in any of the FIRE or EXPLOSION in any of the
following (site-specific) areas: following (Table H-2) areas.

(Site-specific) list T -- 2
' - -Table H-2

VITAL AREASISafe Shutdown
AND Equipment

Affected system parameter indications
show degraded performance or plant * Containment Structure
personnel report VISIBLE DAMAGE to * Auxiliary Building
permanent structures or equipment * Turbine Building
within the specified area. * Screenhouse

1- HA21 * Safety Injection Refueling Water
- Tank (T-58)

* Condensate Storage Tank (T-2)
* Primary System Makeup Tank

(T-81)
- Fuel Oil Storage Tank (T-1OA)

AND

Affected system parameter indications
show degraded performance OR plant
personnel report VISIBLE DAMAGE to
permanent structures or equipment
within the specified area.

Site * Table H-2 was developed based on reference 1, attachment 38. This attachment is
specific derived from the Appendix R safe shutdown analysis and lists those areas considered

vital for safe shutdown.' The Safety' Injection Refueling Water Tank and Condensate
Storage Tank were added as two safety related tanks located outside. Although these
tanks are considered part of the Auxiliary Building and Turbine Building respectively, they
are listed to ensure the decision maker evaluates them. The inclusion of these tanks is
consistent with the list of components listed in NEI 99-01, HA1, EAL1.

Difference * Generic Difference Number i

Deviation * None
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Hazards Justification Matrix

HA . Basis s

Pic ditionIDeeik Ustifi
1. Inserted reference to Table H-2. 1. Table H-2 was developed based on reference

10, attachment 38. This attachment is derived
from the Appendix R safe shutdown analysis
and lists those areas considered vital for safe
shutdown. The Safety Injection Refueling Water
Tarik and Condensate Storage Tank were
added as two safety related tanks located
outside. Although these-tanks are considered
part of the Auxiliary Building and Turbine.*
Building respectively, they are listed to ensure
the decision maker evaluates them. The
inclusion of these tanks is consistent with the list
of components listed in NEI 99-01, HA1, EAL1.

. .

Difference 1.
* The additional information does not impact the classification or intent of the associated

EAL(s).

Deviations * None

j
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Hazards Justification Matrix

Aoi t .a... 1,; '~Nl1# P~ NE IC Wordi PNP . 'L~ ~ N ~ ' '

Release of Toxic or Flammable Gases Release of Toxic or Flammable Gases
Within or Contiguous to a VITAL'' Within or Contiguous-to a VITAL
AREA Which Jeopardizes Operation ' AREA Which Jeopardizes Operation

HA3 of Systems Required to Maintain Safe HA3 of Systems Required to Maintain Safe
Operations or Establish or Maintain' Operations or Establish or Maintain
Safe Shutdown. Safe Shutdown.

Mode All All
'App.

Difference * None

Deviation * None

NEI EAL# NEI EAL Wording PNP PNP EAL Wording
EAL#(s)

Report or detection of toxic gases - :Report or detection of toxic gases
within or contiguous to a VITAL-AREA within or contiguous to a VITAL AREA
in concentrations that may result in an' (Table H-I) in concentrations that may
atmosphere IMMEDIATELY ' result in an atmosphere
DANGEROUS TO LIFE AND HEALTH IMMEDIATELY DANGEROUS TO
(IDLH). -LIFE AND HEALTH (IDLH).

1 HA3.1 Table H-1
Plant VITAL AREAS'

- Containment Structure

* Auxiliary Building

* Turbine Building

' Screenhouse

Site * None
specific

Difference . Generic Difference Number 1

* Added Table H-1, Plant VITAL AREAS, as the' list of applicable areas for this EAL. 'Table
H-1 was developed based on reference 1, attachment 38. This' attachment is derived
from the Appendix R safe shutdown analysis and lists those areas considered vital for
safe shutdown.

Deviation * None
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Hazards Justification Matrix

NEI EAL# NEI EAL Wording PNP PNP EAL Wording
._____ _ -: EAL#(s)

Report or detection of gases in Report or detection of gases in
concentration greater than the' concentration greater than the
LOWER FLAMMABILITY LIMIT within LOWER FLAMMABILITY LIMIT within

2 or contiguous to a VITAL AREA. HA3.2 or contiguous to a VITAL AREA (Table

Site * None
specific .

Difference * Generic Difference Number 1I

-*Added Table H-1, Plant VITAL AREAS, as the list of applicable areas for this EAL. Table
H-1 was developed based on reference I, attachment 38. This attachment is derived
from the Appendix R safe shutdown analysis and lists those areas considered vital for
safe shutdown.

Deviation * None

HA3 BasisJu'stificati:on I:
PNP Specific Additi6nslDeetions utificati

1. Removed the service water pump example.-- 1. The appropriate site-specific area was included
in Table H-I.

Difference I.
. The additional information does not impact the classification or intent of the associated

EAL(s).

Deviations . None
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Hazards Justification Matrix

A Confirmed Security Event in a Plant Confirmed Security Event in a Plant
PROTECTED AREA. H PROTECTED AREA.

Mode All All
App.

Difference * None

Deviation * None

NEI EAL# NEI EAL Wording PNP PNP EAL Wording
EAL#(s)

INTRUSION into the plant INTRUSION into the plant
-1 PROTECTED AREA by a HOSTILE HA4.1 PROTECTED AREA by a HOSTILE

FORCE. FORCE.

Site * None
specific

Difference * Generic Difference Number 1

Deviation . None
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Hazards Justification Matrix

NEI EAL# NEI EAL Wording PNP PNP EAL Wording
EAL#(s)

Other security events as determined Security Shift Leader reports any of
from (site-specific) Safeguards. the following:
Contingency Plan and reported by the *SABOTAGE device discovered in(site-specific) security shift supervision the plant PE

* Standoff attack on the
PROTECTED AREA by a
HOSTILE FORCE (i.e., Sniper)

* ANY Security event of increasing

2 HA4.2 severity that persists for
GREATER THAN 30 min.:

* Credible BOMB threats

* HOSTAGEIEXTORTION

* Suspicious FIRE OR
EXPLOSION

* Significant Security System
Hardware Failure

* Loss of Guard Post Contact

Site * Added the list of site-specific security events. The list of events was developed by
specific comparing the site-specific Security Plan to the examples in the basis. The examples

were then moved into the EAL to provide the decision maker with the appropriate list
without the need to reference safeguards information.

* Inserted the title of 'Security Shift Leader" as the security shift supervision to report the
events.

Difference . Generic Difference 1.

* Restructured the EAL to allow listing the specific events.

Deviation . None

,HA4 - Bais Jst siification yj X ,'G F *g

FNPRSpecific Addo e Jtifi atin

1. Generic Difference 4. 1. See Generic Difference 4 justification.

2. Added the Security Plan as the source of the 2. The site-specific title of the security plan was
listed events. added.

3. Deleted the example information. 3. The site-specific events were added to EAL
HA4.2 -

4. Added the title "Security Shift Leader.", 4. The site-specific title of the security shift
supervision was added.

Difference 1, 2, 3, 4

* The additional information does not impact the classification or intent of the associated
EAL(s).

Deviations * None
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Hazards Justification Matrix

:g m,!'';NlNC Elding"I PN P~ ?NCWordin

HA5 Control Room Evacuation Has Been Control Room Evacuation Has BeenInitiated. H5 Initiated.

Mode All ' - ' All
-App., , -'-:

Difference * None

Deviation * None

NEI EAL# NEI EAL Wording PNP PNP EAL Wording
.EAL#(s)

Entry into (site-specific) procedure for Entry into ONP-25.2, "AlternateSafe
1 control room evacuation. HA5.1 Shutdown" for Control Room

evacuation.

Site * Listed ONP-25.2, 'Alternate Safe Shutdown" as the site-specific procedure for Control
specific Room evacuation.

Difference * Generic Difference Number 1

Deviation * None
.:

usti c a i'o

P N P S p e c di io nsc d i t ioi s/Justificat i o n

1. Added the site-specific procedure ONP-25.2. '1. ONP-25.2 is the site-specific procedure that
provides instructions for evacuating the Control

' Room and establishing plant control at the
:__ _ -__ '- :auxiliary hot shutdown panels.

Difference 1.
- The additional information does not impact the classification or intent of the associated

EAL(s).

Deviations * None
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Hazards Justification Matrix.

~'NEI IC#ij J ,NEI IC Wording J`RiJ PNP IC.Wordii~~
J '' h -

Other Conditions Existing Which in the Other Conditions Existing Which in the
HA6 Judgment of the Emergency Director HA6 Judgment of the Emergency Director

Warrant Declaration of an Alert. Warrant Declaration of an Alert.

Mode All All
App. _

Difference * None

Deviation . None

NEI EAL# NEI EAL Wording PNP PNP EAL Wording
EAL#(s)

Other conditions exist which inlthe- Other conditions exist which in the
judgment of the Emergency Director judgment of the Emergency Director
indicate that events are in process or indicate that events are in process or
have occurred which involve actual or have occurred which involve actual or

1 likely potential substantial degradation HA6.1 likely potential substantial degradation
of the level of safety of the plant. Any of the level of safety of the plant. Any
releases are expected to be limited to releases are expected to be limited to
small fractions of the EPA Protective small fractions of the EPA'Protective
Action Guideline exposure levels . Action Guideline exposure levels .

Site * None
specific

Difference * Generic Difference 1.

Deviation * None

~~r rt r 4:...;..M: ={?'=,X

==- Basis Jutificatio He'- z.

fPNic'Ac dditionsiDe etfon |ustification

* None

Difference * None

Deviations * None
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Hazards Justification Matrix

m'~E 1 1EI
H Confirmed Security Event in a Plant Confirmed Security Event in a Plant

VITAL AREA. HSI VITAL AREA.

Mode All All
App.

Difference * None

Deviation * None - S '

NEI EAL# NEI EAL Wording PNP- PNP EAL Wording
EAL#(s)

INTRUSION into the plant VITAL INTRUSION into the plant VITAL
AREA by a HOSTILE FORCE. HSI . AREA by a HOSTILE FORCE.

Site . None
specific

Difference . Generic Difference Number 1

Deviation * None

NEI EAL# NEI EAL Wording PNP PNP EAL Wording
EAL#(s)

- Other security events as determined Security Shift Leader reports any of'
from (site-specific) Safeguards the following:
Contingency Plan and reported by the S d i

2 (site-specific) security shift supervision HS1.2 VITAL AREA.

'HOSTAGE/EXTORTION in a
VITAL AREA.

Site ' .Added the list of site-specifc security events. The list of events was developed by*'
specific comparing the site-specific Security Plan to the examples in the basis; The examples

were then moved into the EAL'to provide the decision maker with the appropriate list
without the need to reference safeguards information.

. Inserted the title of "Security Shift Leader" as the security'shift supervision to report the
- 'events.

Difference * Generic Difference Number I

. The EAL was reworded for clarity.

Deviation * None
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Hazards Justification Matrix.

Basi 'justific c na t I ..

..... . ..P~iSpeiticnsib: eioinsif

1. Deleted the example information. 1. The site-specific events were added to EAL'
HS1.2

2. Added the title "Security Shift Leader." X 2. The'site-specific title of the security shift
supervision was added.

Difference 1, 2

* The additional information' does not impact the classification or intent of the associated
, EAL(s).

Deviations None
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Hazards Justification Matrix

4!;4 , , 'NENP IC Wordi~~jNI ElI#~ ~ NlCodn~~~:"* C '("s

Control Room Evacuation Has Been Control Room Evacuation Has Been
HS2 Initiated and Plant Control Cannot Be HS2 Initiated and Plant Control Cannot Be

Established. Established.

Mode - All All
App.

Difference * None

Deviation * None

NEI EAL# NEI EAL Wording' PNP PNP EAL Wording
EAL#(s)

Control room evacuation has been'- Control Room evacuation has been
initiated. initiated.

AND AND
Control of the plant cannot be HS2.i Control of the plant cannot be
established per (site-specific) established per ONP-25.2, Alternate
procedure within (site-specific) Safe Shutdown within 15 minutes.
minutes.

Site * Added 'ONP-25.2, Alternate Safe Shutdown" as the site-specific procedure for Control
specific Room evacuation.

. Added "15 minutes" as the site-specific limit for establishing control per ONP-25.2.- ONP-
25.2, section 6, specifies times for completing manual operator actions to control the
plant. All of the times for these actions are greater than 15 minutes with the exception of
isolating atmospheric steam dumps. Steam dumps need to be isolated within six
minutes to avoid overcooling the PCS but this action would be completed prior to -
establishing control at C-150/C-150A. The 15 minute limit is established to ensure
control is established at C-1 50/C-1 50A in sufficient time to allow completion of the
remaining actions in ONP-25.2.

Difference . Generic Difference Number I

Deviation . None
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Hazards Justification Matrix.

HS24 Jstification

tPNR ifi iionsIDel t PI , Jtmtificato

1. Deleted basis information on determining time 1.' Example information was replaced with the site-
for reestablishing control. - specific information.

2.. Added the site-specific procedure ONP-25.2.' 2. ONP-25.2 is the site-specific procedure that
and the basis for the 15 minute limit. =provides instructions for evacuating the Control

Room and establishing plant control at the
auxiliary hot shutdown panels. The 15 minute
limit is established to ensure control is
established at the Auxiliary Hot Shutdown panel

- - in sufficient time to'allow completion of the
actions listed in ONP-25.2.

3. Removed BWR information. 3. Retained the PWR information and removed the
BWR information for ease of use.

Difference 1, 2, 3

* The additional information does not impact the classification or intent of the associated
EAL(s). '

Deviations * None -
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Hazards Justification Matrix

;IC#(s

Other Conditions Existing Which in the Other Conditions Existing Which in the
Judgment of the Emergency Director H Judgment of the Emergency Director
Warrant Declaration of Site Area- Warrant Declaration of Site Area,
Emergency. Emergency.

Mode All All
App.-

Difference * None

Deviation . None

NEI EAL# NEI EAL Wording PNP PNP EAL Wording
EAL#(s)

Other conditions exist which in the Other conditions exist which in the
judgment of the Emergency Director. judgment of the Emergency Director
indicate that events are in process or indicate that events are in process or
have occurred which involve actual 'or have occurred which involve actual or
likely major failures of plant functions X likely major failures of plant functions

I needed for protection of the public.- HS3.1 needed for protection of the public.
Any releases are not expected to Any releases are not expected to
result in exposure levels which exceed result in exposure levels which exceed
EPA Protective Action Guideline EPA Protective Action Guideline
exposure levels beyond the-site exposure levels beyond the site
boundary. boundary.

Site * None
specific

Difference . Generic Difference Number I

Deviation * None

HS ai ustification, .- "n.

PSeific -Addition s 6l~in us ic io

* None

Difference * None

Deviations * None
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Hazards Justification Matrix.

xRM S

Security Event Resulting in LossOf Security Event Resulting in Loss OfHGI Physical Control of the Facility. HG1 Physical Control of the Facility.

Mode All All
App.

Difference * None

Deviation: * None

NEI EAL# NEI EAL Wording PNP PNP EAL Wording
,EAL#(s)

A HOSTILE FORCE has taken control A HOSTILE FORCE has taken control
of plant equipment such that plant, of plant equipment such that plant
personnel are unable to operate- personnel are unable to operate
equipment required to maintain safety equipment required to maintain safety
functions. *functions as indicated by loss of

physical control of EITHER:

' 1 ,HG1.1 A VITAL AREA such that operation of
equipment required for safe shutdown
is lost
OR
Spent fuel pool cooling systems if
imminent fuel damage is likely (e.g.,
freshly off-loaded reactor core in the
pool).

Site * None
specific

Difference . Generic Difference Number ' - '
* Added 'as indicated by loss of physical control of EITHER: a VITAL AREA such that

operation of equipment required for safe shutdown is lost OR Spent fuel pool cooling
systems'if imminent fuel damage is likely (e.g., freshly off-loaded reactor core in the
pool)" as a site specific list of required equipment. This information was pulled from the
basis into the EAL wording to facilitate consisteht and accurate classification without the
need to reference the basis information.

Deviation * None - "
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Hazards Justification Matrix

HG1 g Basis Justification iff ... 3 . ...

Specqific'Addition e Aeieto.h a df

1. Removed BWR information. 1 Retained the PWR information and removed the
BWR information for ease of use.

2. Deleted the example information. 2. The site-specific events were added to EAL
HG1.1

Difference 1, 2
* The additional information does not impact the classification or intent of the associated

EAL(s). - :

Deviations * None
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Hazards Ju-stification Matrix.

,`;'~-'N t IPdO 4- P~l~FNPJICWr....1'
X T,~. 4?,!

Other Conditions Existing Which in the Other Conditions Existing Which in the

HG2 Judgment of the Emergency Director HG2 Judgment of the Emergency DirectorWarrant Declaration of General -' Warrant Declaration of General
Emergency. Emergency.

Mode All All
App.

Difference * None

Deviation * None

NEI EAL# NEI EAL Wording PNP PNP EAL Wording
EAL#(s)

Other conditions exist which in the Other conditions exist which in the
judgment of the Emergency Director judgment of the Emergency Director
indicate that events are in process or indicate that events are in process or
have occurred which involve'actual or have occurred which involve actual or
imminent substantial core degradation ' imminent substantial core' degradation

1 or melting with potential for loss of HG2.1 or melting with potential for loss of
containment'integrity. Releases can containment integrity. Releases can
be reasonably expected to exceed be reasonably expected to exceed
EPA Protective Action Guideline EPA Protective Action Guideline
exposure levels offsite for more than exposure levels offsite for more than
the immediate site area. the immediate site area.

Site * None
specific

Difference Generic Difference Number 1

Deviation * None

Gu at -

PN Sple'cific 'Additi'ns/ieleti)is it 7 .Justification'

De N one -None

Difference * None ':, I- -' ..-.- -

Deviations * None '' ''-- ;- :
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System Malfunctions Justification Matrix

N~t l # ' ~ ' ' WC#(siW
.. . e; . .. ... . . . ..

If _ m _ _..

Loss of All Offsite Power to Essential Loss of All Offsite Power to Essential
SUl Busses for Greater Than 15 Minutes SUl Busses for GREATER THAN 15

Minutes

Mode Power Operation, Startup,- Hot - w Power Operation, Startup, Hot
App. Standby, Hot Shutdown Standby, Hot Shutdown

Difference * Generic Difference Number 7-

Deviation * None

NEI EAL# NEI EAL Wording PNP PNP EAL Wording
EAL#(s)

Loss of power to (site-specific) Loss of all offsite power to both Vital
transformers for greater than 15 2400 VAC busses 1 C and 1 D for
minutes. GREATER THAN 15 minutes.

1.AND SUI.1. AND
At least (site-specific) emergency Both emergency diesel generators are
generators are supplying power to supplying power to both Vital 2400
emergency busses. VAC busses 1 C and 1 D.

Site '* Vital 2400 VAC busses 1IC and 1 D" are the site specific essential busses
specific . "Both" is the site-specific number of generators needed to power 'both" emergency

busses.

Difference . Generic Difference Number 1, 7

* "each Vital 2400 VAC bus" added for user clarity.

. The NEI example EAL condition "Loss of power to (site-specific) transformers for greater
than 15 minutes' has been changed to "Loss of all offsite power to Vital 2400 VAC -
busses 1 C and ID for GREATER THAN 15 min." Adding the words gall offsite" to the
EAL focuses the classification' on the loss of offsite power to the essential busses.
Additionally, the words "all offsite" brings information from thebasis into the EAL and
align the EAL directly to the IC. The PNP wording focuses the classification on the' loss
of offsite power capability rather than the status of one or more transformers that m-ay or
may not be capable of powering the essential buses (e.g. in the event of a fault condition
between the transformer and the bus). This simplifies the EAL wording and concisely
meets the intent of the NEI IC SU1. The combination of changing transformers to
busses, and adding the "all offsite" to the EAL was done to provide the user all the

:information necessary within the EAL to accurately classify the event.

Deviation * None
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System Malfunctions Justification Matrix

... .B a i s. I .. Jui fi c. a.t o. n ..._ . .' ..

PPScific AddtifonsI136eleftio ~ ______

1. The PNP specific basis includes additional 1. The additional basis information supports the
information related to the power supplies for ' : determination of a loss of offsite power specified
the Vital 2400 VAC busses. in the EAL.

2. Deleted reference to companion unit AC cross- 2.- PNP is a single unit plant.
tie capability.

Difference 1 Additional information was added to support EAL determination. The additional
information does not impact the classification or intent of the associated EALs.

2. Deleted reference to companion unit AC cross-tie capability as PNP is a single unit
plant.

Deviations * None
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System Malfunctions'Justification Matrix

:NEI IC#:``; :ICW PP~.

Inability to Reach Required Shutdown S Inability to Reach Required Shutdown
Within Technical Specification Limits Within Technical Specification Limits

Mode Power Operation, Startup, Hot Power Operation, Startup, Hot
App. Standby, Hot Shutdown - Standby, Hot Shutdown

Difference . None

Deviation . None

NEI EAL# NEI EAL Wording 'PNP PNP EAL Wording'
EAL#(s)

Plant is not brought to required Plant is not brought to required

1 operating mode within (site-specific) SU2.1 operating mode within TechnicalTechnical Specifications LCO Action Specifications LCO Action Statement
Statement Time Time

Site * Generic Difference Number I
specific . The site-specific Technical Specification LCO Action Statement Time has been left blank

to imply the inability to reach the required mode stated in any of the various completion
times warrants event classification.-

Difference * None

Deviation * None

SU2 asis Justi ication _,

&N Seif6Additio ns/Deletions iion

* Minor grammatical revisions. . Enhance user interpretation.

Difference * Minor revisions to enhance basis readability.

Deviations * None
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System Malfunctions Justification Matrix

.. UNPLANNED Loss of Most or All ' - ': UNPLANNED Loss' of Most or All:

SU3 Safety System Annunciation or -U3 Safety System Annunciation or

GreaterThan 15 Minutes GREATER THAN 15 Minutes

Mode Power Operation, Startup,' Hot Power Operation, Startup, Hot
App. Standby, Hot Shutdown Standby, Hot Shutdown -

Difference * Generic Difference Number 7

Deviation * None

NEI EAL# NEI EAL Wording PNP PNP EAL Wording
EAL#(s)

UNPLANNED loss of most or all (site- UNPLANNED loss of most or all
specific) annunciators or iridicators' annunciators or indicators associated
associated with safety systems for with safety systems for GREATER
greater than 15 minutes THAN 15 minutes on the following:

EC-02/1 2 - Reactor/PCPs

* EC-03/13 - Safety
Injection/Containment Cooling &
Isolation systems l Ventilation

1. SU3.1 . EC-04- Electrical
* EC-06 - RPS

* EC-08 - Service
Water/Component Cooling

* EC-1 1 (Rear) - Rad Monitors

* EC-11 A (Front) - Control Room
HVAC / Reactor Vessel Level I
Core Exit Thermocouples

* EC-27 - Thermal Margin Monitors

Site * The site-specific list of Electrical Cabinets (EC) houses the PNP safety system
specific annunciators and indicators.

Difference . Generic Difference Number 1, 7

Added 'on the following:" for readability.

Deviation * None
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System Malfunctions Justification�Matrix
9 .

r.:: S

,XU9aksi'sAil'uEstific'ati If,: _

s'iD8iet| M p A R C k S ; D_

* Minor grammatical revisions. 0 \ w � Enhance user interpretation.
.

Difference * Minor revisions to enhance basis readability.

Deviations * None :
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System Malfunctions -Justification Matrix

~ ~~&N~lC ordng:,

SU4: Fuel Clad Degradation. SU4 Fuel Clad Degradation.

Mode Power Operation, Startup, Hot Power Operation, Startup, Hot
App. Standby, Hot Shutdown Standby, Hot Shutdown

Difference * None

Deviation * None

NEI EAL# NEI EAL Wording PNP PNP EAL Wording
EAL#(s)

(Site-specific) radiation monitor' Any of the following radiation monitors
readings indicating fuel clad with a VALID PPC urgent alarm
degradation greater than Technical indicating fuel clad degradation
Specification allowable limits.'' GREATER THAN Technical

Specification allowable limits.

Containment Isolation High
1. SU4.1. Radiation Monitor - RIA-1805

Containment Isolation High
Radiation Monitor - RIA-1806

Containment Isolation High
Radiation Monitor - RIA-1 807

Containment Isolation High
Radiation Monitor - RIA- 808

Site . The Containment Isolatiorn High Radiation Monitors in high alarm are the 'site-specific"
specific fuel clad degradation indications'.

Difference . Generic Difference Num ber 1, 7

* PNP uses 'with a VALID PPC urgent alarm" as the radiation monitor 'reading" due to:
1) having these alarm setpoints at a value that indicates fuel clad degradation, 2) the
need to provide the operators with an active prompt versus a passive reading from an
instrument that is not readily accessed, and 3) to align this syntax with that used for other
radiation monitor readings in the Abnormal Radiation EALs.

Deviation . For the Containment Isolation-High Radiation monitors a special test was conducted that
verified that with approximately 1% failed fuel the Containment Isolation High Radiation
monitors would indicate 4.5 Rem/hour. The PPC urgent alarm'is'set at one tenth of that
value, 0.45 Rem/hour, indicating fuel clad degradation. This deviation is appropriate for
PNP as it provides equivalent protection of the public health and safety in the absence of
an installed fuel element failure radiation monitor. Additionally, the setpoint selected is
high enough to be discriminatory yet low enough to allow escalation to an Alert in the
Fission'Product Barrier Degradation category. Therefore use of these radiation monitors
does not decrease the effectiveness'of the EAL'scheme.
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System Malfunctions Justification Matrix

NEI EAL# NEI EAL Wording PNP PNP EAL Wording
.EAL#(s)

(Site-specific) coolant sample activity Coolant sample activity GREATER
value indicating fuel clad degradation SU4.2 THAN OR EQUAL TO 40 pCi/gm dose
greater than Technical Specification . equivalent 1-131 indicating fuel clad
allowable limits. degradation

Site * "GREATER THAN 40 PCilgm dose equivalent 1-131" is the site-specific Technical-
specific Specification allowable limit.-

Difference * Generic Difference Number 1,7 , ,

. 'Technical Specification allowable limits" was deleted as it duplicates the site specific'
Technical Specification value already listed in the EAL.

Deviation * None
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System Malfunctions Justification Matrix

... ...........-U4 Bas s t Jsiication .:-. p-' ... s$ ;.,'.4,:awL
NSe l i ons ' tifitn

1. The PNP specific basis includes additional 1. PNP has no radiation monitor that could
information related to the radiation monitors'. - definitively indicate fuel-clad degradation.
alarms that would prompt operations to request Therefore, a prompt has been provided to
'a PCS 'sample and activity analysis.: - confirm or deny fuel clad degradation.

2. The PNP specific basis includes additional - 2. The additional basis information supports the
information related to the appropriateness of determination of fuel cladding degradation
the coolant sample Technical Specification as -specified in the EAL.
a limit for this EAL.

Difference 1. Additional information was added to support EAL determination. The additional
information does not impact the classification or intent of the associated EAL.

2. Additional information was added to' support EAL determination. The additional
information does not impact the classification or intent of the associated EAL.

Deviations' * None .
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System Malfunctions Justification Matrix

`~~'NEI IC!Wordiri~~ FC 1C#(i)g

SU5 RCS Leakage. SU5 PCS Leakage.

Mode Power Operation, Startup, Hot Power Operation, Startup, Hot
App. Standby, Hot Shutdown Standby, Hot Shutdown

Difference * Generic Difference Number 16 -

Deviation * None

NEI EAL# NEI EAL Wording PNP PNP EAL Wording
-____ -EAL#(s)

Unidentified or pressure boundary Unidentified or pressure boundary
leakage greater than 10 gpm. U5.1 leakage GREATER THAN 10 gpm.

Site * None
specific

Difference * Generic Difference Number 1, 7

Deviation * None

NEI EAL# NEI EAL Wording PNP PNP EAL Wording
EAL#(s)

2 Identified leakage greater than 25 SUS2 Identified leakage GREATER THANgpm 25 gpm

Site * None-
specific

Difference .. Generic Difference Number 1, 7

Deviation * None - :0- 0-
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System Malfunctions Justification Matrix

* Minor grammatical revisions. * Enhance user interpretation.

Difference * Minor revisions to enhance basis readability.

Deviations * None

Enclosure 4, Attachment 3 S-1 0



System Malfunctions Justification Matrix

. UNPLANNED Loss of All Onsite or. - UNPLANNED Loss of All Onsite orSU6 Offsite Communications Capabilities SU6 Offsite Communications Capabilities

. .. .....

Moe PwrOeatoSatp HotPowr Oeraion Strtu, Ho

NEI EAL# NE EAL Wording ' ;. PNPN P NP EAL Wording
. .____-___-___-___.___ :_ EAL#(s) .-

Loss of all (site-specific list) onsite
communications capability affecting
the ability to perform routine :
operations

Loss of all Table C-1 onsite
communications capability affecting
the ability to perform routine
operations X

1. SU6.1. Table C-1 Onsite-
Communications Systems

* Telephone system
* Onsite/offsite radio system
* Public address system ' '

Table C-1 is the site-specific Onsite Communications Systems list

Generic Difference Number I

None
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System Malfunctions Justification Matrix

NEI EAL# NEI EAL Wording : PNP PNP EAL Wording.
EAL#(s)

Loss of all (site-specific list) offsite Loss of all Table C-2 offsite
communications capability. . communications capability.

Table C-2 Onsite
Communications Systems~

2. SU6.2. * Telephone system
* Power failure phones
, FTS phone system
- Satellite phone

Site * Table C-2 is the site-specific Onsite Communications Systems list
specific '

Difference * Generic Difference Number- I

Deviation . None

..-. <3.4'.

6 asisustification .

, ivi ...dii,,,pxsn. ...sPNPSpecificA AditionsiD6ietins 3,.

* The PNP specific basis includes the site - * The additional basis information supports the
specific Table C-i and C-2 references related determination of a loss of communications
to'a loss of communications. ' specified in the EALs.

Difference * Additional information was added to support EAL determination. The additional
information does not impact the classification or intent of the associated EALs.

Deviations * None
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System Malfunction's Justification Matrix

NEI EAL# NEI EAL Wording PNP PNP EAL Wording
EAL#(s)

An UNPLANNED extended positive (Not used)
1. period observed on nuclear,

instrumentation.

Site * None
specific

Difference . PNP is a PWR and has no period" nuclear instrumentation.

Deviation . None

NEI EAL Wording PNP PNP EAL Wording
EAL#(s)

An UNPLANNED sustained positive An UNPLANNED sustained positive
startup rate observed on nuclear SU8.1 startup rate observed on nuclear
instrumentation. instrumentation.

* None

. Generic Difference Number 1

* None

Enclosure 4, Attachment 3 S-1 3
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Svstem Malfunctions Justification Matrix

Sel-cific A itisiDeetfcatn 1. .

* Deleted reference to period monitors. - * PNP is a PWR and has no period nuclear

__ _ __ _ __ _ __ I 0instrumentation.

Difference . BWR-specific EAL not used.

Deviations * None
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System Malfunctions Justification Matrix

NEIC"~PNP'Y~ ' PNP, IC*6b .
UIEII#~";"";~,,~t-:~,,'~NEI IC Wording ,~l~~' ~~~-', -;~,' Wodng _ :A

Failure of Reactor Protection System Failure of Reactor Protection System

Instrumentation to Complete or Initiate Instrumentation to Complete or Initiate

an Automatic Reactor Scram Once a an Automatic Reactor Scram Once a

Reactor Protection System Setpoint SA Reactor Protection System Setpoint

Has Been Exceeded and Manual a' Has Been Exceeded and Manual

Scram Was Successful Scram Was Successful

Mode Power Operation, Startup, Hot Power OperatiQn,, Startup, Hot

App. Standby Standby

Difference * None

Deviation * None

NEI EAL# NEI EAL Wording PNP PNP EAL Wording
EAL#(s)

. Indication(s) exist that indicate that Indication(s) exist that a Reactor

reactor protection system setpoint was, Protection System setpoint was

exceeded and automatic scram did not exceeded
occur, and a successful manual scram -AND

-occurred RPS automatic trip did NOT occur

AND

*1. 'A successful manual trip occurred
5A2.l. from:

* EC-02 Reactor Trip pushbutton
OR

* EC-06 Reactor Trip pushbutton
OR

* Reactor tripped from an ATWS
trip signal

Site . None
specific

Difference * Generic Difference Number 1,10, 11, 12, 15

* Capitalized "Reactor Protection System" for user clarity.

* Inserted 'RPS' for user clarity.

-. Replaced 'scram" with utrip' to be consistent with site terminology.

* Defined 'a successful manual scram" to be from either of the readily accessible manual

reactor trip pushbuttons,'or the diverse ATWS signal.

Deviation * None
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System Malfunctions Justification Matrix

'SA2 Basis'Justiftation' *

P'SecificA AditiconslDdletin Jutfctn'

1. The PNP specific basis replaces the' NEI 1. The additional basis information supports the.
discussion defining site-specific trip, determination of an RPS automatic trip failure
methodology and references related to what with successful manual trip specified in the
constitutes a successful reactor trip. . EALs.

2. The ATWS trip is included as a trip equivalent 2. The ATWS trip circuitry uses a diverse trip
to the manual reactor trips. methodology. This trip methodology

accomplishes a reactor trip via the same
circuitry as the EC-06 Reactor Trip manual
pushbutton.

Difference 1. Additional information was' added to support EAL determination. The additional
information does not impact the .classification or intent of the associated EALs.

2. Additional information was added to support ATWS as a diverse trip equivalent to the
manual reactor trip pushbuttons.

Deviations * None
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System Malfunctions Justification Matrix

NEI IC# Ia,-r:,-J - N-Ol . 11 Mi4`NIIC Wording, in .5P1A NPI '~~

UNPLANNED Loss of Most or All UNPLANNED Loss of Most or All
Safety System Annunciation or- Safety System Annunciation or
Indication in Control Room With Either SA4 Indication in Control Room With Either
(1) a SIGNIFICANT TRANSIENT in (1) a SIGNIFICANT TRANSIENT in
Progress, or (2) Compensatory Non- : ; Pore or'(2) Compensatory Non-
Alarming Indicators are Unavailable. Alarming Indicators are Unavailable.

Mode Power Operation, Startup, -Hot Power Operatimn,, Startup, Hot
App. Standby, Hot Shutdown' Standby, Hot Shutdown

Difference * None

Deviation * None

* C
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System Malfunctions Justification Matrix

NEI EAL# - NEI EAL Wording I , '- PNP PNP EAL Wording.
:.._ e__ ' EAL#(s) -_-

UNPLANNED loss of most or all (site-
specific) annunciators or indicators'
associated with safety systems for.
greater than 15 minutes.

AND

Either of the following: (a or b)
a. A SIGNIFICANT TRANSIENT is

in progress. . I

OR

b. Compensatory non-alarming
indications are unavailable.

UNPLANNED loss of most or all
annunciators or indicators associated
with safety systems for GREATER
THAN 15 minutes on the following:

* EC-02112 - Reactor/PCPs

* EC-03113 - Safety
Injection/Containment Cooling
& Isolation systems /
Ventilation

* EC-04 - Electrical

* EC-06 - RPS

* EC-08 - Service
Water/Component Cooling

* EC-11 (Rear) - Rad Monitors

* EC-1 A (Front) - Control
Room HVAC / Reactor Vessel
Level / Core Exit
Thermocouples

* EC-27- Thermal Margin
Monitors

AND

Either of the following: (a or b)

a. A SIGNIFICANT TRANSIENT
is in progress.

OR

1. SA4.1.

b. Compensatory non-alarming
indications are unavailable.

Site * The site-specific list of Electrical Cabinets (EC) houses the PNP. safety system
specific annunciators and indicators.

Difference * Generic Difference Number 1, 7

* Added 'on theifollowing:" for readability.

Deviation * None
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Svstem Malfunctions Justification Matrix

*SA4 ss Jistis- c U I A

* The PNP specific basis includes the'site- - The additional basis information supports the
specific definition for what constitutes a - determination of a loss of annunciation and
significant transient and compensatory non- indication with a transientin-progress and no
alarming indications. ' ' .' compensatory indications specified in the EALs.

Difference * Additional information was added to support EAL determination. The additional
information does not impact the classification or intent of the'associated EALs.

Deviations * None
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System Malfunctions Justification Matrix

AC power capability to essential AC power capability to essential
SA5 busses reduced to a single power busses reduced to a single power

source for greater than 15 minutes - SA5 source for GREATER THAN 15
such that any additional single failure minutes such that any additional single
would result in station blackout failure would result in station blackout

Mode Power Operation, Startup, Hot Power Operation,ZStartup, Hot
App. Standby, Hot Shutdown Standby, Hot Shutdown

Difference * None

Deviation * None

NEI EAL# NEI EAL Wording PNP PNP EAL Wording
EAL#(s)

AC power capability to site-specific- AC power capability to Vital 2400 VAC
essential busses reduced to a single busses 1 C and 1 D reduced to only
power source for greater than 15 one of the following sources for
minutes GREATER THAN 15 minutes

-AND * Safeguard Transformer 1-1

Any additional single failure will result- * Start Up Transformer 1-2
1 in station blackout.' '-'- A1-iA5.1. * Station Power Transformer 1-2

* 1-1 Emergency Diesel Generator

* 1-2 Emergency Diesel Generator
AND

Any additional single failure will result
in station blackout.

Site '* Vita 12400 VAC busses IC and ID" are the site-specific essential busses.
specific

Difference * Generic Difference Number 1, 7

* Defined "a single power source" to be 'only one of the following sources" and listed those
sources for user clarity.'

Deviation * None -
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System Malfunctions Justification Matrix

SA5 - !Basis: JUtifiction >o = * .

...... ...... ~ d M ns ..

1. The PNP specific basis includes 'additional' 1. The additional basis information supports
information related to the power supplies : the determination of a loss of offsite power
for the Vital 2400 VAC busses. . specified in the EAL.

2. Deleted reference to companion unit AC 2. PNP is a single unit plant.
cross-tie capability.

Difference 1. Additional information was added to support EAL determihation; The additional
information does not impact the classification or intent of the associated EALs.

2. Deleted reference to companion unit AC cross-tie capability as PNP is a single unit
plant.

Deviations * None
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System Malfunctions Justification Matrix

I rN(l ICpi ~%#NE C X~
____I________________._____________ Il,

Loss of All Offsite Power and Loss of Loss of All Offsite Power and Loss of
SSI All Onsite AC Power to Essential SSI All Onsite AC Power to Essential

Busses Busses

Mode Power Operation, Startup, Hot Power Operation, Startup, Hot
App. Standby, Hot Shutdown Standby,- Hot Shutdown

Difference' None

Deviation * None

NEI EAL# NEI EAL Wording PNP PNP EAL Wording
EAL#(s)

Loss of power to (site-specific) Loss of all offsite power to Vital 2400
transformers. VAC buses 1C and 1D.

AND AND

Failure of (site-specific) emergency- Failure of both emergency diesel
generators to supply power to generators to supply power to Vital

1. emergency busses. SS1.1. 2400 VAC busses.

AND AND

Failure to restore power to at least one Failure to restore power to at least
emergency bus within (site-specific) one Vital 2400 VAC bus within 15
minutes from the time of loss of both minutes from the time of loss of both
offsite and onsite AC power offsite and onsite AC power.

Site * 'Vital 2400 VAC buses IC and ID" are the site-specific essential busses
specific -* 'both" is site-specific for the emergency "diesel" generators

Difference . -Generic Difference Number I

* Replaced "emergency" with "Vital 2400 VAC" for user clarity.

* The NEI example EAL'condition "Loss of power to (site-specific) transformers" has been
changed to "Loss of all offsite powerto Vital 2400 VAC buses I C and 1 D." Adding the
words 'all offsite" to the EAL focuses the classification on the loss of offsite power to
the essential busses. 'Additionally, the words "all offsite" brings information from the
basis into the EAC and aligh the EAL directly to the IC. The PNP wording focuses the
classification on the loss of offsite power capability rather than the status of one or more
transformers that may or may not be capable of powering the essential buses (e.g. in
the event of a fault condition between the transformer and the bus). This simplifies the
EAL wording'and concisely meets the intent of the NEI IC SS1. The combination of'
changirg transformers to busses, and adding the "all offsite" to the EAL was done to
provide the user all the information necessary within the EAL to accurately classify the
event.

Deviation * None
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System Malfunctions Justification Matrix
S BasisJustifatstificatiion ,

Spefc ddiidns/DelItion& i' ¾ _ I

* The PNP specific basis includes additional The additional basis information supports the
information related to the power supplies for determination of a loss of offsite power
the Vital 2400 VAC busses. - specified in the EAL.

Difference * Additional information was added to support EAL determination. The additional
information does not impact the classificatfion or intent of the associated EAL.

Deviations * None
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System Malfunctions Justification Matrix

Failure of Reactor Protection System Failure of Reactor Protection System
Instrumentation to Complete or Initiate Instrumentation to Complete or Initiate

SS2 an Automatic Reactor Scram Once a an Automatic Reactor Scrarm Once a
Reactor Protection System Setpoint S Reactor Protection System Setpoint
Has Been Exceeded and Manual: Has Been Exceeded and Manual
Scram Was NOT Successful Scram Was NOT Successful

: Mode Power Operation, Startup Power Operation, Startup
'App.

Difference * None

Deviation * None

NEI EAL# NEI EAL Wording PNP PNP EAL Wording
EAL#(s)

Indication(s) exist that automatic and Indication(s) exist that automatic and
manual scram were not successful.- SS2.1. manual trip were NOT successful.

Site . None
specific

Difference * Generic Difference Number 1, 11, 15

Deviation . None

'SS2'Basis;Lustiica ion .,. _ .44-. ,l3-442f.

Deletions _____ ____ ti'.4$4t4i4.4n

The PNP specific basis includes the site- - The additional basis information supports the
specific trip methodology and references ' determination 'of an RPS automatic trip failure
related to what constitutes a successful and with an unsuccessful manual trip specified in the
unsuccessful reactor trip. - EALs.

Difference * Additional information was added to support EAL determination. The additional
information does not impact the blassification or intent of the associated EALs.

Deviations * None
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System Malfunctions Justification Matrix

NEI EAL# NEI EAL Wording PNP PNP EAL Wording
EAL#(s)

Loss of All Vital DC Power based on Loss of all vital DC' power based on
1 (site-specific) bus voltage indications LESS THAN 105 VDC on DC busses

for greater than 15 minutes. ' S3..-No. 1, ED-10 and No.2, ED-20 for
GREATER THAN 15 minutes.

Site ' "LESS THAN 105 VDC on DC buses No. 1, ED-1 0 and No.2, ED-20" is the site-specific
specific bus voltage indication for a loss of all Vital DC.

Difference * Generic Difference Number 1, 7

Deviation * None

- .. > .... *. .

s t a k : 1~,,, , , 1 ... . . .. 2C > 2 h 2 . 2 .. ' . . .S S 3 -B a s i J u s t i f i c t i o n , > ..-"" -l ."~I~, ,~,~, ~"-"l

Peciic Additiofnis D letions I, ___________

* The PNP specific basis includes additional
information related to Station Battery : '
capabilities;.

*0 The additional basis information supports the
: - determination of the loss of DC power specified

in'the EAL.

* Additional information was added to support EAL determination. The additional
information does not impact the classification or intent of the associated EAL.

* None
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System Malfunctions Justification Matrix

AC# AEI IC PNPin'g I C'Word ing,.N--EI PCNP E!I 6dI
1Z T

SS4 Complete Loss of Heat Removal S Complete Loss of Heat RemovalCapability ' Capability

Mode Power Operation, Startup, Hot Power Operation, Startup, Hot
-App. Standby, Hot Shutdown Standby, Hot Shutdown

Difference * None

Deviation None

NEI EAL# NEI EAL Wording PNP PNP EAL Wording'
EAL#(s)

Loss of core cooling and heat sink SS4I Loss of core cooling and heat sink.
(PWR).

Site * None
specific

Difference . Generic Difference Number 1
Deleted '(PWR)" as it is redundant to PNP design.

Deviation . None

NEI EAL# NEI EAL Wording PNP PNP EAL Wording
EAL#(s)

2 Heat Capacity Temperature Limit (Not used)
Curve exceeded (BWR).

Site PNP is a PWR and has no 'Heat Capacity Temperature Limit Curve".,
specific.

Difference * Not used

Deviation * None
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Svstem Malfunctions Justification Matrix

£S4 - Basi';usti ication'

Imps~c. -..I 111
+

* The PNP specific basis replaces the BWR- ''
specific information with the PNP functions that
must be lost.

The additional basis information supports the
determination of the loss of core cooling and
heat sink specified in the EAL.

* Additional information was added to support EAL determination. The additional
information does not imp act the classification or intent of the associated EAL.

* None
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Svstem Malfunctions Justification Matrix

Inability to Monitor a SIGNIFICANT Inability to Monitor a SIGNIFICANT
TRANSIENT in Progress. TRANSIENT in Progress.

Mode Power Operation, Startup, Hot Power Operation, Startup, Hot
App. Standby, Hot Shutdown - Standby, Hot Shutdown

Difference * None

Deviation * None
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Svstem Malfunctions Justification Matrix

NEI EAL# NEI EAL Wording i ' PNP PNP EAL Wording
-: e EAL#(s)

a. Loss of most or all (site-specific)
annunciators associated with
safety systems.

AND

b. Compensatory non-alarming'
indications are unavailable.

AND
c. Indications needed to monitor

(site-specific) safety functions are
unavailable.

AND

d. SIGNIFICANT TRANSIENT in
progress.

SS6.1.
1.

Loss of most or all annunciators
associated with safety systems on the
following:

* EC 02/12 - Reactor/PCPs

* EC-03/13 - Safety
Injection/Containment Cooling
& Isolation systems /
Ventilation

* EC-04 - Electrical

EC-06 - RPS

* EC-08 - Service
Water/Component Cooling

* EC-1 1 (Rear) - Rad Monitors

* EC-11 A (Front) - Control
Room HVAC / Reactor Vessel
Level / Core Exit
Thermocouples

* EC-27- Thermal Margin
Monitors

AND
SIGNIFICANT TRANSIENT in
progress.

AND
Compensatory non-alarming
indications are unavailable.

'AND
Indications needed to monitor the
ability to shut down the reactor,
maintain the core cooled, maintain the
primary coolant system intact, and
maintain containment intact are
unavailable.

Site * The site-specific list of Electrical Cabinets (EC) houses the PNP safety system
specific annunciators and indicators..

* 'the ability to shut down the reactor, maintain the core cooled, maintain the primary
coolant system intact, and maintain containment intact" is the site-specific list of safety
functions. -

Difference * Generic Difference Number 1

* 'SIGNIFICANT TRANSIENT", placed 2nd on list to provide user with clear escalation path.

Deviation . None
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System -Malfunctions Justification Matrix

'SS 1-Basi Jsiication,-_
r rir ~p~ L... ........___.._.....

*The PNP specific basis includes the site- The additional basis information supports the
specific definition for what constitutes a'.determinato oanibility to MOnio n
significant transient and compensatory non- progress significant transients specified in the
alarming indications. . EA.s.

Difference *Additional information was added to support EAL determination. The additional
information does not impac the classification or intent of the associated EALs.

Deviations *None
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Svstem Malfunctions Justification Matrix

NEIllC~ 1CWordin ~J PN p d,

Prolonged Loss of All Offsite Power -Prolonged Loss of All Offsite Power
SGI and Prolonged Loss of All Onsite AC SGI and Prolonged Loss of All Onsite AC

Power to Essential Busses. Power to Essential Busses.

Mode Power Operation, Startup, Hot Power Operation, Startup, Hot
App. Standby, Hot Shutdown Standby, Hot Shutdown

Difference None

Deviation * None
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System Malfunctions Justification-Matrix

NEI EAL# NEI EAL Wording PNP PNP EAL Wording
EAL#(s)

Loss of power to (site-specific) Loss of all offsite power to Vital 2400
transformers. VAC busses 1 C and ID.

AND AND

Failure of (site-specific) emergency i:' Failure of both emergency diesel
diesel generators to supply power to generators to supply power to Vital
emergency busses. 2400 VAC busses.

AND 'AND
Either of the following: (a or b) Either of the following: (a or b)

- 1. a. Restoration of at least one SG1.1. a. Restoration of at least one Vital
emergency bus within (site-X: 2400 VAC bus within 4 hours is

* specific) hours is not likely NOT likely

OR OR

- b. (Site-Specific) Indication of b. Continuing degradation of core
continuing degradation of core cooling based on Fission Product
cooling based on Fission Product Barrier monitoring as indicated
Barrier monitoring. by Average of qualified CETs

GREATER THAN 700 degrees F.

Site * 'Vital 2400 VAC buses IC and ID" are the site-specific essential busses
specific . "both' is site-specific for the emergency diesel generators

,* 4 hours" is the site-specific value for the batteries design life during a loss of all AC.

'* CETs GREATER THAN 700 degrees F" is the site-specific indication for continuing core
cooling degradation.

Difference * Generic Difference Number 1,I15.

* Replaced "emergency' with "Vital 2400 VAC" for user clarity.

* The NEI example EAL condition "Loss of power to (site-specific) transformers" has been
changed to "Loss of all offsite power to Vital 2400 VAC buses IC and,1 D." Adding the
words "all offsite" to the EAL'focuses the classification on the loss of offsite power to the
essential busses. Additionally, the words "all offsite" brings information from the basis
into the EAL and align the EAL directly to the IC. The PNP wording focuses the
classification on the loss~of offsite power capability rather than the status of one or more
transformers that may or may, not be capable of powering the essential buses (e.g. in the
event of a fault condition between the transformer and the bus). This simplifies the EAL
wording and concisely meets the intent of the NEI IC SG1. The combination of changing

. transformers to busses, and adding the "all offsite" to the EAL was done to provide the
user all the information necessary within the'EAL to accurately classify the event.

Deviation * None .
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System Malfunctions Justification Matrix

SG asisJustification _ ,f.i..

by. ;. .X >-.-W.WPNP'ediflc;AdditionsiDel etions i~i: 2 Ju istificto

The PNP specific basis includes additional * The additional basis information supports the
information related to the power supplies for ; ' determination of a prolonged loss of offsite
the Vital 2400 VAC busses and use of the power specified in the EAL
CETs for indicating degraded core cooling.

Difference * Additional information was added to support EAL determination. The additional '
information does not impact the classification or intent of the associated EAL.

Deviations * None
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System Malfunctions-Justification Matrix

~~Nl l#9gPNP ,~ Wording 4~6

Failure of the Reactor Protection Failure of the Reactor Protection
System to Complete an Automatic System to Complete an Automatic

. Scram and Manual Scram was NOT - Scram and Manual Scram was NOT
Successful and There is Indication of Successful and There is Indication of
an Extreme Challenge to the Ability to ,; an Extreme Challenge to the Ability to
Cool the Core Cool the Core

Mode Power Operation, Startup Power Operation, Startup
App.

.Difference * None

Deviation * None
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System Malfunctions Justification Matrix

NEI EAL# NEI EAL Wording PNP PNP EAL Wording
EAL#(s) __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

Indications exist that automatic and Indications exist that automatic and
manual scram were not successful. manual trip were NOT successful.

AND AND

Either of the following: (a or b) Either of the following: (a or b)

a. Indication(s) exists that the core a. Average of qualified CETs,
1. cooling is extremely challenged. SG2.1. GREATER THAN 1200 degrees

-OR. F.

b. Indication(s) exists that heat OR
removal is extremely challenged. b. Core and PCS Heat Removal

safety function status acceptance
criteria cannot be met.

Site * None
specific

Difference . Generic Difference Number 1, 11, 15

* Average of qualified CETs GREATER THAN 1200 degrees F' is the site-specific
indication that 'core cooling is extremely challenged'.

* 'Core and PCS Heat Removal safety function status acceptance criteria cannot be met'
is the site-specific indication that "heat removal is extremely challenged".

Deviation * None
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Svstem Malfunctions-Justification- Matrix

SG2- Basis Justification m.. 0

PNP Specific AdditisDeleti _-4*'- p*' -I!*-:.x.S o . -,.,.-

* The PNP specific basis includes additional
information related to automatic and manual
reactor trip failures, and extreme challenges to
core cooling and heat removal.

. The additional basis information supports the
determination'of reactor trip failure with extreme
core challenges specified in the EAL.

* Additional information was added to support EAL determination. The additional
information does not impact the classification or intent of the associated EAL.

* None
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Justification Matrix Addendum #1
Justification for-RVLMS Levels

The deviations applied to the EALs related to loss -of PCS inventory accomplish the
following:

* Apply the methodology used in the NEI 99-01, Revision 4 guidance.
* Utilize available plant specific indications to provide the end-user with-indicated

reactor vessel levels in addition to -backup indications based on source range
indication and containment radiation levels.'

The following comparison of the NEI to PNP EALs for a loss of reactor vessel inventory
should be used as a reference for'discu'ssions-of the deviations in EALs CA1.1, CA2.1,
CS1.1, CS1.2, CS2.1, CS2.2, CG1.2,- Fission Product Barrier Matrix; Fuel Clad Potential
Loss #4 and Containment Potential Lo'ss'#3.

NEI EAL PNP Elevation m PNP EAL PNP Available Indications

628' 6" on LT-0 105 @ 100%

619'6" on LT-0106 @100%.
At "~ ~~'A619' 2" on RVLMS Sensor #6

; * Alert
Alert ;a] 61617' on LT-0105/0106 @ 0%
bottom ID of the RCS loop 616' 5.5"

: 00 SAE- ' : : :- -
1 616' 6" 616' 6" on RVLMS Sensor #7

SAE
6" below the bottom ID of the RCS 615 :11.5 "
loop

IGE
G-614' 614'on RVLMS Sensor #8

GE
less than TOAF for > 30 minutes 613' 2".

Refueling Level Gauge Discussion

Although PNP has a refueling level gauge, this instrument cannot be credited. In both
cold shutdown and refueling modes, this instrument is not in service except during PCS
drain and fill evolutions, and for shiftly log keeping. It is removed from service afterneach
of these evolutions to eliminate a potential PCS inventory loss from accidentally breaking
the gauge's glass tube.:' In either mode, regardless of whether the 'refueling level gauge
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was in service or not at the onset of a loss of PCS inventory, it would become
unavailable, as one of the first actions prescribed by procedure during a loss of PCS
inventory is to evacuate and close containment.

Alert Deviation Discussion

When reactor vessel water level lowers to the 616' 5.5" elevation, the bottom of the PCS
hot leg is uncovered. Reactor vessel level transmitter, LT-0105, and reactor hot leg level
transmitter, LT-0106 provide the closest readily available indication of this level. Both
transmitters will indicate approximately 0% at a level of 617' 0". This deviation is
appropriate for PNP, as it provides equivalent protection of the public health and safety
in the absence of an installed reactor-vessel level indication that concisely meets the NEI
EAL of the "bottom of the' RCS loop." Additionally, the level selected is discriminatory
and allows escalation to a Site Area Emergency.- Therefore, use of this indication does
not decrease the overall effectiveness of the EAL scheme.

Site Area Emer encv Deviation Discussion;

When reactor vessel water level lowers to the 615' 11.5" elevation, level is 6" below the
bottom ID of the PCS hot leg. RVLMS-is unable to distinguish 6" below the bottom 'ID of
the PCS loop penetration. The closest indication of this level is provided by RVLMS
upper guide structure (UGS) region- sensor #7 red light on, -40" above the fuel
alignment plate at the 616'-6" elevation. This indication allows clear escalation both from
CAl/CA2 to CS1/CS2 and from CS1iCS2 to CG1. It also maintains the 6" difference in
PCS elevation between the Alert and Site Area Emergency classification prescribed by
NEI 99-01, Revision 4. This deviation is appropriate for PNP, as it provides equivalent
protection of the public health and safety in the absence of an installed reactor vessel
level indication that concisely meets the-NEI EAL-of "6" below the bottom of the RCS
loop." Additionally, the level selected is discriminatory and allows escalation to a
General Emergency. Therefore, use of this indication does not decrease the overall
effectiveness of the EAL scheme.

General Emergency Deviation Discussion

"614 ft. 0 in. el." is -11 in. above the TOAF, and is the lowest level indication that can be
used to determine reactor vessel inventory loss at PNP. When reactor vessel water
level drops to the 613' 2" elevation (TOAF) [Ref. 2], core uncovery is about to occur.
The closest indication of this level is provided by RVLMS UGS region sensor #8 red light
on, -11" above'the fuel alignment plate, at the 614' 0"elevation. This~deviation is
appropriate for PNP, as it provides:equivalent protection of the public health and safety
in the absence of an installed reactor vessel level indication'that concisely m'eets the NEI
EAL of "less than TOAF for > 30 minutes." Additionally, the level selected is the lowest
indication available that would allow escalation to a General Emergency. Therefore, use
of this indication does not decrease the overall effectiveness of the EAL scheme.

Optional Deviations Discussion

RVLMS sensor #6 indication at the 619' 2" elevation is too high to escalate from the
Unusual Event to the Alert classification without the potential of needlessly activating
offsite agencies.
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RVLMS sensor #7 at the 616' 6" elevation is only 0.5" above the NEI EAL for an Alert at
616' 5.5". If this indication is used for the Alert classification, the only remaining options
would be to declare either a Site Area Emergency at 614', RVLMS sensor #8, and
deviate from the NEI EAL escalation scheme by having no General Emergency EAL for
level, or declare a General Emergency and deviate by having no Site Area Emergency
EAL for level. The NEI 99-01 CS1 and CS2 Basis also states "If a PWRs RVLIS is
unable to distinguish 6" below the bottom ID of the RCS loop penetration, then the first
observable point below the bottom ID of the loop should be chosen as the setpoint."
Complying with this would also cause an escalation to a Site Area Emergency at the
614' elevation with no General Emergency EAL for level.

All of these options would decrease the effectiveness of the NEI escalation scheme.

Conclusion

There are only two indications available upon which to base an Alert classification near
the NEI EAL, and still have indications left that could be used to escalate the event.
Both of those indications (LT-01 05 and LT-01 06) will trend off-scale low at the 617'
elevation. Below the 617' elevation there are only two additional indications (RVLMS
sensors #7 and #8) upon which to base the Site Area Emergency and the General
Emergency classifications near the NEI EALs. All three of these EAL classifications
maintain a level differential that compares favorably to the NEI EALs for escalation of the
loss of PCS inventory event. There are 6 inches between the Alert and Site Area
Emergency for both the PNP and the NEI EALs. There are 2' 6" between the Site Area
Emergency and the General Emergency for the PNP EAL and 2' 9.5" between the Site
Area Emergency and the General Emergency for the NEI EALs.

Therefore, PNP's EAL scheme for loss of inventory in cold shutdown and refueling
modes will result in the following:

1. Alert Classification: using indications available on LT-0105/0106 at a level of
617' (6.5" above the bottom ID of the RCS loop).

2. SAE Classification:
a. use the level of 616' 6" for 6" below bottom ID of the RCS loop (0.5"

above bottom ID of the RCS loop and therefore 6.5" greater than the NEI
setpoint).

b. use the level of 614' for TOAF (-11" above the TOAF and --11" greater
than the NEI setpoint).

3. GE Classification: use the level of 614' for TOAF (-11" greater than the NEI
setpoint).

The PNP site-specific levels used meet the intent of the NEI guidance with regard to loss
of inventory with irradiated fuel in the reactor vessel. Therefore, these deviations are
appropriate for PNP as they provide equivalent protection of the public health and safety
in the absence of installed reactor vessel level indication that concisely meets the NEI
EAL. These indications maintain an escalation strategy comparable to the NEI EALs,
and therefore do not decrease the effectiveness of the EAL scheme.
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Justification Matrix
Addendum #2

Abnormal Radiologicaal Levels / Radiological Effluent

EAL RA1.2 Deviation Justification

Deviation
This deviation relates to NEI 99-01 revision 4, EALAA1 Example EAL #2, which is PNP EAL RA1.2.
The deviation applies specifically to the Radioactive Gaseous Effluent Monitors (RGEM) RIA-2326
and RIA-2327. The deviation is needed to maintain consistency between RU1.2, RA1.2, RS1.1 and
RGi .1. The NEI guidance for RA1.2 is a releasee that "exceeds 200 times the Radiological Technical
Specifications". The NEI guidance for RSI.1 is an offsite dose that "exceeds 100 mRemTEDE OR
500mRem Thyroid CDE ". When the calculations are done for 200X our Offsite Dose Calculation'
Manual, the projected offsite dose is 123 mRem using average meteorology and 437 mRern using
adverse meteorology. Both of these exceed the Site Area Emergency limit of 100 mRem. Therefore if
the 200X ODCM value is used, an Alert would never be declared since the SAE threshold wa's
already exceeded.

The attached comparison of the NEI to PNP Emergency Action Levels for radiological releases
provides a comparison of the limits used in EALs- RU1.2, RA1.2, RS1.1 and RG1.1.

Monitor Description
RIA-2326 is the normal range noble gas monitor and RIA-2327 is the high range noble gas monitor.
RIA-2326 has an "Alert" alarm at 1.6 E+4 CPM and a "High" alarm at 1.3 E+6 CPM.' RIA-2326 and
RIA-2327 are interlocked such that the High Alarm on RIA-2326 causes the normal sample flow path
to be bypassed and sample flow diverted to the high range monitor RIA-2327.

Conclusion
While the limits for RIA-2326 and RIA-2327 deviatelfrom the specific guidance in NEI 99-01, they are
consistent with the intent to provide aigraduated escalation from the UE to the General Emergency.
The proposed scheme will result in an earlier classification at the Alert level but the classification at'
the Site Area Emergency and General Ernergency levels will remain consistent with the NEI 99-01
guidance. Therefore there is no decrease in effectiveness and this scheme continues to protect the
health and safety of the public.
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2 X ODCM

200 X ODCM
RIA-2327

The limits for RIA-2326 and RIA-2337 are well below the
200X the ODCM limit. These limits were selected to
ensure adequate separation from the limits in RS1.1.
The Site Area Emergency limits are based on EPA
guidance and use adverse meteorology while the
ODCM values used in RA1.2 use average meteorology.
The limits correspond to the High alarm on RIA-2326,
which is also the' point at which the RGEM monitors
switch from low range to high range. While the limits for
RIA-2326 sand; RIA-2327 deviate .from the specific
gbidance6 in NEI' 99-01f, they: are consistent with the
intent'toprovide a graduated escalation from the UE to
the General Emergency.,

No deviation.
TEDE,
OR

, ; ~
500 mRemr
Thyroid CDE

1000 mRem
TEDE::

No deviation.

OR
5000 mRem
Thyroid CDE
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